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The Photoplay Author
A Journal for All Who Produce Photoplays

A Lesson from the Novice
By Phil Lang

(Dropping the editorial "we," I want to say that the article which follows is one of the best

and most important that has ever been published in any periodical of interest to photoplaywrights.

Mr. Lang is editor of the Kalem Company, and has handled thousands of scripts, ranging from
those of the very rawest and most impossible amateurs to those of the most celebrated authors

whose work is now appearing on the motion picture screen. I consider Mr. Lang's twelfth paragraph
in this article a classic in itself. After handling the work of many hundreds of novices, I find that

what he says in that single paragraph covers the faults which are at the very root of the failures

of countless beginners everywhere. And I take this opportunity to endorse what Mr. Lang says

in his second last paragraph about the use of the term "movies." It is up to every man and woman
who has the good of the photoplay at heart to do all in his or her power to stamp out the use of

this assinine and illiterate term, and to leave nothing undone which will tend in any way to dignify

and improve this wonderful new profession of photoplay writing.

—

Arthur Leeds.)

Much has been said concerning the fiction writer who has failed

to make good in the scenario field, while the proverbial Tom, Dick

and Harry, with less education and experience, have gained recogni-

tion. The explanation is simple. The unsuccessful fiction men have

not taken the photoplay seriously, while the persons who have become

successful scenario writers, realizing that they are not equipped to

achieve literary fame, have gone to infinite pains to study the tech-

nique of the silent drama and have familiarized themselves with the

multitude of plots presented in pictures and the constantly changing

market conditions.

A well known scenario editor at one time made the caustic, but

none the less significant, declaration that he would prefer to take as

a pupil the illiterate, bewhiskered postmaster at a remote hamlet

than to attempt to instruct a literary person in the essentials of

photoplay construction. His somewhat exaggerated statement is

well worth considering. Doubtless our friend meant that the post-

master, having no views of particular importance, would be open to

conviction, while the literary person would cling tenaciously to pre-

cepts entirely foreign to photoplays.

This editor knew that the literary man, with whom he had had

dealings, was not inclined to take suggestions. He had been success-

ful in his particular line, and what was this new profession that so

boldly informed him that he was a long way from providing a suitable
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scenario! Perhaps the editor had waded through a volume of pro-

lixities and discovered a possible situation that he was willing to pay

for, with the view of writing a scenario around it. His proposition

brought forth a reproval which did much to create the impression

among the uninformed that "the picture companies pay little or

nothing and offer ridiculous figures for plays which are vastly superior

to anything they ever made."

Therefore our friend, forced by circumstances to look askance

at literary manuscripts, which rarely contain a single definite speci-

fication for action, preferred to take up and develop a worthy idea

from some one who had earnestly endeavored to acquire the proper

perspective.

Every scenario editor has had similar experiences. We have

always felt, however, that the fiction man's indifference—and no

other word is sufficiently expressive—is doubly unfortunate; for

the producer, who might otherwise secure many splendid plots, and

for the fiction man himself, who has cut himself off from a profitable

business because he simply will not try to find the necessary angle.

When he appreciates the fact that in order to write a salable scenario

he must approach the proposition as seriously as he does the writing

of a short story, there is no reason why he should not become a leader

in this new profession, with many advantages over the inexperienced

writer. He has "the plotting mind"—and ninety per cent of the

scenarios which the producers return are lacking in plot. (We empha-

size Mr. Lang's statement by using italics.—Editor.) He has also

learned where to find plots and he has a knowledge of dramatic values.

But until such time as he forgets all that he knows about dialogue

and description and learns to write brief specifications for consistent

photoplay action, he cannot hope to sell a scenario.

Just how many leading literary lights have turned seriously to

the scenario field is problematical. For obvious commercial reasons,

the man with the big name and reputation will be given credit for

certain productions as long as photoplays are made, but you will find

that in most cases the man with the big name did not write anything

which remotely resembled a scenario. Some expert script writer

toiled industriously to utilize as many of the incidents in the original

story as possible—and his work was no sinecure. He was obliged to

take a situation which was only hinted at in a line of dialogue and

build it up, securing no assistance from the vivid word pictures.

It is therefore impossible to predict who the prominent photo-

playwrights of the future will be, but at present the advent of the
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multiple-reel play and the resultant exodus of the scenario writers

who were able to sell only a one-reel idea, make the man trained in

the development of big themes more desirable than ever.

The few literary men who actually have identified themselves

with the writing of scenarios are notable for the earnest manner in

which they have studied the motion picture. The manuscripts which

several of them prepare are works of art, in that they give the

producer a strong theme to be acted—not to be read.

For the purpose of discussion

we gather into the classification

of "fiction men" the numerous

writers from whom the scenario

editors frequently receive in-

quiries; "the man with the

newspaper experience," and "the

author of this and that short

story." Oftentimes the inquiries

indicate that scenario writing can

be but a side issue; that a photo-

play is to be dashed off at odd

moments, or a plot is to be util-

ized for pictures when it is not

worthy of treatment as fiction.

Some even state that they rarely

visit the picture shows. Herein

we have the reason for the fail-

ures. True, many successful

photoplays are written in odd
moments, but they were none the

less seriously conceived and
prepared.

These parties not only will do well to take a page from the note

book of the successful literary men mentioned above, but they will

find a striking contrast to their indifference in the method by which
the novice proceeds. By novice we refer to the man who has had no

experience whatever as a writer.

The novice finds that only one school-exists—the picture theatre

—and we mean no disrespect to Mr. Arthur Leeds and his associates

who have demonstrated what honest experts who discriminate in

accepting pupils (The italics, here, are Mr. Lang's.—Editor.) can

accomplish with a course of study. At the picture theatre the novice

Mr. Lang
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makes a careful study of the plays as they appear on the screen

—

and he takes them very seriously. There he develops "the picture

eye," which means that he learns to comprehend the limitations of

the camera and is able to determine the suitability of ideas and their

manner of presentation. We have never seen Mr. Leeds' course, but,

knowing the man, we are confident that he emphasizes at all times

the importance of the beginner's regular attendance of the picture

shows for the purpose of study. On many occasions the novice sits

through the show a second time and, having the plots in mind, he

carefully observes the manner in which the stories are told.

"I cannot hear the conversation of the characters," he muses,

"and why should I indicate any dialogue in the scenario I am going

to write? That scene may depict a June day, or it may be August.

Perhaps a bird is singing in that tree and no doubt the ripple of the

brook can be heard, but all of this is immaterial. It is a silent drama

I am watching. Everything I see has been enacted before a camera.

My writing, therefore, must be brief and to the point and I must not

ask the producer to do impossible things."

Thus it is that later he writes a similar scene but he does not

express himself as follows: "John first realized that love had come

into his life on one of those June days when all the earth seemed in

tune. As he stood beneath the old apple tree, listening to the inspired

song of the thrush, he beheld Mary, his heart's desire, etc., etc."

What he writes is "Scene — Picturesque Exterior Location. John

stands in foreground, lost in thought. He looks up, sees Mary
approaching and greets her. Mary is cordial and invites John to

the house. They exit."

The novice observes that the central characters are few in number

and introduced in an early scene which establishes their relationship.

He sees that the events follow in proper sequence and that each

scene is the logical outgrowth of its predecessor. Something happens

immediately which commands his attention. No time is lost in pre-

liminaries. In reply to his inquiry, the manager of the theatre tells

him that the usual length of a picture is one thousand feet and he

wonders how many scenes a full reel picture contains. On his next

visit, therefore, he checks off each change of scene and strikes an

average from the four or five pictures on the program. He notices

that different styles of stories require different developments; that

in the play which contained 75 scenes there were many short flashes

which heightened the suspense, while another picture presented a

number of dramatic episodes which required so much time that

the story was told in 25 scenes.
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In the same manner, he copies the sub-titles or leaders and

studies them. He soon understands where and why the sub-title is

used. Consequently he is rarely guilty of telling his story by inserted

matter. Being a sensible man he knows that picture patrons can do

their reading at home and that they pay their ten cents to see a play.

Day by day the novice's education continues. He sees that

studio sets are kept at the minimum; that the producer does not

have certain incidents take place in three different rooms when the

story can be made just as effective by using only one set for those

particular scenes. His studies are promoted by reading the motion

picture trade journals, which not only contain helpful columns for

the scenario writers, but many items concerning the operations of

the different producers. He " brushes up" on several puzzling points

by studying an expert's text book on scenario construction. His

faithful attendance of the picture shows and his regular reading of

the trade magazines convince him that his plot is new, for he realizes

that hundreds and hundreds of plots are being presented in pictures.

He does not rush home, dash off the scenario and mail it. He is a

conscientious novice.

He concludes that it will be unwise to open his play in Venice

and take his hero to Cairo, Thibet and Afghanistan. His common
sense tells him that no producer is going to send a company abroad

for that particular picture and that few wish to imitate backgrounds

in their studios. True, the Hifaluten Film Company did make a

production in Venice, but in his visits to the picture shows he has

seen several other Hifaluten pictures of a similar character, with the

same players, and he knows that all resulted from a well planned trip.

In fact he knew all about this particular trip by having read the trade

journals.

The same good judgment recommends that he substitute an

automobile racing with a train for that chase which he originally

thought could only be made effective by using a submarine boat and

an aeroplane. He hopes that when he makes good, a friendly editor

will tell him when certain unusual properties are available, but not

until then will he call for extraordinary equipment.

Eventually the scenario is written, but the novice considers the

market conditions and saves postage. During this time the creation

of his brain cools and he assures himself that the manuscript is pre-

pared in such a manner that the editor, seeing only the cold type and

possessing none of the author's enthusiasm, can understand it.
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The play is a modern society drama and a good one. Knowing
the fatality of sending the scenario to a producer who specializes on

an entirely different line, the novice studies the releases and selects

the Alpha and Omega companies. These concerns, he notices, are

producing plays along the lines represented in his scenario. As his

leading character is a wealthy young clubman, he concludes that he

will try the Alpha Company, which at this time is featuring an actor

in such roles, while the releases and the advertising of the Omega
people plainly indicate that Miss Trixie Venus is being starred by

them.

When he mails his scenario the novice does not take the attitude

that he is conferring a great favor by submitting a play for "the

movies"—a word abhorred by producers—and that his experience

in an entirely different field admirably equips him to supply superior

ideas, if the editor is capable of appreciating them. As a matter of

fact he writes no letter at all. He is satisfied that the scenario will

speak for itself. His intelligence tells him that the producer is look-

ing for new ideas, and those submitted by the Queen of Sheba and

Nelly, the cloak model, have an equal chance of acceptance for their

respective purposes, provided they are worthy, honest and well

prepared.

The novice may not sell this particular scenario, but it is not

long before his conscientious application brings its reward. He is

by no means an imaginary character. He is representative of the

photoplaywright who only became a photoplaywright by taking his

work seriously.

"A play must be a definite, connected series of doings, not an

indefinite, unconnected series of sayings."

—Henry Arthur Jones, The Foundations of a National Drama.

" Perseverance is in most cases a necessity; but all the persever-

ance in the world, and even all of the taking pains, are useless

unless the aspirant has some natural gift."
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XIV. William E. Wing-
Star Photoplaywright

By Paul M. Powell

(Mr. Powell is a Western director of the Lubin Company, and an ex-Los Angeles newspaper
man of note.)

Way back in the hearts of the "Old Guard" of journalism which,

in the good, old times performed its marvels in the way of "scoops"

which rocked the nation, uncovered volcanoes of the human kind

and held the respect and friendship of those who sat in high places

—

in these hearts, I say, there still lingers a mellow love for "Bill"

Wing, whose pen dripped pathos, wisdom and tripping humor as the

spirit stirred him, and whose steadfast fellowship, for foe as well as

friend, was a by-word.

He eliminated "friendship" from his dictionary, for "knocker"

as well as those who were true, never appealed to his hand or his

purse without avail. He was a Samaritan to all those who were down
and suffered imposition of the hypocrites with a smile that was not

without understanding. He did not "Live and let live." He lived

and helped to live, often to his cost.

His pen kept him company. His jingling verse, his quips and his

humor were of the sunny character. None carried a sting. His

fiction—he was a writer of early Western tales—was of red-blooded

men who accomplished things, but, in the telling, there never failed

to run the thread of a theme worth while. At times he turned to the

softer shades. The birds sang; a mother crooned at the cold hearth;

the sea murmured a requiem ; on the wall danced the somber shadows

as well as the gay. But always, whether the theme tolled solemnly

or rang gaily, the printed page dissolved itself into human music

which never failed to find its echo in the aria of the heart.

Out in Los Angeles W. (Bill) E. Wing is now a stalwart of

the new guard, the newest in fact of them all—the photoplay writers.

Wherever films are shown the name of this author persistently pre-

sents itself upon the curtain. Again the drama of life leaps or slinks
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from his virile pen, to be translated in lifelike form upon the screen.

Bubbling humor, evading the old-time sanctums, plays in the pro-

jected lights and shadows of sketches bearing his name. Allegory,

as beautiful as in the conjuring word pictures of the old times, is

visualized for the masses, and those who remain of the "Old Guard"
are gladdened to perceive that one of them still is " making good,"

in the days of the new generation.

With an income which Wing describes as " incongruous," the

old-time writer still enjoys youthful spirits, a lively imagination and
an ever-expanding circle of friends and admirers. But his enmity

towards publicity still is strong and, despite the fact he has been a

leading writer of photoplays more than three years, no pen or camera

has picked him up for the usual publication honors done to honor or

applaud successful writers and public characters. He is extremely

good at dodging.

The writer secured the promise of facts from Wing, concerning

his career. The mail finally brought the following clipping, written

upon a similar previous occasion, upon request, and published in an

Elk's paper:

"Old Bill Wing, author of 'Get the Story or the Money,' 'Honesty

Is a Scream Policy,' ' 'Twere Better to Have Loved Your Wife Than
Never to Have Loved at All,' etc., was born in a State producing

many famous men who immediately moved away. He was the first

model of the Bertillon system; served his country at Joliet, was pro-

moted to Leavenworth and finally retired to private life at Sing Sing.

He is a writer of high-class humor which arouses the ostracism of

jealous editors and is the only newspaperman who did not send the

first exclusive dispatch regarding the defeat of Cervera's fleet or hoist

the American colors in the Philippines. He came from a line of low,

rakish ancestors and has done newspaper work along similar lines ever

since. Best work he ever did was drawing one year's pay from Hoist,

for drawing his breath."
ADV. EOWTFDH.

And this is as far as an interviewer ever got with the history of

this joyous-hearted individual. Once, when his photograph was

requested for publication in a group, he surprised the editor of that

publication by responding immediately. When the likeness was

unwrapped it was found to be a picture of the author taken at a very

tender age, many years previously.

Recently magazine and syndicate writers, who find interesting

material in the personality of professional photoplay authors, have

adopted the system of securing facts regarding this star, from intimate
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friends, with some success. However, the writer of this article pre-

sents the first interview with pride, as an accomplishment of some

merit.

By asking more than a score of questions it was discovered that

Wing had written photoplays for more than three years. After half

an hour of further conversation of diplomatic character, it developed

that he had an output of " quite a number.' ' Then he pleaded for

time to get his breath. Suddenly Wing turned to his desk and said:

"If you will sit there and prompt me, I will endeavor to enlighten

your befogged mind upon a whole lot of mighty unimportant sub-

jects, the one concerning myself being the most minute and par-

boiled."

Jerking a sheet of paper into the typewriter he began writing

rapidly, using the queries previously fired at him, as they occurred to

him.

"Yes, I am a photoplay writer. I must be because they toss

my stories on the screen labeled just the same as real film produc-

tions. No; I don't find my new work ' simply delightful.' It is

physical toil just the same as in the old days when the city editor

used to yell for me to 'hurry along that bunch of junk.'

"No. I did not hear any 'call' to enter the film field. I thought

I detected a jingling sound. This reminded me of money. My com-

mercial instinct was aroused. I began to nose around to find where

the noise came from. I found it in the Biograph studio. It was the

real thing. Thereupon I wrote photoplays for David W. Griffith

and Mack Sennett, the dramatic and comedy directors. At least

they went for such. The cashier being prompt and generous, I con-

tinued. This answers your query as to how I 'came' to enter the

new field.

"First I wrote more froth than solid matter. I thought it in-

volved less work. That settles that 'inspiration' question of yours.

I stabbed out the 'Tomboy Bessie' series for Mabel Normand,
'Willie Becomes an Artist,' 'Frappe Love,' for Charley Murray to

play, 'Red Hicks Defies the World,' and about one hundred others

during the first year. Incidentally I wrenched a few dramas for

Mr. Griffith from my racked system.

"Being paid by the foot and finding that the bonus lurked near

the successful drama, my temperament—for money—led me to

write the ponderous stuff, mostly during the second year, and I have

hounded that character of topic ever since.
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"What do I consider my best drama? If you had asked me the

first conversation I ever held I could have told you. It was 'Goo.'

But I am a poor picker when it comes to my own work. I deceived

or hypnotized Mr. Griffith into putting on 'By Man's Law,' and
'Death's Marathon,' among other effusions. As this director can

take an idea, suffering from fatal decline, and make it a screaming

success as a screen drama, I consider he worked miracles with the

two stories named. I sent ' Olaf—An Atom ' to the Biograph studio,

gasping feebly for its breath and life. Director O'Sullivan and Actor

Harry Carey put so much virility in it that the critics fired whole-

sale praise at them but lambasted me. They said I fooled them, in

the opening scenes, into believing that an allegory was coming. They
were so peeved to find they had guessed wrong they ordered me hung

and said they hoped it would be a lesson.

"During my first year I wrote only for the Biograph when the

company was here during the winter. The remainder of the time I

put in for Rollin S. Sturgeon, manager of the Western Vitagraph.

That studio still is doing business at the old stand despite such

stories from my typewriter as, 'The Hat,' played by little Mary
Charleson; 'The Power That Rules,' with Ann Schaeffer and Laura

Oakley in the leads; 'Patio Days,' 'Una of the Sierras,' 'Omens of

the Mesa,' and about a score of others. Mr. Sturgeon resigned

recently after a brilliant career. He must have thought there was

danger that I would come back to the studio.

"To what do I attribute my success? That was the next one.

Why, to picking the right studios, naturally. What more do you

want than such directors as Griffith and Sturgeon, and such players

as Miss Charleson, Mary Pickford, Henry Walthall, Harry Carey,

Mack Sennett, Mabel Norman, Arthur Johnson, Blanche Sweet,

Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Claire McDowell, Kate Bruce, Lionel

Barrymore, and the rest of that brilliant aggregation? If that

doesn't spell success, there ain't no sech animile.

"You mentioned 'Phantoms' and the allegory 'Hope.' Those

constitute another story. A year ago I hopped away from the Bio-

graph yard with a homesick feeling in my chest and Old Man Doubt
prodding me plenty. When I stopped I was in the beautiful Selig

studio at Edendale. Then I cheered up some. The jingle here

sounded even louder than ever before. And all the little birdies sang

joyously for me. After Colin Campbell put on my first story, Bre'er

Gloom departed with much suddenness. I knew I would not be

discovered while that Scotsman was on the job. Then I saw such
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artists as Kathlyn Williams, Eugene Besserer, Tom Santschi, Bessie

Eyton, Grace Hayward, beloved Al Filson and his wife, and others

as notable, and I knew my feeble efforts were in safe hands again.

Miss Besserer, under Campbell's direction, was so supreme in

'Phantoms,' that I like to think of it as one of MY successes.

Get me? 'Hope,' was another, while Directors Edward J. Le Saint

and Norval MacGregor have infused such pleasing life into ' Between

the Rifle Sights,' 'The Fire Jugglers,' 'The Heart of Maggie Malone/

'The Mistress of His House,' 'King Baby's Birth-day,' the 'Red

Head' comedy series, 'Mike the Avenger,' etc., that I am able to

steal a little more credit when no one is looking.

"Then the biggest-hearted man on earth—W. N. Selig—retained

me despite the fact that he saw my scripts before directors and able

actors made something of them. Why not be cheerful?

"Publicity? The only mention I ever got outside of a critic's

cheer now and then, which was promptly drowned by the anvil

chorus from the same fellow, was due to Director David Miles and

Miss Linda Griffith. Leslie's Weekly referred to the Kinemacolor

production 'As the Candle Burned,' as 'one of the most popular

motion pictures produced.' Miss Griffith played the leading role

and so lifted the effusion that it emitted sufficient glory for all

concerned.

"The least I was ever paid was $15. I cannot tell you the highest

price. The grand jury is in session and larceny is still considered a

crime here.

"No; I have no rules which other writers might study with

any safety. They might follow Bill Nye's advice by studying my
methods—and then doing differently."

And yet this same W. E. Wing, who treats his successful career

so lightly, is declared by the noted Griffith to be one of the "cleverest

and brainiest chaps" in the business, while Sturgeon tells me his

photoplays lead the field as regards quality and workmanship.

Easily the most successful from a financial standpoint, in the

group which writes for the screen solely, his income averages from

$12,000 to $14,000 annually. His reputation for theme, strength

and beauty of story is as strongly established as that of any writer

in the fiction field.



Photoplay Construction

A series of progressive articles on the technique of the photoplay by
J. Berg Esenwein, editor of " The Writer's Library" and Arthur Leeds,
editor of The Photoplay Author.

XI

THE SCENARIO

The first step in the preparation of the scenario is not a step at

all—it is a state of mind: The mood of visualization.

1 . The Picture Eye

No matter how easy it may be for you to write a clear, brief, and

interesting synopsis of your story, nor how successful you may be

in drawing up your cast of characters, you will fail in producing the

right kind of scenario to accompany them until you acquire or culti-

vate the picturing eye. To possess it is simply to be able to visualize

your story as you write it—yes, even before you write it. You must

not only write that "Hal Murdoch steals his employer's letter-book

so as to find out some important facts," but you must yourself first

see him do it, just as you expect to see it on the screen. On the regular

stage, the " business" of the actors—important as it is—is neverthe-

less of secondary consideration; dialogue comes first. On the photo-

play stage it is just the reverse—at all times it is action that is of

primary importance. It is what your characters do that counts.

Leaders, letters, and other inserts help to make clear what you are

trying to convey to the audience, but the audience depends upon

what they see the characters do, for a proper understanding and

interpretation of your plot; so how can you expect the editor, the

producer, or the spectator, to "see" your plot understandingly unless

you yourself are able to visualize every scene and incident distinctly

as you are putting your thoughts on paper? This is what Mr. C. B.

Hoadley, of the Universal Company, has to say on this subject,

quoted from The Photoplay Author.

"Suppose you have a story that has all the requirements for an

acceptable motion-picture play. You seat yourself to write it, chock

full of enthusiasm and faith in the idea, and in the exuberance of

your spirits, you see visions of a substantial check. Very well. But
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have you a visualization of the story? Can you close your eyes and

see it on the screen? Or will you 'get stuck' about the tenth scene

when it appears to be running smoothly, and then finish along the

lines of least resistance, mentally concluding that the plot is so excel-

lent that the editor or director will finish the work you have so en-

thusiastically planned? This happens to about fifty per cent of the

authors."

Mr. Phil. Lang, editor of the Kalem Company, offered this sensi-

ble advice in reply to a question as to whether his company could

use psychological scripts. We quote from The Moving Picture World:

"The successful photoplaywright is the one who has developed

the 'picture eye.' If you will visualize each scene of this scenario,

abandoning the 'psychology' which inspired it, you can readily

determine how it will appear to the picture patron. This is not a

criticism of your play, but an answer to your question. The psy-

chology of an action or development of an act in the photoplay is only

psychology when the natural pantomine and business make it clear

to the spectator. By the process of visualizing you can readily

determine if your play offers anything different from others of the

same character which have been done."

Strive, then, to cultivate this ability to see your scenes in action,

remembering that it is the thing of all things most calculated to help

you in writing a clear-cut, logical, and interesting scenario of your

plot. What you cannot clearly visualize is not worth writing.

2. Identifying the Characters Early

There is nothing more annoying to the spectator, or more cal-

culated to insure the widespread condemnation of your photoplay

after it has been produced, than to fail in establishing the identity

of all your principal characters early in the action. The relationship

of each character to the others should be made clear just as soon as

possible after each makes his first appearance in the picture, if, in-

deed, it is not made clear just before his appearance by the introduc-

tion of an explanatory insert.

We urge this clear identification of characters so that your

audience may be saved the annoyance of needless speculation, and

be able to yield to the play their instant attention and sympathetic

interest. Furthermore, this course will enable you to tell your story

and develop your plot with much greater ease, since the audience,

understanding who everybody is, and how they are disposed towards
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each other, grasp the points of the plot more quickly. Remember
that the motives actuating the different characters are practically

sure to be the very foundations of a photoplay plot.

Almost everyone has sat half through a photoplay which was

perfect in all other respects, but far from pleasing because it left the

audience guessing for five minutes or more as to "who was who."

"For instance, a man and a woman may be introduced at the

opening of the story. The author is moving them about like pawns

on the chessboard of his imagination. He knows they are sweethearts,

but the audience is simply guessing. They may be husband and wife,

brother and sister, cousins, or even aquaintances, and they must be

identified in their true characters either by action or by a leader.

The same applies to other characters introduced, and often the open-

ing scenes of a story cannot be grasped until the story is well along

in presentation and the interest is lost."
1

"Keep your first characters on the screen, even though in dif-

ferent scenes, long enough to get everyone familar with them and

their environment in the story before introducing a new and unex-

pected phase in the tale. To fail in this is faulty construction." 2

3. Prompt Beginning of the Action

A common mistake among amateur photoplaywrights is to take

too long in "getting down to business"—far too much time is wasted

on preliminaries. If a guest is expected from a distant city, all that

is necessary, as a rule, is to write in a short letter, which is opened

and read by the host or hostess-to-be, announcing that the guest will

arrive at a certain time. But the young writer—to judge from many
scripts we have examined—thinks that in such a case it is necessary

to show the housemaid preparing the guest-chamber, another scene

in which the hostess instructs the chauffeur to be ready at such an

hour to meet her guest at the station, and so on. No matter what

kind of story you are writing, go straight to the point from the open-

ing—make the wheels of the plot actually commence to revolve in

the first scene

—

plunge into your action, don't wade timidly in inch

by inch. To use up two or three scenes in showing trivial incidents

which may happen to the characters while they are, so to speak,

standing in the wings ready to make their entrances, is as tiresome

1 C. B. Hoadley, in The Photoplay Author, March, 1913.
2 Herbert Case Hoagland, How to Write a Photoplay.
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as it is useless. If the hero of the Western story makes his first

appearance by dashing into the scene madly pursued by a band of

Indians, the audience is not interested in finding out what he was

doing at the time he first discovered the red men closing in upon

him; it is how he will escape them that engages their whole attention.

Once get your action started vividly and the interest of the spectators

will permit you to give all the really necessary foundation informa-

tion as you move on with your story.

If.. Sequence in the Action

Apply the same rule of directness to the introduction of new
characters in the scenes which follow. There is one main theme, one

main line of development, in every well constructed story—and only

one. See to it that you do not digress from it except as you bring up

from the rear other parts of the action. There is absolutely no place

in the photoplay for side trips.

As simply and as emphatically as we can put it, the most im-

portant thing in connection with the writing of the scenario is to

have the action progress smoothly, logically, and interestingly from

the first to the last scene. Wherever possible, one scene should lead

into the next scene, and each scene should appear to be the only one

possible—from the standpoint of the action it contains—at that stage

of the plot's development. If, even for a moment, a scene appears

to have been written in solely for effect, or merely to delay the climax

of the story, the picture is open to criticism for padding. Not only

should the denouement (the untying, the clearing up of the story at

the close) appear to be the only one logically possible, but each suc-

cessive scene should inevitably follow the one preceding it.

To be sure, this does not mean that the sequence of your scenes

must be the simple, straight-forward sequence of everyday life, in

which one character is seen to carry out his action without inter-

ruption from start to finish. Quite to the contrary, photoplay action

must often interrupt the course of one character so as to bring another

personage, or set of personages, into the action at the proper time to

furnish the surprising interruptions and complications—and their

unfoldings—required to make a plot. But all this really is the pro-

gressive, logical development of the story in good climacteric style.

Elsewhere in this series we have spoken of the way in which the

action progresses in the twelve- to sixteen- scene comic pictures in the

comic supplements to the Sunday newspapers. Take for example
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the well-known "Katzenjammer Kids" series. Commencing with

the basic incident, the action moves progressively to a logical con-

clusion, the climax coming, usually, in the next to the last picture.

The last picture is the denouement—the event which naturally and
inevitably follows the climax. There is, of course, a wide contrast

between one of the Katzenjammer pictures and a " dramatic" photo-

play; but the same principle that governs the evolution of the story

in the comic supplement should be applied to the working out of

your photoplay story. Cultivate the picturing eye, we repeat, so

that by being able to visualize each scene as you plan it in your mind
you cannot fail to produce in your scenario a series of scenes whose

action is logically connected and essentially natural and unforced.

5. The Interest of Suspense

To say that there must be a logical sequence in progressing from

scene to scene, and that each must appear to be the natural outcome

of the one preceding it, is by no means to say that you must suggest

in one scene what is about to follow in the next. It is when we review

a photoplay in retrospection that we decide whether proper care

has been given to the planning of the scenes so as to make them lead

smoothly one into the other, but while we are watching a photoplay

for the first time, half the charm lies in not knowing what is coming

next.

Suspense, then, must be kept in mind as the scenario is being

planned. You should not only keep the spectator in suspense as to

the climax as long as possible, but in building up your plot you should

work in, as many unexpected twists as you can without destroying

its logic. Mr. Hoagland says: " Suspense is a delightful sensation,

though we all beg not to be kept in it." So whet the spectator's

imagination by springing little surprises and minor climaxes whenever

they can be introduced without seeming to be forced. Make each

such incident another step upward toward your climax proper; hold

back the "big" surprise, the startling denouement, until the very

end. The most enjoyable feature of Anna Katherine Green's "The

Leavenworth Case" was that she kept the reader in the dark as to

who was the real murderer until the last chapter. All of the many
detective novels that have since appeared have been successful

exactly in proportion as the solution of the mystery has been with-

held from the reader until the end of the story.
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Naturally, this requires careful planning. About fifteen years

ago, one of the high-class fiction magazines published a story in which

a reporter, who had been interviewing the leading woman of a theatri-

cal company, was caught on the stage as the curtain rose on the first

act. The leading woman was supposed to be " discovered" at the

rise of the curtain, but the newspaper man was both surprised and

embarrassed by his being discovered. Nevertheless, having his

overcoat on and carrying his hat in his hand, with great presence of

mind he turned to the actress and said: "Very well, madam; I will

call for the clock at three this afternoon." Then he made a deliberate

exit, and the leading woman read her first speech. But, as the play

progressed, there was scarcely one in the audience who failed to wonder

why the "actor" who had spoken the line about the clock did not

reappear according to promise. At a certain point in the action of

the drama, just where the intervention of someone from outside

would have been most opportune, the audience expected that the

"jeweler" would make his reappearance; but of course he did not,

the play ended as the author had intended it to end—and the audi-

ence went out feeling that something had gone wrong somewhere.

The lesson to the photoplaywright is plain: Never introduce into

the early scenes of the scenario any incident that is likely to mislead

the spectator into thinking that it is of sufficient importance to affect

the ultimate denouement, when it really has no bearing upon it.

Reverse this, and you have another good rule to follow in writing

the scenario. As one critic said in substance, if you intend to have

one of your characters die of heart disease toward the end of the play,

prepare your audience for this event by "registering," in an earlier

scene, the fact that his heart is affected. Do not drag in a scene to

make this fact clear, but, in two or three different scenes, have him
show that his heart is weak, and be sure that every one of these

scenes serves the double purpose of registering this fact and intro-

ducing other important action relevant to the plot. In other words,

make the slight attacks which the man experiences all through the

story merely incidental to the scenes in which they occur. Then
when the fatal attack comes, the audience is prepared for it, yet they

have not been actually looking forward to it through several scenes.

While speaking of heart disease, however, we would call the atten-

tion of the writer to an observation lately made by the photoplay

critic of The Dramatic Mirror. "Scenario writers notwithstanding,

it is exceptional for people to die because an unexpected piece of news

shocks them, even when they suffer from weak hearts. Robust men
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do not part from life so readily, and film tragedies of this kind gen-

erally fail to carry conviction because the facts presented are divorced

from the customary laws of nature."

Do not introduce a new character in one of the late scenes,

especially if he or she is importantly connected with the plot, even

though "in the picture" for only a brief interval. If the appearance

of a certain man in one of the late scenes will help in saving the life

of a condemned man, try to plan the entrance of this character into

the story in an earlier scene, even though only for a period long enough

to establish who and what he is. In this way, you may avoid a long

and otherwise unnecessary leader just when you are approaching

your climax.

6. Action May Be Too Rapid

If you are writing the scenario of a dramatic plot, it is evident

that, within reasonable limits, the more dramatic situations—the

more " punches," in the vernacular—you can put into it, the more

likely it is to find favor in the eyes of the editor and the producer.

But too many writers, conscious of this fact, make the mistake of

" forcing the pace," as one critic has pointed out. The photoplay

of today should not be made to resemble a cheap melodrama, in

which something highly sensational is sure to happen every three

minutes. Just because you have seen a sensational episode in a play

on the screen, do not attempt to crowd your scenario with minor

thrills and sensations, regardless of whether the incident pictured is

relevant to the plot. If your plot is a strong one, its unfolding will

suggest scenes of sufficient dramatic quality to hold the interest.

But do not search your brain for startling situations to introduce

here, there, and everywhere in the action, paying no attention to

whether they have little, if anything, to do with the plot.

"The trained writer," says Mr. Sargent, "instinctively grasps

the possibilities of his story, roughly but completely. He strengthens

these possibilities by careful and workmanlike development, but he

does not kill a man every two or three scenes just to help things out."

Imagination is the writer's greatest asset, but imagination run riot

is photoplay madness. It must be intelligently exercised, else it

will fairly run away with the plot, and the result will be a literary

wreck. You must study—and hence realize at least fairly completely

—

the possibilities of your story before you start to write it at all.

Haphazard work will never bring you anything—in photoplay writ-

ing or in any other creative line.
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7. Centralizing the Interest

It is almost impossible to produce a really effective photoplay

without centering the attention of the spectator upon one of the

principal characters and holding it there until the end. Even when

the principal characters are lovers, either one or the other is bound

to stand out in the picture more than the other. As in a play on the

regular stage, either the hero or the heroine must dominate the action

or the audience is very likely to miss some of the best points of the

plot because of the shifting interest. In such a play as "Romeo and

Juliet," many would find it difficult to determine which of the two

principal characters evokes the more sympathy and interest in the

spectators. Yet a careful study of the play will leave no doubt that

it wras Shakespeare's intention that one of the two "starcrossed

lovers "—Juliet—should dominate the action of the drama very subtly

and certainly, the other being, though in only the slightest degree,

it is true, subordinate to the "principal." The same thing is true in

the stories of Damon and Pythias, Paolo and Francesca, and Pelleas

and Melisande. You must determine at the very beginning whether

it is to be the man or the woman, and, having trained the spot-light

upon that one, keep it there until the end.

A certain picture, released about four years ago by a European

manufacturer, was concerned with a husband, his wife, and his friend

—a man who for a period of some months was a guest in the home of

the pair. In the ordinary sense, it was not a problem plot> the friend

was an honorable man, and the husband, who had the most sincere

admiration for his old college companion, was a fine fellow in every

way. Yet, as the story progressed it became apparent that there

had been a love affair between the wife and her husband's friend when
they were both little more than children. Little incidents in the

action of the next few scenes gradually caused the audience to

sympathize with the friend. Then, toward the end of the play, the

sympathy was once more shifted to the husband. This, of course,

viewed in the proper light, was as it should be; but only a scene or

two from the end of the picture an incident happened that again

caused the audience to feel that it was the friend who alone deserved

the woman's love. The result was that out of all the hundreds of

people who saw the picture in the two days during which it was shown

at a certain theatre, none expressed themselves as being satisfied

with it, although only a few were able to state directly that they did

not approve of the play because of the frequently shifted interest.
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Thus the picture failed because whoever wrote it did not keep

in mind the important fact that divided interest will go a long way
toward destroying the dramatic value of any story, regardless of how
perfect it may be otherwise.

Use as few principals as possible, no matter how many minor
characters or extra people are employed; and be sure to keep the

subordinate characters in the background sufficiently to prevent

them from detracting in any way from the interest that should be

constantly fixed upon your principals, and especially the two princi-

pals who make possible nine-tenths of all the stories written.

(To be continued.)

Add This To Your Working Library
"The Motion Picture Story," by William Lord Wright, is a

volume that we have been expecting for some time. Now that it has

arrived, we are not disappointed. It is easily all we hoped it might
be, and more. Mr. Wright's first book on the same subject, "The
Art of Scenario Writing," enjoyed a wide sale, but the present volume
is not only more pretentious in every way but far more comprehen-
sive. Since the time that Mr. Wright's first book was issued, he has

been gathering valuable experience as the photoplay expert of the

Motion Picture News and, latterly, in the same capacity, on the staff

of the New York Dramatic Mirror. The present work is NOT a re-

hash of what Mr. Wright has written in those publications, but it is

the very cream of everything that he has ever written put into two-

hundred-and-forty pages of extremely valuable information and help

for writers both new and " old." Everything relating to the technical

side of photoplay writing is fully covered; James Dayton's (editor

Western Universal) dramatic script, "Three Children," is reproduced

in full; and there are also the full scripts of "Educating a Molly-

coddle," released by Edison under the title of "Archie and the Bell-

Boy," written by Alice Williams, and "The Great Game," a two-

part political story by Maibelle Heikes Justice, produced by Essanay.

To the beginner, at least, the book should be worth the price charged,

$1.80, if only to have before him these model scripts by writers of

acknowledged reputation. Mr. Wright's chapters on "The Value

of Technique" and "The Value of Action" are both worthy of care-

ful study, as are also the chapters on "The Tremolo Touch" and
"The Power of Observation." In fact, this volume is in every way
one of the very best and most practically useful to both amateur and
professional that has yet been issued. Handsomely bound in red

cloth, with gold stamping, it is extremely attractive and worth while

in every respect, and should have a continued good sale.
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LISSUN, little chillun! Lots of you—too many of you—are

writing stories so that you can get checks in a hurry, aren't

you? To be sure you are! You want to write a story and get

a check by the next mail and you get sore and discouraged when you

don't, and you say the man who says that anyone can write photo-

plays is the President of the Ananias Club—which he is—and the

world is a hollow mockery and a sham. And if some nice, kind com-

pany should offer you three thousand dollars for your first twelve

photoplays, wouldn't that be just simply grand, and wouldn't you

get blisters on your feet and lose your breath running all the way to

the telegraph office to wire "yes?" To be sure you would! And yet

one of the really successful women writers just a day or so ago passed

up precisely that offer, and for why, do you suppose? Simply be-

cause she first wanted to have her stories right. Think of that! The

company was willing to give her the money as much for the use of

her name as for her stories. It was worth that much money to an-

nounce that these were her stories. It was worth more than that,

in fact, just to get the name. All she had to do was to say "yes,"

endorse the check, and send it to the bank. That was all. But six

months ago she became interested in photoplay. She studied script

writing that she might herself work her thoughts into photoplay and

not gain a second-hand glory. The first script she wrote was in

proper form and mostly in proper plotting. It could have been made

into a play as it stood and made good, but she studied on it, and

others, and made steady improvement. Now, when she comes to

sell, she will not be paid much more for the full scripts than for the

bare idea, but she wants to feel that it is her very own work, and she

makes polite faces at three thousand dollar checks and wants to wait

until she can do it right. I said a moment ago she was one of the

foremost women writers in America today. That is why she is:

Not because she passes up three thousand dollar checks, but because

she will not be content until she has done her best.
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And then I get a lot of letters from people who kick because they

make no sales though they have written six or ten or twenty-five

scripts. I hate to do it to them, but I do have to explain why I cannot

coax weeps into my soulful eyes. If you had walked forty miles

because you could not afford railroad fare to see, say, a great race,

could you be sympathetic with the man who kicked because his train

was ten minutes late in arriving? And lately a paragraph was printed

to the effect that it would be well for the business if no one was per-

mitted to send out a script who had not done at least twenty-five,

and right away a lot of people shot in letters that ran "I sold my
third, sixth, tenth and twelfth. You do not know what you are

talking about." But let that man who sold four of his first dozen

try to do a regular job. Let him be asked to write along certain lines

or to fit some particular player, or make a certain strong point, and

watch him curl up his pink tootsies and die. He is good enough to

score a sale now and then, but it doesn't prove that he knows much,

and it does prove only that accidents will happen. He may sell, but

he is not learning much, and he has not learned enough to permit

him to duplicate the feat, perhaps. He sends out all the scripts he

writes as soon as he writes them. He has some good ideas or perhaps

one good idea. It is bought for the idea. The editor puts the idea

into a script and throws the original manuscript into the waste-

basket. He has been paid a script price just to encourage him. It

encourages him so much that he gets the idea he knows it all.

Come into the studio for a morning. Here's the editor. No,

not that cross-looking cuss with the haughty manner; he's the press

agent. That pleasant-faced chap in the corner is the editorial guy.

He is not pleasant faced at the present moment because there are

several hundred scripts in front of him. He picks up one. It's from

John Doe. He gives one look at it and puts it in the return envelope.

That's no way to act, is it? Want to know why? It's because the

editor knows that John Doe is writing stories about detectives.

Along in the last three scenes he uses nine hundred feet of leader to

explain the " mystery" in a five hundred foot story. The editor sees

so many of John Doe's scripts he has come to know John's stuff. He
reads "Basil Kingston, a detective

—
" He does not have to read

more. Bing! Then comes another. Mary Roe has written this.

He reads the title, " The Will and the Way." It's enough ! He knows
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how fond Mary is of writing "lost will" stories. This is just like all

her others, only she has found a new hiding place for the will. Last

time it was up the chimney; time before that it was down the well.

This time it is back of Grandfather Jones' portrait, but always it

comes to light just in time to help the hero out and keep the villain

from marrying the girl. Ah! Get the smile on his face now! Know
what happened? He got a promising idea. He reaches for a rejec-

tion slip and writes on it. "Good idea, but Grace and not Mary
should save Mike. See if you can change it."

Now let's follow the script. Back it comes to John Jenks. John

is tickled to death to see the slip. It argues he is getting ahead. He
sits right down and starts to work with the smile that won't come

off. But it does, because John has no technical resource whatever.

This is his fifth script. He has thought of five ideas and has written

them. He works blindly and without thought. It must be a story

because he thought it out. That's all he knows. He does not know
how to switch and change. If Grace, and not Mary, saves Mike,

it must be done in some other way. He cannot think of any other

way. He can think one story in one way and no other. He makes

some sort of a botched job and sends it back and again the editor

returns it, and now he knows the editor was kidding him. He calls

the editor names other than what the editor aforesaid acquired at

the batismal font. He does not know he should be calling himself

names ; that merely the inability to reframe the story has prevented

him from establishing a valuable connection. If he had waited until

he learned a little more, until he had acquired some facility in plotting,

he would have been able to make the change.

Now take another script. The editor writes: "Pretty good, but

I would want it for Brown. Can you fix it up?" This goes to a

trained writer. The writer knows that his story features a strong,

masterful man. Brown is a milder type. He sits down at the ma-
chine, thinks a minute and does the script over, but now he writes

with Brown in mind. It changes many of the details of the story,

but the plot is retained. Back it goes to the editor and in return

comes a check. Perhaps a few weeks later the editor writes: "We
are sending Brown and Miss Green to Bermuda in about three weeks.
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Got anything?" The professional has nothing on paper, but before

he has come to the question mark he has an idea and while that is

writing, another comes and then another. A few weeks later he

smiles as he slips a check for a couple of hundred dollars into the

bank and the smile is because he knows he has made good in another

shop and will be let in on the rush stuff the next time an emergency

arises. He backs his successes with a sound knowledge of how to do

the work, and this he has acquired through practise, the only way
in which it can be had.

Yesterday I had a job to give away, about a sixty dollar a week

job, though more would have been paid to a man worth it. It called

for a technician, and mind you technique is used in the sense of the

man who knows the mechanism of his business and not merely the

man who knows when to write " leader" and when to say "on screen"

instead. The man was to sit in the studio and write the ideas the

directors gave him, with an occasional one of his own. And I could

not think of a single good man who was not employed. I could think

of scores of writers, but not a single unemployed man did I know
who could make good in a job that merely required common sense,

a knowledge of plotting and an ability to invent business. As an

alternative an actor was hired who can think up business.

At the last meeting of the Inquest Club for the season there was

a sharp argument as to the crime story. The Coroner declared that

crime was not essential to the punch and one of the assistant writers

for a big company declared that it was abroad and that his company

even made a lot of stuff that could not be gotten past the censors

purely for the foreign market. In rebuttal it was urged that the

Biograph reissues were largely the "crimeless" stories of some years

ago, and that Griffith's latest success was a non-crime story that was

selling better than his well-known white slave story. The trouble

is this: The novice cannot handle the heart interest, so he gets a

cheap and easy punch with a crime. The editor must have something

to give the director, and in default of decent stories he uses the crimes.

On the vaudeville stage the actor knows that a profane expression

will always bring a shocked laugh, just as an indecency will accom-

plish the same purpose. The cheaper and less original the quality
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of his wit the more frequent is his use of profanity and obscenity.

It is precisely the same way with the crime and the author. The
bigger the author the less apt he is to make his punch a crime. Think

this over and you'll find that it is right. Then go to work and try

to make a noise like a good author.

Out West they are trying to decide on a standard form of photo-

play. This, in our opinion, is a pity. Already the novice is apt to

become confused by the technicalities and to comfound the true

technique of photoplay with the technique of script preparation.

Now comes the standard form to still further centre the attention

of the beginner on form. The man who worries over whether his

insert is an "on screen" or a "bust" is not going to get very far

ahead in comparison with the man who writes with a reasonable

regard for proper form but who gives most of his thought to the plot.

Once I asked ten editors whether they preferred single or double

spacing. Four were for double spacing all lines with four spaces

between scenes, and six wanted single spacing, though one qualified

by asking that the synopsis be double spaced. And eight out of the

ten were careful to add that it really did not matter a lot so long as

the idea was good.

It seems strange that the first issue of The Script, the organ of

the Photoplay Writers League, which was in part formed to procure

copyright, is not itself copyrighted. The publication announces that

the contents of the magazine are protected by copyright, but nowhere

does there appear the formal copyright notice.

Here's a laugh. It is pretty generally known that pure whites

are avoided in photoplay making. "White" dresses are light blue

or yellow, table and bed linen is either dyed yellow or the unbleached

stuff is used, all masses of white are avoided. The other day a chap

inspected the studio of a company working only negro actors. "Why
all the white backgrounds?" he asked. "That's because the actors

are all black," came the response. "It gives us the blacks and

whites." It would have been funny even if meant to be a joke, but

spoken in all seriousness, it was doubly funny.
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Did you ever try the " efficiency expert" stunt on yourself?

Why not? It is fashionable and fairly profitable if not overdone.

See if you can find how much lost motion there is to your work. It

is to be presumed that you make a carbon copy of your story. How
do you handle the carbon and how many times a week do you find

that you have written the original on one side of the sheet and have

the reversed carbon impression on the other? That is lost motion.

Have your under or second sheets of another color. Have the carbon

face down on the color and you cannot possibly reverse the impres-

sion. That may save you a day a year. Now, how do you handle

your paper? I use four sheets, each of a different color. One goes

to the director for his property man, one the director works from, one

the editor gets, and the other I keep. By having four colors I know
without looking which is the best carbon copy, which next, and which

is to be kept home. These papers and carbons are kept in a station-

ery case with six drawers. When I get ready to write I take out the

four paper drawers and pile them on the side of the desk, " stepping"

them up after I have pulled a few sheets so that they protrude be-

yond the top of the drawer. Now I have four sorts of paper one above

the other like a little flight of steps. The top drawer contains the

carbon pack ready made. This is used. When the sheets are taken

from the machine they are turned face down on the other side of the

desk. I take a fresh sheet of the home carbon paper and put it in

the top drawer. Now I take from the top of the pack the home carbon

of the page I have just written. I put that carbon on top of the sheet

in the drawer, put the second sheet on top of that, take the second

sheet from the pack and put it on the lower sheet, face up, and put

the carbon on the new paper. The same is done with the third sheet

and the new carbon pack is lifted off, the top sheet put on, and it is

slipped into the machine. Now I have a fresh pack and the first pages

are piled on the desk. It is all done with the fewest possible motions.

When I have written the last page of action, the last pages are on the

top of the pile of written sheets. I distribute these by color, and

working from the top I lay the sheets down in order and the first

sheet comes out on the top of the pile. I write the synopsis sheet,

make a new pack, leave that in the drawer with the top sheets, dis-

tribute the synopsis sheets on the piles of action and put them in

covers. I've probably saved ten minutes on each script, or about a

week of working days in the course of the year. Most important of

all, doing the work with the least confusion, I can keep my mind on

the idea.
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Inquiries addressed to this department are answered by Mr. Arthur Leeds. No questions can
be answered by mail, nor can we supply names of players taking part in certain pictures. Question*
relating to the writing, sale, and production of photoplays will be answered in this column, but
readers are asked to make their letters brief and to the point.

L. B. OSHKOSH.—1. You remember the distinction the text-book makes
between " fade-in-and-fade-out " visions and the other kind of visions—the up-in-
the-corner visions, which are an actual part of the scene which is being shown at

the time the vision is introduced? From your letter, we take it that you want
to know if the scene you have written is correctly given, and we would say that
it is; but we also want to remind you that the "fade" vision is by far the easiest

to obtain, since the stained glass is all that is necessary to "get" the effect. For
this reason, we advise using the fade vision as much as possible. We know that
you understand the proper way to write in a fade vision—as a separate scene

—

and we would point out that you can't go very far wrong by using this simple
vision effect, because, if the director does want to use an up-in-the-corner vision

effect in place of the fade that you have planned, he can very easily arrange to

do so, and the extra bother is "his funeral." The wise way is to make things just

as easy for the director as you possibly can; if he chooses to elaborate certain

points that you have made comparatively simple, that is up to him. Of course,

if you're writing a scene where a "ghost" or othersuch vision appears, it's a

different matter; in such a scene it is best to count on a super-imposed film, or
dissolve, effect. But in writing such a scene as the one you have in your letter

you might just as well make it a fade, going from the room in which John sits to

the interior or exterior in which the girl is seen, and then back to the room where
John is again. Of course, in the taking of the different scenes, the one which
shows the girl as a "vision" would be taken at the same time (meaning immedi-
ately after) the other scenes in the same set were made. Thus, in the "Sun,
Sand and Solitude" play (Chapter XX of the text-book) Scene 18, showing Dean
lying in bed, would be taken at the same time that Scenes 13 and 15 were done.
By the way, after looking at your letter again, we would say that the scene you
have written is not quite correctly given, after all, because if the first scene dis-

solves into the scene showing the girl, and then back to the scene where John is

sitting in the chair, it is really three separate scenes, and, although produced in a
different way, it is practically the same effect as an ordinary "fade" vision. If

you want to show the vision of the girl in the upper corner, say, of the scene in

which John is, write the scene straight ahead in the regular way and then say
"vision in Ella, standing by the old apple tree," or whatever you want to show.
As for directors being opposed to scripts in which dissolves are used, no director

wants to have any more bother than he can help, and for that reason we recom-
mend the use of "fade" visions wherever possible, since that is so very easily

procured that neither director nor cameraman would look upon it as any extra
trouble. Don't forget that Scenes 17 and 19 of "Sun, Sand and Solitude" would
be taken without stopping the camera. The film would be cut apart, at the point
where Beverly "points as if toward the ranch," and Scene 18 would be inserted.

2. Answering your second inquiry, we know this is obvious, but if you find that
you have too many scenes in a one-reel script when you use short "going and
coming" scenes, as you call them, the answer must be that you have too many
longer scenes. You say that you have to cut out all those scenes that are not
absolutely essential to the telling of the story, and that, of course, is exactly what
you should do. But, of course, we know what you mean: You think the shorter

scenes are necessary in order to heighten the interest and general effect. This
is true in some cases where contrast is necessarv—we all know how effective the
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" cut-back" can be made—but if you are to keep your story within reasonable
bounds, so far as the number of scenes is concerned, you simply must cut out
every scene that does not help materially to advance the plot. At the same time,
remember that some companies do not object to making a single-reel play with
more than forty scenes—which number seems to be what you think should be
the limit. It depends largely upon the nature of the story. As Mr. Lang says
in his article this month, some plays demand a lot of short scenes that heighten
the suspense, and such a play may run to even seventy-five scenes to the single
reel. Other plays, in which the scenes are longer, and in which there is more
real " acting," may very well be limited to twenty-five scenes. To the question,
"How many scenes should a one-reel script contain?" there is almost no answer.
It depends entirely upon the nature of the story. But, certainly, seventy-five
scenes would be a great many, and we strongly recommend you to keep the num-
ber of scenes down to just as few as are really necessary to tell your story without
losing any detail of the plot. Better too few scenes than too many; the director
can always add an extra scene or two, or more, if he wishes to, where he might
find it difficult to cut out some of your scenes without giving himself the bother
of making the script over. We shall be glad to answer any other questions that
you may care to ask, at any time, in this department.

BATTLEDOWN.—We were very much interested by your letter. The
great trouble in writing the kind of scripts you mention, with the scenes laid in

India or other foreign countries, is that it is only once in a while that a story of

this kind will sell to an American producer on account of the fact that, as Mr.
Lang points out in his article this month, very few American producers care to
use stage settings of different kinds in place of the "real thing" in the way of

backgrounds. We do not mean, of course, that scripts of this kind are never
salable, for we all know they are; the point simply is that many good scripts are
rejected because they call for Russian, Indian, South African or Ancient Roman
backgrounds, the firms to whom they are offered feeling that they cannot do justice

to the story without using the genuine interiors and exteriors called for by the
script, and feeling, also, that they cannot afford to send a company abroad in

order to produce one story, or even a half dozen stories, of this kind. The logical

way to look at this situation is this: The plot is everything. If the working out
of the plot depends upon some foreign scenic background, or national custom,
or anything else that must be picturized convincingly, it is up to the producer
to either send a company to the part of the world described in the story or repro-
duce the scenes that the script calls for somewhere in this country. In many
cases, the latter has been done. Edison staged a convincing photoplay with
Zululand as a background; Vitagraph has done dozens of plays with the scenes
laid in India, Russia, France and Italy—besides, of course, making their other
splendid pictures of foreign life, specially produced by companies sent abroad
for that purpose. When you mention the English and French markets, it seems
to us that those manufacturers are in much the same position as the American
makers. It is only occasionally that they send companies into foreign countries

to get pictures, although some of the European firms keep photographers in all

parts of the world all the time, ready to get films of current events. But to

answer the question which you seem most anxious to have answered, we see no
reason why you should not have just as good a chance to sell your scripts in the

American market as anybody else, and as for Indian and other scripts with foreign

backgrounds, if the story is really exceptional you stand a good chance of having
it bought for production, with special "stage" settings, right in this country.

We have no doubt the English makers would buy it in the same way, if the story

was what they wanted, but it is a well-known fact that the English companies
have not been paying very good prices for photoplay scripts up to the present

time.

GEORGE K.—When you speak of a cut-in leader, do you mean a "speech"
leader? You probably know, having read out text-book, that we prefer to use

a cut-in in the form of a speech only. So if you mean a "speech" or dialogue

leader, we would say that we think it can be placed (inserted) at the point where
it will, so to speak, do the most good—be most effective—regardless of whether
it comes before or after the bit of action upon which it bears.
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We have completed arrangements with the editors of the various Licensed and Independent
producing companies whereby this department will be kept thoroughly up to date. The reports
published will be the actual statements sent in by the different editors. It should be understood,
however, that some company's wants remain the same for two months at a time or even longer.
If there is a change in the requirements of a certain firm, due announcement will be made in this

department. If there is no change from the preceding month, the announcement will remain
unaltered. It will pay every writer to look the items over regularly, making careful note of the
requirements of the different firms. Dozens of good scripts go back to the writer simply because
they are sent to firms that do not use the themes embodied in them. To be successful, you must
study the market, and keep up-to-date on market conditions. Please note that, though we publish
many of the editors' names, scripts should be addressed to the "Editor of Scripts," or "Editorial
Department." Do not address individuals. — Editor.

Lawrence McCloskey, script editor, Lubin Manufacturing Company,
20th Street and Indiana Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., in a recent letter says:

"As to script requirements, except that during the warm weather we shall

want mostly out-of-door stories, our requirements are about the same as when
last we wrote you."

That is equal to saying that Lubin is in the market for multiple-reel photo-
plays—Eastern and Western subjects. Aside from strong society dramas and
melodramas, which are always in demand, they are particularly anxious to secure
good melodramas permitting of novel spectacular effects, suitable for production
at their Betzwood estate, which consists of over 500 acres. Expense of produc-
tion is no object, provided the script is worth the expense.

We publish the following requirements of the Rochester Motion Picture
Company, Newell Building, Main Street and Plymouth Avenue, Rochester,
N. Y., believing that

a
they are'in every way reliable, and not to be classed with the

"wild cat" companies to which it is inadvisable to send scripts:

"We wish to buy good scenarios of light comedies, light Western dramas
with plenty of action, cleverly worked out detective stories, pirate stories, and
educational subjects."

We wish to draw the attention of comedy writers (regulars, not "near"
comedy writers) to the statement of editor Fitzmaurice of Pathe Freres, who
says that he is in the market for "good, snappy (full of action) comedies—even a
little rough, after the Keystone type, but nevertheless with a good plot." Mr.
Fitzmaurice does not ask for dramas, because he is using only four- and five-

reel plays at present, most of which are done by the firm's staff writers. Again,
we say, see some Pathe comedies on the screen; then get busy and try to deliver
the goods. Pathe is a good market if you can please the editor.

Mrs. Catherine Carr, editor of the North American Film Company, 111
Broadway, New York City, repeats a former statement that they want the very
best one-, two-, and three-reel dramas and one- and two-reel comedies obtainable.

Carl L. Gregory, of the Princess Film Company, according to The Editor,
states that most of the scripts used by that company are turned out by staff
writers. Mr. James Carrol, editor for Princess, is, like Mr. Gregory, a member
of the Ed-Au Club. If Princess is in the market for scripts again in the near
future, announcement will be made promptly in this department.
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This week and next my department in The Moving Picture News will contain compli-
ments for your Photoplay Correspondence Course and for the book. The book is the
best that has come to my attention. As author of the first text-book of any pretensions
placed on the market for photoplaywrights I desire to congratulate Messrs. Esenwein
and Leeds. —William Lord Wright
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Visualization

Its Relation to Action ; Interpretation ; In Terms of Emotion ; the Part of
Imagination.

By Henry Albert Phillips

Visualization consists in giving tangible form to inspiration,

clothing thoughts in flesh, creating living matter from ideas, trans-

muting Emotions into thrilling substance, and peopling the imagina-

tions of millions with the glorious company of Dreams come true,

Desire gratified, Justice fulfilled, Brotherhood universal and Love

triumphant!

Technique and rules, idea and action are as chaff on the threshing

floor of the photodrama compared to visualization, which is the

precious kernel to be sought. Visualization is both the key and the

keynote of all photoplay writing.

Too much emphasis hitherto has been laid on the importance of

action, with but a half-formed idea of the true technical definition of

the term, which is "the connected series of events upon which a

piece depends; the main subject or story, as distinguished from an

incidental action or episode." Too often has the novice had in mind

the violent, whirling, feverish and physical action familiarized by the

"going into action " of the battlefield. Such action is always dynamic

and spectacular, but not necessarily dramatic or interpretive.

Everything is on the surface. It is all a matter of primal passion

and primeval emotion. It is the stuff that melodramas are made of.

But the deeper, more powerful and moving emotions of civilized

people are not superficial. Their true interpretation is not expres-

sible in immediate violent action. Culture and civilization are

recognized and realized thru their repression of passion. Even the

savage and the dumb beast have their refined emotions, expressed

most vividly thru unwonted inertness or carefully concealed cunning.

The primeval mother heart broods in dark corners over its dead offspring;

it softly croons over and gently caresses its babe; deepest hate is manifested by
the savage or sage thru cunning, soft-footed revenge and secret thrust.
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There are two sides to the technical difficulties that confront the

photoplaywright. Given the conception of an idea worth while, he

must first have the power to visualize its phenomena to himself;

he must then be able to represent its dramatic development visibly

in terms of action and symbols of emotion. The power to visualize

a story to one's self can neither be taught nor learned; its exercise

lies in the gift of imagination. The ability to represent this story in

a form that may be readily interpreted depends on a practical

assimilation and a working knowledge of dramatic construction and

photoplay technique. It resolves itself into the task of telling the

story indirectly with "business/' instead of direct discourse.

A careful examination of the conditions of photoplay accept-

ance, has revealed a curious and valuable piece of information. An
unusually large percentage of the manuscripts received by producing

companies contain good ideas, but they are very often rendered

unacceptable because of imperfect and unilluminating expression.

The editor, the director and the actor must understand from your

scenario exactly what action, interpretation and suggestion your

words are intended to convey. Many big ideas, striking situations

and splendid scenes never see the light of the screen because of the

photoplaywright's poverty of expression.

A broad vocabulary hesitates at no flight of inspiration, no

matter how transcending; it falters at no wave of emotion, no

matter how profound; it pauses at no thought, no matter how
beautiful. " Beyond words," " inexpressible," and " indescribable

"

are confessions of literary and dramatic weakness that disappoint

editors and bring manuscripts back by return mail. There are

human words to express every impression that the human mind

records. The language of the heart, of the soul and of the photoplaj'

is the language of the dictionary. Familiarity with words begets

fluency and accuracy in their use. There is but one word to express

one situation under a given condition; do not be content until you

find it. That diligence alone will make the finished and successful

writer. Given inspiration, the right words to express it will carry

it to production, perhaps fame.

Perfect visualization, then, demands an exquisite command of

language capable of nicely interpreting the finest' shades of pathos,

the deepest wells of passion, the mos*t -delicate waves of emotion,

and a thousand grades of feeling. } bsifiov* ni.! '(}..

gassing from the literary construction^Df the manuscript: and

play, We must become familiar with' ;the m(Me of tra'rfslaTirig 'ideas,
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which must be clearly indicated by the writer. The three possible

modes are by means of psychological action, suggestive attitude and

mimetic expression. These are the elements of the new mimetic

art of the photodrama just as the notes and keys are to music;

words and sentences to literature; pigments and brushes to painting.

The secret of visualization lies in the nice employment of symbols

of emotion. The danger lies in over-emphasis, which the writer can

forestall by using an indirect or relative method, which means a

constant exercise of repression.

A girl is made to show pity for a sister-woman who is weeping because of

some fell blow. She does not go over and embrace her; that would show sym-
pathy and participation. Pity comes into her face, her poise of the head, her
wistful attitude. And if sympathy, she would probably stand with hand half-

raised in helplessness if the woman was bereaved. If some lighter grief, she
would gently caress the other and smile encouragement. Gentleness is poignant!

It is the thoughtful addition of the little human touches and

scenes that make the great plays and give appropriate expression

to great ideas.

In scene 8 of "The Coming of the Real Prince," we see Annie being driven
from the kitchen by her unfeeling mother. The gist of the story would have been
clear without dilating on this sequence. But the tragedy in Annie's heart that
was responsible for the play needed further visualizing, so we see Annie passing
up the back stairs with a broken-hearted look in her eyes; we see her cast herself

upon her miserable cot and sob as tho her heart would break.
In scene 22 of the same plav we see the very depths of Annie's soul, visualized.

First in the caption: THE DREAM OF PRINCE CHARMING AND THE
WONDROUS CITY BEGINS. Annie in grotesque position in bed beside
battered lamp, reading "Cinderella." Close view shows her face, with lips

moving, an ecstatic smile lightening her features. We return to the scene and
see the book slip from her fingers and in her dreaming sleep her hands clasp on
her breast, she raises her hand as tho she saw someone approaching. A vision

scene pictures Prince Charming in doublet and hose. Returning to the scene
again we find Annie wakened with her hand over her eyes as tho what she saw
was too brilliant to look upon.

The photoplay is silent only technically. In order that convinc-

ing illusion be accomplished, there must be a successful registration

of all such sounds as affect the characters and action in the normal

and natural development of the play. We are interested only in

such sounds as have a direct bearing on the matter that holds the

attention of the audience. In other words, it must—like all other

interpretive matter—be contributory.

In indicating that the character hears a particular sound, we
say that he "registers" it. The term register has been used too

generally in photoplay construction to indicate what actors shall

do under the stress of any emotion.

? ' For instance, "Annie registers anger," or "hate," "that she will not consent
to something," "that she is displeased." A character who registers anything
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taking place in his own heart or soul becomes merely an actor, he is pretending.
Characters do not pretend, they are. They do not register their feelings, they
feel them with results unquestionably natural.

Sounds are recorded then thru reflex action, or registration, just

as they actually reflect against the drums of the ear telling us that

vibrations have been produced affecting the ear. Sounds are visual-

ized by showing the appropriate effect on the character or characters.

We might have a deaf old father and his daughter. Her forbidden lover is

behind a stone wall. He whispers softly several times before she is conscious of

his call. She turns joyously and the two pantomime behind the old man's back.

Sounds are even more effectively visualized thru the employ-

ment of one or more correlative scenes.

In one scene we see someone in the act of calling; in the next we see the
call registered. The intervening distance may be gauged by the amount of energy
expended by the character. Or we may see a man escaping from peril, he stumbles
and falls. The next scene shows the captors registering the noise of his fall.

In the elemental days of the cinematograph, it was thought

improbable that music could ever be effectively registered. The
visualization of strains of music, however, has met with most suc-

cessful accomplishment. It is effected thru a careful imitation of

the auricular and mental process of recording sound, combined

with the use of symbols of emotion.

"The Lost Melody" (Vitagraph) is a play the plot of which is based on
visualized sound. A strain of music sung and heard by a man under most virtu-

ous circumstances, is repeated when he is on the point of committing a crime and
it saves his soul. ... In one scene we see the four walking along and singing each
his love song, with his soul in his face; next we see the dancers at the club pausing
and listening, some of the rapture of the singers faintly transmitted to their

faces; in the roadway an automobile party stops, they put their hands behind
their ears and listen, two keeping time, the other two put the spirit of the song
in action and steal a lover's kiss.

Five years later the song is sung to save Douglas. The mental process of

receptivity is imitated. We see Malcolm on the terrace singing, a close-view is

then screened of a line of the music and words, then we see Douglas pausing in

his act of robbing his best friend, registering alarm, then what he suddenly
sees in his mind and heart is visioned, being the scene of that wonderful night

years ago.

Thus the silent drama may become vibrant with emotional

music and resonant with clarion tongues that need no interpreter,

for all nations understand the universal language of the heart. The

most sublime characters and most valiant deeds, ravishing color and

mellifluous voices are in our soul ; sublime sympathy is in our world-

old heart; profound understanding is in our God-given reason, and

this multiglorious human marvel is gratified to the utmost in having

its dormant humanity called into active being.
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XV. Emmett Campbell Hall-

Farmer

By Epes Winthrop Sargent

Suppose that the Biograph Company sent for you and asked you

to hang around New York so that you could be told what they

wanted in a hurry and write it for them and get a nice, plump,

perfectly good check regularly. Would you? That's what happened

to Emmett Campbell Hall in 1910. Hall came up to New York,

gave the town the contemptuous "once over," decided he didn't

like it—and went back home. It was three years later that Lawrence

McCloskey got him to hitch up with the Lubin staff then forming,

and he moved over to Philadelphia to live. But even Philadelphia

is too big a place for Hall. He's back in Glen Echo, which is just

outside the national capital, and once a week he wears out his motor

tires hiking over to the City of Brotherly Love, but he hurries back

home. The country for his.

You can't altogether blame Hall. He owns a fine residence

there with a seven-by-nine glass cage in the roof where he can write

wholly at peace with all the world. He loves his cows and chickens,

as the song has it, and he sticks right close to home. That's why he

is Farmer Hall.

Now to do the dirty work! He was born in Talbotton, Georgia,

in 1882, and began writing when he was fifteen. His first sale was to

Judge, (no piker, he!) with Leslie's Monthly and the Metropolitan

coming close after. He was an all-round man, humor, verse, short

stories and what editors know as " fillers" being alike grist to his

mill. Then he got appointed to the Civil Service and went to Wash-
ington to the Coast and Geodetic Survey, but about the time he

got so he could pronounce the name of his job, he was shunted to the

State Department, and a couple of years later found himself in the

Diplomatic Bureau. He kept right on with his literary work and it
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was only natural that he should turn to photoplays when there came

a demand for that sort of stuff. He had the Lubin and Yitagraph

"form" sheets, and a few articles in The Editor as his only guides.

That was in January, 1910. His first story was lost by the company
to which it was sent and was not sold until October, but it did sell;

not only the first, but about all he wrote. His first sale was to the

Lubin Company in March, 1910. He got $25 for it, and soon went

up to $35 and more on occasion. The script was "Indian Blood,"

and I remember going down three nights of stairs and back

again to announce that there was a really good script in the mails.

He sold pretty steadily to Lubin for a time, but this was before

the new studio-factory was built and before there were many real

actors around the place. Some of his stuff was returned with

the frank explanation that it was above the production ability of the

company at that time, and he was advised to send it on to the

Biograph. He did and it was that which led them to pay his expenses

to come to New York and talk things over. He accepted, stopping

off at Philadelphia for a chat with me. He didn't look much like a

genius, a tall, loose jointed, boyish-looking chap, with the southern

indolence of speech and carriage that suggested diffidence. He had

his mind made up then that he was not going to like New York,

which seemed a strange thing to an exile in Philadelphia, and he did

not change his mind. He went back to Glen Echo and went on

writing. Since then he has had many offers of editorial positions,

but it took McCloskey to get him away from Glen Echo. No one

can tell who it will take to keep him away from there. He is still a

member of the Lubin staff, reporting regularly each week, but he

sticks pretty close to the glass cage that looks out over the Mary-

land hills.

Hall is a natural born plotter and even his early scripts bore the

stamp of careful finish. He had already reached the point where his

writing income exceeded his salary and he is one of the few govern-

ment clerks to disprove the adage that few die and none resign.

He saw the future of the photoplay and with this to back up his

other work, he kissed his desk good-bye in July, 1910.

He wrote a lot of war stories in the days when they were stories

and not a collection of lengths from a few assorted battles that, like

a well advertised office partition, are "made by the mile and sold by

the foot." It was his "The House with the Closed Shutters" that

won him his first Biograph bonus check, but as an offset to this he

got $5 from Selig for a war drama. It is said that the company paid
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about S300 for a bridge that was burned down in the course of the

story. Later on, however, he got many sizable checks from Selig,

and in 1911 and 1912 wrote some of their best stuff. For a long time

he was the best paid writer of photoplays in the business and a state-

ment of six months' earnings, printed in the Moving Picture World,

was taken up by different fake schools and worded to suggest that

he was a pupil of those schools. As there were several advertisers

it had the readers guessing. As a poetic revenge it was the use of

this statement that got the Post Office inspectors in touch with

Hall, who in turn passed them over to me. I passed them on to

various editors, and the former head of the National Authors'

Institute is no longer a resident of New York so you can notice it.

It was more pleasant to jump bail than to go to jail.

It is a treat to read one of Hall's scripts. He is a neat, precise

worker and the physical appearance of his sheets rouses favorable

comment even before his adroit handling of plot and incident becomes

revealed. He writes fully, but not to the point of redundancy, and

has the happy faculty of indicating precisely what he wants. No
director ever has to study over his work to puzzle out just what he is

driving at. Every essential action is given in explicit phrasing. But

it is not so much in this as in his continuity and the little twists that

he excels. You are never shocked by some abrupt change or unex-

plained development. He is logical, convincing, explicit in his

plotting as well as in his detail. In a word he is a master work-

man.

Mr. Hall has the remarkable record of having sold all but two

of the scripts he has written, and he has sold more than three hundred

in the open market, doing business with some fifteen companies.

He has never had any trouble with any of these companies and has

never had other than his first script lost, either in the studios or in

the mails. The stories he has clone under contract arrangement

bring his sold scripts up to a total of about 450. This means subjects

and not reels. For the last nine months he has done two dramatic

stories a week, but says that he will never try it again, contending

that one, well done, is enough to try.

Like most practised writers he believes that the present average

prices make photoplay writing more profitable, in proportion to the

time employed, than fiction work, but logically argues that the work

should be more highly paid since it is more exacting. Style can cover

up an old idea in fiction work, but there must be novelty of plot in

photoplay.
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He does not believe, on general principles, in associations,

leagues or other forms of unions, and sees no occasion whatever for

copyright privilege for scripts. As he puts it, "Why do business at

all with a person you think will short-change you if you don't stand

over him with a club?"

Unlike most of those close to the studios, Mr. Hall does not

want to be a director and says there is not enough money in the world

to hire him to do it. He is going to stick to writing scripts exclusively

and thinks that under present conditions it is possible for a hard

worker to make about $10,000 a year, from which it will be seen that

he is an optimist. Few professional writers possess his capacity and

consequent earning ability.

Hard work and a solid foundation plus native ability are the

secrets of Mr. Hall's success. He has behind hirn more than fifteen

years of work in various lines of literature and he has studied as he

worked. And he works just as hard and just as faithfully today as

he ever did. He does not dash off stuff. He writes it and he writes

it well. He deals only with reliable companies in his free lance work,

and so he has no complaint.

This is Emmett Campbell Hall, Farmer, whose platform is that

cities are all right for some purposes, but darned poor for living in.

And let it be written that he was the first to have an original two

reel produced and the first author to purchase an automobile with

the proceeds of his scripts. Further deponent sayeth not.

On Seeing One's Play on the Screen

By C. Doty Hobart

Proud? Of course you were proud when you saw your first pro-

duced photoplay; and you were just as proud when you saw the next,

and the next, and you will always be proud whenever you see one on

the screen played by competent actors under the guidance of a capable

director. Who is there to blame you for being proud? Truly they are

your very own brain children, these shadows in seeming human form

that move and have their being on the white wall before you. And
the life these shadows live, a life of love or of hate, of virtue or of vice,

displaying any or all of the known human passions, is the life that

your brain made them live. You own them, these shadows, body and

soul they are yours! A power is yours greater than that of any king

of mortal reign! Proud? Why shouldn't you be proud?
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XI (Continued)

8. Managing Changes of Scene

In preparing the scenario it is important to remember that if a

leader is introduced before a scene, the leader should be written first,

.and followed by the number and description of the scene. And in

describing your scenes you should study the convenience of the pro-

ducer: where more than one scene is to be done in a set, refer back

to the original scene number. Thus if Scene 5 is the sheriff's office,

and the same background is used for scenes 7, 9, and 14, when
writing Scene 14 say:

14—Sheriff's office, same as 5

—

No matter how many times that setting may be used as the

background for a scene of your story, write it out every time just as

you did at first. Do not merely say: Same as 5. Follow the scene

number, whether it be 7, 9, or 14, with: "Sheriff's office;" then add

the "same as 5." Also, do not forget that your scene number should

be placed at (or and 1, if there are two figures) on the scale-bar

of your typewriter. In this way, if 5 is your left marginal stop, you

will have almost a half inch space between the number and the

description of the scene. Bridge this space with the hyphen or short

dash character, and you insure the producer's attention being

quickly drawn to each change of scene.

It is extremely important to remember that, in telling your

story in action, even the slightest change of location means another

scene. Let us make this point perfectly clear.

Suppose you have a scene in which a fire ladder is placed against

the wall of a burning building, only the lower part of the ladder

showing in the picture. A fireman starts to mount, and finally dis-

appears overhead. The scene changes, and we see the upper windows

of the building and the upper portion of the ladder. Suddenly the

fireman's head appears as he climbs up (into the picture), then his
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whole body comes into view, and presently he climbs in at one of the

windows.

These are written in as two separate scenes, though it is plain

that they are, in real life, actually one, and in the photoplay they are

not separated even by an insert of any kind.

But now suppose that when the fireman starts up the ladder the

cameraman " follows him"—tilts his camera so that the result is a

" shifting" stage—the eye of the spectator following the fireman as

he goes up and until he reaches the top of the ladder and climbs in at

the window. That, of course, constitutes only one scene—the

swinging of the camera to follow the progress of the actor simply

enlarges the stage, as it were. Such scenes as this second are fre-

quently seen in photoplays—an aeroplane leaving the ground and

rising in its flight, a band of horsemen riding " across" and so "out

of " a picture, a man climbing down the side of a cliff, and the like.

But as a rule they are simply arranged by the producer's instructing

the cameraman to swing his camera as described—the writer of the

script does not introduce an actual direction to the producer to

obtain the effect in this way but writes them in as two scenes.

In taking such panoramic scenes as those just described, the

tripod of the camera remains unmoved. Even in a railroad drama,

where we see an engine run down a track for a quarter of a mile or

more, the camera is mounted on another train, which closely follows

the one seen in the picture, and hence it is plainly, from a technical

standpoint, only one scene, though while it is being shown on the

screen the background is changing continuously. It is the abrupt

shifting from one locality to another that constitutes a "change of

scene" in the photoplay.

This being so, it follows that each change of scene must be given

a separate scene number in your scenario. We have examined

dozens of amateur scripts in which scenes would be found written

thus:

8—Library, same as 2.

Tom looks on floor, fails to find locket, and then goes into one

room after another searching for it.

This, of course, is impossible. Even though the producer were

willing to show Tom going through ten different rooms looking for

the lost piece of jewelry, each scene would have to be separately and

consecutively numbered in the scenario. If, in the tenth room

visited, Tom should find the locket, and then go out on the piazza to
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speak to Mabel about it, the scene showing the piazza would be 18,

and not 9, although the amateur scripts referred to contained just

such mistakes. It is quite as incorrect to divide the action of one

scene into two or more parts as it is to make one scene out of two by

running them together.

Bear in mind, also, that besides giving every scene a separate

scene number, you must write a scene into your scenario whenever

it is necessary to supply a new background for some bit of action.

For example, you cannot say:

Scene 4. John comes out of the store, walks down the street for a

couple of blocks, and enters the bank on the corner.

That much action would be written about as follows

:

1—Exterior of store.

John comes out of store and walks down street, out of picture.

2—Street.

Enter John. Passes down street and out of picture.

3—Exterior of bank on street corner.

John comes down street, approaches bank, and enters.

In the foregoing example, three scenes are given to show how
John gets from the store to the bank; but it might not, be really

necessary to take three scenes to show this action. We might see

John leave the store and start down the street, the camera being set

up in such a way as to take in not only the doorway of the store but

also a considerable portion of the street. If the scene showing the

front of the bank were planned in the same way, so as to show John

approaching up the street, as though coming from the store, the

connecting scene (2), which merely shows him between the two

points, could very well be left out altogether, to be supplied by the

imagination of the spectators.

Experience alone—combined with the study of the pictures

seen on the screen—can teach you just what scenes are really neces-

sary and which may be avoided; the point to remember is that in a

single reel you have only a thousand feet of film in which to tell

everything. Therefore do not waste footage on even the shortest

scene that can be eliminated without detracting from the interest

or breaking the logical sequence of the events in your story. In other
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words, make it your hard and fast rule to write nothing into your

scenario that does not, in some way, aid materially in telling your

story and making your meaning clear to the spectator. On the

other hand, see that you omit nothing that will tend to produce the

same result.

Going back to the example just given, we would point out that

we purposely introduced into it an example of what not to do. Scene

3 is described as the "exterior of bank on street corner." That is

something that it is best to leave entirely to the producer. Let him

do the locating of all the buildings used in a story, unless there is an

exceptionally good reason why you should specify just where a

certain building ought to be. The chances are that there is no special

reason why the bank in your story should be located on the corner

of the street, and the producer might be able to locate one suitable

for the purpose of the scene in question within a block or two of the

studio. If there is a really important reason for having the bank on

the corner, he may have to go a mile or more away from the studio

to find one; and, inasmuch as it is frequently the case that the pro-

ducer will take his cameraman and the necessary actor or actors out

with him, and do such a scene as this one outside the bank while

another set is being built up inside the studio for him to work in, it

will easily be seen that the more you can help him out by making

things convenient for him, the more likely he is to express a desire to

examine other stories written by you.

This point will bear repeating: A scene is so much of the entire

action as is taken in one place without the stoppage of the camera;

in its photoplay sense, scene never refers to the action between

certain players, nor does a new scene commence when another

character enters upon a scene already in course of action.

It is a mistake, in working out the scenario, to keep the action

in the same setting too long at a time. Frequent changes of scene

are advisable. In his article in The Photoplay Author for March,

1913, Mr. C. B. Hoadley tells of a script written by a well-known

actress, who is also the author of several successful " legitimate"

dramas. Having appeared in a notable picture drama, she deter-

mined to take up photoplay writing herself. Her first effort—

a

comedy drama—was returned. The lady was highly indignant;

yet the reason for the rejection of her script becomes apparent when

it is known that the entire action of her story occurred in a hotel

corridor and in a room in the same hostelry. Only nineteen scenes

were used, and of these eighteen were to be played in the one room
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without a break in the settings. Imagine the monotony of such a

production, even on the regular stage.

But while it is best to have a frequent change of scene, it is also

a mistake to risk confusing the spectator by changing often from one

scene to another far removed from the first, especially without the

use of some explanatory insert.

9, The " Cut-Back"

The practise of switching from one scene to another, and then

back again to the first, in order to heighten interest by maintaining

the suspense, has been known to a limited extent for several years.

But recently a well-known producer has begun using this feature in

his films regularly, wTith the result that it has come to be termed

technically the " cut-back." Its use has been well illustrated by

Mr. C. B. Hoadley, who cites a play in which the contrasting pictures

of
u
a gambler seated at cards with convivial companions, and his

wife at home in a scantily furnished room keeping vigil at the bedside

of their sick child" are flashed back and forth in such a manner as

to keep the contrast before the spectators while yet developing the

drama effectively.

Another good example of the use of the cut-back was shown in

the Biograph subject, "Three Friends." One of three friends who
have sworn never to separate falls in love with a young woman of

the village and marries her. A second of the trio is enraged to think

that his friend has broken up the triangle; the third, of better nature,

is merely very much disappointed. As a result of breaking up the

trio, the two bachelors leave the factory to go to another town. A
baby is born to the young married couple, and they are very happy

for a time. Then the second friend, Jim, comes back to his old shop

to take the position of foreman. As the result of a quarrel between

him and the young husband, the latter is discharged. From that

time on things go badly with the 3^oung couple, and soon bad is fol-

lowed by worse. When they are on the verge of starvation, and the

husband has returned home after a fruitless search for work, the wife

goes out to try to beg a bottle of milk. While she is away, the

husband, thoroughly disheartened, resolves to ask her to die with

him, confident that neighbors will care for the child. She returns

home empty handed, and, though at first shocked and horrified by

his proposal, finally consents. Just as the husband covers his wife's

eyes with his hand and raises the pistol, the two friends of former
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days burst into the room. One of the husband's shop-mates has told

the third friend of how "Jim fired him"—as a leader tells us—and
the reproaches of the third friend have been instrumental in bringing

about a feeling of remorse in the heart of the foreman. The two
hurry together to the little home, arriving just in time to prevent the

tragedy.

All through this picture the cut-back is used most effectively.

Early in the action, supposedly a.day or two after the young man
had met his future wife, we are shown the two other men waiting for

him at the saloon, the three glasses of beer standing untouched upon
the table. The scene then switches to the young man and the girl

out walking, gazing from a bridge into the river. Back to the saloon

again, and we see the two friends looking at their watches, about to

leave, the third glass still standing untouched. Then, back to

another pretty exterior, where the young man proposes and is

accepted. Toward the climax, the use of the cut-back becomes even

more effective : we see the wife go out to get the milk ; the two friends

at the same old table in the saloon; the husband bending over the

child, taking out the revolver, and indicating what is in his mind to

do; then the scene in the saloon, where the fourth man tells the kind-

hearted friend how the foreman has discharged his former comrade;

back in the house again, we see the man and the woman prepared to

die together; then the exterior of the saloon, with the two friends

coming out ; another home scene leading up to the expected tragedy

;

the two friends hurrying down a street—and even though they are

hurrying, we know that they are unaware of what is going on in the

house which is their destination, and we are fearful lest they may
arrive too late; the man with his hand held over the eyes of his

wife, the revolver being slowly raised; the two friends at the gate of

the cottage; and then the climax as they enter the room just in time

to avert the tragedy. Thus the cut-back effect kept suspense and

interest at highest pitch every moment.

About five years ago the same company released a drama, "The
Cord of Life," in which the cut-back was used so effectively to

heighten the suspense and add to the thrill that many people in the

audience of the theatre, in which one of the present writers watched

the picture, were leaning forward in their seats and making excited

comments—the supreme test of a picture "with a punch."

One caution is necessary in the use of the cut-back

—

do not use

it as an excuse to digress. Above everything else, when you have

started the ball of your plot rolling, keep it rolling forward. You
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must not switch back to some earlier scene for the purpose of picking

up a point that you have overlooked. Nor is it possible to go back

and follow the characters who have been temporarily dispensed

with. If they reappear, it must be in a scene which naturally fol-

lows, and does not come with a sense of perplexing surprise. Remem-
ber this: when characters are reintroduced they must not have been

too long absent from the plot-movement, but they must have been

all the time consciously or subconsciously present in the mind of the

spectator as being essentially in the story.

10. How Various Kinds of Inserts are Used

The use of leaders, letters, and other inserts has already been

explained, but these important adjuncts of the photoplay need some

further treatment in connection with the scenario. The ordinary

leader, such as "Two years later. Bob returns to his old home," is

used between scenes. It shows the spectator the passage of time, and

explains what is about to follow. The ordinary between-the-scenes

leader is frequently employed to make such a statement as: "Tom
accuses his brother of having forged the check." But the other way
of telling the audience what Tom does, is the use of the "cut-in"

leader—of which more later. This enables us to read Tom's own
words—the distinguishing mark of the cut-in.

This very effective form of the leader takes its name from the

fact that it cuts in, or is inserted into, the midst of a scene. That

the cut-in leader may tell all that is necessary much better than

could a long statement of what is going on, is evident, because the

direct words of a character are more effective than the same ideas

expressed in the third person.

Another consideration is that the cut-in makes it possible to

start the scene with action that does not at first disclose Tom's
intention. Then when the proper moment arrives, the cut-in leader

is flashed on the screen, and the result is that, instead of the specta-

tor's anticipating what is about to happen, he is likely to be as much
taken by surprise as is the guilty brother.

After introducing the cut-in leader, write Back to scene, the

same as after an inserted letter, telegram, newspaper item, or the

like.

In what follows we give examples of proper scenario form, as

well as examples of the way in which the leader, cut-in leader, letter,

bust, and mask are used.
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Leader—TOM DISCOVERS HIS BROTHER'S CRIME

9—Maxwell's library, same as 4

—

Tom enters, followed by Ralph. Tom goes straight to desk,

opens it, and takes out envelope. From it he takes Ralph's letter

and the check. Glances over letter again, Ralph standing by,

watching him with nervous expression.

On screen, letter.

Dear Blakely:

I send you enclosed my father's check to cover amount of my
debt to you. Kindly send receipt to me at old address.

Yours,

Ralph Maxwell

Back to scene.

Tom lays letter on desk and picks up check, looking at it closely.

Suddenly starts, frowns, glances at Ralph, and then looks

intently at check again. Opens drawer of desk and takes out

reading-glass. Holding check in left hand, he examines it

closely through the glass.

10—Bust of Tom's left hand holding check, right hand grasping

glass

—

Tom raises and lowers reading-glass, focusing the glass upon

the name signed to the check. This shows that the name has

been written in a very shaky hand.

11—Back to 9—

Tom lays reading-glass on desk, looks at his brother accusingly,

and then thrusts check close to his face.

Leader—

"

RALPH, YOU FORGED THIS CHECK!"

Back to scene.

Ralph looks at Tom despairingly, his face betraying his guilt.

Tom hangs head in shame, at thought of his brother's crime.
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12—Hallway, showing door of library

—

Wilkins, the butler, kneeling before library door, his eye glued

to key-hole.

13—Portion of library, same as 4, seen through key-hole

—

Ralph is explaining to Tom how he came to owe Blakely the

money, etc.

Now let us take up the different points just as they are introduced

above, and briefly explain each.

The leader is shown, first of all, simply as an example of an

ordinary between-scenes leader. In writing a scenario such as the

one of which this might be a part, if you introduced the cut-in leader

in Scene 11, there would be no necessity for giving also the ordinary

bald statement leader before Scene 9. The fact that "Torn dis-

covers his brother's crime" is made plainer by Tom's own spoken

words, in Scene 11, than an ordinary leader before the first scene in

the library (in this example) could make it. In the middle of this

scene (9), Tom reads his brother's unsent letter, and you write "On
screen, letter," following this note, or direction, to the producer,

with the letter itself. After the letter, you write "Back to scene,"

showing that the scene in the library is not ended, and that the action

which is broken by the flashing on the screen of the letter is con-

tinued just as soon as Tom lays the letter down—that is, as soon as

it disappears from the screen.

11. The Bust

It is necessary to here explain a point touched upon later: As

used in photoplay production, the term "bust" means simply an

enlarged view of any limited area, whether it be only a hand wearing

a ring (the ring being intimately concerned with the plot) or—as

was shown in a recent Selig release—a ferret perched on the hand-

rail of a cellar stairs, gnawing at the cords which bound the owner

of the ferret to the newel-post. The previous scene in the Selig

picture had shown the whole cellar, the detective bound and gagged

in one corner, and the owner of the ferret, who had been discovered

by the counterfeiters as he was about to free the detective, also

bound to the post at the foot of the stairs. The producer wanted to

show plainly that the little animal really did liberate his owner by

eating through the cords binding him to the post, so he introduced
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the bust picture, in the taking of which the camera lens was only a

short distance away from the ferret as it severed the man's bonds.

Besides making unnecessary a leader to tell how the man was liber-

ated, this device was both convincing and interesting.

The bust picture "not only magnifies the objects, but it draws

particular attention to them. Many points may be cleared in a

five-foot bust picture which would require twenty to thirty feet of

leader to explain, and the bust picture always interests. Sometimes

in a newspaper illustration a circle surrounds some point of interest,

or a cross marks where the body was discovered. The bust picture

serves the same purpose, and answers, as well, for the descriptive

caption that appears under a cut." 1

But you must remember, when introducing a bust, that it is a

separate scene, and must, therefore, be given a separate and distinct

scene number. The bust breaks the scene in the library, as Tom
scrutinizes the check through the reading-glass. The letter, previ-

ously shown, also broke the scene, or interrupted the action; but

the bust, being considered as a separate scene, is given a scene

number—10.

After the bust (10), Scene 11 takes us back to the library; but

we do not follow the scene number (11) with "Maxwell's library,

same as 4" (4, as the example shows, was the number of the first

scene played in the library). Instead, we write "11—Back to 9,"

which shows that the action in the library is picked up and con-

tinued from the point where it ended (on the screen) when the bust

picture was flashed.

12. Masks

After Tom has openly accused his brother of forgery, as shown

by the cut-in leader, the scene changes to the hallway outside the

library door. We see Wilkins, the butler, who is implicated in the

plot against Ralph, kneeling and peering into the room through the

key-hole. This is a very short scene, but it is necessary to show two

things: not only that the brothers are being spied upon, for we are

not interested in merely watching the butler kneeling there, but it is

important for us to see what he is watching so intently—the action

in the library. So, after we have shown the spy kneeling outside the

door, the scene is shifted back to the continuation of the interview

between Tom and Ralph. This time, however, we see it on the

1 Epes Winthrop Sargent, The Technique of the Photoplay.
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screen in a way that merely suggests the butler kneeling outside the

closed door. On the screen appears a very large key-hole, and

within its limits the scene between the brothers is acted.

The effect thus produced is termed a "mask." Ordinarily the

lens of a moving picture camera is masked by a metal plate, rectangu-

lar in shape, one inch wide by three-quarters of an inch high. The
use of this mask prevents the light from spreading up or down the

film as it is being exposed. Each of the sixteen tiny pictures that

make up a foot of film is termed a " frame," and, the camera being

masked as described, the light is permitted to act upon only one

frame at a time. But within this one-inch by three-quarters of an

inch limit, another mask may be used, cut in any form that the

producer may desire. It may be a key-hole mask, as in the fore-

going example; it may be simply circular, to suggest that the scene

is viewed through a telescope; or a mask with hairline bars, which

will suggest that you are looking through a window. We examined

a script a short while ago in which a travelling salesman for an

optical goods house amused himself, in the interval before train

time, by watching through a pair of binoculars the street below and

the buildings opposite his hotel window. The scene enacted in an

office of a building not far away led him to believe that a murder

was being committed, and the action which followed was extreme^

funny. The scene in the office, watched by the " drummer" through

the binoculars, appeared on the screen as though viewed through a

large and very round figure eight, lying on its side, thus: CO
The four just mentioned are the commonest forms of the mask;

but we have seen masks cut in the shape of oak leaves, bottles, and

other forms, though these latter were used merely to obtain novel

effects in certain pictures.

The mask may be used as an inserted scene—as we have here

chiefly considered it—or it may serve as a sort of excuse for the

entire action of the photoplay, as in the case of the commercial

traveller and his binoculars, and add effectiveness by its novelty of

presentation.

(To be continued.)



The 'Leader" in Photoplay Writing

By Robert W, Neal

In a good photoplay, the "leaders" flashed on the screen be-

tween or during scenes are read but not noticed. This means that

they fit into the thought of the film so well that they attract no
attention to themselves. In judging the quality of a film with
reference to the spectators, one of the things calling for care is the

leaders.

The two main purposes of the. leader are, to supply information

that it is impracticable to convey by the picture itself, and to break
the picture in order to convey the idea of passage of time. In the

ideal film, the action would be so complete that no leaders would be

needed; but in practice leaders are actually introduced sometimes
where they are not otherwise needed, in order to give the idea that a

longer time has passed than can be interestingly indicated by the

pictures. For instance, it is impossible to continue a picture in which
the person who is "on" is merely reading long enough for it to seem
natural if the reading is supposed to last some time. A leader thrown
in, helps out the suggestion of extended time.

Many facts vital to the plot cannot be shown satisfactorily

in pictures alone. Either they are beyond the power of the photo-

graphic story to tell, or the telling is inexpedient for some practical

reason or other; as that it would obscure the story, take too long,

or call for extended pictures of largely unimportant matter. When-
ever an explanation is necessary that it seems inexpedient to give

through pictures, a leader must be used. Under this head we may
include situations in which the words of the actor must be known
to the spectator. Although spectators are rapidly developing skill

in lip-reading, it is doubtful that the time will ever come when they

can understand the dialogue merely from watching the actors' lips.

The essentials of a good leader are these

:

Clearness.

Brevity.

Short words.

Correct grammar and spelling.

The necessity of absolute clearness calls for no demonstration.

The leader exists in order to make something plain; unless it is clear

itself, it fails of its purpose.

Brevity is essential to clearness. It is also desirable because,

without it, the spectator is likely to lose the feeling of being an actual

beholder of the action, and fall into the attitude of a reader. That
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is, his excitement lessens while he is concentrated in reading the

leader. The length of the leader must, however, depend on circum-

stances. Few leaders, I think, run much over 30 words, although I

have noted some running nearer 50. Most of them are under 15

words in length.

As to the actual number of words that can be displayed in inserts

other than leaders—as in flashing a letter, book page, etc.,—the

largest number I recall seeing was about 90. More than 100 are

extremely undesirable, and of course a far lower number is to be
preferred, not only because a crowded screen is illegible and confus-

ing, but because many spectators find difficulty in following the sense

of the longer inscription. We have to remember that the photoplay
is the literature of many persons to whom reading is rather laborious.

Short words are desirable because they give brevity and clear-

ness, and because they are easier for the spectator to lip-read when
the actor speaks them. They are also likely to be more suggestive

and certainly are more forceful. Only compare "John's Superior is

a Prevaricator" with "The Head Clerk is a Liar!"

The need of correct grammar and spelling ought to require no
stress—but it does. I have counted as many as three or four mis-

spelled words in a single leader, and gross violations of grammar are

numerous. Nor are they made necessary by the special require-

ments of film-making. They are just blunders. Aside from the

humiliation a producer ought to feel over displays of unnecessary
ignorance, he should realize his duty as an educator. He is not living

up to this duty when he puts illiterate language on the screen to be
read by thousands of persons—including school children—who
should be learning correct speech as a part of their benefit from his

entertainment. Careless punctuation may also be charged against

the leader. The foreign films show a noticeable amount of poor
grammar and spelling in their leaders, not to speak of the awkward-
ness of the translations from the foreign tongue into English. But
plenty of our American films are reprehensible in this respect, with
less excuse for their mistakes.

As to slang and colloquial expressions, the deciding considera-

tion must be their particular fitness. The same rules of good taste

and accuracy hold here as hold in ordinary writing. Sometimes slang

and colloquialisms will be more accurate or otherwise serviceable

than the supposedly choicer vocabulary; and occasionally brevity

will cause their use in preference to otherwise better terms. But
unless outclassed in effectiveness, the language that is best usage

should be preferred. Attempts to be " funny" usually seem to me
to be failures in the leaders. At any rate, a sound taste is necessary

in determining whether to resort to expressions that are of doubtful

good usage. Of course the language of the leader should be in keeping

with the story—and it is here that the severest call is made on judi-

cious taste. The writer must have a "feeling" for the right words

to fit the situation.



COMES a man who says he doesn't know what " slap-stick"

comedy is. Well, well, thought everyone knew what slap-stick

stuff was, but perhaps there are others who do not know. Come
to think of it, probably there are a lot. In the first place, consider the

slap-stick. It is two boards, generally a couple of barrel staves,

one nailed on each side of a handle about one inch thick. The first

barrel stave hits the poor actor and the second stave hits the first

and make a loud and whole-souled whack that invariably brings

roars of rude laughter from the boobs. When a team of comedians

can not think of anything else that is likely to please a discriminating

public they drag out a slap-stick, or maybe two. Three flat-headed

fools up in the gallery laugh so loudly that the manager thinks the

whole house is in an uproar. It is the most elementary form of

humor, but the slap-stick is harmless unless the wielder gets excited

and hits with the edge instead of the flat. Gradually it came about

that " slap-stick" became an adjective as well as a noun and was

made to apply to all forms of " rough-and-tumble " stuff. When
one actor meets another and tells him he has " a bunch of slap-stick

stuff," the other actor knows what he means just as he knows what

"good gravy" and "hoakum" and "sure fire" and " Risley-work,"

and the rest of it is. He knows that the slap-sticker is doing a lot of

senseless rough-and-tumble stuff, comedy calls and all that sort of

thing. Slap-stick comedy, therefore, is another name for rough-and-

tumble stuff.

It is no longer necessary to produce the actual slap-stick and

blown up bladder in order to qualify, but any work along those lines

is so defined. Now let's get some examples. Suppose that you have

a polite comedy and have been told, as possibly you have, to change

it to slap-stick, to rough it up, or something of that sort. Perhaps

scene three looks something like this:

3

—

Street—Bill walks through.

That would be all right for straight comedy, but it will never do for

the slap-stick stuff. You might do it this way

:
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3

—

Street—Bill enters—stumbles—falls—gets up—exits.

That will get a laugh where the straight passage through the scene

would not. Somehow people like to laugh at other people falling

around. The fall has nothing whatever to do with the plot. It

merely brings a laugh. But that is just a starter. You might build

this up by writing:

3

—

Street—Bill enters—kicks at hat .on sidewalk—brick under the

hat—Exit Bill limping.

For some unknown reason the brick-under-the-hat is funnier than a

mere tumble. A tumble is just an accident. The brick-and-hat

combination is a " sting," a deception. To most persons a deception

is funnier than an accident. But this is not yet the best we can do.

Suppose we try for a bigger laugh. Read:

3

—

Street—Bill enters—kicks hat on sidewalk—brick under hat

—

he hurts foot—gets sore—Boy looks up from other side of fence

—Bill sees him—throws brick—hits boy on head—kid drops

—

—Bill laughs—exits.

Now this is twice as funny as the other for Bill gets stung and the

boy who laid the trap gets stung, so there is one laugh when Bill

kicks the hat and another when the boy gets hit. If the comedy is

not very long we might still further elaborate this way:

3

—

Street—Bill enters—kicks at hat on sidewalk—brick under hat

—Bill hurts foot—looks around—sees boy on other side of fence

—throws brick at boy—hits him-—boy drops—boy's mother

comes on scene—bangs Bill over head with broom—he runs

from scene.

Now we have three laughs, but that is not all. Bless your heart, no.

Look at this:

3

—

Street—Bill comes in—kicks at hat on sidewalk—brick under hat

—Bill hurts foot—looks about—sees boy on other side of fence

—throws brick at boy—hits him on head—boy drops—Bill

laughs—Boy's mother rushes in—bangs Bill over head with

umbrella—he runs out—boy yells taunt after him—mother

grabs boy—spanks him.

That will be enough for the present. We could do more than this

(or worse than this, as you will) but it does not pay to stay too long
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in one scene, more particularly as this episode has absolutely nothing

to do with the story at all. Bill is going from one important scene

to another, and there can be no development of the real plot until

he gets to scene four, but we must get our laughs any old way in

slap-stick stuff, and that is the way to get laughs—through physical

violence.

In the same way the actual business that tells the story can be

built up. In a comedy Laura's father might refuse Jack permission

to marry her. In slap-stick he would not say "No." He would
simply kick Jack out of the house and if Jack makes his exit through

a window instead of through the more commonplace door, there will

be more of a laugh. In an extreme slap-stick story it is probable that

Jack would be kicked up the chimney and fall off the roof. If the

director knew his business he would not be content to have Jack

fall to the ground; he would fall in the rainwater barrel or in a pile

of mortar or on top of a case of eggs or some little thing like that.

Now this is written to instruct, not to amuse you. It sounds like

an effort to be humorous, but these are words of wisdom. That is

the way to work slap-stick stuff, and an ability to do that sort of

work just at the moment will command a large remuneration. I am
using commonplace business because I need the clever tricks myself

for actual use, but the idea is the same. The more unusual the busi-

ness the better the chance of a sale. Down south in the Lubin studio

the other day Mae Hotely came in with both thumbs out of joint as

the result of a boxing scene, Billy Bowers had his face cut open by

the fin of a fish with which his photoplay wife hit him, and Frank

Griffin had both hands temporarily out of commission because the

players got excited and walked on his arms in a chase scene. All

that in one day and there are six working days a week. The actors

do not like " slap-stick" any more than a majority of people in the

audiences do, but the manager hears the laughs and he "eats up"
the farce both here and in the European market.

And another point. The best slap-stick stuff comes in half reel

lengths and it is well to remember that you need so much space for

business that you cannot take much space in which to tell the story.

Every week and sometimes more than once a week the Mirror or the

World—frequently both—start off a criticism with something like

"rather a slight idea" or "a somewhat old theme" or "an old and
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rather light idea," but just so long as the checks come in they can

say what they please. It is not art, but it is cold business. The

themes are very slight and sometimes they are a bit reminiscent, but

the action moves so rapidly that the stuff mostly gets over. There

must be some plot; some objective point, even in the slap-stick, for

without a plot there is no point to the story, but there is not time

for an elaborate exposition of that plot. The business is what gets

the story over, and at the moment an ability to write snappy busi-

ness that is not too old is almost as good as having money already

in the bank. Now do you know what slap-stick is?

Probably you've heard the story of the man who ran home with

his wife's new hat, so as to get it there before the styles changed

again. You've got to run with your plays nowadays. Yesterday

most of them were yelling for the big reel stuff. Now they are asking

for one and two reels and mostly ones. All of this was told you

lately right here, because it could be foreseen, and it is probable

that some took the advice to start practising on the ones again, but

a lot of people who have specialized in two-reel stories are going to

have trouble getting down to one reel again. For their benefit it is

suggested that after the first draft is made, the useless scenes be

stricken out and it will be found that most of the ideas will fit into

the thousand feet. Only don't get so much in love with your stuff

that you hate to cut any of it out. That's a fault that all writers

have to overcome. They feel that all they write is essential and

they hate to cut out a good scene just because it is not really neces-

sary to the development of the plot. It is silly, but it is human
nature. Just grit your teeth and assure yourself that it must come
out and after a time you'll get so you can amputate the cutest little

bits of business you ever imagined and do it with hardly a pang.

If a man came to you with a penknife and wanted to get a job

cutting down trees for you, would you hire him at day wages? And
yet hundreds of men and women with no better equipment than the

cocksure knowledge that they can write "lots better stories than

are seen on the screen" butt into the writing game and let out ter-

rible roars when they do not sell their first scripts. To cut down
trees a man needs an axe or a cross-cut saw. To write plays a man
needs a knowledge of plotting, a facility of expression, a knowledge
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of the technique of the camera, of the requirements of the market,

and infinite patience to practice and wait. Without these he wants

to whittle down trees with a penknife. The man who bursts into

the game with the set belief that it is his right as a citizen of these

United States to be taught photoplay writing by editors and success-

ful authors is no stranger, and his very wails that he ought to be

helped put him in a class where he never will get help and where help

will do him no good if he gets it. It would not matter much, only

he is so prevalent that he hurts the chances of the earnest students

who are entitled to be helped because they are willing to do their

share of the work. The man who cannot even understand the

English language when it is printed or typewritten should be hanged

for butting in where he does not belong, and yet it is a crime to kill

him. Try to understand what you read. Read it knowingly and

you won't make an ass of yourself. This may not mean you, but

just the same are you dead certain that you do not merely read what

is written on play writing instead of studying it as you should? For

two years a certain woman writer struggled along with technique.

If she got a criticism that she did not understand, she did not argue

that her instructor was a fool because he told her she was wrong.

She argued that he might be right, and tried to convince herself that

he was right. In the long run she generally got it worked out that

way. Now editors are complimenting her on the excellence of her

technique, because she knows what she is doing and precisely why
she is doing a thing in a certain way.

That Vitagraph prize contest was decided in favor of a woman
who had half a dozen releases in the July Vitagraph calendar. At

once there was the usual comment that of course the award went to

a favorite. To the contrary it proves beyond question that the

award was on the level. The prize went to a writer who could write

precisely the stuff the Vitagraph wanted. The decision was made
on merit. It would have been surprising had the award gone to

some rank outsider, and as a matter of record a lot of Vitagraph

favorites were in the supplementary list of about three hundred

whose scripts were in line for purchase. Many of these, had the

award gone by favor, would have stood a better chance than the

winner. I don't like contests and I do not compete in any, but this

contest certainly seems to have been on the level. But what I

started to say was this : A dozen or more have written to know about
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the return of their scripts because the}' sent the only copy of the

play they had. This is supremely foolish. Always make a carbon

—or two carbons—of a script. Then if the original gets lost there is

the carbon to fall back on. Don't be too lazy to use the carbon pack.

One lost script would repay a year's trouble in making the duplicates.

And talking of carbons, here is a little wrinkle for you. Get two

grades of carbon paper, if you want two copies. Put a hard carbon

directly under the top sheet and use a soft carbon for the second.

The latter is sometimes known as " railroad" carbon. You do not

have to bang the machine so hard to get clear copies. And don't

try to make a sheet of carbon last you a couple of years. A carbon

that you cannot read is worse than nothing at all.

Some of these days we hope to see the second-hand author get

his. The second-hand author is the studio man, generally the pro-

ducer, who " writes" all of the stuff he buys and now and then,

perhaps, something he does not buy. When we see that a script is

"written by John Smith" it does not always follow that he is the

author. He may have purchased the idea from some free lance and

after putting in a few touches announces it as his own. He seldom

gets called down because the free lance is only too glad to make a

sale, but he makes your plump contributor tired all over and one of

these days I am going to call some people liars and back up the

statement. The pin-headed boob who cannot evolve ideas and

whose vanity is such that he wants to pose as " author—producer

—

star," or just merely as author and producer, is going to get too

tiresome one of these davs.

Did you see the article on photoplay writing by Daniel Frohman
in a recent issue of The Woman's Home Coinpanion? Mr. Frohman
is a real student of the drama and when te turned to photoplay he

made the same study of that, and his conclusions are sane and

sound. It is a helpful story all the way through. Ten years ago

men such as Mr. Frohman regarded the motion picture as a passing

fancy. They have changed their minds since then and most of the

big theatrical magnates are openly or'^quietly '']connected with this

profitable end of the amusement business.- - . ^
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Inquiries addressed to this department are answered by Mr. Arthur Leeds. No questions can
be answered by mail, nor can we supply names of players taking part in certain pictures. Question*
relating to the writing, sale, and production of photoplays will be answered in this column, but
readers are asked to make their letters brief and to the point.

O. H. M.—If you change the book you mention as you say you would do,
we don't see how you could be accused of violating the copyright law, or even of
writing a plagiarism of the story you speak of. Another thing is that the copy-
right may have expired on that book—so far as the copyright part of it is con-
cerned. We would not let the necessity for being careful about not infringing a
copyright work bother us a bit, for the simple reason that if we used any part or
parts of that book we would so change them about that anyone—even the
author of the original work—would be willing to give us credit for an original
story. Don't monkey with copyrighted works or any other stories except to
give them such an entirely new " twist" that you can get away with it feeling
that you are not only an author but a really original author. As to your last

question, concerning the method of procuring a copyright on a photoplay (that
is, we presume you mean you want a copyright on a photoplay), we would say
that, as yet, "there ain't no such animal." You cannot copyright a photoplay

—

yet. Maybe you will be able to—some day. Mr. William Lord Wright, honestly
believing that copyright for photoplay scripts would be a good thing for the
writer, interested the Congressman from his district in Ohio, and got him to
introduce a bill which, if passed, will mean that you can copyright your scripts.

We all know that Mr. Wright is a good, brainy man, and a real friend of the
young writer, but there are some of us who positively refuse to worry about
copyrighting our plays. We do business with honest moving picture concerns
only, and we work on the same principal that you would expect to work on if

you didn't bother to ask your brother for a receipt if you lent him a dollar.

Read the fourth last paragraph in Mr. Sargent's sketch of Emmett Campbell
Hall, in this month's magazine, and you get an idea of what the majority of

professional writers think about copyright. At the same time, we believe that
those who are interested in securing copyright for photoplays are all sincere,

earnest workers who believe they would be doing themselves and others a good
turn if they could bring it about.

FRANK J.—If what you say is so, it is news to us. We were of the opinion

that Keystone and Crystal demanded synopses only—that they did not want
and would not buy complete scripts. At any rate, we thought that if they
bought a full script, they would do so merely to secure possession of the idea

embodied in the synopsis. You'll be on the safe side, we imagine, if you send them
the synopsis alone, using enough words to make all the important points of the

plot thoroughly clear, of course.

LIMA, O.—As Mr. Sargent recently said in the Moving Picture World,

there is no " likely" market for child photoplays—"kid" scripts. Eclair has a

company of very clever child actors, and they undoubtedly would welcome
scripts that could be used by the director who handles the kiddies. Ford Sterling,

of Universal, has had great success with his child actors, and there is little doubt
that he would be glad—that is, that Universal would be glad—to buy scripts

suitable for production by them. But the majority of producing companies
seldom have more than one clever child actor or actress on their regular pay-roll,

and if they take a script calling for more children who can really act the producer

has to do some tall hustling and engage some juveniles especially for that pro-

duction. Studying the pictures you see on the screen will teach you just about
what each company can handle in the way of scripts
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We have completed arrangements with the editors of the various Licensed and Independent
producing companies whereby this department will be kept thoroughly up to date. The reports
published will be the actual statements sent in by the different editors. It should be understood,
however, that some company's wants remain the same for two months at a time or even longer.
If there is a change in the requirements of a certain firm, due announcement will be made in this

department. If there is no change from the preceding month, the announcement will remain
unaltered. It will pay every writer to look the items over regularly, making careful note of the
requirements of the different firms. Dozens of good scripts go back to the writer simply because
they are sent to firms that do not use the themes embodied in them. To be successful, you must
study the market, and keep up-to-date on market conditions. Please note that, though we publish
many of the editors' names, scripts should be addressed to the "Editor of Scripts," or "Editorial
Department." Do not address individuals. — Editor.

A new company to produce high-class photoplays, and one which we have
every reason to believe is in ever}' way reliable, is the Smallwood Film Cor-
poration, 175 Fifth Avenue, Xew York City. Ray C. Smallwood is director in

chief, and they issue the following announcement, which should interest all

writers:

"Fifty dollars a reel and upward will be paid for suitable vehicles for Miss
Grandin. One, three and four reel subjects are wanted. Comedy dramas or

heart interest stories with melodramatic touches preferred. We will consider
the purchase of "picture rights" for works of recognized authors and play-
wrights. Correspondence with successful photoplaywrights solicited.''

Miss Ethel Grandin will be featured in the Smallwood pictures, and writers
should endeavor to see new or old releases of this or the Universal Company
in which she has worked. Don't flood the new concern with useless scripts.

Get an idea of just what Miss Grandin would be best suited with and write
your story to fit her personality.

We re-print a statement from Mr. Sargent's page in the Moving Picture
World:

"Synopses only.—The Mutual Film Corporation and the Keystone
prefer synopses to fully developed scripts. Other companies will consider
synopses if the author cannot write his ideas in full. Will all readers please make
note of this. This information will not be given again."

We agree with Mr. Sargent when he says that he hopes the scheme of buy-
ing synopses only will not become general. It tends to make the writer lazy,

and it is certain that he cannot develop himself as quickly nor as completely,
as a writer of photoplays, when he is told that he only has to do half the work
that is usually expected of him. Furthermore, it stands to reason that you are
not going to get as good a price for a synopsis alone as you are for a properly
developed script, if the companies buys full scripts at all. However that may be,
bear in mind that Mutual wants synopses only, whether the story be comedy
or drama, it being the contention of Mr. Frank E. Woods that it is only once
in a hundred times that the full script is read, anyway. It's a case of "When
you send to Mutual, send what Mutual wants." There are plenty of companies
that buy the full script.

A report received almost as we go to press is from a company making a
feature of child actors and actresses. This will interest our correspondent in

Lima, O., to whom we replied in this month's "Answers to Inquiries." The
Child Players Company of America, 45 W. 34th Street, New York City, is

engaged in the production of photoplays by children actors exclusively. They
are in the market for one- and two-reel scripts suitable to their specialized
juvenile work. They want "wholesome dramas and comedies of all kinds that
have vitality and possess a well-defined 'punch.' The scenarios should contain
just as few leaders as possible, it being our aim to produce plays in which the
leader will practically be done away with."
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WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY
Everyone interested in Photoplay Writing should have a copy

of the new and standard work, "Writing the Photoplay," by J. Berg
Esenwein and Arthur Leeds, reviewed in the June-July number of
THE PHOTOPLAY AUTHOR. The following excerpts are typical
of the opinions expressed by leading photoplaywrights and editors
all over the country:

It is a careful and exact treatise handled intelligently, comprehensively and with authority.
It will be helpful to all students of photoplay and should find a place in all libraries on
technique. It is creditable in every way. —Epes Winthrop Sargent

This week and next my department in The Moving Picture News will contain compli-
ments for your Photoplay Correspondence Course and for the book. The book is the
best that has come to my attention. As author of the first text-book of any pretensions
placed on the market for photoplaywrights I desire to congratulate Messrs. Esenwein
and Leeds. —William Lord Wright

It will be of vast value to writers all over the country in writing and making their

scripts. —R. D. Armstrong, Editor, American Film Manufacturing Co.

It is one of your best books. If you publish anything in the future for the Writer's
Library let me know. I wouldn't take ten dollars for any volume in the set. —C. C. Sherlock
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The Photoplaywright as Director

By Ernest A. Dench

Some directors are so conceited that they will find fault where

none exists. They are also so inbued with their own abilities that

anything that doesn't conform with their way of thinking is wrong.

The director is a man who can make or mar a play. It is not uncom-

mon for this autocrat, after being handed an original scenario, even

tho' the script has been whipped into shape by the scenario editor, to

produce it so badly that when seen on the screen its originality is

sadly lacking. In fact, through the director over-doing his own
"individuality," the play follows a conventional trend.

This is the reason, as many know, that several producing com-

panies have forbidden their directors to tamper with the joint work

of the author and scenario editor. This is as it should be to a certain

extent, but the director is still liable to make hash of an author's ideas.

For instance, in "Tess of the D' Urbervilles," some of Thomas
Hardy's characters were so mutilated that those who had read the

book would be considerably displeased.

It is the same with some of Dickens' characters who have been

made caricatures of their original selves.

Why did Conan Doyle superintend the production of his

" Sherlock Holmes" series? The answer is because he wanted to

make sure that the pictures would be produced as he conceived them.

I have always been in favor of close co-operation between author

and studio, but I now maintain that the author should be present

when production takes place. That is, if he is an experienced writer.

Some may aver that this is out of the question, but despite the

fact that the photoplaywright is naturally so conversant with studio

conditions, the creator knows his own characters and plot best.

He should therefore be allowed to decide whether any suggested

alterations are for the best.
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Perhaps it does not matter much in these days when screen

publicity is not the rule, but to the author who takes a pride in his

work it means a lot.

Unless reforms are effected what is the use in an author writing

plays in which he tries to establish his own individuality when they

are afterwards liable to be spoilt? None at all—only the money

—

but that is not everything by a great deal.

If the stage playwright has found it necessary to " nurse" his

own work, why not the silent dramatist? This is my clinching

argument.

Tips from an Insider
Being letters from an ex-bell-boy to his chum who still answers to "Front!"

By A. Van Buren Powell

(3)
Dear Carrots,

If you cud been hear an hird what the Editur sed when he red your plot
youda dide. Hey, Carrots, Ive chucked the rest of em in the furnis. You let up
on the idears till I snoop around an find out what teckneek means, kaws the
Editur sed you hadnt got enouf teckneek to greise a squeiky taik-up whatevur
that is. One thing I can tel you. A sean aint the hero jumps int the atlantik an
swims sturdily akross with the feintin damsell an lands exhawstid on amerikaz
hospital shoar. A sean is reddy! shoot! come on you Jack don't drag Mabels feet

carry her like she was human al right now do the jump! fine! come on you polar
bare ! thats it ! sit on the bank, swim out Jack, hold her hed up all right cut

!

Thats a sean. Then you start again, reddy! shoot! an Jack swims into a squarr
piece of watur with Mabul and swims along and then its cut again. So you see,

eich time they start the kamera an then stop it that was a sean an even if they
do somethin else in the saim plaice the next minute its anuther sean. See, Anuther
thing. Don't say Jack saiz '"We go To Our Deth!'" in sean sixty, say up two
spacez on the tiperiter, in the margin write '"Leadur"' five spaces quotation
We Go To Our Deth'" period. Up two spaces Back to Sean and then go on
with the ackshun which is what the hero does next. See? I herd the boss dick-

taitin that's how I got this. Now you get Mamie to tiperite your next one becaws
the Editur wont reed hand penmanship it must be done on a mashine.

Wishin you luk, I am your pal as evur, Bootsie.

(4)
Dear Carrots,

You may notis I spell somewhat bettur. The boss is teachin me—I must
put more g's in—he is teachinG me in odd moments to spell bekaws he sais I will

rise in the film bizness in only two waiz; the first is to edukate myself an the
second is to touch a match to a pile of film. I think hes kiddinG me. We are

ankshus to reseave skripts at this time. I see you done bettur in the HotelBoy's
Last Love, but Carrots, for the saik of cheeze, can that hotel stuf and rite some
new novel original idears that ain't got you for the hero. You ought to see the
produckshun we are makinG now, that would help you a lot. The editor saiz a

good picture must have originality, be consistunt and absolutely probbibul.

Keep these things in mind and you will put one ovur bianbie. And dont think
up such hard things to get. Dope out seans that we can make in the stewdio.

Where do you think a Co. in New York can get a kasm between two steep moun-
tins ? What I mean is to shift that around somethinG like this ; make the hero
carry the girl akross a rope between two ski-skrapers. See. We can get that.

Yours, the boss in callinG, Bootsie.
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XVI. Henry Albert Phillips—

An Idealist with a "Punch"

By Arthur Leeds

About two years ago, the literal critic of a certain well-known

monthly magazine took it upon himself to say some rather disparaging

things about a little book for writers entitled "The Plot of the Short

Story." For no reason in particular, the genial critic just let himself

go and spread his opinion of the text-book in question over two or

three pages of unoffending white paper. The magazine I have in

mind has a wide circulation among readers of the better class, and

the remarks of the critic were read by thousands of men and women
all over the world. Before the next issue of the magazine appeared

on the news-stands the author of the book was fairly flooded with

letters from appreciative readers of his work, all of them declaring

that his duty to the writing fraternity lay in producing another book

equally as good, and reminding him that the principal duty of most

critics—as well as newspaper editors—is to correct one day the

statements that they made the day before. Most significant of all

is the fact that over half of these letters were written by leading-

authors of the day, both in this country and abroad, by professors of

literature in the leading colleges, and by editors of prominent fiction

and general-interest magazines. As for the little book, over two

thousand copies were sold during the first nine or ten months after

it came from the press, and today seventy-one states and countries

possess copies of it. It goes without saying that the author of the

text-book, Henry Albert Phillips, has long since taken his place as a

writer of helpful books for the literary aspirant.

Phillips was born in Brooklyn the year the Brooklyn Bridge was

opened to the public, thus co-operating with the bridge in making

that village famous. Most of his life has been lived in New Jersey,
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but up to date he has not become immune to mosquitoes. Sickness

cut his years in school down to less than six, and he has never entered

a high school except to attend some meeting. At the mature age of

nine years, however, he read "Our Mutual Friend/' and immediately

acquired a reading habit that still sticketh closer than a brother.

At seventeen deciding to study for the ministry, he " doped up"
on Latin and Greek and passed the entrance examination of a small

church college in Wisconsin. He went out with enough money to

pay the first quarter, and graduated debtless, with fair marks, and
with the distinction that he had inaugurated the college magazine

and had written most of its contents. Not long afterwards he worked

as a " camera detective" at the Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo.

Incidentally, he went bareheaded winter and summer but began to

get bald nevertheless. He entered the General Theological Seminary

in New York and, as he puts it, "invariably wore a silk hat on

Sunday." By way of a change, the next summer found Phillips with

a job as night watchman in the gas house district of New York at

$14 per. He took notes and worked up short story plots while carry-

ing a Colt .38 where he could grab it quickly. Since he roomed next

door in what he once called "a little cubby hole," he was able to get

a first-hand knowledge of both the tenement and the "thug." That

summer the silk hat went into cold storage; Phillips was busy

learning how the "other half" lives.

When he was about to return to the seminary, he was stricken

with an eye break-down that kept him in the hospital for several

months, leaving him nearly blind and owing $400; but he came out

with a new philosophy of life and an eternal quality of patience.

And his patience was to be severely tested, for it was a year before

he was allowed to read again. Only the booklover realizes that that

year was, to Phillips, almost as bad as twelve months of total blind-

ness.

Most of the next year was spent in gas-house watching in order

to save the money to pay off his accumulated debts. His expenses in

that period averaged $4 a week; he was trying to square himself

with his debtors and still save enough to return to the seminary!

Then he got in a rut, being seemingly unable to clamber out, and

for three years he followed what must have been, to him, hateful

occupations. But he dreamed rare dreams and garnered a treasure

of soul stuff.

One Monday morning he awoke and found that a disease that

will not be denied and is almost incurable was consuming him. He
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was a victim of Wanderlust ! Having contracted the disease early in

life myself, I know what he must have gone through! Before the

hour of noon, he found the trouble making such headway that he

then and there decided that he would go abroad. One of the big

Atlantic liners, sailing from New York on the following Friday,

carried the subject of this sketch as a steerage passenger. Two
friends (?) went with him. They lived on him for two months in

London, and then refused to pay back a cent. He next headed for

the country that is being so disturbed by the present war, Belgium,

and landed in Brussels with just about enough money to pay the

agent's fee for a job. Looking anything but a Beau Brummel he

strayed into his new situation on Washington's Birthday. Once in,

he refused to be fired out. He became Monsieur le Professeur d'Anglais

in a school of languages. He had seventy-two cents in his pocket

when he started in, and his salary was $7 a week. He remained there

eight months, taught evenings, walked twelve miles a day, and

saved up $300. He lived the bourgeois life in a ninety-cents-a-week

room over a drunken butcher's shop and stored up some more soul

stuff.

Then he became engaged! They romanced in old cathedrals

and historic buildings, where romance itself seemed to have its home.

From a nook in the Grande Hotel Bretagne in beautiful Bellagio

they gazed up at far-off Mount Pilatus. So many weeks passed.

Phillips saw Europe in rose tints—and came home broke.

Then he started out to break into the literary game. It took

two years to get the editorial job on a magazine, but he did get it

—

and got married on the strength of it. Then he learned that editorial

jobs are like will-o'-the-wisps; Phillips had to "look around"

again. It was not long before he landed another position of the

same kind. For two years he wrote a story a month while holding it

down, and learned that he had to write twelve before he sold one.

He was writing his eighteenth, in fact, when he sold his second.

After being assistant editor of three different magazines, he made
a change, and threw his influence and work into the biggest literary

agency in the country. One year of that and he decided to become

a free lance. He doubled all former incomes, and he had the satis-

faction of knowing that he was working for himself. He wrote

everything, from magazine ads and advertising campaigns for

vacuum cleaners and electric pumps to special articles upon dancing

and upon American Indians. He wrote business letters and booklets.

He wrote short-stories, verse, and humor. His first connection with
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the world of the photoplay was as a contributor to Motion Picture

Magazine. He began writing for that magazine with its sixth number
and has done more than threescore of stories for them. In the same
way, he wrote for Photoplay Magazine. It was just about that time

that he wrote "The Plot of the Short Story." I have already spoken

of the great success of that work.

When it came to photoplay writing, however, Phillips admits it

took him almost a year to make head or tail of the work. Like a

good many other fiction writers, he could not "make a go" of the

new form of writing. However, with his old-time patience, he stuck

to it, and his first successful photoplay was "The Two Runaways,"
bought and produced by Kalem. The same company produced his

first two-reeler, "The Struggle." He then collaborated with Rex
Beach on the Vitagraph success, "The Barrier That Was Burned,"

and other plays. From that time on it was easy traveling; Phillips

had learned the tricks of the new form and was able to write his own
plays, instead of disposing of his story rights and allowing some staff

writer to do the work for which he was to get credit.

Even before he attained real success in photoplay writing,

however, he had had considerable success with the writing of dra-

matic sketches. Three of his short plays were produced by Keith

and Proctor.
'

' The Struggle '

' was one of these ; another,
'

' Branded, '

'

was sold as a photoplay to Vitagraph, after it had also been sold as a

short story. Gus McHugh, author of "Officer 666," was the hero in

the play "Branded," on the Proctor circuit. The third one-act play,

"A Real Man," was printed here and abroad in magazines and then

sold to the Mutual Company as "The Coming of the Real Prince."

Early in his play-writing career he organized and was first president

of The Playwrights' Club.

In the recent Vitagraph-*Swn Scenario Contest, Phillips' three-

part play was among the few retained. He says that it takes him a

long time to write his stuff and a still longer time to sell it. But I

happen to know that out of all the scripts he has done up to date

there are only six in the moth balls.

Phillips is now putting the fruits of his photoplay writing

experience into a new book soon to appear, "The Photodrama."

About a year ago he published a companion volume to "The Plot

of the Short Story," called "Art in Short Story Narration." The

second work has been almost as successful as the first, although the

one on "Plot" (and here is a straight tip to all who read this appre-

ciation of the author) is quite as useful to the writer of photoplays
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as it is to the fictionist, the title notwithstanding. These two

volumes on the art of short story writing, and the forthcoming work

on the moving picture drama, will be followed by another book,

touching the construction of plays for the legitimate theatre. All

of which goes to show that this man is always planning and ever

accomplishing. There is no limit to his ambition nor to his deter-

mination to work hard for what he wishes to attain.

Two or three months ago, after a Saturday-night meeting of the

Ed-Au Club, I went home with Phillips to spend Sunday. Tucked

away in the woods, ten minutes' walk from Larchmont Manor station,

forty minutes out of Grand Central, is the Phillips home—one of

those homes that Dave Warfield calls a " bungle-house." It's an

ideal spot for an author to locate, with all the restful quiet of the

woods and all the advantages of a city residence. His little son,

Robert, has unlimited space in which to enjoy himself and build up

a good constitution. Children's illnesses, however, are everywhere,

and the day I spent with the Phillipses was the first day of Bobby's

freedom after being confined with measles. I had been warned of

this in advance, but since my own kiddies had both been through

the mill I felt no trepidation. I soon discovered that Bobby was the

real commander-in-chief of the "Wayte Awhyle" camp, which is

the name given to the little home that looks out over Long Island

Sound, and where dwell the man who held to his ideals, the girl of

the romance, and the little boy.

After all, there's only one New York, as those of us who are

exiled elsewhere know better than anyone else. And if you are a

writer, and you couldn't have a home within the limits of Manhattan,

what more would you ask than a cozy little bungalow at Larchmont,

within easy commuting distance of the city, a room at the top of the

house fitted out as a study, your books lining the walls and your

typewriter close at hand, and the knowledge that you were working

for yourself and adding each day something to your name and fame

in a congenial occupation?

Thus Phillips works. He teaches short story writing and photo-

play writing, and he is the one rival whose methods in the latter form

of tuition I unreservedly recommend, because I know that the man
himself is honest. His school work is carried on in his Fifth Avenue
offices, but the work which will make him known to an ever-increasing

circle of readers—and writers—is done in the little study of the

home in the wood at Larchmont.

If any jealousy exists between Henry Albert Phillips and myself,
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it is over our collections of autographs. And if I ever make forcible

entry to the house in the wood, when its owner is asleep, it will be to

purloin the autograph letters of Charles Reade, Anthony Trollope,

and other celebrities that Phillips has and I want.

Summing up, Phillips has made good because he hitched his

wagon to a star. He attempts nothing that he does not think is

worth attempting because it will do something to make the world

better and the path of the literary aspirant smoother. He loves his

work—there you have the secret of every successful writer's attain-

ment—and he may also be written, like Abou Ben Adhem, as one

who loves his fellow men. And men of that type are not born to be

held back by misfortune or dismayed by adverse criticism. In

short, I think I may say, with Pliny the Younger, " After I have

named the man, I need say no more."

Another Helpful Volume

A new book which should prove of real value to every writer of

photoplays has come to our desk during the past month. It is " Play-

writing for the Cinema," by Ernest A. Dench, published by A. & C.

Black, Soho Square, London, W., price 1 shilling, net. Mr. Dench is

the editor of The Photoplay Writer, a monthly publication of interest

to script writers, and published at 17 Frederick Crescent, Brixton,

London, S. W. He has had a wide experience in every form of

endeavor related to the writing and producing of motion picture

plays. He is a contributor to all the well-known motion picture

periodicals issued in Great Britain and has done many readable

articles for American trade journals and magazines. The chapters

on "The Selection of Titles," "Obtaining and Working Up Ideas,"

and "What to Write" are especially good. The volume also contains

a sample two-part dramatic script which was produced by one of the

leading British film companies. It is easy to understand that, in the

chapters which have to do strictly with the technique of the photo-

play, all books of this kind must be more or less similar; the real

value of such a work as this lies in the point of view of the author

when he treats such subjects as those to which the above-mentioned

chapter headings relate. Mr. Dench's addition to the photoplay-

wright's library is a very welcome one. We heartily recommend this

book to both beginners and advanced writers of motion picture plays.
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By Alice C. Brown

The other evening I dropped into an open-air picture theatre

recently opened; the chairs were fairly well filled on this, the second

night of the program; the lights flashed out; audience settled itself

comfortably and was ready to watch: the first number—on second

thoughts, I'll not tell the name of play or maker; suffice it to say

it was described as a "tense psychological drama replete with thrills."

The play began.

Leader—HER HUSBAND'S TRUSTED FRIEND.

1—Conservatory; lady, in evening toilet, and man in love scene.

2—Elegant drawingroom; long vista;—lady appears at rear, comes

forward, seats herself in foreground; man follows and love

scene continues.

3—Exterior—Husband in auto coming home.

Audience begins to slide forward on its chairs and hold its breath.

4—Exterior of house; husband's auto drives up; stops; husband

gets out and goes into house.

Audience more tense; they guess what is about to happen.

5—Back to 2 ; love scene continues ; lady seems to like it ; man has

his arm about her when husband appears in background ; stands

and watches; man looks around; sees husband; has choking

sensation and settles his collar.

Audience sitting on edge of chairs and drinking in every move.

Husband goes to bookcase and brings out case of pistols;

—

scenes follow rapidly; husband and friend retire to conservatory;

wife leans against table and watchfully waits; jumps when shot

is heard; greets husband lovingly when he returns; he will have

nothing to do with her; won't let her have the pistol; she must

live and cleanse the shame; etc.; etc.; husband goes out; takes

his auto for parts unknown; lady remains kneeling by table,

weeping.

Audience takes the first breath for several seconds; sits up and

takes notice, Say! That's GREAT!
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Leader-THE STORY
15—Interior of publishing house; long-haired poet trying to sell a

much rumpled bundle of manuscript; publisher tells him:

Leader-— 1

' GO TO THE MOUNTAINS AND FORESTS FOR
INSPIRATION."

Back to scene; poet reluctantly goes out.

Slight rustling sounds about auditorium; voice behind me says,

"Say mama, what's he goin' to do now?"

16-25; Pretty exterior scenes with the poet wandering about showing

his manuscript to everybody he meets including a cow that

nearly hooks him in return for the compliment.

"Say, mama, where's the lady?" Mama is silent, but some-

thing has slipped; the tense interest of the audience has been lost;

murmurs arise; questions in undertones; cigarettes are lighted;

"But aren't the pictures pretty?"

26—Very romantic exterior; poet comes in; sits down and falls

asleep.

Leader—WHISPERINGS OF THE MUSES.

27—Same as 26; poet asleep, and then ALL NINE MUSES are

dissolved in and out in one corner while the name of the lady

being featured appears in big white letters in the other corner:

"Say, what's he givin' us?" "Aw, I know her, she's the Dance."

"Mama, what's he goin' to do now?" "Isn't that a lovely scene?"

Poet sleeps undisturbed; then the whole thing goes through a

series of dissolves, entirely unexplained.

The audience is hopelessly confused; more and more restless.

Poet wakes up and grabs his pencil; writes frantically; reads

product;

On Screen; verses by poet, six or eight lines;

Back to scene;—poet dashes off; out of picture.

"Say, mama, what's he goin' to do now?" in almost tearful

tones.

The poet arrives at the publishing house, sells his verses; treats

the check in a most cavalier manner; takes a copy of the book

and goes out;
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Scene somewhere about 35; same as 26; poet arrives at the

same old place; reads his verse, again (he had read it once at

the publishing house).

On Screen, page of verse printed; turn page and show double

page;

"Gee! I can't read that stuff!" "Mama, where's the lady?"

"What's he goin' to do now?"

Back to scene; poet gets an idea that the verse means some-

thing; starts off; we follow him through the series of pictures

dissolved in an earlier scene until he, comes to the "shack" and

finds "the man" who turns out to be the husband of the first

part of the tale; poet promptly decides to "find the woman;"
turns on his heel and walks straight to her house;

40—or thereabouts; Interior same as 2; lady in black looking

out window; poet appears at rear;

"Gee," says the girl behind me, "he walks right into her house,

just like that? What d' you know about that?"

Poet walks not at all quietly but none the less unobserved to

table and lays book open at the poem on it; turns and walks

out; then the lady goes directly to the table, takes up the book as

if she had just laid it down; reads the poem, which is again

flashed on screen; calls for her hat.

Snickers audible all through audience, questions and remarks

no longer in undertones.

Exterior; poet waiting behind column of porch; lady comes out

;

gets into auto; and we follow her through the same series of

scenes, from the mill by the stream, the surveyor's stake; the

blaze on the limb, (it is going some for an automobile) to the

shack on the hill; the poet on foot almost beats us to it, but the

lady does get there a little ahead; goes into shack, finds a long-

lost and forgiving husband and collie dog; she gets into his

arms; poet stands in doorway and smiles triumphantly; Fade.

Next picture, "Now mama, I guess we'll get the story, won't

we?" and a slap-stick comedy begins.

Two thousand feet of beautiful pictures, wonderful photographic

effects, a beginning that got the audience from the first flash;—and

the one final, vital, most important "Effect" of all thrown to the

winds,—the effect on the audience, and the result of that picture was
nil.
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XL (Continued)

13. Visions

In another article, we will treat the subject of visions and

double exposures. It should be pointed out here, however, that if

you wish to show simply a vision or dream effect in an upper corner

of the picture, the description of the vision is obviously written into

the scene itself. If, on the other hand, you wish to have one scene

fade completely out, to be replaced by another, which, in turn fades

out to go back to the first, you must introduce them in the scenario

as three separate scenes—this, of course, because they are three

distinct scenes, two of them being played in one set, as is quite

obvious, and the other in a different set. They would be numbered,

for example, 17, 18, and 19. But if 17 faded into 18, and then you

went back in the same way to the background used for 17, you

would write it: 19—Back to 17 (just as in writing in a bust), and then

resume the action where it broke off to allow of the fade-out vision

being introduced. If such a vision effect were not produced by means

of the stained glass, it would be done by dissolving one scene into

another, an effect produced with super-imposed film, much in the

same way that stereopticon slides are dissolved one into another.

But, either way, they would still be three separate scenes on the

scene-plot.

14-- The Scenario of the Multiple-Reel Photoplay

The preparation of the scenario directly involves the number of

scenes you intend to use, and this at once raises the question as to

whether your photoplay will necessarily run beyond the usual

thousand-foot, or one-reel, limit. You cannot always decide this

important point finally while you are drafting your plot, or even

when you have drafted your synopsis, because the scenic develop-

ment of the story may expand so effectively as you work it out that

two or even three reels may prove to be necessary, whereas in
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sketching your synopsis you had contemplated only one. To be sure,

experience helps the photo-dramatist to forecast much of this; still,

length is a question to be reckoned with at all periods in the writing

of your script.

For the foregoing reasons we must now consider once more the

question of the multiple-reel photoplay, especially in its bearing on

the scenario.

During the last few months there has been much discussion,

among photoplaywrights especially, regarding the future of the

single-reel story. Five years ago, almost anyone connected with the

moving-picture industry would have laughed at the idea of taking

five reels to tell a film story, yet the Milano films Company produced

Dante's "Inferno" in five reels, and now we have an immense pro-

duction of Victor Hugo's masterpiece, "Les Miserables," which

requires eleven reels of film to show complete. Allowing fifteen

minutes for each thousand feet—actually about three minutes less

than should be given to the running of a thousand-foot reel—it takes

two hours and forty-five minutes to show the picture complete,

without allowing for intermissions—a full evening's entertainment.

The drama is divided into four sections, as is the book itself, and it

can either be run entire at one performance, or the sections may be

shown on consecutive evenings. The Cines' "Quo Vadis," in eight

reels, is another huge feature photoplay.

Stories requiring so many reels are, of course, very exceptional

at present, and seem to be about the extreme of length; but the

tendency is certainly toward greater length in worth-while subjects.

Almost every company now makes a practice of putting out two- or

three-part subjects at least once a month. Among the Licensed com-

panies, Vitagraph, Lubin, Selig, Kalem, and Pathe have done the

most in this respect, though the others are following the same path.

The Independent manufacturers, with only a few exceptions, put out

two- and three-part pictures regularly. Naturally, all this has a large

bearing on the preparation of the scenario.

Many young writers have asked the question: How does the

increased output of multiple reels affect the photoplaywright? No
matter what the future of the single reel may be, if you have an idea

that you feel is good enough—and big enough—to be made into a

two-part, or even a three-part, subject, do it in that form. Because

the Vitagraph Company some three years ago gave a very acceptable

production of "Les Miserables" in a comparatively small number of

reels, does not argue that the story has been padded to make up the
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present eleven-reel version. It only goes to show that there was

quite sufficient material in Hugo's great novel to provide incidents

and situations—all of them tense with human interest—for the longer

film-drama produced more recently.

It is just as unwise to crowd a two-thousand foot story into one

reel, now that there is a market for two- and three-reel photoplays,

as it would be to pad an idea that should not require more than one

reel. But before expanding your theme be sure that it is naturally

a multiple-reel subject.

Another important consideration is the experience of the photo-

playwright, and this must be viewed from two angles. On the one

hand, it is true that the rules governing the writing of the scenario

for a single-reel script apply also to the construction of longer photo-

plays. Provided you have the knack for developing good plots, once

you have learned the technique of photoplay writing it will make

little difference to you whether the film story of the future is told in

one reel or in ten. But on the other hand, it must be remembered

that the theme and the handling of a story must be especially strong

to warrant a multiple-reel production. For this reason we strongly

advise the young writer to write and sell a half-dozen single-reel

stories before attempting the longer subjects. Having thus gained

deftness and confidence in your handling of the photoplay, and at

the same time having favorably introduced your work to the editors,

undertake the next really big story that comes to you, in multiple-reel

form. Follow the same technical methods used in the single-reel

play, and be sure to send it to a company that produces multiple-reel

subjects of that type.

In one important respect the structure of the multiple-reel

scenario does differ from that of the single-reel—the latter closes

with a single grand climax, while each reel of the multiple-reel photo-

play must not only contain its own climax, like the end of each install-

ment in an ideal magazine serial story, but the end of each reel

except the last—also like the serial installment—must throw a strong

forward look, so as to give the continued-in-our-next feeling of

delightful suspense and interest.

But do not be impatient. Learn to handle a motor before you

try to aviate. A truly big story will keep until you are ready to do it

well.
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15, Final Points

Elaborating the Scenario.—We wish that every photoplay writer

could read the article published in the Moving Picture World of June

1, 1912, by Mr. Bannister Merwin, one of the best-known of the

Edison Company's contributors. Mr. Merwin's opinion—which is

shared by almost all of the more prominent writers and editors—is

that the script of the future will be worked out so carefully that the

motive for every action of every character will be plainly set forth,

the producer, as a result, being relieved from the burden of having

to write practically a new scenario from the meagre idea supplied by

some writers at present. Instead, he would become, as he rightly

should be, an interpreter.

Notwithstanding the large number of words required for such a

scenario, its advantages are emphatic, and producers are likely to

approve it more and more. The script that opens up a way into the

very heart of the character so that the actors and the producers may
be guided in interpreting it, is certainly vastly superior, in that

regard at least, to the scenario which concerns itself chiefly with

external action. Motives and the whole inner life of the man, set

down clearly and briefly, are in the last degree valuable in showing

what a character really is and why he does what he does.

Conciseness.—But this desirable sort of scenario elaboration

must not lead to over-expansion. Brevity and conciseness are not

necessarily one, any more than are fulness and prolixity. Be concise;

cut close to the line; having started your action by setting forth a

basic incident at once interesting and plausible, keep the wheels of

your story in motion, letting it accumulate speed as it runs on, and

never slow down until after the climax has been passed. Keep your

eye—your "picture eye"—on your characters as they move about

and carry out the actions which you have planned to have them
perform; but describe those actions, as well as the motives which

actuate them, in just as few words as possible. True, most successful

authors now elaborate their scenarios to a much greater extent than

was even permitted a year or two ago, but do not trifle with the

tendency to be wordy, or even to introduce too many scenes.

The time is rapidly coming when the production of a photoplay

will mean the earnest and intelligent cooperation of author, editor,

and producer. But there is a very decided difference between includ-

ing in the paragraphs of action everything really necessary to the

proper understanding of the motives actuating the different char-
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acters, and the indiscriminate introduction of extraneous details that

neither assist in telling the story nor help in making it interesting.

Over-Condensation.—On the other side of the golden middle-

ground lies the weakness of too great brevity, and this is the very

fault that some otherwise good writers at times permit themselves to

display. Their plots are strong, and their work is so well and favorably

known that their scripts are accepted; but because they have over-

condensed it becomes necessary for the editor or producer to add to

the business of a certain character, or possibly to devise explanatory

inserts. Too little is worse than too much. In many cases it is the

writer's failure to include a few words describing a bit of by-play or

a short piece of business, that makes the scenario faulty, even though

it may find a grudging acceptance.

The Number of Words.—The question has frequently been asked

by amateur writers: " How many words are there in a full reel photo-

play—what is the average number of words to a scene?" and so on.

No such consideration as the number of words in a script enters into

the production of a motion picture drama. " Photoplays are put

on," said one prominent producer, "with a stop-watch in one hand

and a yard-stick in the other." It is the number of feet of film used,

and not the number of words contained in the scenario, with which

the producer is concerned. There can be absolutely no set rule—in

from ten to fifteen words you may say all that is necessary in the

description of a scene that will use up three hundred feet of film.

Another scene which consumes one hundred feet may require five

times as many words, or more, to make perfectly clear to the producer

a short but very important bit of business. If you leave out the non-

essentials, you will save on the number of words, but you should

never hesitate to tell all that is necessary in order to make clear the

motives and actions of your characters.

Simple, Clear English.—The scenario is really nothing more than

the synopsis rewritten in detail and divided into scenes. Observe

that the paragraphs of action are written in the present tense to help

you to keep the action simple and vivid and present. Absolutely

nothing is to be gained by attempted "fine writing," yet it is true

that the best-paid writers today are for the most part the ones who

are giving attention to clearness and precision of detail and descrip-

tion when writing the third division of their scripts. But description

does not mean hifalutin word painting

—

it means a clear, concise

setting forth of exactly what a thing is.
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The Uselessness of Dialogue.—Dialogue, naturally, is out of

place in the scenario. If Frank asks Ethel where she hid the letter,

and she replies by opening a volume which she takes from the book-

case and taking it out, that is all that is necessary. Do not write a

line of dialogue which tells just what Frank says to her, except as

may be required for an occasional cut-in leader. Neither is it neces-

sary to say what words of hers accompany the action of taking the

letter from the book where it has been concealed. Yet there is one

way in which dialogue may serve a useful purpose in writing the

scenario. If by writing a single phrase you can tell the editor and the

producer as much as you could by writing several lines of action,

there is no reason why you should not use the line—not as dialogue,

however, but as stage directions.

Exterior Backgrounds Valuable.—In planning your scenario

remember that for scenes that do not positively demand indoor

settings, it is best to provide an exterior background. No matter

how well provided with scenery a studio may be, there is always a

certain amount of time lost in erecting sets. Even though the pro-

ducer does not take the scenes in the order in which they are written,

he will be able to save a great deal of time if, between the scene that

is done in the library and the one enacted in the court-room, he can

take his people out and get three or four, or even more, scenes in the

open air, where the setting is ready for him. Carefully plan every

scene before you write it, and see, for instance, if Dick could not pro-

pose to Stella in the garden, or on a bench in the park, just as well

as he could in the drawing room or in the ball-room. Help yourself

to more sales by helping the producer to easier work.

Human-Interest.—In the Biograph photoplay, "Three Friends,"

previously referred to in this article, there was one short scene that

was especially effective—one of those human-interest bits that are

characteristic of photoplays that sell. After the arrival of the two

men, and the reconciliation between the foreman and the young

woman's husband, the former hurries the latter off to the factory,

promising to "give him back his job." The third friend hangs

behind, and, realizing that the wife is without money to buy food,

hands her a banknote. She hesitates to take it; but he, noticing the

revolver which she now holds, takes it from her and thrusts the

money into her hand in its place, indicating that he is only buying

the gun from her. The woman smiles gratefully, and the kind-

hearted friend hurries out after the other two men.

It will pay the student to remember all the little human touches
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of this kind that he sees in the photoplays of others, and, while by
no means copying them, try to work similar bits into his own stories.

Human-interest must be woven in the plot, and not thrown in

in chunks. As for how to do it, "Each mind," says Emerson, "has
its own method. A true man never acquires after college rules."

But of one thing make sure : plan your human appeal from the start,

so that the actual climax may loom up distinctly from the time you
write your very first scene. As Jean Paul has said, "The end we
aim at must be known before the way."

In conclusion, we offer a short catechism that the writer will do

well to consult before sending out his script:

Is my plot really fresh?

Could it be called a "colorable imitation" of any magazine

story, book, or play?

Is it strong enough?

Is it logical?

Does it suit the time of year?

Is the plot not only possible but probable?

Is the material desired by the producer to whom I am sending it?

Does the company make that style of story?

Are the points properly brought out, that others may see them
as I do?

Can I make it better by altering it?

Will it pass the Censors?

Even if it does, will it offend even one spectator?

Is the synopsis of a length demanded by the company to which

I am sending the script?

Is it impracticable for the camera?

Have I introduced scenes that would cost too much to produce?

Is the cast too small?

Is it too large?

"Don't let go of your script until you are positive that you have

made every detail clear, that your layout of scenes has told the

story in self-explanatory action, and that you have answered every

prospective 'Why?' "*

Anonymous
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WHAT do you think! One of the readers of The Photoplay

Author wants to know why he should spend "more than

a year" learning to write plays that will sell when he can

make three dollars an hour in his regular profession! A man like

that ought to work thirty hours a day and make ninety dollars and

not try to write plays but leave that to some of the poor people who
have no three-dollar-an-hour profession. It is not always the boob,

most honored reader, who asks the boob question. Here is a man
with enough intelligence to earn three dollars an hour in some pro-

fession. He wants to know why he should waste his three-dollar-an-

hour time learning to write plays? How in—excuse me! How do I

know? Possibly for the same reason that I waste about three hours

of my own three-dollar-an-hour time making a dog house that is

worth seventy-five cents after it is done—and then the family go and

keep hens in it instead of a dog. They could keep pigs in it for all I

care. I had the fun of making it and for three hours I took my mind
off my troubles and kept in trim for a three-dollar-an-hour week-day

life. I can't keep on earning three dollars for 288 hours a week.

But when I was getting in line for a three-dollar-an-hour income

—

some hours—I remember that I worked more than a year at it, but

you'll never even get to the foot of the ladder in a year if the monetary

value of an hour is all you think of. Don't look at photoplay writing

in that light. Learn to write because you want to write, because you

feel that you must write. Then, in time, you'll probably learn to

write, but you'll never get anywhere if you wonder why you should

waste time worth three dollars an hour over scripts that, approached

in that frame of mind are not worth twenty-seven-and-one-half cents

per hundred.

Writing is not a trade to be learned the same as papering walls

or painting houses. It is not a mechanical formula that once com-

mitted stays profitable. This talk about inspiration is rot, but you

must have it in you to be a writer or only the Almighty himself can

help you out. If you go into the game merely as a money maker,

iv lose! You can train and develop your imagination, but unless
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you have imagination you can do nothing, for you cannot train and
develop what does not exist. Don't fool yourself that you can be a

writer because Jimmie Smith is doing so well and you were always

ahead of Jimmie Smith in the school classes. That is no criterion.

Perhaps even then Jimmie was using his imagination instead of

studying his Latin. You've got to have something to start with.

You can't start building a house ten feet up from the foundation,

and the mere fact that you want to or think that you want to is not

going to keep bricks and mortar up in the air. You may be making

three-and-a-half an hour, but if you have not the right sort of brains

to write stories with you will be wasting that valuable time. This

goes double for a lot more of you than the three-per man, too. The
three-per man gets our pet goat, the one with the gilded horns and

hoofs and the silver mounted teeth, just because he reduces his

question to the limit and makes it a question of hours and not a

matter of progress. It is like counting the steps it takes you to

ascend Mount Blanc and forgetting, in your preoccupation, all about

the scenery. If you're a real author and feel the message within you

you'll not stop to ask where you are going. You can't be stopped.

You're bound to keep on going. But if you're merely out after a

little loose change, I hope the change will do you good, but I would

suggest a change to something else.

More to my liking is a letter I got this morning from a man
I've been helping along. He had sold his first story—and got $25

for a half reel, too—and I told him not to get all swelled up over it.

He came back with, "I am not half so elated over this sale as I have

been at times when you have told me that some part of my work has

been particularly well done." The money represented a sale, a

chance success, but the real advancement was the approval that

showed the mastery of some point, and that was better worth the

while. That is the spirit that makes winners. He is not out for the

money he can get and is not contrasting that with the time it takes

him to get it. This man is out to make good. He'll get there. Give

the best that is in you to the work in hand, no matter what that

work may be, and even if you find you've headed in wrong you'll

land somewhere and be the better for having done this work, but

go at it in that spirit and do not feel that you must master the craft

in twelve months or twenty-four in order to show a profit. If you

are truly a wise man you'll never stop learning. Just last week I
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took on an order that is going to represent a monetary loss of a

hundred dollars or more, counting the time and my average earnings

for that time, but I'll learn more than a hundred dollars worth and

I do not feel that I shall be out the hundred. And that's the reason

I manage to keep a little bit ahead of the game.

But it's too hot to get all wrought up, no matter what the cause.

Let's chat more placidly. Let's talk about the fake schools for a

change. Steve Talbot sends in a letter from one of these benevolent

institutions. A woman advertised for a job as visiting companion.

The only reply she received was the circular of a school. Evidently

they are replying with circulars to all who want something to do at

home. This woman came to Talbot first and he told her a few

things. The advertisement was in a Philadelphia paper. The
school is in Washington. Evidently they are answering all the

" Positions Wanted" advertisements in the papers. The man or

woman out of a job is the surest game, and they, too, are the ones

least able to afford the price of the "fake" school course. It's a

mean sting; mean in a lot of ways.

The other day I hiked up in Maine to chat with a man who has

been trying to write plays quite a while. For a week I lay around his

office and chatted and wrote plays and showed them to him and told

him how I did it and how he ought to do it. At the end of eight

days I came away, and if it hadn't been that he was going to the

seashore he would have had some out by now. But I learned as

much as he did, I think; perhaps more. One thing was that it helps

a lot to have some one to talk it over with. It's lonesome work all

alone, but with a companion in misery both get along better. The
moral is to look some brother writer up, and if you can find none, to

get one of your close friends interested. You can learn as much
teaching him as you can learn studying from a teacher. It sort of

crystallizes your own information. I used to visit an old inventor.

He loved to tell me about the newest idea and he would explain it

all and demonstrate the problem. It didn't bother me any and he

knew it didn't, but he said it helped him to "talk it" to someone.

Trying to explain it to me made it more clear to him. It is much the

same in any line. To say it to someone instead of merely thinking it

gives the story or plan a concrete, tangible form. If you live in a
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city try and get in touch with an Inquest Club. If you must flock

by yourself get someone else interested.

Another thing is the faults that are likely to develop. This man
that I visited knew that a story must move evenly. He thought he

was laying out his action so that it did, but it bumped like an auto

over a country road. Whenever he got to a bump his mental picture

of what came in helped him along. When he left Jim standing in the

middle of a room, his mind pictured Jim going out and getting his

hat and leaving the house and going up the street to Hattie's, and

asking her if she really meant to send his ring back, but all he had on

paper was Jim standing in the middle of a room without any hat and

in the same second Jim walked into a room in another house with his

hat in his hand. Now the old days when we had to show Jim in the

hall, leaving the house, walking on the street, entering Hattie's

house and coming through the hall to her library are a part of the

recollection of the misty past, but while such close connection is no

longer essential, it certainly is the better plan to have Jim leave the

room with his hat in his hand before bringing him to the next set.

These little things will not actually prevent the sale of a good script,

but they assuredly do not help either you or the editor. The more

isolated you are, the more closely you need to watch yourself lest

you develop bad mannerisms.

But the greatest error was in trying to think up a plot. This

chap would get a title and fit a story to it. He would work to that

end and no other. Probably hundreds of good ideas have gotten by

him just because of his narrowness of vision. He was trying to frame

up a plot one afternoon. A chance phrase gave me a hint. I wrote

a story from the phrase and then helped him to develop his own idea.

One was a comedy, the other a drama. Both were there, but he was

looking only for a drama and just one particular drama. That's the

biggest mistake a writer can make. Always be on the outlook for ideas

—not one particular idea, but any idea. If you start to think a

drama and you think a comedy, don't let the comedy get away.

Write down at least a synopsis and then go back to the drama, but

if you are trying to think of a drama about a man and woman whose

little girl reunites them and you happen to think of a story where

a small boy's action saves his sister from breaking her engagement
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to a man she really loves, don't be blinded by the fact that this was

not the story you wanted to think of. It is the habit of thinking

plots rather than a plot that makes the plotter. Plots make plays,

plays make money, and money stands for success. If you have a

lot of nice lumber but no hammer and nails you cannot very well

build a house. The lumber is the ability, but the plot is the hammer
and nails needed to make use of this ability.

There are several thousand words in the English language, but

the average man can get through life using but a small percentage of

them and many men live comfortably and rear families on an expendi-

ture of fewer than a thousand. Don't think that your capability

will be judged by the number of different words you can employ.

In script writing, particularly, be careful to avoid a display of what

is sometimes termed word-slinging. Just the other day a man told

me that a book of his had sold beyond a half million copies. He sent

me one. The introduction begins "This book is to tell about the

Federal Government of the United States of America." Turn page

after page and you'll get the same simplicit}7 of style. He might

have started off with a lot of big words and the common people—the

people he most wanted to reach—would have shut the book up,

feeling assured that the text was above their mental capacity; but

he wanted the common people and he wrote in words they could

understand, but with a style that could be appreciated by the

lettered. You can, if you want to, make your script read like a prose

poem, but the director will not appreciate your labors and he doesn't

like to have to go down to the studio with an assistant carrying a big

dictionary. Just get next to yourself. Talk everyday language and

you'll get over, but type the high-brow thinks and a lot of people

will come to hate you. The man who wrote the hereinbefore men-

tioned book has a lot of words he seldom uses, but he makes his

money writing just plain English with the full accent on the plain.

Don't start off a scene like this: " Beyond the distant purpling hills

clouds gather, dark, ominous, harbingers of the coming storm,

though through the rifts shine gems of turquoise stolen from Heaven's

crown of jewels. The sun streams suddenly out, gilding the distant

peaks with an unearthly glory. In the near foreground two figures,

solitary, lonely, urge their travel-tired limbs over the sandy waste

eager to gain the haven of rest represented by the flower-draped

cottage of the patriarchal-looking miner." Don't do that. Say:
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Hillside—Nell and Joe hustle through scene.

Front of Old Dick's Cabin—Nell and Joe enter—Dick greets

them—all go inside.

That's all you'll get. The rest is merely a riotous use of perfectly

useless, though otherwise perfectly good words. When the editor or

the director want that sort of thing they'll buy a fifteen-cent maga-

zine. If they want a higher grade they'll pay thirty-five cents.

This afternoon a bunch of scripts came in from a friend—three

comedy dramas—and in each there was the same character. If you

write a play with a detective in it, it is no sign that you should keep

on writing plays with detectives in them. Get variety and do not

keep more or less to one character unless you are writing a series,

and series pictures are going out of fashion pretty soon. If you

write always of an actor or a cowboy or a bandit or something like

that, people will get tired of your stuff. Keep away from the ruts

and strike into the untraveled road. There used to be a chap who

always wrote the same story about three brave young easterners

who went west and rounded up a gang of robbers. He got to be a

pest. And don't grind stories out. Don't take certain factors and

insist on making them into a story. If you only knew how many
stolen invention stories had been written and how tired editors got

of them, you would not add your name to that list, but scores of

people, lacking invention themselves, write of stolen inventions,

and nine times out of ten they do the work so mechanically that it

does not interest. The stolen invention story is not an easy one to

make interesting. The inventor is apt to be an idiot or he would

not let them steal the invention and if he is a chump we can't get

interested in what happens to him. It is possible to get a new angle

to that development, but it is not easy to do so, and you generally

waste your time. The money goes with the new ideas, not the rehashes.

Any studio writer on salary can do the rehash better than you can.

The man who is quickest to hear the six o'clock whistle i

slowest to catch the notes of the trump of Fame.



Inquiries addressed to this department are answered by Mr. Arthur Leeds. No questions can
be answered by mail, nor can we supply names of players taking part in certain pictures. Questions
relating to the writing, sale, and production of photoplays will be answered in this column, but
readers are asked to make their letters brief and to the point.

SMALL VOICE, WICHITA.—1. Don't believe we can give you a list of

companies asking for costume stuff, because although any company may do a
costume photoplay once in a while none of them—so far as we know—specialize

in that line or even go in for it frequently. That is another way of saying that if

your plot was strong enough any company might buy it. Really, the only way is

to send it to any company at all that you know has ever done one along similar

lines. What they've done once they'll do again—if the story is there for them to
work on. Universal is at present turning out some of the biggest costume plays
they've ever done—your correspondent's statement to the contrary notwith-
standing—but it is a picture version of the stories now running in the Century
Magazine. They probably are not in the market for ordinary scripts (costume)
unless they are exceptionally good. But a list of buyers of good costume plays
would simply be a list of all the different film manufacturers. 2. Surely, the over-
use of the dissolve is a bad thing, and helps to put the kibosh on an otherwise
acceptable script. Producers are like other people: they don't want to have to
do any more work than they have to. But remember that, in nine cases out of

ten, a "fade" vision is just as good as a dissolve, if it's a vision effect that you
are after, and a fade vision is the easiest thing in the world to get. Our book,
"Writing the Photoplay," tells all about it, and we'll gladly send you a printed
explanation of it, that we use in connection with the photoplay course, if you'll

send your proper name and address on a stamped envelope. The question is:

Is there a real need for a vision effect every time that you have one in your script

or scripts? We have found, in conducting the photoplay course, that many
beginners like to use six or eight bust scenes and half a dozen visions in a single-

reel play just to show us that they know how—which is silly, as you'll agree.

3. What applies to costume plays applies to pirate stories. If you've got a
pirate story that is half as good as Stevenson's "Treasure Island" you can sell

it easier than you can reverse the ribbon on your typewriter. Look for the
firms who are able to stage the water scenes to the best advantage and then shoot
it in to them. 4. We don't think you put up a good argument, here, at all. If

your scenario is in half-way decent shape, and does not have to be entirely re-

written by a staff man, it stands to reason that you are helping the producer by
supplying the scene-plot. It gives the producer the list of the settings with the
numbers of the scenes played in each setting. If your script is O. K., the pro-
ducer shouldn't have to arrange the settings—unless he added one or two short
scenes to fill up a reel, or something like that. The scene plot with the script is

by no means absolutely necessary, but since it's a big help, why not send it along?
5. Vitagraph is the only real buyer of "Abe Lincoln" scripts that we know of.

Ralph Ince's characterization of "Abe" is so fine, and so well-known, that few
other companies draw comparison by doing stories with Lincoln as a character
in them. 6. We would, gladly, but our fat friend, "Gorenflot," has beaten us
to it. Read his "Thinks" in the August issue and you'll learn more about slap-

stick stuff than we could ever get into this department. But we can assure you
that the day for split-reel stuff is far from being past; there will probably always
be a market for split-reel comedy—even if you do quote the word "comedy"
when you write it. Let us say in conclusion that if you have not got it already
you should have a copy of "Writing the Photoplay." Sargent's "Technique of

the Photoplay" and Wright's "The Motion Picture Story" are also excellent,

and should be in your working library.
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A SUBSCRIBER.—All right, Amra, we've got you this time, and we extend
our apology for thinking of you as a female person the last time we tried to help
you. It shall never happen again. Here are the answers. The best book entirely

devoted to plot construction of which we know is Henry Albert Phillips' "The
Plot of the Short Story." No writer-—either of fiction or photoplays—can
afford to be without it. Then, "Writing the Short Story," by J. Berg Esenwein,
would help you, as would also the Esenwein-Chambers book "The Art of Story
Writing." The chapter on plot in the latter book is specially good. The chapters
on plot and on "Getting the New Twist" in our text-book, "Writing the Photo-
play," are well worthy of study also. Then, read the latter part of the reply to

our Wichita correspondent, above. We have not got your street address, but
we are sending you, under separate cover, a copy of the July magazine.
If you have not kept the February issue of the magazine, let us know, and we
will send you another copy; it contains a list of fourteen books on plot. As for

what you say in regard to photoplay plot construction, we don't quite understand
why there should be any "E" in the diagram you enclose. Following the climax
should come a swift and satisfying denouement—whether in photoplay or in

short story. Why "catastrophe?" To put it just as simply as possible, plot is

the plan of action underlying the progress of the story. It governs the sequence of

events. There must be a quick and interesting introduction (beginning), a
complication which involves suspense and leads to a crisis (middle), and a brief

and satisfying climax and denouement (end). You are quite at liberty to ask as

many questions as you desire, and we would be glad to have you write in again

if the foregoing does not give you the help you really want, or if it fails to answer
your question in the way you hoped we might.

E. R. S., NADAN, N. D.—The trouble with your Polish insurrection play-
provided it is O. K. technically—is probably that it would cost too much to stage

it. It would require a large number of very unusual uniforms, as well as peasant
costumes, etc. It would probably also need much specially-built scenery, and
even special arms for the soldiers and unusual "props" of various kinds. We
believe that that is why it has not "landed." Plays of that kind are often very
hard to place, even if the plot is quite good. As for Indian dramas, the demand
for them at present is almost nil. The public got an overdose of Indian dramas

—

some of them absolute rot—a couple of years or so ago, and it has to be something
really exceptional in the way of an Indian story to find acceptance today. One
such as you mention, however, should sell if it is properly constructed. The
question is, is it properly constructed? If we knew the schools in which you had
studied this work, we might be able to guess, but as it is we have not the least

idea what shape your scripts are in. Read the answers to the other inquiries in

this issue; there may be suggestions that will help you out if you follow them up.

A. B. L., ROCHESTER.—If Mutual returns a photoplay "stamped on
every page," as you say, it certainly would hurt it if it were sent to another

company. It seems almost impossible that they should do such a thing. Mr.
Wood is usually most considerate with all scripts received. It must have fallen

into the hands of someone who didn't realize that any editor holds his job because

writers send in scripts, and that writers don't continue to send in scripts if they

are mutilated or marred without reason. I don't think you'll find that it will

happen again. We are sure that neither Mr. Woods or Mr. Smith are responsible.

As for synopses, if you know that a firm likes to see the whole script it is not wise

to send only the synopsis just to save a few cents on postage. Postage is one of

the things that have to be considered if you want to keep in the game. On the

other hand, several firms now ask for synopses only, and won't read the complete

script. Mutual, by the way, is one of these; was it a complete script that you
sent them? With regard to watching the work of picture making in a studio,

there is absolutely no doubt that you could learn a great deal by so doing, but the

point is, can you get permission to go through a studio if there is one where you

live? Also, is there a studio in—or near—your city? We understand that the

Rochester Motion Picture, noticed in the Market Department of our July issue,

has suspended operations, though this report has not been confirmed. But if

there is any studio that you know of to which you can gain entry, by all means
spend as much time there as possible; you're bound to pick up a great many
useful points.
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We have completed arrangements with the editors of the various Licensed and Independent
producing companies whereby this department will be kept thoroughly up to date. The reports
published will be the actual statements sent in by the different editors. It should be understood,
however, that some company's wants remain the same for two months at a time or even longer.
If there is a change in the requirements of a certain firm, due announcement will be made in this

department. If there is no change from the preceding month, the announcement will remain
unaltered. It will pay every writer to look the items over regularly, making careful note of the
requirements of the different firms. Dozens of good scripts go back to the writer simply because
they are sent to firms that do not use the themes embodied in them. To be successful, you must
study the market, and keep up-to-date on market conditions. Please note that, though we publish
many of the editors' names, scripts should be addressed to the "Editor of Scripts," or "Editorial
Department." Do not address individuals. — Editor.

A new company which we believe to be thoroughly reliable in every respect
is the New England Motion Picture Company. Mr. F. Eugene Farnsworth,
76 Heath St., Winter Hill, Mass., is the man to whom scripts should be addressed.
We are personally acquainted with different members of the organization and
feel confident that, whatever the ultimate success of the concern may be, writers
are assured of reasonably prompt and absolutely honest treatment at their

hands. They are in the market for dramatic scripts in one or two reels (not more
than two, at present), and for good full-reel and split-reel comedies. They do
not want costume stuff at present, nor are they in need of scripts that, to be
convincing, require the real Western backgrounds and atmosphere. Good
modern dramas of city and country life, mystery stories, and comedies that are
not too much on the slap-stick order will be given careful consideration. Pay-
ment will be according to the actual value of the script in the eyes of the editor;

they do not have a set price per reel. The company will work in and around
Boston, and that portion of New England offers some very beautiful and unique
scenic backgrounds. The company has a special ad in the advertising pages of

this issue.

The Kinemacolor Company is at present out of the market. Through the
editor, Perry N. Vekroff, they announce that they will give due notice when they
are again in need of scripts.

The officially announced needs of the Biograph Company, 807 W. 175th
Street, New York City, are as follows:

"Novel material regardless of the kind or character, and melodramas with
unusual and gripping situations, are particularly in demand. Farce comedy,
running slightly to "slap-stick," and comedy drama is also wanted. Please note
that unless the writer places his price on the script, it is understood that he will

accept the check we send him."

There is still another company that wants synopses only—though this is a
concern of the financial standing of which we are not informed. This is the
editorial statement of the Coquille Film Company, 506 Hibernia Bank Build-
ing, New Orleans:

"We are in the market for photoplay scenarios, paying for same upon
acceptance. Material will be read and reported upon within ten days of its

reaching this office. Scenarios must contain real ideas. We are looking for the
things which are new. Writers should remember that our studios are in the
South; all scenarios must be two reels or more in length and nothing is wanted
which demands cowboys, or what is known as 'Western color,' or armies. Please
note that we shall be glad to read extended synopses in lieu of a complete script

—in fact, we prefer extended synopses, though not as much is paid for them."
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Please make a note that the Excelsior Feature Film Company, Inc.,
Lake Placid, N. Y., is at present in need of four-reel scripts only. Octavia Hand-
worth, former leading woman for Pathe Freres, is being featured.

Edison is again in the market for good one-reel scripts. They want unusual
themes handled unusually well. Keep in mind the Edison limitation of 250
words in the synopsis. Writers should study the Edison product and pay par-
ticular attention to the fact that their leaders—cut-in and ordinary—are num-
bered. Do not exceed the Edison average in using leaders in your story. There
will probably be a market for good one-reel stories for some time to come.
Address: The Edison Company, 2826 Decatur Avenue, Bedford Park, New York.

We are advised that at present Essanay wants only comedy scripts. These
may be split-reel farces or full-reel comedies of the better class. Announcement
will be made in this department when they are again in need of dramatic material.
Address: The Essanay Film Manufacturing Company, 1333 Argyle St.,

Chicago, 111.

A new company to produce high-class photoplays, and one which we have
every reason to believe is in every way reliable, is the Smallwood Film Cor-
poration, 175 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Ray C. Smallwood is director in

chief, and they issue the following announcement, which should interest all

writers

:

"Fifty dollars a reel and upward will be paid for suitable vehicles for Miss
Grandin. One, three and four reel subjects are wanted. Comedy dramas or

heart interest stories with melodramatic touches preferred. We will consider
the purchase of "picture rights" for works of recognized authors and play-
wrights. Correspondence with successful photoplaywrights solicited."

Miss Ethel Grandin will be featured in the Smallwood pictures, and writers

should endeavor to see new or old releases of this or the Universal Company
in which she has worked. Don't flood the new concern with useless scripts.

Get an idea of just what Miss Grandin would be best suited with and write
your story to fit her personality.

We re-print a statement from Mr. Sargent's page in the Moving Picture

World:

"Synopses only.—The Mutual Film Corporation and the Keystone
prefer synopses to fully developed scripts. Other companies will consider

synopses if the author cannot write his ideas in full. Will all readers please make
note of this. This information will not be given again."

We agree with Mr. Sargent when he says that he hopes the scheme of buy-
ing synopses only will not become general. It tends to make the writer lazy,

and it is certain that he cannot develop himself as quickly nor as completely,

as a writer of photoplays, when he is told that he only has to do half the work
that is usually expected of him. Furthermore, it stands to reason that you are

not going to get as good a price for a synopsis alone as you are for a properly

developed script, if the companies buy full scripts at all. However that may be,

bear in mind that Mutual wants synopses only, whether the story be comedy
or drama, it being the contention of Mr. Frank E. Woods that it is only once
in a hundred times that the full script is read, anyway. It's a case of "When
you send to Mutual, send what Mutual wants." There are plenty of companies
that buy the full script.



COMPLETE YOUR FILES OF

THE PHOTOPLAY AUTHOR!
We have on hand a few complete files of THE PHOTOPLAY

AUTHOR, new series, from May, 1913, to June, 1914 (June-July, 1913,
being a special double number) . These thirteen monthly numbers, placed
in your working library, will make you feel that thirteen is a lucky number,
for they will give you 416 large pages crammed with helpful information on
the subject in which you are interested—writing and selling the moving
picture play. Among the interesting features in these numbers of the
magazine are the delightfully readable personality sketches of Epes
Winthrop Sargent, William Lord Wright, Marc Edmund Jones, F. Marion
Brandon, Horace G. Plimpton, Maibelle Heikes Justice, Frank E. Woods,
George Fitzmaurice, Russell E. Smith, James Dayton, Hettie Gray Baker,
C. B. Hoadley, and Arthur Leeds. Many of our readers have declared
that this monthly feature is alone worth the price of a year's subscription.
"Thinks and Things," the department conducted by "Gorenflot" (Mr.
Epes Winthrop Sargent, of the Moving Picture World staff), has also
helped to make this helpful little periodical famous. Mr. Sargent's articles
are "punchy" from beginning to end; no writer in the game has done more
to help the aspirant for photoplay writing honors. The first thirteen
installments of "Photoplay Construction," by J. Berg Esenwein and
Arthur Leeds, should be read by everyone who is seeking to perfect his
technical knowledge. "Diagnosis and Culture of the Plot Germ," by
John A. McCollom, Jr., is a series of six articles that will prove invaluable
to the writer who experiences difficulty in developing the "plot habit,"
that most necessary equipment to a successful literary career. Scores of
special articles by the most prominent editors, critics, and photoplay
writers of the day make these issues of the magazine a veritable working
library of photoplay knowledge.

While they last, we offer these thirteen numbers to our readers for
$1.50. Send your order to

THE PHOTOPLAY AUTHOR,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

SCRIPTS
WANTED!

The New England Motion Picture
Company, 76 Heath Street, Winter
Hill, Mass., will produce in and
around Boston and other parts of
New England. We are in the mar-
ket for unusual dramatic scripts in
one and two reels (none longer than
this, at present) , and for good split-
reel farces and one-reel comedies.
Scripts will receive the promptest
possible attention, and payment
will be strictly according to the
worth of the script ; we have no set
price per reel. Costume stuff, cow-
boy dramas, and plays requiring
unusual expense for production are
not desired at the present time.
Good modern dramas, with most of
the scenes outdoors, and first-class
comedies and farce comedies
suitable for New England back-
grounds are especially desired.
Strong "sea-coast" dramas will also
be given our best attention.

Address all scripts to

The New England Motion
Picture Company

76 Heath Street, Winter Hill, Mass.

THE WRITER (Boston), a monthly
magazine to interest and help all

literary workers, established in

1887, continues its work for the

benefit of writers. It prints each

month practical articles on author-

ship and kindred subjects, together

with helpful literary news—infor-

mation about new magazines,
changes in the publishing world,

prize offers for manuscripts, new
books on literary topics, etc.,—and

a full reference list of literary articles

in current periodicals. The price is

ten cents a copy, or one dollar a

year. Address: THE WRITER,
P. O. Box 1905, Boston, Mass.

PHOTOPLAYWRIGHTS
Scenarios corrected, revised, typed
and placed on the market. Plots
criticised. Short stories, novels,

etc., suitable for photoplays drama-
tized. Correspondence invited.

Rex Literary Bureau
57 Stockton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.



The Leading and Best
Informed Moving Picture Jour-
nal in Gt. Britain is the

"Cinematograph Exhibitors

Mail"
2 Gerrard Place, London, W., Eng.

Edited by WALTER FREI
General Manager: RITCHIE E. GILL

Published Weekly. Read by
all concerned in the Moving Pic-
ture Industry throughout the
World. Its editorial staff in-

cludes the most competent and
keenest critics and the most bril-

liant reviewers
?
the chiefs in the

department being Mr. R. Byron
Webber, the famous dramatic
critic, and Mr. H. Trip Edgar,
the celebrated Shakesperean
actor.

Sent postpaid to any Address in the
U. S. A. on receipt of $3.00, (Three
Dollars) which pays in advance for one
year's subscription.

Head Offices :

"Cinematograph Exhibitors

Mai!"

2 GERRARD PLACE, LONDON, ENG.

WRITERS: All work must be typewritten.
Why not have an expert do your work, for you?
Max T- Newman is still on the job. I am a
SPECIALIST in SCENARIO TYPING. Let
me help you as I have helped others. Send me
your trial order. Scenarios typed, 75c. a reel,

free revision, suggestions and criticism.

MAX J. NEWMAN,
1904 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, 111.

HAVE YOU z. Photoplay, a Story, a Poem.,
or any other literary production that you want
Revised, Type-writtC7i or Sold? If so, send stamp
for our "Unique Service" folder; it tells how to

dodge rejection slips.

STORY REVISION COMPANY
Box 140

Smethport : : Pennsylvania

You are at Home
the World over if you know

ESPERANTO
the easy, international language

Subscribe to AMERIKA ESPER-
ANTISTO for one year, $1.00 and
receive 318 page text-book free.

THE AMERICAN
ESPERANTIST CO., Inc.

WEST NEWTON, MASS.

WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY
Everyone interested in Photoplay Writing should have a copy

of the new and standard work, "Writing the Photoplay,* ' by J. Berg
Esenwein and Arthur Leeds, reviewed in the June-July number of
THE PHOTOPLAY AUTHOR. The following excerpts are typical
of the opinions expressed by leading photoplaywrights and editors
all over the country:

It is a careful and exact treatise handled intelligently, comprehensively and with authority.
It will be helpful to all students of photoplay and should find a place in all libraries on
technique. It is creditable in every way. —Epes Winthrop Sargent

This week and next my department in The Moving Picture News will contain compli-
ments for your Photoplay Correspondence Course and for the book. The book is the
best that has come to my attention. As author of the first text-book of any pretensions
placed on the market for photoplaywrights I desire to congratulate Messrs. Esenwein
and Leeds. —William Lord Wright

It will be of vast value to writers all over the country in writing and making their
scripts. —R. D. Armstrong, Editor, American Film Manufacturing Co.

It is one of your best books. If you publish anything in the future for the Writer's
Library let me know. I wouldn't take ten dollars for any volume in the set. —C. C. Sherlock

"Writing the Photoplay" is issued uniform with "Writing the
Short-Story," "The Art of Versification," and other volumes of
THE WRITER'S LIBRARY. 8 vo., 400 pages, sent on approval,
by mail $2.12.

The Home Correspondence School

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.



THIS COURSE IS DIFFERENT!
The twenty-lesson course in photoplay writing

which we offer is based upon "Writing the Photo-
play," by J. Berg Esenwein, editor of Lippincott's
Magazine, and Arthur Leeds, editor of The Photo-
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European Notes and Comments
By J. Berg Esenwein

It is hard to think of anything else but war in connection with

Europe nowadays, yet continually my mind reverts to the remarkable

advance the European artists have made in the "Cinemas" (as they

call them there) which I noted last fall and winter abroad. There is

a finish and dash in dramatic presentation quite lacking in many
American productions, and even our best work does not equal the

high standards set for some types of work in Continental Europe.

I cannot, however, say the same thing for Great Britain.

The one feature in which our leading American companies excel

is in naturalness, for even the ablest Italian companies—and they

seem to me to be incomparably the best—are prone to over-act. But

in stage-craft, in magnitude of spectacle, and in picturesque setting

and costuming, to say nothing of mechanical effects, I have seen

nothing in American-made films to rival the Italian work.

Comed}r is one line in which the American companies are ex-

celling even the French, who first brought the ludicrous to perfection

of presentation. But their fun has been so long belabored out of the

author's brains by the slap-stick that we have come to associate

the Frenchman's idea of cineo—comedy with rip-roaring farce.

Speaking quite as an observing outsider—and doubtless I shall be

scorned as such—I wonder that we do not have more pure comedy
of the delicate sort, for it is a mistake to think that audiences cannot

appreciate the subtle.

A case in point was related to me last winter by Mr. Marc
MacDermott, the realty distinguished and personally altogether

charming leading man of the Edison Company of New York. We
were fellow-passengers on the Carpathia, out of Naples, and I enjoyed

many chats with him anent his interesting experiences while doing
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"The Necklace of Rameses," and other photoplays, on European

ground, as well as on the Carpathia, homeward bound. It was as

leading man of the European Edison Company that Mr. Mac-
Dermott was working abroad. All this by way of rather extended

preface to what he told me.

In dramatic and feeling terms he described a Pathe produc-

tion called, I think, "Impressions." There were a number of mar-

vellously beautiful series, each illustrating in an allegorical way
some single impression. War, oddly enough, was one of them.

Each successive scene that typified war was presented, not as a

drama but as an impressionistic sketch, depicting the tone and

temper of that phase. Swiftly the whole gamut was run, from the

announcement of war in the public place, the excitement of the

populace, the farewell departure, the return, at length, in an ex-

quisite yet poignant scene, to the widowed matron ascending the

marble steps of a great temple and offering the laurel wreath in

memory of the slain hero—the whole thing a wonderful prophecy

of the bitterness of Europe today, not melodramatic even in sugges-

tion, but subtle, restrained, refined.

Now it matters not at all that I may have forgotten one-half

the details of this picture and distorted the other half—the vital

point is that, as Mr. MacDermott said, there was death-like silence

throughout the vast theatre during the whole presentment, and an

intense, expressive sigh arose from the people when the scenes were

over. Peasants, small tradesmen, nurse girls, all types of the middle-

class were there, and all were rapt by beauty and impressionistic

symbolism.

I do not believe for a moment that American audiences are

either unable or unwilling to appreciate such artistic work. Our

audiences are quite as intelligent as those abroad—and more

numerous, in spite of the huge Glasgow "Palace" that seats ten

thousand, with standing-room for two thousand more. If the film

is to be a growing artistic and educational force we must not neglect

those appeals to the beauty-loving which are occasionally so much
more effective than the conventional play.

Speaking of the Glasgow house reminds me of that more beauti-

ful and only slightly smaller Paris building, "The Moving-Picture

Palace," as it may be called in English. Its eight-thousand seats

were constantly filled, with at times nearly two thousand standing.
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So it was all over Europe, from the North Sea to the Mediterranean

—the moving-pictures had conquered as impressively as they have
in America.

There, as here, the popular clamor is for gigantic spectacle. In

Munich "The Last Days of Pompeii" had been running for months.

In Naples the hoardings were blazoned with colorful announcements

of the genuine "Antony and Cleopatra," as well as a smaller imita-

tive production. In Vienna "The Wrath of Byzantium" ("The

Fall of Constantinople") was talked of everywhere. In Paris the

revised "Les Miserables"-—for the first version was a dreary failure

—was tremendously popular. "Cabiria," of course, had not yet

been produced, but every other great spectacle was having its day.

Mr. MacDermott's charming co-laborer and leading woman,

Miss Miriam Nesbitt, was a fellow-passenger on the Carpathia. So

were the director of the company, Mr. Braden, and the camera

expert, Mr. Grant Overton, if my memory serves me as to the name.

I never met a more delightful quartette.

Mr. MacDermott would be remembered by American theatre

goers for his fine work in the support of Mrs. Pat Campbell, Richard

Mansfield, and Marie Dainton, even if his distinguished work before

the camera had not made him famous. When the "legitimate"

stage lost Mr. MacDermott, the brilliant interpreter of such char-

acters as "Sherlock Holmes" and "Dr. Von Keller," the film drama
gained a strong man in the artist who could create the character of

"John Perriton," "The Man who Disappeared."

ASK THIS QUESTION

When you write a comedy, ask yourself this question: "Will

it look funny?" When you write a drama, ask: "Will it look dra-

matic?"

If the answer is "No," work it over some more and get it right.

Your appeal to the brain is through the screened picture. Put it

all on the screen.

—Epes Winthrop Sargent, in The Moving Picture World.
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XVII. "Kell"—Just That
By Epes Winthrop Sargent

Please do not think that, just to be mean, I picked out the worst

picture I could find of John William Kellette. To the contrary, I

have many much worse, for the best are none too good and the worst

are awful! Long years ago a proud mother entered Kell in a baby
show and he took the booby prize. Since then he has failed to re-

ceive any requests to pose for Apollo or Adonis or in a fifteen dollar

ready made suit. Kell is not much on pulchritude, but he is strong

on brains, and it is only when the man's big-hearted personality

lights up his face that you think he's a fine looking chap. But he

is not being presented here as a vision of loveliness, but because he

has made good in photoplay as in other things through the force of

his own efforts and his own hard work.

Up to lately Kell was a printer. He could sling type along with

the best of them and he knows about as much of linotype machines

as the men who make them. Any time a petulant linotype machine

sees Kell in the offing it lies down and begins to beg for mercy and

promises to be good. The little time he has not been a printer was dur-

ing the Spanish-American war when he saw service—such as it was

—

in Porto Rico. As this is a just and veracious history, it may as well

be admitted that he was court-martialed for stealing some embalmed

beef. Some red tape tied up the beef almost under the very noses of

the hungry soldiers. Kell cut the red tape with the hatchet he used

to open one of the boxes with, but instead of ordering him to be shot

at sunrise, they fined him $3.00, turned him loose, and he quit the

service at the end of the campaign with an honorable discharge. The

only other thing that can be held against him is that he lives in New
Rochelle. You have to see what New Rochelle is to realize the

enormity of this offense.

Kell first crossed my track when the Inquest Club was formed.

He was there for the first meeting, a husky, beetle-browed Irish
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giant with an earnest manner and a smile that made you realize from

the first that you and he were to be friends. He did not make much
noise, he did not thrust himself forward as did some of the others,

but gradually we came to depend on him. And the more I saw of

him the better I liked him. He was writing scripts then, working

mostly in the dark, but there was a quality to his work that gave

promise; and about a year ago he started in to make a more careful

study. He did not have to be told a thing more than once, he never

made the same mistake twice, and it was not long before he started

in to sell.

As a newspaper man in a place like New Rochelle, he got news

as well as set type. He was around the Thanhouser plant much, and

there his unfailing good humor and quiet ways had made him liked.

Carl Gregory was just starting in to make the Princess Brand plaj^s,

and most of those early ones were done from Kellette's scripts.

Gradually his market grew. Later he became first assistant and then

full script editor for the Whitman company and inside of two years

from the time he seriously started he had reached the top. He is

still there and likely to stay there. Of course two years does not

cover the full period of his activities, he has been writing a long time,

but the fact remains that inside of twenty-four months he had

climbed to the top of the heap, and he hired no brass band to accom-

pany him in his progress. He made good through hard work, not

through questionable methods of self advertising, and not once has

he played the game other than according to the rules.

Up at the Thanhouser plant they tell how Kell used to drop

into the yard and, sauntering over to the window beside which Lloyd

Lonergan worked, he would toss a script on the desk and walk away
again. He never stopped to expatiate on the wondrous beauties of

his story, he never argued that his stuff should be taken. Month
after month he simply dropped the stuff around and went his way.

After a while Lonergan began to sit up and take notice just because

Kell was so different from the average author pest. Once you take

notice of Kell you have to like him, so now he is the white-haired

boy about the place, and sometimes they have three and four of his

stories on the floor at the same time.

There are two reasons for Kell's success. His enthusiasm is

perhaps his greatest factor. He writes because he loves to write, and

while he likes to watch the bank account grow, he does not regard

his work merely as a means of getting a check from someone. A
story to him means something accomplished, and so he gives the best
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that is in him to each story he writes. The second factor is a dogged

persistence that leads him to keep at a thing until he masters it. He
turned in stories to Thanhouser for a year or more with never a kick

because not one " stuck." He didn't lose his temper and talk about

rings and cliques. He didn't hint that perhaps his ideas were being

stolen. He didn't suggest that he was being discriminated against.

He just kept on plugging away determined that he would learn to

write the scripts that sold and contented to believe that if they did

not sell it was because they were not worth a purchase price. As a

result of this contented frame of mind, he devoted to story writing

the time so many spend kicking because some studio has held a script

seven weeks. Kell didn't have time to kick or to worry. He was

busy with his work and contented in that work, and that is why, in

the long run, he sold the stories he started to sell in the place he

started to sell them.

And it is not because he is a Heaven-born genius that Kell sells.

He is not a genius, but a good literary workman, a man who takes a

pride in his work and finds contentment in his labor and that is why
his classic features happen to be on the front page of this issue. He
is a lesson to others—if you will learn the lesson. He is an example

to others, if you will profit by his example. I've known Kell pretty

intimately for about two years now. In all that time I've never

heard him complain; I've never heard him " knock." And I've

noticed that the ones who do complain are the ones who do not get

ahead. He makes a business of writing plays, so he goes about it in

a business-like way. Long since he gave up his job in the print shop,

so he has his time for photoplay and he gives to photoplay the best

that is in him. He'll write you a half-reel comedy or a two-reel

drama or put a popular novel into eight reels. He can write adver-

tising films or propaganda stories with equal facility and all that he

does is well done.

If he sends a story to a strange company, he doesn't worry for

fear it will be stolen. If he writes a story he does it the best he knows
how. He doesn't hold half of it back arguing that it doesn't pay to

do his best work since there is a likelihood that the stuff will be used

and not paid for. He plugs in and keeps on plugging; he sends his

stuff only to reputable companies and so he has none stolen.

In a word Kell is merely the average intelligent man. He is no

spectacular performer. He has merely played the game nicely and

earnestly, and he has more than made good. It just shows that it

can be done. When you get discouraged, think of Kell, and keep on

plugging and keep on being nice.
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This season Kell will be Coroner of the Inquest Club in the

absence of this writer from town. He is also a member of the Ed-Au
club. In the last year he has written one hundred and eleven scripts

and has sold about sixty, with the rest pending.

Kellette Writing Novel Feature

John William Kellette, the subject of the foregoing sketch, is

now at work upon an oddity in photoplay construction—Jules

Verne's widely read story, "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the

Sea." It will be done in six reels, and will be produced this winter

in the Bahama Islands. It will follow the book very closely, as Verne

wrote nothing that the camera cannot reproduce with the aid of the

Williamson boys' wonderful invention, the submersible steel operat-

ing chamber. They plan to use the French diving suit which allows

the diver to remain at the bottom of the ocean, if he so desires, for

three hours. They will use a "shell" submarine boat to represent

the exterior of the Nautilus, "Captain Nemo's" under-water craft,

and the scenes showing the interior of the submarine will be

most realistic. "Kell" recently wrote us: "We intend to resurrect

Captain Kidd, Sir Henry Morgan, and all the other old pirates, and

do the stuff at Cocos Island, Yucatan, and at other places where the

Federal League of pirates used to have a good batting average."

—

Editor.

Vizualization consists in giving tangible form to Inspiration;

clothing Thoughts in flesh; creating living matter from Ideas;

transmuting Emotions into thrilling substance; and peopling the

imaginations of millions with the glorious company of Dreams come

true, Desire gratified, Justice fulfilled, Brotherhood universal and

Love triumphant!
—Henry Albert Phillips, The Photodrama.



Photoplay Construction

A series of progressive articles on the technique of the photoplay
by J. Bevg Esenwein, editor of "The Writer's Library" and Arthur
Leeds, editor of The Photoplay Author.

XII.

THE SCENE-PLOT AND ITS PURPOSE

It has already been said that it is optional with the writer

whether to submit a scene-plot with his script; nevertheless, we
cannot too strongly insist that it is advisable.

1. Why Prepare a Scene-Plot

The reason is a plain one; until the writer has become known as a

professional, it is the spirit in which the scene-plot is sent, rather

than its actual value to either editor or producer, that counts in his

favor. It indicates his willingness to help both these busy men so

far as lies in his power; further, it shows that he is willing to do at

the beginning of his career that which he would never for a moment
think of leaving undone after his work is once in demand; but, most

of all, it shows that he has confidence in his own work, that he be-

lieves it to be so technically perfect, when he sends it out, that he has

not the least doubt that the play—provided the story is acceptable

—will be produced essentially as he has planned to have it produced,

with the scenes in the finished picture corresponding with the scenes

in the scenario of his script.

It sometimes happens that the producer adds a scene to the

number originally planned by the author, and occasionally one of

the author's scenes is cut out—the latter being the more likely event.

In either case, however, the original scene-plot has been changed.

The author may feel that such an alteration is unwarranted, but the

producer rarely makes the addition or the cut unless the alteration

works an improvement and is needed. For example, it is next to

impossible for an author to be able to tell exactly how many hundred

feet of film will be used in telling his story. He may estimate that

it will run a full one thousand feet, and that the producer may even

have to shorten some of the scenes to get in all the action, leaders,
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and the like. But when actually produced, the picture may be com-

pleted in, say, nine hundred and sixty feet, and the length of the film

have to be announced in the trade journals as "approximately 1000

feet." On the other hand, the story that he imagines will barely

make a full-reel subject may have to be cut down in some way to

keep it from being too long.

Of course, the writer is not intentionally responsible for such

changes, for he has made his scenario as complete and as perfect as

he knows how; but he sends the scene-plot along so that, in case no

changes are necessary, the producer may have all ready his list of

scenes arranged in proper chronological order. From these he will

prepare his regular scene-plot diagram, which the carpenters and
mechanics will use in building the scenery, and by which the stage

hands and property men will be guided in setting the scenes and
placing the furniture and other " props."

2. The Scene-Plot Explained

Let us now explain the difference between the only kind of scene-

plot with which the photoplaywright is concerned and that which the

producer means when he uses the same term.

Practically all producers, or directors, have had experience as

theatrical producers, or stage directors, or stage managers, before

starting in the moving-picture branch of stage work. What is known
as a " scene-plot" in regular theatrical work is a list of the various

scenes, or sets, showing where the different " hanging pieces" (drops,

cut-drops, fog drops, foliage, fancy, kitchen, or other borders) are

hung, and how all the various pieces of scenery that are handled on

the floor of the stage, as wood and rock wings, "set" pieces, flats, and

"runs," are to be arranged or set. Almost every stage carpenter has,

in addition to this list, a supply of printed diagrams showing the

exact position on the stage of everything handled by the "grips,"

or scene-shifters, as well as the proper arrangement on the set of the

furniture and larger props. Both the list and the diagram are usually

printed on one sheet, and this, known as the scene-plot, is sent ahead

to the stage managers of the theatres in the next towns to be played.

At the same time, a "property plot," being simply a list, act by act,

of the various props not carried by the company, is sent to the prop-

erty man of the house.

Now, the principal difference between the regular and the

moving-picture stage is that, in making photoplays, natural exteriors
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are used, in almost every case. Consequently, landscape and other

exterior drops are almost unknown in moving-picture work. As
actual " drops" they are unknown; when such painted back-

grounds are used, they are usually painted on canvas or a sort of

heavy cardboard, which is stretched over or tacked to a solid frame-

work. So that, even in making out his working scene-plot diagram,

a director finds that there are many technical terms which he con-

stantly used in his theatrical work, but seldom or never employs in

his capacity of photoplay producer. Nevertheless, he still uses a

scene-plot diagram, drawing it himself on regular printed forms

prepared for this very purpose.

As may be gathered from the foregoing, the scene-plot diagram

for a photoplay setting is entirely different from the diagram of the

setting for a scene on the regular stage. The former shows, printed,

the comparative shape and dimensions of the " stage," and gives, in

figures, the depth of the stage and the distance from the camera to

the " working line, below which (toward the camera) an actor must

not step if he wishes his feet, therefore his whole body, to show in

the picture.

To say "the depth of the stage" is to say that the printed dia-

gram is marked off in a scale of feet from the camera's focus. The
figures at the right side of the sheet indicate the distance in feet from

the camera, while those at the left show the width of the field, or

range of the camera lens, at different distances. Only that portion

of each piece of furniture which is marked a solid black in the dia-

gram is supposed to show in the picture. Thus half of a table may
be "in" and half "out" of a picture, or scene. In the scene in Es-

sanay's "The Iron Heel" in which Norman McDonald, as old Abner

Wyley, dies of heart failure, one of the legs of the chair into which

he drops was out of the picture, while the other three were in. Mr.

McDonald fell heavily into the chair, and in doing so the "out-of-

the-picture" leg was broken. Francis Bushman, who was standing

close by, knelt and supported the broken corner of the chair until

the scene was ended. Mr. Bushman's hands were less than six inches

"out" of the picture at the time. This diagram form is made out

by the producer for practically every set that shows an interior scene,

and he frequently draws one also for exteriors, where a building, or

even what appears in the picture to be a complete, permanent struc-

ture, is set up by the carpenters and mechanics out of doors. Such

a scene-plot diagram is reproduced on page 110.

The scene-plot which you as a photoplay author are called upon
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to prepare, however, is simply a list of the scenes used in working

out your scenario. Here you must distinguish between " scene" and

"set" or "setting" in photoplay writing. We know that the scene

is changed every time that the camera is moved. One scene or ten

may be taken, or "done" in the same set. That is, a half-dozen

scenes might be taken successively in a business office without

changing the set (setting) at all. Therefore, although you have

thirty scenes in your scenario, only five sets may be needed in which

to play them.

As an example, take the Lubin sample script, given in our

October, 1913, number. The scene-plot—the author's scene-plot

—

for that, would be written as follows:

RoswelFs private office, 1, 6, 8, 16.

Wade's office, 2, 7, 9, 12.

Winston's ball room, 3. 5.

Conservatory, 4.

Winston's library, 10.

Roswell's drawing room, 11, 15, 17.

Stock Exchange floor, 13.

Helen's boudoir, 14.

3. How Scenes and Sets are Photographed

Here, it will be seen, the various scenes are played in eight sets,

all of them interiors. With the possible exception of the set repre-

senting the floor of the stock exchange, this would be a very easily

staged photoplay. It would depend entirely upon how far the pro-

ducer desired to go in the matter of expense whether the stock

exchange scene would be staged on a big scale or made just elaborate

enough to be convincing. In the Edison subject, "The Passer-By,"

the stock exchange scene was a wonderful stage picture. In the

Lubin subject, four sets are used only once each—that is, only one
scene is taken in each; the conservatory, the library, the stock ex-

change floor, and Helen's boudoir. The ball room set stands only

long enough for two scenes to be taken. The set showing Roswell's

drawing room is used for three scenes. In Roswell's private office,

four scenes are done; and the same number made in Wade's office.

We know that a scene is ended when the cameraman stops

"grinding;" we understand, also, that a change of setting is brought
about by moving the camera, even though, in the case of taking two
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Comment on Scene-Plot Diagram

The scene-plot diagram reproduced on the opposite page is Mr. Leeds'

original diagram for the "Living room of ranch house" setting in his photoplay,

"Sun, Sand and Solitude." This and another complete script will be reproduced

in a later installment of this series. With a little study of this diagram, the reader

will be able to judge just how the scene would appear in the picture on the screen.

Of course, it is neither customary nor necessary to send such a diagram as this

when you are submitting your script. There is a possibility, however, that the

producer might use the author's diagram, as a guide in preparing that particular

setting, should the photoplaywright send one similar to the one here reproduced.

The dotted lines show the dimensions of the enlarged stage for special very

large sets. The dotted line E representing the background of this enlarged stage,

it will be seen that it is almost twice as wide as the background for the interior

setting here shown. By "background" is meant the space on the diagram be-

tween B and D, not the "desert backing," which, if the scene were taken inside

the studio, would be simply a painted background, taking the place of the "drop"

which would be used on the regular stage. It will be noticed that, although there

are a couple of steps leading to the verandah, there is only one post indicated

on the diagram. This, of course, is because a post at the other side of the steps

is unnecessary, that point being "masked" by the piece of scenery representing

the back wall of the room. The open door shows a portion of the verandah railing

and the post on the left of the steps. As the scenario shows, Dean is carried up
these steps, and into the bedroom on the left, after he has been thrown from his

horse. To the right of the door, and looking out upon the verandah, is a bay
window, forming a window-seat. Attention is called to the fact that what is so

frequently called a "bay window" is, properly, a "bow window," the three sides

of a bay window being at right angles to each other. The sideboard at the right

of the stage is absolutely essential to the climax of the plot, though only half of

it—enough to show the upper left-hand drawer distinctly—need appear in the

picture.

The diagram reproduced here is the same as the one used by at least three

Licensed and two Independent producing companies.
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exterior scenes, the camera is only moved enough to take in a "stage"

three or four feet to either side of that shown in the last scene.

The word "scene" seems to be a stumbling block for some

beginners. Take, for example, the set showing Roswell's private

office. In doing the four scenes that take place in his office, Scene 1

would be taken, the camera would be stopped, and a large white card,

with a figure "6" painted on it in black, would be held a few feet

in front of the lens. About a foot of film would then be exposed,

which would thus register the number of the next scene to be taken

in the same set. Then Scene 6 would be done. This scene being

ended, a card with number "8" on it would be photographed. After

taking Scene 8, the next number recorded would be "16." the last

scene to be taken in that set. Now suppose that the set showing

Wade's office is standing right next to the one showing Roswell's

office. The camera is moved and set up as required for the taking

of the four scenes "done" successively in the "Wade's office" set,

and the same process is gone through that was followed in making

scenes 1, 6, 8, and 16.

This, then, is one thing that the photoplay writer must remem-

ber: All the scenes that take place in one setting are made before the

camera is moved even an inch, and in one way or another the film is

marked, after each scene, to show the number of the scene coming

next. It is plain that, Scenes 1, 6, 8, and 16 all being done in the

same set, if the camera were not stopped, and a short strip of film

left between the scenes to show where each one ended, and on which

to record the number of the next scene to be made, the girls in the

joining room, where the different parts of the film are assembled,

would mistake all that part of the picture which shows Roswell's

office for one long scene.

Different studios have different methods for recording the num-

ber of the next scene to be taken. Some use the numbered card

system, as just explained, in which a stand, or tripod, having a rack

on top with cards numbered from 1 to 50, and other cards marked

"Retake," etc., is placed on the working line between each scene.

In other studios the film is actually marked with the number of the

scene.

4. How Scene-Plots are Handled by Producers

But now take a picture having both interior and exterior scenes.

The scene-plot for Mr. Leeds' story, "Without Reward," produced

by the Nestor Company, follows:
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Exterior of Sheriff's office, main street of town, 1, 23.

Dr. Turner's office, 2.

Exterior, Freeman and Doctor riding to ranch, 3.

Bedroom in ranch house, 4, 9, 17, 28, 30.

Corner of ranch house, looking toward stable, 5, 7, 16, 22, 27, 31.

Exterior, supposedly at distance from, but within sight of,

Ranch, 6.

Kitchen of ranch house, 8, 10, 32.

At door of stable, 11.

Foothill trail, 12.

Rocky part of hillside, showing entrance to cave in side of cliff,

13, 15.

Interior of cave, 14.

Exterior, Steve riding to town, 18.

Road on outskirts of town, 19.

Same road, farther on, 20.

Exterior of Dr. Turner's house, 21.

Interior of Sheriff's office, 24, 26.

Rear of Sheriff's office, showing corner of building and side

wall, 25.

Bust1 of Jess's right hand, holding photograph, 29.

Here, it will be seen, there are four interior and thirteen exterior

sets, or backgrounds. Scene 14, the interior of the cave, was counted

as an exterior, when giving the number of interior and exterior sets,

following the title, in writing the synopsis. This was because, al-

though, in the picture, it would appear to be taken inside a rocky

cave, the chances are that it would really be made in some recess of a

rocky cliff-side, where there would be enough light to make the photog-

raphy distinct, without allowing the rays of the sun to cast any
shadows that would make it seem unnatural, since the cave was sup-

posedly dimly illumined from the daylight outside. At any rate, it

would not be a studio setting—whether the studio was an indoor or

an open air one—so that it would be classed as an exterior.

After the cameraman had taken Scene 3, which shows Freeman
and the Doctor riding to the ranch, he could probably find a very

suitable background for the scene showing Steve riding toward the

xIn photoplay parlance the term "bust" is sometimes a misnomer, because

it is often applied to any part of the body, such as a hand, photographed "close

up," when really "bust" means a head and shoulders. We use the term, however,

in its photoplay acceptation.
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town by merely turning his camera half way around. Thus Scene 18

might be taken after Scene 3; after which, by again moving the

camera only a short distance, a suitable spot might be found in which

to take Scene 12. Scenes 19 and 20 were intended to be taken on a

fairly well-kept piece of roadway, supposedly on the outskirts of the

town, and it might be necessary to travel some distance to find the

desired spot. So it will be seen that the order in which the scenes are

written has nothing to do with the order in which they will be taken.

Scene 29, so called, is really a part of Scene 28, being simply a "bust,"

of the girl's hand holding a photograph. The words written on the

back of this picture have an important bearing on the action which

follows; therefore it is important that they should be read by the

audience. So, the much enlarged "bust" picture is introduced, in

which, as has been explained in the preceding chapter, the hand with

the photograph is held so close to the camera that, when the picture

is shown on the screen, the writing is easily read. In writing out the

scene-plot, never omit mentioning the "bust" picture, if one is used,

and give it a number as if it were a distinct interior or exterior, but

when giving the total number of interior and total number of exterior

settings (which follows your title in writing the synopsis), do not

include it as being either one or the other. It is not even necessary

to say "One bust picture."

5. How the Producer Provides the Sets

Though the producer may find it necessary to add a scene, or

cut one out, as we have said, in such a case he will have the author's

scene-plot to aid him in preparing his own diagrams of the various

settings. Having gone over it, so far as the exteriors are concerned,

it is merely necessary to go out himself, or send out his assistant, to

pick the natural settings required. Unless an exterior scene calls for

a log cabin, church front, or some building of special construction

other than such real buildings as may be easily found in the neighbor-

hood of the producing plant, or within a reasonably short distance

from it, he does not have to draw a special diagram plot for it. Even

then, having once selected his natural background, it is really only

necessary to instruct the carpenters to build, say, a log cabin, of a

certain size, on the spot he points out, with a door, windows, etc., as

determined by him for the requirements of the scene.

With the interior scenes it is different. The sets for these are

planned by the producer to obtain the very best stage and scenic
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effects possible from the standpoints of architecture, lighting, and

arrangements of properties.

6. The Producer

A first-class company will employ from four to ten, or even

twelve, producers. Frequently a new producer is recruited from

among the actors in the stock company. " Producer" and "director"

mean practically the same thing in photoplay parlance; a man will

direct the acting of the players while engaged in producing a picture.

As a rule, if a man is known as a " dramatic" producer, he adhered

to that kind of work, just as a first-class comedy man will seldom

touch any other kind of production.

There is always a certain amount of friendly competition among
the producers in any studio, since they constantly vie with each

other to obtain the most artistic settings for the various scenes of

their respective stories.

7. Writing the Scene-Plot

The actual writing of the scene-plot should come after the

scenario has been completed. One way of doing it is to go over the

.

scenario and write out the various settings, and then give the num-
bers of the scenes played in each. This, however, is a very roundabout

and tiresome method. The best and simplest way is to keep a slip

of paper, similar to the one on which you make note of the characters

when writing the cast, and jot down the settings as you come to

them, adding the number of the scene. In this way as you work on

the scenario you have before you a list of every setting used, and can

see at a glance what scenes are played in each different setting. Then
when your scenario is finished you have simply to slip a fresh sheet

of paper into your typewriter and make a neat copy of the complete

scene-plot. As a safeguard, it is better, before recopying, to see that

you have every scene accounted for, by counting from "one" to

whatever may be the number of your last scene.

In writing the scene-plot, it is only necessary to give a list of

the exterior and the interior settings ; at the same time, it is sometimes

advisable, especially in the case of exterior scenes, to add a few words

that will help the producer to understand just what the setting is

intended to be without having to refer to the scenario, where such

details would naturally appear.
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The following example is selected from a photoplay of life in

Arizona, the theme of the story being the discontent of a young wife,

caused by seeing, month in and month out, the sun-baked stretches

of the Arizona desert.

Exterior, showing desert, 17. For this scene, select an
extremely barren and unpleasing bit of desert landscape.

Another exterior, 24. A stretch of desert landscape; if

anything, more barren and solitary than 17.

Another exterior, 28. While still typical desert landscape,

it is much less barren and desolate than either 17 or 24.

There is no law of writing, and no studio rule, to compel you
to do any of these little things to help a busy editor or an earnest

producer, but, just because they are busy men, why not try to help

them? So long as the "help" is not overdone, and is intelligent,

clear, and concise, it is sure to help your script toward an acceptance.

Tips from an Insider

Being letters from an ex-bell-boy to his chum who still answers to "Front!"

By A. Van Buren Powell

(5)

Hey, Carrots,

What are you trien to do, put me in Dutch with the boss? Nex time you

pull a stunt like that He kum over to the hotell an sink in yore bene. When we
send bak a plot an tel you its not avalubble, dont you rite no moar letturs to the

Edittur an say thare is krouked work in our offse kaws you hav sean a plot of

yoars releised by us aftur we timed yoars down. The boss kaim strate to me
bekaws I handid him yoar skript. But I've stratened it out. He saiz frum the

luxe of yoar rightin he wood pick me for onnesty in preffurinse an taik his chants.

Now lissun. Yoar plot kuddent be stoal, bekaws fillums are maid minnie weaks

an sumtimz munths befoar they are releised. So aftur this keep yoar shirt on an

whin you rite to the Edittur dont do it. Rite to me.

I bin so mad I forgot to watch my spelen. But Carrots you are fourgivun

bekaws you aint no difrunt from moast of the fellers what is startin in. If you

kan think up a funny comidy with me for the hero insted of you ship it along. And
remember it aint comidy to have a gink tip up on a bananer piel and slam his

koko against a krait of egs just bekaws you think of it. But if you maik him do it

whial he is bringin his gurls old man sum sigars to make a hit so he kan marie

the chicken and if the egs belong to the old geezur—then its comidy. Rite sum

and I wil tel you if you hav got the idear into your knut.

Yours bizzily lernin,

Bootsie.

P. S. Put theas g-g-g-g-g-s at the ends of wirds where they belonG.



Looking Over the Field

By William Lord Wright

To be or not to be, that is the synopsis. Whether it is nobler

to write the detailed script or by opposing to end with a complete

synopsis—Ah, there's the rub! As the tumult and the shouting pro

and con over this exasperating question dies, we shall edge in with

a few brief observations.

Let us rise to remark, in clarion tones, that we favor the work-

ing script, first, last, and all the time. The working script consisting

of the title, the synopsis, the cast of characters, and the scenic action

(scenario), is the complete script. Is it highly desirable to write the

finished product? It is so.

However, a number of the leading editors prefer the synopsis

to the working script. They claim that as the synopsis is the vital

part of the manuscript that, if properly prepared and presented, it

is of great value. Certain directors also prefer the synopsis alone,

planning and plotting their own scenic action.

The theory that anyone can suggest or write a good plot in

synopsis is wrong. Everyone cannot do it. And we firmly believe

that the writer capable of presenting a strong and gripping story or a

laughable comedy in synopsis form is also capable, by industry and

study, of evolving that plot scene by scene in a most accomplished

manner.

Just the same, it is no disgrace to write the synopsis. The
Mutual Film Corporation, through the editor, Mr. Frank E. Woods,

prefers synopses only and is willing to pay highest prices for synopses

which are acceptable. There is something to be said from both sides

of the fence.

Comedy and yet more comedy is the universal demand. Like a

cry from the wilderness comes the word that there is a dearth of the

real for sure comedy stuff and that not many|are succeeding in evolv-

ing the same. A string of laughable incidents is not screen comedy.

Far from it, Hortense, far from it! Real honest-to-goodness comedy
must have plot and logical action. Edison is famed for its comedy
productions of the more refined sort. Mr. Plimpton demands situa-

tions bearing on the plot, said situations being logically and con-

sistently funny. No knock-down-and-drag out for the Edison
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market; no wash-tubs; no inflated bladders; no burlesque police-

men. The characters must be human beings and the situations so

written that merriment comes unforced. Comedy is a strange and
startling thing indeed. Editors will tell you that they trust to Provi-

dence half of the time in comedy production. It is difficult to ascer-

tain from a manuscript whether the derned thing will be funny or

not, after the plot is filmed. Many a comedy, filmed with fear and
misgiving, has proven a " scream" in Movieville, and many a comedy
pronounced in manuscript as excruciatingly ridiculous, has developed

a sad and woebegone production, indeed. Life, they say, is a gamble.

So is comedy. You can eat and drink and be merry but not always

in photoplay.

Contributors to the drama of the screen are objecting to the

checked rejection slip. More power to them! The rejection slip

checked off is a delusion and an exasperation to those who would

succeed. Comes one plaintive cry: "I submitted a drama to the

Doorknob Film Co. Back it came with 'Plot too slight' checked

off on the slip. I sent the same stuff to the Verandah Company and

back it came, in due course of time, with this check: 'Plot too

complicated.' " And so it goes; one editor checks off one thing and

another checks off another thing and before the suffering script com-

pletes its rounds every reason in the calendar is given for its unavaila-

bility. Why is this thusly? We repeat in our fearless way: Why
do they do this here thing? Better by far a card reading like this:

"With the editor's compliments and regrets." The editor compli-

ments the author by taking the trouble to return the manuscript,

and he extends his regrets for not being enabled to purchase it. The
checked rejection slip is often checked by the fair-haired sten-

ographer, or the janitor, or somebody other than the editor. It is

confusing to the beginner and should be checked out.

John William Kellette, the Sage of New Rochelle, recently dis-

covered there was money in the writing of industrial scripts. By
industrial scripts we mean the stories written about some commer-

cial product like " Jones' Bacon," " Florence Pringle's Soothing

Syrup," "Simms Soap," etc., etc. There are a few photoplay

authors who have reaped a financial harvest writing the commercial

script, among them being George Hennessy, Maibelle H. Justice,

et at. Miss Justice wrote "The Hero of Cameron Dam" which was
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shown throughout the country in order to obtain funds to pay
attorney's fees for the hero. The work is difficult, research is invaria-

bly essential, and technique is necessary. The excellence of "Jenkins

Alfalfa," as a breakfast ration, must be kept to the fore in an attrac-

tive manner, not losing sight of the enormous loss sustained by the

manufacturers thereof in serving the voracious breakfasters in their

philanthrophic way. Processes of manufacturer, sale, and exploitation,

must be observed, while the villain still pursues her. 'Tis not easy,

this commercial script writing, but there's money in it. Try an
assignment some day!

Another "Worth While" Book
The third volume in Henry Albert Phillips' Authors' Rand-Book

Series, "The Photodrama," has been announced for some time, but

the book has just come to our desk. It is, as we know. from personal

contact with the author, the result of a great deal of careful planning

and even more careful writing. It covers, very thoroughly, "the
philosophy of its (the photodrama's) principles, the nature of its plot,

its dramatic construction and technique, illumined by copious ex-

amples, together with a complete photoplay and a glossa^ of terms."

The volume is not, in the ordinary sense, a text-book. Mr. Phillips

has made the statement that this work on the photoplay "begins

where all others leave off," and this estimate must not be misin-

terpreted. Mr. Phillips' book is, to the two or three reliable photoplay

text-books now on the market, just what Dr. Esenwein's advanced

course in short-story (offered by the Home Correspondence School)

is to his regular course. The advanced course puts the finishing-

touches on those writers who have already acquired a knowledge
of technique and a good working knowledge of short-story building;

Mr. Phillips' book—although one which the novice will find immensely
helpful and informative—is one that will be of especial interest and
value to the writer who has sold one or more scripts. It will assist

him wonderfully in plot building, showing him how to take a plot idea

and build it up, logically and interestingly, into a strong, salable

photoplay script. The book is divided into four distinct sections

—

"The Principles of the Photodrama;" "The Plot of the Photodrama;"
"Dramatic Construction of the Photoplay;" and "Forms and Types
of the Photoplay." Each section thoroughly covers the subject

indicated by the caption. There is an introduction bjr J. Stuart

Blackton, of the Vitagraph Company, and a foreword by the author

which should be read by every writer of photoplays. Bound in red

art cloth, gold stamping, 250 pages, price $2.00, it is a volume which
should be on the bookshelf of every earnest photoplaywright, pro-

fessional or beginner.



SOMETIMES the world do move. Just now a chap was in to

tell me that a certain company is going to refuse to purchase

any script from any player or director in its employ. Maybe
that doesn't sound interesting to you, but stop and think it over a

minute. Jim Brown, of the Green film company, writes scripts. Do
you think that Jim is going to be able to "see" one of your scripts

when he can sell stories to himself? Up to the minute of going to

press it has not happened that any of this type of director has turned

down one of his own scripts to buy a better one from some one else.

If he cannot purchase stuff from himself it is barely possible that he will

be able to discern some scant merit in something of yours, and so the

market will be that much better off. Every little while some person

writes in that it is almost criminal to persuade people to try and write

plays they cannot sell. The answer is that some day there will be

a good market, but first the game must be cleared of the men who
want to write all of their own scripts and the manufacturers who hire

directors with the understanding that they throw in the scripts free.

Ten times out of ten the explanation of rotten pictures can be found

in the director who either has to write his own stuff or who wants

to, and the only thefts we have been able to trace down to an abso-

lute source line up at last alongside one of these directors. Bounce

them from the business and the rest of us will have a chance to sell,

and the average of product will be much higher. Earlier in my
career of crime I used to be a theatrical man. That was when the

song publishing business still retained some shreds of self-respect, but

even then it was an axiom among the song writers that it did not pay

to deal with a song publisher who had a relative in the cashier's pen.

It was a certainty that the royalty slips would be falsified. Changing

it around a bit, it is a darned good scheme not to send stories to any

company in which the director writes most of his own scripts. He
won't buy your ideas, but he may appreciate suggestions, and unless

you are in the business wholly for amusement it does not pay to help

a director keep his job. Buying scripts and refusing to accept from

the directors and players assuredly will help a lot toward a better

and more honest market, so rejoice with me for your own soul's good
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that another company is lined up with the Biograph. The Lubin

company has a large staff of writers, but none of these staff men see

the scripts sent in until they are purchased. I know another com-

pany where a director who wants an idea simply walks over to "the

box" and picks out what he wants, puts them back and then "writes"

a story. The business is young, yet, but it is growing better.

It would seem that the newest scheme is the fake typing

agency. I have had three complaints recently against one concern.

They advertise in the publications that are not particularly careful

as to the advertising they take, get the money and the scripts and

when the writer looks for his stuff he cannot obtain it. The Post

Office Inspectors will get the money back if the people can be

found, but sometimes the chaps skip before the Inspector can get

there. Be careful whom you deal with. A script is not a thing

to be sent to every chance advertiser. The better way is to learn

to do your own typing. It is lots easier than it looks.

Yesterday a man wrote that he had an order for a series of stories

to be done at the rate of one a week. He calmly announced that he

had fifty plotted out. It was about two weeks after the receipt of

the order. That's the sort of chap that gets that sort of order. He
can make good and the people dealing with him know that he can

make good and so they turn to him with their requests instead of

taking the off chance of picking up the stuff from the mail. That's

the sort of chap you want to learn to be. There is no money in mak-
ing occasional sales to various companies. Hammer away at one

company, once you get a look in, but don't start to hammer at all

until you feel that you can hit the nail on the head about ninety-nine

times out of a hundred, and your thumb only once. That's the

trouble with so many authors who might eventually find success if

they kept up. They are so blamed anxious to make a sale, they are

so greedy for checks, that they make darned nuisances of themselves

to the editors long before they are ready to do business.

You go to the country and pay three or four times the price of

fair board for stuff half-way decent, and you laugh and say: "Well,

they have to make it all in the two or three months of summer."
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That's true enough, but the photoplay game is not going to blow up
and bust. It's going to keep on going, and it's going to keep on

getting better. You don't have to get all your money in a couple of

months and you are foolish if you try to sell before you can submit

the sort of stuff worth buying. This unconscious egotism has wrecked

a lot more writers than most persons realize. The novice thinks

the stuff must be great just because he wrote it, and so it goes the

rounds and another follows, and then another, until the editor gets

to associate the name of Sam Smith with rotten stuff and he sends it

back unread. And Sam is the bright youth who writes in and wants

to know who will buy amateur scripts—just as though any company
would want to purchase half-baked stuff when they can get real

goods for the same price. The amateur has no business trying to

sell scripts. He should wait until he becomes a professional, and
that does not happen the moment he is able to get out something

that looks like the stuff the trained writers do. I have on my desk

right now a script sent into a film company by "The Dash Photoplay

Writing Co., per John Doe, Secretary." Over in the corner is the

name of Richard Roe, " President and writer." The poor fishes

honestly think that this sort of bunk is going to fool the editors into

the belief that it is professional work, though the handwriting of

John Doe looks like the chirography of an armless wonder who is

writing with his foot after a prolonged debauch. It was a two-reeler,

at that. The one thing that marks the difference between the pro-

fessional and the amateur is good work. That, and nothing else.

Don't try to throw bluffs. Try to write good stories, and be certain

they are good stories.

Suppose that you had never seen a violin before and had no idea

how it was used. You'd fiddle on the four open strings. Suppose,

being an imaginative cuss, that you found that by putting your

finger on the strings you could change the tone by altering the length

of the string. Suppose you kept at it until you became a great con-

cert performer. You would be doing something, wouldn't you?

But suppose that you were not observant or original. Suppose that

you kept on trying to make music with those four open strings. That

would get you nowhere. That's about the way it is with the photo-

play. You get an idea. There are certain things in that idea that

any darned fool can see, just as any person can get four notes out of

the violin. That is as far as some writers ever get. But the trained

man can take the theme as the violinist takes the fiddle, and by
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skillful manipulation get a wonderful story from what, to the novice,

seems to be an ordinary plot. It is that development that you need

to learn. Anyone can write a story of two men who want to marry

the same girl. It takes the experienced writer to give a new touch

to the old triangle, and he does it by altering the self-evident factors

just as the violinist has learned to obtain from four strings the com-

plete harmonies. When you learn to fiddle you have to experiment

until you get it just right. When you start to write stories you must

learn through practise to get the highest development of the common
plot. You cannot do it the first try or the second or the sixtieth, but

if you keep on trying and have an ear for music you can learn to

fiddle; and if you have imagination you can take the commonest

story and build it up into a wonderful tale through your experience

and experimentation. Don't cuss because you can't sell your stuff.

Stop trying to sell and learn to write, remembering that it is only

through long practise that you can gain proficiency in any line of

endeavor. I wish I could make all writers realize that it is through

work alone that success is won. If the stars of the game all tell you

that it is through hard work that they won success, why not believe

them instead of wasting your time looking for short cuts? There

never was and never will be anything devised that can take the place

of your own personal experience. As I wrote a man today, you

can't put muscle on your arms by hiring some one else to take your

physical culture exercises for you.

If any reader contemplates buying a typewriter first hand, I

want to pass along a little tip. All companies have several styles of

keyboard. Of course the letters are always the same, but you can

get the " sorts;" the various characters " schemed" in accordance

with you own ideas. You may, for example, be given your choice

of a star or a fraction over the figure two, and so on. If you have

changes made from the standard keyboard, you are more apt to get

a machine fresh from the factory instead of one that may have been

hanging around the sales room for some time, and this means that

you get a higher serial number and that, in turn, may mean another

five or ten dollar credit some years from now when you want to

trade in the old machine for a new one.

How many of you have written war stories in the last three

months? Hold up your right hands. Gee! I'm ashamed of you.
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War is too serious a thing to be turned into photoplay right now and
you can't sell a story that is non-partisan and certainly you cannot

sell a story that is partisan. One company will not even permit

German comedians in its farces on the proposition that if they are

made ridiculous it will offend the Germans in this country and if they

are not made ridiculous it will hurt sales in the English market.

This goes for any of the racial comedies. Some, indeed many com-
panies, do not draw the line as closely, but it is an excellent plan to

"play safe" for a time and not attempt to make capital of anything

so rawly new. Stories of the Civil War have found favor, but they

would not have found favor while that contest was still being fought,

and even now an occasional story seems to open old wounds.

But let's suppose that it was permissible to write stories of the

war. What happens? You are in competition with every other

writer in the country. You are all writing war stories to the exclu-

sion of everything else and about fifty men and women are making
the money you might make by writing the story of something—any-

thing—except the war. Don't follow the crowd. Keep out of the

mob and you'll have more elbow room. I do dramas only on order

because it is easier to write good drama than the sort of comedy that

is wanted. I have a free field with comedy, so I have to be asked for

dramas. It pays me better to write comedy for there is a better

demand. I don't like comedies, but there is a good sale for them.

If I wrote dramas I would not write war dramas, feeling that editors

would want to balance their programs and that I would stand a better

chance with something more out of the general run of submissions.

I study sales methods and keep away from over production. The
average studio mail is a pretty good reflex of the happenings of a few

weeks before. Writers are told to look to the newspapers for ideas

and they take the most important and therefore presumably the

most interesting bits of news. They entirely overlook the two and

three line items that may contain material for more heart interest

stuff than the three column story on the front page. Train yourself

properly and you can get a good story from the weather reports

even, but keep away from the stuff that everyone will see.

Once more let's talk about writing of the things we know. The

last thing in the world that most people write about is what they
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know about. The man or woman in the small town writes of city

life and the man who can't tell a cow from a bull without going out

into the fields and waving a red rag tells all about that dear country.

The society bud wants to write of the underworld and the shop girl

writes of society. Most editors have a smattering of knowledge along

all lines, at least enough to keep them from buying a story in which

the banker's daughter falls in love with the butler as she helps him

wipe the dinner dishes, and so the stories get bounced out and back

to the author. Just the other day we saw a story in which a woman
who lives in a small town sought to write of city life and she ran a

big apartment hotel on the same lines as her own home, the girl who
scrubbed the floors later serving as maid in one of the apartments

and then as waitress. In a big apartment they would have a dozen

cleaners, the tenants would hire their own servants and the men
waiters would bring meals from the restaurant. Play safe. Do not

write of the things too close to your heart, but on the other hand

don't write of the things concerning which you know nothing what-

ever. You are bound to betray your unfamiliarity with the subject

and spoil your chances of a sale. Lots of promising plots are spoiled

because they are conceived by rural minds and given a city trimming

or vice versa. The story that should be set in a farmhouse does not

belong in a brownstone front unless you can change the color to make
it fit and can make it convincing as well.

The fact remains, however, that there is almost always a dra-

matic and undramatic, a more dramatic and a less dramatic, way of

doing a thing; and an author who allows us to foresee and expect a

dramatic way of attaining a given end, and then chooses an undramatic

or less dramatic way, is guilty of having missed the obligatory scene.

—William Archer, Play Making.

JVORTH PASSING ALONG
IF YOU HAVE A FRIEND WHO IS INTERESTED

IN PHOTOPLAY WRITING, AND WHO DOES NOT
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE "PHOTOPLAY AUTHOR,"
SEND US HIS NAME AND ADDRESS AND WE
WILL MAIL HIM A SAMPLE COPY FREE.
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Inquiries addressed to this department are answered by Mr. Arthur Leeds. No questions can
be answered by mail, nor can we supply names of players taking part in certain pictures. Questions
relating to the writing, sale, and production of photoplays will be answered in this column, but
readers are asked to make their letters brief and to the point.

K. A.—To be perfectly frank, we don't understand what it is that bothers

you. You have written three scripts, submitted them, and had them rejected.

Well, so have we. Only we have written a lot more than three and had a lot

more than three rejected. To have three scripts rejected is nothing; but to have
three scripts rejected and not learn something from it is a great, big something.

If they were sent back to you it was because they were no good—just plain no
good; or because they were sent in out of season; or because, while meritorious

enough, they were not what that particular company happened to want at that

particular time. There can be no other reasons that are not really covered by
these three. As for the fact that no checked rejection slip accompanied them, we
can only say that the checked rejection slip is a confounded nuisance anyway,

and you know just as much now as you would have had the checked rejection

slip been sent. When you get a checked slip you have three guesses as to whether

it was checked by the editor, the office boy, or one of the directors. And, of

course, you did not expect to get a personal letter? Editors do not have time to

write personal letters, except in very rare instances. But you will have to get

used to getting scripts back without any reason for their being refused—that's

part of the game; and the ones who have succeeded are the ones who played the

game according to the rules and always looked upon a rejected script as an

incentive to better work. The foregoing covers the question asked in your post

card. As for the inquiry in your letter, we hardly think that it is harder for an

amateur to get ahead today than it was a couple of years ago. It seems to us

that there are several reasons why it should be easier because there is at present

a greater demand for scripts than there was two or three years back, and the

amateur has the opportunity today of reading three or four very helpful books on

the subject of photoplay technique which were not even printed a few years ago.

Also it has been proved that the amateur, if he can make good, stands just as

good a show as the writer who has already won his spurs. Of course, what we

say refers to the amateur who takes the trouble to really learn photoplay tech-

nique and who works hard and intelligently until success comes to him. The

half-hearted beginner who fails to equip himself with the proper knowledge of

the work and who enters the photoplay writing game without the determination

to make good at any cost finds the way just as hard as ever.

With regard to your question in connection with one-reel scripts, it is our

opinion that there will be a much larger market for single-reel plays in the near

future than there has been for some time past. The Edison Company is adver-

tising for one-reel plays again after having been out of the market for them for

some time. There are other companies which seem anxious to secure good one-

reel comedies and dramas which a short while ago wanted the multiple-reel stuff.

There are a great many people who do not fancy the four-to-six-reel story, but

who like to go in to see a program made up of three or four one-reel photoplays.

This being so, we feel sure that there will always be a pretty fair market for the

one-reel stuff, and it will pay anyone to put just as much careful thought into

the proper preparation of a one-reel play as if they were writing a very much
longer script.
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We have completed arrangements with the editors of the various Licensed and Independent
producing companies whereby this department will be kept thoroughly up to date. The reports

Eublished will be the actual statements sent in by the different editors. It should be understood,
owever, that some company's wants remain the same for two months at a time or even longer.

If there is a change in the requirements of a certain firm, due announcement will be made in this

department. If there is no change from the preceding month, the announcement will remain
unaltered. It will pay every writer to look the items over regularly, making careful note of the
requirements of the different firms. Dozens of good scripts go back to the writer simply because
they are sent to firms that do not use the themes embodied in them. To be successful, you must
Btudy the market, and keep up-to-date on market conditions. Please note that, though we publish
many of the editors' names, scripts should be addressed to the "Editor of Scripts," or "Editorial
Department." Do not address individuals. — Editob.

Writers of slap-stick comedy may find a market for their scripts with The
Sterling Motion Picture Company, Hollywood, Cal. These comedy releases

feature Mr. Ford Sterling or the Sterling "kids." They are released through
the Universal Film Manufacturing Company.

The Famous Players Film Company, 213-27 West 26th Street, New York
City, will consider strong four-reel scenarios of a modern nature and a broad
domestic appeal. Mr. Schulberg, the editor, announced at one of the Ed-Au
meetings that they were prepared to pay good prices, and would, in fact, estab-
lish a record if the scripts received justified the increase in price.

A new company which we believe to be thoroughly reliable in every respect

is the New England Motion Picture Company. Mr. F. Eugene Farnsworth,
76 Heath St., Winter Hill, Mass., is the man to whom scripts should be addressed.
We are personally acquainted with different members of the organization and
feel confident that, whatever the ultimate success of the concern may be, writers

are assured of reasonably prompt and absolutely honest treatment at their

hands. They are in the market for dramatic scripts in one or two reels (not more
than two, at present), and for good full-reel and split-reel comedies. They do
not want costume stuff at present, nor are they in need of scripts that, to be
convincing, require the real Western backgrounds and atmosphere. Good
modern dramas of city and country life, mystery stories, and comedies that are

not too much on the slap-stick order will be given careful consideration. Pay-
ment will be according to the actual value of the script in the eyes of the editor;

they do not have a set price per reel. The company will work in and around
Boston, and that portion of New England offers some very beautiful and unique
scenic backgrounds. The company has a special ad in the advertising pages of

this issue.

The Kinemacolor Company is at present out of the market. Through the
editor, Perry N. Vekroff, they announce that they will give due notice when they
are again in need of scripts.

The officially announced needs of the Biograph Company, 807 W. 175th
Street, New York City, are as follows:

"Novel material regardless of the kind or character, and melodramas with
unusual and gripping situations, are particularly in demand. Farce comedy,
running slightly to "slap-stick," and comedy drama is also wanted. Please note
that unless the writer places his price on the script, it is understood that he will

accept the check we send him."



THE WRITER (Boston), a monthly
magazine to interest and help all

literary workers, established in

1887, continues its work for the

benefit of writers. It prints each
month practical articles on author-
ship and kindred subjects, together

with helpful literary news—infor-

mation about new magazines,
changes in the publishing world,

prize offers for manuscripts, new
books on literary topics, etc.,—and
a full reference list of literary articles

in current periodicals. The price is

ten cents a copy, or one dollar a
year. Address: THE WRITER,
P. O. Box 1905, Boston, Mass.

PHOTOPLAYWRIGHTS
Scenarios corrected, revised, typed
and placed on the market. Plots
criticised. Short stories, novels,
etc., suitable for photoplays drama-
tized. Correspondence invited.

Rex Literary Bureau
57 Stockton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

WRITERS: All work must be typewritten.
Why not have an expert do your work for you?
Max J. Newman is still on the job. I am a
SPECIALIST in SCENARIO TYPING. Let
me help you as I have helped others. Send me
your trial order. Scenarios typed, 75c. a reel,
free revision, suggestions and criticism.

MAX J. NEWMAN,
1904 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, 111.

HAVE YOU a Photoplay, a Story, a Poem,
or any other literary production that you want
Revised, Type-written or Sold? If so, send stamp
for our "Unique Service" folder; it tells how to
dodge rejection slips.

STORY REVISION COMPANY
Box 140

Smethport :

:

Pennsylvania

You are at Home
the World over if you know

ESPERANTO
the easy, international language

Subscribe to AMERIKA ESPER-
ANTISTO for one year, $1.00 and
receive 318 page text-book free.

THE AMERICAN
ESPERANTIST CO., Inc.

WEST NEWTON, MASS.

WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY
Everyone interested in Photoplay Writing should have a copy

of the new and standard work, "Writing the Photoplay," by J. Berg
Esenwein and Arthur Leeds, reviewed in the June-July number of
THE PHOTOPLAY AUTHOR. The following excerpts are typical
of the opinions expressed by leading photoplaywrights and editors
all over the country:

It is a careful and exact treatise handled intelligently, comprehensively and with authority.
It will be helpful to all students of photoplay and should find a place in all libraries on
technique. It is creditable in every way. —Epes Winthrop Sargent

This week and next my department in The Moving Picture News will contain compli-
ments for your Photoplay Correspondence Course and for the book. The book is the
best that has come to my attention. As author of the first text-book of any pretensions
placed on the market for photoplaywrights I desire to congratulate Messrs. Esenwein
and Leeds. — William Lord Wright

It will be of vast value to writers all over the country in writing and making their
scripts. —R. D. Armstrong, Editor, American Film Manufacturing Co.

It is one of your best books. If you publish anything in the future for the Writer's
Library let me know. I wouldn't take ten dollars for any volume in the set. —C. C. Sherlock

"Writing the Photoplay" is issued uniform with "Writing the
Short-Story," "The Art of Versification," and other volumes of
THE WRITER'S LIBRARY. 8 vo., 400 pages, sent on approval,
by mail $2.12.

The Home Correspondence School

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.



THIS COURSE IS DIFFERENT!
The twenty-lesson course in photoplay writing

which we offer is based upon "Writing the Photo-
play," by J. Berg Esenwein, editor of Lippincott's
Magazine, and Arthur Leeds, editor of The Photo-
play Author. Mr. Leeds has a practical, first-hand
knowledge of the moving picture work. In conducting
the course, he makes his instruction of each pupil in-

dividual—the pupil is guided and corrected in his work
according to his personal needs. The questions asked
in the syllabus of lesson assignments must be answered
satisfactorily and in the pupils own words; the pupil
is not told that his work is "O. K." unless it shows
that he fully understands the point of technique under
discussion. No course and no book of instruction can
cause good, salable plot ideas to fly into the writer's
brain when he chooses to call them, but in this course
he is trained to see and recognize "plot germs" in the
things that are constantly happening around him, and

he is taught to apply the correct rules of photoplay technique in working the
"germ" up into a strong, salable photoplay.

A Knowledge of Technique is Necessary
Our Home-Course gives all Needed Training

Send for 250-page catalog, free

The Home Correspondence School Dept. 135 Springfield, Mass.

ARTHUR LEEDS

REMINGTONS $9.50
and up. Factory-Re-
built Olivers $23.50. Un-
derwoods $28.50.

HARWOOD SALES
COMPANY,

Box 12, 904 Madison St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Photoplay Writing Department

in the New York Dramatic
Mirror is now conducted by-

William Lord Wright, who
formerly conducted the de-
partment, "For Those Who
Worry O'er Plots and Plays,"
in the Motion Picture News.
This means that every pho-
toplay writer everywhere
should get the Mirror every
week. What Epes Winthrop
Sargent does for the Moving
Picture World, Mr. Wright
will do for the Mirror. 10c a
copy, weekly, or $4.00 per
year by subscription.

44 1001 PLACES TO
SELL MANUSCRIPTS "

in its 9th edition—offers a complete
guide to the markets for manuscripts
of novels, short-stories, photoplays,
articles, verses, mottoes for postcards,
calendars, etc., photographs,—every
little product—anything that's good
prose or verse. $1.50 postpaid.

THE EDITOR, Box 950,

RIDGEWOOD, N. J.

The Photodrama: its piot, Dramatic
Construction, and Place in Literature"

BY HENRY ALBERT PHILLIPS
Introduction by J. Stuart Blackton

Vitagraph Company
Unlike any other book on the photoplay. I be-
gins where all others leave off. It meets the in-

quiry of the expert as well as the need of the ama-
teur. Contains nearly 200 pages of Practical In-
spiration. Handsomely bound in cloth. Orders
accepted in advance of publication, $1.^0
Regular price f2.oo "Short Story Narration"
or " Plot 0/ the Story" [f1.20 each] by the same
author. Sent on approval.

STANHOPE-DODGE, Pub. 4 PM, Larchmont, N.Y.

Any book touching literary effort. Send/or list

Dr. Esenwein

Develop Your Poetic Gift
Poetry is more than inspiration—it is expression. To

succeed with public or publisher, you must know the

technique of writing. Details of our home study course in

versification, by Dr. Esenwein, editor of Lippincott's

Magazine, and one hundred other interesting courses on
request. 250 Page Catalogue Free. Please Address

The Home Correspondence School Dept. 307 Springfield, Matt.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertiser*.



Short-Story Writing

Dr. Esenwein

A COURSE of forty lessons in the history, form,

truoture, and writing of the Short-Story taught by
Dr. J. Berg Esenwein, Editor of Lippincott's

Magazine.

Story-writers must be made as well as born; they

must master the details of construction if they would

turn their talents to account.

May we send you the names of students and gradu-

ates who have succeeded? And the success their letters

prove is practical. It means recognition, accepted

manuscripts and checks from editors.

One student writes: "I know that you will be

pleased when I tell you that I have just received

a check for $125 from 'Everybody's' for a hu-
morous story. They ask for more. I am feeling

very happy, and very grateful to Dr. Esenwein."

We also offer courses in Photoplay Writing, Poetry

and Verse Writing, Journalism; in all over One Hundred Home Study Courses, many of

them under professors in Harvard, Brown, Cornell, and other leading colleges

250-Page Catalog Free. Please Address

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL,
Department 78, Springfield, Mass.

TO WRITERS:
THE EDITOR (The Journal of

Information for Literary Workers)
published in your interest for eighteen
years, is the magazine of which Jack
London said: "I may not tell a hun-
dredth part of what I learned from
The Editor, but I may say that it

taught me how to solve the stamp and
landlord problems." It is a semi-
monthly stimulus to the production and
sale of more and better manuscripts.
Besides articles of concrete, practical
worth by editors or by writers successful
or about to be successful, each num-
ber con tains in " The Literary Market , '

'

all the news of all the magazines, new
and old. that pay for manuscripts
The Editor is especially helpful to the
photoplay writer. It publishes from
time to time helpful articles by those
who are successful producers of photo-
plays. A copy of the current number
will be sent for 10 oents. The yearly
subscription is $2 00.

THE EDITOR
BOX 950

RIDGEWOOD,
NEW JERSEY

OUR SCRIPT
CRITICISM SERVICE
Up till now our charge for giving an

expert criticism on any and all scripts,

regardless of length, has been two dol-
lars. In announcing a change we do not
do so because others are charging more,
but because we find it absolutely neces-
sary in view of the increased number of

multiple-reel scripts which are being
sent in for criticism. In the future
therefore, our charge for this service will

be TWO DOLLARS FOR THE FIRST
REEL AND ONE DOLLAR FOR
EACH ADDITIONAL REEL. Writers
will continue to receive the very best
and most careful criticisms and sugges-
tions that Mr. Leeds can give them.

We reserve the right to return any
script that we deem absolutely un-
worthy of criticism, making a charge of

one dollar for reading the script and
giving the writer an expert opinion of

the script's merits and short-comings.
Such a letter will equal the "criticism"
given by many who offer such service,

the only difference between this and our
full criticism service being that Mr.
Leeds will not examine and comment
upon each and every scene in detail.

Address:

The Photoplay Author

Springfield, Mass.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.
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The Educational Element in a

Photoplay

A Paper Read Before the Ed-Au Club at its October, 1914, Meeting.

By Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S. T. B.

It is claimed by some persons that there are as yet no such

things as educational pictures. This is, from one point of view,

substantially true; but only substantially, not absolutely. There

are very few pictures indeed that have been constructed along-

proper pedagogical lines for the avowed purpose of serious educa-

tion; but there are some. Under the direction of medical experts,

Lubin has made about fifty thousand feet of film for use in the study

of disease. Columbia University has made several hundred feet on

the action of different drugs on the heart and the circulation of the

blood. Pathe has made a number of pictures showing the scientific

revelations of radio-microphotography and the ultra microscope.

These pictures are undeniably educational from every point of view.

Between this extreme and the latest melodramatic thrill, there is a

vast multitude of pictures possessing every degree and shade of

educational value, and the point in question tonight is what is this

thing or factor or element which they possess in common and which

gives them a greater or less claim to having an educational value.

Now look at it from the other extreme. Here is a picture. Its

title is, "The Villain Doomed." The advertisement describes it as

"a highly exciting melodrama, of intense dramatic thrill and of great

educational value." At first we are inclined to smile. But think a

moment. Even straight melodrama may have an educational value.

The old idea that education meant stuffing a man with all sorts of

information was exploded long ago. The succeeding, opposite idea

that education was simply getting out of a man what there was in

him has also met a similar fate. Nowadays, the majority of educators

hold that St. Paul's idea is correct. Man has a body, a soul and a
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spirit. He feels; he thinks; he wills. Education means training a

man to feel, think and will in the best possible manner. The picture

we are watching is a straight melodrama. But virtue is rewarded and
villainy punished. We feel better. That is as it should be. The
hero or the heroine pass thru all kinds of hardships and trials and
come out of them a better and nobler man or woman. We not only

feel better, but we see that the trials and hardships were what taught

them their lesson or made them better and stronger. We have done

some thinking, and done it, too, along the right lines. The picture

has a heart interest and punch that grips us and makes us want to

imitate the characters we have seen. We make up our minds we are

going out to become heroes and heroines ourselves. We have done

some willing, and done it, too, to some good purpose. For the

moment we have been lifted out of the old rut and been given a

vision of the higher and better things of the new plane to which we
have been raised. Whether we stay on the new plane or not depends

on other things than the photoplay. Its mission is done. It has

put us there. It has educated us out of the old into the new and

better, and the educational element in it is the thing that has accom-

plished this.

Again, "The Villain Doomed" turns out to be not a straight

melodrama, but a travesty on the old "tank" drama. It is full of

caustic wit and satire and genuine humor. At first we watch it

slightly puzzled until we get the proper point of view; but from then

on we watch it laughing or chuckling or silently amused according to

our dispositions until the picture is out. Here we have the same

educational element as before; but it is of a higher degree or order.

There is the same exercise of the feelings, the reason and the will in

the right direction, but it is more subtle in its working. We did our

thinking and willing first and then sat down to enjoy ourselves. At

the start we had to know more, we had to think harder, and we had

to decide, not an objective action, but a subjective idea. In order to

appreciate the point of the story we had to know about the tank

drama, we had to analyse it and criticise it and then make up our

minds that there was a funny side to it. Then we sat back and gave

ourselves up to the enjoyment of that way of looking at it. The

educational element was there. It appealed in the same way. But

it appealed to a more educated spectator, a more developed intel-

ligence, a keener sense of feeling, a better trained will.

The same is true of every form of photoplay. In all of them

there is the same appeal to the fundamental powers and capacities
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that every man has, and this appeal is educational just in so far as

it calls those powers and capacities to exercise themselves in the

right way. The educational element in a photoplay is its appeal to a

man's better self; and its educational value is in proportion to the

way in which it makes a man enjoy better, think more highly of, and

make up his mind to hang on to and get after " whatsoever things are

true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just,

whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever

things are of good report." In other words every photoplay that

impresses on a man the value and importance of the good, the

true, the beautiful, and makes him want to get up and go after

and obtain them, has an educational value; and the element or

factor that gives it that value is the factor or element that does

these things.

This sounds like sermonizing. But it is not. It is a straight

from the shoulder talk about something that has a very practical

bearing on the work of every one of us, whether we are the photoplay-

wrights who write the scripts, the editors who accept them, the

directors who produce them, or the newspaper men who review them.

The spectator takes what we give him and exercises his feelings, his

reason and his will on it. The result may be good or bad. It depends

on what we give him. It is up to us to give him the best that there is

and what will make him better than he was before. It is quite true

that the public go to the photoplay for amusement and entertainment

and not for instruction and teaching. But I am not advocating the

administration of nauseous and unwelcome lessons in a homeopathic,

sugar-coated form; I am pleading for a pure food supply of candy

and sweetmeats. Except from necessity, people do not eat candy for

nourishment, but because they like it and enjoy it. But candy made
out of poor and adulterated materials ruins the digestion and even

poisons people. In the same way photoplays made out of uneduca-

tional and vicious materials play the mischief with a man's mental

and spiritual digestion and sometimes poison his whole make-up.

We are responsible for the materials we put into the photoplays we write

or accept or produce. We already have a pure food commission in

the National Censor Board and when we can guarantee the purity

of our own ingredients we need no longer fear, but will be more than

willing to welcome laws that will insure the integrity of all products

on the market and will put the benzoate using manufacturers out of

business. How we are to do this I offer as the subject of discussion

for tonight.
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XVIII. Catherine Carr, Editor of

Kinetophote Company
By E. M. Wickes

Catherine Carr, editor of The Kinetophote Company, formerly

The North American Film Company, figuratively speaking, jumped
from obscurity to the staff of The Vitagraph, then bounded into an

editorship, and all within the space of three years. Prior to her

entrance into the photoplay field she had written some short fiction,

but until three years ago she had never dreamed of writing a scenario

;

and to tell the truth the writer knows—heard it from her own lips

—

that at that time she did not have the slightest idea concerning the

technique of the photoplay. In writing her first scenario she de-

pended upon instinct supplemented by her knowledge of short story

structure.

When she had completed to her own satisfaction her maiden

effort, "An Official Appointment," she did not know just where to

send it. The name of the Vitagraph Company being more familiar

to her than any of the others she sent it to that concern, and a week

later received a check for it with a request for more work. When the

story was released she went to see it and compared it with the one

she had turned in. What she saw opened her eyes and was instru-

mental in showing her how to eliminate most of her slips in technique.

That was three years ago. Today she has a book in press, "The Art

of Photoplay Writing," published by The Hannis Jordan Co., N. Y.,

which is quite an accomplishment for this sweet, womanly, southern

woman, who never knew what it was to earn her own living until she

became a widow.

When Mrs. Carr began to write photoplays she had a rather

serious problem on her hands, that of supporting and educating her

two handsome boys, Stanley and Temple. While she entered the

business for its financial rewards, she did not allow the monetary

attraction to blot out her ideals. As the mother of two clean-minded
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boys she could not condescend to give birth to brain children of the

cheap melodramatic or sensual type. She still cherishes her early

ideals, which should be a warning to new and old writers not to sub-

mit stories to her of the kind she herself refuses to write. She pur-

chases scripts from outsiders and pays top prices. She has likes and

dislikes relative to pictures, and the best way to make yourself

acquainted with them is to study her own releases.

Personally Mrs. Garr is a charming, well-bred woman, with a

smile potent enough to banish the worst case of blues. When she

rises from her editorial chair to greet you with her laughing, blue-

grey eyes, her welcome is so genuine that you feel unusually flattered

and it leads you to believe that she has been looking for you for the

past hour. One scenario writer declared that she had such a charm-

ing way of rejecting a story that he would be perfectly willing to

have her turn down his scripts by the dozen, provided she would do

so orally. Her office is at the extreme end of the building, but this

fact does not prevent a score of persons from visiting her daily,

including most of the officials. They come regularly, if only to bid

her a "Good morning." Occasionally they collide and clog the

passageway; but as they are souls with a single thought they are

not perturbed by such trifles. She has a smile for each one, even the

elevator boy, who eagerly waits for it each morning.

The Kinetophote Company has not been making any regular

releases, as Mrs. Carr deemed it wise to defer regular release dates

until she had ready for the market at least twenty-five first class

pictures, which would afford her a number of weeks leeway. Never-

theless, she has been purchasing available material from outsiders,

regardless of the fact that she has been busy writing her own stories

for the company. Practically all of the stories she has purchased

have had to be revised before they were fit for production, and for

this reason she welcomes an outside synopsis as much as she does a

full script. She says that while she does not demand that scenario

writers send her full scripts she believes that every writer should

master the technique of the photoplay, as he does not know the

moment he may receive a tempting offer that will call for this asset.

She holds that there is a great deal of pleasure to be gleaned from

knowing that you are a finished artist, which obviates the necessity

of others being essential for the success of your work. Her advice to

beginners is not to slight their tasks. She believes in encouraging

promising tyros. The directors of her company have the greatest

faith in her ability to meet the needs of ambitious playwrights.
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Mrs. Carr was asked if she favored any particular type of story.

"I like good stories," she smiled, "and if they are good and don't

cost a million dollars to produce I am always ready to make an offer.

The other day I received a story from a woman which called for three

train wrecks, four automobile smash-ups, and one fire. If I saw this

company about to wreck three automobiles I assure you I would ask

for one of the cars before they had wrecked the second. If we were

to follow the scripts of some writers we should have to sell our film

for about the same price that radium brings in order to make a

profit."

"Is there any type of story that you especially dislike, Mrs.

Carr?"

"I have no use for the stereotyped triangle," she quickly replied.

"A triangle plot to interest me must possess a decidely new twist,

and this I can detect from a casual reading of the synopsis. When
the triangle love phase predominates it palls on one. In fact, I have

often heard persons in an audience groan at the sight of one. Love

stories if cheap or maudlin won't interest me. Real men and women
do not maul and become sentimentally sick as some pictures endeavor

to make us believe. Love can be made interesting without the

physical side being used as a fixture."

Mrs. Carr's avowed aversion to certain phases of the amorous

side of life does not infer that she is an anti-romanticist. She likes

love stories, provided they are big and vital. She is constantly on

the lookout for big stories. In her note book she has stored plenty of

material for ordinary stories which she refuses to utilize. She realizes

that she cannot hit the target every time she shoots off an idea, and

for this reason is willing to consider the work of new and old writers.

Part of her work is the buying of valuable stories or ideas for her

company.

Slapstick will never find a welcome at her hands. She wants

comedy that has plot and sense. She never attempts to write comedy,

and frankly admits that it is beyond her. But she has a world of

respect and admiration for the brain that can turn out real comedy.

To make the world laugh by the aid of real comedy she holds is a

divine gift.

Mrs. Carr was questioned as to her most reliable source of plots.

She replied that her best stories were founded on little incidents of

everyday life; incidents into which she injected motive and climax

thereby turning them into actable and interesting stories. When
asked for a specific case she cited one that cropped up while she was
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on a train bound for the west. Her son, Temple, had come into the

possession of a bundle of stage money, and wishing to give his mother

a little scare rifled her purse and substituted the stage money, leaving

several genuine bills on top of the spurious paper currency. While

Temple was in another car some one made off with the purse. And
when Mrs. Carr discovered her loss she almost had hysterics. Temple
seeing that the joke was going too far told her the truth and returned

the bank roll. This incident gave Mrs. Carr an idea for a story called

"A Lucky Fraud," which she later sold to Vitagraph. Every incident

that comes into her life she analyzes for its story value, thereby

doing justice to the "Everything to a writer is grist for the mill" idea.

She has a fondness for the heart interest story, the story that

grips one in a psychological rather than in a physical way. And as a

splendid example of this type of heart interest story she calls atten-

tion to her "The Portrait," which was featured by Vitagraph.

Mrs. Carr has on several occasions employed the triangle plot,

but only when the theme itself was big and the two-to-one element

was subordinate, used merely as a means to an end. In "The Spirit

of the Poppy," she adopted the triangle. It is a big six-reel story to

be released shortly by The Kinetophote Company. The story por-

trays the gradual deterioration of an artist and his wife who have

become addicted to the morphine habit. The drug element is the

big idea, and the other woman is utilized to carry the plot along

smoothly and act as a veneer to the moral running through the

picture.

In reply to the query as to whether or not she would have been

impressed by the "Poppy" picture had an outsider submitted it

—

the question was put to her because she takes a great deal of pride in

the story, as many picture experts predict that it will create a furor

—

Mrs. Carr answered that she would have been wonderfully impressed

by the story had it come from an outside source, provided the writer

had not made it morbid and maudlin, thereby covering up the real

possibilities of the story.

"We have plenty of good fiction that is neither morbid nor

maudlin," she said, assuming a serious tone and attitude, as she

leaned over her flat top desk and gazed at the writer thoughtfully,

"and I don't see why we cannot have picture stories equal to those

found in the better class of magazines. I think that hundreds of good

photoplays are absolutely spoiled as a result of the author's eagerness

to get his manuscript to an editor, and not infrequently he fails to

see half of the underlying possibilities. When I wrote the "Spirit of
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the Poppy" I delved into a dozen medical books and consulted four
well-known physicians. The Board of Censors was delighted with
the picture and assured me that it would be very beneficial to the
public. One man said it will make the public think. And that is

what I aim to do with every story—make people think."

Mrs. Carr does not turn out her stories by the aid of her trusty
typewriter, for the simple reason that she does not know how to

operate one. She dictates all her stories to her stenographer. She
has just finished dictating one for the Kinetophote, which, incidentally,

is on the verge of doing some big things in the way of releases. Mrs.
Carr, by the way, has just picturized "The Span Of Life" for her
company. She read the play manuscript one night and finished the
scenario the following afternoon—four reels.

In an article which appeared in this magazine some time ago
another editor was referred to as the youngest woman editor in the
film world, which compels Mrs. Carr to be satisfied with being the
second youngest. If one cannot say she is the youngest, it can be
stated that one would have to travel a long, long way before he
would discover a more courteous editor than Catherine Carr.

The Ed-Au Club Meeting
The second regular meeting of the Ed-Au Club for the season of

1914-15 was held in Keene's Chop House, New York City, on Satur-

day evening, October 3. Those present were C. B. Hoadley, A. Van
Buren Powell, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Albert Phillips, Mary Louise

Farley, John W. Kellette, Carl Gregory, Mr. and Mrs. Donald I.

Buchanan (Vitagraph), Mr. and Mrs. George Ridgewell (Vitagraph),

George H. Plimpton (Vitagraph), E. M. Wickes, Phil Lonergan, and
Miss B. Lonergan (Thanhouser), Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, Perry

N. Vekroff, Benjamin Barondess, Michael Potter, James Cogan, Lu
Senarens, Edward J. Montagne, Raymond L. Schrock, Isobel M.
Reynolds, Dwight Cleveland (Vitagraph), and Arthur Leeds.

Applications for membership were received from George H.

Plimpton and Edward S. Hirsch. The paper read by Dr. Stockton

(reproduced as a special article in this issue) called forth a lively dis-

cussion. The attention of our readers is called to the fact that one of

these special papers is to be read at each meeting of the club this

season. Raymond L. Schrock was appointed to read a paper on

"Psychology in the Photoplay" at the November 7 meeting, and
Mr. Schrock's paper will be reproduced in the December issue of this

magazine. The meeting proved to be one of the most enthusiastic

that has yet been held, and the indications are that the Ed-Au Club

will make the present season one which will bear out the aim and in-

tention of the club to help its members and to spread that help and
inspiration to the beginners on the outside.



Photoplay Construction

A series of progressive articles on the technique of the photoplay by

J. Berg Esenwein, editor of " The Writer's Library," and Arthur Leeds,

editor of The Photoplay Authok.

XII

THE USE AND ABUSE OF LEADERS, LETTERS AND
OTHER INSERTS

The average "full reel" contains approximately one thousand

feet of film. This does not mean that a producer can use up all his

" footage"—that is, utilize the entire one thousand feet—merely to

tell his story in action; but it does mean that into this one thousand

feet of film, which is the regulation length of a one-reel picture, he

must work every scene, and all explanatory matter bearing on these

scenes, as well as the title and the censorship tag.

This matter of footage is a serious one for both producer and

cameraman. On the side of the moving-picture camera is an indi-

cator, the needle of which is constantly turning as the cameraman
" grinds." By this indicator is computed the exact number of feet,

or footage, used in taking a certain scene. At the conclusion of the

scene, the director cries "Out!" Then the cameraman figures up,

and calls "Seventy-five!" or whatever the number of feet used. In

some cases, it is necessary to take the scene over again, altering the

"business" slightly or hurrying the action a little to reduce the

footage consumed. This is sometimes necessary even after the scene

has been rehearsed many times, as described in another chapter.

A certain amount of the film, therefore, must be reserved for

"inserts" to be shown during and between the action of the different

scenes—as they appear on the screen.

These inserts, as we know, may be leaders (explanatory sub-

titles) or they may be letters, telegrams, newspaper items or adver-

tisements—in fact, anything that is inserted in the film either between

the scenes or as a part of one—the latter, for instance, when a letter

is read by a character as part of the action.

1. Why Inserts Are Used

It has been said that the perfect photoplay has no leaders and

needs none. Certainly, such a picture would be ideal, since it would
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be so perfectly acted and so absolutely self-explanatory that no
inserted explanations of any kind would be necessary.

Practically, however, the only photoplay that can be made
without the aid of at least a few leaders or other inserts—that is, that

can be nothing but pictured action—is one on the order of the Vita-

graph Company's " Jealousy," in which the entire picture was made
in a single set. In it, Miss Florence Turner was the only actor, telling

the whole story clearly, coherently, and with strong dramatic force,

and making every phase of the plot clear, the only outside assistance

she received being the momentary appearance of two other hands

than her own—a man's and a woman's—through the curtains covering

the doorway. This, of course, was pure pantomime, and most artis-

tically performed; the woman's every thought, so to say, was por-

trayed, and understood by the audience as if the play were accom-

panied by a printed synopsis of the story.

But it would seem to be impossible to produce a photoplay hav-

ing changes of scene, plot complications, from two to a dozen char-

acters, and supposed lapses of time between the different scenes,

without employing any inserts. Even in a small group of scenes it is

often extremely difficult to make a certain important point in the

action "register"—that is, show the spectator what is in the minds

of the characters as the scene is worked out. In such a case, even

though the scenario as planned by the author does not contain an

insert at that point, the producer may deem it advisable to introduce

one to make the situation clear. The use of inserts, then, is necessary

and unavoidable.

2. The Over-Use of Inserts

The over-use of them, on the contrary, is not only entirely

unnecessary but a positive drawback to the producer, and usually

one of the reasons why an unavailable manuscript is returned to the

writer. A good rule is to employ inserts only when it is impossible

to progress and still make every point of your plot clear without their

aid. Remember, the use of a leader is a frank confession that you are

incapable of "putting over" a point in the development of your plot

solely by the action in the scenes—you must call in outside assistance,

as it were. A scenario written by a novice very often contains from

ten to fifteen leaders which he considers necessary to tell his story;

whereas the same plot, in the hands of a trained writer, could be made
into a photoplay with the aid of merely six or eight sub-titles.

It did not take the makers long to discover that the public does
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not favor the too free introduction of leaders. Every one, of course,

wants to know what the picture is about; to enjoy a picture you must

catch the story from the action you witness, and, as well, you must

be able to appreciate the finer developments of the plot. Few moving-

picture patrons, however, care to sit through many long and some-

times obscurely worded sub-titles, especially when the operator is

trying to surpass all records in running off a reel.

But perhaps the most convincing argument against the over-use

of leaders is found in a statement recently made by Mr. Augustus

Carney, well-known for his portrayal of " Alkali Ike," and recently

returned to the Essanay Chicago studio after three years' work with

their Western company in California. Mr. Carney told one of the

present writers how, about a year ago, in San Diego, California, a

gentleman of his acquaintance was showing the Kalem Company's

three-reel Irish subject, "The Colleen Bawn," one of the finest pic-

tures of its kind ever produced.

"How do you like the picture, and how does it seem to go with

the patrons?" Mr. Carney asked the proprietor.

"It's great," the other answered, "simply splendid. Those who
understand it think it's one of the best ever; but the trouble is, you

see, that half of my regular patrons can't read English, and, for them,

the picture is spoiled by the number of leaders. It's well acted, of

course, but what they can't 'get' from the scenes they can't 'get' at

all. But it's a great picture."

Think of the hundreds of American-made films shown every year

in every part of the civilized world. The titles and sub-titles are, of

course, translated into the native tongue. But even then, the

explanatory sub-title generally loses some of its value in the transla-

tion and sometimes the translations are ludicrous—as one may
surmise when he reads some obviously inexact American translations

which appear on French films used (now less frequently than here-

tofore) in this country. But think of the foreigners in the United

States and Canada—the two countries where American-made films

are used almost exclusively—to whom hundreds of exhibitors look

for patronage and support, who are almost as ignorant of the English

language as if they were still in Russia, Italy, Greece, or any other

land of their birth. Half the patrons of moving picture theatres in

southern California speak Spanish, and have only a smattering of

English; yet their money is just as necessary as any one else's to pay

the exhibitor—so that he may pay the film-exchange manager,

so that he may pay the film manufacturer, so that he can afford
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to produce your picture, after having paid you for your story.

Try, then, to write so as to make your story just as under-

standable and enjoyable for the Mexican laborer in southern Cali-

fornia as for the college professor in one of our Eastern cities.

Like fire, the leader is a good servant but a bad master. Once
you discover that you are getting into the habit of introducing an
explanatory insert before almost every scene, it is time to remodel

your idea of what constitutes proper technique.

But when a leader can be used to advantage, do not hesitate to

insert it—it has a distinct value and that value must not be despised.

True, any leader halts the action, because it destroys the illusion to

some extent, and diverts the attention from the picture to the

explanatory words. But it is also true that it puts the mind of the

spectator in a mood to accept and appreciate the action which is to

follow. Therefore, use the leader, or any other insert,

—

discreetly.

We have repeatedly advised the would-be photoplaywright to

study the pictures as he sees them on the screen, and to gain there-

from a knowledge of what is required by the manufacturers. At

this point, however, we would warn writers not to copy the example

of certain companies whose pictures, especially during the past year

or two, have been made up of one short scene after another, with

leaders sprinkled so liberally between that one had hardly read one

before another was flashed upon the screen. For instance, in one

release there were a hundred and seven scenes, twelve leaders, the

title, and the censorship tag—all on the thousand feet of film. One
scene ran four-fifths of one second, by a stop-watch, and it is not a

difficult task to compute the average number of feet given to each

scene! Mr. Sargent, in the Moving Picture World, where the fore-

going statement first appeared, says: "We do not mention this as a

pattern, but as a horrible, a most horrible example/'

Only a few weeks ago one of the producers in a certain studio

was heard to remark to his cameraman: "Well, that leaves fourteen

scenes to take outside (exteriors), and we've only seventy feet left,

eh?"

This sort of thing cannot last. It is both foolish and unnecessary,

as is proved by the hundreds of admirable pictures produced which

average from eighteen to twenty scenes, with from six to ten leaders.

Whenever you see an excessive number of leaders and an equally

excessive number of scenes—and the use of too many scenes is even

a worse fault than the use of too many leaders—you are receiving a

very important lesson in what not to do.
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3. The Wording of Inserts

In wording your inserts, be brief. Words in inserts use up footage.

Remember, too, that about twelve feet is usually allowed for the

title, and five feet, at the end of the film, for the censorship tag. This

leaves you only nine hundred and eighty-three feet for all else

—

scenes and inserts. You will do well to remember, when writing your

leaders, that approximately three feet of film is used up by the first

line and two feet by each other line. Thus, if your leader is four

lines long, it will use up about nine feet of film. The following

examples, taken from the leader-sheet of Edison's "The Close of the

American Revolution," which was reproduced complete in the

Moving Picture World, show the number of feet consumed by five

different leaders, the Arabic numeral preceding the leader showing

the footage used:

10 In Virginia.

Jack Jouett, an American patriot, visiting Dr. Walker, June,

1781.

Jack Jouett ...... Benjamin Wilson

(16 words)

15 Jouett starts to warn the Virginia Assembly

This ride is as important in history, though not so well known,

as that of Paul Revere.

(24 words)

7 The Virginia Assembly at the Old Swan Tavern, Charlottesville,

(9 words)

5 The President insists upon an orderly adjournment.

(7 words)

12 Four months later.

The surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown, October 19, 1781.

General George Washington . . . . Charles Ogle

(17 words)

Here, then, are five leaders, using up forty-nine feet of film.

In the complete picture, there were eleven leaders, requiring ninety-

eight feet of film. Fifteen feet were allowed for another insert—

a

letter; the first title used up twelve feet; and five feet were given to

the censorship tag. So that, altogether, one hundred and thirty feet

were consumed by explanatory inserts of different kinds, leaving only

eight hundred and seventy feet of film in which to show the action

of the story. It will be noticed that, in addition to the explanatory

matter bearing on the plot of the story, two of the leaders here
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reproduced give the name of a principal character who makes his

first appearance in the picture, together with the name of the actor

playing the part, as is the Edison custom. Though only a matter of

four or five words in each leader, it means a slight decrease in the

amount of footage available for the actual scenes.

Let such inserts as you do use be phrased in clear, terse language.

The old example in the schoolbook, that it is simpler and therefore

better to say, "A leather apron" than, "An apron of leather," holds

good with inserts, and especially leaders. Short, clean-cut sentences

strike the eye and penetrate the mind the most quickly and effectively.

If you doubt this, look at a good advertisement.

So, do not only dispense with every needless insert, but cut out

from each insert every needless word.

4. The Danger of Over-Compression

In cutting, do not go too far. Use enough words to be clear and

definite. Vagueness is an abomination, and confusing pronouns

make an author as ridiculous as his scene is unintelligible. Remem-
ber that the leader is shown on the screen for only a moment, and it

is for you to assist the spectator by making your leader so plain "not

that it may be understood," as Quintilian used to say, "but that it

must be understood."

It is quite as possible to use too few inserts, especially leaders,

as it is to use so few words in them as to mar their meaning. Young
writers are often more eager to follow the advice of their mentors

than they are bold to use their own common-sense; and having had

the importance of brevity well pounded in upon them, they produce

scripts with the double fault of not having enough action to make
the plot clear, and not enough inserts to help out the action. As an

example of this tendency toward over-compression, take the script

of one amateur writer. It contained a scene in which Mary, the

heroine, constantly abused by a drunken step-father, steals out of

the house at night, as if about to start for some other town, where

she can make her own living and be free from the step-father's abuse.

In Scene 7, Mary, carrying a suit case, leaves the farmhouse where

she had always lived. Scene 8 shows her "plodding wearily" along

the road leading to town. Then in Scene 9 we are back in the kitchen

at the farmhouse. " The room is deserted. (Everyone supposed to

be in bed.) The door opens and Mary enters, carrying suit case,

which she puts down just inside the door. She staggers to the rocking

chair and drops wearily into it, as if completely fatigued. Etc., etc."
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On reading the script, one's natural supposition is that Mary
has thought it over while " plodding wearily" toward town, and,

remembering the comfortable bed which awaits her at the old home
—even though the next morning will bring more ill treatment at the

hands of the step-father—has returned to make the best of it. After

reading three more scenes, however, we learn that Mary had not

only reached the town, but had gone so far as "the big city," from

which she had returned after a fruitless search for work! So that

Scene 9 is really supposed to take place two weeks after Scene 8.

Now, laying aside the fact that no scenes are introduced to show

what happened to her after she went to the city, the script does not

even give a scene showing her boarding a train to go, so that there is

nothing to show that Scene 9 did not take place on the same night

that Mary left home.

The point of all this is that, had this script been accepted at all,

and even had not the producer chosen to introduce any scenes show-

ing Mary in the city, a leader of some kind between Scenes 8 and 9

would have been absolutely necessary. This, of course, was an

amateur script, and the whole story was impossible, from the stand-

point of logic and the sequence of events; but in more than one

picture that has been shown on the screen we have noticed the omis-

sion of a leader at a point in the action where one was very necessary,

as a consequence of which the spectator was left—for the space of

two or three scenes at least—to guess at "what is what."

It is worth remembering that you are not an accomplished

photoplaywright until you can produce a story that is thoroughly

understandable all the way through in action and inserts. You are a

clever writer, undoubtedly, if you can produce a real "leaderless"

script. But it is no indication of cleverness merely to leave out a

leader—only to find, when your story is produced, that the producer

has found it necessary to add what you have simply cut out. He is

a foolish and short-sighted writer indeed who gives any producer such

an opportunity to doubt his knowledge of photoplay technique. To
quote Mr. Sargent again, "Please remember that a story is not

without a leader unless it is absolutely without need of a leader. It

makes no difference in the final result whether you write the leader

or the editor does it for you. If there is a leader in the finished

product, there is a leader in your story."

In passing, let us note one point of considerable moment. Not-

withstanding the fact that many pictures are shown in which a

leader immediately follows the title, it is much better not to arrange
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it so. Let your title be followed by a scene—by action—even though

the scene be a short one. Then, if necessary, introduce your first

leader. If, when the photoplay opens, the title is flashed upon the

screen, and immediately a leader is shown, there is a chance that,

having taken in the title almost at a glance, the spectator may
momentarily divert his gaze and so miss your first leader, only turn-

ing his eyes toward the screen again when he notices that a scene is

being shown. Again, even though he may be watching closely, the

spectator is seldom quite so attentive to an explanatory insert which

is shown before the opening scene as he is to one introduced later,

when he has already become interested.

(To be continued.)

How Will the War Affect Authors?

The moving picture field, it is safe to say, will remain much as

it is. A certain part of nearly every entertainment has been in the

nature of pictures of current news, and the owners of the theatres

can hardly give a larger proportion of war news than they have

been giving general news without alienating their audiences. The
regular patron of moving-pictures will bear only a certain propor-

tion of war pictures in each programme.

—

The Authors' League of

American Bulletin.

As the writer plans the effect to be produced by his completed

play, so he must keep in mind a desired effect to be accomplished by

each scene. So the length of a scene is determined precisely by

attaining the single effect for which it was created. Thus a scene has

a unity of its own which is comparable with that of the complete

play: Introduction, or establishment of relationship sufficient for

the audience to grasp the significance of the action; rising develop-

ment; pronounced climax, which is the signal for its termination,

for a scene never has a denouement. The succeeding scene always

carries the play a step forward or higher.

—

Henry Albert Phillips.



My Experiences With the Photoplay

Schools

By Catharine Robertson Hamlin

(Mrs. Hamlin has had years of experience in newspaper work and in the writing of magazine
fiction. This brief account of the way in which she came to take up the study of the photoplay is

an unsolicited testimonial in the form of an article, and is the first of its kind—for as our readers
know this magazine is a publication for writers, not a house organ—to appear in The Photoplay
Author.)

It was down in San Diego last winter that, in sheer idleness, I

dropped into the studio of a friend of mine, whose specialty is teach-

ing dramatic art in its various branches. The minute I opened that

door I knew there was trouble in store for me.

My friend came forward, hand outstretched: "I was never so

glad to see anyone in my life," she greeted. "I am in an awful fix.

My photoplay teacher has gone off to Coronado and has forgotten

that one of our most important and exacting pupils, Mrs. , comes

this morning, and she knows that Mrs. will not stand being put

off."

"Want some kind of moral support?" I suggested.

"No, I don't want moral anything. I want you to give that

lesson."

"But," I objected, "I don't know the first thing about photoplay

writing and—

"

"Pshaw! You are tiresome! Haven't you been years doing all

sorts of things on a newspaper?"

"But that is very different."

"Not at all. I'll tell you; talk on plot and imagination! You
must have imagination, or you could never have stayed on the staff

of a big daily. I'll tell you," with a flash of genius, "talk on the

immorality of not learning to spell; her spelling is fit for a comic

page. Her punctuation is appalling; she simply gasps for breath

and then puts a dash."

Well, I stayed and I got what was coming to me. Most of us

who try things in that spirit, do.

The lady handed me a manuscript for criticism and that seemed

a natural thing, so I began to read. "Why do you spell 'here,' in

this place, 'h-e-a-r'? " I asked.

Mrs. looked at me, sweetly. "Does it really matter?" she
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asked, gently. " Anyway, the man who puts it on the stage would
be very stupid if he did not know what was meant in that connec-

tion."

"The man who puts it on the stage fixes that," she explained,

firm in her faith, when I objected that a long drawn out explanation

between a lover and his fiancee, could not be produced.

Then came a scene with a dying child, and gathered about the

bedside were mother, father, sister, two men—apparently physicians

—and a nurse. The mother turned to one of the men and spoke.

The sentence was like this: "Said she—-'You will save her doctor?' "

"Whose doctor?" I asked.

That settled me. The lady rose, looked me over, coldly, yawned
absently, and began to pull on her gloves. She told my friend, later,

that she considered me distinctly stupid.

But nothing " happens," we are told.

"I'm going to learn to write photoplays," I informed my friend

before I left the studio.

"Don't need to learn; just watch the pictures on the screen,"

returned she.

Well, I bought several moving picture magazines ; I carried them
home and read them from cover to cover. I found advertisements of

three colleges, each the "Only one of the kind in existence" and to

the manager of each I sent a postal card—it was invited in the ad

—

asking for particulars. As soon as the mail could carry the postal

East and bring back an answer, I received the most dazzling literature

that ever reached my desk. I selected the least boastful one and

thought it over but before I had "pinned a dollar bill to the paper,

so that I may help you to get started" I was in possession of another

letter, telling me that my postal card showed such genius that "a

place has been reserved in the class for you. Be sure to reply at once,

as so many are asking for this individual instruction and I can take

only a limited number." I did not reply, but to this day I am getting

those "personal" appeals.

Another man wrote me of his life from the cradle, when he used

to cut out figures and stand them in front of the lamp, making them

move to-and-fro; he was simply giving his valuable time for the

good of mankind; and I was so moved that I would not have profited

by his sacrifice had I been reduced to want.

The third assured me that he would buy my first photoplay for

$10. He did not care how poor it was nor how stupid I might be.

He urged me to "get into a profession where blacksmiths, farmers,
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men of no education as well as bank presidents, cabinet ministers,

clergymen, etc., are making so much money that they do not know
how to put a stop to the flow." To enable me to reach this glorious

height, he said that the first payment was necessary, as a guarantee

of good faith, but that he was " never very difficult with subsequent

payments."

Finally, in despair, I tried my hand at a photoplay, and I give

you my word it was about as bad as could well be. I had courage

enough to send it, with two others of the same class, to a photoplay

editor, and she proved a friend indeed for, contrary to her rule, never

to write a contributor, she took pity on me and told me of the

photoplay department of the Home Correspondence School. I was

grateful and I enrolled just as quickly as I could get a letter to Spring-

field, Mass. That was the best stroke of work I ever did. The les-

sons were not hard, nor were they easy. Each difficulty was smoothed

out, the progress being so gradual that the way seemed to open of

itself; and none who has ever taken this course, with a serious mind

and simple purpose, could be disappointed.

I have enjoyed digging, but that is the best part of anything, I

think, the " digging" out what promises to lead to other " diggings."

Mr. Leeds' criticisms, while never pruned down, are just and there-

fore delightful to a student. The " roast" is the proof of a teacher's

interest. Any one can be " pretty" and tell one how fine her work is

but it takes knowledge of the technicalities of that work, an open

mind and a calm, settled judgment to write criticisms that set right

some mooted point and that instead of discouraging the pupil, in-

spire her—or him—to added effort. That is worth-while criticism.

Never has a lesson been dull; never has there been a time that

the lesson could have been shortened or extended without its losing

some vital point, and so I have come to the point where I believe that

I could get a play "past" and I am not elated at the thought; I

would be elated, indeed, if I could hope to send a play for criticism

and have my mentor pass it as "without need of criticism." That is

what I am working for and when I reach that point I mean to keep

on "digging," just the same, for to "dig," that is to play the game of

life straight and fair.

A title must not be a menu card. The less it reveals of the con-

tents the better.

—

Lessing.



J
ust now the result of the Morning Telegraph—Chartered Theatres

Corporation contest came in. The winners are:

First Prize—Roy L. McCardell of New Rochelle, N. Y., for three-reel comedy, entitled
"A Jay in Peacock Alley."

Second Prize—Miss Elaine Sterne of New York City, for three-reel comedy, entitled
"Without Hope."

Third Prize—Miss Caroline Benbrooke Wells of St. Louis, Mo., for three-reel comedy,
entitled "A Puritan's Conscience."

It is a state secret that McCardell got the third prize, too, but

when the envelope containing the key was opened and it was found

that the script was one of his, the third went to Miss Wells, and he

was given same money for his second entry. Now this would not be

any more interesting than any other contest except for this fact,

that the top prize went to a man who does not follow the technique

of form. The creator of Mr. and Mrs. Jarr very candidly admits that

so far as adherence to set form is concerned, his scripts are poor. He
holds that if he gets a good idea and develops it properly and writes

it in such a way that the director can work from his script, he is

doing all that is necessary. He is selling ideas, not fussy form. It

would be better still if he also contributed exact form, but the main

point is that it is the idea, properly developed, that sells the script.

McCardell is an habitual prize winner. He won the big advertising

contest a couple of years ago for the best lines for a flashing sign on

Broadway, he almost invariably is "in the money" in the office con-

tests for ideas at the World, he has won an automobile, the Puck

prize and a lot of small stuff. He is a man of brilliant ideas and

because his ideas are so good, they are purchased in spite of a lack

of form.

Just soak it away in your brain that unless you have ideas you

can't expect to win at anything. Even a truck driver who is quick

witted is a better workman than the fool who simply drives. It does

not take brains to pick up a pig of iron and carry it off a freight car

to a pile on the platform, but an efficiency engineer came along one

day and by using his brains he caused one man to do the work of two,

do it better and still feel less tired at the end of the day. Get into
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the thinker class. Do not dub along, following the lead of others all

your life. Take a spurt now and then. Lately I was talking to a

director about a chap we were trying to educate to write scripts.

He was promising, and between us we had gotten him over the early

jumps, but the director pointed to a pile of scripts. "This one," he

said, "must have been written last week—after they showed 's

1
.' This came in three weeks ago. You'll spot the idea."

That was the way it went with about a dozen or more scripts. The
would-be author went to some photoplay theatre. He saw that a

story about a man with a bad temper made the people laugh. He
went home and wrote a story about a man with a bad temper. Next

time it might be the comedy police or the tramp mistaken for a con-

vict or a duke, but whatever it was he wrote something like it. He
didn't even have the gumption to have the duke mistaken for a tramp.

There are hundreds who are doing the same thing all the time. It

may be all well enough to follow in another's footsteps when you are

wading through deep snow, but if you want to be an author, for the

love of Michael, think! Don't trail—think! And if you have no

brains to think with, exercise the small supply you have until you can.

It took a genius, a thinker, to build the first locomotive. After that

it merely took workmen. Get a move on and do the heavy thinking

and you won't need to cry that you cannot sell.

Do you know that the war is responsible for a lot of new photo-

playwrights? No wonder that Sherman gave it the definition he did.

I'm commencing to get letters that start off: "I have just lost my
position through a reduction of the office staff on account of the war
and have concluded to write motion pictures. Will you please tell

me how it is done." And half the time they do not even enclose

return postage. They think that since it is almost impossible to get

another job, it will be easier to write plays, since they are such simple

little things. If a lady loses her hubby and he forgot to keep the life

insurance up, she starts to write plays. If hubby simply runs away
with another woman—why she writes plays. If the job goes Bong!

—

It's easy to write plays. I'm waiting now to get a letter from the

matron of some day nursery explaining that she keeps her infantile

charges quiet by letting them write plays. Come to think of it, I've

seen some plays that would disgrace a four year old child. And mind
you it is getting harder all the time because we are making an

advance. The time will come when there will be real literature on the
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screen, not stuff adapted from books and magazines but written

specially for the screen production. We are going up, slowly but

surely. Five years ago a director told me he wanted to put on a

certain story. I put it up to the boss. "How much will it .cost?"

"About a hundred." "Mein Gott! I can buy a dozen for that." A
year later it was put on and it made good, but it was not done by the

same company, though lately they have paid into four figures for

rights and more than got their money back. I know a lot of men
who are studying photoplay now, not with any idea of writing for the

screen at present prices, but against the time when they can get as

much for a one-reel story as they can for a three-thousand word story.

They know it is coming and they are preparing for it. Are youf

Let's talk about letter writing. The subject is suggested by a

cuss down in Texas who wrote this morning (at least I got it this

morning) : "I thought you were a red-headed little shrimp, but now
I am told you are fat and bald headed." All that and just because

we refused to revise three scripts and try to market them for him!

And the funny part was the poor idiot was trying to roast me into

doing what I had refused to do. If he had written that I was bald-

headed "inside and out," I might have roused some interest in him,

but I know I'm fat and bald and I've been that way too long to

worry about it at this late day. It's all right to get sore and want

to scald the offending person, but it is a darned good plan to write

the scarifying letter, and then seal it and drop it into the stove. It

gets it off your mind and it has no back kick. It's all right to get

back at an offender, but you waste breath shooting beans through a

putty blower at a rhinoceros. Some day you may feel differently

about the matter and be sorry, and it may be too late. If you shoot

some thick skinned cuss like your fat friend, it's all right, but when

you get after the editor and your letter gets there when he is sore

about something else, he is apt to "cuss" the whole kit and caboodle

of you, and just for that all the scripts get sent home. It may be the

company's loss, but it is the authors' loss, too, and just because you

get peeved is no reason why you should hurt the other fellow's

chances. Just the other day one of my editors got me on the carpet

on a letter charging me with truckling to the editors. He worries

easy and this had him going. I pointed to a line that read, "I have

written 80 scripts and have sold none yet." And so the great light

dawned and he talked about something else. Naturally a man who
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has failed to sell 80 scripts hates editors and the reason he failed to

sell might have been that he always wrote for the return of the

script at the end of seven days. No wonder!

Lately a man confessed that he has lost 27 scripts this year send-

ing to wildcat companies. He sent to any company that had " pic-

ture" or "film" connected with the title in any way on the proposi-

tion that the straight market was too small. He never sold to the

adventurers, but he still has hopes. That's not the way. It does not

pay to scatter your scripts broadcast. Not one of these companies

in fifty ever buys and pays for outside stuff. Very few even want it,

because most of them are formed to produce features, and these they

order from some well-known writer. This afternoon a player dropped

in and remarked that she was going to get a job with a certain com-

pany if they succeeded in selling the five negatives they had already

made. Perhaps the company will buy scripts on the same "if."

This morning a man dropped in with the message that a certain

other man wanted some scripts. "You know his hotel," he added.

"Yep," I countered, "and he knows where this office is, and if he

really wants them he'll come down." It was not bluff or bravado.

I know that some day this chap may put on some stuff if he can find

backers, and he'll probably give me a call. Meantime if I want to

rush up and beg him to take a bundle of stuff to look over, it will be

useful for props. There's one chance in a hundred that he might

buy a couple right now, but the odds are too small to make it worth

while. The right way to sell is to sell intelligently, and intelligent

selling is not based on getting as many scripts into the market as

possible, but getting scripts to the right market. One script shot in

where it probably will sell is better than forty sent to places where

they are not buying at all. Success is not merely writing good plays

but marketing them intelligently, and with the least expenditure for

postage. A man who had been sending all his stuff to Lubin because

he lives in the same state, found his market out in Los Angeles, and

eventually it became a good one.

Don't bluff. I know of a lady who tells another lady what a lot

of good friends she has in the business and how Mr. Dash was con-

tinually writing and asking her for stuff, but she was busy writing a
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play for the stage, though she hated to disappoint such a good friend

and admirer. So the second lady wrote me and I asked Mr. Dash.

I positively refuse to tell what he said, but it was evident that he was
not losing sleep over the loss of a photoplaywriter to the dramatic

stage. The bluffer thought she was perfectly safe in making her poor

pretense, knowing that the person she was talking to had no acquaint-

ances in the company, and she does not know yet that she is identified

as a lying fool. You may not be throwing so big a bluff, but don't

seek to create the impression that you are more prosperous in your

work than you are. Sometimes it has a back kick and always there

will come a time when you must make good on your bluff.

"It sounded to me like a good idea," complained the man who
had just outlined a comedy. " You win," I explained. " It is a good

idea, but it cannot be told in comedy action, and so it is not a good

photoplay idea." If you could see some comedy scripts you would

wonder what fool would try to get anything out of it, and yet seeing

it on the screen you might laugh your head off. Of course just

because your comedy does not sound funny, it does not have to be

a good comedy, but good comedies seldom read well and the better

they read the worse they usually act. To a person who cannot read

music, the lines and dots suggest nothing more than music. It

might be a masterpiece or it might be some trashy song not even

"popular." In the degree in which the person is acquainted with

music the notes would suggest the harmonies, but only an expert

would be able to get the idea of a symphony from the orchestral

score. Most would not even be able to read it correctly. The com-

poser hears the melody he writes. The expert hears the same. In

between there are varying degrees of perception. The script is the

same way. The terse sentences are the notes. The trained man can

interpret the notes. The ignorant cannot. That is why some

editors are better than others. But the slovenly composer may
write his notes so badly that they cannot be read, and the careless

photoplay writer may not be able to get his action down under-

standably. Learn to write exactly. It is either a gift or a carefully

cultivated art. It is a gift with very few.

How is this for a record? A script was started at nine o'clock

Monday morning and completed at half past ten. At half past two

it was cast for production and at six the next morning it was started.
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It was completed Wednesday, a slip was sent to the script depart-

ment, the release was signed and returned on Saturday and the

check was received two weeks later.

Pretty soon someone is going to find something new with which

to appeal to the fickle public. Suppose that you happened to be the

one to turn out a script that sets a new style. Maybe you can do it.

Why not work with that end always in view? If you do not succeed

at least you will do better work. The Keystone style comedy is

nothing more than the revival of the sort of farce Lubin excelled in

five to eight years ago. It went stale and all dropped it. Keystone

picked it up again and gained establishment before the others got

the tip. The animated cartoons are nothing more than an improve-

ment on the stuff used by a lot of vaudeville acts fifteen years and

more ago. The comedian would draw a picture of a mule for instance

and the mule would kick its hind legs up and everyone would laugh

though we could see the tin outline before it was blacked in. Perhaps

you can think of an adaptation of something like that—only dif-

ferent. It's worth trying, anyhow.

When you read of the sudden and phenomenal success of this or

that writer who sold his first ninety-seven scripts and has to dictate

to two stenographers at once to keep pace with the demand, don't

feel that your patient, plodding work is going for naught. You'll

still be there—and higher up than you are now, when the shooting

star stops shooting and vanishes into thin air. The only real, lasting,

satisfying success is based on hard work and ability to keep plugging.

The showy trickster always goes down faster than he came up.

because there is nothing back of his bluff, but if you work and work

hard you are acquiring something that cannot be taken from you

and gaining something that will stand back of you straight through.

It's tough to sell only one script out of ten, when you can read of

Jim Smith who has been snapped up as a special writer after three

months of experiment, but Jim stops press agenting himself when
he hits the chute and you forget to ask what became of him. Be
content with a modest, gradual increase in sales and take comfort in

the knowledge that you will last longer. It's nice to be a sky rocket

when you're going up, but being a blackened pasteboard tube at

the end of a broken stick when you've burned your powder is some-

thing quite another thing. Don't be envious, be content.
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Inquiries addressed to this department are answered by Mr. Arthur Leeds. No questions oan
be answered by mail, nor can we supply names of players taking part in certain pictures. Questions
relating to the writing, sale, and production of photoplays will be answered in this column, but
readers are asked to make their letters brief and to the point.

E. H. M., TORONTO.—In your particular case, we would advise you to
send a note of inquiry to Mr. Frank E. Woods, Mutual Film Corporation, Los
Angeles, California, stating that the script, sent to the Yonkers address, has
never been returned. Mr. Woods is most courteous in matters of this kind, and
would do all in his power, we feel sure, to straighten the matter out for you.
Still, it is barely two months since you sent it, and we have often had scripts kept
longer than that. Mutual, however, is usually pretty prompt in deciding on a
story, and a note to Mr. Woods, with a stamped addressed envelope, would tell

you, at least, if they had received the script or not.—Most companies like a 250
word synopsis for a one-reel script, but if a multiple-reel story seems to demand
more than that we never hesitate to use more. At the same time it is surprising

how much can be told in 250 words if you know how to write a good synopsis.

One of our photoplay pupils sent in a synopsis of Hugo's "Les Miserables," one
of the longest novels ever written, in exactly 81 words. And not a single important
point of the story was missing, at that.

A. McDOWALL.—Dear us, but we will get your monicker wrong, won't
we? But to answer your inquiry, may we ask on what that inquiry is based?
We confess to being a bit confused. Did you read, somewhere, a statement to

the effect that there were " thirteen original (basic) plots?" It seems to us that
we have heard that there were only about seven really original plots, and to tell

the truth we cannot remember, offhand, just what they are. You may take our
word for it that we would help you out if we could—but we can't. The "triangle"
plot germ—two men and a woman or two women and a man—is about as old as

anything could be—not even excepting the mother-in-law joke—but we cannot
get the other six bromides together without issuing a mobilization of plots edict.

—Just the same, we hope you'll write in. There are always lots of things we
don't know.

A. H. W.—Here's a different twist to your plot—one that will let you get

away from the "dream" business and which will also give you the happy ending.

Why not have the action go through as you have planned it up to the point where
you introduce the wine at the meal. Then, just as the husband is about to drink,

have the "friend" do something or say something that would show him up in his

true colors. The wife could see him as he really is and then you could have her

either take the poisoned glass from her husband's hand hurriedly or you could

add to the interest and suspense by having her manouver so as to get the wine
away from him without arousing his suspicion, in order to keep him from ever

knowing the truth—she deciding, in the instant that she sees the other man's
unworthiness, to remain with her husband and prove her love for him. How
would that do? It may not be what you want at all, but if you can use it you're

welcome to the suggestion. Incidentally, thank you for giving us a plot, entirely

different from yours, but which was suggested to us by reading your plot outline.

And write in again, if the foregoing does not help you out sufficiently.

JOHN R., PHILADELPHIA.—We don't believe you realize that your
question really answers itself, but it does. What we mean is this: You say that

you would be discouraged if you received a rejection slip from an editor when
you knew that your story was strong and technically correct, and "containing

everything required." Don't you see that if a story was all those things it would

stand no more chance of ever getting away from that script editor than a poor
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story would stand of staying with him. When an editor gets a story that really

is what you say, and "containing everything required," he hangs onto it like a
drowning man snatching at the cork of a half-ounce bottle. And since that is so

—

and take it from us, it is so—why, WHY should the editor favor the writer who
has made good and discriminate against the new writer—the amateur. Do you
know that one of the biggest feature pictures now running in New York City was
written by a man who had had absolutely no previous experience at this work?
Whether you know it or not, such is the case, and the man is now a staff writer

for the company that bought his first script, at that. Of course, we don't say
that this happens every day, for it does not. But things on about this order
happen often enough to prove that what the editors want is the goods, and to
prove, also, that they don't care a continental who writes the good scripts so long
as they really are good. Of course, when a man has made good several times he
can usually be depended upon to make good right along, and naturally the editors

look to the trained writers to supply them with the kind of scripts they want.
But every trained writer was once an amateur—and some of them were awfully,

awfully crude—once. But they showed they had it in them to make good, and
finally they sent in a script that was recognized as being up to the mark. After
that it was more or less plain sailing. The main point is that every trained writer
had to make his beginning, and if the editors had refused to buy the good scripts

when these young writers finally did turn them out, half of the well-known pro-
fessionals who are selling right along and getting the free advertising would never
have been heard of. As for the matter of price, it is only right and fair, in our
opinion, for an editor to send the larger checks to the man or woman who can be
depended upon to deliver the goods right along. When you have proved that
you can make good, not once but again and again, it is only right that you should
be given the proper encouragement. But a good story by a new writer very
seldom brings a check that the writer has reason to kick on. And, in some cases,

where the story is really exceptional, a specially good price is paid for it. But
we assure you that the amateur who can deliver the goods stands just as good
a chance of selling his stuff as the old hand.

J. KARP.—Frankly, we have forgotten the date of the Woman's Home
Companion which contained the Daniel Frohman article on the photoplay,
although the publishers sent us a page proof some time before publication. It

was an excellent article, though, as Gorenflot said a month or so back in these
columns, and if you are anxious to read it we will keep your name and address and
notify you by postal card just as soon as we run across that page proof, which is

in one of our drawers.—Didn't quite understand your last question. In fact,

after reading it again, don't understand it at all. Do you mean to ask if adapta-
tions of stories such as these you mention are in demand? We have given our
opinion of adaptation writers so often that you have only to glance back through
the files of your magazine to know how we stand on that, but outside of that we
know that nine out of ten of the adaptations that are shown on the screen are
done by studio writers—staff writers—who are trained to do that very kind of

work. The outsider stands very little show—which is both natural and as it

should be. Then again, though we are not sure about the copyright to the
Dickens story, Galsworthy's books are all copyright, and you could not make
adaptations of them without securing permission from the publishers. As for

the other you mention, it is one of Charles Klein's plays, and the copyright is

carefully guarded, of course. But if you simply mean to ask if photoplays made
from similar plays or novels would be salable, we would simply say again: Write
good, strong, original stuff, and leave the adapting to the staff writers.

J. K., WICHITA.—Trust you got the printed comment on "fade" visions,
etc., and that it was of some help to you. We have not yet got a satisfactory
report on the Belmar Compan y. Have you heard from them? As for the question
you ask in the letter we have before us, we don't want to say that it is better

technique to name the locatio n with each scene number, instead of simply saying
"Back to—," but we do say that that is the way we write it ourselves, and we
do it on the principle that it catches the director's eye quicker and shows him
just what's what at a glance.
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We have completed arrangements with the editors of the various Licensed and Independent
producing companies whereby this department will be kept thoroughly up to date. The reports
published will be the actual statements sent in by the different editors. It should be understood,
however, that some company's wants remain the same for two months at a time or even longer.
If there is a change in the requirements of a certain firm, due announcement will be made in this
department. If there is no change from the preceding month, the announcement will remain
unaltered. It will pay every writer to look the items over regularly, making careful note of the
requirements of the different firms. Dozens of good scripts go back to the writer simply because
they are sent to firms that do not use the themes embodied in them. To be successful, you must
study the market, and keep up-to-date on market conditions. Please note that, though we publish
many of the editors' names, scripts should be addressed to the "Editor of Scripts," or "Editorial
Department." Do not address individuals. — Editob.

The Eaco Films Company, World's Tower Building, New York City, are
in the market for strong, original two-part stories "which contain punch as well
as surprise." Edwin August will be the star of the Eaco pictures. The company
also wants one-reel comedies and one-reel westerns. Twenty-five dollars a reel

will be the average price, but larger checks will be forthcoming if the story is

unusually good.

After explaining why adaptations of famous novels and well-known stage

plays were used to give the company its present very enviable reputation, editor

B. P. Schulberg, of the Famous Players Company ends a recent statement by
saying:

"We are now prepared to purchase original photoplays, pay an unprecedented
price, and give the author more advertising then were ever before accorded a
photoplaywright in this business. We do not want a deluge of worthless scripts

ranging anywhere from half-reel comedies to five-reel war stories. We make known
our wants to a select list of capable and intelligent writers. The stories accepted
will be presented in our unusual style by Daniel Frohman. This will give the

author prestige hitherto unparalleled in picture circles. In return for this we
demand an absolutely meritorious story. We will be forced not to countenance
a single flaw in plot or theme. Here is an opportunity long waited for by those

writers who have made a serious study and not a jest of photoplay work."
And we can assure our readers that what the editor of the Famous Players

says his company will do, it will do.

Latest reports from the Universal Film Manufacturing Company are

to the effect that they are in the market for strong one- and two-reel stories

suitable for King Baggot, Mary Fuller, Violet Mersereau, Ben Wilson, Rosemary
Theby, William Shay, Irene Wallace and Edmund Mortimer. Scripts for the

Eastern studio should now be sent to 573 Eleventh Avenue, New York City.

Eastern Universal is not in need of slap-stick comedies, but these latter are in

demand by the Western Universal directors and the Ford Sterling Company
in Los Angeles. Universal prefers dramatic stories with small casts and not too

many interior settings.

A. Van Buren Powell, editor of scripts for the Colonial Motion Picture
Corporation, 18 East Forty-first Street, New York City, writes as follows:
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"Will you please let your subscribers know through the medium of your
market report the following facts:

"Colonial Motion Picture Corporation is in the market for one- and
two-reel comedy subjects. Slap-stick is not desired, but we are anxious to see

good, strong, laugh-getters in which comedy of situation and idea are combined
without the roll-off-a-chair-and-downstairs business now so prevalent. Colonial
will pay the best prices for available material, paying as high as $250—for subjects
whose construction and material are worth it. Writers of the class with whom we
hope to deal will understand about self-addressed, stamped envelopes. We
promise prompt and courteous consideration. Scenarios should be addressed:
Editor of Scenarios, Colonial Motion Picture Corporation, 18 East 41st St.,

City."

This is the latest statement from the Eclair Company, 126 West 46th Street,

New York City. As a result of the war, Eclair is not producing in the East at
present.

"All of our American-Eclair productions are made at Tucson, Arizona, and
at the present time we will be very glad to consider especially good one-reel

Western comedies and one- and two-reel Western dramas."
Since the departure of Mrs. Brandon, Bert Ennis is script editor for Eclair;

all scripts should be sent to the New York address.

In our "Thinks and Things" department this month we give the names of

winners in the Morning Telegraph-Chartered Theatres Corporation con-
test for the three best comedy scripts. This company, The Chartered Theatres
Corporation, 1493 Broadway, New York City, will go on producing first-class

comedy photoplays, and they announce that they will pay well for one-, two-,
and three-reel comedy scripts to be produced under the Flamingo brand.

Kalem's wants remain about the same: Strong one- and two-reel modern
dramas and lively one-reel comedies, which preferably should have outdoor
settings, are at present in demand. Their New York address is 235 West 23rd
Street.
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THE WRITER (Boston), a monthly
magazine to interest and help all

literary workers, established in

1887, continues its work for the
benefit of writers. It prints each
month practical articles on author-
ship and kindred subjects, together

with helpful literary news—infor-

mation about new magazines,
changes in the publishing world,

prize offers for manuscripts, new
books on literary topics, etc.,—and
a full reference list of literary articles

in current periodicals. The price is

ten cents a copy, or one dollar a
year. Address: THE WRITER,
P. O. Box 1905, Boston, Mass.

PHOTOPLAYWRIGHTS
Scenarios corrected, revised, typed
and placed on the market. Plots
criticised. Short stories, novels,
etc., suitable for photoplays drama-
tized. Correspondence invited.

Rex Literary Bureau
57 Stockton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

WRITERS: All work must be typewritten.
Why not have an expert do your work for you?
Max T. Newman is still on the job. I am a
SPECIALIST in SCENARIO TYPING. Let
me help you as I have helped others. Send me
your trial order. Scenarios typed, 75c. a reel,
free revision, suggestions and criticism.

MAX J. NEWMAN,
1904 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, 111.

HAVE YOU a Photoplay, a Story, a Poem,
or any other literary production that you want
Revised, Typewritten or Sold? If so, send stamp
for our "Unique Service" folder; it tells how to
dodge rejection slips.

STORY REVISION COMPANY
Box 140

Smethport :

:

Pennsylvania

You are at Home
the World over if you know

ESPERANTO
the easy, international language

Subscribe to AMERIKA ESPER-
ANTISTO for one year, $1.00 and
receive 318 page text-book free.

THE AMERICAN
ESPERANTIST CO., Inc.

WEST NEWTON, MASS.

WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY
Everyone interested in Photoplay Writing should have a copy

of the new and standard work, "Writing the Photoplay/' by J. Berg
Esenwein and Arthur Leeds, reviewed in the June-July number of
THE PHOTOPLAY AUTHOR. The following excerpts are typical
of the opinions expressed by leading photoplaywrights and editors
all over the country:

It is a careful and exact treatise handled intelligently, comprehensively and with authority.
It will be helpful to all students of photoplay and should find a place in all libraries on
technique. It is creditable in every way. —Epes Winthrop Sargent

This week and next my department in The Moving Picture News will contain compli-
ments for your Photoplay Correspondence Course and for the book. The book is the
best that has come to my attention. As author of the first text-book of any pretensions
placed on the market for photoplaywrights I desire to congratulate Messrs. Esenwein
and Leeds. —William Lord Wright

It will be of vast value to writers all over the country in writing and making their
scripts. —R. D. Armstrong, Editor, American Film Manufacturing Co.

It is one of your best books. If you publish anything in the future for the Writer's
Library let me know. I wouldn't take ten dollars for any volume in the set. —C. C. Sherlock

"Writing the Photoplay" is issued uniform with "Writing the
Short-Story," "The Art of Versification," and other volumes of
THE WRITER'S LIBRARY. 8 vo., 400 pages, sent on approval,
by mail $2.12.

The Home Correspondence School

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.



THE WRITER'S LIBRARY
Any of the following titles of The Writer*s Library edited by Dr. J.

Berg Esenwein will be sent on approval to readers of The Photoplay
Author. Those who take advantage of this offer will be agreeably sur-

prised. The volumes are issued in uniform size and style, printed on a

superior quality of antique book paper, handsomely and durably bound in

cloth, with lettering in gold and gilt top. The most helpful series of

working handbooks yet published.

WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY THE ART OF STORY-WRITING
A full manual of practical instruction A practical course in fiction writing

By J. Berg Esenwein & Arthur Leeds ¥ _ „ . _ .
J*y _ _. .

J. Berg Esenwein & Mary Davoren Chambers
Cloth, $2.00 net; by mail, $2.12 Illustrated Cloth, $1.25 net; by mail, $1.35

THE TECHNIQUE OF THE WRITING THE SHORT-STORY
MYSTERY STORY A thorough study of the fiction writer's

A complete exposition of the form methods

By Carolyn Wells B* J - Ber9 Esenwein

Introduction by J. Berg Esenwein
Cloth, $1.25, Postpaid

Cloth, $1.50 net; by mail, $1.62 STUDYING THE SHORT-
THE ART OF VERSIFICATION . ,

STORT^ .. . -

A complete manual for writers of verse
Slxteen ""^^J^ methods for

By J. Berg Esenwein & Mary Eleanor Roberts By J. Berg Esenwein

Cloth, $1.50 net; by mail, $1.62 Cloth, $1.25, Postpaid

250 Page Catalogue Free Please Address

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

COMPLETE YOUR FILES OF

THE PHOTOPLAY AUTHOR!
We have on hand a few complete files of THE PHOTOPLAY

AUTHOR, new series, from May, 1913, to June, 1914 (June-July, 1913,
being a special double number). These thirteen monthly numbers, placed
in your working library, will make you feel that thirteen is a lucky number,
for they will give you 416 large pages crammed with helpful information on
the subject in which you are interested—writing and selling the moving
picture play. Among the interesting features in these numbers of the
magazine are the delightfully readable personality sketches of Epes
Winthrop Sargent, William Lord Wright, Marc Edmund Jones, P. Marion
Brandon, Horace G. Plimpton, Maibelle Heikes Justice, Frank E. Woods,
George Fitzmaurice, Russell E. Smith, James Dayton, Hettie Gray Baker,
C. B. Hoadley, and Arthur Leeds. Many of our readers have declared
that this monthly feature is alone worth the price of a year's subscription.
"Thinks and Things," the department conducted by "Gorenflot" (Mr.
Epes Winthrop Sargent, of the Moving Picture World staff), has also
helped to make this helpful little periodical famous. Mr. Sargent's articles
are

'

' punchy '

' from beginning to end ; no writer in the game has done more
to help the aspirant for photoplay writing honors. The first thirteen
installments of "Photoplay Construction," by J. Berg Esenwein and
Arthur Leeds, should be read by everyone who is seeking to perfect his
technical knowledge. "Diagnosis and Culture of the Plot Germ," by
John A. McCollom, Jr., is a series of six articles that will prove invaluable
to the writer who experiences difficulty in developing the "plot habit,"
that most necessary equipment to a successful literary career. Scores of
special articles by the most prominent editors, critics, and photoplay
writers of the day make these issues of the magazine a veritable working
library of photoplay knowledge.

While they last, we offer these thirteen numbers to our readers for
$1.50. Send your order to

THE PHOTOPLAY AUTHOR,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.



THIS COURSE IS DIFFERENT!
The twenty-lesson course in photoplay writing

which we offer is based upon "Writing the Photo-
play," by J. Berg Esenwein, editor of Lippincott's
Magazine, and Arthur Leeds, editor of The Photo-
play Author. Mr. Leeds has a practical, first-hand
knowledge of the moving picture work. In conducting
the course, he makes his instruction of each pupil in-

dividual—the pupil is guided and corrected in his work
according to his personal needs. The questions asked
in the syllabus of lesson assignments must be answered
satisfactorily and in the pupils own words; the pupil
is not told that his work is "O. K." unless it shows
that he fully understands the point of technique under
discussion. No course and no book of instruction can
cause good, salable plot ideas to fly into the writer's
brain when he chooses to call them, but in this course

arthuk leeds he is trained to see and recognize "plot germs" in the
things that are constantly happening around him, and

he is taught to apply the correct rules of photoplay technique in working the
"germ" up into a strong, salable photoplay.

A Knowledge of Technique is Necessary
Our Home-Course gives all Needed Training

Send for 250-page catalog, free

The Home Correspondence School Dept. 135 Springfield, Mass.

REMINGTONS $9.50
and up. Factory-Re-
built Olivers $:>3-50- Un-
derwoods 528.50.

HARWOOD SALES
COMPANY,

Box 12, 904 Madison St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Photoplay Writing Department

in the New York Dramatic
Mirror is now conducted by-

William Lord Wright, who
formerly conducted the de-
partment, "For Those Who
Worry 0' er Plots and Plays,"
in the Motion Picture News.
This means that every pho-
toplay writer everywhere
should get the Mirror every
week. What Epes Winthrop
Sargent does for the Moving
Picture World, Mr. Wright
will do for the Mirror. 10c a
copy, weekly, or $4.00 per
year by subscription.

" 1001 PLAGES TO
SELL MANUSCRIPTS "

in its 9th edition—offers a complete
guide to the markets for manuscripts
of novels, short-stories, photoplays,
articles, verses, mottoes for postcards,
calendars, etc., photographs,—every
little product—anything that's good
prose or verse. $1.50 postpaid.

THE EDITOR, Box 950,

RIDGEWOOD, N. J.

"The Photodrama: its piot, Dramatic
Construction, and Place in Literature"

BY HENRY ALBERT PHILLIPS
Introduction by y. Stuart Blackton

Vitagraph Company
Unlike any other book on the photoplay. I be-

gins where all others leave off. It meets the in-

quiry of the expert as well as the need of the ama-
teur. Contains nearly 200 pages of Practical In-

spiration. Handsomely bound in cloth. Orders
accepted in advance of publication, $1.^0

Regular price $2.00 "Short Story Narration"
ox" Plot of the Story" [fi.20 each] by the same
author. Sent on approval.

STANHOPE-DODGE, Pub. 4 PM, Larchmont, N.Y.

Any book touching literary effort. Sendfor list

Dr. Esenwein

Develop Your Poetic Gift
Poetry is more than inspiration—it is expression. To

succeed with public or publisher, you must know the

technique of writing. Details of our home study course in

versification, by Dr. Esenwein, editor of Lippincott's

Magazine, and one hundred other interesting courses on

request. 250 Page Catalogue Free. Please Address

The Home Correspondence School Dept. 307 Springfield, Mass.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertiser*.
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THE WRITER'S LIBRARY
Any of the following titles of The Writer's Library edited by Dr. J.

Berg Esenwein will be sent on approval to readers of The Photoplay
Author. Those who take advantage of this offer will be agreeably sur-

prised. The volumes are issued in uniform size and style, printed on a
superior quality of antique book paper, handsomely and durably bound in

cloth, with lettering in gold and gilt top. The most helpful series of
working handbooks yet published.

WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY
A full manual of practical instruction

By J. Berg Esenwein & Arthur leeds

Cloth, $2.00 net; by mail, $2.12 Illustrated

THE TECHNIQUE OF THE
MYSTERY STORY

A complete exposition of the form

By Carolyn Wells

Introduction by J. Berg Esenwein

Cloth, $1.50 net; by mail, $1.62

THE ART OF VERSIFICATION
A complete manual for writers of verse

By J. Berg Esenwein & Mary Eleanor Roberts

Cloth, $1.50 net; by mail, $1.62

THE ART OF STORY-WRITING
A practical course in fiction writing

By
J. Berg Esenwein & Mary Davoren Chambers

Cloth, $1.25 net; by mail, $1.35

WRITING THE SHORT-STORY
A thorough study of the fiction writer's

methods

By J. Berg Esenwein

Cloth, $1.25, Postpaid

STUDYING THE SHORT-
STORY

Sixteen masterpieces with methods for
analysis

By J. Berg Esenwein

Cloth, $1.25, Postpaid

Please Address250 Page Catalogue Free

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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Psychology in the Silent Drama

A Paper Read Before the Ed-Au Club at its November, 191 4, Meeting.

By Raymond L. Schrock

Many years ago, years when the first dawn of civilization was

breaking in the Far East, the people understood instinctively the

necessity of banding together for the purpose of protection from the

lawless tribes making up the Orient at that time. After years and

years of fierce border warfare the tribes became organized into power-

ful states, which not only protected the people, but gave us our first

ideas of caste, so that the rich man's tax would help the poorer

classes.

When Julius Caesar began his famous conquest of Britain, he

found tribes of people who were banded together by strange

rites and customs, making them utterly fearless in times of war.

Not only were they associated as a unit, but their potentates by

means of certain dress were identified as units within the unit.

Thus as we come down through the ages, we see a gradual spirit

developing, thriving and expanding, until every country has its pro-

tection, its religion and its pleasures through some society.

Thousands and thousands of instances could be cited where

God's greatest gift to man, the mind, has swept across barren plains

and frozen paths, quickly followed by the dawn of civilization and

uplift of mankind.

In the glorious century of today, when civilization has reached

its highest phase; when invention and discovery have illuminated

the darkened sphere ; when research and rediscovery have broadened

our minds; perfection and prevention have warranted us better

safety; when religion and peace have given us a haven of rest; and

where politics and progress have brought about advanced civiliza-

tion, we hearken to this great gift of "Mind." Without it, there

would be no stimulus for invention or discovery; without it there
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would be no need of research or rediscovery; perfection and preven-

tion would be unheard of; religion and peace would be unheard of

and politics and progress would be as many toys or trinkets. Instead

of a great thriving, thinking, progressive, virile world, we would
have nothing but one great fall into the realms of utter darkness.

Today we are banded together for protection, religion and pleas-

ure. The first as it has been interpreted in all ages, protection in

times of war; the second since it gives us a haven of rest, protection

in times of peace, protection from disease, poverty and evil. Last

of all pleasure. We are banded together as one great audience in

some vast amphitheatre to throw off the yoke of business and other

cares, to enjoy, to learn as our general moods will accept it. Perhaps

the most popular pleasure, today, or adopting the more correct

synonym, entertainment, is the moving picture show, where millions

of people go nightly.

Realizing that man's greatest asset is "mind" we can safely say

that the present age is the mind age, or psychological age, since

psychology is the study of the mind. Today, man expects to know
a reason or a proof for every development that is material, best shown

by example; a large public improvement demands facts and figures,

in other words the proof that a suitable product shall be obtained

at a corresponding figure; the laws demand a motive for crime and

the defendant an alibi, while science demands the causes of disease

or isolation of various germs in order to produce a remedy. Applying

the motion picture to the present conditions, we find that it too must

answer the rigid question, Why?
Many things have already been said regarding the silent drama,

its history and its growth, but thus far little has been said regarding

the type of drama that shall endure.

Years and years ago, before the drama attained any literary

reputation and the people devoted more time to waging war than

educating their children, they could be entertained by choruses or

morality plays, which were selected from certain parts of the Bible

and always meant to portray vice and virtue or evil and good. But

the idea of simple entertainment and preachment was quickly

banished from their minds with the appearance of a few thinkers and

the people began to educate themselves. With this transition came

the disappearance of the cold dull vices and virtues and the real

breathing characters of history took their places.

Today we are laboring under a similar condition of affairs though

controlled by the literary education of the times. There is one class
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of picture patron, who attends the theatre simply for the love of

entertainment and a place to spend his time, while another goes

there to learn as well as enjoy from the life portrayals. It is this

latter type of theatre-goer that should be encouraged, for it is his

or her opinion which brings the drama up to a higher standard. In

the mind of this picture patron arises the question, Why? to the

things he sees on the screen. If the story be based upon some silly-

nilly theme or some farcical riot, where wild chases with a generous

destruction of dishes and bric-a-brac take place and the impossible

reigns, this patron wonders why such is called comedy, why it enter-

tains, or why should it be allowed?

If he witnesses some real, red-blooded drama, where the plot is

carefully wrapped in mystery and skillfully unfolded by tense situa-

tions, or a problem play, where some moral or civic frailty is laid

bare and the characters wrestle with fate, or some nice, clean comedy
where the humor depends upon the situation and the actor's ability

to interpret fun, the Why is of a different nature and pertains mainly

to questions concerning character and emotions. Oftimes the

human mind leads the picture patron through a series of emotions

that are akin to those portrayed upon the screen; women are moved
to tears or hysterical outbursts and men and women alike are seen

to grip the arms or sides of chairs and an occasional sigh escapes their

lips, while the rapid heaving of the chest indicates the conflict of

emotions going on, as the hero must sacrifice love or country on the

illuminated screen. Thus it is that, no matter if the play be good or

bad, it arouses that question, Why? It is this same question that

gives to man his consciousness of life and demonstrates to us, that

a motion picture story must be developed psychologically or

else the writer is going to experience the same difficulty that a

longshoreman would have in putting together the delicate parts of a

watch.

The consciousness of life often expresses itself in a feeling of

bondage and the constant effort of life is to slave and remove that

bondage. Man often wonders what he is working for in life, to what

goal his ambition should take him to realize Utopia, but neither

health, wealth nor happiness, nor a combination of the three answers

his question, for he is not satisfied and does not cease to remove that

imaginary yoke, which encircles his neck. Man feels that time and

space and affairs of society limit him, and he labors with a grim

determination to remove these limitations. He may have a lust for

power, and, being thus enslaved perhaps by environment, strives to
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subdue the earth. It is inherent in man to seek to pass from under

the yoke, whether it be civil, social or moral bondage.

If it be civil bondage, man fights against conditions, those which

exist and others that are the product of his own mind, and his nature

is changed according to his success. Ofttimes a man's principles are

a civil bondage, for he may develop a correct or a mistaken idea and

refuse to be changed, which renders him open to ridicule and public

opinion, which calls him narrow minded and stubborn, but it is

nothing more than his inward fight to release himself from the civil

bondage his nature feels.

If it be social bondage, a man may feel that he is the controller

of society or its enemy, and invariably he will plunge into a bitter

fight and will strike out even though the odds be heavily against

him. If he wins out as he thinks, he is no farther advanced, for he

finds that his bondage has not been removed, but only changed to

another form.

If it be moral bondage, the demands of nature are in evidence;

somewhere back through the period of evolution when man or animal,

as it was known then, was in its plastic state, conditions existing

stamped indelibly upon the races traits of character and discipline

which, developed through the ages, appear to us now as forms of

trying and malevolent bondages, each collecting some indemnity.

Man is constantly controlled by his passions and appetites, which

create an unceasing struggle; a struggle within a struggle, or the

head against the heart, the real against the ideal, the material against

the spiritual. It is just such thoughts and deeds that pave the way
for the development of the motion picture drama along lines of

psychology. Man experiences fear, sorrow, remorse, hunger, anger,

pain, joy, hilarity, anxiety, love, hatred, passion and appetite, all

of which we learn originated in the mind or the psychic centers of

the brain, where each is interpreted through special nerves to their

respective places in our complex human mechanism, where they

assert themselves in various reactions, some of which are surprising

and awe inspiring. It is this splendid created arrangement that

gives us such wonderful opportunities of displaying them on the

screen.

Now, all these psychological traits and hundreds of others too

numerous to mention limit man in his struggle to survive against

himself or against his fellow man, and prove to us the truth of the

old saying, "Man is his own worst enemy."

Every time man is limited and the means by which he is so
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limited be in evidence, chance is given for the composition of a

definite triangle, and that triangle to suggest some plot or theme.

He may be limited by love, either physical, mental or spiritual; he

may be limited by greed or a desire for gain; he may be limited by

a lust for power or an effort to triumph over the down-trodden; he

may be limited by hatred or a desire for revenge; he may be limited

by sorrow or remorse for some past action; by poverty or need; by

hilarity or weakness from other indulgences and he may be limited

in hundreds of other ways, each of which forms a triangle of speci-

fied logic. For we have given man his weakness or his problem and

he must attempt to cure and overcome it or fall before it.

One of the best examples for this and which gives us one great

form of drama is tragedy. Tragedy is usually the portrayal of some

breach in the moral law with a fatal ending. The man or woman who
is limited or at odds with fate is called the tragic hero, who battles

desperately to remove his bondage and who must succumb to the

inevitable.

Shakespeare, the greatest dramatist of all time, gained his

wonderful reputation by his use of psychological situations, wherein

characters were made to show the innermost workings of their minds,

and he has given to the world the truest conceptions of the limitations

of mankind. In " Macbeth," in that great speech,

Come seeling night,

Scarf up the tender eye of pitiful day;

And with thy bloody and invisible hand
Cancel and tear to pieces that great bond
Which keeps me pale! Light thickens; and the crow

Makes wing to the rooky wood

:

Good things of day begin to droop and drowse;

Whiles night's black agents to their preys do rouse.

we see a mind filled with the joy of anticipation of his own personal

gain, fear of discovery, remorse at the thought of the black deed he

has already committed, and a general unsympathetic feeling for

himself.

Now, if the psychological drama is the great representative of

the stage and it creates great comment and thought, then in the same

manner it should supplant the greater form of common entertainment,

in the silent drama.

As a fitting conclusion to this appeal to reason for reason's sake,

let us work with an added effort to build our themes along the prin-
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ciple given to us from the past and hearken to Whittier's great quota-

tion, which shows us man's frailty and humanity and his sometimes

futile struggle to better himself,

Of all sad words of tongue or pen,

The saddest are these, "It might have been."

Tips from an Insider

Being letters from an ex-bell-boy to his chum who still answers to "Front!"

By A. Van Buren Powell

(6)

Hi, Bootsie,

Am I the niftie littul fixur hey? Taik a slant at the pink slip enkloased what
sais Pay two order of BOOTSIE Barnargorichi Five Dollurs. Giv it the onse-

ovar a kuppel of times. Its aul for you Bootsie. I put won ovar this time. Gee,

Bootsie, when I red that about Who-hurt-her, the Mecksikan jenural, stoppin

the armie and holdin up the waur so he kud poas for the muvize—wel, I piked

in to the boss and I sed Hey Mister get a i-ful of this itull maik you dye with the

giggulls. He piped it off and sed that blame nusantse is in agane. But aftur a

minnit he sed wel I thot the avalantsche wood start soon but as hes the first

wel we bettur grab it off. You see, Bootsie, the minnit a waur starts or a pannik

or a katastrofee or a reck or ennything what is put in nuzepapurs everybody

soaks us with a skript foundered on it. We bawt yoars bekaws it had a funny

insident but dont send no moar about the waur bekaws I kan think em up as

ezie as you an Im right on the ground. Anyhow the best way to sel skripts is

to rite something diffurent from what the gang is waisting postige on and youll

be moar likely to pul down the chex.

What we only give you five dollurs for is bekaws we kant maik yoar plot

just as you rote it. If we kud you wood have got moar, maybie six or seven times

as much bekaws good skripts is skarser than Mecksikan saloots so the Boss sais

and we wood pay top prise for best wirk. We wil use yoar idear but when it is

prodused you wont rekognize it.

And hey, Bootsie, dont forget to wait for me at luntch time bekaws I wil

be driftin over yoar way about then bekaws you see they dont kno you at the

Bank and you need indentifien and I am a nifty little identifire and beside am
intiteled to some feed on the strenk of gettin yoar story over for you. So wait.

Carrots.
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XIX. Philip, The Pleasant

By John William Kellette

Look at the front cover again and get another glance at Philip

Lonergan and you'll understand the title better
—

"Philip, the

Pleasant." Get that smile. It's regular, and Phil's a regular fellow,

but the photo wasn't regularly taken! It had to be snatched "on

the fly," so to speak, because as script editor at the big Thanhouser

plant at New Rochelle, N. Y., Phil is always so busy that when }^ou

want to speak to him about anything concerning himself you'll have

to tie him to his chair, and this picture had to be taken as he was

going through the studio. He did bend a bit and allowed the writer

to hold his hat. Immediately afterward he was caught by a director

who had to have a comedy the next morning, and Phil went back

to the "mill" to grind it out.

Because he's here that you may know him better, don't bombard
him with scripts as soon as you've finished reading this, unless you

can write something that will fit Thanhouser's peculiar programme
with a better script than Phil or Lloyd F. Lonergan, the champion

script writer of the world, and creator of "The Million Dollar Mys-
tery," can write, because it won't get by, as Thanhouser is not in

the market. But simply to encourage you as The Photoplay
Author has always tried to do, the statement has been made that

Lonergan will buy a good script at any time.

Phil is not advanced here because of his beauty. I am not steal-

ing "Gorenflot's" stuff with this statement, because Phil Lonergan

never needed a blue ribbon to pull him through on looks. He wears

the gonfalon because he has millions of little cells in his brain working

in unison to invent and produce plots different from the rest. He
has written about 300 scripts that have been produced, and in two

years has climbed from the bottom round of the ladder to the top,

and against great odds, for it is said that his world-famed brother

Lloyd didn't believe he could write scripts and didn't want to take
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a chance with him, until a wise, kindly nature helped Phil to put

his wares across. That was in May, 1912. Phil had been praying

to his guardian angel to work upon the generally generous heart and

soul of Lloyd and aid him in putting a story where the eye could see

it. Lloyd became ill. Phil's story,'" The Little Girl Next Door " was
shot to a director. It was a " pippin." Lloyd asked, when he re-

covered and saw it in the projection room :
" Who wrote that story?

"

Mrs. Lonergan said Phil had the honor. Lloyd recanted, with the

result that Phil became a steady producer and within a year was sent

across the continent to Los Angeles to put the Brooklyn Heights

studio of Thanhouser-Majestic in shape. He found affairs in a bad

tangle, but with a brow like the one on the first page stacked full of

ideas, one can conceive that Phil had things going smoothly before

David Griffith reached there. He commended Phil on his steward-

ship, and Phil was returned to New Rochelle to take over Princess,

another Thanhouser company. When Lloyd went to the Coast on

bigger things, the entire studio fell under Phil's watchful eye and his

ability was discovered. Now he is editor of scripts for Thanhouser

and Princess, which means getting out four stories a week and keeping

eight directors busy.

Did you ever try to produce four stories a week? If you did,

you know what you are up against in consuming gray matter. If

you didn't, don't try until you are sure that they will be stories.

Phil is always sure that he has a story to write before he attempts it.

He is never dry for ideas, but he's sometimes too busy to write any,

and he has a well-stocked pigeon-hole in his desk filled with scripts

purchased from outside writers that he knows can produce good

stories, whereon he can draw when the spirit moves him, and he's

generous enough not to try to shut back the spirit. He has a prodigi-

ous amount of work to do because he is so painstaking. He doesn't

want to submit the produced negative to the mercies of the cutting

room, so cuts his own story. That's why the reviewers are so gen-

erally commending Thanhouser stories. They are produced as Phil

writes them, and then Phil cuts them as he wants to see them on the

screen.

Recently the writer had a chat with Philip, the Pleasant. He
sounded him on the business of photoplay construction, and feeling

that this chat will do you more good than to know where Phil played

ball in his youth, or why he persists in living in Brooklyn along with

Epes Winthrop Sargent when he can move to New Rochelle and live

decent-like, or why he parts his hair on the left-hand side, you'll
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get Phil's reminiscences about technique, etc., instead, with the hope

that some day you'll be able to shoot 'em in steadily to Thanhouser

and get your checks regularly.

To Lonergan technique is almost everything. He claims that

an idea is all right in its place, but unless one has the technique to

put that idea in shape one hasn't a chance to make a lasting success

at this game of entertaining or impressing others. Next to the Bible,

Phil's "Technique of the Photoplay" is law and gospel. He advises

writers to get the idea. Take it and use it as one would a bit of putty,

molding it this way and that way, into various shapes, and finally

deciding upon the best shape to present it. He wants you to study

the foundation of photoplay construction. After you get that the

idea will come and you'll find yourself in better shape to handle it.

But in getting technique you cannot get it by carrying your textbooks

around in your garments or allowing them to rest upon shelves at

your homes, expecting to absorb them as one would the measles.

It can't be done. It's work to write photoplays. Phil Lonergan got

to the top by work. In climbing the ladder of fame he didn't linger,

as Life put it, too long on each round of applause. After he wrote a

script and sent it away with the prayers of the family, he didn't wait

to find out if the script " stuck." He got busy with another one and

sent that along, in the hope that if it was coming back it would pass

the others going out.

When success came he didn't stop work nor study. He regularly

attends the meetings of the Inquest and Ed-Au Clubs in an effort to

find out what others are doing and the why, not that he means to

copy their method, but to refresh himself upon things to prevent his

"thought-grooves" from becoming rusty. He listens to dissertations

upon psychology with the same interest he gives to a novice's query

about " What was the story all about, anyway? " Most of his work is

done at night, and his days he devotes to study.

Frankly, it was with considerable reluctance that he allowed this

photo to be taken for publicity purposes. He dislikes the limelight.

He'd rather hide in a crowd and study individuals in that crowd, to

understand emotion, psychology ; to know what was beneath a grim

visage, thought or intent; he wants to feel what it means to be an

outcast, and that's what he puts into the photoplays that have

brought him success. Whenever you want to portray some emotion

that you do not experience, think of Lonergan's method of going-

out and becoming lost in the multitude. Go out and mingle. Your

photoplay must not be written just at that particular minute. It
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will be better for the waiting. Go out and experience the emotion

you want to portray if you can't get it in any other way, return to

your "mill" and you'll be surprised at the new angle your story will

take.

Another feature that Lonergan possesses is "squareness."

Others claim it, but few possess it. Phil has taken many of the writer's

scripts written for one reel and paid a one-reel price. Producing the

script the story was found to be strong enough for two reels. Perhaps

the director made it so; it might have been Lonergan himself; but

after the story was produced another check would be sent to pay for

the extra reel, and there were no clashing of cymbals to announce

the gift. If a two-reel story went in, and a story of that type was

needed for a single, Phil always took the author into consideration

before cutting the story down. That's his method of being square.

Those of you who have been in the game only long enough to

believe the reason your plots don't sell is because some editor steals

them, harken to this:

In the first place, Lonergan is above suspicion; he hasn't the

inclination, because he's honest and he has free-lanced so long that

he welcomes a chance to buy a script that will fit his programme, so

as to give incentive to the writer; he hasn't the time to steal plots,

either, because, while he's wading through a story to catch the elusive

germ that would make the story live, he'd make better progress

upon one of his own, because he's so prolific that his brain seems

inexhaustible. Get out of the habit of accusing editors of "stealing

your stuff." Examine yourself! Where did you get the idea? It

is just probable that the story you wrote was an heirloom of past

eons or Joe Miller's Joke Book. You never can tell.

Prize Contest Announcement
We have just received the announcement of a special prize contest conducted

by the Essanay Company in conjunction with the Chicago Tribune. As we are

just going to press we are only able to state briefly that the prizes of $250, $150,
and $100 respectively will be awarded to the writers of the best two-reel dramatic
or melodramatic stories. No comedies will be considered. All stories must be
in by midnight on January 16, 1915. The result will be announced in the Tribune
of Sunday, January 31, and rewards will be paid on Monday, February 1. We use
the word "stories" in the foregoing because this contest is unique in that no
scenarios are wanted. Tell your story in synopsis form, or even somewhat as you
would write a short story. The Essanay Company announces that "any rule that

is applicable to a good dramatic story applies to this contest." All synopses
should be sent to the Contest Editor, Chicago Tribune, and the name of the writer,

together with the title of the story, should be sent in a plain, sealed envelope. No
name must appear on the manuscript.
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A series of progressive articles on the technique of the photoplay

by J. Berg Esenwein, editor of "The Writer's Library" and Arthur

Leeds, editor of The Photoplay Author.

XII. (Continued)

5. Four Special Functions of Leaders

Properly used, leaders can accomplish four results very satis-

factorily: (a) Mark the passage of time; (b) clear up a point of the

action which could not otherwise be made to
'

' register
;

" (c) " break '

'

a scene ; and (d) prepare the mind of the spectator to enter into the

scene in the right spirit.

(a) Marking the passage of time. In the amateur script previously

discussed, we found the need for this use of the leader. The intro-

duction, between Scenes 8 and 9, of a leader telling the spectator that

the events in Scene 9 were supposed to happen "Two weeks later"

than those taking place in Scene 8, would have gone a long way
toward clearing up the plot of the story. In this case, of course, it

would have been necessary to add to the statement concerning the

passage of time another statement as to what had happened in the

interval, the complete leader reading: "Two weeks later. Mary
returns home after failing to get work in the city." Or, better still:

"After two weeks of fruitless search for work in the city, Mary returns

to her old home."

Try to get away from the monotonous use of the "Next day,"

" The next day," and "Two years later," style of leader. Say: " The
following afternoon," "After five years," "Later in the evening," or

"Six months have passed." Even though you find, when your story

is produced, that the director has seen fit to omit altogether the

leader that you "wrote in" at a certain point of the action, you have

the satisfaction of knowing that, had he used one there, he could not

have improved upon the one you wrote.

The time element, so important in all drama, is thus adequately

cared for in the leader. When the Gem Company produced their

two-part version of Ouida's "Under Two Flags," it was remarked

by a critic who saw the picture in advance of its release that the only
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leaders needed were those which showed lapses of time. At least in

its use of inserts, this production came very near to being an ideal

photoplay.

(b) Clearing up a point in the action is too obvious a use of the

leader to require much discussion. Some things mere actions cannot

express, and some explanations must be verbally made because

pantomime suggestion is inadequate. To take their proper place

in the photoplay all such leaders should be more than merely explana-

tory: they should have genuine dramatic value—just as much as

an important speech would have in a "legitimate" dramatic produc-

tion. In the pictured drama the leader really fills in a significant part

of the plot which could not be portrayed by wordless action.

Miss Lois Weber, formerly leading woman of the Rex Company,

and a well-known photoplay author, says in the Moving Picture

World: " Often the right words in a leader or other insertion are the

means of creating an atmosphere that will heighten the effect of a

scene, just as a tearful conversation or soliloquy at a stage death-bed

will move the audience to tears where the same scene enacted in

silence would leave it dry-eyed. Naturally, the wrong words may
have the opposite effect, but that is no argument against the leader;

it only argues that the wrong person wrote it."

(c) "Breaking" a scene with a leader may be explained by an

illustration, which at the same time will serve to exemplify how the

mind experiences a more or less unconscious (d) preparation for the

ensuing scene.

Suppose you have a comedy scene showing a bath-tub gradually

filling with water because the faucet was left open. In the five or ten

minutes that might be required to fill the bath and cause it to over-

flow, from three to six hundred feet of film, approximately, would be

used up, if the scene were not changed. Instead of this waste of film,

you could, after registering the fact that the running water was

rapidly filling the bath, introduce a leader: "Ten minutes later.

The tide rises."

Such a leader prepares the spectator for the funny scene that

is to follow; and when the next scene is shown, in which the water is

overflowing the bath and turning the bathroom into a miniature lake,

the audience realizes what has happened in the ten minutes which,

according to your leader, has elapsed since the last scene was shown.

Or, in your story, a lumberman may be injured by having a tree

that he is chopping down fall on him. To show the whole process of

felling a good-sized tree would take too long—it would consume too
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much " footage," and be monotonous to the spectator. Also, it is

the effect, and not how it is obtained, that makes a picture of this

kind successful. For these reasons, the man should be shown as he

starts to chop down the tree. Then, after he has made some per-

ceptible progress, you might introduce a leader: "The accident;"

and, following the leader, show the man pinned to the ground by the

fallen tree; then proceed with the succeeding action. You may be

sure that the audience will understand that the man has been knocked

down by and pinned under the tree as it fell; it is only necessary to

show these two scenes.

A leader, however, should never be employed to "break" a

scene unless there is absolutely no chance to introduce in its stead a

short scene, the showing of which will help the progress of the plot;

or unless a leader will serve the double purpose of breaking the scene

and supplying the audience with an explanation that is important

just at that time.

Taking the two examples just given, in which a leader is used

to break the scene, there is scarcely any doubt that, were you writing

these scenes in scenario form, you might easily substitute scenes that

would help the action of the story and allow you to dispense with the

leaders altogether. For instance, you could show the scene in which

the absent-minded man leaves the water running into the bath and

goes out of the room. Then, show a scene in his bedroom, where he

is contentedly removing the studs from his sh irt . Suddenly he remem-

bers that he has left the water running. With an expression of dis-

may, he jumps up and runs out of the* room. Flash back to the

bathroom scene. The tub has overflowed and the room is filling

with water. As the excited man open? the door, the flood pours out

into the hall. The short scene in the bedroom makes the leader

unnecessary. Better fifteen feet of film showing the bedroom scene

than five feet of leader.

It is well to observe that the bathroom scene is introduced here

merely to illustrate how a leader may break such a scene; do not be

too ready to invent scenes such a» the one described, as every pro-

ducer may not care to stage a scene which would necessitate preparing

a special "tank" floor for the bathroom setting.

Again, after the lumberman had started to chop down the tree,

you might flash a short' scene showing a couple of other men at work
in another part of the forest. All at once they both stop work and

register that they have heard something which startles them. One
speaks excitedly to the other, and both run out of the picture. You
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then show the scene with the man lying beneath the fallen tree.

Presently the two men who heard his cries for help come running up
to him.

6. "Cut-in" Leaders

One very effective form of the leader is the " cut-in." Almost
always it takes the form of the speech of one of the characters, in

which case it is written in quotation marks. This device of throwing

on the screen the supposed words of a certain character at the moment
of action enables the photoplaywright to tell all that is necessary

much better than he could by a long statement of what is going on—

a

point that is well worth remembering. More and more producers

are using the explanatory cut-in leader instead of the ordinary one

which merely states facts. This does not mean that they are trying

to substitute "dialogue" leaders, but that wherever the newer form

can be used to advantage it is less objected to by the audience than

is the bald statement sub-title—doubtless because it is in line with

the illusion of reality in using the players' words, and is not merely

an insertion by the producer or the author, as other inserts evidently

are.

For the reason that all leaders more or less interrupt the action

of a scene, some producers prefer decidedly not to use cut-ins more

than is necessary, their argument being that for a few seconds follow-

ing the right-in-the-middle-of-the-scene leader, the mind of the

spectator is engaged with the import of what he has just read on the

screen, and the action immediately following the leader is overlooked.

Yet a cut-in leader is usually one that suddenly discloses an

important point of the plot. It may be that one of the characters,

when the scene is about half through, unexpectedly makes a state-

ment which amounts to a confession of some crime. We read on the

screen, " Judge, she said that to save me. That is my revolver!"

No sooner has the cut-in been shown, and the action resumed, than

the eyes of every spectator are fastened upon the face of the character

in the scene who should, by all logical reasoning, be most affected by

that confession. If a scene is important enough to require a cut-in

leader, it is reasonable to suppose that it has the full attention of the

audience after the first few seconds of action. This being so, it would

seem that the spectator is far less likely to miss a point of the action

immediately following a cut-in than he is to miss what occurs at the

beginning of a scene, following an ordinary between-the-scenes leader.

It is a fact that many producers "drag" the action of a scene for the
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first few seconds following an ordinary leader, for the purpose of

again centering the attention of the audience on the action itself,

before developing

—

in action—another point of the plot.

7. The Use of Letters, Clippings, and Similar Inserts

The great thing in using inserts, other than leaders, is to be able

to tell what would be most effective in scoring a point of the plot at

an important place in the story. You may start to "write in" a

letter and then suddenly get the idea that the same point might be

better explained if a newspaper paragraph were used. But no matter

what other kind of insert you employ, it will doubtless seem to be

more a part of the action than will a plain leader. For this reason

it is best, whenever possible, to use a letter, telegram, news item, or

some similar insert, in place of a leader. A carefully worded letter,

introduced at just the right time, will sometimes tell the audience

as much concerning the complications of the plot as would five or

six scenes.

Letters should be short and to the point, but they should also

tell as much as possible of what can not be told in action. Better a

single letter of thirty-five words which tells everything than two or

three notes of a line or two each that only suggest what the writer

means. Some of the so-called " letters" which are seen on the screen

are simply ridiculous on account of their very brevity. If it is a

mere note that is dashed off and sent to one of the characters, or a

note left where it will be found by someone after the writer has gone

away, its brevity is allowable; but when a " letter" is written by a

man to an old friend of his—a friend who, he is told, is living in a

distant city, when for years he has supposed him to be dead—and

contains but seventeen words, it is likely to make the spectator doubt

the strength of the former friendship.

It is not always necessary actually to write a long letter; but

it is best in such instances to suggest that a long letter has been

written. This may be accomplished in two ways: You may either

show a paragraph in the body of the letter, with a line or two just

before and just after it, thus:

On screen, letter.

and it was from him that I learned the truth.

I'll leave for Wheeling on the first train

tomorrow, and hope to clasp your hand again

before Monday night.

Honestly, old man, it seems too good to be
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Or you may write out the ending of the letter in such a way as

to suggest that much more has been said in the forepart of the mes-
sage, thus:

On screen, letter, folded down to show only this:

so I'll leave for Wheeling on the first train

tomorrow, and hope to clasp your hand again

before Monday night.

Honestly, Old Man, it seems too good to

be true. I won't be able to believe that what
Morgan told me is true until I see you with

my own eyes.

Until then, believe me to be

As ever, your sincere friend,

Stephen Loring.

Provided that the producer was not short of footage, such a

letter as the foregoing would not be any too long. Many shown on

the screen are much longer.

To illustrate the way a letter will consume footage, we reproduce

the one for which fifteen feet were allowed, in Edison's "The Close

of the American Revolution," already mentioned.

Lord Cornwallis:

Am now within forty miles of Charlottes-

ville. Thomas Jefferson and the entire Vir-

ginia Assembly will be my prisoners today.

Tarleton.

As we know, a letter will sometimes be written by a character

in one scene, but the audience will not learn its exact contents

—

though they may know just about what he is writing—until a scene

or two later when the letter is delivered to and read by the one to

whom it is addressed. On the other hand, we sometimes see an actor

write a letter, immediately after which, as he reads it over, it is

flashed on the screen. Then, later, we see it delivered, but although

the one receiving it is seen to read it, it is not flashed upon the screen

again, because the audience has already been shown what it contains.

But it sometimes happens that more than one letter enters into the

development of the plot at a certain point, and hence there may be

some slight confusion caused by the audience not knowing which of

two letters the player is supposed to be reading. It is to avoid this

confusion that producers generally flash a few feet of the letter a
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second time, simply to identify it. Thus, if the letter that Tom wrote

to Nelly in Scene 6 is delivered to her together with one from her

friend Kate in Scene 8, you may write

:

Postman hands Nelly two letters. She regis-

ters delight upon noticing handwriting on

one envelope. Opens it immediately and

reads

:

On screen. Flash two or three feet of Tom's

letter, same as in 6.

Back to scene.

It is unnecessary for us to comment at length upon the ridiculous

practice of many studios in having all their letters in films written

in same handwriting. A note written by a schoolboy, another penned

by a society woman, and a letter laboriously spelled out by a tramp,

all appear, to judge by the handwriting, to have been written by the

same person.

Few in an audience will object to the introduction of letters,

telegrams, newspaper items, and the like—provided there are not

too many such inserts—because these seem to fit into the picture as

a part of the action, and are not, like leaders, plainly artificial inter-

polations by the author. It need hardly be pointed out, however,

that letters and other written messages must not be introduced

except for logical reasons. More than one case has been known in

which the scenario submitted to an editor specified that one character

was to write and hand to another a note which the second character

was to read—the note, of course, was to be shown on the screen

—

when the contents were simply the words which, on the regular stage,

the first actor would speak to the other! Of course, no producer

would allow such a thing to take place in his picture. In a situation

where the story could actually be advanced by showing the audience

what a certain player was supposed to be saying to another, it would

be only necessary to introduce a cut-in leader, as previously described.

We have spoken of substituting a newspaper item for a letter.

Wherever this can be done, it is well to do it; the newspaper item,

being printed, is at least readable. One or two of the studios use

letters in which the handwriting is so poor that before all the specta-

tors have read the contents of the letter it has disappeared and the

scene has been resumed.

Let us suppose that Edith, not knowing that her friend, Eleanor,
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has fallen in love with Jack Temple, whom they met at a resort the

previous summer, writes Eleanor a letter in which she says

:

On screen, letter.

and I'll send it in my next letter.

By the way, I heard a report that Jack

Temple—the fellow that you thought was
so bashful—was seriously injured in the

wreck of the Buffalo Express last week. I

Back to scene.

The expression on Eleanor's face, as she reads this, would be

the same as if she had picked up a newspaper and read

:

at the time of the collision.

Among those reported injured are James
T. Appley, Syracuse, N. Y.; Lloyd W. Stern,

Boston, Mass. ; Mrs. Geo. P. Rowley, Bangor,

Me.; and John Temple, New York City.

Conductor Thomas Hammond told a World

reporter that as soon as the report of the

Of course, at some point in the action previous to the scene in

which Eleanor reads this report in the newspaper, you will have

made the spectators familiar with the hero's name by means of a

leader or some other insert.

"Where the information is brief," says Mr. Sargent, 1 again, "it

may be better displayed as a newspaper headline. A two-column

display head is better shaped for use on the screen than the deeper

single-column head. A deal of information may be conveyed in a

headline and the spectator seems to read the item over the character's

shoulder rather than to have been interrupted by a leader."

Mr. William Lord Wright, writing in the Moving Picture News,

had this to say on the subject:

"A number of picture plays have been released recently which

contain a flash of newspaper headline. It's a good way of putting

over the information essential to the plot, but it is suggested that

the headlines be properly written. Perhaps the author of the playlet

was a novice in writing headlines, or maybe the director was a know-

it-all. If not a newspaper man and a headliner, we would advise the

LEpes Winthrop Sargent, Technique of the Photoplay.
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author who wishes to use headlines in his action to get some news-

paperman to write them for him. The would-be newspaper heads

we have read on the screen lately are not impressive or well written.

Headlining is a difficult art."

If you have occasion to use a will, mortgage, or other legal docu-

ment, in telling your story, you will realize that the property man
in every studio has the blank forms on hand for anything that you

may introduce. It is therefore only necessary to show, say, the back

of the mortgage on the screen, with the names of the principals written

upon it. Then, later in the scene, or in some other scene, you can

show the body of the mortgage. But if you show the body of such

a document in Scene 10, after having shown the outside in Scene 4,

it would be well to flash the outside, or cover, again in 10, before

displaying the contents—for the purpose of identifying it, as in the

case of the letter.

The proper use of leaders and other inserts is a part of the

technique of photoplay writing that is best learned by practise. Be
sure to keep a carbon copy of your script. Then, if your story is

accepted and produced, when you are watching it on the screen note

the leaders carefully, comparing them with the ones you originally

wrote, and profit by what you see. If the producer has seen fit to

make changes of any kind, there is a reason, and it is generally safe

to assume that it is a good one.

In a Writer's Study

Within this quiet room of thought and dreams

Are woven with the passage of the years

In song and story, gay and tender themes

Sweet with the ministry of joy and tears.

From out the door do song and story fare

With shining feet to earth's most distant ends,

To lift from unknown hearts the shrouds of care,

And make in wild and town undreamed of friends

!

—Arthur Wallace Peach, in The Editor.



JUST trying to cheer them up, "Pop" Hoadley, at the Inquest

meeting the other night, declared that he had never seen the

market so dull. Pop is free-lancing now and he ought to know,
but up bobbed Marc Edmund Jones to remark that he had canvassed

the studios carefully since he got into town from Los Angeles, and

that he found that there was a good market for better than average

stuff. Having the penetrating glance of your fat friend on him, he

did not add that he had sold a lot of "better than average." The
real truth lies somewhere between these two statements. Pop
Hoadley declared that the directors in most instances were writing

their own scripts. Jones says they want better than the director

can write. As a matter of fact, without any particular reason, most

manufacturers are scared to death, and so they do not buy much
stuff but fix up the material purchased perhaps a couple of years

ago and put aside at that time for something better. Now the scare

is on, this is being taken out of the safe and fixed up.

The Coroner said that the best thing (in the long run) that could

happen to the business would be a period in which the directors wrote

all their own stuff. There is not one director in ten who has brains

enough to possess the literary quality. They are tricksters of the

stage, but they are not writers. They are not critics, and they cannot

give their own work the literary quality or retain it in the work of

others ; and the sooner some of them get found out, the sooner there

will come a condition in which the director is given a competent

script and is told to either make that and make it properly or get

out and give place to some one who can. Ever since plays rose above

five hundred feet we have been suffering from the tyranny of a lot

of flat-headed, self-complacent four-flushers who do things in their

own soul-cramped style; who have insisted upon "fixing up" all

the scripts given them without regard to the propriety of the inter-

polations, and they have ruled the studios from the boss to the office

boy. It is about time some of them were sent out into the cold world

to give place to men who can do things. One of the most touted of
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the directors has fallen down hard since he cut loose from his original

connection and there are others who are slumping, and one of these

days the manufacturers will come to realize that their falling sales

are due to the rotten work of the high salaried directors who nullify

the painstaking work of the editors. The only thing that will keep

the photoplay business going is a higher standard of literary value

and this is something that the third-rate stock director cannot either

supply or appreciate. In two studios he is already in the process of

being found out. A third is beginning to get wise, and when these

places get their stride and pull sales from the others, perhaps the

rest will understand and follow suit.

Also at the Inquest came up the matter of wildcats. Pop

Hoadley offered to swap a $150 account for a pack of cigarettes and

Jones put up a new record in a fully developed two-reel script that

was sold by an author for $3.00. Let's spell that out—T-H-R-E-E
D-O-L-L-A-R-S. That is a dollar and a half a reel; two or three

cents a scene. Another company, buying comedies from synopses

only, seldom pays more than three dollars for a suggestion, and more

than one company tries to establish a flat rate of ten dollars a reel.

At the present scale $35 is fair, $50 better and $100 per reel good

money. Most of the purchases are made at $50 or less per reel. If

people who can write decent stuff would refuse to accept a ten dollar

check, the prices would soon rise.

Lately I announced a willingness to read a script about a dog,

with the idea of giving the address of a company in need of this

material to those who seemed to qualify. People who should be

supposed to know better sent in stories of any number of dogs

—

though they were told there was but one dog available. Others

wrote of some specific breed. One man wanted twin dogs, another

a dozen puppies and a surprising number simply forced a dog into

a story already written and let it go at that". There was a chance to

get into a good connection, but it fell down because authors either

could not or would not think. And please note that no more dog

stories are wanted, so don't you dare send any in. I've had troubles

enough.

The other day a kind-hearted cuss who reads with avidity

" everything" I write, sent in a suggestion that he noted the char-
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acters employed as he wrote the clean copy, and thought it a good
scheme to pass along. A hundred times, more or less, I've suggested

entering the cast and scene plot as the story is being written. He
must have read at least three of these suggestions, and yet he just

discovered it. That's no way to study. Better one fact completely

understood than seven-and-a-half books read and forgotten. Carl

Laemmle has a fine expression: "Use the brains God gave you."

He doesn't follow his own advice or he would murder some of his

directors, but it is good advice, and yet few authors seem to use their

brains. They read a book, write one or two plays and then kick if

the checks do not come in. In the second stage of their progress

they write to every author whose name they can get and remark that

knowing that he has a kind heart they venture to ask him the secret

of his success. When he answers, "Work and study," they try the

next, knowing full well that there is some secret trick and that if

they could only get an author to reveal that secret they could make
money, too. When they get the same answer from all, they start

•in to sell to the wildcats. The scripts do not come back, but no

checks are sent, and the last state is worse than the first. The man
who uses brains first learns to write and then tries to sell. Usually

he can.

Avoid coarseness. There seems to be a tendency to go too far,

in emulation of the sex plays and similar junk. And the funny part

of it is that many women who would be shocked at the hint that they

are indelicate are among the worst offenders. In some cases it would

seem that they do not realize just how their story will look on the

screen. In other cases the offense is deliberate and done in the mis-

taken belief that only in crime and obscenity can "strength" be

found. A story about a woman "with a past" is "strong," they

argue. A story of crime is "strong." But a clean and decent story

lacks strength. It's not so! Real strength lies in the grip on the

emotions, and the best and strongest appeal is through the heart,

not through the mind. The heart appeal can come most surely

through the clean story. The trouble is that it takes a trained writer

to put the appeal in clean stuff. The novice, attempting the straight

heart interest story, sees only the surface and writes a history and

not an appeal. The novice does not realize that the appeal must

come through the interest awakened in the characters. It takes,

skillful writing to get the character over to the player, and to make

him or her feel the part so sincerely that interpretation is easy, but
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if this is done there is a hit that lasts longer and does the maker, the

player and the author more good than a dozen doses of infidelity,

immorality or sordid crime. The man who is tempted to theft and

resists temptation is a more appealing character than the man who
steals a half million and another man's wife, but you can't expect a

director, who got his training with the "Flora Floppings Comedy
Company," to appreciate that fact. At the same time this is no

excuse for following his example. Keep clean and you'll sell better

in the long run.

The other day we told a pupil to strengthen a weak story. What
do you suppose he did? He took it home, made the hero a fireman,

put in several scenes with the department in action, had the hero fall

off the top of a building and brought it back. He was surprised to

learn that the engines and the fall had not strengthened the story

but had merely increased production difficulties with no return in

added appeal. The fire stuff might interest some persons and would

look good on the posters, but it did not help the story any. Strength-

ening a story means putting more story in, not more spectacle. Any
goop can fake, but the man who plays on the emotions as an organist

touches the keys of his console is capable of arranging harmonies. Any
man who can swim can be a hero when he sees another helpless in the

water, but the real hero is the man who brings his heroism into his

daily life and hides it from the world. The sensitive man who wears

patched shoes and darned clothes to give his son the educational

advantages he himself was denied is a far greater hero than the man
who jumps off a dock and wonders what is the address of the Carnegie

Fund before he hits the water. Anyone can splurge in a story about

the heroic rescue. It takes the true workman to play up silent

heroism and show it in just that light that will most strongly appeal

to the public. Don't think about next month's check. Think about

the reputation you'll enjoy a couple of years from now if you work

faithfully.

Just today there was a fire on the other side of Broadway. The
crowd admired the fireman who smashed out the windows and they

wished they could wear a white helmet and be a chief. They gave

no thought to a couple of smoke eaters who were in the back part

of the building holding hose nozzles up against the blaze. The man
at the window and the Chief himself would be just as good where the
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danger was, but they would not be in the limelight. Pick the heroes

out of the dark and put them in the spotlight. Play them up and
you'll have some new heroes, but get them well outside the smoke or

you can't see them.

Will someone please write and tell me just what there is to night

scenes that makes the author think he must use them? Four scripts

out of five seem to carry night scenes, and often these scenes are not

at all necessary to the story but are just dragged in. Experienced

authors avoid night scenes where possible and do not, as a rule, write

stories in which there is an excess of night stuff, but the beginner

seems to share the burglar's liking for the dark. It is a mistake, for

if the scenes are tinted they are not clear and if they are made by
stopping down the camera they are downright muddy. It is just as

possible to elope with your lady love at high noon as at low twelve.

Why not stick to the sunlight? It is apt to help sales.

Are you one of those pests who send strangers things you want

to have returned you? If you are, stop it. Lately I replied to a

question a woman sent in. Right away she sent me a circular of a

book she had written and a magazine of some years ago in which she

was written up. Both had to be returned because they were the

only copies she had. I did not feel the slightest interest in the matter,

so all I got out of it was the trouble of mailing the stuff back and the

next time she asks a question she will not get an answer. I know now
that she is a pest, and so I'll not encourage shipments. She nurses

the common belief that if she sticks a two-cent stamp in a letter to a

total stranger that the t. s. just plain must stop whatever he is doing

and shoot a reply, supplying and addressing his own envelope. This

is all wrong. You do not buy a stranger's time with a two-cent

stamp that must be returned you. He is perfectly at liberty to

confiscate the stamp and chuck the letter into the waste basket.

Most men are willing to be courteous, but it makes them tired to be

annoyed. No one would think of asking a strange physician to give

a remedy for some "ache" free, but hundreds of boobs think that

they can write any old author and demand a reply as a right. Demand
is the word; not request. If there is not even a two-cent stamp the

demand is apt to be even more peremptory. Just the other day a

chap wrote, "I know you do not criticise scripts, but I know you
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have a kind heart, so please read this and give me a full criticism.

"

Kind heart be hanged! And it's against the law to kill such fellows

and rid the world of them ! They make it hard for the decent people

and they do themselves no good. If you do ask advice, ask it courte-

ously as a favor and not as a legal right.

Did you ever see a walking stick made of a steel rod and news-

paper washers? You take an umbrella rod and put a brass washer

on. Then you cut thousands of washers of paper and string them on

the rod, cementing them with paste, under pressure. When the

cane is done and sand-papered down, if the paper has been tastefully

used, it looks like some curious wood. There is nothing to suggest

the thousands of layers of paper. It looks like solid fibre. That's

the way the photoplay should be. The scenes should be pressed

together until they look like a solid pla}^ not like disjointed incidents.

Blend your scenes each into the next. Some plays jump from one

series of incidents to another like corn in the popper. The story is

told after a fashion, but it is not told interestingly, because there is a

lack of continuity. A man almost gets off a scene and you see him
coming into the other side of a place ten miles away. It is a sort of

shock that deprives the story of conviction. Of course the cutting

room may be to blame, but not always, and you can at least get your

script started right. You may be cramped for space, but that is no

reason why you should see Gertie board a train in Gallawapas, Ohio,

and the next sixteenth of a second ring the bell of a New York board-

ing house. That is as bad as showing her getting on the train in the

home town, getting off at New York, coming from the station, board-

ing a street car, getting off the street car, going down the block and

finally ringing the bell. One is as bad as the other, but there is a

happy medium. Show her departure, then the old folks grieving,

then a leader, "In the city. Gertie finds a boarding house." That

home scene breaks the uninterrupted progress of Gertie better than

a leader alone would, and preserves the continuity. There is an

awful lot to photoplay writing that some of you do not even think

about.

The other day the American produced a two-reel story written

around about 300 feet of stock negative of the Los Angeles floods of

last year, and Marc Edmund Jones told how it happened. A free-
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lance photographer made a series of exposures of the destruction of

the famous pigeon farm. The American bought the negative. It

was released, in part, in a "news weekly," and later the full length

was sent to Europe as a trailer to a story. The stuff made a hit and

it was suggested that it be worked into a play. This was done, as a

one reel; another writer developed it into a double and then Jones,

discarding the earlier scripts, wrote his own version of "The Ruin of

Manley." Most authors, seeing it, would be apt to argue that the

company went to extraordinary length to get a subject, where, as a

matter of fact, the story was done to use up stock negative. Keep
that in mind, remembering this and similar effects, when you are,

yourself, tempted to write a spectacular feature into a script. It

is one thing to fill a studio order and another to have the effect

accepted from a script. One costs money; the other saves it.

Next to making people laugh the finest thing is to make them

cry. Any half-baked writer can make people's hair stand on end with

cheap sensation.

Note that the rules now forbid the showing of any scenes of

drunkenness or of the interior of saloons unless the moral lesson

pointed is of such strength as to warrant their use. The bar room

scenes will be ordered out and replaced by leader, perhaps.

It certainly does hurt when you send a pet drama to a studio

and get a letter saying it is a good comedy idea but handled a little

too seriously, but this has happened twice lately and to different

authors. In both instances the editor seems to think that it was a

burlesque and not a drama. It only goes to show that the line be-

tween drama and burlesque is a narrow one. For that matter one of

the most entertaining comedies I ever saw was a performance of

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" by an actor who thought he had Richard

Mansfield backed off the boards. There's a hint for you in this.



Inquiries addressed to this department are answered by Mr. Arthur Leeds. No questions can
be answered by mail, nor can we supply names of players taking part in certain pictures. Questions
relating to the writing, sale, and production of photoplays will be answered in this oolumn, but
readers are asked to make their letters brief and to the point.

C. McLEMORE —The "line" you refer to is the "description of the photo-
play." It should come between the title and the word "Synopsis," on the synopsis
sheet. It gives the class of play, the total number of scenes, and the number of

interior and exterior settings, thus: Dramatic photoplay in 27 scenes; 4 interior

and 9 exterior settings. You know, of course, that if you have a bust scene in

your play, it is not counted as either an interior or an exterior, when writing this

descriptive line? By all means use this line when typing your script, but it is

not really necessary to be too exact as to the nature of the play. "Western
drama," "Society drama," "Comedy drama," "Farce comedy," or simply
"Dramatic photoplay"—these are the terms which we usually employ in de-
scribing our plays.—You mention Mr. Sargent's article in the World. If you will

read what he says in his "Thinks and Things" department of this magazine this

month you will get a sort of revised statement. It is his opening paragraph, and
he refers to a remark made by C. B. Hoadley at a recent Inquest Club meeting.
Brother "Gorennot" may have meant what he said, but although the war has
undoubtedly affected the market we do not think that the writer who is able to

turn out the good stuff has any real cause for worrying. Some companies that
have not sent us their market requirements for several months are starting to

come in again with wants, and this leads us to believe that things cannot be so

very bad, even if we did not know of a lot of writers who are selling regularly

and for good prices. But it is a safe bet that the manufacturers are not fairly

falling over each other to get scripts, as some of the "fake" schools would have
us believe.—Only last night a writer living here in Springfield, for whom we had
typed a script, showed us a rejection slip from a Western company which had
the "Not available" point checked, while the other reasons for which a script

might be returned were unchecked. We told him that in our opinion "Not availa-

ble" usually means that the company had produced a somewhat similar story

pretty recently, or else that the script is conventional without being really

"hackneyed," so that they do not like to check the "Hackneyed theme" or "Too
conventional" items. But, as you say, it is quite possible that occasionally an
editor, being very busy, may merely say "Unavailable" in order to dodge having
to check the items which would state more specifically why the script was un-
available.—Glad to have you write in again.

RICHARD GREEN.—Frankly, all your questions are very hard to answer.

We hesitate about committing ourself. First of all, of course, you would have
to be thoroughly prepared for the work, and even before the preparation would
have to come an inborn, God-given ability. Everyone cannot write photoplays,

in spite of the assertions of the "fake" schools to the contrary. If you haven't

got it in you to write, you'll never be able to write. If you have got the ability

to write, you must next acquire the technical knowledge, and then you must

—

write. It depends entirely upon how good your stuff is, how much of it you turn

out, and how well you know your markets, whether you will make a permanent
and financially worth-while success of photoplay writing or not. We could no
more predict what a career in photoplay writing might hold for you than we
could forecast the outcome of the present European trouble. Preparedness is

the thing that you must have back of you, in order to make a success in any line

of work. You'll agree with us there, I'm sure. As for the money to be earned
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in this game, we should say that if you have had the proper training, and are able
to turn out scripts that are fresh in theme and technically correct, you should be
able to average $200 a month without a great deal of trouble. Many are doing
so right along—though you should not believe the statements of the wonderful
earnings of photoplay writers made by some of the photoplay " colleges."—As
for what you ask in regard to the demand for scripts, unless this war spreads to
the United States or unless the world comes to an end we see no reason why there
should not be a good demand for good photoplay scripts for the next ten years

—

and for a few years after that.—We think that in a story such as you outline it

would be best to have the father experience a change of heart toward his daughter
and son-in-law and make good to the latter whatever he has stolen from him.
That would be much better than the "accidental shooting," unless the father
has shown himself to be such a no-account scoundrel that the whole audience
would be glad to have him out of the way. We believe in "lettin' 'em live" if

they're worth saving at all.

A SUBSCRIBER.—"Slip-jack" comedy is a new one on us; we presume that
you mean "slap-stick" comedy. To depart from our usual prose,

A slap-stick, is a comedy where a man falls on his neck,
And if he don't get up again you know he's hurt, by heck!

But if you really want a thorough explanation of just what slap-stick comedy is,

and of just how it is written, we would advise you to send for the August number
of this magazine, in which "Gorenflot" goes into the matter very fully. His
remarks are worth reading, even though the market for slap-stick stuff is begin-
ning to fall off again.

JOHN BROWN.—It is the difference of opinion that makes politics, of

course, and it would hardly do if everyone thought exactly the same as his

neighbor. But when it comes to a question of the advisability of sending out the
same script to three editors at one time—even though they are all "originals"
(not carbons)—we don't see how there can be any room for difference of opinion
among sane, thinking writers. Such a practice is wholly and utterly impracticable.
In still plainer English, no editor would stand for it—if he knew that he was one
of the three. Put yourself in the editor's place. You get a script—an excep-
tionally good script. You have the good of your firm at heart, and you make up
your mind that you will buy that script at once, and pay the author an excep
tionally good price for it. He sends the author the release form in one mail, and
in the very next mail he gets a letter from the author informing him that he
(the author) has just sold the script to the Kalugraph Company. Can't you
picture the editor's disappointment? He read the script, liked it, wanted it, and
immediately sent word to the author that they would pay so much for it. Hardly
is his letter in the mail when he is told that the script is sold already. And still

you say that you see no lack of justice or literary ethics in such a proceeding!

Why, the scheme is absolutely out of the question. It simply could not be
worked without making trouble for everybody concerned. Did you ever go into

a sale of pictures—a "bargain" sale of photogravures, say, that in the regular

way would sell for two dollars? For one day only they are selling for 75 cents,

and looking them over you pick out a picture just the size and style that you've
been waiting for to frame and hang in a corner of your den. You ask the clerk

to wrap it up for you, when the lady standing beside you informs you that she

has already spoken for that picture, and has laid it down while looking at another.

Of course, the clerk gives it to her—and you find that it is the only copy they
have left. Are you sore? Oh, no, certainly not! And that's just the way the
editor would feel at losing a good script after having made up his mind to buy it.

Believe us, that " same-script-to-three-editors-at-once " scheme is impossible,

and as for editors who would agree to such an arrangement, well, "there ain't no
sich animile."
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We have completed arrangements with the editors of the various Licensed and Independent
producing companies whereby this department will be kept thoroughly up to date. The reports
published will be the actual statements sent in by the different editors. It should be understood,
however, that some company's wants remain the same for two months at a time or even longer.
If there is a change in the requirements of a certain firm, due announcement will be made in this

department. If there is no change from the preceding month, the announcement will remain
unaltered. It will pay every writer to look the items over regularly, making careful note of the
requirements of the different firms. Dozens of good scripts go back to the writer simply because
they are sent to firms that do not use the themes embodied in them. To be successful, you must
study the market, and keep up-to-date on market conditions. Please note that, though we publish
many of the editors' names, scripts should be addressed to the "Editor of Scripts," or "Editorial
Department." Do not address individuals. — Editob.

The New York Motion Picture Corporation sends out the following
statement from its New York office:

"Will you please let your readers know that scripts for the Kay Bee, Broncho
and Domino companies should be mailed to Richard V. Spencer, 1712 Allasandro
Street, Los Angeles, California. Scripts intended for the Keystone Company
should go to Mr. Mack Sennett, at the same Los Angeles address."

Our readers know that Keystone desires synopses only.

Our readers will be interested in a prize contest about to be started by The
New York Dramatic Mirror in collaboration with Thomas A. Edison, Inc.

Mark Swan, author of the "Andy Series" and a score of other Edison photo-
plays, as well as successful plays for the legitimate stage, has written two-thirds
of a one-reel photoplay, and The Mirror is offering a prize of $50 for the best
completion of the story submitted by a reader, four prizes of $10 each, for the
next best endings, and a prize of $10 for the most suitable title.

Not alone photoplaywrights, but all interested in motion pictures, have an
opportunity in such a contest, since strong, original ideas are more important
than technique.

The completed photoplay will be produced by Thomas A. Edison, Inc., with
full credit on the screen to the contestant who supplies the prize winning ending.

The contests starts November 18 and closes January 9, 1915.

Mark Swan's uncompleted scenario appears in the issue of The Mirror pub-
lished November 18. Copies may be obtained from The New York Dramatic
Mirror, 145 West 45th Street, New York City, price 10 cents.

Writers should make note of the fact that scripts intended for Majestic,
Reliance or Komic brands should be sent to the Majestic-Reliance Studios,
4500 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California. According to a letter just

received from Russell E. Smith, "other Mutual brands read for themselves
There is no longer any Mutual scenario bureau." By "other Mutual brands"
Mr. Smith means Thanhouser, American, Keystone, Kay Bee, Domino, Broncho,
Princess and Royal. See the announcement of the New York Motion Picture
Corporation, above.

Strong, original, one-reel scripts—Western stories—are wanted by the
Vitagraph Company of America, Western Branch, 1440 Second Street,

Santa Monica, California.

The Holland Film Manufacturing Company, 103 Lawrence Avenue,
Dorchester, Mass., is a new company regarding which we have very little in-

formation. They announce, however, that they are in the market for one- and
two-reel comedies and comedy dramas. All scripts, typewritten, should be
addressed to Mr. J. C. Brownell.



WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY
Everyone interested in Photoplay Writing should have a copy

of the new and standard work, "Writing the Photoplay," by J. Berg
Esenwein and Arthur Leeds, reviewed in the June-July number of
THE PHOTOPLAY AUTHOR. The following excerpts are typical
of the opinions expressed by leading photoplaywrights and editors
all over the country:

It is a careful and exact treatise handled intelligently, comprehensively and with authority.
It will be helpful to all students of photoplay and should find a place in all libraries on
technique. It is creditable in every way. —Epes Winthrop Sargent

This week and next my department in The Moving Picture News will contain compli-
ments for your Photoplay Correspondence Course and for the book. The book is the
best that has come to my attention. As author of the first text-book of any pretensions
placed on the market for photoplaywrights I desire to congratulate Messrs. Esenwein
and Leeds. —William Lord Wright

"Writing the Photoplay" is issued uniform with "Writing the
Short-Story," "The Art of Versification," and other volumes of
THE WRITER'S LIBRARY. 8 vo., 400 pages, sent on approval,
by mail $2.12.

The Home Correspondence School

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

REMINGTONS $9.50
and up. Factory-Re-
built Olivers $23.50. Un-
derwoods {28.50.

HARWOOD SALES
COMPANY,

Box 12, 904 Madison St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Photoplay Writing Department

in the New York Dramatic
Mirror is now conducted by
William Lord Wright, who
formerly conducted the de-
partment, "For Those Who
Worry O'er Plots and Plays,"
in the Motion Picture News.
This means that every pho-
toplay writer everywhere
should get the Mirror every
week. What Epes Winthrop
Sargent does for the Moving
Picture World, Mr. Wright
will do for the Mirror. 10c a
copy, weekly, or $2.50 per
year by subscription.

" 1001 PLACES TO
SELL MANUSCRIPTS "

in its 9th edition—offers a complete
guide to the markets for manuscripts
of novels, short-stories, photoplays,
articles, verses, mottoes for postcards,
calendars, etc., photographs,—every
little product—anything that's good
prose or verse. $1.50 postpaid.

THE EDITOR, Box 950,

RIDGEWOOD, N. J.

"The Photodrama: its piot, Dramatic
Construction, and Place in Literature"

BY HENRY ALBERT PHILLIPS
Introduction by J. Stuart Blackton

Vitagraph Company
Unlike any other book on the photoplay. I be-

gins where all others leave off. It meets the in-

quiry ofthe expert as well as the need of the ama-
teur. Contains nearly 200 pages of Practical In-

spiration. Handsomely bound in doth. Orders
accepted in advance of publication, fi.^o

Regular price $2.00 "Short Story Narration"
or" Plot 0/ the Story" [$1.20 each] by the same
author. Sent on approval.

STANHOPE-DODGE, Pub. 4 PM, Larchmont, N.Y.

Any book touching literary effort. Sendfor list

Develop Your Poetic Gift
Poetry is more than inspiration—it is expression.' To

succeed with public or publisher, you must know the

technique of writing. Details of our home study course in

versification, by Dr. Esenwein, editor of Lippincott's

Magazine, and one hundred other interesting courses on

request. 250 Page Catalogue Free. Please Address

Dr. Esenwein The Home Correspondence School Dept. 307 Springfield, Maw.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.



Short-Story Writing
A COURSE of forty lessons in the history, form,

truoture, and writing of the Short-Story taught by

Dr. J. Berg Esenwein, Editor of Lippincott's

Magazine.

Story-writers must be made as well as born; they

must master the details of construction if they would

turn their talents to account.

May we send you the names of students and gradu-

ates who have succeeded? And the success their letters

prove is practical. It means recognition, accepted

manuscripts and checks from editors.

One student writes: "I know that you will be
pleased when I tell you that I have just received

a check for $125 from 'Everybody's' for a hu-
morous story. They ask for more. I am feeling

very happy, and very grateful to Dr. Esenwein."

We also offer courses in Photoplay Writing, Poetry

and Verse Writing, Journalism; in all over One Hundred Home Study Courses, many of

them under professors in Harvard, Brown, Cornell, and other leading colleges.

250-Page Catalog Free. Please Address

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL,
Department 78, Springfield, Mass.

Dr. Esenwein

TO WRITERS:
THE EDITOR (The Journal of

Information for Literary Workers)
published in your interest for eighteen
years, is the magaaine of which Jack
London said: "I may not tell a hun-
dredth part of what I learned from
The Editor, but I may say that it

taught me how to solve the stamp and
landlord problems." It is a semi-
monthly stimulus to the production and
sale of more and better manuscripts.
Besides articles of concrete, practioal
worth by editors or by writers successful
or about to be successful, each num-
ber contains in " The Literary Market,"
all the news of all the magaiines, new
and old. that pay for manuscripts
The Editor is espeoiaily helpful to the
photoplay writer. It publishes from
time to time helpful articles by those
who are successful producers of photo-
plays. A copy of the current number
will be sent for JO cents. The yearly
subscription is $2 CO.

THE EDITOR
BOX 950

RIDGEWOOD,
NEW JERSEY

OUR SCRIPT
CRITICISM SERVICE
Up till now our charge for giving an

expert criticism on any and all scripts,
regardless of length, has been two dol-
lars. In announcing a change we do not
do so because others are charging more,
but because we find it absolutely neces-
sary in view of the increased number of
multiple-reel scripts which are being
sent in for criticism. In the future
therefore, our charge for this service will

be TWO DOLLARS FOR THE FIRST
REEL AND ONE DOLLAR FOR
EACH ADDITIONAL REEL. Writers
will continue to receive the very best
and most careful criticisms and sugges-
tions that Mr. Leeds can give them.

We reserve the right to return any
script that we deem absolutely un-
worthy of criticism, making a charge of
one dollar for reading the script and
giving the writer an expert opinion of
the script's merits and short-comings.
Such a letter will equal the "criticism"
given by many who offer such service,
the only difference between this and our
full criticism service being that Mr.
Leeds will not examine and comment
upon each and every scene in detail.

Address:

The Photoplay Author

Springfield, Mass.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.



ARTHUR LEEDS

THIS IS THE TRUTH
ABOUT PHOTOPLAY WRITING

"If it be true that no amount of labor and study
will make a fiction writer out of one who lacks the
fundamental gift, it is equally certain that no
amount of instruction will enable you to write sal-

able photoplays if you lack a natural aptitude for

the work."

The foregoing is the opening paragraph in

the Lesson Syllabus supplied with the course

in Photoplay Writing offered by The Home
Correspondence School, and conducted
by Arthur Leeds, editor of The Photoplay

Author. It tells the plain truth and nothing more, and it re-

flects the spirit that has governed this institution in selecting

the pupils for its Photoplay Course. Mr. Leeds has no hesi-

tation in confessing his utter inability to teach those who are

witnout .

" the fundamental gift" of imagination and the ability

to think logically and work hard for success. But if you have it

in you to write at all, he can assuredly help you. His Photo-
play Writing Course was positively the first to receive the

endorsement of the different photoplay editors and critics. He
is an ideal correspondence teacher, earnest, sympathetic,

painstaking and remarkably well equipped. Over a year ago,

Mr. Epes Winthrop Sargent, photoplay expert of The Moving
Picture World, made the following statement in his department
of that widely-read periodical:

"It is evident that there is a demand for course instruction in photo-
play writing, and we welcome the advent into the field of Arthur Leeds,

who has taken up the photoplay writing department of the Home Corres-
pondence School. We have already commented upon Mr. Leeds' and
Dr. Esenwein's book, which is to be used as the basis for the course. We
are now in possession of the lesson syllabus, laying out the book into

lessons. The greater value of the course, we think, will come from Mr.
Leeds' personal instruction and, so far as we know, Mr. Leeds is the first

fully qualified writer to engage in course instruction by mail. He is not
only able to write scripts that sell, but he is able to communicate his

knowledge to others, which is a more important consideration. Still more
than that, Mr. Leeds is earnest and honest and we have his assurance that

the incompetent will not be encouraged to believe that they will win
fortunes, and that the manifestly unfit will not be enrolled as pupils."

No course and no book of instruction can cause good, salable

plot ideas to fly into the writer's brain when he chooses to call

them, but in this course he is trained to see and recognize "plot

germs" in the things that are constantly happening around him,

and he is taught to apply the correct rules of photoplay tech-

nique in working the " germ " up into a strong, salable photoplay.

A KNOWLEDGE OF TECHNIQUE IS NECESSARY
Our Home-Course gives all Needed Training

Send for 250-page catalog, free

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL Dept. 135 Springfield, Mass.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.
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THE WRITER'S LIBRARY
Any of the following titles of The Writer's Library edited by Dr. J.

Berg Esenwein will be sent on approval to readers of The Photoplay
Author. Those who take advantage of this offer will be agreeably sur-

prised. The volumes are issued in uniform size and style, printed on a
superior quality of antique book paper, handsomely and durably bound in

cloth, with lettering in gold and gilt top. The most helpful series of
working handbooks yet published.

WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY
A full manual of practical instruction

By J. Berg Esenwein & Arthur Leeds

Cloth, $2.00 net; by mail, $2.12 Illustrated

THE TECHNIQUE OF THE
MYSTERY STORY

A complete exposition of the form

By Carolyn Wells

Introduction by J. Berg Esenwein

Cloth, $1.50 net; by mail, $1.62

THE ART OF VERSIFICATION
A complete manual for writers of verse

By J. Berg Esenwein & Mary Eleanor Roberts

Cloth, $1.50 net; by mail, $1.62

250 Paare Catalogue Free

THE ART OF STORY- WRITING
A practical course in fiction writing

By
J. Berg Esenwein & Mary Davoren Chambers

Cloth, $1.25 net; by mail, $1.35

WRITING THE SHORT-STORY
A thorough study of the fiction writer's

methods

By J. Berg Esenwein

Cloth, $1.25, Postpaid

STUDYING THE SHORT-
STORY

Sixteen masterpieces with methods for
analysis

By J. Berg Esenwein

Cloth, $1.25, Postpaid

Please Address

THE HG3IK CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
SPKINGFtKLD. MASS.

THE WRITER (Boston), a monthly
magazine to interest and help all

literary workers, established in

1887, continues its work for the

benefit of writers. It prints each

month practical articles on author-

ship and kindred subjects, together

with helpful literary news—infor-

mation about new magazines,
changes in the publishing world,

prize offers for manuscripts, new
books on literary topics, etc.,—and

a full reference list of literary articles

in current periodicals. The price is

ten cents a copy, or one dollar a

year. Address: THE WRITER,
P. O. Box 1905, Boston, Mass.

PHOTOPLAYWRIGHTS
Scenarios corrected, revised, typed
and placed on the market. Plots
criticised. Short stories, novels,
etc., suitable for photoplays drama-
tized. Correspondence invited.

Rex Literary Bureau
57 Stockton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

WRITERS: All work muit be typewritten.
Why not have an expert do your work, for you?
Max J. Newman is still on the job. I am a
SPECIALIST in SCENARIO TYPING. Let
me help you as I have helped others. Send me
your trial order. Scenarios typed, 75c. a reel,

free revision, suggestions and criticism.

MAX J. NEWMAN,
1904 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, 111.

HAVKYHUa Photoplay, a Story, a Poem,
or any other literary production that you want
Revised, Typeivrittcn or Sold? If so, send stamp
for our "Unique Service" folder; it tells how to

dudge rejection slips.

STORY REVISION COMPANY
Box 140

Smethport :

:

Pennsylvania

You are at Home
the World over if you know

ESPERANTO
the easy, international language

Subscribe to AMERIKA ESPER-
ANTISTO for one year, $1.00 and

receive 318 page text-book free.

THE AMERICAN
ESPERANTIST CO., Inc.

WEST NEWTON, MASS.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.
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A Big Stride Ahead

Not all change is progress, but when it was decided to add
to The Photoplay Author a section of special help and interest

to all writers, the publishers and editors felt that a long step for-

ward had been taken.

A large percentage of those who are interested in writing and

producing photoplays are also interested in the drama, fiction,

verse, and journalistic prose. At the same time there are thou-

sands who need practical and experienced help in the art and craft

of writing in fields other than that occupied by the picture drama.

Both of these large and enlarging classes will be well taken

care of in the new plans of The Photoplay Author and Writer's

Monthly. By a slight change of dress, which does not involve

a decrease in the size of our very readable type, the same amount



of photoplay material will be given each month in the future as

in the past, while room is gained on the fuller and larger type-pages

for about eight pages of additional matter of value to writers in

general. This amount of space will be increased by the addition

of more pages as the prosperity of the magazine grows, as grow
it surely will with its added ability to serve and inspire the thou-

sands who already read its pages monthly. Will you help us to

improve and enlarge the magazine by asking us to send free samples

to friends who might subscribe?

From the first month of its appearance under the present

management, The Photoplay Author has grown steadily in

circulation and in the friendly esteem of its readers. Now that it

has broadened its scope as indicated by the new name, The Photo-
play Author and Writer's Monthly, there will be a decided

leap forward in its serviceful quality, and consequently in its cir-

culation.

What is the enlarged magazine to be, month by month?

Nobody knows. The magazine that is cut to a pattern designed

months ahead is likely to be stiff—and perhaps dead. This magazine

will never be cut and dried. Every month it will be a new magazine

—as new and fresh and unhampered as we can make it, and as

you help us make it. Send us news items about photoplaywrights

and other writers—if they are of general interest, we'll print them.

Send us information about reliable markets. Short, snappy articles

of real help to writers will be welcomed, and paid for if printed.

But it is utterly useless to send articles of more than 1200 words

—and shorter ones will be much more welcome. Do not send

dry-as-punk material that cannot be sold elsewhere. This magazine

wants only condensed, practical, brightly-phrased material that

is good enough to interest and help the cleverest class of readers

that any magazine ever possessed.

With this number, Dr. J. Berg Esenwein, whose work for

pen-folk is known everywhere, begins an inspiring series of "Letters

to Young Authors" that alone will be worth the price of admis-

sion. They will be concentrated meat—not Mellins Food,—so

don't miss one of the series.

Won't you write us a line saying how you like the new depar-

ture^—and sending the names of those who are interested in the

writer's craft? We will cheerfully send each a copy of this issue

—so long as they hold out. So, all around, let us wish—and assure

—each other A HAPPY NEW YEAR!
The Editors.
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A Journal for All Who Write

How Much Help Do You Give the

Director?

A Paper Read Before the Ed-Au Club by Arthur Leeds

"The success of every play depends to a large extent upon the

quality of its interpretation," says Mr. Louis V. De Foe, in the
December Green Book. Mr. De Foe's remark comes in one of a series

of articles on "Why Plays Succeed," and the plays referred to are,

of course, those presented in the regular theatre. But is not what
that well-known critic says just as true of the plays seen on the screen

as it is of those presented back of a footlight trough, with a drop
curtain falling to mark the end of each act? Again, while Mr.
De Foe's words are intended to apply particularly to the work of the

different players in a dramatic performance, is it not equally true

that the plays of the legitimate stage, and photoplays, especially, are

dependent for their success upon the work done by the stage director

and (in the picture studio) the director or producer, whichever term
you prefer to use? In other words, is there a writer who has had
even one script produced who will deny that, no matter how care-

fully we may work over our script, no matter how well versed we may
be in "technique," and no matter how hard we may try to produce
what we hope will be a "perfect" photoplay, we are, in the final

analysis, entirely at the mercy of the man behind the megaphone?
With a very few exceptions—yes, there are exceptions, and I

say it without malice—the men who "put on" the plays in the big

studios all over this country are men who hold their jobs because they
are able to take a script and convert it into a photoplay that will

satisfy the patrons of the picture theatres. They are, mostly, men
of intelligence and experience, men who have been staging dramatic
and comedy productions in the regular theatre for years before enter-

ing the moving picture work. If it is true that a few bone-headed
directors can—and sometimes do—take a perfectly good script and
convert it into a cubist dream, it is true, also, that again and again
"scripts" that were nothing but a jumble of technique with a good,
original "idea" concealed in them, somewhere, have been trans-

formed into plays with strong plots, novel situations, and logical
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action. No, indeed; it is not always the " director's fault." In a
few isolated cases it may be true that a director holds his job by
reason of some unexplainable control which he seems to hold over the
"boss," but in most instances it is a case of having to make good,
just as the script writer is compelled to show that he can make good
before he is invited to hold down a desk as a member of the company's
regular staff of scenario producers.

If we are willing to admit that this is so—and I believe that
only a few disgruntled amateurs will deny that it is so—the question
arises : Why are so many of the photoplays seen every week—photo-
plays that give every promise, during the running of the first few
scenes, of being exceptionally pleasing plays—unsatisfactory after

the denouement has been reached, and after the censorship tag has
whirred past the aperture plate of the projecting machine? Any
article of this nature is, when all is said and done, merely an expres-

sion of one writer's personal opinion, and I do not for one moment
expect that everyone concerned with the staging of the celluloid drama
will agree with me. Nevertheless, I sincerely believe that the failure of

a great many photoplays to "get over" as the author (and the di-

rector, also, for that matter) hoped they might is due in no incon-

siderable degree to what I will dare to call the "fault in writing"
which I am about to discuss.

Mr. David Belasco makes it a rule, as did also the late Augustin
Daly, to read over to the members of his company the manuscript
of a play that he is about to produce. In this way he makes them
thoroughly acquainted with the whole story of the play—the com-
plete plot, with all its various details and ramifications—before each
receives his or her individual "part" for study, and before rehearsals

are commenced. Does not this seem the only logical way of approach-
ing the production of any play, whether a drama of the legitimate

stage or one that is to be acted out, scene by scene, before the camera?
I remember on one occasion becoming quite interested in a play that

was being staged—or perhaps I should say a picture that was being

put on—at a certain Chicago studio. After a particular scene had
been finished, I asked the principal character in it how the story ran
in the first few scenes—scenes which, being exteriors, were to be
taken outside the studio on the day following. His reply was one
that I had heard, in substance, dozens of times before: "How the

deuce do I know? I'm only playing a part. We do what we're told

and use a little common sense in doing it; the plot of the story is a

side issue." While I am willing to admit that the particular actor

I have in mind was intentionally bitter in what he said, because he,

like myself, has long been of the opinion that a big mistake is made
when the players are not acquainted with the plot before starting

in to "do" the picture, it is undeniably true that in a great many
studios the pictures have been, and still are, put on without the

actors knowing why they do what they are doing.

So much for the help given by the director to his players. I

wish to speak, tonight, of the help given by the photoplaywright to

the director. At the risk of being accused of uttering a bromide, let
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me say that although there are directors and directors, even the

cleverest director is not a mind reader, and most assuredly he cannot
be expected to peer into the brain of a writer who is, perhaps, on the

other side of the continent when his script is in process of production
in the studio. You will all understand, of course, that I am speaking
now of those scripts that are written by authors whose work needs
either no changing about in the studio or very little alteration—
scripts that are put on, practically, as written. Again, I refer particu-

larly to dramatic stories—stories that might very easily be spoiled,

even though the director's intentions were the best in the world, if

a single important bit of action were to be misunderstood by him.

So far as I am aware, the scripts of Bannister Merwin were the
first to be referred to, in a trade journal, as " fully elaborated and
thoroughly self-explanatory." Two or three years ago, Mr. Merwin
had an article in the Moving Picture World—the issue of June 1, 1912,

I believe it was—to which Mr. Sargent called attention in his de-

partment. Mr. Merwin gave it as his opinion that the script of the

future will be worked out so carefully that the motive for every action

of every character will be plainly set forth, the producer, as a result,

being relieved from the burden of having to write practically a new
scenario from the meagre ideas at present supplied by certain writers.

Instead he would become, as he rightly should be, an interpreter.

In connection with the Merwin article, I said, in " Writing the
Photoplay," our text-book, that "notwithstanding the large number
of words required by such a scenario, its advantages are emphatic,
and producers are likely to approve it more and more as time goes

on. The script that opens up a way into the very heart of the char-

acter, so that the actors and director may be guided in interpreting

it, is certainly vastly superior, in that regard at least, to the scenario

that concerns itself chiefly with the external action. Motives and
the whole inner life of the man, set down clearly and briefly, are in the

last degree valuable in showing what a character really is and why
he does what he does."

This desirable sort of scenario—and I have always held the

opinion that it is desirable—need not lead to over-expansion, if the
writer is experienced and careful. Brevity and conciseness are not
necessarily one, any more than are fullness and prolixity. I believe

in cutting out every unnecessary word in writing the action quite as

much as I believe in eliminating every word that is not really needed
in writing leaders or inserts of any kind. But it is a fact that, long

before I read the Merwin article in the World, I was writing scripts

in which the action was written so clearly and fully that, unless he
intentionally changed a bit of business or a scene, there was no chance
in the world for any intelligent director to misinterpret what I had
written, or to put into a scene—or leave out of a scene—anything
that I had not intended to be put in or left out. I feel pretty safe

in saying that there is no one here tonight who will deny that it is

the little errors, the small omissions, that mar most of the pictures

of today. For example, a character snatches a letter from another
character and crumples it in his hand, crushing it into a ball, almost.
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A third character comes in and picks up the crushed paper. A bust
scene shows us the letter or paper that has been so crushed, but on
the screen—in the bust—the paper is as smooth as when it first left

the factory—unless, of course, the producer happens to be a Griffith

or some other who is big enough not to let even the smallest detail

escape him. D. W. Griffith does not draw his present salary because
he forgets to crumple up the paper before having it photographed at
short range. But why not help the director—be he intelligent or
otherwise—if only in justice to your own work? What if he is a
slant-head? What if he does distort that which the other man—the
intelligent man—would skillfully interpret? At least you have the
satisfaction of knowing that your script was as perfect and as intelli-

gible as you could make it before it went into the mail. And the next
script you write may be put on by a man who will appreciate the
help you are trying to give him—a man who believes that cooperation
between author and director means more well-deserved credit for

both as well as better and more thoroughly appreciated pictures for

the motion picture patrons.

My argument, then, is that if a script is to be thoroughly intelli-

gible and self-explanatory you must give not only the act of a char-

acter but the motive behind the act. So far as the number of words
is concerned, it is merely a question of the director's earnestness of

purpose. If he is a man of intelligence, anxious to make a name for

himself as a producer of good pictures, he will welcome every word
that is really needed to make him thoroughly understand the inner

workings of the minds of the various characters in your story. I

repeat, cut out the superfluous words. Don't say, "an apron of

leather" when you can say " a leather apron." Be brief—but be
intelligible, always. As for leaders, sub-titles, or whatever you may
choose to call them, be brief in writing them, too. I believe that one
of the best sentences in the chapter on "The Use and Abuse of

Inserts" in our text-book is this: "Do not only dispense with every
needless insert, but cut out from each insert every needless word."
But even so, use enough words to be clear and definite. Vagueness
is an abomination, and confusing pronouns make an author as ridicu-

lous as his scene is unintelligible. In the Christmas number of the

Motion Picture News appears an appeal for more sub-titles in photo-
plays, in which the writer says: "I grant that a story told solely

by pantomime is the best method for effective work in motion pictures

—if it were possible. But, unfortunately, it is not possible." And
I think that we must all agree that though many stories have been
told with only one or two leaders, the day of the leaderless script is

still far distant—nor do most of us ever wish to see it. It is the

question of the elaborated and fully explained scene with which I am
chiefly concerned, however; and the question which I submit for

discussion tonight is: Is the fully elaborated scene, in your opinion,

an aid to the director? In my opinion it undoubtedly is.



Letters to Young Authors
By J. Berg Esenwein

Author of "Writing the Short-Story," etc., etc.

FIRST LETTER

My dear Jack:

You have asked me a straight-from-the-shoulder question. If

I cared for you not at all, or only a little, I might put you off with
a few polite commonplaces; but I have learned to love you, not
alone as your father's son, but as an earnest young fellow who is

not afraid to look truth in the face. Therefore I am going to deal as

frankly with you as I am used to dealing with others who honor me by
seeking criticism.

"What," you ask, "is wrong with my stories? I know my
English is good, for I've knocked around among Father's books
ever since, as Holmes said, I was no higher than one of his folios,

and from him I have learned the twists and turns of language. I

have been told that my plots are compact, and not exactly common-
place. The technique of story-telling I have worked on until I have
some facility in construction. Yet something is wrong—now what
is it, dear Master?"

You are right, my boy—all these attainments you have, and
even more, for you are modest. Yet, "one thing thou lackest,

"

as the greatest of all Story-Tellers said to the young man whom,
having looked upon, He loved: Your views of life are not yet deep

and broad enough to command attention.

There are two kinds of good stories : those that are merely good,
and those that carry with them a view of life that grips with a search-

ing interest.

The first, developing a fresh plot—or at least an old plot handled
in a fresh way—is told with animation and charm, and compactly
marches to a satisfactory, and often a surprising, close. Really, to

reach even this standard is more than most writers may justly hope
for, and four-fifths of our magazine stories that may be stamped as

good are of this sort—and nothing more.
The second, the really powerful stories, always contain some-

thing more, and it is this " and-then-some " quality that stamps
them with distinction.

The big, effective story is always the product of a full life, or

at least a life that is full in that section of it that has given birth

to the big story. Could a man who had not soaked himself full of

India, thought India, slept India, eaten India, dug deep into India,

have written Kipling's earlier stories? Could a parlor Jack London
ever have been Jack London at all? Could O. Henry have told

the yarns he did without having lived the colorful life that tones all

his fictions?
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I think just now of a very great short story by I. Zangwill,
'The Cup of Elijah," found in his book, "Comedies of the Ghetto,"
I think it is—or perhaps it is in the " Tragedies." Well, the story
has all the qualities your friends find in yours—good plot, movement,
dialogue, local color, and characterization. But way beyond these,

"The Cup of Elijah" has distinction and firmness of viewpoint.
There is a reserve power that simply makes you know that Zangwill
hasn't begun to tell you all he could tell on the subject—he could
make a novel on the theme, and still have material left. It isn't

by what he tells you, that you feel this, it is by what he does not
tell you.

But, mind you, this sense of power, of viewpoint, is not explicitly

conveyed—it is very subtly given, simply because every line, no,

every word, the man writes is written out of a sure knowledge of

the Jewish types he is depicting and the conditions, the super- and
under-currents of their lives. Here is a man, we feel, who never
gropes, who never deals with hazy ideas—he knows precisely what
he himself thinks, yet he will not let himself foist his own ideas on
his characters, for he is intent on letting them live out this crisis

in their lives to its swift and stirring denouement, quite in your
presence.

But, I hear you say, not all great writers have lived such broad
and adventurous lives as London and 0. Henry.

Yes they have, my boy, every one of them—only some of them
have lived their broad and deep and romantic and high-achieving

lives chiefly within the walls of their minds. John Luther Long
did not need to go to Japan to write "Madam Butterfly," because
he had poured Japan into his life.

Here, then, is the truth in a word: You must first find yourself

before you can write BIG stories. Think, until your views are worth
listening to; live deeply, even in the office in which you drive a

pen; know your characters intimately, so that you may be sure of

what they would do or say in their big moments; get inside and
outside of some one phase of life so completely that your mastery
of it may be felt, not seen, in your stories—and then you will be
ready to infuse your technique with the only thing that can save it

from woodenness : LIFE.
Your sincere friend,

Karl von Kraft

Sticking To It

The author who gives up after one rejection, or two, or ten, is

unworthy of the name. There is no royal road to authorship. It is

fight, fight, and keep on fighting to the end. And that is as it should

be. Art is worth nothing without the fight to win, without the

willingness to die fighting. He who by some stroke of fortune reaches

a point where fighting is unnecessary soon drops out of the race.

—Albert Bigelow Paine.
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XX. Schrock—A Dreamer Who
Does Things

By Akthur Leeds

Oh, yes, indeed—there's all the difference in the world between
a dreamer who merely dreams and a dreamer who really " produces."
One is a Hamlet and the other is—well, the current " Who's Who"
will give you the names of a great many dreamers who have done and
are still doing things. To be merely supplied with "soul stuff" is a
good thing for—yourself. But to have a liberal supply of "soul
stuff," plus common sense, plus initiative, plus originality and stick-

to-it-iveness is a good thing for yourself and—in the long run—for

your fellow men. Heaven help the man or woman who never dreams,
for to be so constituted is to be without ideals of any sort. We all

know men who are dreamers only; men with ideals but no ideas;

and then we know of other men who have both ideals and ideas;

who can dream the thing that they would accomplish and who can,

also, bring about their accomplishment. There is, too, a sort of

divine providence that gives a man the means to accomplish a certain

end when he is made of the stuff that not only urges him on to do it

but makes him search constantly for the means to bring it about.

As Lockhart wrote of Napoleon, "To the very last, he had a kind of

idea; that, namely, of la carriere ouverte aux talent—the tools to him
that can handle them."

I may truthfully refer to Raymond L. Schrock, the subject of

this "personality sketch," as a dreamer who really "does things."

He may steer his course by the compass of his ideals, but he reaches

his goal by following up the good, old, and almost infallible rule,

"Keeping everlastingly at it brings success."

Schrock is one of those natives of Indiana who came into the

world to "add one" to the list of literary men and women hailing

from the Hoosier state. He may be briefly described, first of all,

as a student and a worker, and, secondly, as a good fellow. He started

out with the determination of becoming a mechanical engineer, and
eventually he did work himself into the position of assistant county
and city engineer in Goshen. But even while holding down his

engineering job he knew that he had been bitten by the "writing-

bug," and every time that he saw the word "engineer" in black and
white it would suddenly "dissolve into" "journalist." So one day
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he made up his mind that it was time for a change, and forthwith broke
into the journalistic field. For a long while he wrote newspaper
articles for a syndicate, doing short stories on the side, and—soft

pedal, please!—he once confessed to me that for a few months he
gathered in a few extra dollars by conducting an " Advice to the
Lovelorn" department in a well-known newspaper, using the pen
name of a worldly-wise woman.

During his early training he made a special study of dramatic
construction, delving into the hard and fast rules that—up to the
last two seasons, with their "On Trials" and "Big Ideas"—governed
the technique of the legitimate drama. He studied the art of the
theatre from the foyer to the back wall of the stage, and all the while
he kept reading the works of the great dramatists of all ages. He
became quite an unadvertised critic of Shakespeare, Marlowe,
Ibsen, Sudermann, and others. He made, too, a special study of the
mechanical and scenic features of large productions, on the order of

"Ben Hur" and "The Garden of Allah."

He has always had an insatiable desire for knowledge, and for

years the greater part of his spare time has been given reading on
and studying such subjects as psychology, occult science, phrenology,
mental suggestion and therapeutics. With these he has combined a
by no means slight study of law, and also of toxicology and the rarer

forms of germ diseases. The result of these various studies is a
series of stories and photoplays, either in synopsis form or already
developed and sold. His most original and novel stories, however
are still held in reserve, for like a good many other writers Schrock
believes that the day of far better prices for scripts is not far distant,

and although he and I both agree with brother Epes Sargent that

one should give his best to the photoplay, we are both firm in our
opinion that to dump hundred dollar stories into a twenty-five dollar

market is not an indication of good business management. If you
are a real writer you can make the story that you are willing to sell

for twenty-five dollars so good that it will be sure to please the short-

sighted manufacturer who still holds to the opinion that twenty-five

dollars is liberal payment for a script, while still keeping in a reserve,

for the good time coming, the plots that such a manufacturer would
rather do without than pay real money for.

During Schrock's first year or two in the journalistic game he
took up commercial advertising, and out of several thousand com-
petitors he won one of the ten prizes offered by the Rice Electric

Display Sign Co. for the best article on how those firms listed as

leaders of the world could make the best use of their recognition.

When the motion picture game began to open up, and when
scripts (or "scenarios," as they are still occasionally called) came to

be required by the manufacturers, Schrock started to break into the

new field by first making a careful study of the pictures that were
then being shown on the screen. Then he got hold of a "sample
scenario" printed in The Moving Picture World, went over it care-

fully, and started in to write the pictured drama. Unlike most
beginners, he had the good luck to have the first four scripts that he
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turned out accepted, with a suggestion from one editor that he pay
special attention to this branch of his writing work. That was the
beginning of Schrock's career as a script writer.

Once started, as I have already said, he "kept everlastingly

at it." Only a few months after the time when his first script was
accepted, he packed his little grip and came to New York to become
studio manager and scenario editor for the Gene Gauntier Feature
Players. Just to state that much is to say something that will pro-

vide food for thought, for everyone knows that Miss Gauntier, her-

self one of the most prolific and skillful of script writers, would not
be satisfied with anyone but a writer and editor whose ability to both
pick and deliver the goods was unquestioned. It was when Schrock
first felt the desire to apply his knowledge of stagecraft to the actual

work of "putting on" the filmed drama that he left the Gauntier
studio to enter the directing end of the game, joining Mr. H. C.
Matthews at the Coytesville, N. J., studios of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company.

Schrock has proved himself to be a very prolific, as well as a
versatile, writer. Comedy, farce, tragedy, melodrama, straight

drama and industrial scripts have come from his trusty typewriter,

and even when free-lancing his percentage of acceptances has been
unusually high. He can do a good story in one-reel, but he has a
goodly list of multiple-reel plays to his credit.

Two years ago, in connection with his script writing, he became
associate editor of Photoplay Magazine, and stuck with it during
its infancy and hard fight for recognition, editing the popular "Re-
flections of a Critic" department, wherein he offered criticisms of

everything pertaining to the film game, making a personal tour of

theatres in several states to stir up the exhibitors and to urge them to

demand the best that the manufacturers could give. Through his

department, also, he carried on an energetic campaign to interest the

public in multiple-reel features of the better class, adaptations from
standard works, plays, etc. : and I can remember his commenda-
tion of the Thanhouser Company for producing their elaborate and
carefully staged versions of "The Merchant of Venice," "Nicholas
Nickleby," "Undine," "Lucille," "Jess," and other well-known
plays and novels. In addition to conducting his department, Schrock
wrote, each month, a storyization of some current photoplay.

Schrock has long held the opinion that the public is not only
able to understand but eager to witness plays with more "point,"
more real psychology in them, than the train-wrecking, aeroplane-

smashing "thrillers" that are so frequently placed upon the screen.

He has fought hard for months to interest the picture patrons in

real "heart interest" and psychological dramas, dramas that bring

to the spectator real character studies and visualized emotions,
rather than the physical thrills and mechanically produced shocks
that we have endured for so long.

Personally, Schrock is a quiet, unassuming fellow; a good
listener, but a man who is capable, too, of holding his own in any
discussion relating to the work that he loves. His real ambition, I
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feel sure, after having had many interesting talks with him, is to

make a name for himself as a producer, but I know, too, that he would
never dream of abandoning the writing end of the work, for his great-

est pleasure is in squaring up to his writing machine and turning
out a play with characters who, on the screen, will live, breath, and
work out a problem. He knows the joy of creation, even though his

creations are but the children of his brain, too well to ever think
of giving up the script writing part of his labor.

At the present time, outside of special work which he is doing
for a big eastern company, Schrock is engaged in writing a series of

psychological stories, as well as another series of farce comedies.
These, he hopes, he will be able to produce himself.

Schrock was one of the first writers to join the Ed-Au Club,
and he has worked hard, with other members, to make this organiza-

tion a power for good in the business and an inspiration to its mem-
bers. More than anything else, he is an example of the kind of writer

who succeeds by constantly adding to his store of knowledge, by keep-
ing up to date on what is going on in the film world, and by making a
consistent effort to turn out a better script than the one last written

every time he faces his typewriter and plunges into his work. And
when a man loves his work and enters upon it in that spirit you might
as well try to keep Bryan or Roosevelt out of politics as try to keep
him from succeeding.

Dr. Esenwein's Lecture Itinerary

Dr. Esenwein's lectures on the Short-Story, delivered in various eastern

and southern cities, have aroused such wide interest that he has arranged (subject

to the omission of one or two dates) the following itinerary for addresses. The
lectures will be followed in each case by an opportunity for asking public ques-

tions on this interesting subject:

Baltimore, Md., March 27, afternoon; Washington, D. C, March 27,

evening; Atlanta, Ga., March 29; Birmingham, Ala., March 30; Montgomery,
Ala., March 31; New Orleans, La., April 1; Houston, Texas, April 2; San
Antonio, Texas, April 3; El Paso, Texas, April 5 or 6; Tuscon, Ariz., April 7;

Tempe or Phoenix, Ariz., April 8; Redlands, Calif., April 12, afternoon; San

Diego, Calif., April 13 or 14; Pomona, Calif., April 15; Los Angeles, Calif.,

April 16; Monterey or Del Monte, Calif., April 17; San Jose, Calif., April 19;

San Francisco, Calif., and vicinity, April 20-23; Sacramento, Calif., April 27;

Ogden, Utah, April 28; Salt Lake City, Utah, April 29; Denver, Colo., May 1;

Manhattan, Kans., May 4; Topeka, Kans., May 5; Kansas City, Mo., May 6;

Jefferson, Mo., May 7; St. Louis, Mo., May 8; Chicago, 111., May 10.

Our readers who are interested in meeting and hearing Dr. Esenwein should

address him promptly, at Springfield, Mass., for details of time and place of

his lectures.



H. C. S. Folks

Kenneth F. H. Underwood has a bright little humorous poem
in a recent issue of the Century Magazine, the verses being illustrated

by C. C. Tincher.

Frederick Simpich, United States Consul at Nogales, Mexico,
whose story, "The Face in the Ice," is a feature of the February
Black Cat, has contributed to Argosy, and other Munsey publica-

tions, as well as to nearly all of the popular fiction magazines.

Arthur Peabody Bond, has a strong piece of fiction in "The
Iron Couple," in the January Snappy Stories. This writer's work
is becoming more and more familiar to fiction readers, and his skill

in plot construction and character drawing increases with each new
offering.

A recent number of Texas State Topics contains the interesting

announcement that Mrs. Elenita T. Kirkpatrick of Paris, Texas,

won the gold medal offered by Mrs. H. B. Fall of Houston, in the

literary competition, Texas Federation of Women's Clubs.

Making a variation from the "human interest" theme which
he usually adheres to, Arthur Leeds has a story, "The Man Who
Shunned the Light," in the February Black Cat that is weirdly
fascinating and entirely original in its plot.

Annette Thackwell Johnson, whose stories of East Indian life

are noted for attention to detail and accuracy in "local color,"

has a story strong with heart interest in the February LippincotVs

Magazine. It is entitled, "Their House of Love."

"The Society of Alligators" by Emma Miller Bolenius featured

in January McCaWs Magazine, is an amusing story full of delicious

humor. Miss Bolenius, who recently resigned as head of the English
department of one of the leading colleges of the South to devote
all her time to writing, is doing much successful work, largely for

educational publishers.

"Social Heredity and Social Evolution" is the title of an impor-
tant new book by Herbert W. Conn, Professor of Biology at Wesleyan
University, in charge of the courses in Human Physiology and
Agricultural Bacteriology offered by The Home Correspondence
School. Few subjects have grown in interest more rapidly than
Eugenics. Dr. Conn is an authority on evolutionary and bio-social

topics. The Methodist Book Concern, New York.

Students of the H. C. S. who have taken the course in English
Composition and Rhetoric mapped out by Prof. John F. Genung
of Amherst College and interestingly and ably taught by his twin
brother Dr. Geo. F. Genung will be amused by the anecdote pub-
lished in January Everybody's Magazine in the department "Under
the Spreading Chestnut Tree."



Two Kinds of How
By Harry Angelo

Why labor over the how of fictional technique before you have measurably
mastered the how of language expression?

It involves waste effort and much more time to approach any art from the
wrong angle, and perhaps this is especially true of the writer's art, in each of its

several phases. Here are six things every writer ought to make his own, not
only before he takes up the theory of fiction but while he is studying its structural
principles

:

1. Exactness in the use of English sentences.

2. A large variety of sentence forms.

3. The effective relationship of one sentence with another.

4. The habitual grouping of words in fresh relationships.

5. Correctness and variety in using figurative language.

6. A wide and precise vocabulary.

Now it is precisely these fundamentals that your "talented young writer"
loftily overlooks—and stumbles over, like most folk who direct their noses
toward the stars. "My inspiration all dies out when I think of grammar and
rhetoric," say they.

Well, that may be true, for there are some geniuses whose inspiration is not
induced by perspiration, and many writers who instinctively use good English
because they have always heard an elegant, correct, and delightfully various
English spoken. It is quite probable that such well-endowed minds, who are
furthermore constantly absorbing from good reading, would be at first confused,
hampered, and discouraged by a study of these six things, yet one thing it is

important to remember : when the structure of English sentences, and its related

subjects, is properly taught it becomes not simply interesting but absolutely
fascinating; and, far from being too technical for easy understanding, it is as

clear as light.

What are the steps that one must take in order to come into possession of

these six essentials of a good working English style?

Be sure you know what good English is when you see it. Nine out of eleven
fairly well educated people do not know, and one out of the other two could not
tell. I am not even sure of the eleventh. Living with good English, and living

with eyes and ears alert to weigh and compare, is the first way to cultivate taste.

Take time to find out the "why" of every "how." There is a reason why your
word-group lacks punch when you write something like the following and call

it, by courtesy, a sentence: "Wearing her clothes in a chic style, her slightest

adornment the subject of long thought, all the girls recognized in Marie what
she herself had studied to become: the best-dressed girl of her set."

Carefully examine at least ten present-day writers of importance to see how they

use sentence variety, fresh combinations of words, figures of speech, and other devices

of the writer's craft.

These three simple suggestions, applied faithfully to the six things to be
desired in good English, will set anyone on the right path to learn the first essen-

tial how; only after you have learned these well enough to be able to say, "My sen-

tences are correctly formed; I use a considerable variety of sentence forms; I

try to group my sentences with an eye to what precedes and what follows; I try

to group words so as to make fresh combinations instead of being satisfied with
trite, time-worn expressions; I try to use figures of speech with some degree of

imagination; I study to expand and make precise my vocabulary "—only after you
can honestly say all this should you take up the study of the technique of fiction.

You must have some ability to write English before you can hope to write salable

stories, and all the while that you are writing your stories you should study to

increase your mastery of language. Let the first "how" come first.



Photoplay Construction

A series of progressive articles on the technique of the photoplay

by J. Berg Esenwein, editor of "The Writer's Library 1
'' and Arthur

Leeds, editor of The Photoplay Author.

XIV.

THE PHOTOPLAY STAGE AND ITS PHYSICAL
LIMITATIONS

By "the photoplay stage" we mean all that sweep of view which
is taken in by the range of the camera, whether in the studios or

out-of-doors. At first this may appear to be of very wide area, but
the scene-plot diagram reproduced in our October issue will give a
good idea of space limitations in staging the picture.

1 . Scope of the Stage

To begin with, the actors must be constantly on the alert to

avoid "getting out of the picture" while the scene is being taken.

Suppose an actor is seated in a reclining chair that has been "set"
where the line A cuts it in half, so to speak. If he is leaning forward,

he will be completely in the picture. But if he forgets himself and
leans back it is likely that the upper part of his body will not appear
when the film is developed. To avoid this, the V-shaped lines shown
on the scene-plot are actually marked on the floor, in most studios.

A piece of strong cord, or sometimes wire, is stretched tightly from
B to C and thence to D. Within this V-shaped space the complete
set must be made, and within these limits the entire scene is played.

In the case of a set requiring more than the ordinary amount of

depth, such as the interior of the church, in Essanay's "Robert of

Sicily," or the court-room scene in Seng's "The Finger Marks," a
larger stage is obtained by setting the back part of the scene (or set),

as shown by the dotted line E, and laying down a special pair of "V"
lines to cross the permanent ones on the studio floor. When the

camera is placed at the apex of this larger V, the picture is, naturally,

made many feet deeper, with a corresponding width of background
as the lines diverge.

This special stage is used, too, in setting most ballroom scenes,

so as to accommodate the greater number of people appearing, as

well as to add to the scenic effect.

2. Number of Stages Used

As a rule, there are at least four of these "stages" side by side

on the floor of the studio in any of the big producing plants. Thus

Through an error, the two installments of this series appearing in our November and Decem-
ber issues were numbered as being part XII of the series. These two issues really made up part
XIII, this month's installment being part XIV.
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four entirely different sets may adjoin each other; and, as was pointed
out in a previous chapter, a producer may finish Scene 8 in Set I and
move directly to Set II, where the scene "done" may be 9, or any
later scene, depending very often, upon whether the players will have
to make a change of costume or make-up. A careful producer will

always try to avoid waits by having his scenes set up in the order

that will allow him to proceed with as few delays as possible.

In some studios, the fact that walls and ceiling are of glass

permits the taking of most scenes, on a bright day, without the aid

of artificial light. There is, however, at least one big plant where
all scenes taken inside the studio are produced with the aid of artifi-

cial light, daylight being entirely excluded.

3. Stage Lighting

Everyone—at any rate, everyone living in the city—is familiar

with the peculiar lights used in many photographers' studios. These
Cooper-Hewitt lights seem to be merely large glass tubes that shed

a ghastly blue-green tinge over everything, and under which photo-

graphs may be taken regardless of exterior light conditions. Practi-

cally the same kind of lighting is utilized in most studios, although,

in addition to the Cooper-Hewitt tube system, there are electric arc

lights, spot-lights such as are used on the regular stage, and even
search-lights, used to obtain special effects.

One of the big producing plants has two studios—one in which
both daylight and artificial light are used, and another, at the top

of the building, with glass walls and a ceiling which constitutes the

roof of the building, where every scene is taken with natural light.

On a bright day the latter studio is used; if there is no sunlight at

all, the downstairs studio is kept busy. On the immense floor of the

daylight studio, as many as eight different ordinary sets may be

erected side by side at one time.

It is pretty well known that many "interior" scenes are taken

out of doors. That is, the set representing the inside of a building

is built upon a stage or platform out of doors, usually in the yard of

the studio. One frequently hears a spectator at a moving picture

show wonder at the way in which, in some interior scenes, the curtains

and other hangings, calendars and lighter pictures, etc., are blown
about, as if stirred by a strong electric fan. The reason is that the

picture was made on an outdoor stage. Such an effect may frequently

be noticed in the Kalem pictures taken in Florida, as well as in the

work of most of the Pacific coast studios, where the open air stages

are used as much as possible. This not only means a material saving

on light bills—especially in a studio where mostly artificial light is

used for interior scenes—but the general effect for most scenes is as

good as, or better than, if taken within the studio. Thus, for years,

interior scenes have been taken on outdoor stages; but not until

the Essanay Company produced Longfellow's "Robert of Sicily"

were the outdoor stages used after sundown. In this immense pro-

duction, many massive sets, both interiors (such as the church) and
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exteriors (such as the courtyard of the king's palace) were entirely

flooded by the various kinds of electric lights to which we have
referred, ingeniously arranged to cover a stage almost a hundred
feet deep. In this way some of the most important scenes in the

picture were taken on outdoor stages as late as ten o'clock in the
evening.

Everyone who has stood beneath the blue-green light knows
how it changes the color of objects upon which its rays are shed.

Particularly and most peculiarly is this true of white objects. For
this reason, sheets, pillow-cases, table-cloths, maids' caps and aprons,

and the like, are generally dyed a bright lemon-yellow, or actually

made out of that colored material. Even the dress-shirts, collars

and ties of the actors are, in many cases, similarly colored. The
result is that in the picture they appear a clean, sharp white, and yet
do not have a chalky effect.

Jj.. The Playwrights' Use of Lights

It must be apparent to anyone that if there is sufficient light

to photograph a scene at all, there must be enough to make the use

of a candle unnecessary—this from the standpoint of simple reasoning.

To have a candle or lighted lamp carried on in a scene which is

already light enough to reveal objects plainly, must instantly con-

vince the spectator that there is another light already in the room,
even though it is not seen in the picture. It is unconvincing; the

effect desired fails to " register"—to use the term in use in the

studios. The effect of a room dimly lighted by a candle may be
produced easily enough; and in such a scene it is all right to have
your candle already standing, say on the table when the scene starts.

Be extremely careful in your use of candles, lamps, and lanterns,

in your scenario. It is best not to attempt to introduce scenes that

are dependent for their success upon bits of business with certain kinds
of lights unless you are thoroughly familiar with this branch of

studio work. Even then, the difference in lighting arrangements in

the various studios makes it a risk, unless your script is intended for

a particular one with which you are familiar.

Almost the only effect of this kind that is easily and convincingly

produced is that of a dark lantern flashed around a half-darkened
room. In such a case, the actor carries a lantern on as he enters the

scene, but the circle of light supposed to be coming from it is really

cast upon the walls by an electric spot-light, the operator knowing
before the scene starts just where the "spot" is to be flashed. If

you have not the opportunity of becoming acquainted with the inside

workings of some of the big studios, by all means pay special atten-

tion to the photoplays that you see on the screen, studying them to

determine what special light effects are introduced into the scenes, and
with what degree of success. Neither the producer nor the camera-
man is infallible. Every effort is made, of course, to secure artisti-

cally perfect results; but that perfection is not always obtained is very
evident to anyone who regularly watches the pictures on the screen.
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Many imagine that in a scene which becomes gradually lighted
at the opening, or which fades slowly into darkness at the close, as
frequently happens at the conclusion of a photoplay, the effect is

obtained by a gradual raising or dimming of the studio lights. As a
matter of fact, such effects are readily produced with a piece of glass,

say about five by ten inches, and stained any dark color with a semi-
transparent dye, the density of the color being carefully graduated,
so that one end of the glass is entirely opaque, while the other remains
almost unstained. For a "fade in" effect, where the change from
total darkness to full light is shown, this glass is passed slowly before
the lens of the camera, the opaque end being in front of the lens as
the scene starts. For a scene which is slowly to "fade out" into

darkness, the process is naturally reversed. If one or more scenes
in your scenario would be really helped by the introduction of such
an easily obtained effect, you simply write "Fade into church in-

terior," if you wish such a scene to start so; if it is to end in the
reverse way, write "Fade out."

5. Rehearsals of Scenes

Different studios have different rules for preventing so much as

the possibility of there being some fault with the photography when
a certain scene is "done." In some studios the rule is to take every
scene at least twice, or even three times. When the films are de-

veloped, the one which is not only clearest and sharpest photographi-
cally but which shows—even though by ever so small a difference

—

the best action on the part of the players, is kept, and from this the

positives are printed. In other studios, each scene is only taken
once at first; and if the film proves to be faulty the scene must be
retaken, even though a day or so later. In every studio, of course,

each scene is rehearsed before being "done." Sometimes running
over the scene once or twice is sufficient, while other big scenes may
be rehearsed fifteen or twenty times. Not only is a scene rehearsed

many times in order to obtain the best effects in action and grouping,

but repeated goings over are often necessary in order to change the

action slightly, or to cut it down so that it will run only a certain

number of seconds, each sixty seconds representing, approximately,

as many feet of film.

6. Use of " The Bust" 1

Suppose you have a court-room scene, one in which, as you plan

it, there will be plenty of depth to the set, and besides the twelve

men composing the jury, a number of witnesses and spectators are

shown, in addition to the others necessary to develop the plot. The
story justifies the setting and the number of people used; it is,

literally, a big scene. Now suppose that you wish to show a bit of

XA verbally inexact technical term, meaning a "close-up" picture—that is, one in which a part

of the scene, perhaps only a portion of the body or bodies of the actors, is taken close up to the
camera, thus increasing the size and emphasizing the action at that point.
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by-play between two principal characters—perhaps the exchange
of certain papers. The detail of their actions would be lost in the

scene with so many other people; so you introduce a "bust/' show-
ing them sitting close together and carrying out the business already
mentioned. In this case, you introduce the bust because you do not
want to have your characters leave the court-room while the trial

is in progress. But suppose you show a ball room scene, and Jack,

who has been forbidden to call on Stella, is seen disguised as a musi-
cian, sitting at the further end of the room. He is very anxious to

speak to Stella, but finds no opportunity until an intermission

occurs. The floor is pretty well cleared, but even then, he being at

the far end of the room, the expression on Stella's face as she passes

close to him and he speaks to her, would not register as plainly as

though they were closer to the camera. Yet, here, a bust picture

would hardly be advisable, although the limitations of the camera
do not allow of your "getting over" the point as you would wish.

There are two ways in which the difficulty could be overcome: by
making this a separate scene, in which case the camera would be
moved closer to where Jack sits, yet not so close that the scene could

be termed a bust; or making it an entirely different scene, having
Jack watch his opportunity and follow Stella into another room,
there to steal a few hasty words.

7. Respect for Stage Limitations

At all times you must keep in mind the limitations of the photo-
play stage. If you have the picture eye, as described in our July
issue you will be able to see just what you can, and can not, write

into a picture so that it will register. If it does not register, it might
just as well not have been written. As Mr. Sargent once said,

"Pretty nearly everything is possible to the camera, but not all

things are practicable." In the same article, he gave a practical

illustration of camera limitation that should guide photoplay authors
in determining what not to write

:

"Suppose you've written a chase scene. A band of horsemen
dash through the picture. The hero is wounded and falls from his

horse, rolling to the side of the road. The pursuers thunder past

and then the heroine comes in and rescues the hero. This is photo-
graphically possible, but not practical. The dust and the smoke will

create a haze that will dim the end of the scene. It can be done by
letting the hero lie while the dust settles, the camera being stopped
meanwhile, but unless the scene is strong enough to repay this trouble

the script will be passed over in favor of one that can be made with-
out so much fuss."

Almost every day, producers and cameramen—especially camera-
men—risk life and limb in an effort to secure some novel scenic effect

as a back-ground for their pictures. It should be remembered,
however, that what the producer may choose to do when it comes
actually to taking the scene has nothing to do with the scene as you
write it—so far as the actual background is concerned. Do not de-
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mand that the struggle between the sheriff and the leader of the
cattle rustlers must take place upon just such and such a kind of

precipice. You may be certain that if the situation is a strong one
the producer will spare neither time nor pains to secure the most
perfect setting it is possible for him to obtain.

We have already cautioned the writer about introducing into

his script interior scenes calling for special and unique lighting effects.

He should be no less careful about writing in scenes where extraordi-

nary light and climatic effects are needed in outdoor settings. Here,
again, you must trust to the good judgment of the producer. Do
not insist upon the sun shining when a certain scene is taken; the
producer must suit himself by taking the scene when and where he
has everything and everyone ready. Some of the most important
scenes in a series of battle pictures made by the Selig Company in

the autumn of 1912 were taken on days when the sun never appeared
for more than half an hour, and some of them were made only a short

time before sundown.
As for writing in scenes calling for rain and snow storms, it

depends entirely upon what kind of script it is and how well your
work is known by the editor to whom you submit it. If, for instance,

you have had several scripts accepted by Eclair, and, knowing that

they were working at Saranac Lake, N. Y., you sent them a specially

good, dramatic story of backwoods life, with a scene calling for a
snow storm effect, the chances are that the producer would do his

best to get such an effect. But when it comes to writing an ordinary

script of everyday life and stipulating that a certain scene must be
played when "the snow is falling fast," it is quite another thing. It

is not that such effects cannot be produced, but it is unreasonable to

write in a scene requiring a certain climatic condition unless it has

a very strong bearing upon the plot of the story. If it has, and the

story justifies it, that effect will be obtained, never fear.

The moving picture camera, it is well to remember, is of no
light weight, when set up on its massive tripod. The cameraman
cannot place it in position to take all the pictures that you might be

able to take with a snap-shot camera held between the hands. The
body of the camera, without the tripod, may be placed upon the

overhead beams in a studio in order to get some novel scenic effect

below; or a special platform may be built for the camera and operator,

when the producer is determined to get a scene on the side of a cliff,

where no neighboring cliff or rocky platform was furnished by nature;

but when the producer goes to such pains as these to obtain an effect,

there is a reason, and generally the reason is an unusually strong

story that justifies the special effort on the part of all concerned in

its production.

Watch the pictures on the screen and you can see what effects

are produced; and it follows that if a thing can be done once it can

be done again. But will it be worth while in the case of your story?

This is a point that you must determine before venturing to specify

that particular effect. Do not be carried away by the fact that it is

your work. Weigh the importance of that scene and compare it with
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dramatic value of the scenes which precede and follow it; if the scene

with the unusual and difficult effect is the big scene of an unusually

big and interesting story, write it in. The chances are that the pro-

ducer will be only too glad to stage it according to your original idea.

But do not ask him to waste his time or the firm's money in producing
a scene the expense and bother of obtaining which is out of all pro-

portion to the importance of the rest of the picture. And do not
forget that the camera, wonderful as it is, cannot and does not do
everything that it -seems to do. In other words, do not mistake an
effect produced by trick photography for one that is merely the result

of exceptional care and work on the part of both cameraman and
producer.

The Passing of the Indecent

The following extract from an editorial in The Outlook of April 11,

1914, is well worthy of the attention of every writer. It is even more
true today than when it first appeared, nearly a year ago.

"The vicious plays are not thriving; the vicious dances are

retreating under the fire of public condemnation; good women who
lost their heads for a little time are regaining their senses. There
are evidences, too, that indecent books are no longer creating a sensa-

tion, and that prurient magazines are not as profitable as they were
a few months ago. The stories of relaxed morality are conspicuous
chiefly for their very crude art. They have relied on a rather flagrant

form of indecency; they have lacked the skill and the interest which
a few real artists have been able to give to the treatment of delicate

subjects.

" The vicious play has been halted in its career by lack of popular
support. The indecent magazine can be converted in the same way.
The mercenary editor can be reached through the publisher. A
magazine which prints indecency as a matter of profit will return to

the paths of decency when the profit ceases. In all these demoralizing
adventures into the lower world the public has a large responsibility.

It can cease to go to the theater, it can refuse to buy the book, and
it can decline to read the magazine. The magazine which has sold

itself to the goddess of lubricity can be reformed by the shrinkage of

its circulation and by the falling off of its advertising receipts. The
advertiser who looks simply for the biggest circulation, without
reference to the way in which that circulation is obtained, becomes a
partner in the indecency of the publication he patronizes. He is

doing precisely what he would do if he placed his advertisements on
the walls of houses of ill fame. He may not realize this, but if he will

take the trouble to think it out he will find himself in the position of a
patron of vice. His responsibility is greater than that of readers of

the offensive magazines; he is a partner in an immoral business."



THERE ! Just as I decided on what to write for this issue, along
comes the November issue with Leeds' answer to the inquiry
of "John R.," in which he seems to intimate that "John R."

should not be so absolutely certain that his script is good. But
anyhow it's a theme that will bear elaboration. Perhaps you know
what a "pole counter" is. Sometimes they call it a "tally register."

No matter. It's a thingumbob with a jigger that you press down
and each pressure of the jigger registers one on the dial of the thing-

umbob. I've got one, and for the last two weeks I've been pressing

the jigger each time I got one of those letters. Thirty-eight times in

two weeks! Of course the wording differs all the way from "Where
can I find a market for a strong, virile story of intense interest?"

to "I know my stories are much better;" but the general idea is the

same. The stuff, they say, is good. Therefore it must be bad; for

if the chap knew how to write he would not say that anything he
writes is good, though some things are better than others, and stand
a better chance of a sale. The very fact that you know that your
stuff is good or that it is better than what you see on the screen puts
you so far to the bad that your case is well nigh hopeless. If you
started in a Marathon race and five miles from home decided that

you had crossed the finish line, and sat down to rest, what chance
would you stand of winning a prize? It's the same with scripts. The
moment you know you are good, the precise instant you are satisfied

with the work, in that fractional part of a second you stop progress-

ing, because you are contented with your accomplishment. If your
stuff really was better than what you see on the screen, you would
see your stuff on the screen instead of the other fellow's. The editors

do not take rot because they like rot, but because they cannot get

what they want. I've just finished a letter from one of the biggest and
best men in the European market in which he complains that he can-

not get his people to write what he wants, no matter how much time
he spends coaching them, and over here the conditions are the same.

Absolutely and positively the hardest stuff in the literary market
to get hold of is the really good film story. A-b-s-o-l-u-t-e-l-y just

that. You don't have to believe it if you do not want to, but I know
what I am talking about. The editors—most of them—want the

best they can get. They spend the boss's time and their own personal

time corresponding with the promising writers trying to advance the

grade of work, and all to little effect. It's not merely a case of paying

money to the big authors to coax them in. Not an hour ago I was
talking to a man whose job it is to fix up a set of stories by one of the

most popular fiction authors of the day. He is paid four-figure sums
per reel. "On the level," I asked, "if Blank Dash had not written
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this stuff, how would it size up?" "Really, pretty fair," was the
response. Do you get that? "Really, pretty fair." Not good. Just
pretty fair; and yet the man can get two to five thousand dollars

for an eight-to ten-thousand word fiction story. He writes a "fair"

photoplay. Some of you chaps who know the camera and its possi-

bilities and its limitations, write better than fair stuff, but you lack
the names, as yet, because your stuff must be fixed up, and what
gets over on the screen is partly yours, partly the editor's, partly

the producer's, and whatever the cutting-devil sees fit to do with it.

A year hence you may be in three figures, with a bigger name than
those now in the van, if you keep it up. The day is drawing near
when both stories and prices must get better or the business will

tumble. The day is coming when the man who writes his own stories

and produces them, with no more license to write than a cat has to

be impertinent to a tiger, will be left in the rear, and men will be
hired to put stories on film and not merely to turn out one thousand
feet of negative film a week. Then the man who doesn't know that
his stuff is good will find a market and the complacent ass who
can do no better because he knows he is already good enough will

still be singing his old, old song.

I was the third editor in the business ; and that only means about
six years ago, but there has not been a week in all those six years
that I have not heard that cry of the self satisfied, and it gets me
just as "het up" today as it did at first. It irritates me because
that sort of person holds back the rest by keeping down the average.

He "sours" the editor on all outsiders. He clogs the script drawer
and tires the editor out to the point where he loses his perspective.

Don't ever be satisfied. Don't ever feel that you can do no better,

or that you have done better than is really needed. Just the other

day I asked Henry Albert Phillips to read one of my fiction stories

because I didn't know whether or not it was good, and if I can't tell

at the end of twenty-three years how my stuff is, how are you going

to do it at the end of twenty-three weeks or twenty-three months?
Don't think you are good, and if you can't help thinking it, at least

don't advertise your folly by writing letters to that effect.

And speaking of my mail, I met another old offender this morn-
ing. A chap writes: "Lubin has just released the first of my stories,

'He Wanted Chickens.' ' Lubin had just released the story of that

title, and / got the money for it, and when I read the letter I knew
the chap was a liar, and a clumsy one at that, because in an earlier

paragraph he showed that he knew that I sold them a lot of stuff.

Don't make breaks like that, because you never can tell when the
statement will be a boomerang.

One chap wrote the other day suggesting that I ask a certain

company "to put a few pictures in between the leaders." And the

point was not badly taken, at that, for the company uses an excess

of leaders. Cutting or editing film is an art that few know. The
film comes into the room in strips, each scene and leader and insert
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by itself. There are marks on the end of the strip to indicate the
particular scene or leader it is. These strips are sometimes cut and
joined before going through the machine, the cutter pretending that
he can see perfectly the inch by three-quarter scene, but the best
cutters have the film joined up and run through a projection machine.
If the leaders and letters and other inserts are all in their proper places,

the film is measured and enough is taken out to bring it down to
the thousand foot length. Properly, this is done by trimming down
scenes, but sometimes a careless man will simply eliminate an entire

scene instead of cutting the ends. Then comes the question as to
whether the picture is understandable. This is where most of the
trouble happens. If the cutter is an idiot he makes the whole story
foolish by over elaborating the leaders on the general theory that
film audiences are but one remove in intelligence from an infant in

arms. There comes a picture of a horse, for instance. The cutter

says: " What is this, pray?
" His assistant looks it up on the script

and answers, "Why, it's a horse." "Oh, yes. To be sure. Make a
note to have a leader, 'This is a horse,' please." Can you beat that?
And yet some of the leaders actually added are not a bit more foolish

than that. That is one reason why the picture on the screen may not
be as good as the story you have written, but the script may have
been vastly better.

I got a letter I didn't like the other day. It was from a clergy-

man, and he wrote that nine companies had turned down a story in

which a girl was lured to the stage for her ultimate good and added
that if it came back from the next place he supposed he would have
to change it so that she was lured to her ruin, instead. Now that's

a nasty way of looking at it. In the first place, a clergyman should
not write filth just because he thinks it will sell any more than the
layman should. In the second place it is barely possible that the story

and not the fact that it was a clean story was the reason for rejection.

Just because a story does not sell it does not follow that an editor is

at fault. He may want the clean stuff, but want really good clean

stuff. This man is like the others. He knows his story is good, and if

it does not sell it is the fault of the editor and not of the story.

No wonder he cannot sell.

And here is another. A chap, by invitation, sent in a synopsis.

It was a novel story, but the trouble was that his novelty was gained
at the expense of plausibility. He went at the job with no other idea

than that he would have a story with unusual elements, so he mingled
oil and water and wondered why his ingredients would not mix.

That is just as foolish as trying to be original and painting a house
with maple syrup. It's original, but it is idiotic. If you write a story

in which Jim Brown wakes up in the middle of the night and finds

a nine-foot giant sitting on the bed, get a perfectly good reason for

the giant's being there. Then look up some company that has a
nine-foot giant before you write the story. It would be real cute

to have Sam Smith float in through the window of Deacon Brown's
parlor in an aeroplane to scare the ladies of the sewing circle, but
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first give Sam a reason for having an aeroplane, give him a reason for

wanting to scare the ladies, and then get a 'plane that will slip

through a window. Don't make your audiences ask how this came
to happen or if that is possible. There is no easier way to kill a
story than that. If they stop to argue or reason, they lose the thread
of the story, and vote it a bore.

A correspondent writes that a wildcat company stole some
stamps off his envelopes. If he used a four and a two, they would
soak off the four and leave the two. The only answer is, why deal

with the wildcats? Not once in five hundred times will you make a
sale, and long before you hit the sale you'll lose three or four scripts,

at least. Just the other day a $63,000 (in cash) company went to

smash. Two writers had stories accepted but not paid for and an-
other had a story to be paid for on release. No profit in that. If

you deal with an established company and they do not pay, you know
where you can go and get your money, or at least you know where
you can get your scripts back, but if you deal with these fly-by-

nighters you'll lose every time. I've had three companies formed
right here in this little 7x9 office in the last six months. One of

them had (or was to have) a million dollars capital, so I loaned the

chap five dollars on the strength of getting one-tenth of the stock
free and a hundred-dollar-a-week job when the company started to

do business. It was cheap at five dollars. That's what these wild-

cats are, only the ones you hear about are the ones where the dreamer
found a backer. Every month, almost, you are told to keep away
from the thin ice, but you will go skating and break through and then
look surprised and swear you didn't see the danger signal. The real

trouble is that the companies are not started by practical men. One
recent effort was the production of a six-reel story—six thousand
feet—in twenty-two miles of film. Is it any wonder that these

companies go to smash?

One of the hangers-on recently paid three whole round dollars

for a complete script of action for a two-reel play. The editor widely
advertises that he will send a free suggestion sheet to all who apply.

I have thrown six in the waste basket already, each having been
addressed to a different member of the staff of a trade paper and
passed along to me. He lately wrote that he was getting up a scrap

book of the letters of appreciation he had received, and would I

please send him something that he could paste up. He has not

received a letter yet, and I do not believe that he would paste in

what I should send him if I did write. The only letter he ever got

from me was one asking why he had sent out a check that was re-

turned marked "no funds." And yet he seems to get all the scripts

he wants. Are you one of the come-ons?

Bill Lord Wright said something the other day. He says some-
thing very often, but this went right straight to the point. He con-

demned the practise of some editors in sending around to the writers

for the trade papers the scripts that roused their mirth. He contends
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that this is not fair, and he speaks with the straight tongue. No
matter how poor a story may be, it is entitled to the same considera-
tion at the hands of an editor that a masterpiece receives. If the
editor wants to give his friends a treat he should purchase the script

and then it is his to do with as he likes.

It looks as if the latest fake school "professor" was going to get
into trouble. He has a long list of " associate editors" and most of

the said associates were not consulted before their names were used.
There is going to be a backkick somewhere along the line. It's funny
how some of these fakers get the nerve to lie. One school has the
statement of an alleged pupil that he sold a script. It does not add
that they assured him he never could sell it. It has cost them fully

fifty pupils, for that many have written to the address of the victim
and have been given the facts. Those who do not write are duly
impressed, so it seems to pay him to keep the name in.

Do you get so that you write the same story over and over
again? Some writers do and never realize that it really is the same
thing. I know one woman who always writes a story in which the
girl seems to prefer the wrong man, but the right man shows her the
error of her ways, so she marries him. No two stories look alike on
the surface, but the editor looks under the surface and he'll get tired

of the same thing over and over again. Learn to reduce your plot

to the simplest details and then see if it is like the other plots you've
written. One man specializes in fights over wills. They all look
different, but they are all the same. Vary your product as much as

possible. Get the reputation for being versatile, and you'll find your
stuff receives far more attention. The editor gets to know the ear

marks and he will soon realize that you have only one idea if that is

really all you have, and he'll look at the name and then back goes

your story "so quick like it came."

If you get an idea for a series of stories, do not offer just one for

sale. Send several with an offer to write more if desired. One writer

almost lost a good idea that way recently through neglecting to

explain that she had an idea for a series, but the sale hung fire and
she realized what might happen and avoided trouble. It does not,

as a rule, pay to write a series, because there is small chance of its

going through, but if you do write a series, write at least a full synopsis

for half-a-dozen and do not merely ask an editor if he can use a
series "about a tramp," or something equally definite. He wants
to know just what you have before he tells you if he wants it. This

is fair enough, in all reason. He would not buy a hen if he wanted
an egg on the off chance that the hen might lay one. If you have
eggs to sell, show your eggs and not the chickens.

Some writers can't seem to understand why they are advised to

write many scripts with little or no chance of a sale. They want to

write a single script, work over that until it sells, and then write

another and sell that, and so on. The idea is this : If you stick too
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long to one script you get so tired of it that you edit all the life out
of it, and all of your experience is centered in that one script, that

you have worked over perhaps fifty times. Write one script once
and then go on to the next and so until you have fifty. Out of the

fifty the chances are that you'll hit on at least one idea so much above
the average that you'll know instinctively that you have something
worth working over. Even if you do not get a single good idea, you
have had more practise in plotting than if you had held to the one
idea, and you will have encountered many technical points presented
in many different aspects instead of looking only at one side of a

subject. If you never in your life had driven a nail in a board, it

stands to reason that you could not do it as well as a carpenter who
may have driven home several kegs of nails. But when you have
driven a keg of nails you'll be able to drive nails as well as the car-

penter. You would not gain much by pulling one nail out of the hole,

driving it back into the same hole, and pulling and driving indefi-

nitely. It is the same way with plots. Get used to writing stories

and in time you'll get used to writing good stories. It is the only way.

Pungencies

Some stories demand a happy ending; others just as naturally

tend to tragedy.

—

Israel Zangwill.

The loftiest merit of a tale (or play) rests upon the effect it pro-

duces, not on the fancy, but on the intellect and the passions.—Btjlwer.

It has been noted, and it deserves to be emphasized, that action

in the drama (and the photodrama—Editor), as in life, is of two kinds,

physical and spiritual. We have likened the drama to the prize fight,

which is its primitive prototype. In the prize fight, however, the
conflict is physical almost to the exclusion of the spiritual element;
whereas, in the true drama, physical action often suffers eclipse while
spiritual conflict monopolizes attention.—Charlton Andrews.

To know every detail, to gain an insight into each secret, to

learn every method, to secure every kind of skill, are the prime
necessities of success in any art, craft, or trade. No time is too long,

no study too hard, no discipline too severe for the attainment of com-
plete familiarity with one's work and complete ease and skill in the

doing of it. As a man values his working life, he must be willing to

pay the highest price of success in it—the price which severe training

exacts.

—

Hamilton Wright Mabie.



Inquiries addressed to this department are answered by Mr. Arthur Leeds. No questions can
be answered by mail, nor can we supply names of players taking part in certain pictures. Question!
relating to the writing, sale, and production of photoplays will be answered in this column, but
readers are asked to make their letters brief and to the point.

W. BERNARD.—"Business" and "action" are two quite separate and
distinct terms in photoplay writing. Action is what takes place in the scene—the
doings of the various characters as planned by the author. Business means the
special bits of action—the "side-play"—planned by the director after he has
read the action of a scene. The word "business" is not so much used in photo-
play writing as in writing for the regular stage. In a play manuscript the direc-

tion "Business of unbinding Jack" might occur, and such a direction would mean
simply that Jack's rescuers would "go through the motions," as it were, of re-

leasing him from the bonds holding him tied to the tree. In reality he would
probably be very loosely fastened, but the men who were supposed to release him
would "go through the business" of loosening several knots and removing his

bonds. "Business" is simply a comprehensive word which saves a lot of other
words of explanation. If—to use your own example—you say, "Business of

Frank lowering boat," you mean that Frank goes through the whole process of

lowering the boat from the davits into the water. "Action," in photoplay writing,

usually refers to the whole scene, as recorded by the camera. If the director is

working from the author's own script he follows the action as there written, but
it is his privilege to invent and use special bits of "business" that may add to

the interest of the scene and allow it to be worked out more clearly.

ELIAS KARP.—1. What makes you doubt that a thoroughly good photo-
play by an "unknown" writer would bring $150—if sent to a company that pays
at the rate of $50 a reel for first-class stuff, of course? It is a mystery to us how
writers get the impression that the bars are up against the "new" writer. But
of course you need not expect to get $150 for a three-part script from a firm that

is in the habit of paying only $25 a reel. If your story is worth $50 a reel, and
you send it to a firm that pays that much, you'll get the fifty, even if it is your
first script. 2. It was given out that the Balboa Company was to make the
film adaptations of all of the Jack London stories, and then the trade papers
printed reports that through some change in the contract the rights to do all this

work had been shifted to Bosworth, Incorporated. Then there were reports

about "law suits," etc., and finally things quieted down. Meantime, Bosworth
has gone ahead and made film reproductions of "The Sea Wolf," "John Barley-

corn," "Burning Daylight," and other London stories, advertising them as the

only authorized film versions of the novels—which is true, so far as we know.
But it is possible that Balboa produced "The Cruise of the Hell Ship" in order

to test their right to do so, as it were, and we have no doubt that it is a very close

copy of the London story. Frankly, though, we do not have the inside facts,

and we believe both firms are honest in their dealings. 3. Different editors have
different preferences, but most editors like the paragraph of action single spaced,

with double spacing everywhere else, as between the description of the scene and
the paragraph of action. 4. We think it is best to put only the one title on the

script, but if you think that the editor might like to choose from three or four

titles, in case the script is acceptable, there would be no harm in submitting the

extra titles on a card attached to the script proper. By the way, read the answer

to "John Brown's" inquiry in last month's issue. You know who J. B. is.

And—also by the way—it was the July number of the Woman's Home Companion
that contained the article by Daniel Frohman.

ESCAR.—The first example you give is wrong because "15" cannot be

the "same as 6" if it is viewed from a different point than 6 and 10 were. If you
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describe your scene, "14—Street scene, showing bank," you cannot write a later

scene "21—Another street scene, same as 14," because it is not the same as 14
unless it has been taken without the camera's having been moved an inch, even.

If the position of the camera is changed at all, the background is changed, and
you can no longer say "same as ." So that, as you say, the two scenes should
be separately listed in the scene plot.—It depends entirely upon what kind of a
vision or dream scene you are using, whether you mention it in the scene plot.

(There is no need to mention it in the synopsis unless the whole story turns upon
the dream or vision.) We mean this, with regard to the scene plot. A fade
vision means three distinct scenes in two distinct settings. Scene 8 shows Jack
thinking of what happened at the side of the well when he said good-bye to Mary.
Scene 8 fades out into the setting which shows the well (which is what he is sup-
posed to see in his mind's eye) and then fades back again to the setting used for

8. So that in writing the scene plot you would, of course, list the setting with the
well in it and give the numbers of all the scenes—including the "vision"—that
were played in it, and then you list the other scenes—including 8 and 10—under
the separate setting. But you would not, in any way, designate that a certain

scene was a "vision" scene. Make that clear when writing the action—not in

the scene plot. In the case of a vision or dream that is part of a scene—a vision

which is produced by means of a superimposition of the films—you'd not indicate

it in the scene plot at all. Such a vision is, as it were, simply a bit of the action
of a certain scene, the action proper being added to—not interrupted—by the
introduction of the " up-in-the-corner " vision or dream effect.—In making out
your cast of characters, it is always best to give the numbers of the scenes in

which all those people who are not actually "principals" appear. Say "Police-
man, in 7 and 13," "Insurance agent, in 22," and so on. This gives the director

a chance to see at a glance just how he can use his minor characters to advantage.
If he is anxious to save money on that particular production he can very likely

use the man who plays the policeman in 7 and 13 to play the part of the insurance
agent in 22. So that whether you are speaking of only one minor character, in

making out your cast, or whether you are listing the "waiters and diners" or
" crowd at fire" you should add the information "in 20 and 22," or whatever
the numbers of the scenes may be.—In writing the synopsis, give only the essen-

tial facts—the principal incidents of the plot. In the case you mention, simply
state, as you put it, that "Grace rescues Jimmie from being injured by an auto-
mobile."—You are a new subscriber, and so probably missed our May issue,

which fully explained the preparation of the cast of characters, touched upon
above. The same information and a great deal more bearing upon the question
you ask is contained in our 400 page text-book, "Writing the Photoplay," which
is the work upon which our course in photoplay writing is based. We feel sure
that a copy of this book would be of the greatest assistance to you in the work
you are apparently just taking up.

HENRY DICKENS.—So far as we are aware, the photoplays you mention
have never been published in book form—either as novels or as novelizations of

the plays. "The Naked Truth" is a film adaptation of the stage play by the
French author, Henri Bataille, and "The Daughters of Men" is a play by
Charles Klein. The other you mention is also a stage play, but a photoplay
version of it was produced some time ago.

RICHARD GREEN.—Get the January 15 issue of Moving Picture Stories

(weekly, 5 cents a copy) and read "The Present Outlook for Scenario Writers."
The writer of that article does not seem to be pessimistic about the present
demand for scripts, and he is a man who is well up on matters pertaining to the
film industry. Undoubtedly, the war has affected the business a good deal;

the sale of prints in European countries affected by the war has been practically

stopped. But there is now, and will continue to be, a good steady demand for

the right kind of photoplay stories. Two or three weeks ago the trade papers
printed the ad of the Gaumont Company for scripts. The ad had hardly been
published a fortnight when a writer friend of ours dropped in to say that he
had sold Gaumont and that they had asked for more. So you see it's the old
story: Good stuff will always sell, so long as America keeps out of the European
mix-up herself.



Following up the statement of the wants of the New York Motion Picture
Corporation, published in last month's issue, comes the following notice from
Thos. H. Ince, managing director:

"We wish to announce that we are not at present buying scripts for the
Broncho and Domino brands, since with those scripts already purchased and with
those turned out by our salaried writers we are fully supplied. Notice will be
sent out when we are again in the market."

Balboa Amusement Producing Company, Long Beach, Cal., announcse
through their new editor that they are in the market for two-reel heart interest

stories and three-reel mystery plays. They desire nothing containing unnecessary
evil or sensationalism, even in detective plays.

Writers should make note of the fact that scripts intended for Majestic,
Reliance or Komic brands should be sent to the Majestic-Reliance Studios,
4500 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California. According to a letter jus

r
t

received from Russell E. Smith, "other Mutual brands read for themselves.
There is no longer any Mutual scenario bureau." By "other Mutual brands"
Mr. Smith means Thanhouser, American, Keystone, Kay Bee, Domino, Broncho,
Princess and Royal. See the announcement of the New York Motion Picture
Corporation, above.

Strong, original, one-reel scripts—Western stories—are wanted by the
Vitagraph Company of America, Western • Branch, 1440 Second Street,

Santa Monica, California.

Smallwood Film Corporation, 175 Fifth Avenue, New York City, writes:

"We require immediately two-reel scripts, with the action well written out,

suitable for featuring Miss Ethel Grandin. Experienced writers are particularly

requested to submit stories. A minimum of seventy-five dollars a story will be
paid, although more money will be paid for stuff justifying the price. Prompt
action guaranteed.

Until next Spring, scripts intended for the Biograph Company should be
sent to their western office, Georgia and Girard Streets, Los Angeles, Calif. All

the members of the Biograph Company who have been working in New York
City are now quartered at the Pacific Coast Studio, and all productions will be
made there until further notice.

The scenario department of the Gaumont Company, Congress Avenue,
Flushing, L. I., N. Y., sends out a call for "first class scenarios for comedies
and dramas. " In our next issue we will endeavor to give more detailed particulars

of their wants.

Through the editor, Mrs. Catherine Carr, the Kinetophote Corporation,
126 West 46th Street, New York City, states that they are at present in need
of feature films of from three to five reels, and that these must be only such
plays as may be utilized for well-known actors and actresses.

Word comes that Verne H. Porter has been appointed associate editor of

The Red Book, The Green Book, and The Blue Book, North American Bldg.,

Chicago, 111. At the present time, The Red Book is looking out for exceptionally

strong short stories of 2,000 words or less. Such stories "must be big and vital,

or genuinely humorous. " The plan of the editor is to use two or three of these

stories in each number of the three magazines published by "The Red Book
Corporation."

Short stories of from 2,500 to 5,000 words in length, one-act plays, short

novelettes of 15,000 to 18,000 words, and good, "snappy" poems are wanted by
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Snappy Stories, 14 East 33rd Street, New York City. This magazine strikes a
happy medium between the "brutally frank" type of fiction that has for some
time been found in certain magazines and the conventional stories that led to the
founding of just such magazines as this is. Snappy Stories is undoubtedly uncon-
ventional, but writers need not feel ashamed to find their work published in

the same magazine with that of Dr. Frank Crane, Arthur Peabody Bond, and
others of similar note.

Romance, "The Magazine of Golden Dreams," is the other magazine
published by the New Fiction Publishing Company (same address as Snappy
Stories, noted above.) It, also, is in the market for novelettes, short stories,

and poems. Writers should study copies of both magazines to get a correct idea
of the material used in each. Prices paid for contributions to either magazine
are said to be most satisfactory.

In our December issue we printed the wants of the Holland Manufacturing
Company, 103 Lawrence Ave., Dorchester, Mass. We said that it was a new
company concerning which we had very little information. We have since

received complaints from different writers to the effect that this company is

not to be depended upon in the matter of settlement for what it purchases.
From reports received, it seems to be what we have often referred to as a "wild-
cat" concern, and since it is the purpose of this department to guide our readers
in the direction of "real" markets, we hasten to inform them that they will

do well to keep away from the Holland concern until such time, at least, as it

takes to put the company on a better working basis.

We have had numerous inquiries concerning the reliability of the Rochester
Motion Picture Company, Inc., Newell Building, Rochester, New York. After
careful investigation, we find that we can repeat the statement made, in this

department in our July, 1914, issue, that this company is apparently reliable in

every way. They furnish the best of references, and state that all scripts now
in their hands "will be accounted for either by return or checks in payment of

same." They also add—and we know that every company has reason to com-
plain on this score—that many writers fail to enclose return postage with scripts

sent in. While we appreciate the generosity of those companies who try to
make a practise of returning all unavailable script, whether accompanied by
return postage or not, we must remind our readers that no company is under
any obligation to go to the expense of buying stamps to cover the return of

scripts sent to them by writers who are ignorant of one of the first rules of the
writing game. The Rochester Company is not at present in the market for

scripts, as they have on hand a great many which they are giving careful con-
sideration. They will, however, purchase ideas that can be used in animated or
cartoon drawings, in either scenario or story form. They can also use a few
scripts that deal with botanical, chemical, and other scientific subjects. The
Science and Art Film Corporation, also in the Newell Building, Rochester,
New York, and connected with the first mentioned firm, is in the market for

scripts on educational and art subjects. They state that such scripts must
cover all particulars of such subjects very thoroughly. The New York office of
the latter corporation is at 60 Broadway, New York City, but the Rochester
Company will edit all scripts intended for them, so scripts should go direct to
the Rochester address.

Black Cat, Short-story Publishing Company, Loring Avenue, Salem, Mass.,
wants only stories of from 1,000 to 5,000 words. They must be of unusual interest
and of the kind that hold the attention to the last word. For a great many
years Black Cat has held a distinctive place among fiction magazines, and they do
not want, and will not consider, stories with hackneyed themes or spineless plots.

The Moving Picture World prints the advertisement of a company that
wants "one-reel animal scenarios, with lots of action and plenty of comedy
situations, etc., using the two almost human chimpanzees, 'Napoleon' and
'Sally,' with a supporting company of tamed elephants, lions, tigers, leopards,
monkeys and other animals." Cash will be paid on acceptance of scripts.

Address, Animal Company, care of Moving Picture World, 17 Madison Avenue,
New York City.



WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY
Everyone interested in Photoplay Writing should have a copy

of the new and standard work, "Writing the Photoplay," by J. Berg
Esenwein and Arthur Leeds, reviewed in the June-July number of
THE PHOTOPLAY AUTHOR. The following excerpts are typical
of the opinions expressed by leading photoplaywrights and editors
all over the country:

It is a careful and exact treatise handled intelligently, comprehensively and with authority.
It will be helpful to all students of photoplay and should find a place in all libraries on
technique. It is creditable in every way. —Epes Winthrop Sargent

This week and next my department in The Moving Picture News will contain compli-
ments for your Photoplay Correspondence Course and for the book. The book is the
best that has come to my attention. As author of the first text-book of any pretensions
placed on the market for photoplaywrights I desire to congratulate Messrs. Esenwein
and Leeds. —William Lord Wright

"Writing the Photoplay" is issued uniform with "Writing the
Short-Story," "The Art of Versification," and other volumes of
THE WRITER'S LIBRARY. 8 vo., 400 pages, sent on approval,
by mail $2.12.

The Home Correspondence School

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

REMINGTONS $9.50
and up. Factory-Re-
built Olivers $23.50. Un-
derwoods $28.50.

HARWOOD SALES
COMPANY,

Box 12, 904 Madison St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Photoplay Writing Department

in the New York Dramatic
Mirror is now conducted by
William Lord Wright, who
formerly conducted the de-
partment, "For Those Who
Worry O'er Plots and Plays,"
in the Motion Picture News.
This means that every pho-
toplay writer everywhere
should get the Mirror every
week. What Epes Winthrop
Sargent does for the Moving
Picture World, Mr. Wright
will do for the Mirror. 10c a
copy, weekly, or $2.50 per
year by subscription.

" 1001 PLACES TO
SELL MANUSCRIPTS "

in its 9th edition—offers a complete
guide to the markets for manuscripts
of novels, short-stories, photoplays,
articles, verses, mottoes for postcards,
calendars, etc., photographs,—every
little product—anything that's good
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"A Strong Pull Together"

And only two readers said that they were not pleased with the

change! Two readers—both photoplaywrights—have written us to

say that they are sorry to learn that our magazine will henceforth be

published for "all who write," instead of being planned exclusively

for the author of the pictured drama. We are sorry, of course; but

think of the others—the ones who are writing in every day to say

that they consider the new magazine a big success, and that they

want to do all they can to help in making it still bigger. Then, of

course, we know that the small minority of readers who wanted to

have an exclusively photoplay magazine will soon come to see that

the fiction and photoplay forms are constantly interlocking; that

an article on plot building is an article on plot building, whether it

be written with the short story or the script in mind.

This being so, we are going to put out a magazine that cannot

help pleasing the fiction writer as well as the photoplaywright, nor



are 'we going to neglect the interests of the writers of verse, popular

songs, magazine articles, plays, and vaudeville sketches. We are

going to make this a magazine which will be indispensable "to all

who write." But we can not do this without the cooperation of our

readers. A magazine of this kind is a necessary tool of your trade,

but you should see to it that you do everything that can be done to

make it the kind of tool you want. You would not use a ten-cent

store hand-saw to do a good job of carpentering. You would choose

the best you could get, and you'd pay extra for the "better" kind.

This magazine must continue as a journal for all literary craftsmen,

but it is up to each reader, according to the kind of work he does, to

do his part in making this the kind of magazine he wants.

Suggestions will help; we welcome suggestions. Nor do we
dodge criticism. If there are features of the magazine that do not

please you, tell us so—but tell us why, as well. Every magazine

editor knows that it is up to him to give his readers what they want

—the opinion of the majority ruling his decisions, of course. So

send in your suggestions and your criticisms, but keep in mind that

what is needed to make this the kind of magazine you have been

waiting for is a long, strong pull together. Send us the names of your

literary friends so that we may send them sample copies. Tell them

about the features of the magazine that appeal to you; the chances

are that they, too, will be interested. Mention the magazine when
you write to our advertisers. Send your inquiries to our "Answers

to Inquiries" department, and tell your friends that this service is

open to them. Feel that this is your magazine, and that our first

consideration is to make it helpful and practically useful to you in

every way that we can think of and which you may suggest.

WE WANT CONTRIBUTIONS. We require immediately

bright, well-written articles on subjects of interest to literary workers.

Such articles should run from 500 to 1,000 words. We want short

articles which carry real messages to the writing craft. At the

present time we can use only very short poems of an inspirational

character—mere "fillers," but bright and well written. Owing to

the change in policy of the magazine, we are especially anxious to

receive clever, informative, and helpful articles on fiction, magazine

article, verse, song, and one-act play writing. All contributions will

be given prompt consideration, and payment will be made upon

acceptance.

But even if you have no contributions to offer, you can drop us a

line to say what you think of the new magazine, keeping in mind that

suggestions and creative criticisms will be welcomed by your fellow-

workers,

The Editors.
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Pointing Up the Dramatic Moment
A Paper Read Before the Ed-Au Club by Marc Edmund Jones

The term " pointing up" probably originated with the develop-
ment of the electric controller as used by motormen on the street

cars. While an electric motor is driven by power it is also acting as

a dynamo, developing a sort of back resistance or current which
works against the current used to drive the motor. The strength of

this back resistance naturally increases as the speed of the motor is

increased, and so it is necessary to apply a power of increasing voltage

to neutralize this as the motor increases in speed. The electric con-

troller is a device by which the power is thrown first through heavy
resistance and then, as the contact is made at each " point," through
less resistance each time until the full power is applied. The applica-

tion of the full power at once would be too much for the motor and
would "burn it out." But by "pointing up" the application of the

power through the controller proper results are achieved.

The use of the term "pointing up" in connection with dramatic
construction is not exactly analogous, but it is sufficiently expressive

to make it valuable. In a general way it is known that the dramatic
situation in a play must be led up to by development of some sort so

that the spectator is prepared for a proper appreciation of the situa-

tion when it arises. But the understanding of this principle is so

loosely and so seldom properly understood in photoplay work that an
article on this subject should be rather timely.

After all there is a sort of picturesque analogy in the use of the
term. The interest of the spectator developed in the action preceding
the dramatic moment or main situation is not unlike the quantity of

electric power stored up in a sort of mental storage battery. This is

then instantaneously- discharged at the exact moment of dramatic
culmination.

Remaining faithful to our metaphor this discharge of figurative

electrical energy is always a sort of sudden shock—a kick
—"the

punch." And so, bearing this in mind, it can readily be understood
that the force for power of the so-called "punch," contrary to general
teaching, is not so much in the character and manner of the sudden
discharge, or the exact moment of dramatic culmination, as it is the
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force of this power which has been generated and is waiting for dis-

charge. This is another way of expressing the idea that the interest

and suspense preceding the climax of the play have more to do with
its force than the nature of the climax itself.

Perhaps the best exposition of this is the old "rush to the rescue"
type of play, which is still found to be among the most successful

types and which, more than anything else, is responsible for the suc-

cess of D. W. Griffith and others responsible for the development of

the photoplay.

It must be conceded, of course, that there are many exceptions
to this rule. There are situations and "punches" which are unique
and unusual enough to satisfy and thrill without a careful building-

up and storing up of dramatic interest. But the consideration of the
problem of dramatic construction is not so much to permit the analysis

and dissection of various plots and plays as seen on the screen as it

is to permit each author to obtain the greatest amount of efficiency

in his own work and so to capitalize to the greatest extent on each of

his ideas. Therefore, while it can be conceded that there are some
ideas so striking and unusual that they are proof against bad handling
and poor development, it must be generally understood that the man
creating ideas as a business and means of livelihood only conceives
an idea of this character once in a very long while. Sometimes it will

only be once in a career that an idea of striking force is conceived.

Many literary lights are existing upon the reputation gained through
one brilliant piece of work which may have made them in the first

place, without since being duplicated. And even in the case of an
idea or situation of this character an author will hardly be ready
to admit that it could not be improved by proper and judicious

handling.

Therefore, let further consideration of the problem of "pointing
up" be in order. Regular attendance at the moving picture shows
demonstrates the need for this. A common expression often heard
has been borrowed from the theatrical vocabulary when it is said

that a certain point, situation or picture fails to "get over." An
author seated in the audience may realize the merit of the idea or

situation and wonder why it is so. He may lay the blame at the

door of the producer. He may figure that the audience is of a low
mental calibre and so does not appreciate the point.

Again reverting to the metaphor, however, the explanation of

the failure of the dramatic moment to "get over" is merely that

there is no stored-up current of dramatic interest to be discharged.

It is paralleled by the case of the motorman on the street car who
suddenly throws the full strength of the current into the motors
before they have had opportunity to generate the back current, and
so merely obtains a blow-out as the result. There may be a "punch

"

in the story which has failed to "get over," but the people in the

audience have not become interested, and so there is nothing stored

up in preparation for the culmination of things. As the sudden
blow-out on the car is a meaningless flash and a sudden stoppage

serving only to aggravate the passengers delayed in their forward
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progress, so the unheralded coming of the climax in the story when
the spectators have iiot yet gotten into motion and sympathy with
the story, is similarly a disappointing stop which tends to distress

them.

The next step in consideration of the subject must be, then,

some practical application of these principles. In drafting the prin-

ciples for practical use a complicated plot could hardly be used, and
so only that type of story will be considered which consists of one big-

impression, one great climax, one moment of dramatic culmination
of all things. The narrative types of stories generally found in the

large features are, properly constructed, made up of a related suc-

cession of life incidents, each one of which has in itself a moment of

dramatic culmination, even though of only minor importance, and
so the principles, amplified, can be worked out by each author for

himself, once they are grasped.

The dramatic moment is that point in the development of the

plot toward which all development trends and after which, in pic-

tures at least, there is only the cleaning up of the different essential

plot threads. It is generally understood that in pictures the denoue-
ment is curtailed as much as possible and that the ideal photoplay has
its climax in the last scene. With the exception of necessary details

of denouement everything must precede the dramatic moment, and
since all development trends toward this point, the properly developed
script is only concerned with the progression of incident and detail

concerned in this development.

In building up the plot with these principles in view each inci-

dent preceding the climax must be classified into one of two classes.

There is a progression of incident, the advance in action, that carries

the play from the moment of its start to the climax. There is also

the necessary introduction of incident or detail that introduces and
characterizes the characters or setting of the story. The essential

point to remember here is that the second class is incidental to the
first, and that characters and locations are only introduced into the
plot for the benefit of the chain of action that actually constitutes

the plot. In the perfect photoplay all detail in the second class also

serves some purpose in the first, but it is seldom practicable to write

a script in which this can be consistently done. In the story of the
love of John for Mary and his winning of her hand, it takes the touch
of the master to have every detail in the characterization of both of

them play some part in the development of the action. But that is

the goal toward which the author should work, and no detail should
be introduced which does not serve in its turn to develop the pro-
gression in the action of the story. Then, if this be done, and each
incident is of increasing interest and importance, the author is

"pointing up" to the dramatic moment—the climax of his story.

In closing, an example will be taken from the one-reel story, "At
the Bottom of Things." At the time this story was written a sug-
gestion was made of a situation in a State Prison in which a criminal
was placed in the same cell with a man whom he had previously known
but not as a crook, and with some kind of a story, so that the posses-
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sion of this knowledge on the part of the second man would imme-
diately create a crisis by giving him a power he had not previously
possessed. At first the problem was to build a play in which' this

would be the climax. But the second man, as well as the first, would
be a crook, and there were no .plot possibilities that offered with the
exception of some kind of a revenge motive, which could hardly
result in anything but a hand-to-hand fight, more or less conventional
under any treatment, with nothing striking in the actual scene itself,

and with a rather low moral tone since both the principal figures

would be crooks. It was immediately apparent then that this situa-

tion would have to be the crisis leading to a climax which would dra-

matically eclipse it. Also since the principal character of the piece

would naturally be concerned in the crisis it was necessary to raise

the moral tone of the projected story by giving some sort of moral
character to whichever one of the crooks was selected as the lead.

The idea of the innocently convicted man was discarded. The
solution was found in making the man already in the cell the lead of

the piece, an actual crook, but, by giving him a purpose in life which
was of itself moral, making him a moral character as far as the plot

was concerned. He was a master crook, but he had a daughter whom
he kept in ignorance of his career, and the one great purpose in his

life was the assurance of her happiness. By making the other man
in the cell a suitor for her hand whom the father knows to be a crook
without being known to him as a crook, and to whom the father

therefore objects, the crisis is created when the meeting in the cell

gives the other man the knowledge upon which to demand the
father's consent. The climax is created when the second crook is

released from prison and the father nerves himself to an escape in

order to preserve his daughter's happiness, which he does. From a
complete plot outline following it will be seen that the crisis " points

up" the climax and that each incident of characterization and plot

progression serves to "point up" the dramatic moment.

Father on "job" interrupted by another crook. (Characterized.)

Father outwits other; avoids detection. (Interest.)

Father home, welcomed by daughter, approves her lover.

(Characterization .

)

Other crook turns up as a suitor; father recognizes. (Interest.)

Daughter about to "fall for" new suitor; father's influence

swings her back, but father disappears; caught on another
job and convicted under an assumed name. (Development.)

Father out of way, crook suitor becomes active; daughter
remembers father's influence; he plans to discredit her lover.

(Suspense.)

Crook suitor caught in own trap. (Development.)

Put in same cell with father. (Crisis.) »

Crook suitor released; father in desperation escapes. (Suspense.)

Daughter about to be married. Crook suitor arrives in time to

cause trouble. Father arrives just in time to stop him.

(Climax.)



Letters to Young Authors

By J. Berg Esenwein

Author of "Writing the Short-Story," etc., etc.

SECOND LETTER

My dear Friend:
Do you remember that when we were walking out one day last

spring you commented on the depth of the excavation, and the

breadth of the foundations being laid, in that corner lot near your
home? Well, what do you think of the matter now, since the build-

ing has been erected? Isn't it either a joke, or pathetic, that a
man should go to the expense and pains of digging a sixty-foot

cellar, with massive foundation walls,—all for a two-story house?
My dear Mildred, that is precisely what you have done in this

latest story you have sent me to read.

Of course, the two modest low stories which cover that huge
excavation do not satisfy the man who dreamed of a skyscraper-
something unforeseen must have happened: he put too much money
in his cellar, or the trust company refused a mortgage, or he just

lost courage. But no reason from without thus influenced you

—

you simply lost your sense of proportion.

Now look at the matter in detail. Here is a young man, in

your plot, who finally comes up to the choice as to whether he will

lose the position he has been building for six years, or expose his

father to public contempt. And how have you handled it? By
taking up two-thirds of your story-space in a long series of details

to show us what sort of men father and son are, leaving only twelve
hundred words for the crisis, his decision, and the aftermath.

Obviously, you did this because you felt that the reader would
have to know the characters well if vital interest was to be aroused
in a spiritual struggle of this sort. And you were right. Where you
erred was in confusing the respective values of quantity and quality

in character delineation. Instead of flashing a white light swiftly,

repeatedly, on your characters, both singly and in relation to each
other, you lighted a small jet and, setting the two men in its clear

mild rays you turned them round and round, and inside out, until

we know their entire biographies.
This is the method of the leisurely novel, but not of the short-

story. The good short fiction plunges us into the midst of the action.

To shift the metaphor, such foundations as it lays are swiftly, deftly

done, and oftenest they are inferred and assumed rather than laid

in the presence of the reader.

But by your thorough cellar digging and conscientious founda-
tion laying you committed a second error, inevitable because of the
former: you treated your real story—the crisis and its out-working
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—hurriedly and nervously. You knew the manuscript was growing
too long, and you loved the subtleties and careful details of character
drawing in the early part of your story—so there was nothing else

to do but to sacrifice the story for the sake of your writing!

Now what are you to do about it?

My dear child, you are in a worse case than our friend who
built the house, for he may gather money, rip off the roof from his

squat two-storyette, and finally rear a tall apartment house, as he
doubtless wanted at first to do; while your task is to amputate the
cellar! For, you see, in story work we have formed a new profes-

sion—that of builder-surgeon, so please do not accuse me of mixing
my metaphors.

Get after that story vigorously—it is worth it. By a few bold,

strong, yet subtle strokes sketch in your characters; show us their

natures by what they do and say, not by what you say, descriptively;

show us how these lives touch each other; make us feel how vital

to the boy is everything that affects the father; then suddenly
bring us face to face with the crisis of choice, disclose all its searching

power by taking us into the young man's room—perhaps with the

father there before him and even participating in the choice; finally,

work out the decision, and the climax that swiftly follows.

Then you will have a well-proportioned story.

Yours with every good wish,

Karl von Kraft

Worth Passing Along

IF YOU HAVE A FRIEND WHO IS INTERESTED
in literary work, and who does not subscribe for The Photo-
play Author and Writer's Monthly, send us his name
and address and we will mail him a sample copy free.

As the writer plans the effect to be produced by his completed
play, so he must keep in mind a desired effect to be accomplished by
each scene. So the length of a scene is determined precisely by
attaining the single effect for which it was created. Thus a scene

has a unity of its own which is comparable with that of the complete
play: Introduction, or establishment of relationship sufficient for

the audience to grasp the significance of the action; rising develop-

ment; pronounced climax, which is the signal for its termination,

for a scene never has a denouement. The succeeding scene always
carries the play a step forward or higher.

—

Henry Albert Phillips.

The denouement is the final payment of the demand of the man
"from Missouri;" it is the final showing up; it is the "show down"
of the final "jack-pot." It is the return from the plot picnic with
all hands present or their absence fully explained. It is the result

of the climax.

—

Scott Kidder.
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XXL Beta Breuil—The Pioneer

Woman Photoplaywright

By E. M. Wickes

Beta Breuil was the first woman to make a success of writing

scenarios; and she not only made a success of it for herself but she

was instrumental in developing a number of our present stars,

including Miss Elaine Sterne, the winner of the Sun-Vitagraph
scenario contest. She was the first woman editor Vitagraph ever

had, and through sheer ability worked herself from the very bottom
to the top rung of the Vitagraph ladder. The story of her own
struggles would make much better material for the screen than many
of the photoplays we see released week after week. The best thing

about Mrs. Breuil and her work is that she seldom talks about either.

Mrs. Breuil did not take to scenario writing as the result of

reading how some others had made a fortune from following it up
during spare time ; she entered the business at the urgent promptings
of a friend who had more faith in Mrs. Breuil than the handsome
woman editor had in herself.

Several years prior to her joining the staff of the Vitagraph she

was the wife of a wealthy clubman and lived in luxury and refine-

ment, little dreaming that a day would come when she would be
forced to earn her own living. She has a well-to-do father, but Mrs.
Breuil is anything but a parasite. The day came, however, when
she found that she would have to do something to keep the wolf from
the door, as she suddenly found herself with a sick husband on her
hands, whose fortune had been swept away. A consultation was
held, which resulted in their migrating to a small farm near Ossining.

Mrs. Breuil had planned to put up preserves to be sold to the natives.

She had heard of other women who had made a comfortable living

from preserves and saw no reason why she should not be able to do
likewise. When the preserves were preserved, the question arose as

to who would canvass for customers. Mrs. Breuil did not have the
nerve and her husband was unable to leave his bed. A village youth
was sent out with a sample jar, but the boy took such a fancy to her
preserves that before he had travelled very far he had become an
animated preserve jar and did not have the nerve to return with an
empty jar and no money. Looks like a plot for a comedy, doesn't

it? The preserves were given away to the village children, which
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ended Mrs. Breuil's dreams. Shortly after this episode her husband
died, and she packed up and returned to New York.

She next appeared as the leading lady in "The Gentleman
From Mississippi." Mr. Frohman was strongly impressed by her
and was anxious to sign her, but the manager of the " Mississippi

"

show followed her for a mile begging her not to sign with anybody
else. When he finally secured her signature to a contract he went
about praising her to the skies and telling everybody of his wonder-
ful find. Mrs. Breuil went through the rehearsals without a flaw,

and did this without having read the entire play. She opened on
Broadway in a blaze of glory, but when she was half way through
she forgot everything and had to leave the stage. Night after night
for a week she fell down at the same place, but was unable to offer

any reason for the queer turn of her mind. Feeling that she would
not make a success of it she gallantly returned her contract, to the
intense relief of the distracted manager.

A widow with no money and no means of earning a livelihood

was the predicament in which she found herself. At this juncture
her good angel appeared in the form of a friend.

"Why don't you try writing moving pictures?" her friend

queried. "I know several young men with less brains than you have
who are making a comfortable living at it."

"Write moving pictures?" Mrs. Breuil repeated with a forlorn

smile, "why I've never written anything more than a letter in my
life."

"That doesn't make any difference," her friend replied. "One
young man I know was the poorest letter writer I ever saw, and now
he's writing and selling photoplays."

Mrs. Breuil went home and thought the matter over. During
her halcyon days she had travelled all over Europe and had uncon-
sciously assimilated material that later formed the plots for some of

her best photoplays. On the following day she decided to take her
friend's advice and try her hand at scenario writing.

Her first play was offered to Vitagraph ; and one can picture her

surprise and joy when she received a check for it with a request for

other stories. This gave her confidence and she went at the work
with a will and a determination to succeed. Shortly after selling her

second scenario to Vitagraph she heard that there was a vacancy in

that office. She started for the Vitagraph studio not knowing what
she was going to ask for, and without the slighest idea as to the

nature of the position. She applied, however, and was made assistant

to the editor, her duty being to weed out all the impossible scripts

and return them to the anxious authors. The manager was not long-

in discovering that she was a natural born writer, as well as a recon-

structor, and finally offered her the position as chief reviser.

After devoting several months to the revising of other authors'

scenarios she began to turn out her own stories, and two years later

she was made editor of the Vitagraph Company. She held the posi-

tion until a short time ago when she resigned to do creative work.

Several hundred of her stories have been produced, including "The
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Battle Hymn of The Republic," "The Drop of Blood," "The
Spirit and The Clay," "White Rose Leaves," and "The Wood
Violet."

Too much credit cannot be given her for her efforts to raise the
standard of photoplays. Mrs. Breuil is a woman with the courage of

her convictions and never was a bit timid in telling a director or a
manager just what she thought regardless of the other's cherished

opinions. While the writer was interviewing her the subject of

mediocre photoplays came up for discussion. She dropped her
clasped hands on her desk as a serious expression settled on her
handsome features.

"The pictures you see on the screen," she said, "do not always
portray the stories as they were written by the authors. The majority
of the stories as they are turned into the office are far better than
when some directors finish with them."

"And how do you account for that, Mrs. Breuil?"
"For the simple reason that the average director looks upon

himself as an oracle. Judging from my experience with directors I

would say that I don't believe that there are more than six first class

directors in the business. If the average stage director were allowed
to butcher plays to suit himself, as many moving picture directors

do, the plays of today would be far inferior to what they are. The
trouble is that the average photoplay director does not give the
trained author credit for knowing his own business. And the truth

is that every experienced scenario writer directs his own picture,

mentally, before he offers it for sale."

"Have you any remedy, Mrs. Breuil?"

"The only remedy I know of is to make directors produce
stories as they are written. If revision is necessary, let the staff

writer attend to that—just as they are doing at the Lubin studio."

Mrs. Breuil was asked if she had any suggestions relative to

marketing photoplays. She smiled, showing a set of pearly white
teeth, before answering.

"Once I thought I could tell a salable script when T saw one."
she said, "but I have banished that notion. A short time ago a man
came to me for instruction. He had five scripts on hand. The first

one I looked at I told him was fairly well written, but the plot was
so hackneyed that he would be insulting an editor by offering it to

one. From the others I selected one which I thought might sell if it

were revised. Two months later I met him and he told me that the
only one he could sell was the one I had said was worthless. Since
then I feel that the only way to determine a photoplay's market
value is to offer it to every editor who buys scripts. Then when it

returns from its last trip stow it away in camphor for a year. In
the meantime changes will have occurred in the editorial sanctums.
You never can tell what will and what will not sell."

In spite of the fact that Mrs. Breuil is adapting novels for screen

use, she maintains that the original scenario writer need not fear for

the future. She holds that before long the public will tire of adapta-
tions, which will create a better and bigger market for original stories.
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Up to a short time ago Mrs. Breuil had a set standard by which
she gauged her output, but she found that editors did not take as
kindly to her standard as they do to the trash she is forced to turn
out and sell under another name. She deplores the fact that many
editors cannot raise themselves out of the cheap melodrama groove.
When she was with Vitagraph she fought for real merit in stories,

regardless of reputations of the writers, and fully believes that until

editors and manufacturers bring the public up to a real standard,
instead of kowtowing to the rabble, the photoplay business will

never make much real progress.

Mrs. Breuil, like most of the expert scenario writers, is a stickler

for technique, and believes that every one aspiring to be a photo-
playwright should make it his business to master the technique of

the photoplay. She admits that the plot is the main thing in a
photoplay, but holds that technique is almost as essential, and that
no one should consider himself a photoplaywright until he is able to

prepare a script ready for producing without the necessity of having
it entirely overhauled. With magazines like The Photoplay Author
and Writer's Monthly, the Moving Picture World, The Dramatic
Mirror, and The Script, constantly offering advice, as well as several

reliable text books which are within the reach of all, the earnest

young writer should not experience much difficulty in mastering
technique, provided he is willing to read and practice; and if he is

not, he should step aside for some one who is, as a drone is a detriment
to every business.

A few weeks ago Mrs. Breuil deserted her desk to become the
wife of Mr. Von Limberg, a foreigner of noble birth, who is interested

in the industrial side of moving pictures. For several months she
has been reading novels in search of material for feature photoplays.

Out of one hundred and twenty-five novels she has found four that
are worthy of production, and about the middle of January she
intends to find a market for them. If she says they are worthy of

production they must be, for if any one knows the photoplay busi-

ness from A to Z, that person is Beta Breuil.

If the beginner would only understand the importance of

systematic note-making, he would soon reduce by one-half the labor

of unearthing plots for his stories.

—

Esenwein and Leeds.

Just as different pictures of the same procession in the street

may be chosen by photographers who snap their cameras at different

moments, so various stories might be selected from the same proces-

sion of events by novelists or playwrights who should pick out
different moments to begin and end their narratives. Any story, to

attract and to enthrall attention, must exhibit the crisis, or climax,

of a series of events; but the individual artist is left at liberty to

determine how far before this crisis he shall set the initiation of his

narrative, and how far beyond it he shall set the end.—Clayton Hamilton.



H. C. S. Folks

Elsie Joyner, who is gaining recognition as a writer of popular
songs, has a poem of exquisite charm in "Eve'n Song," in a recent

number of the Long Island Home Journal.

W. B. Hill, whose photoplay, "The Jackpot Club," was released

by Eclair and featured in story form in Photoplay Magazine, is

making his mark as a writer of strong, original photoplay stories.

The charm and witchery of the best models of imaginative
verse is present throughout the very musical poem, " Romance," by
Miss Mary Byerley in the February Lippincott's. It is rich with
classical allusion which does not impair its unusual swing and
melodiousness.

"The Ways of War and Peace," by Delia Austrian, is an inter-

esting and informative volume from the pen of one who has enjoyed
much of the charm of Europe and who has also seen the horrors and
sorrows of war. The Stanhope-Dodge Company, Larchmont, New
York.

"When Queenie Came Back" is a late American Beauty release

written by Mrs. Bertie Badger Moyers, who is making a name for

herself as a script writer. One of her scripts was among those held

for purchase by the Chartered Theatres Corporation, after their

recent prize contest. The "Queenie" script was bought, paid for,

produced, and released, all within three weeks' time.

Dr. J. Berg Esenwein appeared as the chief guest of honor in

Boston at the annual "Washington's Birthday Mobilization" of a

state association of business men in the famous mahogany banquet-
hall of the New American House, and gave a whimsical, philosophical

and eloquent address on "The Gentle Art of Log-rolling" to the

great delight of the more than three hundred diners present.

Miss Mabel Martin Dill, one of the brightest and most promis-

ing of the younger writers, whose work has been featured of late by
a number of leading magazines, has two of her choicest offerings in

recent magazine issues—a fascinating love story, "Every Mother,"
in February Woman's Home Companion, and a quaintly humorous
story of child life, "Humpty Dumpty," in March Mother's Magazine.

George J. Thiessen is at present editor-in-chief of the trapping
department of Rod and Gun. For years Mr. Thiessen's work has
been featured in many farm and sporting magazines. He is author
of a number of successful books on trapping. Although a fiction

writer of no mean ability, his work is at present largely confined to

articles of interest to the trapper, both amateur and professional.

In this field he is a recognized authority.



Photoplay Construction

A series of progressive articles on the technique of the photoplay by
J. Berg Esenwein and Arthur Leeds.

XV

HOW TO GATHER IDEAS FOR PLOTS

1. Watching the Pictures

Unless you are already a successful fiction writer when you first

determine to write photoplays, it is not going too far to assert that
you have never yet really watched a motion picture. You have
witnessed many, but only the playwright and the theatrical man may
be said to watch plays, whether on the stage or on the screen, with
every faculty alert and receptive, ready to pounce on any suggestion,

any bit of stage business, any scenic effect, or any situation, that they
may legitimately copy or enlarge upon for their respective businesses.

This alert attitude is partly a matter of inborn dramatic instinct, but
it is even more a matter of training and habit—therefore cultivate it.

Not only does the professional photoplaywright remain wide
awake when watching real photoplays (dramatic or comedy subjects),

but he often finds as much plot suggestion in other classes of films as

there is in the story pictures, for plot germs fairly abound in scenics,

vocationals, microcinematographics, educationals, and topicals, as

these several sorts are called by the craft. A certain successful

writer has sold no less than thirty photoplays, all the plots of which
sprang from scenics and educationals. One, for example, was built

upon an idea picked up in watching a film picturing the making of

tapioca in the Philippines.

At the outstart you must admit to yourself that to see every
" Licensed" and every " Independent " release is impossible, and
even if it were possible it would be unnecessary. In the big cities, for

example, it is often difficult to locate a theatre that is exhibiting the

particular picture you are anxious to see, either on the date of its

release or later. Nothing is more common, in a moving picture

studio, than to hear one actor say to another: " To-night such and
such a theatre is showing such and such a picture [one in which they
have worked]; let's go over to see it." One Chicago theatre makes
a rule of showing the pictures of just one company each day—Mon-
day, three Vitagraphs; Tuesday, three Essanays; Wednesday, three

Seligs, and so on. But even then there remain each week two Essa-

nays, two Seligs, and three Vitagraphs which they cannot show

—

with the ordinary three reel program. But the best plan is to see as

many as you can, for purposes of study.

One point especially worthy of notice is that when you see a

good picture on the screen it may be one written by a successful
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photoplaywright, and as such likely to repay close study to see how
the successful construct their stories. Or it may be a picture written

in the producing studio from the bare idea purchased from an " out-

sider." So look out for, and carefully study, the pictured stories

produced by writers who are " putting them over," as the expression

goes. This, we realize, is hard to do, because as yet only a few manu-
facturers print the author's name on the film beneath the title of the
picture. Some do, however. The Edison Company always does;

the Lubin Company has recently begun the practice; the different

Independent companies which operate under the name of the Uni-
versal, have been doing so for some time; and one or two other
companies have lately commenced giving the author credit on the
screen. So there is some chance of studying the work of successful

photoplaywrights in this manner.
If you are taking up photoplay writing as a profession, or even

as an avocation, there is only one way to undertake it—be fully

equipped to succeed. It is not enough, as we said in an early chapter,

to have had previous training as a fiction writer; nor enough to have
acquired a knowledge of photoplay form and construction. You
must be "up to the minute" in your knowledge of the market for

scripts. Therefore be in touch with what other writers, editors, and
producers are doing. Do everything in your power to avoid writing

stories similar to others that have been "done" within the past year
or two, at least. It is not merely a question of plagiarism, important
as that is—it is a matter of helping yourself to sell your script by not
offering old ideas to the editors. Fully one-half of the good stories

that go back to the authors are returned because the companies have
already done a similar picture, and do not wish to have exhibitors

and their patrons declare that "The Vitalubelig Company must be
writing over their old pictures because they can't get new stuff."

2. What to Look For in a Picture

Besides avoiding ideas which have been utilized by others, it is

most important in watching a picture to be able to see what the one
who wrote it did not see—to be able to pick up an idea that he might
have utilized in working out his story, and from it get the inspiration

and plot foundation for a photoplay of your own. In addition to

studying the action, to see how certain effects are produced, try to

get a good general idea of the number of scenes and the number of

leaders used in the different makes of pictures. We have already
warned the writer against "multi-scene plays"—plays with from
forty to seventy-five scenes, as well as the inserts, crowded into one
thousand feet of film. To count the number of scenes and leaders

will serve as a guide to what the different makers want, and, in those

films which show the author's name, you may also note the number
of scenes and inserts used by a successful writer. Even though one
or two changes have been made by the producer, the fact that the

name of the author is given on the screen proves that his original
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story was thought sufficiently clever, and technically perfect enough,
to warrant the producer's using the author's name.

In case you do not care to sit through a second show, or do not
want to risk missing part of the picture by counting the scenes and
leaders, make a practice of carrying a few small cards, with a line

drawn down the middle of each. As the card is held in the hand,
mark with a pencil a short stroke on one side for every change of
scene, and on the other side a stroke for each leader, letter, or other
insert—this will serve as a convenient record device.

3. The Note-Book Habit

To have the plot instinct is a great blessing for the writer.

Lacking this, however, the most valuable asset he can possess is the
note-book habit. Carry one with you constantly. Jot down every-
thing that may be of assistance in framing and developing a plot, as
well as in creating a dramatic scene for a story. Remember that
plots are not lying around, fully developed, awaiting only some
observant eye to discover them, but they almost always grow out of

single ideas—plot germs—which one may recognize as incidents and
situations in every-day life or in unusual circumstances. Do not
wait for the fully developed plot to come to you, for the chances are
that it will not. Jot down the single idea and in time it may germi-
nate and become a fully developed plot—even though you may have
to use hot-house methods and force its growth.

It seems incredible that any writer, knowing, as he must, that
the idea, the plot germ, is what really makes the story, should neglect

to note it down the moment it comes to him ; and yet there are those
who simply trust memory to retain an impression. In the photoplay
especially "the idea's the thing" for here you cannot depend on
description or on good writing to sell your story.

The rule of jotting down your thought on the instant, does not
apply merely to ideas that come as inspirations, or thoughts suggested
by what you read or see, but it applies especially to the ideas that come
to you at the time you give yourself up to concentrated thinking in

play production. A certain writer on the photoplay—we do not
recall who—once wrote a paragraph headed "When do you do your
thinking?" This critic found that he could think best when riding,

say on a street car. Others have discovered that ideas come to them
most freely when they are sitting in a theatre. One writer has learned

that his best plot ideas come to him after he lies down for the night.

For this reason, a tabouret with pad and pencil always stands at his

bedside, and a special self-installed switch for the electric light is

within reach of his hand. Now, with his note-book always with him
when he is away from home, with note-books and card-indexes close

at hand when he is at home, and with the means of instantly putting

his thoughts on paper if they come to him after he has gone to bed,

he knows that he is in a position to take advantage of every stray

idea that may contain a plot germ, or that may aid him in developing

a story already in course of construction.
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If the beginner would only understand the importance of sys-

tematic note-making, he would soon reduce by one-half the labor of

unearthing plots for his stories.

4. The Borrowed Plot

All is grist that comes to the mill of the writer who keeps a
note-book. Almost everything that he reads, sees, or hears, offers

some plot suggestion, or suggests a better way of working out the plot

he has already partly developed. But, in taking plot ideas from the

daily papers and writing stories suggested by the anecdotes and the
conversation of friends, proceed with great care, lest you make
trouble for yourself or for others. In a later chapter we show how
many cases of alleged plagiarism are simply the results of two people
taking the same idea from the same newspaper paragraph. The point

here made is that if you take an idea from a newspaper item there are

three courses open to you—one safe course, and two not so safe. The
unsafe ways are, to recopy the story bodily, using in your story all

the facts set forth in the news item ; or else to change it only enough
to insure its being "the same, yet not the same." If you adopt either

of these two foolish and dangerous methods, you are extremely likely

to find that you have either been forestalled by some one who wrote
a story on the subject before you did, or that your story, following

closely the original facts, has given offence to some one who was con-

cerned in the actual case. If you live in a small community, the

risk of thus offending is, of course, correspondingly greater.

The one safe way is to use the plot germ, and only the plot

germ, taken from the item in the paper. If you can take the central

idea and remodel it so that the very reporter who wrote the original

item would not recognize it, you may legitimately claim to have
produced an original story. That is, moreover, what you should do,

leaving aside all questions of your script's being accepted, and the

possibility of its being refused because of its similarity to that previ-

ously purchased from some other writer.

The main incidents of a prominent court trial may supply you
with an idea for a strong, original story, but you should not think of

following the facts of the case just as they occurred in real life. To
copy a story from a newspaper item and to get a story from the same
source are two entirely different things. Press clippings, as Mr.
Sargent once remarked, "are not first aid to the feeble minded.
They are merely sign-posts that point the way to the initiated."

And Mr. Wright says, "It is the art of seeing and appreciating just

a line or two in some newspaper item and working it up, that makes
newspaper study pay."

The really practiced writer realizes that the best plot sugges-

tions are to be found in the shorter news items—the five-to-ten-line

fillers—and not in the big sensations of the day. But then, the

practised writer can find ideas anywhere. He has what Hemy
Albert Phillips calls, "the plot habit."
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One thing of which the beginner should beware, is the practice
of writing stories from plots suggested by friends. As a rule, the
young writer, not yet having learned to think for himself, is quick to
accept these friendly suggestions. He is told the outline of an
unusually good story and straightway turns it into a photoplay. It

is accepted, but a short while after it has been released, some one
recognizes in it a short-story that has appeared in a popular magazine.
It is not difficult to imagine the result—before very long the film

manufacturing company is compelled, whether by a sense of justice

or by law, to make settlement with the magazine company holding
the copyright on the original story, and the beginner finds that he is

decidedly persona non grata with at least one manufacturer. Should
the matter become generally known, he is likely to find himself
barred by other companies also, as every editor has an inborn dread
of the plagiarist, even though he may have been innocent of any
thought of wrong doing.

"One of the most foolish things to do is to crib an idea from
some other motion-picture, play, or novel and, rewriting it, send it in

as you wrote it. The copyright laws prescribe a penalty of one hun-
dred dollars for every exhibition of a picture based upon a copy-
righted story or play when the owner of the copyright has not granted
permission to the film makers to use the story for motion picture

purposes. Suppose some one reads a copyrighted story in an old

magazine, sees the possibilities and rewrites it for a photoplay.

Suppose the scenario editor lets it get by and the picture is produced
at a cost of three or four thousand dollars. Suppose the manufac-
turer disposes of sixty positives and the sixty films are in use in

sixty different theatres for a week. Usually a film is shown five

times a day. What is the result? At the end of a week the owner of

the copyright finds the picture, and, bringing suit, collects all the

profits the film maker has made in disposing of the films and one
hundred dollars for every exhibition of every print in every theatre

each day since the film was issued. The fines alone would amount
to $210,000." x

5. Keeping WelL-lnformed

The best means of avoiding unconscious plagiarism and the

use of old material is to keep informed, as fully as you possibly can,

of what is released week by week. You cannot be too well posted

on what is going on in the photoplay business world. Your selling-

average will be higher as a result. The editor knows what is old and
what is new, and so must you, though doubtless not so perfectly.

Every editor's office is stocked with books, reference works, maga-
zines, trade publications, and files of newspaper clippings. These
all contain something of practical value in working up the bare ideas

bought from contributors or in writing his own story—for editors as

well as producers often write photoplays.

Herbert Case HoagUnd: How to Write a Photoplay.
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We strongly advise every writer of photoplays to subscribe for

the Moving Picture World (New York City), and read it carefully.

Mr. Epes Winthrop Sargent's department, "The Photoplaywright,"
always contains especially valuable suggestions, and also notes on the

photoplay market. Letters are published weekly from photoplay-
wrights all over the United States and Canada, so that the writer

may benefit by the experience of many brothers of the craft. This
periodical also publishes the synopses of all films produced by the
different Licensed and Independent companies. It is undoubtedly
the one trade paper that you cannot afford to do without.

The next paper of importance is The New York Dramatic Mirror.

This has as a regular feature Mr. William Lord Wright's "For
Photoplay Authors, Real and Near," an excellent department, very
similar to the one just described.

The Motion Picture Magazine (New York City) contains the

stories of the more important Licensed and Independent photoplays
done into regular fiction form, and illustrated with scenes from the

plays themselves.

Photoplay Magazine (Chicago), under its new management is

making a new name for itself. It publishes fiction versions of

screen successes, articles on the players and on motion picture pro-

duction, and has a readable photoplay writing department.
The Motion Picture News has, of late, confined itself to matters

pertaining strictly to the trade, with only an occasional article relat-

ing to the work of script writing and production. Some of these

articles have been very pertinent and helpful to writers, however,
and photoplaywrights will do well to keep an eye on this publication.

Two little magazines well known to writers are' The Editor

(Ridgewood, N. J.), and The Writer's Bulletin (New York City).

Though both are primarily intended for prose writers and poets, for

some time past they have contained much material of special value

to the writer of photoplays. Each has a regular report of the literary

market, embracing the markets for photoplay scripts.

All the foregoing publications are tools of the writer's trade;

acquire as many of them as you can—and use them.
However, so long as you get your plot-ideas honestly, where

you get them is altogether your own matter. But get them you
must, for, as A. Van Buren Powell writes in The Photoplay Author,

"Everyone will grant that in photoplay writing 'The Idea's the

thing.' The script of the beginner, carrying a brand-new idea, will

find acceptance where the most technical technique in the world,

disguising a revamped story, will fail to coax the coy check from its

lair."

So, let your ideas be original. Get your inspiration, your plot

germ, from any source, but be sure that, before you claim the story

for your own, you have so changed and reconstructed the original

that it is absolutely yours.

Here is a paragraph by Mr. Eugene V. Brewster, in The Motion
Picture Story Magazine, of which he is editor: "It is extremely dif-

ficult to think out a plot that has not been done before. You may
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not have seen it before
;
you may have invented the whole thing out

of your brain, but the probabilities are that the manufacturers have
done the same thing, with slight variations, time and time again,

and that the same idea has been submitted to them dozens of times.

You may think you have worked out something entirely new, but
you should remember that the regular writers employed by the manu-
facturers have been reading and thinking for years in an effort to

devise something new, and that they have been trained to do this

very thing."

True, it is difficult to think out a plot that has not been done
before; but this very fact, instead of discouraging the writer, should
offer the greater incentive to discover original ideas for his stories.

That the manufacturers are once in a while forced to make over
their old plays should convince the photoplaywright that they are

more than willing to buy new ones, if they are the kind they are

looking for, and that he should study the market to see what the

manufacturers want, and then write the kind they are looking for.

Lastly, we would say most emphatically that the staff writers

employed by the different companies have absolutely no advantage
over the trained and intelligent free-lance author in the production

of original plays. It is just as hard to think up original plots if one
is on the salary list of one of the manufacturers as it is for you who
do your work at home and turn out only one script a month. The
important fact is, that the staff-writer would never have been offered

the position he holds had not the editor recognized his ability to keep
up a fairly steady output of plays with plots and technical points of

more than average merit. He was an original writer before he became
a member of the staff, not because he is in the employ of the producer.

The field is wide and growing, but nowhere is there room for

untrained, incompetent, hit-or-miss dabblers. The man who is in

earnest, who keeps in touch with what is going on in the trade, who
watches the pictures to gain ideas and inspiration, who studies the

life about him to find plot suggestions and motives, and who, once

started, keeps at it—working, working, working—cannot fail to

find that his reward will justify the effort.

Homer Croy a Benedict

Homer Croy, the humorist, and founder of The Magazine Maker,

now The Writer's Bulletin, who recently completed a trip around the

world for the Universal Company, and Miss Mae Savelle, of Bagdad,

Fla., were married at noon on Sunday, February 7. Pictures were

taken of the wedding. Robert C. McElravy was best man, and the

guests included Marc Edmund Jones, J. A. Waldron, now editor of

Judge, and formerly editor of The Dramatic Mirror; Mr. and Mrs.

Henry Albert Phillips, and Paul Gulick, of the Universal publicity

staff. Mr. and Mrs. Croy are going to Universal City for their

honeymoon.—From The Dramatic Mirror.



Preparedness

By Arthur Leeds

It is remarkable how few amateur writers understand the full

meaning of the word " preparedness "—a word much of use in late in

relation to warfare and national defences. Take the aspirants for

almost any other profession or trade and you will find men and
women who have realized, at the very beginning, that they must
learn to handle the tools of the trade and equip themselves with new
tools as often as necessary. Speaking as a writer and critic, and one
who writes "from the inside," here is an important truth: It is at

once amusing and appalling to note how many beginners take up
either fiction or photoplay writing without having had—by their

own admission—any preliminary training whatsoever. People who
frankly confess that they have never been inside a picture theatre

aim to write for the screen. Others who are just as ready to admit
that they never read " popular fiction magazines" declare that they
know they could make a success of short-story writing. These are

not exaggerations, be assured. But "sit in" at a meeting of photo-
playwrights—say a meeting of the Ed-Au Club—or a meeting of the

Authors' League of America, and listen to the remarks of successful

writers: Next to the God-given talent which is so necessary to

literary attainment, "preparedness" is the thing that counts with
them. How many doctors could get along without their medical
journals? The trade paper is a necessary event to the successful

electrician, pottery worker, or automobile mechanician. How much
more, then, should the literary worker find use for a magazine which
not only tells him what and how to do, but how to dispose of what
he creates after it has been turned out in his workshop.

Better than probably any one else, the man who has taught
any form of literary work knows that there are one or two things

that cannot be taught. You cannot expect to dig gold from ground
where gold has never been, and it is equally impossible to draw
story plots from minds incapable of "plotting." But provided a
writer, or one who aspires to be a writer, has the plotting mind—the

ability to visualize action and build a story structure—his most
valuable equipment for the work he is starting out to do is the knack
of preparing himself for that work by adding, a little bit every day,
even every hour, to his knowledge of the mechanics of his art and
to his grasp of everything that relates, in a business way or an artistic

way, to the vocation—or even the avocation—that he has planned
for himself. As a rule, preparedness means victory for the country
that goes to war prepared; preparedness inevitably spells victory,

sooner or later, for the writer who makes it his watchword from the
very beginning of his literary campaign. You are a reader of The
Photoplay Author and Writer's Monthly. Note, also, the
periodicals mentioned in this month's installment of "Photoplay
Construction." Each is a tool of your trade; and it is knowing the

tools and using them intelligently that makes you a skilled workman.



HOW do you find business? As this is being written it is about
as bad as it has been any time since the memory of man, and
a lot of people are certain that the business is on the chutes.

Huh! All the world looks blue when you are having your appendix
taken out, but afterward you realize that you can eat figs and rasp-

berry tarts and things like that with never a thought of that cute

but wholly unnecessary appendage, and you are glad it all happened.
Something like that is doing right now in the picture business. You
see, there never was any real business in the picture business. Money
came so easy that a little leakage like $50,000 or so did not matter.
There were still several hundred thousand profit. Then the war
came on top of the growing dissatisfaction of the picture patrons.

The sale of prints outside of the United States has always been the
real " velvet" for the makers. The cost of making the negative was
charged to the output at home and the negative stood clear of cost

before a sample print was shipped abroad. Any sale made in the
world market was all clear profit above the cost of raw stock and
handling, or about $20 to $25 for each thousand feet. Suddenly
much of this market was lost, in some cases all, and the manufacturer
was forced to turn his attention to things at home. He found he was
not making much money, so he shut down on all visible unnecessary
expense. One of the expenses was the purchase of scripts. He
found, in most instances, that he had from $5,000 to $30,000 worth
of stuff on hand that had been set aside after being purchased, in

favor of something better. At once he started to use this up. This
sort of thing is poor economy, of course, because the best is none too

good and the worst is just plain bad. A few months more and the

makers will find this out. Already some of the makers are beginning

to have their suspicions, and in several instances the suspicions

reached a certainty. In the fullness of time it will come to pass that

the maker of films will realize that it is poor economy to put out

junk, and that it is not a good plan to save money by letting the

staff do all of the writing. Then there will be a "bull" market for

good, strong stories.

It is one of the grim humors of the situation that the men who
pay the most money for scripts get least for their investment. They
want literature, and are willing to pay for literature, so they go to

story writers and get stuff that is seldom as good on the screen as

the stories written by less well known writers who have studied the

camera. A certain amount of stuff with well known names attached

is all right if it is properly fixed up, but the man who is able to write

for the screen is a more profitable proposition than the man who
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writes for the magazines. The manufacturer will come to find this

out in time, and the time seems to be drawing near. It would seem
that any manufacturer would know enough to hire a good editor and
then trust to his judgment, but that is not the way it is done in most
cases. The editor gets a good story, the director fixes it up, slaps it

through in a hurry to make a speed record, possibly with incompetent
players, and the editor is blamed for a poor story. It does him no
good to argue, for the big boss cannot understand. He has no per-

ception of values. All he knows is that he has a bad picture, and he
blames the man who picked it out, and not the man who spoiled

what had been good work. But they are coming to realize the

trouble, and soon they will begin to see that the one-reel story given
the same careful production that the best six-reel stuff receives will

be proportionately as profitable.

It is a pleasure to record that Balboa has a new editor. Will

M. Ritchie has replaced the man who used to offer three dollars for

a three-reel script. That man thought he was saving his company
money, but he was only making it impossible for them to obtain
proper material. And do you know that he found scripts at that
price? People were so eager to get their stuff on that they took the
dollar-a-reel price. Who can hope for better things when writers

work for practically nothing! Have pride. Do not work for checks
alone, but have the sand to stand flat footed and shoot back five and
ten dollar checks.

Where do all the " boobs" come from? This morning I got
forty-one pages of script written in alleged story form that a chap
wanted to sell me. He could not spell, he wrote with a lead pencil

and he rolled his script, the paper being almost too filthy to handle.

Of course there was no return postage or envelope. He is certain it

is a script because "anyone can write photoplays." He has seen

that in lots of magazines, so he wastes eight cents sending the rot to

a man who is worried about selling his own stuff.

And there is another just as bad: the man who wants to know
why his stuff does not sell. One wrote this morning that he has done
five without having sold one, but that was probably because they
were not typed in the exact form, but now he had a sample script

and knew just how to do it, so he was certain he would sell his sixth.

And I wrote back: "If you could sell with no more practise than
writing a couple of experiments, it would not be worth while writing,

for then scripts would be selling for less than the postage required

to send them out." Another misguided one, this time a woman of

education, had wasted a whole year on twelve scripts that one of the

foremost teachers of English—a professor in a famous college—had
told her were good. It took ten minutes to explain why they were
utterly unsuited to the screen and she was sent back home to practise

plotting and study camera possibilities and limitations. If you
write a hundred plots you are bound to learn something, but mere
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study of the technique of form will never get you anywhere. After
you have learned to plot it is necessary to learn how to display the
plot to the fullest advantage, but technique alone is not salable.

Writing technique without plot is like trying to build a house with
a hammer, saw and nails but no lumber.

Just to cheer you up, when that long envelope comes back
again—and again, think of your fat friend getting sixty-one scripts

in one bundle, each with a nice little can tied to it. It was only
about twenty percent of the total number submitted, and it repre-

sented the turnback for nearly two years, but it is going some to get
your stuff back by the carload; so when you get just one or two, if

your misery needs company, give me a loving thought.

Lately a man wrote me that he has been out of the market for

three months because nothing he wrote was up to standard and he
would not try to sell low grade stuff. He needs money as much as

the rest of us, but he stands a better chance of getting it eventually
by keeping his work up to the mark. That's the spirit that makes
for success. On the other hand a woman wrote she had given up
trying because of what I wrote about her. Investigation showed
that she had taken to herself a paragraph suggested by another
writer some fifteen hundred miles away. She gives up about twice

a year, regularly, and each time she loses something; like the frog

in the mathematical problem that climbed up five feet every day and
slipped back two feet every night. You can't win if you feel that

you cannot. You've got to know you can.

Watch your leaders. It is permissible to write a comedy leader

in a comedy for the sake of a laugh, but to load your script with
laugh leaders is another matter. Now and then you can get a big

laugh by cutting in a speech that gives a bounce to the situation

such as no action could, but the beginner who learns that is apt to

overdo it. Just the single matter of leaders will give you material

for study for years if you go at it right. Don't slap down the first

thing that comes to you. When you revise, study every leader.

See if it is necessary; if it cannot be better done in action. If it

cannot, then make certain that you have the leader that best expresses

what you wish to convey. Do not use the first leader, but the best

leader. An entire book could be written on leaders alone, and yet

the average author overlooks or neglects this most important point.

It is even possible to kill a situation with an unnecessary leader

present or a fitting one lacking. More than one of my scripts has

been ruined by added material. Most authors have had the same
experience. Some studio cutters have a mania for cutting in new
stuff. Sometimes the mania becomes criminal. You can help a

little by being careful, but it does not always work. But at least

you have the satisfaction of knowing that you did your best. I

know there is small temptation to do your best with production as
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slovenly as it is at present in certain studios, but that is no excuse

for hasty or unfinished work, and it may be that the very studio

that offends is the one where your work is being watched against the

time when conditions will be different. A man said to me the other

day: "I didn't realize a year ago that Dash was educating me for a

job when he took the trouble to write me long letters, but he told

me that even then he had me in mind and wanted to straighten me
out that I might be available when he needed me." I know another
man who is going to be offered a job soon. He doesn't know it. He
thinks that particular studio is rather unkind to him because they
turn back his stuff so often and make him fix it up their way, but
the editor tells me that soon he will have a job and that the seem-
ing severity is merely a matter of educating him to do things

right. You think that the editor merely gives a snort and puts the

script back in an envelope when he rejects it. You are fooling

yourself. They know you and they know your work, good or bad,

and they are watching you. Make the watching worth their

while.

It is strange what foolish ideas some writers have. Probably
three hundred have written to ask me if they must supply letters and
newspaper clippings used in their stories. If they would stop and
think a moment they would realize that a company would hardly
expect an author to trot down to the local printer for the insert

matter, or supply the locket that Mary has Jack's picture in, but
they don't stop to think; they sit down and ask. They are welcome
to the information, but it would be better for them if they would
use their own instead of someone else's brains. This is not an invita-

tion to you not to ask questions, but not to ask questions to which
your own common sense and a little thought will supply the answer.
What you study out and master yourself is not only more securely

yours, but that study has helped to improve your reasoning powers
generally, better fitting you for your work.

Suppose that you see a man slip and fall. That does not interest

you much. You may laugh as you pass along, but the next moment
it is forgotten. But if you, yourself, landed kerplunk on the side-

walk and got a bruise that stayed around with you for a couple of

weeks, it would be a very different matter, wouldn't it? In the
same way the story you doped out from something that happened
to you is mighty important, and you know it will make a most
interesting story. You send it out, but the editor didn't fall, so he
doesn't "fall for it" now. It is not what interests you but what
interests the great majority that will sell. Nine times out of ten
when you are intensely interested in a story it is because of some
personal connection. You know the story is so good that it simply
must sell, but the editor, lacking your keen personal interest and
looking only for stuff with general appeal, may pass your story over
because it is flat and stale. Keep that in mind and blame the story

and your own interest rather than the editor.
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A cocoanut tree is worth more than a cocoanut—naturally—

-

but the tree is merely a cocoanut grown up. The seed has been ger-

minated, the sprout has become a tree and now it is worth more than
a single cocoanut because it produces fruit of its own. Of course
you can sell cocoanuts, but not for as much money. It is the same
with an idea. You can sell it as such or you can sprout it and tend
it and bring up a full story that is worth more than the seed because
it has been given greater care. You can sell "by synopsis" if you
want to, but why want to sell seeds when you can sell full grown
plants? And to elaborate, if you tend the plant carefully, give it

plenty of water, protect it against insects and bring it to its fullest

maturity it is worth more than a scraggy growth; so sprout your
idea-seed and then water it and give it plant food and make it the
most presentable growth you can if you want to get all you possibly

can for it. So long as you loaf along on synopses you are merely an
idea huckster and not a writer of photoplays, and you will not know
much about plays because you will not have had the practise. You
do not know yourself how your story will work out merely from a
synopsis. You must plot it into action and study the action to know
the full effect. Begin now against the time when this "synopsis
only" idea gets what is coming to it. One reason for the sameness in

the output of some studios is the fact that all scripts are reconstructed

by one or more staff men. They are all given the same treatment,

and so they look much alike. The reason for outside purchases is to

gain variety and some day the big bosses will wake up and insist on
scripts that can be made without material change. Then you will

have to do good work or lose sales.

Too few writers can see all of a story. They see one point, work
to that point and give no heed to the rest. Study every factor not

only by itself, but in its relation to the rest.

In the prize ring the effective punch is delivered with skin tight

or but slightly padded gloves; the greater the padding the less

effective the punch. It's the same way with the story. Padding
and punch are not team mates.

William Lord Wright is a practical reformer. When a fake

school out West used his name as an "instructor" he not only made
them take it back, but he made them pay damages. That was the

part that hurt.

Remember that the present address of the Biograph is Los

Angeles. No one in the big home studio but the cat and the care-

taker.

Have you seen the new style Keystones? Most of them prove

that there is something better than acrobatic comedy.

Don't brag about your story until you've seen it on the screen.

You may not want to then.



Inquiries addressed to this department are answered by Mr. Arthur Leeds. No questions can
be answered by mail, nor can we supply names of players taking part in certain pictures. Questions
relating to the writing, sale, and production of photoplays will be answered in this column, but
readers are asked to make their letters brief and to the point.

W. D. B., NASHUA, N. H.—Frankly, we do not understand your question.

Won't you please write in again and explain it more fully? We fail to understand
what you mean when you say: "Is it the writer's or the director's business?"

FRANK P.—Sorry, but we are still trying to get the latest authentic "dope"
on the Belmar Company. For some reason or other we have had a great deal of

difficulty in doing so, but will advise you as soon as we get definite word. See
the notice re the Holland concern in last month's magazine.

GEROME BEATTY—It has been announced that the result of the Mirror-
Edison Artistic Ending Contest will be published in the February 17 issue of the
Dramatic Mirror. The Edison Company plans to rush production of the picture

for release March 27. In the Mirror of February 24 will be published the prize-

winning scenario, which should prove a most valuable study for all writers.

TRENTON, N. J.—It is announced officially that Ford Sterling is back
with Keystone, so scripts intended for his exploitation would hardly go to the
address you give. You will have to send to Keystone, and of course send synopsis
only, as that is all they buy.

G. P. ALDEN.—We have written the Coquille Company and should hear
from them very soon. You will notice from the editorial statement at the head
of our "Where to Sell" department this month that we are more than ever
determined to exclude the "wants" of companies that do not have a recognized
method of marketing what they make. Almost every issue of the different trade
journals announces that one or another "wild cat" concern has gone out of

business. We ask you and all our other readers to aid us by letting us have any
information available in regard to such companies. Send in complaints, if you
think they are justified, and we will make inquiry.

A SUBSCRIBER.—We are getting on the trail of those "thirteen basic

dramatic plots" which you have written of before. We find that a chapter of

Charlton Andrews' new book on the technique of the drama has references to

either thirteen or sixteen basic plots, compiled by one of the ancient authorities.

Dr. Esenwein is in Philadelphia at this writing, and has the manuscript of that
book—shortly to be published in our Writer's Library—along with him. Since
you seem to be interested in that point, we will look it up when he returns, and
either send you a letter or let you know in this column under the above name.

—

A "bromide," used as we used it in our other reply, simply means something that
has been used, or said, so often that it has become stereotyped and hackneyed.

A. E. BISHOP.—A statement leader may come before the scene to which
it refers, or it may be used as a cut-in. If used as a cut-in, it is followed by the
direction "Back to scene," the same as a "speech" leader would be. In a scene
such as you describe, we would advise the use of a statement leader right in the
scene—as a cut-in—because it would aid in carrying out the idea that it was all

taking place on the same evening. We have been crowded with inquiries of late,

and this is the first chance we've had to answer yours. If you still have any
doubt on this point, please write in again. Regarding the market, the war has
affected it, certainly, but we believe that things are on the mend now. If manu-
facturers are buying more conservatively, so much the better for the writer in

the end. That is, so much the better for the writer who really tries to turn out
worthy stuff. Stick to it; keeping everlastingly at it brings success, you know.

G. APPLEY.—Owing to the large number of scripts received, the result of

the Tribune-Essanay contest may not be announced for another couple of weeks.



What is a "wild-cat" film company? A "wild-cat" is a company that makes films without
knowing where or how it is going to market them. It is very much like writing a script about a
hydroaeroplane when you feel sure that no company has such an invention on hand with which
to stage your picture even if they should buy it. But it is even worse than that, for a company
that has no apparent means of marketing its product and which still advertises for scripts is dis-
honest, in our opinion. While we have always been careful about printing the wants of com-
panies whose marketing medium was unknown to us, we intend, in the future, to print no "script
requirements" unless we have made as thorough as possible an investigation of the firm men-
tioned. We earnestly request all our readers to cooperate with us by sending in information that
may come to them about the reliability or lack of reliability of new concerns; we are anxious to
protect the writers as much as possible and to help them in doing what they can to protect each
other.

—

Editor.

The Chartered Theatres Corporation, 1493 Broadway, New York City,
which produced the prize-winning scripts in the Morning Telegraph—Chartered
Theatres Corporation Contest, will release their product through the World
Film Corporation. General Manager Hallett announces that his company has a
guarantee of the sale of thirty prints. Scripts for first-class comedy photoplays,
one-, two-, and three-reel, are required, and they will be produced under the
Flamingo brand. No dramatic scripts are wanted.

Perry N. Vekroff, editor of Kinemacolor, recently announced that he was
looking for exceptionally good five-reel "feature" scripts. This is a call issued

to experienced writers only, as real features are what is expected. Stories on
almost any theme may prove acceptable, but we know that Kinemacolor is not
making Indian or Western subjects. Scripts should be addressed to the editor,

Kinemacolor Company of America, 1600 Broadway, New York City.

Black Cat, Shortstory Publishing Company, Loring Avenue, Salem, Mass.,

writes: "We find it very hard to get good stories that will run less than five pages

to the story. We are in need of strong tales of from 1,000 to 2,500 words, stories

so unusual and "punchful" that they will hold the attention of readers who are

growing used to the "sameness" of certain magazines. We can use unusual
short stories up to 5,000 words in length, but our special need at present is the

really short short story with the unhackneyed theme, and stories that are free

from padding, commonplace, and foreign phrases."

Because neither President Carl Laemmle nor Stuart Paton, the Imp director,

can find a suitable title for a two-reel feature which is to be released on February

27, the Universal Film Manufacturing Co., offers a fifty-dollar prize to the

one who will suggest a fitting name for the photoplay. The contest closes August

1, 1915. All answers must be typewritten and on one side of the paper only.

In addition to the title each contribution should be accompanied by a fifty-word

explanation of the contestant's choice of title. Persons who wish to enter the

contest will not be limited to one reply, but may send in as many as they wish,

the only condition being that each title must be accompanied by a fifty-word

explanation. All answers should be sent to the Editor of the Prize Picture Title

Contests, care Universal Film Manufacturing Co., 1600 Broadway, New York
City.

Short Stories, Garden City, Long Island, N. Y., offers a good market for

bright, well-told humorous stories, as well as for out-of-the-ordinary tales of

adventure, with strong and unhackneyed plots. A study of the magazine itself

will aid writers who contemplate submitting to it.

Although our recent statement specifically stated that scripts sent to the

Smallwood Film Corporation were intended to feature Miss Ethel Grandin,

we were recently told that out of a batch of twenty scripts received at one time
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only two were written so as to "play up" an "ingenue lead." If writers will

not keep in mind the exact requirements of a certain firm, they have themselves
to blame if their scripts are sent back to them.

The Kalem Company, 235 West 23rd St., New York City, as announced by
Phil Lang at the Ed-Au Club meeting, will in future give preference to scripts

with a good many "close-up" scenes. They are in need of comedy stories,

single-reel farces, to be put on by Marshall Neilan. These scenarios must con-
tain brisk and genuinely funny action, with just a flavor of slap-stick. And,
even though comedies, they must have a logical and consistent plot.

McCalVs Magazine, 236 West 37th Street, New York City, wants clever

love stories, with the interest centering around the woman, in both short story
and serial form. They also want special articles along the following lines: Special
movements, experiments in education, instances of civic enterprise in which
women have had some part, and practical articles that will help solve the prob-
lems of the housekeeper and mother.

We believe that the installation of Anthony P. Kelly as editor of Universal
will mean better prices and more careful consideration than ever for script

writers. But Mr. Kelly said recently that he was not anxious to receive scripts

from amateur writers who had had no stories accepted. This policy—which is

now in force in at least two editorial departments—is a direct result of amateur
writers failing to send proper return postage with their scripts, failing to use a
typewriter, and failing to send a concise and carefully written synopsis with
every script. In other words, if there is a "poor market" at Universal for the
amateur, the amateur is himself to blame.

Smart Set, 456 Fourth Avenue, New York City, is at present in need of

novelettes running to about 20,000 words. This magazine is not using stories

that are quite so "frank" and unconventional as it did a few months ago, but it

still wants fiction that will appeal to "minds that are not primitive." It also

uses short burlesques, clever one-act plays, epigrams and verse.

Balboa Amusement Company, Long Beach, Calif., has announced that,

with the installation of Will N. Ritchie as script editor, adequate prices will be
paid for the right kind of script material. For a time, a few months ago, Balboa
was handing out the smallest checks on record for accepted scripts. This, we
are assured, has all been changed, and the company will henceforth pay good
prices for three-, four-, and six-reel dramatic stories with American backgrounds.

It is pretty generally understood that manuscripts sent to Munsey's Maga-
zine, 175 Fifth Avenue, New York City, are read with the idea of using them in

one of the other Munsey publications if they are not acceptable for Munsey's
itself. Munsey's wants, at present, short stories of from 1,000 to 4,000 words,
and stories of from 20,000 to 100,000 words, suitable for publication as novelettes

or serials. The plots must be strong, clearly outlined, and brisk in action. No
character or dialect stories are wanted.

The Delineator, Butterick Building, New York City, gives the following

statement of its editorial requirements at the present time: "We are on the
lookout for fiction of a certain type, bright, wholesome love stories, stories show-
ing the problems that confront our everyday man and woman with a suggestion
of the solution for said problems. We of course use some timely articles from
time to time, and for our serials we try to get well-known writers that are quite

generally popular, but we are on the lookout for new writers too, that write in a
simple human way, close to the earth, and yet with power. Of course the price

paid for the story depends so much on the quality of same and how well known
the author is. Prices range, I should say from $50 to $500. I should say for

authors not very well known from $50 to $150, depending on the story. We do
not need much juvenile material, as we are rather heavily stocked with same at

present, but we should like to receive some bright, human love stories."
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American Film Manufacturing Company, Santa Barbara, Calif., wants
exceptional subjects with big, fresh ideas running from 500 to 8,000 feet. Their
special requirement is, at present, one- and two-reel dramas and comedies.
Scripts for "Beauty" films are also edited by the American Company, and they
want small-cast, heart interest dramas designed to feature Miss Margarita
Fischer.

Collier's Weekly, 416 West 13th Street, New York City, is known to pay
liberally and promptly for the kind of manuscripts it really wants. They require
crisp, fresh anecdotes and clever, original verse, for their humorous department,
and such contributions should go to the "Humor Editor." They also want up-
to-the-minute stories of American life, with brisk action and real plots. It will

pay writers to make a close study of the kind of material that is appearing in

this popular weekly.

The Moving Picture World prints the advertisement of the All Red Feature
Company, Windsor, Ontario, which is in the market for comedy scripts. They
announce that good prices will be paid for the right kind of scripts. Beyond
this, we know nothing of the company, nor do we know if they want single- or
multiple-reel stuff. Further information will be printed here as soon as obtained.

Single-reel scripts with Woman's Suffrage as the theme are wanted by the
Suffrage Scenario Contest Editor, Evening Record, Boston, Mass. The prizes

are $75 and $50, for the two best scripts submitted. We are not advised when
the contest closes.

Jack Byrne, formerly Universal (Eastern) script editor, is now editor for

the Santa Barbara Motion Picture Company, according to an announcement
in Mr. Wright's page in the Dramatic Mirror. His new company is in the market
for good two-reel dramas and comedy dramas, and one-reel comedies. His
letter to Mr. Wright says that he will give each and every scenario his personal
attention, and prompt acceptance or rejection, with as good a price as any other

firm pays for first-class stuff.

Everybody's Magazine, Ridgway Company, Spring and Macdougal Streets,

New York City, makes it emphatic that at the present time they want only

stories of 2,500 to 3,000 words. Stories of love and humor are desired, and a

study of a late copy of the magazine will give the best idea of what Everybody's

uses.

Life, 17 West 31st Street, New York City, prints a picture in its issue of

February 25, which has no title. Life offers prizes amounting to $870 for sug-

gestions for a title for the picture. The title, with sub-title, or in whatever form
submitted, must not exceed twenty words, and may be either original or a quota-

tion. The paper upon which the title is sent should contain nothing but the

title, with the name and address of the author in the upper left-hand corner.

If this rule is violated the judges reserve the right to debar the contribution.

Manuscripts should be addressed to The Contest Editor of Life, 17 West 31st

Street, New York City. Writers wishing to contribute title suggestions should

get the February 25th Life and study the Gibson drawing which is at present

unnamed. The first prize is $500; second prize, $200; third prize, $100; fourth

to tenth (inclusive) prizes, $10 each. The contest closes Saturday, April 24.

The conditions of the contest will appear in each number of Life from now until

April 22d.

We have had several letters inquiring about the Colorado Motion Picture
Company, Canon City, Colorado. We wrote them recently and are now able to

announce that they are still doing business in the western city, with a head
office in the World's Tower Building, New York City. They have produced
many big Western features, including "The Range War," "The Romance of

Copper Gulch," and "The Cycle of Destiny." They announce that they are

not in the market for outside scripts at the present time, and probably will not

be again for three or four months.
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Writers who can turn out really good Indian stories in photoplay form, with
strong situations and opportunities for featuring Indian characters, will probably
find a good market for three-reel, melodramatic Western scripts with Miller
Brothers, 101 Ranch, Bliss, Okla.

"Seen and Heard at the Movies" is a new department just inaugurated in

Photoplay Magazine, 8 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111. Stories of amusing
and interesting things that happen in the picture theatres will be used, and a
monthly prize of $5.00 will be given for the best story, while SI.00 will be paid
for each story printed. The story must not be longer than 100 words and must
be written on only one side of the paper. Address manuscripts to the depart-
ment, care of Photoplay Magazine. The March issue contains the first install-

ment of this new department.
The American Magazine, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York City, is using half

a page of the back cover of The Authors' League of America Bulletin to show how
it has helped young and unknown writers to succeed. It is a fact that the
American has " discovered" many writers who are today in the "best-selling"

class, and young and ambitious authors who feel that they really have something
to say might do well to try this market, where they are sure of a courteous hear-
ing and—what is less common—a word or two, and often more, of constructive
criticism if their manuscripts do not measure up to American standards. A
study of the magazine itself will show the type of stories which they prefer, while
they announce that they are in the market for autobiographical stories and
articles of adventure. The department, "Interesting People," uses articles of

from 500 to 1,000 words, which must be brightly written and inspirational. This
magazine has the reputation of always giving quick decisions on submitted
manuscripts, and of paying promptly on acceptance.

Short stories intended for Leslie's Weekly, 225 Fifth Avenue, New York
City, should not, at present, exceed 3,000 words in length. Photographs, either

amateur or professional, are also used, but it must be stated whether they have
been previously published; whether they have been sent to any other paper;
and whether or not they are copyrighted. The contributor's name and address
should appear on the back of every photograph, and a complete and accurate
description should accompany every picture.

"We cannot urge too strongly upon the writers to make a careful study of

the requirements of the various Boards of Motion Picture Censors," said the
head of the Selig Polyscope Company editorial department recently. There
is the National Board of Censors and also the State Boards in Pennsylvania,
Ohio, and elsewhere. Exaggerated scenes of the underworld, murders, stabbings,
shootings, and other violent action must be handled most carefully to be at all

available. In fact, it is preferred that such action be eliminated absolutely.

There are enough appealing and forceful plots to be found in other walks of life

without descending to the depths in the fond but mistaken belief that such
atmosphere lends force to a story. Cruelty to animals is another subject that
should be watched with care. Scenes in which it is believed animals of any kind
are harshly treated are not countenanced by the Ohio Censors and others.

Although the Selig Company releases many animal stories, action in which
animals are abused and otherwise mistreated is not desirable.

The Selig Company is in the market for unusual dramas and comedies of

all kind. So-called slap-stick comedjr, carrying a series of supposedly funny
incidents and no plot, is not wanted. First readings are required by this com-
pany which pays highest market prices and gives screen credit to the deserving.
Scripts should go direct to the head office, 20 East Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.
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Esenwein and Arthur Leeds, reviewed in the June-July number of
THE PHOTOPLAY AUTHOR. The following excerpts are typical
of the opinions expressed by leading photoplaywrights and editors
all over the country:

It is a careful and exact treatise handled intelligently, comprehensively and with authority.
It will be helpful to all students of photoplay and should find a place in all libraries on
technique. It is creditable in every way. —Epes Winthrop Sargent

This week and next my department in The Moving Picture News will contain compli-
ments for your Photoplay Correspondence Course and for the book. The book is the
best that has come to my attention. As author of the first text-book of any pretensions
placed on the market for photoplaywrights I desire to congratulate Messrs. Esenwein
and Leeds. —William Lord Wright

"Writing the Photoplay" is issued uniform with "Writing the
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THE WRITER'S LIBRARY. 8 vo., 400 pages, sent on approval,
by mail $2.12.
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REAL HELPS FORWRITERS
The seven volumes listed below are issued in uniform size and style, printed on

superior antique book paper, and handsomely and durably bound in cloth, with letter-
ing in gold and gilt top. Together they constitute the most helpful series of authorita-
tive working handbooks for the writer's desk. 12 mo., oostpaid at prices quoted.

THE ART OF STORY WRITING. Esenwein and Chambers. Dr. Esenwein's latest
work on Story Writing. A direct and effective guide to actual fictional narration. The
chapter on plot alone is worth the price of the book to any writer, xi -f- 211 pp. $1.35

WRITING THE SHORT-STORY Esenwein. The standard textbook on the technique
of the Short-Story. Widely used in colleges and universities. A complete course includ-
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STUDYING THE SHORT-STORY. Esenwein. A companion book to Writing the
Short-Story. Sixteen short-story masterpieces, with methods for analysis. No writer
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$1.25.

THE TECHNIQUE OF THE MYSTERY STORY. Carolyn Wells. With introduction
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time cultivates fertility in the mind of the reader, ix + 336 pp. $1.62.

WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY. Esenwein and Leeds. The standard textbook on
ohotoplay construction. Recently reported by the New York City Public Library as the
book second in demand, outside of fiction, ix + 374 pp. Illustrated. $2.12.

THE ART OF VERSIFICATION. Esenwein and Roberts. A practical working hand-
book of the principles of poetry and the structure of verse forms, xii + 310 pp. $1.62.

THE ART OF PUBLIC SPEAKING. Esenwein and Carnagey. An inspirational
working handbook of instruction for all who would be efficient public speakers. A book
with a "punch" on every page. xi + 512 pp. $1.75.

If on inspection a book is found undesirable and it is returned within ten days, the pur-
chase price, less postage, will be refunded.
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A Bigger, Better Writer's Monthly
If the present rate of increase in subscriptions is sustained, The

Photoplay Author and Writer's Monthly will soon have a cir-

culation to be proud of. This increase in circulation shows more
clearly than anything else could that in broadening the scope of our

magazine we have pleased our readers. If it keeps up, our advertising

pages will become more and more profitable and it will be possible

for us to add pages, establish new departments, and make our

magazine in every way bigger, brighter and more helpful. This

month we have added a department for song writers in charge of an

authority who needs no introduction to our readers. If it proves

popular it will be made a regular feature.

More gratifying and encouraging than the subscriptions even,



are the letters of suggestion, friendly criticism and good-will that

have come pouring in from readers everywhere. One, a professor of

journalism in a near-by college, writes as follows: "That 'Writer's

Monthly' addition to the title sounds good. The just-right magazine

for the professional writer has yet to be made; go up and possess the

land. And—since it is always so easy to teach the other fellow his

business—here is my idea of the direction in which the road lies.

Plenty of good strong meat in the articles, and a less proportion of

the milk-for-babes that sometimes makes skipping so easy in maga-
zines for writers—you know what I mean. The Photoplay Author
has not fed its readers from the bottle, so we are safe on that score.

As for the meat: I am a strong believer in concrete problems talked

over in Bill Higgins' language. You know who Bill is—the fellow

we meet down town who is so full of his job that he simply has to

talk about it, and who doesn't care a hang what his language is so

long as it is the best language to convey his thought. That's what

we want—straight talk about our work." That is precisely the kind

of magazine we aim to make; one that will tell you how to develop

your ideas, how to write all the literary forms, how and where to sell

your manuscripts; one that will give you real, direct, practical,

worth-while help with all your problems.

We are also much pleased with the contributions we have

received. We have enough excellent material to insure some very

interesting numbers in the immediate future. But we shall always

be glad to receive from our readers items of information for our

departments, well-written, pithy paragraphs and short articles of

from half a page to a thousand words discussing concrete problems,

giving condensed and illuminating accounts of actual experiences,

—

anything of interest and real help to writers. Payment is not high

but it is prompt. If you send us an article that we can use and it is

too short for a cash payment, we will find some other way to show

our appreciation that will be satisfactory to you.

Please bear in mind always that this little magazine is your

magazine, that it is a vehicle to convey to other members of the

writer craft any help that as a result of your own work and observation

and experience you are able to give, and in the same way to carry

their helpful thoughts to you. Remember, too, that it is small and

that its readers, like yourself, are alert, clever writer folk who turn

to its pages expecting to find many perplexing points discussed and

much real help given in brief compass. So see that your offerings are

condensed, brightly phrased, and to the point.

Yours for a bigger, better Writer's Monthly,

The Editors.
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Literary Construction

Its Art and Technique

By Henry Albert Phillips

Author of "The Plot of the Short Story" "Art in Story Narra-
tion" and formerly Associate Editor of " The Metropolitan Magazine."

In Nature we see man realized in his manifold capacities ; in Art
we meet man idealized in a moment of singular intensity. The artist

is the millionth man, endowed with the rare power of portraying the

passions common to the other pulsing thousands, who all have
within them the full range of human sublimities. It is not a matter
of capacity with them, but of culture, civilization, education, environ-

ment, and a host of other "reasons" not difficult to conceive.

Art is but the symbol of some internal truth or struggle. Oh,
sublime function of Art, with powers to mirror for all posterity in

marble and in melody, in language and in color, those grand emotions
which thrill men once, then flit away to join the ghostly army that

haunts the heart of every man!
Art demands, first of all, appreciation. The observer, the

listener, the reader, must be impelled to exclaim: "This is Nature!
This is Life! This is I

!"

Individuals are prone to favoritism in the choice and judgment
as to which form of artistic expression is to them either the most
esthetic or the most realistic. Some contend that one gives more
pleasure, while the other lends greater conviction. But great Art is

capable of personal interpretation, according to capacity and regard-

less of experience. The Sybarite comprehends at once the message
of Millet's "The Sower;" the Infidel sees through to the heart of

Angelo's "Moses;" the childless man is in anguish for Shakespeare's
"Lear."

The moment that Art becomes static, or the wings of the imagina-
tion are clipped, that moment it loses its emotional appeal and
ceases to be Art, and takes its place possibly, even rightfully, among
things merely artistic.

Copyright, 1913, Henry Albert Phillips
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Art-appreciation is simply emotional response. We, ourselves,
see, we feel the truth, we are sure that not exactly a new emotion is

called to bear witness, but one that hovered within, thirsting for
revealment, we are made to enjoy a keener relationship with all men,
and realize a closer proximity to the Infinite.

In restraint, or repression, lies the secret of any and all success in

Art. And after all it means being unselfish, giving one's entire self

up to the vision and not detracting from its due by adding one's
likes, dislikes or opinions. Let us repeat, Art's expression and appeal
are universal, not individualistic.

Having once perceived his single grand unit or central idea and
figure in his composition that shall reveal to others his vision of

truth, the artist must make every subsequent touch subservient to it.

This prime motif, or idea, with its attendant emotion, dominates the
color or key; the grouping or volume; the pitch or climax. Local
color must take its hue from the central figure or dominating color of

the composition. In the management of chiaroscuro lies the judg-
ment of a work of Art. Every high light and shadow must accentuate
the appeal of the central idea or motif, or it has no raison d'etre. The
appeal must be most simple in its entirety, yet be accomplished
through a teeming mass of suggestive elements, so unified as to conceal

their multiplicity. And such artistic execution as this demands both
a knowledge and an exercise of technique.

But the artist must make it appear easy of accomplishment by
concealing behind the glowing, motivating message, through his

craftsmanship, the difficult technique. The machinery and engines

of efficiency are lost to view in the work's glorious perfection and
inspiration.

When we come to the portals of Art, we meet its requirements
for entry: intrinsic worth and merit of idea, coupled with external

grace and beauty.

Today our literary producers have become a host, and are for

the most part mere dabblers in their espoused calling. They have
not that elevated consideration and appreciation for Literature and
sublime patience in exploitation that are the requisites for artistic

production. Too many have just " happened" to fall upon a com-
mercial enterprise.

On the other hand, if the producer of Literature would but set

himself to the task of perfecting himself as an artist and then strive

honestly to produce work worthy of the name, he would soon cul-

tivate appreciation and find a widening audience. Readers are

after all the masses, writers the classes; it is mind versus matter.

But the producer of Literature must be a profound student, not

only of his medium of expression, but of contemporary conditions,

the lives people lead, their morals, their beliefs and their leisure.

Only then can he hope to arrive at the true basis of what constitutes

their legitimate entertainment. For true Art must never lose its

first, foremost and esthetic function of entertaining.

The cultured reader, like the connoisseur of Art in any of its

manifestations, can enjoy to the full the Literature of any clime and
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day, because he has an adaptable mentality and is considerate and
tolerant of contemporary conditions.

The cultivated writer must know the heart of his people and be
in sympathy with his times. Furthermore, the writer must be on the
side of the good citizen and in all things show himself a cultured
gentleman. He must observe the laws of his time, as much as he
does the laws of rhetoric, neither allowing his work to condone evil

nor permitting it to sneer at good. While this is but a rational

exercise of good judgment, we might at the same time call it the
practice of good taste.

Literature in its true sense being a form of Art, should in a larger

or smaller degree, possess enduring qualities. Thus fiction might be
classified as light and heavy; the former presenting an ebullition of

the emotions in a moment of frolicsome mood worthy of emulation;
the latter conveying a serious message capable of mental and moral
stimulation. Masterpieces come under the latter heading.

True literary fiction, which is the only kind that will endure, is

not called forth by commercial recompense, but rather it cries out
for expression.

A mistaken idea exists among not a few editors, many writers

and most of the public, that the prime function of fiction is to amuse.
They have confused the two words, amuse and entertain. To be
amused is of a much lower order of diversion. One may be greatly

amused by being tickled with a straw. To be perfectly entertained

one must enter into the spirit of the entertainment, lend one's whole
mind and emotions and become an intelligent guest of the hour.

To be entertained then does not mean passively to accept the broad
thrusts of a paid performer, but to participate with the best emo-
tions that one possesses in an elevating experience or spectacle. Fic-

tion must first be interesting, or have a personal appeal with the
reader before he will permit it to become entertaining. The writer's

chief concern should be always to strike a chord of universal interest,

which as we have learned is but the normal function of the true

artist.

In fiction, technique is by no means everything, neither is plot;

foremost, there must be a vision, or a story, and, then, an artist to

portray it. He must have the power to make others see what he
feels; to make others feel what he sees, all in terms of common
understanding. Thus literary power is that which re-creates life in

the dormant emotions of the reader. It is of a piece with life's

mysterious process, for we cannot tell fundamentally how life is

created. But we can show how it can be made more beautiful, more
wholesome and more enduring than it was endowed by Nature
herself.

The poet he may soar, and sing

Upon Elysian fields,

Yet hunger usually will bring

Him down in time for meals.

F. MacB.
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XXII. Gilson Willetts—The Author

with Ideals

By William Lord Wright

This is the story of Gilson Willetts, the Author with Ideals. He
lives in cozy apartments in a certain Chicago hostelry and is a
difficult personage to communicate with. Why? Because, when he
is engaged in writing the wonderful pictureplays that have made his

name known the length and breadth of Filmland, he locks the door,

disconnects the telephone, and eats a bite now and then between
pages of manuscript.

Two characteristics stand out among many excellent ones. The
first is that Gilson Willetts shuns publicity. We put this charac-

teristic first because the lime-light appeals to many authors as well

as many actors, and the man who objects to printer's ink in connec-
tion with his triumphs is indeed solitary. That is one reason why
the personality of Gilson Willetts is interesting to Filmland's followers.

The second characteristic is that he is only at home when writing

multiple-reel dramas for the Selig Polyscope Company; he puts pen
to paper only to write those great, big, gripping themes—themes
with a splendid swing and a bounce—stuff that stands out—stuff

having an underlying motive of power for good. In other words,

Gilson Willetts is in a class by himself; he writes big stories and he
writes original stories. He refuses to write adaptations.

"I am happy only in original work," he says. "I cannot take
the brain children of others and have them perform satisfactorily for

the screen."

"In my opinion," he continued in a recent conversation, "the
call two years hence will be for multiple-reel features written for the

screen, original comedies and dramas written around all-embracing

themes, and not adaptations from short-stories or novels. The
writers who are preparing for the future field are not sowing seed

upon stony ground.
"The first great requirement in a multiple-reel drama is pathos.

The author with the ability to move an audience to tears wields a

great power. We hear of a plot 'getting over.' It is just another

expression meaning that the appealing theme or motive contained

therein has twitched at the heart-strings of the spectators, has

created sympathy and aroused sentiment. All artistic writers strive
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for pathos. All sincere and responsible writers strive to teach a
lesson.

" Artistic conceptions are essential to both the pictureplay

writer and the pictureplay editor. That is one reason why the Selig

Polyscope Company is so happy in its choice of worthy themes.
Mr. W. N. Selig reads all the worthy submissions. He has the
artistic sense in a very high degree. In fact, in all of my somewhat
long experience in literary work both as an editor and an author, I

have never seen another man who could sense the appeal in a story

so quickly as Mr. Selig. Almost instantly he can pounce upon the

weak or strong points in a plot, the weak and strong situations

—

the lesson, if any. If there is no underlying lesson for good, if there

is no theme of excellence, the story is rejected. I write exclusively

for Mr. Selig because work there is judged strictly on its merits and
considered in an able and artistic manner."

Gilson Willetts has written some most artistic plays which are a
credit to Filmland but, strange to say, the public, usually so well

informed as to the work and methods of writers, players directors,

etc., knows little about the personal side of this wonderful author.

There is little about him to suggest the literary man. No long

hair, Windsor tie, or fur-collared overcoat. We see instead on personal

encounter a kindly-faced gentleman with twinkling brown eyes, and
a hearty laugh; a man possessing a broad and striking brow sur-

mounted with a wealth of iron-grey hair. Nothing affected or
'

' posey
'

'

about Gilson Willetts, although no one would have a better right to

boast of past and present performances than he.

He is the author of the first pictureplay serial ever known, "The
Adventures of Kathlyn." He wrote the entire plot and action from
the first to final installment. He is author of those appealing film

dramas "The Lily of The Valley," "In The Days of The Thundering
Herd," "Your Girl And Mine," and many other massive produc-
tions. Other and even greater pictureplays written by Mr. Willetts

will be released in the future by the Selig Company.
He was formerly editor of Current Literature; former editor of

Romance; went to Cuba after the Maine disaster for Leslie's and
Collier's Weekly; was the first correspondent to journey through

Cuba from Havana to Santiago after the war; went to India and
journeyed about one thousand miles through the famine district;

made a sledge journey across the north of Russia, Finland and
Sweden; made a special tour of the capitals of Europe and the West
Indies; crossed Mexico on horseback for Leslie's Weekly; made a
trans-continental tour for the Munsey publications; made two trips

to the Pacific Coast covering every state in the Union for the Railroad

Man's Magazine; and among the many books he has written are:

"His Neighbor's Wife;" "Anita, the Cuban Spy;" "The Triumph of

Yankee Doodle;" "The Loves of Twenty and One;" "The Rulers of

the World;" "Travels in India;" " The Workers of the Nation " (in

two volumes); "Commercial Invasion of Europe;" "The Double
Cross;" "The First Law;" and numerous articles and short-stories.
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Couple modesty and ability and you have an extraordinary
combination, as valuable in Filmland as elsewhere. Writers of the
Gilson Willetts class bring dignity and worth to the animated screen,

for they believe in original work, give credit where credit is due, and
by their very reputation and class they add thousands of educated
people to the ranks of motion picture enthusiasts, people who in

past years have been inclined to view the art of Cinematography with
something akin to contempt.

Syndicate Fiction

By E. M. Wickes

A big fiction market, which is seldom brought to the attention
of new writers, is The McClure Newspaper Syndicate, 45 West
34th Street, New York City. The syndicate supplies quite a few
large dailies, such as The New York Evening Mail, Boston Globe, and
hundreds of small papers with short fiction, love stories running from
twelve to fourteen hundred words; in fact, the rejection slip states

that the syndicate can use nothing but stories of this length, with an
occasional story of twenty-five hundred words.

The story most likely to find a market here is the simple love

story, the development of a single incident, that evolves into an
agreeable surprise. The plot should be simple and developed by the
actions of the characters. Detailed explanations and psychological

deviations are not desired. Light adventure will be acceptable,

provided it is entwined with a love element, but there is very little

opportunity to introduce very much adventure in a story of twelve
hundred words.

The best feature about writing these stories is that it trains a
writer in real condensation, and teaches him how to eliminate what
at the first glance appears to be essential description. To write a
number of them, regardless of whether they find a market or not,

serves as fine practice in the art of leading up to a surprise finish.

The payment is not very high, $5.00 being the average price,

possibly the regular rates, but the author receives something more
than the dollar—the training.

The fiction editor does not notify contributors relative to

acceptance. If the story finds a market with one of the newspapers
the author receives a check about ten days prior to publication, and
there is no certain means of finding out the name of the paper in

which any particular story appears, and it is not a good policy to

annoy the editor with inquiries, as he has trouble enough in placing

them. Unavailable manuscripts are returned within from ten days
to two months. If the price appeals to you it is a good reliable market.



Letters to Young Authors
By J. Berg Esenwein

Author of "Writing the Short-Story," etc., etc.

THIRD LETTER

My dear Mr. Roberts:
Your problem is as old as it is perplexing—the search for a

modus vivendi between Art and Commercialism has never been a
cheering exercise.

Let me state your position as though it were my own—as indeed
it is, and as it must be that of everyone who writes for an honorarium,
real or prospective. Here is the problem:

I have a story which has come back from five of our best maga-
zines with astonishingly similar comment in each instance: "Your
story is decidedly strong—terribly strong, in fact—but it is as

unpleasant as it is well written. The ending is natural and intense,

but it is depressing. Can't you lighten the tone and let us see it

again?"

What shall I do? (you say). I can't be ridiculous and pretend
to see life through rose-tinted spectacles when its tragedies color

everything so deeply. I can't turn a great, smashing situation like

this—fairly shaking, as it is, with the big forces of life, into a banal
and smirking euphemism. I can't invent a happy ending for Hell,

and Marry off Satan and the Chief Female Angel of Light! It is

neither right nor reasonable for editors to demand that I prostitute

my art by forcing every situation to end with a smile.

I do not wonder, my dear sir, that you write with heat. But
this is too important a question to be decided by your sympathies.
It is after all a simple case of choice, and a cool weighing of the
alternatives is therefore necessary—and here they are: Are you
willing to accept many less sales, a much smaller audience, much
slower recognition, and a much harder fight, with the hope of big

recognition at last, instead of the more frequent sales and larger

hearing that would surely come to a man of your gifts if he were to

choose happier themes or handle his stories optimistically?

This is the issue, precisely; and I, for one, would not venture to

counsel you.

We do not try to prove a general proposition by citing an
exceptional case. You must not quote the incomparable Gorky.
No one can dispute the fact that the great writers are few, and the
lesser ones almost none, who have won their way without paying
attention to the universal need of the human heart for light and
cheer. Now and then some gloomy titan has, amid world-frowns and
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thunders and cataclysms, forced his way to the great regard of men,
but for every one such there have been fifty others—dear optimists,
warm-hearted idealists, twinkling-eyed humorists, like Stevenson,
Barrie, and Bunner—who have turned loose floods of sunshine on a
shadow-girt world and mingled laughter with the people's tears all

along the way.

Now it will not do to assume that good cheer is inartistic ; that
crashing defeat makes stronger literature than a smiling up-hill fight

;

that to be true to life one must point out scars and scabs and skunks.
Yet that is precisely what you are assuming when you say that editors
have no right to ask for happier, if less " strong," stories. See here,

my friend: having made your choice you must be a good sport and
not complain. You have elected to write on themes that appeal to
the few, develop situations that wring blood from the heart, and
depict elemental characters who are fascinating only because of their

vigor. Very well; why not, if you prefer?

The Gorky you quote has made the same choice, and has often
done his work with supreme artistry. If you see life as he does, if

only its poignancies penetrate you, by all means give them literary

expression with all the feeling and truth you possess. But—and
here is where you must be just—do not quarrel with the mass of

mankind whose sorrows are so real that they are willing to read sad
stories only now and then, and it is this class of readers that govern
the magazines, for they are the vast majority.

So, write your strong, vital, tragic material—the world's litera-

ture would be incomparably poorer if robbed of its tragedies—but
do not expect either the welcome or the rewards that are reserved for

those whose words make life easier to endure.

One word more I must say. You ought not accept the notion
that an optimistic story may not touch, or even probe into, the sordid,

the sad, the terrible, or the tragic. Nothing could be farther from the
truth. What is needed in fiction is the greater vision that discloses

those forces in life that redeem the basest.

See "The Substitute" marching willingly to the galleys in the

place of his unworthy friend; and see too how Coppee required three

words only, like three concentrated sunbeams, to illuminate an
otherwise sordid story; the sound of that heroic, stoical "Forward,
Bad Lot!" as he marches away to his fate, rings beautifully big and
fine. The literature of the short-story is chock-a-block full of situa-

tions of heart-break and sordidness which yet are infused with such
gleaming beauties as only a warm heart can write into them. I'd

rather be the author of one little sketch like "The Substitute" than
a dozen stories with the perfect artistry yet unredeemed coldness

and hopelessness of "The Necklace."

So, my friend, do not discard your tragedies and your elemental

stories—far from it; only do one of two things: be content to sell

few stories, or none, until you have attained to commanding skill, or

else penetrate each gloomy situation with at least one single shaft of

heaven's sunlight. Cordially yours,

Karl von Kraft
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A series of progressive articles on the technique of the photoplay by

J. Berg Esenwein, editor of "The Photoplay Author and Writer's

Monthly" and Arthur Leeds, Editor of Photoplay Scripts for The
Edison Company. Adapted from "Writing the Photoplay," by these

authors.

XVI

THE TREATMENT OF COMEDY

We have made it plain in an early chapter that photoplay
parlance arbitrarily groups all picture-plays under two heads : comedy
subjects and dramatic subjects, the nomenclature, for the present at

least, not being so precise as in the poetic and the prose drama. At
the same time, it is well for writers to familiarize themselves with a
few simple differences which mark the several major sorts of comedy
subjects in the regular drama, even though in the picture-dramas all

humorous plays are now grouped loosely under the head of " Comedy."
Let it be remembered, however, that the lines of division between
these several sorts are not sharply defined, for one often over-laps the

other; nor is a rigid adherence to type insisted upon by either pro-

ducer or public—for example, on the " regular stage" we have farce-

comedy, and other hybrids.

1 . Types of Humorous Plays Distinguished

Comedy, strictly, is a lighter, more refined type of humor than
farce. It deals with those amusing situations which do, or may,
happen every day, without the introduction of the extravagant and
the unnatural. True comedy is distinctly probable. Its humor is

the humor of reality, however laughable it may be. It may press

humor to an extreme, but that extreme must never strain our
credulity. A serious theme may underlie comedy.

Farce is essentially extreme. It deals with the ridiculous, not
with the physically impossible. Though not in itself probable, all its

actions proceed as though its basis were probable.

To illustrate both types, we may recall an extremely humorous
comedy situation which was worked out by Miss May Irwin some
years ago in "The Swell Miss Fitzwell." One of the characters had
conspired with a physician to deceive the former's wife by pretending
to break his leg. As a matter of fact he tumbles down stairs, with an
awful clatter, and the leg is actually broken. The doctor comes in,

according to the scheme, and, not knowing that the leg is really

broken, begins to twist it with fine professional vigor. The victim
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howls and protests that he is in agony, but the doctor merely whispers
in a cheerful aside, "Keep it up, you are playing your part beauti-

fully!" And so the play goes on.

All this might easily have happened in real life, and the audience
is tickled, not to see a man apparently suffer, but at the humor of

the biter's being bit. The very incongruity is the foundation of the
humor—incongruity, mingled with surprise.

But farce would not be content with twisting the leg, it would
go to any absurd extreme imaginable. Suppose, for example, that
the doctor's twisting of the victim's leg should so enrage him that he
would leap upon the doctor and bite the torturer's leg in the manner
of a dog. The wife, coming in, might think that her husband had
hydrophobia, and a whole train of farcical results might follow. We
have all seen unnatural yet uproariously funny situations to which
such a complication might lead in pure farce.

Burlesque takes a well-known and often a serious subject and
hits off its salient points in an uproarious manner. One might
burlesque "Hamlet" by causing a red-nosed Prince of Denmark to

do a juggling act with "poor Yorick's" skull.

Extravaganza deals with the unnatural and the impossible.

The super-human antics of the acrobatic buffoons in Hanlon's
perennial "Superba," and those of the Byrne Brothers in "Eight
Bells," are familiar examples.

2. Comedy a Difficult Art

A writer in one of the photoplay journals, advising writers who
are struggling to succeed, concludes by admonishing them either to

avoid stories which because of prohibited themes are likely to make
them unpopular with editors, or else to "try comedies."

It may be that this writer is one of those who have never tried to

write comedy scripts, or possibly he is one of the favored few who
have a special talent for humor. Whichever may be the case, not-

withstanding this well-meant advice, the truth is that the thoroughly

effective comedy script is the hardest of all to produce and this is

proved by the fact that, no matter how many manufacturers an-

nounce that they "will not be able to use any more Western, slum
life, or military scripts for some time to come," they never declare

that they are "over-stocked with good comedy scripts." There is

always a market for a fine, clean comedy.

3. Comedy Requires a "Full" Treatment

One of the less obvious reasons why comedy is hard to write is

that there are usually about twice as many scenes in a comedy script

as in any kind of dramatic story. This does not mean, of course,

that the comedy script is difficult merely because it takes longer to

write. The labor expended on its mechanical preparation is trivial
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compared to the invention necessary to the building of a story which,
while having almost double the usual number of scenes, must still

display lively action, logical sequence, and probable situations from
beginning to end.

Especially in comedy must each scene tell; hence there can be
no excuse for "padding in" a number of scenes which have no
dramatic value. Unfortunately, there have been many such padded
"funny" plays, and there will be more, for the right kind of comedy
is not to be had for the asking. But it must be admitted that some
of these long-drawn-out "near-humorous" productions, heralded in

the trade papers as "screamingly funny comedies," "brim full of

hilarious situations," are the brain-children of the producers them-
selves, who, hard pressed for humorous photoplays, have been driven

to make thousand-foot pictures out of five-hundred-foot ideas. In
most cases, however, if a comedy picture seems on the screen to be
padded, it is safe to say that it was really padded in the scenario, and
written by an "outside" writer.

Remember, then, that merely a large number of scenes is by no
means the real requirement : the important point is that the number
of scenes in a comedy photoplay arises from the necessity that the

action be brisk, scene follow scene rapidly, and the whole be played
from a full third to a half faster than is the case in a dramatic subject

—using the term "dramatic" in a photoplay sense.

To say that comedy requires a fuller script-treatment than is

needed for a dramatic subject does not mean that in writing comedy
scripts you should write in line after line of action that would only

be useful to give the producer a few details which he could very well

think of himself. No matter what part of the script you are writing,

be constantly on the alert to avoid including non-essential details.

Take pains, of course, to show the producer just what bit of by-play
it is that is responsible for a certain situation that will "get a laugh,"

but do not go into tiresome details. "It is a very easy matter, for a
writer fired with enthusiasm, to overwrite."

4- Split-Reel and Full-Reel Comedies

The very first thing you must learn is, to decide whether there

is enough in your plot to make a full-reel picture-play, or whether
the idea is fitted for only a short, or split-reel, subject.

You will remember that a "split" is part of a full-length moving-
picture film which is made up of two subjects. Your picture-story,

therefore, as one of the subjects on a split-reel, may be any short

length—perhaps from four hundred to seven hundred feet long. For
example, say it runs six hundred feet. On the same reel—constituting

the other split—may be a four-hundred-foot scenic, or perhaps an
educational subject. In such a case, of course, the whole film would
not be a comedy split-reel—yet a split-reel it would be none the less.

On the other hand, your six-hundred-foot comedy might be followed

preceded—by a humorous subject running only four hundred
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feet, and written by an author who, having learned from experience,
used a four-hundred-foot idea to turn out a four-hundred-foot story
—a most important suiting of means to ends. So the producer may
use one full reel to accommodate two subjects.

Now let us suppose that your story was written and submitted
as a full-reel subject, and that the producer, being a conscientious
worker, did not try to stretch out your six-hundred-foot idea into a
full-reel subject. It will depend entirely upon how the producer goes
about cutting down your padded scenario whether or not your story
appears as artistically perfect (on the screen) as the other writer's

four-hundred-foot comedy that accompanies it. If the producer has
the time and patience to go ahead and make over your photoplay
into a carefully worked out six-hundred-foot picture, it will not suffer

by comparison with the shorter subject written by the wise and
careful writer who refused to stretch a short idea in order to produce
a long script. The lesson is obvious to all who will accept it.

To sum up, you should remember that there is this decided
difference between comedy and dramatic scripts: Comedy stories

may run to any length from four hundred to a thousand feet, but
they should be, in every case, just as long as, but no longer than, the

idea back of them. You must never pad a comedy plot, or even a
comedy idea; to do so is fatal to the attainment of artistically perfect

results, if not to its acceptance by the editor.

In writing dramatic stories, on the other hand, more freedom is

allowed. To be sure, here padding is bad also, but in a dramatic
subject the central idea is almost always big enough to justify a
full reel, but, largely because comedy action is played so much faster

than dramatic action, you must firmly refuse to allow yourself to

expand a humorous story by even so little as a single scene beyond
its natural end.

Do not imagine that because it is only four hundred feet in

length your comedy story will not bring as good a price as if it were
expanded to run five or six hundred feet. It is the idea that sells;

and a four-, a five-, or a six-hundred-foot story will each be likely to

bring the same check. Most manufacturers pay for a split comedy
script a little more than half of what they give for a full-reel dramatic
story. Some do even a little better, if for no other reason than to

bring out more and better work from the author who has a talent

for comedy productions. We do not agree with Mr. Russell E. Smith
when he said in the (former) Magazine Maker, that "the short 'half

'

reels are easier to write than the big dramatic ones/' but we do agree

with his statement that they "pay well," and that "comedies com-
mand an average better market than any others."

For the very reason that, in writing comedy, you have your
choice of turning out either full- or half-reel stories, you should care-

fully classify every humorous idea or plot that you may evolve by
determining whether it is best adapted for a long or for a short story;

and, having once arrived at your decision, keep to it. It is quality

—

clever situations and funny action—and not quantity that counts

in the writing of humorous photoplays. Bear in mind that the care
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expended on a five-hundred-foot picture must be just as great, in

proportion, as the work put into a thousand-foot subject. Most of

the good comedy themes have been worked over so often, either by
the authors themselves or by the producers, that it requires con-

siderable skill to give them that much desired "new twist" that is

necessary to make them acceptable. In the writing of dramatic
photoplays, a word or two will often suggest the necessary "business"
of a certain character, but in comedy it is especially important that
every action, every bit of by-play, should be made to count; and for

that reason it is necessary to give each scene a much fuller treatment
in the script than would be necessary in describing dramatic action.

5. Classes of Photoplay Comedy and Their Requirements

While the written-and-spoken drama recognizes not only the
four major types of humorous plays already referred to, but several

sub-types in addition, there are only three general classes under which
humorous photoplays are usually grouped: (a) Comedy-Drama,
(b) Light-Comedy and (c) Farce.

Of the comedies, two kinds are in almost constant demand—the

comedy of society life, and the comedy of everyday life, with special

emphasis upon domestic scenes. In treatment, these two kinds may
be cast in any of the three foregoing forms, but usually they will

adhere to the principle of comedy, even when they may verge on
farce, or take on certain aspects of the more intense "dramatic" tone.

When writing photoplay comedies, remember always that

comedy of action is more important than comedy of idea. That is,

it is not enough that you work up to a funny climax, but the action

leading up to the climax must be funny as well. A humorous idea

underlying your comedy is good, but unless this idea is constantly

worked out through humorous action, the effect is largely lost by its

being too subdued. In fact, the photo-comedy cannot be purely the

comedy of idea. On the regular stage, most light-comedies succeed
by reason of the bright and humorous dialogue which the author puts
into the mouths of the players, in addition to the humorous action.

Funny "business" helps, of course, but the humorous lines of the
piece distinctly help to make it a success.

It is just the opposite in photoplay: dialogue (unless an occa-

sional cut-in leader, taking the form of a speech made by one of the

characters, may be called "dialogue") is entirely absent, and humor-
ous action and funny situations must take its place.

The requirements of a comedy script are very definitely covered
by Mr. Sargent in the following, taken from his department in the

Moving Picture World:

"In photoplay . . . the majority of the scenes must each
have its own comedy action while the narrative is advanced, and it

is here that the average writer of comedy falls short. If a scene is

not naturally funny, put some humor into it. Do not force the

comedy action, but invent something that is germane to the plot and
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natural to the situation. If you can do this you can write comedy,
but until you can get a laugh in every scene you are not writing
comedy, no matter how funny the central idea may be. As a rule

the central idea furnishes the comedy for only one scene ; not for the
entire play. In comedy you must play faster, work harder, and strive

constantly for the natural, unforced laughs. And remember that the
editors go to vaudeville shows, the same as you do. They know the
old sketches and the whiskered jokes. If they wanted them they
would write them themselves."

The success of a comedy composition lies in the novelty of its

plot, or in some new and interesting phase of an old situation; it

prospers in proportion to its interest-holding qualities, its natural
probability, and the humor of the individual scenes and situations.

There is a wide difference between comedy and comic pictures, and
the difference lies chiefly in that comedy depends largely for its

humor on the cleverness displayed in the construction of the plot,

whereas the comic picture is usually merely a series of funny situations

arising from one basic situation, but having little or no plot. The
scenes are loosely connected, while the humor of the picture depends
upon the uproarious fun in each scene. These comic pictures,

usually of the " slap-stick" variety, would naturally be classed as

farces; but, even in photoplay, it is possible to produce a better and
more natural brand of farce than that which depends for its humor
upon the silly antics of different characters in a series of loosely con-

nected scenes, which have no logical or consistent plot.

There is steady demand for the unusual and genuinely humorous
light comedy—by which is meant the kind of photo-comedies that

approximate the plays usually employed as vehicles by Mr. John
Drew and Mr. Willie Collier. They may treat of society, of business

life, or of life in the home, but on account of the light, airy, and subtly

humorous way in which the situations are developed they take higher

artistic rank than may be accorded to farce. There is also a good
demand for comedy-dramas in which there is a strict regard for

dramatic values in handling the different scenes, and in following

out the plot, which has its serious elements, but in which the comedy
element remains comedy from first to last.

6. General Advice

It is most important that, having started to write a farce, for

instance, you keep it a farce throughout. One fault of many amateur
scripts is that they show a tendency to be a little of everything. A
strong emotional drama may—and even should—have its " comic
relief," but it is a very unwise thing to introduce a note of tragedy

into a farce or even into a straight comedy composition.

Nothing is funny that offends against good taste, or that, in any
way, causes pain to any member of the audience. Comedy, to be
worthy of appreciation, must always be good natured. National

types, as caricatured by many comedians with the aid of eccentric
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costumes and weird make-ups, are usually as far from being real

national types as one could well imagine. Even in farce and in

musical comedy, as well as in vaudeville, the familiar green-whiskered
Irishman, the Weber-Fields German, the Frenchman who is all

shrugging shoulders and extravagant gestures, the negro who walks
as if he were trying to take two steps backward for every one for-

ward, and whose most noticeable facial feature is an enormous
mouth, and the "Busy Izzy" type of Jew, who when not getting

robbed himself, or being otherwise abused, is doing his best to defraud
others, are gradually going out of fashion. And in the photoplay,
which is now seen by all classes of people and is for all the people,

racial characteristics must be treated in at least a fairly accurate
manner, and always good naturedly.

The famous "Keystone Comedies"—really farces—and the
later work featuring "Charlie Chaplin", are practically all studio-

made, and are not standards for the volunteer script. These gym-
nastic farces, featuring star fun-makers, are laws unto themselves.

Six or seven years ago, more than half the comedies produced
were based upon a "chase," or else depended largely upon "slap-

stick" humor to raise a laugh. Not a few of them had as their chief

comedy incident an act of downright cruelty to some animal, or even
to some human being. Today, when manufacturers are vying with
each other to produce better, cleaner, and more universally enjoyable
pictures, the script that violates Censorship rules or studio ethics by
including any of the foregoing undesirable subjects stands but little

show of acceptance.

This one thing bear especially in mind: clean comedy is even
more essential than clean drama. It is so easy, when writing humor-
ous material, to go wrong without intending it—indeed, even without
knowing it. Under the guise of comedy some producers are respon-

sible for scenes and situations that manage somehow or other to pass
the Censors, whereas the same scene in a dramatic photoplay would
not be tolerated for a moment. But these are exceptions.

The marital relation should be touched upon only in a way
which admits of no offense being taken by right-minded people.

Domestic infidelity had far better be left out of humorous photoplays
altogether. Here, more than in any other branch of photoplay
writing, you should remember that what might be tolerated on the
regular stage would never do on the screen. It is well to remember,
also, that just as the American public has tired of the chase and the
"foolish powder," it has also sickened of the coarse, suggestive, and
even the questionable subjects that could once be depended upon to

"get a laugh." There is absolutely no excuse for introducing any-
thing into a picture today that would offend the good taste of any
member of an audience. The local censorship boards of some cities

have made themselves ridiculous in the eyes of thinking photoplay
patrons, but the work done by the National Board of Censors has
been the means of slowly and surely causing the lower class of photo-
play patrons to acquire an appreciation of good dramatic subjects

as well as more refined comedy pictures.
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Finally, comedy action should run as smoothly as a well-oiled

machine. Start with a good, fresh, funny idea. Make each scene
run smoothly and logically into the next. There are certain series

of comic pictures in the comic section of the newspapers which might
well serve as your models for progressive and logical action. Mr.
Fisher's well-known "Mutt and Jeff" series is an excellent example.
There is action, and usually very funny action, in the very first

picture, and the "plot" moves quickly, logically, and without the
slightest sign of unnecessary detail or irrelevant action, to an ex-

tremely funny climax, which, best of all, is usually a surprise to the
reader. Apply the same working principle to the writing of humor-
ous photoplays, especially the plan of having a surprise climax fol-

lowed by a quick denouement, and you can hardly fail to produce a
comedy that will cause the editor to notify you favorably.

Inquest Club Meeting
By A. Van Buren Powell

Femininity predominated at the meeting of the New York Circle

of the Inquest Club, March fifteenth. Many very interesting points

came up for discussion, directed by Mr. E. W. Sargent, who, as

"coroner," was his usual jovial, helpful self, fairly exuding aidful

suggestions.

As most of the points came up concerning the pictures viewed,

one would really have to see the subjects to get the full benefit of

them. But, among others, the lack of care given in some studios to

spelling of certain words in leaders was commented upon. As Mr.
Sargent said, two words especially maltreated are affect and effect.

"Many script writers," he went on, "are far too shiftless in the

matter of careful spelling. It is very annoying to an editor to have
to puzzle out the author's meaning when it would be just as easy for

the scribe to get the right word and save a busy man's time." Two
editors present gave hearty agreement.

The lack of action, the too extensive use of "visions," and the

illogical development of a certain film, evoked animated discussion.

All three of these points, it was generally agreed, are good ones for the

budding author to avoid—and for his more advanced brother as well.

Mr. Young, of "Reliance," had one of his stories picked to

pieces rather mercilessly, for there seems to be nothing so enticing as

seeing one's fellow-man squirm under the fire of a host. Still, Mr.
Young didn't do much squirming, for there was much he had done
that was right, and the comment was mostly on minor points that

might have marked anyone's work.
Mighty good things, are these "get-togethers" of both begin-

ners and advanced writers. A "Circle" ought to be instituted in

every place big enough to boast (or be ashamed of) a few photo-

playwrights. After a few meetings the parentheses could be elimi-

nated, with all therein contained.



H. C. S. Folks

Miss Gertrude Crownfield is "baby specialist" for The Woman's
Magazine and has charge of "The Mothers' Page".

Miss Mabel Martin Dill has another pleasing story full of heart

interest, "A Real Woman-Wife", in April Woman's Home Companion.

Mrs. J. W. Porter, of Joplin, Mo., has a full page illustrated

feature story in a recent issue of the Sunday St. Louis Republic.

Dr. Leonard Keene Hirshberg, of Baltimore, Md., is syndicating

a very successful "popular medical column" in a large number of

metropolitan dailies.

Mr. Brett Page has scored a decided hit with the lyric of the

song, "Memories." This song, both words and music, enjoys

the distinction of being both popular and meritorious.

"The Pupil Who Fails in Secondary English; How to Teach
Him," by H. W. Gammans, of Holyoke, Mass., the leading article

in February Education, has been widely reviewed and commented
upon by the newspaper and educational press.

Mr. Will Lengel is doing some unusual work as Editor of Hogg-
son's Magazine. He recently collaborated with Brett Page on a
series of articles pointing the way to successful writing for vaudeville,

and the production of vaudeville material. These articles, with
very considerable expansion, will shortly be brought out in book
form as a volume of The Writer's Library.

Prof. A. E. Wilkinson of Cornell, instructor in horticulture in

The Home Correspondence School, author of a number of successful

books, has in press at the present time two important works—one, a
book on sweet corn to be published next month by Orange Judd
Company; the other, his largest and best book on "The Apple," to

be published by Ginn & Company in the Country Life Education
Series.

"The Silent Shuffle," by Dale Carnagey and Edward Mott
Woolley, an exceedingly interesting and informative feature article

appearing in a recent issue of The Saturday Evening Post, discusses

the changes in the industrial world brought about by the war in

Europe. Mr. Carnagey, who is a frequent contributor to the
American, Leslie's, and other national magazines, and who has made
for himself a reputation as a brilliant instructor in public speaking
in the Y. M. C. A. Schools of New York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia,

Baltimore and Wilmington, is joint author with Dr. Esenwein of a
notable new book in the Writer's Library Series, "The Art of Public
Speaking." The Home Correspondence School, Springfield, Mass.



The Day's Work of a Scenario Editor
By Russell E. Smith

Photoplay Editor of Majestic-Reliance Companies, Mutual Film
Corporation.

The tyro author sits at his desk, and when he hears the door
bell ring and receives from the hands of the phlegmatic postman a
long fat envelope containing his literary gem, he longs for the day to
come when he, too, will be a scenario editor. Then he will have it

easy! Nothing to do all day except tear open envelopes, read the
contents superciliously and slip them into an envelope to be returned.

This prevailing idea of a scenario editor's daily stunt is shared
by the amateur authors, who know nothing of the methods employed,
or what else there is to do besides opening the mail every morning.

The word " editor" is misleading and only partially names his

duties. He is usually a man who once formed a portion of the large

and ever-growing mob that bombard editorial offices with photo-
plays, and who has heard so often the dull dismal plunk of the slightly

obese envelope as it hit the little table in the hall.

One of his duties now consists of writing a regular output of

scripts and rewriting partly or wholly those few (oh, so few!) photo-
plays that are purchased by him. For few, if any, scripts are ever
received in the exact form required by the directors of his company.

After a script has been written, or rewritten, the scenario editor

and director usually have a little heart-to-heart talk, which often

results in a change or two, usually for the better, and the picture is

cast and put into rehearsal.

In writing the script, the editor and contract studio-author have
the advantage of knowing conditions and people available, etc., and
thus his script is more apt to be correct and can easily be put on.

The average outside author knows little of these conditions and
usually nothing at all about just how pictures are put on, and there-

fore suggests the most improbable and impossible plots,— of which
more presently.

After a picture is taken, the scenario editor is not yet through
with it. There remains a viewing of the picture in the projecting

room, the cutting and the assembling, and finally the titles need to

be written and inserted into the film. Then follow reports to the

advertising and publicity departments as to the plot of the picture,

its director, cast, and such other details as may interest the public.

But back in the office many other things are awaiting his atten-

tion. Of course, a portion of the day's work is taken up by answering
letters, or, if not answering them, reading them at least. And such
letters as they are! Most of them, of course, are from scenario

writers—so-called—and a peculiar thing is that nine out of ten of

them come from Painted Post, Idaho, or Sulphur Springs, Mont., or

some such out-of-the-way place.
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Another peculiarity that the majority of letters share is their

wording and form. Invariably they read: "Will you kindly tell me
what are the present requirements of your company, whether Indian,

cowboy, military, etc., etc." Also, "Will you examine manuscripts 'if

written in a neat legible hand' "—the latter usually requiring the aid

of the entire office staff to decipher—and so on to the closing para-

graph.
One woman sends in a terribly scrawled "plot" about a lady

who took her little son to town and showed him the stores and the

street cars and blithely announces in her letter that she will "except"
$100 for her "scenario."

Hundreds like her send in plots that are tremendously interesting

to them because they are made up of happenings in their own circles

at home, and they think that they must therefore be intensely

interesting to the general public. And they add to their "Scenario"
the statement that it is all a "true story." As if that made it any
better! Occasionally a perfectly atrocious script will be accompanied
by a letter stating that the "Associated Motion Picture Academy,"
through its "Instructor," Prof. Brinks, or something, has called it

"a perfect script" and therefore we should purchase it at once!

Often a scenario will be a long-winded account of the life story

of the author, very exciting and interesting to its author, of course,

but of no possible use to anyone else on earth. And the authors
cannot possibly be made to understand why they are not all "ex-
cepted," as many of them express it.

Of course every amateur suspects all editors of a deep laid con-
spiracy against him, until an occasional author sells one script; then
he changes his mind—until the next forty or so also fail to sell, when
he reverts to his original conclusion that editors refuse to buy any-
thing from anybody!

But it remains a fact that the busy editor hails with delight

unspeakable the good script from an unknown from the depths of

some forest or backwoods farm, and his tired eyes gleam with interest

as he scans a synopsis that promises something new or virile in

drama or comedy.
Some companies employ readers who eliminate the worst scripts

and refer the rest to the editor for a decision. But this plan, while
it undoubtedly saves the editor much night work, is not always
acceptable, however clever the first reader may be. He or she is not
often of the standing of the editor in intelligence or experience and
is bound sometimes to pass an idea that is concealed somewhere in

the mass of writing that the editor himself might catch. And when
good ideas are so hard to find that scenario editors are now being
forced to pay big prices and go to magazines' back files for good plots,

such concealed ideas are worth looking for.

The concern for which the present writer edits, etc., does not
have any first readers at all, but the writer reads personally every
script that comes into the office through the mails or otherwise.

And when one is assured that when the bureau started, the mails

brought over eleven thousand manuscripts in seven weeks, it can readily
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be seen that the writer had to do some night work. Of course, the
short synopsis in most cases was all that needed reading to find any
worth whatever, and the scripts took very little time in each case.

It seemed as though every scenario author in the world had bundled
up all his unsold scripts and sent them to us!

We prefer to "read ourselves blind" rather than have any less

experienced reader pass over something good.
The day's work is also hindered or helped, as the case may be,

by interviews with authors of various ranks who take up time more
or less well spent.

Directors come in for talks over scripts that they are doing or
that they may wish to do later. Magazines are pored over in a
search for a story that would make a good picture, and let me say
right here that while they are usually good in execution, most maga-
zine stories are poor in plot; and if bought for photoplay use much
brain matter must be expended by the scenario editor and writer to
put into them enough imagination and plot to make them good
pictures.

For further work, plays are read and later put into scenario

form for the directors, and even poems are sometimes made the basis

for a picture with the selected verses as the titles between the scenes
of action.

The evening finds the scenario editor either wading through
some scenarios that he had no time to attend to during the day or

attending a picture theatre where are seen pictures produced by
rival companies.

The " foreign public" offers another phase of the scenario editor's

work for which he must be alert, especially in writing a scenario.

Certain things are liked in Europe that are necessary to consider

when writing a script, things that are sure to make the picture sell

abroad. That is the main reason why so many cowboy and Western
pictures are done, as the European public, especially the British, are

wildly enthusiastic over such films, and they sell like hot cakes.

The quiet and artistic film is not so well liked abroad, and thus
few are being made, except by firms that are catering to the American
market exclusively.

The board of censors, the script author and editor must also

consider, for it wields a great power over the film companies, and
that phrase, "Passed by the National Board of Censors," means a
great deal to the public also—a public which has little notion of

the duties of censorship.

Notwithstanding all the foregoing, the scenario editor still finds

time for several other interesting little duties.

For instance, if he is kind-hearted—and many are in spite of the

popular opinion to the contrary—he may find time to advise the

eager young author budding into promise, and assist him to find a

market and carve his particular niche in the photoplay hall of fame.

He must cope with the author who sends in a script guiltless of

name, or address, or postage, or plot, and when, months later, the

author frantically writes in demanding to know what has become of
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his script, and threatening all manner of dire things, he must care-

fully and courteously bring to the delinquent author's attention the

fact that a script cannot possibly be returned when the author's

name and address are lacking. And in many cases even the letter of

recrimination and rebuke lacks an address, too, even though the

script's title is given.

Then we meet occasionally the author who mails us a script

which is promptly rejected, and who later sees a picture with a plot

similar to his (or at least he thinks it is), and he immediately rushes

home and writes a furious indictment of the poor editor, accusing

him of appropriating his scenario and threatening punishment for

his crime.

Then the editor must—if he desires, to appease the author

—

take pen in hand and prove to the writer that the plot he alleges was
stolen was produced and laid away on the shelf to await release,

months before his own virgin scenario had felt the letter opener at

the office, and that furthermore the plot in question was ancient

"when Hector was a pup," anyway! None of which the author

believes, however.

To do this and many other things is indeed a good day's work
for any man, and to still remain a sweet-tempered and reasonable

man, good to his wife and family and attentive to his job, is a state

of mind and morals in which most scenario editors usually remain.

To get soured a bit and cranky is only natural, and the fact that

most of the well-known editors are a set of young and mild mannered
gentlemen in every sense of the word argues well for the tribe and
the business they represent. The writers who complain of them
should come in actual contact with them and learn whom they are

berating. The real writers, however, know the game and play it

according to the rules. The others know neither the game nor the

rules, and therefore cannot play in the same yard until they have
learned it—after which they are welcome.

Words

Words are the threads we embroider on the plain expanse of Life.

Some are colorful and decorative, giving a certain opulence to the

fabric they adorn; others depend for their charm not so much on
their innate colors as on the satisfying contrasts and harmonies they

effect; others still—and these I love the best—are white threads,

simple and homely words, and the dignities of these arise not from
artifice of arrangement but from the fitness and purity with which

at last they become one with the linen—whether fine or coarse

—

whereon they are sewn. J. B. E.



Help for Song Writers
By E. M. Wickes

Formerly in charge of song departments of The Editor and The
Writer's Magazine.

Every once in a while some aspiring song maker desires to know
if there is any money to be earned from writing popular songs.
Sometimes the reply is given in the affirmative, and at other times in
the negative. One might just as well ask, is there any money in
professional ball playing, story writing, photoplay writing, and
numerous other professions. The same answer would apply to all.

There is money for some and none for others.

The great majority take it for granted that a person should not
expect to become a first class plumber or brick layer until after he
has devoted several years of his time to learning the trade, the law
of supply and demand, and the points where his services are most
likely to be in demand; but few aspiring song writers are willing to
spend any time in the apprentice shop. They have to be guaranteed
a million in royalties or they refuse to consider the business. After
several attempts with worthless work they grow discouraged and
quit, and not infrequently this lack of encouragement is a blessing in

disguise and sends them back to trades for which they are much better

fitted.

Whether there is or is not any money to be earned from writing
popular songs can be best answered by a concrete example.

One day in the past August, the writer and Jack Mahoney
started for the baseball grounds, and while the former went into a
ticket agency to obtain the tickets Mahoney sat down to write up a
song title he had been carrying around for several weeks. At the end
of twenty minutes Mahoney had completed two verses and a chorus
of the song entitled, "When You Wore a Tulip and I Wore a Rose."
That night he sent the lyric to Percy Wenrich, his melody writer,

and a week later the song was placed with Leo Feist. Wenrich
placed the song without having Mahoney visit the publisher. A
contract for a half a cent a copy was mailed to Mahoney and the

song was started on its career. During the first week of February
Mahoney received his first royalty statement, a check for

$2,000.00, and Mr. E. Bitner, general manager, told Mahoney that

his July statement should not be under $4,000.00.

Now, if $6,000.00 can be considered real money for twenty
minutes' work, then there is money to be made from writing popular
songs—and vice versa. Some persons are a bit skeptical about
royalty checks, and for the benefit of the skeptics the next royalty

check will be photographed.
"But what caused Mr. Mahoney to write a song like 'The Tulip

and the Rose?' " and "Would a novice have had any chance with the

same song?" are two questions recently asked. Mr. Mahoney selected

that particular title because he felt that a march ballad with a love
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story would be timely. He makes a business of studying the ever-

changing styles in songs, and aims to have his songs appeal to the
class of people that buy popular sheet music. He knew the style of

tempo that would appeal to the average performer, and endeavored
to incorporate in his song elements that would appeal to the profes-

sion as well as to the public. This knowledge has come to him from
years of observation, and the ability to write valuable ideas into

marketable form, from years of practice.

The average tyro begins his career with a song about mother

—

the mother he left on the farm, usually old and gray, possibly dying;
or he warbles about something before the public eye, a fad or a big

undertaking that is used every day for copy by the newspapers.
Very often he writes an Irish ballad and forgets that the Germans
and German-American women purchase as many copies of music as

the other. And when a publisher refuses to consider his offerings he
sits down to growl and wonder. It is not a sinecure to break into

the song business, no more than it is to break into any other profes-

sion, but one can make it much more difficult by trusting to art and
inspiration.

If an outsider had submitted "The Tulip and the Rose" it is

likely that the publisher would have tried to purchase the song
outright, and have offered the writer a few additional dollars for the

privilege of substituting some well-known author or performer's

name on the song; and a wise publisher being unable to do this

would have ended up by taking it on royalty. One of the largest

popular publishers recently made the following statement: "I don't

care who writes the songs I publish. I am in business to make a
profit from sheet music, and if a stranger can offer me a song that has
a marketable value I am here to buy; but of course, I have to give

preference to my staff when the outsider cannot better the songs
offered by that staff. I have absolutely no sentiment about songs,

to me they represent a commodity, and I surely am not going to

throw money away on songs devoid of commercial value simply
because one of my staff wrote it."

Song writers do not live forever, which makes it possible for new
writers to obtain a start; and the beginners of today have a chance
of being the stars of tomorrow. But the road to stardom is some-
what rough and narrow, and demands some talent and plenty of

perseverance.

The writing of popular songs is a science in itself—the science of

analyzing the emotions of the public, and the knowledge of what
appeals to music lovers—popular music. Go above this level and
you are lost.

Various elements have to be taken into consideration in the
writing and marketing of a popular song, some of which will appear
in next month's issue.

If Shakespeare poached to patch a plot,

Then who am I that I should not?
F. MacB.



This department conducted by Arthur Leeds, Photoplay Editor,
The Edison Company.

AT a recent Ed-Au meeting, the reader for a company which
makes pictures featuring a young female star announced that,
out of twenty scripts received at one time, only two were
written so as to "play up" an "ingenue lead." And yet the

company's script requirements, as printed in a recent number of this
magazine, specifically stated that the young woman mentioned was
to be featured, "in dramas and comedy dramas." It is bad enough
when writers send out their scripts to a company without having
any previous knowledge of that company's requirements, but when
they submit stories to a company in which a certain type of artist is

given special prominence, knowing perfectly well that their scripts

have "male leads" or are written to "show up" the work of more
mature artists when the call has been sent out for stories to feature
an "ingenue," they are simply courting rejection on bended knees.

At the same Ed-Au meeting, following the reading of Phil Lang's
able paper on dramatic construction in photoplay writing, the "new
twist" was discussed. This, in turn, led to a debate on the subject

of the hackneyed theme. Personally, I have long held the opinion
that the hackneyed themes used by so many writers are due, first, to

their failure to attend the picture theatres, where they can see

stories on the screen and note what is being produced; second, to

their not making a study of the trade papers which print the synopses
of the film stories; and, third, to their having limited the scope of

their fiction reading. Of course, no writer can read all the short

stories that are written any more than he can see all the photoplays
produced. And it is undeniably true that a writer can conceive a
plot which is almost identical with that of a story or screen play that

has already been created. In other words, "plagiarism" is not
always plagiarism. But it stands to reason that a wide reading, and
a regular attendance of the motion picture theatres as well as those

theatres devoted to the legitimate drama will go a long way toward
keeping a writer so well posted as to what "has been done" that he
need have little fear of unwittingly duplicating another's plot. Just

the other day I had a letter from a clever writer in Washington.
She told me, jokingly, that she was "cross" with Melville Davisson
Post, because that writer had " beaten her to" the writing of a story

the theme of which she had also hit upon and was planning to use.

Briefly, the plot was that in which a man is killed by a shot from a

gun or musket hanging on the wall above his bed. Lying there in

the middle of the day, with the muzzle of the gun pointing at his
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heart, death came to him when the sun's rays, shining through a
glass pitcher of water, or something of the kind, exploded the gun
just as a match may be ignited by focussing a burning glass upon it.

The writer went on to say that she knew Mr. Post had used the idea

in a story stronger than the one which she had planned to write, but
the point is that she really believed that plot germ to be original

with herself. As a matter of fact, it is one of the most hackneyed
themes I know of, and only the skillful way in which Mr. Post applied

the "new twist" could justify his using the theme at all. I have not
the least doubt that Mr. Post knew the theme to be a hackneyed one,

but the Washington writer did not; and the answer is that she has
missed seeing at least two photoplays in which the idea has been used
and has also not read at least three other stories of which I know

—

there may be others, and I doubt not that there are—having the same
basic idea. Life is short, and writers are busy people, but it behooves
every writer to see just as many plays and read just as many good
short stories, as his time and pocketbook will permit.

Title duplication, intentional or otherwise, is never a good thing.

In photoplay, we have had so much of it that it has become almost
a joke. With so many plays being put out by the makers every
week, it was hardly to be wondered at that some titles should be used
more than once, especially since, as William Lord Wright has so

repeatedly pointed out, most photoplaywrights are inclined to slap

on any title that seems to fit the story at all, regardless of its origin-

ality or special fitness. Turning to fiction, the title of Gouverneur
Morris's well-known short story, "It," which he also made the title

story in a book of the same name, has recently been used again by
a writer in a popular magazine. The title of Anna Katherine Green's
famous novel, "The Woman in the Alcove," has been repeated by
another well-known novelist. And so it goes. But it is really a bad
practice, and one that leads to considerable confusion, as well as

being an injustice to the writer of the first story that bore the title

in question.

"There are just two circumstances that militate against the

popularity of the play. It is inordinately long in reaching a stage

of active interest, and it fails to invest its hero with even a modicum
of sympathy." So writes a critic of the Dramatic Mirror, in a review
of one of the latest New York theatrical presentations. How often

might the same thing be written of plays seen on the picture screen

!

We have examined literally hundreds of photoplay stories that would
have deserved the same adverse criticism, had they ever been shown
on the screen as they were turned out by the author. This is a
subject that would stand a great deal of elaboration, but we may
say here that the two faults mentioned by the Mirror critic have
done more to spoil the sale of many photoplays, in the eyes of the
editors who have examined them, than almost anything else. If a
dramatic production is deserving of censure because its author took
too long to "get down to business" in the telling of his story, how
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much more should the photoplaywright be blamed when he takes
from six to ten scenes, or even more, in getting the interested attention
of his audience. Leaving aside the fact that his uninteresting pre-

liminary scenes eat up the footage in the reel, there is the point that
a stage play may be made at least endurable by dialogue which
surely, even though slowly, carries the spectator to a point where he
" sits up and takes notice." In photoplay, the dialogue being lacking,

the spectator has to sit through several scenes that do not hold his

attention and guess at what is to come. As for the other point—the
hero who fails to arouse the sympathy of the audience—we have
handled so many scripts in which such characters figure that we have
seen fit to prepare a printed comment on this fault in writing, which
we send out frequently when reviewing scripts by amateur writers.

Your hero must deserve the sympathy of the spectator from first

to last, and you must learn to plunge into the action, wasting no
time on preliminaries. If you cannot master these two rules of

photoplay writing, you might as well abandon the work
entirely.

Too many students of photoplay writing make the mistake of

watching only the big, " feature" subjects, while neglecting the

smaller (though quite as worthy) pictures released in -the regular

way. I know a score of beginners who, to judge from their letters,

go wrong in this respect. One man wrote in the other day and gave a

list of subjects which he had been " studying" on the screen. Every
one of the photoplays he named was an adaptation of a famous
novel, or else a film version of a well-known stage play. He sees

these pictures on the screen and he calls them "great." So they

undoubtedly are, in most cases, but when you are looking at the

screen version of "The Christian" you are not looking at the work of

a writer (photoplay writer) who sells his good scripts because they

are good and fails to sell his poor scripts because they are poor. I

do not mean that the staff writer who prepares the scenario for these

adaptations is not just as able a photoplay writer as the free lance

man—for he is, or he would not be holding down his job. But the

point is that when you watch these big productions you are not

looking at ordinarily good pictures produced from the ordinarily

good (sometimes extraordinarily good) scripts of ordinary writers

—

and by ordinary writers I mean the free-lance writers who can

deliver the goods nine times out of ten, but who do have scripts

rejected just as the staff writers would have some of their scripts

rejected if they were not drawing a salary. I like to look at features

myself—I have recently seen "Cabiria" for the fourth time and I

make it a point to see all the "big" pictures that I can get to—but

I take a special interest in studying the free-lance releases, the

single-reel and two-part stories turned out by earnest, hard-working

writers who sell a script when it is good, and have it fired back to

them when it is not up to the mark. In other words, make a study of

the ordinary releases—make them your regular photoplay theatre

diet—and keep the big, "feature" subjects for dessert.



Xo questions can be answered by mail, nor can we supply names of players taking part in

certain pictures. Questions relating to the writing, sale, and production of photoplays and other
literary forms will be answered in this column, but readers are asked to make their letters brief

and to the point.

E. G.—Why not write to Mr. Epes Winthrop Sargent, care of the Moving
Picture World, 17 Madison Avenue, New York City, and ask him if there is an
Inquest Club branch in Philadelphia? Frankly, we do not know, but we think
there is. If there is, you are eligible for membership, and in that way you would
come in contact with a lot of photoplaywrights, real and near, who would be glad
to exchange ideas with you. That is about the only plan that we can suggest.

2. Almost any company will pay $50 a reel if what you offer is exactly what they
want as to theme and in proper technical form. We do not like to mention
names, but we know that Selig, Vitagraph, Edison, Smallwood, and several

others have paid that much and will probably do so again. They are all begin-
ning to realize, now, that $50 is not too much for a really good one-reel script,

and we believe that before long that will be the lowest price paid for single-reel

stuff, with corresponding prices for multiple-reel stories of the right kind. Don't
worry, the good time is on the way. 3. Almost every company has put out pictures

with capital and labor as the theme, but no company that we know of makes a
specialty of that kind of stories. A good "capital and labor" story will always
sell—if it is not too glaringly Socialistic in theme. 4. What we said in this depart-
ment in the January issue was that "The Naked Truth" was a film adaptation
of a stage play by the French author, Henri Bataille. It has never been novelized,

in English, at any rate, so far as we know, nor is the play published and sold. We
hardly think it would be possible for you to get hold of the play, and if you did,

it would, of course, be in French.

T. G. A.—We are almost ashamed to say that we do not know just where
Mrs. Brandon is at present. She was, quite lately, in the editorial offices of the
Universal Company, in New York. We do not think she is with them now, but
we cannot say what company she is associated with at the time this is written.

2. There is not much demand for Civil War plays at the present time, and such
a play has to be very out-of-the-ordinary to "get by." It is not very definite, we
admit, but if it is an exceptionally good story we believe that almost any com-
pany would give it careful consideration. But you will notice, in our market
department, that certain companies frequently make the statement that they
cannot use Civil War dramas at the present time.

H. C. KUNKLEMAN.—You do not say whether you give the setting, in

writing the description of the scene, without referring back to the original scene
number, or whether you simply refer back to the scene number without mention-
ing the setting. The proper way to do is always to refer back to the original

scene number, when more than one scene is played in a certain setting, saying:
18—Bronson's library, same as 3." And refer back to the original scene number
only; do not say "same as 3, 7, 11, and 15." Why don't you equip yourself
properly for this work by getting a book like our "Writing the Photoplay," $2.12 by
mail, postpaid? Bear in mind that every time you send out a script that is

deficient in technique and amateurish in appearance, you simply prejudice the
editor against your work. We'll even go so far as to say that if you don't want
to get our text-book, get some other good one, such as Sargent's "Technique of

the Photoplay" or Wright's "The Motion Picture Story." But get some good
book on the subject and give yourself a fair chance. Don't invite comparison
with writers who know how by sending in poorly prepared scripts.



The Ladies' World, 20th Street and 4th Avenue, New York City, is offering

$1,000 in prizes for the ten best stories submitted before June 1, 1915. Stories
may deal with any subject, except war. Competitors may submit any number
of stories; same must be typewritten, mailed flat, and sufficient postage must
accompany them if their return is desired. Stories should be brief, 2,000 to

3,500 words, brisk and replete with accelerated motion. The contest is open to
all, and prize winners will be announced on June 15th. Address "Short, Short
Story Contest," care The Ladies' World. The same magazine is running a
"Missing Paragraph," offering $100 for the best paragraph submitted to a
Actionized moving picture story. The illustration around which the paragraph is

to be written is shown in the magazine. A new story appears every month.

Farming Business, Chicago, has apparently not been able to live up to its

recent promise of quick decision upon manuscripts.

Mr. Arthur Leeds, Photoplay Editor, Edison Company writes:

"Thomas A. Edison, Inc., 2826 Decatur Avenue, Bedford Park, New York
City, is in the market for strong modern stories dealing mostly with everyday
people, for one-, two-, or three-reel production. If in more than one reel, special

attention must be paid to logical sequence in the action and strength of plot.

Bright comedies—not too strongly flavored with slap-stick—will also be given
careful attention. Scripts will be handled and passed upon promptly, but to

insure proper attention every script must positively include a clearly written

and comprehensive synopsis, not to exceed one typed page in length. Scripts

without synopses will be returned with a request that a synopsis be sent. Book
publishers, play brokers, etc., will facilitate the handling of their offerings if a
synopsis of each story or play submitted is sent along in the regular way. This
company is constantly on the lookout for stories that have too strong a resem-
blance to well-known novels or stage plays, and nothing that in any way savors

of plagiarism will be considered for a moment. A study of Edison releases is

the best guide to what Edison is buying. As is well known, we pay the best

prices for the kind of stuff we can use. Return postage (stamped, addressed

envelope) must accompany each script submitted."

The New York World is offering $25 each week for a scenario, melodrama,
that can be told in thirty-six paragraphs—same must be suitable for illustrations.

Six scenes are run in each day's issue.

The Unpopular Review succeeded in making itself so with one experienced

writer by returning his manuscript with a note of encouragement, in which he

was told to keep on practicing, as no doubt before many years he would see

himself in print.

The Housewife, 30 Irving Place, New York City, wants only natural, finished

stories. Stories such as appear in The Ladies' Home Journal, Woman's Home
Companion and Pictorial Review would best please them.

The Selig Polyscope Company wishes an idea for an unusual sort of

scenario. The company is planning a sight-seeing tour of three weeks, starting

from Chicago on July 8th. Exhibitors, scenario writers, and other friends of the

company are invited to join the party. The two California expositions and

places of interest along the route will be visited. The round trip will cost $128.

A picture, to be later released, will be taken along the entire trip, all of the guests

participating as characters. If a unique, practical plan for the scenario can be

devised, the company will award as prize one free trip to the Exposition. The
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company does not obligate itself to accept any one plan. The following rules

must be followed : Submit only the synopsis, which must not exceed 300 words,
and contains simply the idea, not detailed action. Send a typewritten copy,
using one side of the paper. Put full name and address in the upper left hand
corner. No manuscripts will be returned, nor can there be any correspondence
regarding the contest, which closes May 1. Address all synopses to the Selig

Movie Special Editor, East Randolph Street, Chicago, 111. Complete details of

the journey can be obtained from the Selig Weekly Press News. A copy will be
mailed for a two-cent stamp.

G. Ricordi & Co. are usually in the market for high-class ballads, and the
better grade of so-called popular songs. All manuscripts should be sent to
14 E. 43rd Street, New York City.

The Farm Journal, Philadelphia, which uses almost nothing but small copy,
pays about ten cents for each paragraph, mutilating the manuscript to get what
it wants. In sending matter there, it is best to use slips, with but one squib on a
slip.

A short time ago the manager of Edward Schubert & Co., Music Pub-
lishers, said he was always in the market for good high-class ballads.

The number of popular songs by new writers issued by W. Witmarks' Sons,
would lead one to believe that this firm is always on the lookout for good material
by known and unknown authors. Address, 144 West 37th Street, New York City.

Volunteer manuscript of "pop" editorial and "colyum" stuff returned
from the New York Press offices minus paragraphs that apparently struck some
one's fancy. So far as known, the material did not appear in the paper—just

literary collecting.

Today, 461 Fifth Avenue, New York, asks a number of questions about
automobiles, hoping to secure from its women readers many hitherto hidden
facts about different makes of automobiles in different regions, and are offering

cash as well as a hundred "consolation" prizes for the best sets of replies. The
first cash prize is $25, the second, $10, three others, $5 each; with a pretty
good value for "next highest" answers in order of merit. Letters should
reach Today on or before May 1st, and if possible should be accompanied by
photo of the car. The questions are all practical ones, and include the broad
one of securing opinion on whether or not women are adapted to driving cars,

and another the answers to which should interest everybody,—the reason underly-
ing the purchase of the car described in the answers. Communications should
be addressed: "Auto Inquiry Department" at the address given above.

Harry Rapf, whose offices are in the Palace Theatre Building, Broadway
at Forty-seventh Street, New York City, is glad to read every tabloid musical
comedy manuscript and score sent to him. But to receive any consideration
they must be, as he expresses it, "the goods." Although willing to read every-
thing that comes to him Mr. Rapf prefers manuscripts' only, because what he
wants to buy is an idea. Do not waste your time by submitting an idea that is

not novel, for Mr. Rapf has more than twenty acts working for him now and
sees every act produced on the "small time." No old idea dressed up in new
words can meet with his acceptance.

Roland West, 260 West 42d Street, New York City, is one of the largest

producers of playlets and musical comedies. The Roland West Producing Com-
pany invites manuscripts of every type for consideration. You maj' send any-
thing designed for vaudeville if it is new, clever and has a novel twist—mono-
logues, playlets or musical comedy manuscripts. "Most people would rather
laugh than weep, therefore," says Mr. West, "if I were a chap just breaking into
the game of writing for vaudeville, I would write comedies." Yet, some of Mr.
West's most successful acts are tensely dramatic.



WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY
Everyone interested in Photoplay Writing should have a copy

of the new and standard work, "Writing the Photoplay," by J. Berg
Esenwein and Arthur Leeds. The following excerpts are typical
of the opinions expressed by leading photoplaywrights and editors
all over the country:

It is a careful and exact treatise handled intelligently, comprehensively and with authority.
It will be helpful to all students of photoplay and should find a place in all libraries on
technique. It is creditable in every way. —Epes Winthrop Sargent

This week and next my department in The Moving Picture News will contain compli-
ments for your Photoplay Correspondence Course and for the book. The book is the
best that has come to my attention. As author of the first text-book of any pretensions
placed on the market for photoplaywrights I desire to congratulate Messrs. Esenwein
and Leeds. —William Lord Wright

"Writing the Photoplay" is issued uniform with "Writing the
Short-Story," "The Art of Versification," and other volumes of
THE WRITER'S LIBRARY. IX + 374 pp. Illustrated. Postpaid
$2.12.

The Home Correspondence School

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

REMINGTONS $9.50
and up. Factory-Re-
built Olivers $23.50. Un-
derwoods $28.50.

HARWOOD SALES
COMPANY,

Box 12, 904 Madison St., ^
Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE WRITER (Boston), a monthly
magazine to interest and help all

literary workers, established in

1887, continues its work for the
benefit of writers. It prints each
month practical articles on author-
ship and kindred subjects, together
with helpful literary news—infor-

mation about new magazines,
changes in the publishing world,
prize offers for manuscripts, new
books on literary topics, etc.,—and
a full reference list of literary articles

in current periodicals. The price is

ten cents a copy, or one dollar a
year. Address: THE WRITER,
P. O. Box 1905, Boston, Mass.

You are at Home
the World over if you know

ESPERANTO
the easy, international language

Subscribe to AMERIKA ESPER-
ANTISTO for one year, $1.00 and

receive 318 page text-book free.

THE AMERICAN
ESPERANTIST CO., Inc.

WEST NEWTON, MASS.

"The Photodrama: its piot, Dramatic
Construction, and Place in Literature"

BY HENRY ALBERT PHILLIPS
Introduction by J. Stuart Blackton

Vitagraph Company
Unlike any other book on the photoplay. It be-

gins where all others leave off. It meets the in-

quiry of the expert as" well as the need of the ama-
teur. Contains nearly 200 pages of Practical In-

spiration. Handsomely bound in cloth. Orders
accepted in advance of publication, $1.50

Regular price $2.00 "Short. Story Narration"
ox" Plot of the Story" [$1.20 each] by the same
author. Sent on approval.

STANHOPE-DODGE, Pub. 4 PM, Larchmont, N.Y.

Any book touching literary effort. Sendfor list

Develop Your Poetic Gift
Poetry is more than inspiration—it is expression. To

succeed with public or publisher, you must know the

technique of writing. Details of our home study course in

versification, by Dr. Esenwein, editor of Lippincott's

Magazine, and one hundred other interesting courses on

request. 250 Page Catalogue Free. Please Address

The Home Correspondence School Dept. 307 Springfield, Mass.Dr. Esenwein

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertiser*.



Mr. Powell

THIS IS THE TRUTH
ABOUT PHOTOPLAY WRITING

''If it be true that no amount of labor and study
will make a fiction writer out of one who lacks the

fundamental gift, it is equally certain that no
amount of instruction will enable you to write sal-

able photoplays if you lack a natural aptitude for

the work."

The foregoing is the opening paragraph in

the Lesson Syllabus supplied with the course

in Photoplay Writing offered by The Home
Correspondence School, and taught by
A. Van Buren Powell, Photoplay Editor the

Colonial Motion Picture Corporation. It tells the plain

truth and nothing more, and it reflects the spirit that has gov-

erned this institution in selecting the pupils for its Photoplay
Course. We have no hesitation in confessing our utter inability

to teach those who are without " the fundamental gift " of imag-
ination and the ability to think logically and work hard for suc-

cess. But if you have it in you to write at all, we can assuredly

help you. Our Photoplay Writing Course was positively the first

to receive the endorsement of the different photoplay editors and
critics. Over a year ago, Mr. Epes Winthrop Sargent, photoplay
expert of The Moving Picture World, made the following state-

ment in his department of that widely-read periodical:

"It is evident that there is a demand for course instruction in photo-
play writing, and we welcome the advent into the field of Arthur Leeds,
who has taken up the photoplay writing department of the Home Corres-
pondence School. We have already commented upon Mr. Leeds' and
Dr. Esenwein's book, which is to be used as the basis for the course. We
are now in possession of the lesson syllabus, laying out the book into

lessons. The greater value of the course, we think, will come from Mr.
Leeds' personal instruction and, so far as we know, Mr. Leeds is the first

fully qualified writer to engage in course instruction by mail. He is not
only able to write scripts that sell, but he is able to communicate his

knowledge to others, which is a more important consideration. Still more
than that, Mr. Leeds is earnest and honest and we have his assurance that
the incompetent will not be encouraged to believe that they will win
fortunes, and that the manifestly unfit will not be enrolled as pupils." Mr.
Leed himself a pupil of Dr. Essenwein in our Short-Story Course has been
obliged to give up the teaching of our Photoplay Course to accept the
important position of Photoplay editor for the Edisox Company but he
retains a very friendly and sincere interest in the course and in our School.
Mr. Powell, who succeeds him, is highly recommended by Mr. Sargent
and other photoplay experts as probably the best man to take his place.

No course and no book of instruction can cause good, salable

plot ideas to fly into the writer's brain when he chooses to call

them, but in this course he is trained to see and recognize "plot
germs" in the things that are constantly happening around him,
and he is taught to apply the correct rules of photoplay tech-

nique in working the " germ " up into a strong, salable photoplay.

250-page Catalog Free, Address
THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL Dept. 135 Springfield, Mass.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers



Short-Story Writing
A COURSE of forty lessons in the history, form,

truoture, and writing of the Short-Story taught by
Dr. J. Berg Esenwein, formerly Editor of
Lippincott's Magazine.

Story-writers must be made as well as born; they
must master the details of construction if they would
turn their talents to account.

May we send you the names of students and gradu-
ates who have succeeded? And the success their letters
prove is practical. It means recognition, accepted
manuscripts and checks from editors.

One student, before completing the les-

sons, received over $1000 for manuscripts
sold to Woman's Home Companion,
Pictorial Review, McCalVs, and other
leading magazines.

'•'.-; Dr. Esenwein
We also offer courses in Photoplay Writing, Poetry

and Verse Writing, Journalism; in all over One Hundred Home Study Courses, many of

them under professors in Harvard, Brown, Cornell, and other leading colleges.

250-Page Catalog Free. Please Address

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL,
Department 78, Springfield, Mass.

DO YOU KNOW

Edward B. Warman, A. M.

the eight psychological principles which
when applied unlock the door to success in

any line for which one has aptitude? Ed-
ward B. Warman, A. M., makes them plain
in a book which is given with 3 months'
trial subscription to NAUTILUS Magazine.
ALL FOR 10 CENTS. NAUTILUS is

the leading magazine of the New Thought
and Mental Healing movement. Edwin
Markham, William Walker Atkinson, Ori-
son Swett Marden, Edward B. Warman,
A. M., Paul Ellsworth, Horatio W. Dresser,
and many others are regular contributors.
Elizabeth Towne is editor. Send NOW,
and we will include the booklet, "How To
Get What You Want."

THE ELIZABETH TOWNE CO.,
Dept. 842, Holyoke, Mass.

OUR SCRIPT
CRITICISM SERVICE
Up till now our charge for giving an

expert criticism on any and all scripts,

regardless of length, has been two dol-
lars. In announcing a change we do not
do so because others are charging more,
but because we find it absolutely neces-
sary in view of the increased number of
multiple-reel scripts which are being
sent in for criticism. In the future
therefore, our charge for this service will

be TWO DOLLARS FOR THE FIRST
REEL AND ONE DOLLAR FOR
EACH ADDITIONAL REEL. Writers
will continue to receive the very best
and most careful criticisms and sugges-
tions that Mr. Powell can give them.

•We reserve the right to return any
script that we deem absolutely un-
worthy of criticism, making a charge of

one dollar for reading the script and
giving the writer an expert opinion of

the script's merits and short-comings.
Such a letter will equal the "criticism"
given by many who offer such service,

the only difference between this and our
full criticism service being that Mr.
Powell will not examine and comment
upon each and every scene in detail.

Address:

The Photoplay Author

Springfield, Mass.

Pleaae mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.
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REAL HELPS FORWRITERS
The seven volumes listed below are issued in uniform size and style, printed on

superior antique book paper, and handsomely and durably bound in cloth, with letter-
ing in gold and gilt top. Together they constitute the most helpful series of authorita-
tive working handbooks for the writer's desk. 12 mo., postpaid at prices quoted.

THE ART OF STORY WRITING. Esenwein and Chambers. Dr. Esenwein's latest
work on Story Writing. A direct and effective guide to actual fictional narration. The
chapter on plot alone is worth the price of the book to any writer, xi + 211 pp. $1.35

WRITING THE SHORT-STORY Esenwein. The standard textbook on the technique
of the Short-Story. Widely used in colleges and universities. A complete course includ-
ing theory, models and practice exercises in actual writing, xiv + 441 pp. $1.25.

STUDYING THE SHORT-STORY. Esenwein. A companion book to Writing the
Short-Story. Sixteen short-story masterpieces, with methods for analysis. No writer
and no lover of good stories can afford to miss this well-spread feast, xxxii -J- 438 pp.
$1.25.

THE TECHNIQUE OF THE MYSTERY STORY. Carolyn Wells. With introduction
by Dr. Esenwein. A complete exposition of the mystery story form. A book that stimu-
lates insight into the methods of successful writers of plotted stories and at the same
time cultivates fertility in the mind of the reader, ix + 336 pp. $1.62.

WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY. Esenwein and Leeds. The standard textbook on
nhotoplay construction. Recently reported by the New York City Public Library as the
book second in demand, outside of fiction, ix + 374 pp. Illustrated. $2.12.

THE ART OF VERSIFICATION. Esenwein and Roberts. A practical working hand-
book of the principles of poetry and the structure of verse forms, xii + 310 pp. $1.62.

THE ART OF PUBLIC SPEAKING. Esenwein and Carnagey. An inspirational
working handbook of instruction for all who would be efficient public speakers. A book
with a "punch" on every page. xi + 512 pp. $1.75.

If on inspection a book is found undesirable and it is returned within ten days, the pur-
chase price, less postage, will be refunded.

THE WRITER'S MONTHLY, Springfield, Mass.

A Well-Known Writer says:

"Webster's New International

is a marvel of completeness. It is an indispensable

feature of the library of every man who either reads

or writes. There is no matter of land, sea or sky that

does not come within its purview and every topic is

handled by a master/

'

400,000 Vocabulary Terms. New Gazetteer
12,000 Biographical Entries. 2700 Pages.
Over 6000 Illustrations. Colored Plates

Regular Edition. Printed on strong book
paper of the highest quality.

India-Paper Edition. Only half as thick,
only half as heavy as the Regular Edition.

Printed on thin, strong, opaque, India paper.

More Scholarly, Accurate, convenient, and Au-
thoritative than any other English Dictionary.
Critical Comparison with all other dictionaries
is invited.

WRITE for specimen pages.

G. & c. MERRIAM CO., Springfield, Mass.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertiser*.
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An Earnest of Things to Come
The interest which our readers are manifesting in the future

of this little magazine and the eagerness with which they are helping

in every practicable way deserves some form of acknowledgment.

And so, with this issue, wT
e are adding eight pages as an earnest of



things to come. We hope that you will continue to offer suggestions

freely. You will find us responsive. If we can have team work; if

we can rely on you to send us from time to time, for sample copies,

the names of writer or would-be writer folk; to report to us promptly

any news of the literary markets; to tell us what features you like

and what ones you do not like; to contribute articles from your own
experience which you think might prove of assistance to others,

we can make The Writer's Monthly a tremendously serviceful

publication.

It is our aim to make this magazine truly a " journal for all who
write" — informative, instructive and entertaining; one that will

interest and appeal to the writer who has "arrived", and even more

to the one who is on his way— to the fellow who is earnestly trying

to succeed, and who will one day be able to point to his work on page

so-and-so of such-and-such a magazine, or to say "see my play in

such-and-such a theatre. " If you belong to this latter class, we would

like your story now. Do not imagine that your experiences are

likely to prove uninteresting or of little value because you have not

yet made good, so to speak. If you have a message, let us have it,

and if we can aid you in any way, we will gladly do so.

We feel that one of the greatest services we can render our

readers is to keep them informed in regard to markets, and with

this in view we propose to pay more and more attention to our

department, "Where to Sell." In the future we shall endeavor to

give news of all prize contests and to report the literary wants of all

the editors in a more complete, efficient and helpful way than has

ever been done before.

The Edison Company paid us a high compliment in coming to

us for a man to head their scenario department. The photoplay

interests of our readers will be well cared for by Mr. Leeds, who

will continue as contributing editor, by Mr. Powell and others who

will write for us. Mr. Wickes will continue in charge of our song

department. New features will be added from time to time. With

the help of Dr. Esenwein, who was known long before he became

associated with us as "the editor who loves to help young authors,"

with team work on the part of all of us, we shall be able to give you,

not only a "bigger, better Writer's Monthly," but a magazine

which you and other members of the writer fraternity will soon

come to regard as well-nigh indispensable.

The Editors.
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Writing- for Newspapers

By E. Robert Stevenson

Of the Staff of The Springfield Republican. Writer of special

articles, short-stories and vaudeville sketches.

Writing for newspapers, while it does not bring the cash returns

that are to be obtained from offerings that are successful in magazines
or trade publications, does give the beginner an excellent chance for

practice in writing that goes through the hands of experienced editors

to find its way more frequently into type. And the careful study
of one article that appears in the printed page, perhaps revamped
so as to give its introduction, or "lead," those live elements that

instantly get the attention of the reader, along with other vital

changes, is of more value to the young writer than a score of manu-
scripts returned with simple rejection slips or that are put to-

gether for mere practice, never being submitted to any publica-

tion.

Young writers who look with envious eyes upon the names of

those contributors that appear so frequently in the popular maga-
zines, would be surprised to know how often writers of considerable

reputation do " specials" for the Sunday supplements or " fillers"

for the dailies. This does not mean that they are wasting good
material. It does mean that they recognize that certain articles are

fitted for newspapers that are not the sort of "stuff" for magazines.
In these articles the newspapers do not require the finish that the

standard magazines demand; they are put together more rapidly

and, even though the return per thousand words is less (the range is

from $4.00 to $12.00 a thousand on the important newspapers of

the country), the pay for the time put in at the work is well worth
while. With the literary craftsmen who do this work, writing-

is a business and they are sure to turn every possible idea into

cash.

It must by no means be assumed that newspapers are so anxious
to fill their columns that any old thing that is submitted has a chance
for acceptance. Janitors in a newspaper office have no sinecure.

They have to clear more "stuff" off the floor and carry away waste-
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paper baskets more heavily loaded with rejected manuscripts than
are discarded by the average publications of greater pretentions.
Perhaps this great flood of wasted material is due to the fact that
nearly everybody thinks he can write for a newspaper and makes an
effort to do so without troubling himself to learn the first principles
governing the sort of material that will be acceptable or the form in

which it should be submitted.

Don't go looking for news to submit to a newspaper unless you
have been regularly engaged as a correspondent for the territory in

which you live. Every newspaper that is worthy of the name has
its news gathering force so well organized that no really big news
"
stories" can slip through it. The small " stuff" wouldn't pay you

for your trouble in collecting it. If a train were wrecked ten miles

from the city, in front of your home, I grant that the pressing demand
for speed, if it happened to occur near first edition time, might give

you a chance to give valuable help that would be well paid for; but
the ordinary course of events would bring the regular staff men down
upon the scene with remarkable speed that would allow of no out-

sider having anything to do with the " story." The wires along the
tracks would carry the news of the crash within a few minutes after

it occurred and on the special train that would be rushed to the scene

with physicians and nurses would be a horde of newspaper men.
Automobiles might be used to rush them to the scene even before

the special train arrived.

The writer who is not connected with the staff will find it much
more profitable to give his attention to preparing special articles with
an eye to their timely interest. Newspaper editors sit up and give

attention immediately to the " special" that is timely. If the front

pages are filled with the news of the wreck of a great modern trans-

Atlantic liner, the " Sundays" will be most ready to consider the

story of an old sailor whom you may meet who can tell of a wreck he
experienced some fifty years ago on a brig of the East Indies rum and
molasses trade type that is no longer built. As news, his story is fifty

years old, but as a "special" when interest has been stirred up on
wrecks it will be great "stuff."

Watch your almanac and your histories for suggestions as to

what might be timely special articles. Of course the poet will write

his spring poems in season but that is not just what I mean. A year

ago there followed in rapid order the fiftieth anniversaries of big

battles and other events of vast importance of the Civil War days.

Writers who were keeping track of these dates knew that it was time

to hunt up old Grand Army men who could tell of exciting experiences

in those days of a half century ago and who could provide pictures

of the soldier boys of those days, camps, muskets, drums and other

interesting relics. Newspapers were ready to accept such articles.

They were timely.

Not every newspaper special need be timely, of course, though
that type is always a ready seller. If you find anything of real inter-

est and tell about it in a bright, interesting way, the newspaper will

be glad to hear from you. Some of the best specials, too, are found
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in out of the way corners in country towns. A woman in a little

country town of Massachusetts who has made a business of raising

white mice and guinea pigs for the use of scientific laboratories and
hospital clinics all over the country has been a subject that two
special writers have used for innumerable articles in animal publica-

tions, women's magazines and newspapers all over the country. These
are only suggestions. There is a wealth of material around every
writer if he has the inclination to hunt it out and will but use a little

sense in selection, holding in mind what an editor might want.

"Oh, Editor, Have a Heart!"

By A. Van Buren Powell

Well fed, well read, with bright, clear head the editor sits him
down before his pile of manuscripts—nor wears his brow a frown.
Much good, much bad upon his desk; nor hesitates he to start, for

his judgment's fair and he heeds the prayer

—

"OH, editor—have a heart!"

What's first in line? A story fine. But alas! and a-lackaday!
The author writes—must have sat up nights to compose what she
has to say—"You steal this plot and I'll have you shot and the
Leagues will all take my part." Much plot-theft, she knows—ah,

well, back it goes

—

"Oh, EDITOR—have a heart!"

This dull, drear drool from a quick-course school "Enclosing
herewith" a score of scripts re-vamped (and not one stamped) that
have all been in before and are not improved (though revision-

grooved and pen-inscribed in part). So back they trail, each to

raise the wail

—

"Oh, editor—HAVE a heart!"

What's this? A miss sends a candy "kiss" to be used when her

script's produced. But the rain has struck. It has melted, stuck,

and the pages can't be unloosed. Well, back it tracks with the one
which lacks synopsis, technique and art; with no tale to tell. Say!
ain't editors—swell?

"Oh, editor—have A heart!"

"Small Fry" we'll buy, for you can't deny its plot has a twist

unique. It goes to the boss. He's just figured a loss on the same
chap's "Miss Anteek." So the check is small, twenty bucks—that's

all—and the editor knows 'twill smart and he'll get the blame. But
—It's all in the game.

"Oh, editor—have a HEART!"



Letters to Young Authors
By J. Berg Esenwein

Author of "Writing the Short-Story" etc., etc.

FOURTH LETTER
My dear Mrs. Chester:

Thank you for letting me see your latest story—I am glad it is

not your last, for so long as you write that sort you will not lack
appreciative readers. More power to your pen!

In one respect particularly I like "The Jewels of Hendry"
better than any of your former stories—it is brief! Does that sound
like the dubious comment of the critic who said that he greatly

admired the frame of the new picture in the Academy? If so, wait
till I have said my say.

When I tell you that I like the brevity of your story I really

mean praise, for the question of length is one of artistic adaptation
of means to ends, it is a matter of balance, of proportion, of com-
pression, of economy—indeed, the whole idea of whether you have
accomplished what you set out to do pivots on that one word.

The grave ass who inquired, "How long ought a child's legs be,

Professor?" was properly answered when the sour anatomist said:

"Long enough to reach the floor, sir." A short story must be long

enough to score its point effectively—no shorter, no longer. Any
departure in either direction must hurt its quality, don't you think
so? A plot just big enough to demonstrate the theme, characteriza-

tion so suggestive that few words connote many ideas, dialogue so

typical that one remark illuminates a whole situation or infallibly

betrays a trend of character—all this is involved in that word
"brief;" and truly, dear lady, you have earned the plaudit.

To be sure, in deciding on the length of a story there are other

questions for consideration besides those of pure proportion

—

questions that, while themselves not artistic, are cognate therewith.

For instance, if one wants to see his story in print it had better be of

printable length, net so?—as my Pennsylvania German nurse used
to say.

"Yet," I hear you ask, with your charming devotion to high

standards, "how can one be an artist and yet cut and snip at a story

to make it fit a given length?"
Aren't you both right and wrong—as we all are, nine-tenths of

the time—in using a sweeping question as an argument? You see,

I myself am following your lead!

It seems to me that several questions properly arise with each
story germ : How shall I tell this story? Where shall I begin? How
much scope of setting shall I include? Does the essential tone of the

story require a leisurely, analytical style, or must I pack it with
swift action? Believe me, those writers—call them artists, if you
insist on it—who give little time to the gestation of their brain-and-

heart children but sit down to their desks to write and do all their

thinking while they write, are much more likely to give us sprawling

products than those who mature well their plans before they write.
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I feel that in the nice adjustment of his balances a writer finds

his most valuable appliance—and appliances are as necessary as

native gifts, careful training, and good materials. To expand an
anecdote into a short-story may indeed secure an acceptance, but
will it help one in the long run? Or to choose a theme that really

demands incorporation as part of a novel, with its complements of

anterior and posterior treatments, and make it into a long short-

story because manifestly it cannot be told as a short short-story, is

not being true to artistic ideals—it is simply getting into the wrong
pew, and then feeling hurt when we get a scowl for welcome.

I am convinced that the question of length is chiefly inherent
in the theme, for the theme must determine the manner of treatment.
True, some themes may be treated in any one of a half dozen ways
and the results be pretty nearly equal; but such themes are excep-
tional, and not likely to be vital. For most themes, there is one
best way to tell the story—one best scheme of economy, if you please

—and the right time to think out that scheme is before you write

the story.

Suppose, then, we find three facts looking us in the eyes frankly

—and, really, this is not supposititious at all, but a true statement
of conditions:

Fact One : It is much easier to sell a story of thirty-five hundred
words or less than to sell one of five thousand words or more.

Fact Two: It is almost impossible to sell a story of seventy-
five hundred words or over.

Fact Three: Editors who accept the longer short-stories are

influenced by one or two considerations such as these: The story

is so vital and well told, the author's reputation for good story-

telling is so secure, or the need for that particular type of story is

so marked, that it seems certain the public will justify the greater

length.

Now, facing these three facts as conditions, what is the writer

to do about it? I venture to make several suggestions:

Let him be sure that the theme cannot be perfectly treated in

the shorter form before essaying the longer.

Let him master that wholly admirable trilogy of methods, com-
pression by means of vital selection, compression by the use of

suggestion, and compression by the use of connotative words.

Having faithfully applied both of the foregoing tests, let him
choose for short-stories only those themes which are inherently short-

story themes, and leave for use in, or as, longer stories those which
are plainly self-delimiting.

Will you forgive my inflicting all this on you, my young friend?

You see, I admire all your work, but I like it best when it reveals

some striking action in life with the clear, restrained, selective lines

of the cameo—and that is the only comparison I can make that does
justice to your new story. Brevity was the one quality you have
lacked until now.

Most sincerely yours,

Karl von Kraft.
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mow them better

XXIII. A.Van Buren Powell—Author,
Editor and Photoplay Teacher

By Arthur Leeds

"Van" Powell is a living, breathing proof of the truth of the
motto that hangs over my desk: "Keeping everlastingly at it brings

success." Ever since he first broke into the writing game he has
stuck to it like a leech; in the bright lexicon of the young editor

of Colonial there's no such word as "flivver." He has reached the

top by climbing; he has never, to my knowledge, attempted to get

ahead by seeking to trade upon his acquaintance with the editors,

by striving for publicity via a "card" in the trade papers, or by any
means other than the good, old-fashioned rule of knowing what
you want to do and "going to it."

He has just passed his twenty-ninth birthday—born in Macon,
Ga., in 1886. His education was begun in the public schools of

that city, and continued in the public and high schools of New York
City. His studies, however, are not yet ended, though his school-

days are but memories. He is constantly supplementing his early

training by reading and a close observation of the world and its

people. He is a great believer in my own pet theory, that "pre-
paredness is half the battle." He is always learning and always
willing to learn. That in itself is an assurance that he will be an able

and conscientious teacher, now that he is in charge of the photoplay
course of The Home Correspondence School.

Van can write almost anything, and write it well. But his start

as a photoplaywright was made in 1911. He broke in as all the

successful script writers have done, by sending a good story to the

right market. He is one of the comparatively few writers who,
while being filled to overflowing with a love of art for art's sake,

understood from the beginning that literary work is a business, and
must be followed up in a business-like manner. He sold to various

companies, with a gradual bettering of markets and prices, until he

hooked up with the Biograph-Klaw and Erlanger combination in

1913, as staff writer, adapting famous stage successes for the screen.

In March of last year he severed connections with the Biograph-
Klaw and Erlanger concern to join the Colonial Film Company, at

double his former salary, since which time he has faithfully served

Colonial as staff writer and, for the last eight months, as editor.
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From the very beginning of his photoplay career, Van has been
a firm believer in the market value of a well-grounded technique.

He knows the value of a good story, and he has plotting down to a
fine art; but he realizes that second only to having a story to tell

is the art of telling it in proper photoplay form, with due considera-

tion for the limitations of the camera and the photoplay stage. As
opportunity afforded, he got into close touch with the production
end of the business, augmenting the knowledge thus gained by a
close personal touch with various directors and cameramen, and by
learning every minute detail of the work which he was trying to

master. Some of this helpful information he has passed on to readers

of this magazine, in his laughable though essentially informative
series, "Tips from an Insider."

For Vitagraph, among other good things, he wrote the comedy
success, " Suing Susan." "Skelly's Skeleton" was one of the Bio-
graph comedies that made him popular with that firm before he
became associated with them. For Imp-Universal he wrote "Lass o'

the Light," among other dramatic and comedy hits. Kalem put
out his "A Coupon Courtship," "I Saw Him First," "Vengeance of

the Vacquero," and many other photoplays, humorous and dramatic.

Edison did his "Courting Betty's Beau;" and for other companies
he has written quite a number of released and some, as yet, unpro-
duced film stories.

During his connection with Biograph-Klaw and Erlanger, he
worked with their best dramatic director on "The Woman in Black,"
"Ten Thousand Dollars Reward," "Under the Gaslight," and other

dramas.

One of the biggest things he has done since throwing in his lot

with Colonial has been the filmization of Sir Gilbert Parker's great

novel, "The Seats of the Mighty," a six-reel dramatic feature that

is too well known to need further description here. He also evolved
the title and outline of a one-reel comedy series, under the general

title of "Leave it to Your Uncle Dudley," which is booked for early

release. He is also constantly at work revising, editing, and attend-

ing to the other details of script arrangement for forthcoming Colonial

features.

Coming to the important matter of his recent appointment as

instructor in The Home Correspondence School's course in

photoplay writing, I can truthfully say that there is not a man of

my acquaintance whom I would rather have had take up the work
I was carrying on at the time I received the offer to take the editorial

position with the Edison Company. Van Buren Powell is absolutely

conscientious and determined to give his pupils every bit of personal

help and encouragement that he possibly can. He believes, as I do,

that the writing of photoplays is something that can be taught by
correspondence—provided, of course, the pupil has some inborn,

God-given talent for literary work; and he is just the type of man
who can get out of a pupil everything that is in him. I know, as all

photoplay editors know—as Air. Powell, as editor for Colonial,

himself knows—that the advertising of the really worthless "schools"
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is directly responsible for the thousands of trashy and impossible
" scripts" that are dumped upon the desks of film editorial depart-
ments every month. But I also know that there is not an editor in

this country today who will not extend every courtesy to the gradu-
ates of The H. C. S., or any other worthy school, if such graduates
will only send them in the kind of stuff they really want, written in

proper photoplay form. There are no bars up against writers who
have taken this or that course in photoplay writing, provided their

work, done after taking the course, is up to the mark. But in no
editorial department is there a welcome for those scripts—so called

—

that are written by people who ought never to have touched
this work at all, and who have been led on to the disappointment
that will inevitably be theirs eventually by the misleading state-

ments published by certain "school" proprietors to the effect that

all the editors are on their knees and crying out for the scripts that

are ready to be hurled at them by every Tom, Dick, and Harry who
thinks he can write a photoplay, with "no previous literary training."

The kindly interest which he takes in all his photoplay pupils

is simply a reflection of his attitude toward contributors to Colonial.

Van has been through the mill himself; he knows how far a word of

encouragement goes with a struggling young writer.

Touching the personal side of Van Powell, he has two hobbies

and a habit. His hobbies are the playing of the violin, which he
handles skillfully, and picking up new and odd kinds of cigar lighters.

Van has the most complete collection of wild and trained cigar

lighters in existence. His habit—and it is an excellent one—is being

entirely devoted to his charming young wife, who is his "first aid"
in everything that he does. His work in connection with the teaching

of the course in photoplay writing is done at home, of course, and
it is there that he gets such able assistance from his capable and
sympathetic little partner.

To sum up, Van Powell is a worker and a friend of workers. If

you are a student of his, you know that your interests are his, and
that nothing that he can do to aid you to success will be left undone.

As an editor of scripts he is capable and entirely fair in his judgment.
As a man, he is a "regular fellow" and a friend to be proud of. And
as a teacher of photoplay writing I am confident that he will have
nothing for which to apologize; his pupils should have a great deal

for which to be grateful.

To a Poet

Mary Carolyn Davies

You fling your silver ball high, high,

And catch it, thrown back from the sky.

I see the flashing of your toy,

And in your playing find my joy.



Building a Plot

. By J. Berg Esenwein and Mary Davoren Chambers

A mere succession of incidents, even the most spirited, will no more consti-

tute a plot than a multiplication of zeros, even the most infinite, will result in the
production of a unit. This all will admit—but few trouble themselves to think
further. The common notion seems to be in favor of mere complexity; but a
plot, properly understood, is perfect only inasmuch as we shall find ourselves
unable to detach from it or disarrange any single incident involved, without
destruction to the mass. This we say is the point of perfection—a point never
yet attained, but not on that account unattainable. Practically, we may con-
sider a plot as of high excellence when no one of its component parts shall be
susceptible of removal without detriment to the whole.—Edgar Allan Poe, Essays; The American Drama.

After dealing with severa thousand novices in story-writing,

it is quite safe to say that we have found their chief difficulties to

be two: comparatively few have really superior stories to tell; and
even fewer know how to plot their stories effectively. Other difficul-

ties there are, of course, but these are decidedly paramount.
The first of these obstacles to good story-writing we can only

touch upon here, whereas those who constantly examine short-story

manuscripts might give endless advice on this important subject.

It will suffice for our present purpose merely to emphasize the fact

that most beginners labor to tell stories which are not worth telling

—

that is, not worth printing in competition with stories which are so

much more striking, unusual, pointed, and interesting. Because a

story seems worth while to its author and his indulgent friends,

offers no conclusive reason why anyone should assume that a vast

public will prefer it to a carefully chosen and skillfully written story

by an experienced writer. The truth is that the public makes ab-

solutely no allowances for the fact that the writer is a beginner. He,
she, may get friendly applause for a feeble "essay" on high-school

commencement day; even the sophomore oration will be wildly

cheered, and the college story in the monthly Pink and Purple may
help to sell out the issue—but when a youth takes his first story to

a magazine which is run to pay dividends to hard-headed stock-

holders, all favor ends, and the story must make its way to the stony
editorial heart on a basis of "Will our readers like it better than this

story by A. or B.?
Therefore, before plotting your story you must determine

whether the theme, the story germ, the idea of the story as it will

finally come to the reader, is so good—that is, so fresh, so clear, so

pointed, so interesting, even so surprising—that it is worth the labor

of plotting, writing, and offering it for sale.

To be sure, all this applies in a much more limited degree to the

story written as an assigned exercise or for voluntary practice, for

in such cases the standards will not be so high; furthermore, there

are plenty of periodicals published both within and outside of college
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walls in which light, pleasing, and only fairly-well-done stories are
regularly used. But even in these circumstances you had better set

high standards of interest and unusualness for your own story-ideas

—

their chance of success will then be all the greater.

Having decided on a theme, you must get a clear idea of

1. What Is a Plot?

A fictional plot is such an arrangement of the events in a story as
will bring out effectively the basic situation, the main crisis, the minor
crises, if any, and the denouement.

The several terms of this definition will require some discussion,

though not in the precise order of this statement above.
(a) A plot deals with events, and not merely with descriptions,

remarks by the characters, clever comments by the author, or a
series of pleasing or striking pictures. In a plot—which is the skeleton
of the story, the story in brief—there must be an action. By this

we do not mean merely a deed, but an action which hinges upon a
character or characters in a definite situation, or condition of affairs,

the working out of which constitutes the story. A plot is never a
single photograph, however interesting the scene may be; it is a
moving-picture presenting a number of carefully prearranged events
—one event working upon another, one incident leading to another,

one character influencing another, all in such a manner as to produce
a definitely recognizable, concentrated, and climax-reaching result.

It is important to remember that the events of a plot need not
be outward, or visible to the eye, for they may take place in the soul

and have their results in character changes. But in the greater

number of instances the events which go to make up a plot will be
outward happenings, because it is natural for man to act out his feel-

ings and to put decisions into effect—what a man is will usually

appear in what he does, and not merely in what he thinks, feels, and
says. Internal action—the events of mind and heart and the deci-

sions of the will—will therefore usually and best be displayed in a

story-plot by external action. A story in which nothing happens is

an impossibility; and the importance of the story will very largely

depend on the importance of the events which go to make up its

plot.

(b) A plot is an arrangement, and not a mere transcript of the

natural order of events as you may find them in daily life. It is

conceivable that a series of events in your experience might occur in

such an order that without any readjustment they would form a

perfect short-story plot; but such a thing is most unlikely—some
planning, some shifting in the order of happenings, some additions,

some eliminations, some toning down and some exaggerations, are

pretty sure to be necessary in order to produce a good plot. Remem-
ber that a tale is not a plotted short-story.

Hence a plot is artificial—it is a work of art, an artifice, and not a

growth of nature. But be neither alarmed nor deceived by this word
artificial, for we use it in a carefully restricted sense, in its true
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original meaning

—

made by art. Now art is effective in direct pro-
portion as it produces an effect of reality; and so it must be with a
fictive plot—the best plot is the one in which the events of real life

are so arranged by the plotter as to produce a more effective impres-
sion than if they were not shifted artfully into a new combination
but related just as they actually occurred. This is what we mean by
saying that a story is typical, instead of being a mere transcript of

actualities. Just as a painter has two courses set before him, so does
the story-teller. The painter may compose a landscape or an action-

scene by selecting parts of several scenes, imagining some others,

then arranging the whole so as to produce a certain preconceived
effect. The writer does precisely this in plotting a short-story. Or
the pictorial artist may transfer a scene to his canvas, faithfully

following his original. The writer may do likewise and thus produce
a realistic tale.

Each of these courses has its merits, but they are distinct and must
not be confused—let us repeat, a plot is a composition and not a
perfect transcription from nature. It may be, and—except in the
case of fantasy and romance and highly-wrought adventure—should
be, truth-seeming to the last degree, indeed it should be typical of

life and not a warped picture of the author's imperfect fancies;

nevertheless, a plot departs from real happenings while yet remaining
true to the spirit of reality.

The truth of all this will become more apparent when you consider

some striking event in the life of an acquaintance. Interesting as it

may be, in telling it as a short-story, which is so much more condensed
and limited than the novel, would you not have at least to cut out a
great many preliminaries and after-effects, or alter some of the cir-

cumstances so as to heighten the dramatic effect, or contrive a
stronger motive for the deed so as to preserve the reader's sympathy
for the chief character—in a word, to take the same liberties with the

actual facts that an anecdotist does with his story germ?
"But," you say, "truth is stranger than fiction." Yes, but not

when considered as a completed plot—only when regarded as plot

material. The events of real life are unsurpassed for interest, but
some—though not always a great deal of—change is almost sure to

be required to build them into a short-story plot. It is often said

that all the events of a certain life are worth recording. How thought-
less ! It would become most tiresome to record all of the happenings
of a single day, be that day as dramatically exciting as it might be.

The most extreme realist draws a discreet veil over the dull routine

of shoe-shining, and hair-brushing, and hand-cleaning, and banal
street-car conversation. He chooses and arranges so as to seem to

be telling all in a natural order, yet all the while artfully subdues the

unimportant so as to lead up to the points of major interest.

(c) The EFFECT of a plot is its reason for being, hence everything

in the arrangement must cast a shrewd look toward what that effect

(on the reader) is going to be, and further constant and equally acute

glances at all the schemes you adopt to bring out the effect most
strongly, pleasingly, surprisingly—or whatever may be your object.
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(d) A plot must feature a crisis in the life of the chief character in
the story. "A mere chain of happenings which do not involve some
change or threatened change in the character, the welfare, the
destinies of the leading 'people/ would not form a plot. Jack goes
to college, studies hard, makes the football team, enjoys the com-
panionship of his classmates, indulges in a few pranks, and returns
home—there is no plot here, though there is plenty of plot material.

But send Jack to college, and have him there find an old enemy, and
at once a struggle begins. This gives us a complication, a 'mix-up/
a crisis; and the working out of that struggle constitutes the plot.

" So all dramatic and all fictional plots give the idea of a struggle,

more or less definitely set forth The struggle in a plot
may be comical as well as tragic. Mr. Botts ludicrously fights against
a black-hand enemy, who proves to be his mischievous small son.

Plump and fussy Mrs. Jellifer laj^s deep but always transparent plans
to outwit her daughter's suitor, and is finally entrapped into so

laughable a situation that she yields gracefully in the end.

"And so on indefinitely. Hamlet wars against his hesitating

nature. Macbeth struggles with his conscience that reincarnates

the murdered Banquo Sentimental Tommy fights his own play-
actor character. Tito Melema goes 'down beneath the weight of his

accumulated insincerities. Sometimes light shines in the end, some-
times the hero wins only to die. To be sure, these struggles suggest
merely a single idea, whereas plots often become very elaborate and
contain even sub-plots, counter-plots, and added complications of

all sorts. But the basis is the same, and always in some form struggle

pervades the drama; always this struggle ranges the subordinate
characters for or against, protagonist and antagonist, and the out-

come is vitally part and substance of all that goes before—the end
was sown when the seeds of the beginning were planted."

It will be worth your while to pause at this point long enough to

make it perfectly clear to your mind what are the big crises in each of

a group of short-stories you may select. Notice what a water-shed

the crisis really is, even when it may be hidden among circumstances

just as in real life one may not suspect that the hour of decision has
struck, until suddenly confronted by its momentous issues. So
softly does the crucial moment creep upon us at times that it comes
and goes before we realize that the opportunity is forever past—some
decisions are made by neglecting to make them

!

The crisis, then, is a cross-roads, a parting of the ways, a decision

in the balance, a necessary choice, a poised destiny, sudden recogni-

tion that something must be done, the appearance of an obstacle, the

rise of a danger

—

anything that means a change or a threatened change
in life.

If this crisis should prove to be unreal,. trivial, obscure, or

—

and
this is a vital point—not well concentrated, not sharply focused,

then it is useless to waste time in trying to make it an effective story

—

it is sick at the very heart. If your reader cannot be brought to a

pitch of real concern as to what your heroine is going to do about it,

how your hero is going to surmount the barrier, or what forces will
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enter the scene and finally resolve the difficulty, you have failed in

your plot. In a real sense, the plot is the story, and the crisis, is the
plot, so be careful of your crisis.

One caution seems important here: not every big story is built

on a colossal crisis, for much depends on the results that accrue from
the crisis. The main crisis in Maupassant's wonderful short-story,

"The Necklace," consists in a woman's losing a diamond necklace
borrowed from a friend. Let her husband merely buy another, and
what a tepid story you have ! But see the years of struggle required

to pay the loans made necessary to replace the necklace with one
which the friend would not suspect to be a substitution, consider the
break-down of fineness and ideals under all this decade of terrible

self-denial, and finally realize that the years of slavery were practi-

cally wasted because the borrowed necklace proved to be only paste
after all, and we see how out of a commonplace crisis may grow a
tremendous story. So bear this one thing in mind—a crisis is big

in proportion as it leads to big things.

(e) A ylot may contain minor crises. The main crisis—the big
struggle, the chief obstacle, the tragic moment—in the story may be
the outcome of an earlier lesser crisis, or even of several such. In
"The Monkey's Paw," by W. W. Jacob, if the son had not snatched
the dried paw from the fire into which its owner had thrown it, thus
deciding a foundation crisis in the lives of the whole family, there

would have been no series of increasingly terrible crises brought about
by the three wishes—and of course, there would have been no story.

The play of minor crises in a short-story is well typified. by
Marguerite's testing of her love-fortunes by plucking the daisy petals;

"He loves me, he loves me not, he loves me." With each minor
crisis an element of suspense enters the story; this is followed by a
resolution of the suspense; then a new element enters, causing an
entirely new sort of suspense, which in turn is dispelled, only to make
way for another difficulty—and thus the story zig-zags its way to

the end. Indeed the progress of the plot may be compared to a not-

too-elaborate maze in which one makes several ineffectual turnings

and enters one or two blind alleys before finding the way out.

(f) A plot must have a denouement—literally, as we have seen, an
untying of the knot. Of course, the knot is to be tied solely that it

may be untied—therefore it is well not to tie it too tight ! You must
interest your readers in the complication, but the greater the crisis

the greater the disappointment if you fail to provide a satisfying

outcome. A tantalizing tangle is good fictional art only if you can
untwist the yarn swiftly, deftly, and with just the right amount of sur-

prise. Do not let your plot peter out—March may without dispute

come in like a lion and go out like a lamb, but not so a short-story plot.

The denouement of the plot must be a natural, inevitable,

plausible, satisfying, and—usually—a surprising climax to the whole
story. "Novelty and interest in the situations throughout the story,

with an increasing interest in the denouement, are the essential de-

mands of a plot."

When the interest rises to its apex, toward or at the close, the
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climax—the high-tide—is reached. A story without a climax is a
mountain view without a mountain. Cherish your climax as a small
boy does his circus ticket, for else there will be no "grand finale."

2. The Process of Plot Building

(a) The plot-germ is likely to take on one of two forms: an im-
pression which the author has strongly felt and wishes to transfer to
his readers ; or an interesting situation—by which we mean an inter-

esting condition of affairs involving a complication and its outcome

—

which the writer feels could be worked up effectively. Whichever of

these two forms your plot-germ, your inspiring idea, your motif,

may take, the process of plot-building will directly lead to the big

crisis of the plot.

There will always be room for discussion as to whether a given
writer of stories is chiefly an artizan or an artist. Here are some
very practical words from Mr. George Allan England, a college-bred

writer whose stories are in wide demand, and range from the power-
fully realistic and artistically wrought to the frankly sensational.

These quotations are from a recent article in The Independent, in

which Mr. England freely discusses his methods. Whether the young
writer accepts his viewpoint or not, he cannot but find help in these

intensely business-like records of how one story-writer gathers his

material.

"My eye is ever open, also my ear, for every bit of good material

coming my way. Into the note-book goes now a bit of scenery, a
face, a phrase, again some new idea, a plot-germ, an odd garment,
a deformity, a beauty. The olla podrida receives all; and in good
time, each bit is fished out and consumed: For example, I open the

book at ramdom and read

:

"Aug. 21, '12—Man on boat, dark Dago; hair gray, brushed
back; eyes slant up, heavy lids; thick, up-curved lips, mustache
waxed up, goatee, swarthy, handsome, looks like Pan.

" (He'll be the villain in some still-unwritten tale.)

"Sept. 1. Sea-view.—Dappled white and slate clouds, breeze,

sun in dazzling shine, beach wet, black, green, shiny; seaweed smells.

Weed, lank and wet. Haze over beach. Big surf makes lather.

Sea very pale green, running to white at top of wave. Thunder of

surf, mist of spray, wind from surf in face.

" (This will form part of the scene of reconciliation between M.
and N. at some future date.)

"Gormin'. Any God's a-mint o' things to tell ye. Swell up
on your leavin's. Make longs arms. All puckered up to a gool-

thrite. Double up the prunes! All of a high to go. He ain't goin'

to stan' it a gret sight longer. Jillpoke. Hotter'n a skunk. Fatter'n

a settled minister, etc., etc.

" (Local color stuff, Maine dialect.)

"So much for the minutiae. My books contain a world of every

kind of 'property,' like that at the stage-director's hand. No situa-
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tion can arise where I cannot find a character, scenery and dialect

to fit the case. Now for the plots.

"' Where do you get your stories?'

" Everywhere! The writer who is alive, can pick up stories

right from the air. On trains and boats, from the newspapers, from
the living speech of humans, from a thousand and one sources, good
fiction can be culled. All you have to do is to watch for it-—and grab
it. And after years of work, the watching becomes second nature;

you can't help it. Writers are just big tom-cats stalking plot-rats

through the attics and cellars of life, or sitting at incident-holes

waiting for the story-mice to pop out. It's so easy. Sometimes a
chance bit of conversation will detonate a whole story or series of

stories. About two years ago I took a morning walk with a friend.

We got to speculating on what would happen if all the people in the
world were killed, save two. From this germ has grown a trilogy of

serials. Two have already been published in Cavalier, and the third

is now in course of preparation. They are ' Darkness and Dawn,'
' Beyond the Great Oblivion,' and 'The After-glow,' and they have
kept bread and cheese on the shelf for a long time

"At the same time I employ myself and exploit my own labor.

So I'm both slave and master. It's confusing. Then, too, arises the
matter of disassociating myself from my work. As time passes, I

find the factory more and more absorbs my personality.

"The business makes one cold-blooded. From observing other

people and outside events, all with an eye to fiction, one comes to

observe one's own self and acts with a similar view. One begins to

capitalize one's own emotions, which is shocking.

"No longer can I enjoy a sunset, an opera, a foreign town, a
friendship, or a flower, with disinterested frankness. No, always the

shop intrudes! The note-book ever itches to be in the hand. Alas!

I leave the reader to figure it out for himself. When one's own woes
and blisses, romancings, hates, loves, ambitions, passions, begin to

assume the note-book stage, wherein lies any spontaneous enjoyment
of life? Ask any writer, and—if he be not a 'short and ugly word'
fellow—see if he won't tell you that his inner shrines have really

become an annex to the shop

!

"There lies something fundamentally tragic in the drying of a
tear with the thought: 'No matter—even this grief, too, will make
good copy!' ....

"Perseverance, note-books, cold-bloodedness, scenarios, con-

tracts, many hours a day in the factory, an observant eye, and some
knowledge of what the public 'that big baby,' really wants—these

supply the lack of genius with most satisfactory sufficiency.

"Some day when I am very, very rich—oh, worth maybe $5,000
—I'm going to be a genius. Till then I shall remain a mechanic,
sawing wood like any other, making the chips fly, capitalizing myself
and everybody and everything else I can get my hands on, and in

general enjoying life through the very function of trying to interpret it.

"Everything and everybody must pay toll to me and go into

the note-books."
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(b) Where to start in telling the story. This does not mean the
verbal opening, but the scene, the condition of affairs, which ought
first to be presented to the reader.

Naturally, you may begin anywhere—literally anywhere—in

the story. Only, you must do so by deliberate intention and not by
careless accident.

For instance, you may begin at the end, by showing Jack as a
failure at college, and then presenting the conditions, the crucial

struggle, and the outcome, all of which ended in his failure. Such
a course demands considerable skill in story-telling, for there must be
some absorbing happenings if our interest is to be maintained when
all the time the outcome is known from the start. Such stories depend
for their interest upon what happens before the final moments rather

than on the outcome itself.

Again, the plot may begin in the very midst of the action and
first show the chief character in the act of making the decision which
is all-important because it leads to one resultant complication after

another until the final crash—or triumph—ends the story. In such
stories the foundation material is either suggested in a swift sentence

or two, or skillfully revealed as the story goes on.

Or, the story may begin at the beginning, lay the foundation
in full view of the reader, present the essential situation, bring the
chief character to his hour of testing, and show the outcome, all in a
natural way. This is the obvious way to tell a story, and therefore

the way chosen by eleven amateurs out of a dozen. Do this sort of

thing well or do it not at all. Superior story-telling is required to

justify the laying of the scene and the gradual introduction of the
characters before you have captured—don't slide over this word

—

captured the reader's interest, for the chances are in favor of his being
absorbed in some subject other than the one you are writing about.

But wherever you begin in your plot-building, le.t your opening
incident be a vital part of the plot and not a preliminary cough to

clear your throat. If, as Stevenson said, you, the writer, should be
able to see the end from the beginning, it is none-the-less essential

that you should see the end in the beginning—that your plot-roots,

big and tiny, should verily grapple every inch of earth in which you
have chosen to plant your story. The end of the story will be in-

evitably logical only if its plot-beginnings contain the end in germ.

(c) Carrying on the story is a process which you must determine

to fit the case. Shall your plot be unfolded in a simple, direct order,

or had it better back-track and cross-country until the final swift

dash to the finish? No one can tell you. Study the plot-methods of

good present-day story-tellers, jot down in outline the plots of the

best twenty stories of today that you can find and observe the vary-

ing methods of narration—whether they are told in the first person,

the third person, or partly in each way; whether the order of events

is direct or indirect; whether the story is chiefly the result of a crisis,

or the main interest depends on the action which leads up to the crisis.

But when you have studied the work of other writers—and good ones

only—dare to be yourself and choose a course which seems good to
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you. Only do not be too self-sufficient or you may get stuck in a
bog.

(d) The end of the plot. Enough has been said elsewhere to show
the importance of a striking, surprising, yet natural climax at the
close of the story, for when once the high point has been reached, do
not dawdle, but end swiftly. Moralizing and belated explanations
at the close of a plot are like soup after dessert. Let the closing scene
be the logical, though generally the unexpected, outcome of the
crisis; let it be a simple, compact, concentrated scene and not a
complex one which may scatter interest and awaken other questions;
let it be free of all taint of displeasing anti-climax; and let it be your
best possible work.

Don'ts for Plot-Builders

Don't digress. When Kipling was tempted to enter a bypath
he said, "But that's another story."

Don't confuse complexity with complication. Complexity is

confusing, whereas the true complication throws a strong light for-

ward toward the denouement.
Don't think that big-sounding words can dress up a feeble crisis

in the semblance of vigor.

Don't neglect the element of surprise, but let it enter naturally

as the outcome of the situation; never drag it in.

Don't depend greatly on accidents or coincidences for your plot-

situations. "It couldn't help but happen so" is much more con-
vincing than "It just happened so."

Don't over-elaborate. It never pays to crowd two plots into one.

Don't neglect the unities—one time, one place, one small set of

big characters, and one vital crisis, are better than a plot that wanders
without restraint.

Don't plagiarize—don't make a mosaic—don't even imitate.

Be yourself,-—rather than be a trailer, fail like a man who has done
his own best.

Don't model your plot-methods on those of writers who are

unable to get into magazines of good standing. Study the masters.

Don't assume that all plots constructed by great story-tellers

are necessarily models, for many are not. Be discriminating.

Don't fail to test your plot for balance—it may be top-heavy, or

weak in the middle, or feeble at the end.

Don't be obvious—nothing is more painful to an editor than to

discern on page two what the Young Hopeful fondly hopes he has
concealed until page sixteen.

Don't confuse the silly with the light, the lurid with the strong,

or the immoral with the fascinating. Sensible readers are the only
ones to whom the modern editor caters.

Don't assume that all great short-stories excel chiefly in plot.

Many are masterpieces for other reasons. That does not prove that

you can afford to ignore the present-day importance of plot—you are

not living in the year 1832.



Inquest Club Meeting
By A. Van Buren Powell

At the regular gathering of "Inquestors" with Mr. E. W.
Sargent presiding, April 5, at Keene's Chop House, the New York
fraternity had a lot to say of benefit to its own members as well as
to photoplaywrights in general. One picture discussed brought up
the point that the interest shifted from the male to the female lead
about half-way through the story. The interest must be kept on one
character, it was agreed, or you fail utterly to hold attention and
evoke interest. Another point, brought up by the efficient Marc
Edmund Jones, related to the great fault so many writers have of

not incorporating into their writings a sufficiently strong and well-

sustained element of " struggle"—the conflict of emotions or pur-
poses which, properly handled, makes an audience mentally boost
the play along in their desire to see the character or thing on which
the conflict focuses come out a winner. The matter was very ably
treated, and a conclusion was reached by all that the story which
lacked the element in question is a mighty weak, spineless thing

—

as, also, is the story of incident which simply ambles from one point
to another with leaders between all scenes, making of it a picturiza-

tion merely of the words thrown on the screen. To introduce personal
matter, I have checked up ten scripts today—one was held. It had
conflict, continuity, purpose, story. Of the other nine, six were
incident-narratives, two were leader-stories picturizing the titles,

and the others fair, except that they lacked a sufficient element of

conflict to carry them through to checkdom.

The Selig Movie Special

The Photoplay Authors' League in annual session at Los Angeles,

California, adopted resolutions cordially inviting all photoplay
authors to come to Los Angeles aboard the Selig Movie Special

which leaves Chicago, on Thursday, July 8th. A grand reception

and entertainment is promised the writers who will be guests of

"The Carbon Copy," a special Pullman coach named in honor of the

writers. A meeting of the Board of Control of the Photoplay
Authors' League already has been called to outline plans of enter-

tainment for the writers. The Photoplay Authors' League, in its

resolution, urges all photoplay writers to take advantage of this

opportunity to visit the greatest film colony in the world and to get

acquainted with their fellow craftsmen in the Golden State. Com-
plete details regarding the trip, cost, etc., can be obtained by photo-

play authors who will address The Selig Movie Special Editor, 20

East Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.



Cruel Realism
By Robert W. Neal

Author of "Short Stories in the Making" etc.

The Moving Picture World spoke disparagingly the other day
about Walter Prichard Eaton's slur at the " cruel realism" of the

motion picture. We see no reason to agree heartily with Mr. Eaton,

but fairness compels us to question whether, from some points of

view, the motion picture story as filmed is not open to condemnation
for "cruel realism," and whether film manufacturers are not them-
selves to blame for thus making painfully strong upon the screen

incidents that are not artistic, but only sensational, and sensational

by means that arouse fear, terror, and other emotions involving

nervous and mental suffering in the spectator.

Read, for instance, this printed description of a recent "stunt."

"She was placed on a railroad track with a speeding passenger train

bearing down on her, and was pulled from her perilous position only

a second before the engine whizzed past. The engineer, who had
not been notified, was completely unnerved, and was obliged to stop

and recuperate before going on. One critic writes that 'the effect

of anxiety that the train sweeping on toward the wounded girl lying

across the track, creates is almost terrifying' . . . 'one that holds

us in suspense with terror and horror.'
"

We should think so. And this effect is not the artistic effect that

Aristotle, and all competent authorities since Aristotle, have held to

be the true means of tragedy, for it is not the effect of a terror of the

soul. It is only a terror and horror of the physical senses, a crude
sensationalism, founded upon the cruel realism that Mr. Eaton in-

cluded among his reasons for condemning moving pictures in toto.

Of spectators who can enjoy such episodes, the best that can be said

is, that they have reached only an elementary stage of moral develop-

ment ; and certainly the moral savagery or degeneracy that revels in

physical suffering and torture is not many degrees removed from the
moral state that permits one to find enjoyment in scenes of such
crude and cruel physical realism.

Portrayed with all the real-seeming that screen presentation

gives, such incidents revolt persons of moral or human sensibility.

As to their influence upon children and youth, whose moral develop-
ment is recognizedly incomplete, we can come to but one conclu-

sion: they accustom the immature mind to accept as natural, con-

ditions and behavior such as the whole effort of civilization has been
devoted to destroy.

The fewer films we have that depend for their effect upon "cruel

realism" of this kind, the better for the art and the business of

motion pictures and for the society which they so powerfully can
influence. Manufacturers of films that depend upon physical horror
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for their "punch," have themselves to blame for much of the disgust
that is felt, right or wrong, by many people for all moving pictures;

and manufacturers of unobjectionable films have no reason to feel

kindly toward fellow-manufacturers who thus lower the standards
of the business, and mislead the public to a false conception of the
ideals of moving picture art.

Edison's New Editor
(From April Edison Kinetogram)

In line with the infusion of new blood, the enlargement of the stage facilities

and the addition to the weekly program of a three-reel feature, Edison has de-
parted from its customary way of handling scenarios and has installed as its

first scenario editor, Arthur Leeds, well known as an authority on the photoplay
and a man of much allied experience.

Heretofore, Manager Horace G. Plimpton has acted as chief scenario editor
with the associated help of all of the directors who, in weekly meetings, passed
upon possible available scripts. But it is expected that the centering of the
editorship on one person—and one of such undoubted ability as Mr. Leeds—will

enable that company to make more sure that no play with even an idea will slip

through the net and also promote greater speed in handling of the scripts.

Manager Plimpton is enthusiastic about his good fortune in securing Mr.
Leeds, as the latter brings to his new duties an uncommonly wide experience as
actor, director, lecturer and writer on the scenario and photoplay and is a success-

ful dramatist himself. He came to his new position from the position of editor

of The Photoplay Author, the well-known monthly magazine devoted to photo-
play writing and was also acting as teacher of that course in The Home Corres-
pondence School at Springfield, Mass. Perhaps Mr. Leeds is best or most widely
known as the author of "Writing the Photoplay" in collaboration with Dr. J.

Berg Esenwein, a book which is regarded as one of the most exhaustive and
authoritative on the subject treated. Mr. Leeds is also a writer of short stories,

many of his having appeared in the leading magazines. He is therefore broadly
experienced and fully equipped to pass upon and prepare for production the class

of photoplays which all thinking manufacturers now agree are demanded if the
photoplay will fulfill its indicated function of producing plays which depend upon
more than mere thrill for lasting impression.

From the very beginning, Mr. Leeds started out with the predetermined plan
of getting the broadest foundation for a bigger future, so we see him, some years
ago now, as model scene maker and scene painter with the Cummings Stock
Company in Toronto, Canada, in which company he later became an actor.

Leaving that, he spent the summer of 1905 in stock travelling throughout Canada
and two seasons in repertoire. He then came upon what he declared to be the

first real photoplay in motion pictures, the Edison "Great Train Robbery," in

a middle western company with which he travelled lecturing on the then marvelous
new method and the story itself while it was being pictured. Mr. Leeds then went
back into repertoire for about two years, acting also as stage manager until he
returned to the motion pictures as a lecturer and manager of a motion picture

house in Titusville, Penn. He again returned to the stage, in musical comedy,
with the Mittenthal productions. He was, however, all the time devoting his

spare time to writing for the stage and cinema.
About this time he entered the motion pictures as an actor with the Essanay

and Selig, also writing plays for them. It was an article on the evolution of the

motion picture that attracted Dr. Esenwein, then editor of Lippincott's Magazine,
and brought forth the offer which resulted in "Writing for the Photoplay" and
the school association. Mr. Leeds has always stood for the best in photoplay
teaching and has been prominently associated in the fight for praiseworthy and
honorable methods and the elimination of the "fake" rosy-future schools. Mr.
Leeds aims to read every manuscript that comes into the Edison studio;—

a

monumental task, but to one who knows Mr. Leeds' earnestness and conscien-

tiousness, it is a task that will be faithfully performed.



Help for Song Writers
By E. M. Wickes

Formerly in charge of the song departments of The Editor and The
Writer Magazine

In the March issue a specific case was cited to prove that it is

possible to earn large sums from the writing of popular songs; but
big royalties do not come to the novice song writer any more than
they do to the beginner in other fields of art or commerce that call

for skill and experience. And no sane person expects it. The man
or woman with real ability is perfectly satisfied to begin at the bottom
rung and gradually work upward. George Botsford, the man who
started the new dance craze with his "Grizzly Bear," stated, during

an interview, that when he began he did not worry about big royalties,

knowing that if he possessed real ability the financial reward would
take care of itself. And when he began he was living in the wilds of

North Dakota. He had had a strong belief in the old maxim—" What
man has done man can do."

Nine hundred and ninety-nine out of every thousand who turn

to song writing prove to be dismal failures because they never get

started properly, and never take the time to find out just what is the

proper way. Beginners bombard publishers with so much worthless

stuff that not a few of them refuse to consider outside contributions,

experience having taught the publishers that it is easier to find the

head of a pin in a haystack than a new idea in the mass of unsolicited

manuscripts sent in annually. However, some publishers are ever

ready to wade through scripts in the hope of finding something
valuable.

During the month of February the writer read over one hundred
lyrics offered by beginners, and not one contained an idea. Most of

them dealt with the same old gray-haired mother waiting and watch-
ing for her wandering boy, with the war, or the cruel words spoken
by some hot headed lover. Leo Feist, who published the only war
"hit" of the present time, "I Didn't Raise My Boy To Be A Soldier,"

told one of his staff writers that he felt confident that the public was
tired of martial ditties, and that any additional expenditure on war
songs would be a sheer waste of money. Nevertheless, this will not
deter the budding songsmiths from grinding out war songs for the

next five years to come; and they will wonder why no one will accept

them. They forget that the modern publisher looks upon a song
from a commercial point of view and that if he cannot see a possible

market for it he will not touch it, although it might be the best song
written in a decade. A song must be timely and in style, as well as

sentimental.

"But if big publishers refuse to consider the work of beginners

how is the newcomer going to get a start?" was a query recently put
forth. The answer is: "Try the small fellows." In this country
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and Canada there are hundreds of small publishers whose bank
accounts do not permit them to engage the services of well-known
writers, much less to exploit properly the work of the stars. They
have a limited market for songs issued by themselves, but as they are
not writers and have no home talent nearby, they are only too glad
to consider and purchase the work of new writers. In many cases,

however, small publishers have no reliable means of locating new
writers, and the new writers do not as a rule take the trouble to look
them up. The tyros believe that the large firms should accept their
work and pay them equally as well as they do the men with "hits"
to their credit, regardless of the fact that an experienced writer
is capable of assisting in the popularizing of a song, having hundreds
of performers numbered among his friends.

At the present time The Writer's Monthly is making a list

of small, as well as large, publishers who are willing to buy from new
writers. But why any sincere worker should wait for another to
clear a pathway is rather difficult to say. One young chap in New
York, knowing that he would stand little chance with big publishers,

and being anxious to get a quick start, began in a very systematic
manner. He first selected timely themes, or what he thought timely,

and when he discovered he had made a mistake he threw his work
away. When he had written and destroyed about twenty lyrics he
finally hit upon a ballad that had some merit.

He did not send his manuscript out by the first mail, but instead
he stored it away and set about rounding up names and addresses of

small publishers. For three months he studied the pages of all the
theatrical papers that carry music advertisements and at the end of

that time he had a list of fifteen. To do this properly required eight

weeks and an outlay of five dollars. Then he sent his song on the
rounds and it was accepted by the third publisher to whom it was
submitted. It brought him twenty-five dollars in cash and a world
of confidence and ambition. Since then he has discovered several

other markets, small it is true, but markets on which he has almost
a monopoly, as few other beginners know of them. He did what
many with less confidence believe cannot be done. He sold because he
was alert and on the watch for every opportunity, and because he
had something timely to offer to a market not overcrowded.

The popular song publishing business is a gamble pure and
simple, the shifting and unreliable cards metamorphosing into the

shifting and fickle taste of the public; and the publisher in his

frenzied anxiety to recoup former losses makes wild plunges. If a
competitor happens to hit the public's fancy with a novelty song he
immediately has a similar one ground out, raves about it night and
day, flings money away promiscuously, then finds out that the public

is interested in another type of song. During the past year one
firm secured a "hit" in "I'm On My Way To Mandalay," and he
had a score of imitators. The pioneer issued "Peg 0' My Heart,"

which had hundreds of followers. Then he switched again and turned
out "I Didn't Raise My Boy," this brought out several hundred poor
war songs. He derives a large income from his sagacity and originality
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and the others pay printers' bills and reduce the force of help. Like
new writers, some publishers never learn to think for themselves.

Comic songs seldom prove to be profitable investments, but the

up-to-date publisher has to issue one to keep in the good graces of

the vaudeville comedians, his policy being to keep as many per-

formers visiting his offices as is possible. The man or woman using

a comic song today may change tomorrow and put on a ballad.

There are a number of types of songs, but the heart interest ballad,

be it in march or waltz time, is the style of song that brings in the
thousands of dollars to the publishers coffers, sometimes to the

author's, as it is the type of song that appeals to young women. The
wise publisher makes his appeal to the romantic young woman, for

over ninety-five per cent of popular sheet music is purchased by or

for young women. The moral is, write for young women, and you
will please the old ones too.

The Parable of the Fruit-Cake

Being a criticism on a friend's first short-story.

By Mabel Dill

There was once a certain woman, whose name was Amateur,
and she had never cooked. Now on a certain day this woman re-

solved that she would make a fruit-cake and sell it in the market
place for much fine gold. Was not great abundance of food and rai-

ment purchased in this manner by her neighbor, the Writer-Woman?
Neither were the cakes of the Writer-Woman in any wise remarkable.

And so the woman made her fruit-cake. And when it was done
she covered it with ornamentation of sugar, and standing before it,

admired it greatly. And her family also admired it.

"Lo, we have never cooked so much as the boiling of an egg,"

they said, "but of a truth the eyes of any who looketh can tell a
good cake!"

So, full of pride, Amateur hastened with the cake to her neigh-

bor, the Writer-Woman. And she cut the cake, giving of it to her
neighbor,—and asked her to judge. And the Writer-Woman, be-

lieving that Amateur asked truly, spake unto her, saying:

"Behold, oh sister, this which thou hast called fruit-cake is not
in very truth that which thou namest it. For of fruit which maketh
the cake thou hast used but the smallest quantity. Moreover, that

fruit which thou hast used is old and stale. Also of flour there is an
exceeding abundance, thou hast forgotten the sugar, oh foolish one,

and it behooveth thee to learn that a wise cook seasoneth not a cake
with pepper. And I say unto thee, verily in the mixing and baking
thereof thou hast been too hasty.

"Be thou not offended, oh Amateur, be thou not sad, for it is

through ignorance that thou hast erred. Thy cake is not good be-

cause thou didst not know the nature of that which thou hast at-
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tempted, what maketh some cakes good and others bad—because
thou didst not perceive what to mix and what not to mix, likewise
the manner of its mixing.

"Be not discouraged, therefore. Rid thyself swiftly of this cake,
make thou another, and lo, many more,—until thou hast attained.
Forsake all ornamentation, which in truth doth but spoil the taste.

Make thou plain cakes, from fresh material, with wholesome flavors.

And I say unto you, the purveyors thereof will hasten to thee,

bringing much gifts and they will prostrate themselves at thy feet

and yea, they will cry unto thee:
" 'Master—more—and thou shaft" reap great harvest of shekels

and thy fame shall go abroad in the land.'
"

Home-Made Loose Leaf Note Books
By Dale Carnagey

The Loose Leaf Note Book is an essential part of a writer's

equipment. The chief value of these note books lies in the ease and
rapidity with which their material may be shifted from point to

point and classified and reclassified as the occasion requires. The
pages may be removed and inserted in the typewriter, or they may be
carried about and notes made by pencil on the hook of the moment.

The covers for loose leaf note books are expensive and their

fillers are high grade paper. The writer has found a means of manu-
facturing a loose leaf note book of a hundred pages, filler *and all,

for seven cents. Patent has not been applied for. Purchase five

hundred sheets of cheap yellow paper—the kind used for making
carbon copies. This may be done for from eighteen to thirty-five cents

depending on the grade of store you patronize. Stationery or five

and ten cent stores handle paper clips for a cent to five cents each
depending upon their size. I do not refer to the little wire clips that a
stenographer uses to attach an enclosure to the body of a letter.

These clips which I use for loose leaf covers snap together with a
spring; two little projecting metal pieces at the back when pressed

together open the mouth of the clip and allow the insertion of a
hundred or so of the leaves. These hundred leaves cost about five

cents and the clip two and—well it can be done, can't it? The pages
in this book can be shifted more quickly than in the other kind.

A scrap book can be made in the same fashion by pasting your
clippings to the yellow leaves.

A stiff backed, honest-to-goodness, loose leaf note book is cum-
bersome to carry. This home baked variety takes up no more room
than a handkerchief. Slip a few sheets in your hip pocket—if you
have one—and when you are riding on the car tomorrow instead of

spending half an hour reading about a protest that Holland is going

to make against the blockade or what Mrs. Van Ness wore at the

Featherstone Ball, set your gray-matter dynamo to turning out

plots and ideas for stories. When you get one—Zip. Nail it on to one

of those yellow sheets and file it away under the clip tagged PLOTS.
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judgment. Too many writers take as their motto "Let George do
it," and turn out a scenario containing a good idea but with the

action so written that the real work of thinking out the plot is left

to the director. That is a big mistake. It is up to you at all times to

give the director every bit of help that you possibly can. Some writer

on dramatic technique has said that "it is not possible for an actress

to show, by a shrug of the left shoulder, that her husband's cousin

is a member of the House of Lords," or something like that. And if

it is true that it is hard to "put over" a bit of information in such a
way on the legitimate stage, where the action is backed up by the
spoken word, how much harder is it to make certain points "register"

in photoplay, unless a leader, or some other explanatory insert, is

used in connection with the pantomime.

After reviewing scores of amateur scripts, I am convinced that

the failure to keep in mind the time limitations of the photoplay
stage is directly responsible for the rejection of more scripts than any
other error that the novice may commit

—

provided, of course, that his

script has an idea in it that warrants its consideration at all. The
beginner simply will not keep in mind the fact that one foot of film

is run through the camera every instant that it is "grinding" on a
scene. Keep that in mind for a moment and let's see what spoils

some of the scenarios, using the word "scenario" as meaning the

third division of the script, wherein the story is worked out in action,

scene by scene. First we have a scene in which, after a few seconds
of preliminary action, the characters sit down to partake of a meal.

Now, it would be a very light lunch that would take less than, at

least, ten minutes to consume. And the home is not a quick lunch
restaurant. At the home table, we expect to see even the shortest

meal last half an hour. But let us say, for the sake of the illustra-

tion, that the meal shown in this scene lasts only five minutes. At
the rate of one foot of film every second, there are three-hundred
feet of film used up in a single scene—and only as part of a single

scene, at that—just to show the spectators so ordinary and uninter-

esting a proceeding as a family eating a meal. And remember this:

You have only one thousand feet (in a single-reel story) in which to

show everything, in which to tell your whole story, including leaders

and inserts. Then, again, think how absolutely monotonous such a
scene would be. How the spectators would shift in their seats and
wish it were all over. Of course, any sane writer will see this at a
glance—such scenes are never shown on the screen, because if the
script has a worth-while story back of it, and is purchased by the film

company as a result of that, and not because of any excellence in

technique, the director will certainly rearrange the scenario—if he
does not completely rewrite it—and either arrange to have this scene

open with the meal just being finished or "break" the scene in some
way a second or two after it has started, returning to it after the
"break" to show the characters just rising from the table. Just how
to "break" such a scene is a matter for the writer to work out for

himself, and he should be governed by the action of the scenes which
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precede and follow it. But broken such a scene must be, or back
will come the script with rejection slip enclosed. Understand this:

Technique is not everything. Technique alone will not sell a script.

The idea—the plot—is what really counts. But if you are going to

stick at this work you cannot expect to always "get by" on the
strength of your story. And what is more, if you are worth encourag-
ing at all, you are one of those sensible people who take a pride in

good work well done. You want to be able to send out a script which,
even though it may not be produced exactly as written, will compare
favorably with that of the writer who is deservingly classed as a
" professional."

Another extremely foolish mistake, in connection with time
limitation, is that which some writers make in writing scenes of this

kind. The scene being a barroom in a western "cattle town," Red-
Eye Pete, the bad man and drunkard, enters and starts to "register"

remorse for something he has done. In an effort to forget the past,

and to get away from the prickings of his conscience, he "crosses to

bar, calls for a drink, and is soon deeply intoxicated." (By the way,
the moment I see "is soon" in the action of a scene, I know that

something is wrong; it is a certain indication that the scene contains

action that will eat up too much footage.) Getting down to com-
mon sense reasoning, the fault with a scene of this kind is that it is

just plain silly, when you look at the situation as it is presented, keep-

ing in mind time limitations. Nothing has been shown to indicate

that the bad man has been drinking before he "enters" this scene.

It is right at this point that he starts to acquire his "jag." He
simply walks into the bar—this man who has been downing the

"fire-water" for years—takes two or three drinks, and reels away
from the bar "registering" in his every action that he is dead drunk.

Do you see what I am driving at? I mean that it is absolutely

illogical to show a confirmed "booze fighter" becoming intoxicated

after swallowing three or four, or even six or eight, drinks of whisky.

But, you say, he would not do that. He would take a drink or two
and then wait a minute, allowing the alcohol to get in its work. Then
he would down another glass or so, and so on, until he had become
intoxicated. Ah! That is just what I a?n driving at! You would
show him standing there at the bar, or sitting at a table, until he had,

in a logical and probable way, acquired the "jag." Very good. And
in the meantime, what would the film in the camera be doing? Would
it not be running off, foot after foot, until this one scene had con-

sumed more footage than you could afford to give to three or four

ordinary scenes? Do you not see that such a scene as this calls for

a "break" just as much as the "meal" scene already mentioned?

Understand, this is not a treatise on how to write a "jag" scene, nor

is it to be regarded as an expression of opinion that drinking scenes

are inevitable in photoplay writing, and should be "artistically"

handled. But if you are writing a play that points a strong moral,

in which a man who has long been on friendly terms with the bottle

is shown getting drunk, for goodness sake do not try to show him
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acquiring that " drunk," from beginning to plainly registered end,

so to speak, within the limit of the action of one unbroken scene.

There are a hundred different ways in which a writer may go wrong
in neglecting to observe the time limitations of the photoplay stage,

but here are two examples which should start you thinking.

When a writer or critic is personally prejudiced against any one
thing in photoplays or short-stories, the most he can hope for, in

bringing about a change in what he considers undesirable, is to keep
hammering away at the thing to which he objects until enough
other writers who think as he does are found to add their voices to

his in crying down the evil or the undesirable feature. There are

some who have accused me of making "much ado about nothing"
when I have decried the introduction of crepe hair and wig "dis-

guises" in detective and other stories, both in fiction and in photo-
play, but I hope to see the day when this nonsensical device will be
outlawed from photoplay producing and even from fiction writing.

But especially from the photoplay, because there one sees what is

supposed to be and, unless he is so interested in the story that he
blinds himself to logic and probability, finds that it is not. An
example or two will reveal the nature of the thing that inevitably

coaxes my home-keeping but open-to-temptation goat from its stall.

In the Pathe serial, "The Exploits of Elaine," the heroine is taken
to a church which, during the course of repairs it is undergoing, is

secretly used by the gang of crooks headed by "The Clutching Hand."
One of these crooks is waiting in the vestry of the church, if I remem-
ber rightly, and is told by another, who presently enters, that Elaine
is on the way there. The first crook goes to a closet, takes out a
minister's coat, vest, etc., and proceeds to dress for the part he is

about to play. That part is not so bad. But having dressed, he
sits down at the table and takes out an actor's make-up box. He
puts on a "ready-made" false beard—than which, at close range,

there is nothing more obviously "fake"—and then he puts on a wig
to match. It is not a wig with the "band" in front, so it is not quite

so bad as if it were, but the "make-up" is one that would certainly

not deceive any girl with ordinarily good eyesight for a moment,
and it should be remembered that Elaine has already been through
a great many "perils" which should, one would imagine, have
tended to put her constantly on her guard. But she is deceived, and
the picture runs on to its thrilling and more or less improbable climax.

In another release of the same series, coming out a week or two later,

Craig Kennedy is told that unless he leaves at once for South America,
an innocent pedestrian will drop dead in front of his laboratory every
hour until he does leave. Craig announces that he is to sail "as
demanded," and we see him saying good-bye to his friends on board
ship. After leaving the dock, Elaine returns home, and shortly

afterward an expressman—beetle-browed, with a heavy mustache,
and a rough head of hair—enters and tells her that the case which
he brings with him was sent to her by Kennedy, who has requested
her to keep it for him, as it contains valuable scientific instruments,
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etc. While she is sitting there, rather perplexed, the " expressman"
starts to remove his crepe hair mustache. Having taken this off, he
pulls the wig from his head, just as an actor would do after the
performance, and stands revealed as the wily detective. His fore-

head is plainly smeared with grease paint—for this is a wig with a
band—and the place where the wig band touched the head is as

plainly marked as if whitewash had been smeared there. The eye-
brows are quite as plainly covered with grease paint, or it may be
that crepe hair is used here also. But never for a moment, until he
removes this " disguise," does Elaine suspect that this is her own,
dear Craig. Well, it is a good picture, inasmuch as it undoubtedly
holds the interest in its unfolding of the plot. But convincing it is

not—in that scene, at least—and one wonders that a playwright of

repute, like Charles W. Goddard, should use such silly theatrical

tricks to put over his story. In the January, 1914, issue of this

magazine I expressed my views on this subject very forcibly, and
since that time I have talked with many fiction writers and photo-
playwrights who agree with me that such silly bits of business as

these here described only go to make an otherwise worthy dramatic
picture savor of burlesque. But there seems to be a fascination, for

some spectators, and some producers as well, in that old, worn-out
"Who are you?" "Hawkshaw, the detective!" device, and so long

as such spectators exist, and such producers continue to "put them
out" regardless of whether they are logical and convincing or stupid

and melodramatically impossible, just so long will the intelligent

members of an audience be forced to sit and watch scenes that should

never take place outside of an "Old Cap Collier" or "Nick Carter"
dime novel. And still the photoplay is supposed to reflect life as it is!

If you must "borrow" plots, be sure to follow the example of the

small boy who sucked the eggs : be sure to hide the shells. The super-

bromide of the writing game is that there is nothing new under the

sun, and that every "new" plot is merely an old plot which has been

given a clever new twist. But it is remarkable how many writers

boldly seize upon a plot that has certain twists which make it, by
common consent, the property of one certain writer, and who just as

boldly adapt this particular handling of an old theme to what they

are dishonest enough—"dishonest" is the only word that fits—to call

their own story. Writers and editors who observe things are still

trying to find out how a certain well-known producing company could

take the plot of a very well-known stage success—one that was
popular enough to be taken by a great composer as a theme for a

grand opera—and produce it as a picture, without even raising an

outcry on the part of the author of the drama in question. It was
done, and the company that made the picture has "gotten away with

it." But for a yeggman to escape the punishment due him is no

justification of safe-blowing; and it does not follow that you may
"steal" plots and put them to your own uses simply because one

firm takes a story, produces it in picture form without having obtained

the motion picture rights, and escapes without punishment and with
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very little criticism. Getting down to bed-rock on this subject, it

becomes a question of "When is a theft not a theft," the answer being,

"When what is stolen is altered in the stealing." You take a well-

known plot and change it, adding to it and taking away from it, and,

when you have quite finished with it, it is not the property of the

one to whom it originally belonged ; it is yours. But be sure and hide

your shells. Let the reader or the picture play spectator see what
you have done, not where you obtained the material to do it with.

Do you include a synopsis when submitting your script to an
editor? Yes, I know it sounds rather a foolish question, because
most of you do. But there are many, a great many, who do not.

Some of them, too, are writers who should know better than to omit
this supremely important part of the complete photoplay script. Let
us look at the proposition from the standpoint of the editor. Since

taking hold of the work here in the Edison studio, I have found that

on an average one script in every ten submitted lacks a synopsis.

In an average of five hundred scripts a week coming in to this office,

that means fifty stories which must be passed upon after a laborious

reading of the scenario. Now, I flatter myself that I have as much
patience as the average editor, but to read even one scenario straight

through, in an effort to "get" the plot of the story, is no small

bother, in the course of a day crowded with other duties. And I

may state frankly that when a script that has no synopsis with it is

also written in long-hand, badly punctuated and otherwise care-

lessly prepared, it frequently finds its way into the "rejection"

basket without having received more than a very superficial examina-
tion. When returning such scripts we usually enclose a printed slip

reading as follows: "We herewith return your scenario entitled

, which we are unable to consider until prefaced by a synop-
sis of the story (not employing more than one typewritten page in

length), setting forth clearly and concisely the essential points of the

plot. If you desire to resubmit the scenario in conformity with the

above stated requirements, we shall be glad to consider it." In most
cases those writers, earnest but inexperienced, who receive this slip

do send the story in again accompanied by as good a synopsis as

they are capable of turning out.

If there is one piece of advice which, more than any other, I

would give to aspiring photoplaywrights, it is this: Perfect your
knowledge of synopsis writing. Learn the general technique of the

photoplay, yes; but learn, first of all, to write a good, clear, com-
prehensive and thoroughly interesting synopsis. I used to say that

a good synopsis was a script half sold; now I feel certain that, in

practically every editorial office, a good synopsis is a check written

out and waiting to be endorsed. Only a few years ago the literary

value of the synopsis was a very secondary consideration; now it is

of incalculable importance. In the first place, the editor should
never be compelled to guess at your meaning. Your plot—the story

—should be just as clearly outlined in your one-page synopsis as it is
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in the full number of scenes making up your scenario. Take the
synopses of the various releases published every week in the Moving
Picture World. They may not all be ideal synopses, but a great

many ideal synopses are to be found there. Study them all. Pick
out the ones that you consider the best and take them as models.
And practice, practice, practice, even though you write a dozen
synopses of a single story and then throw them away. Second only
to having a good plot is to have the ability to outline that plot

briefly, clearly, and interestingly in synopsis form. And you need
hardly expect to get the interested attention of the photoplay editor

until you are able to do so.

I talked this afternoon with one of the men who made up the

"big three" of melodramatic authors a few years ago. His plays

have been shown to capacity houses in every theatre in the United
States where melodrama was ever presented. And he told the truth

in the plainest possible manner when he confessed that he and his

brother writers of the lurid drama were themselves responsible for

the death of the goose that laid the golden egg. Fortunes were made
in melodramatic production. Serious plays of today and of that day
either made good and enjoyed long runs or were quickly withdrawn
and sent to the store-house. But as long as the institution of melo-

drama lived in the theatre, it invariably prospered. A few thousand
dollars was sufficient to start a "good" melodrama out on the road,

and it traveled from coast to coast, throughout this country and
Canada, piling up the profits for author and producer. But the melo-

drama depended for its success upon the number of "thrills" which
it offered. Its story was, in the majority of cases, decidedly neg-

ligible. "Knock 'em down and drag 'em out" was the keynote of

the action. And as a result, as this writer said, the inevitable hap-

pened. When melodrama died, its death was not lingering; rather

it was comparatively swift. And then came the photoplay, and with

it the consistent plot, the logical and "probable" story. Today we
have the melodramatic flavor in a great many pictures; but the

story must be there or the picture is a failure. Leaving aside the

rulings of the national and local censors, the buzz-saw, burning

tenement, and explosion incidents alone will not carry a photoplay

to success. It must have a story, and a good story; and if once in a

while a photoplay with a trashy and inconsistent plot is shown on

the screen, it simply means that the company which produced it is

placed one step lower on the ladder of successful production. So

think first of your story, letting the big "thrills" be incidental and

not the sole excuse for the play's existence. The melodrama "fans"

of a few years ago still attend the theatre, but most of them have

learned to know a story when they see it.

Why do so many fiction magazines hold to the policy of printing

an editorial "outline" if that is the word to use of a story ahead of

the story itself? Once in a while the reader's enjoyment of a story

will be completely spoiled by having first read this preliminary out-

line of the plot. I had a letter a week or so ago from a lady who said
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that it was unnecessary for her to read the story itself, in a certain

popular monthly which she mentioned, after having read the pre-

liminary outline written by the editor. I know another writer who
reads the story, after having read the editorial synopsis for it amounts
almost to that, in many cases—only to get the details of the plot

and to become acquainted with the author's " style," the interest in

the story as a story having been killed by the editorial paragraph.
The intention of the editor, of course, is to awaken an interest in the

stories in his magazine, but the result of these paragraphs, in many
cases, has been to spoil the story for the reader. This .is criticism,

but I trust that it is helpful criticism, and I do not mind saying that

it touches Cosmopolitan, Hearst's, Black Cat, and, occasionally,

McClure's and the, Street and Smith publications. It is a primary
rule in selecting titles for photoplays or stories that you should not
choose a title that tends to "give away" the plot. If this is a good
rule to follow, it is certainly not a good policy to precede the story

with a paragraph which, to any person of average perception, is a
complete give-away of the main points of the tale itself.

Aristotle Said It

Mary Carolyn Davtes

Aristotle said it, long ago,

Aristotle said it, so it's so

—

Aristotle told us how a dramatist should hold us

And that is how our playwrights chance to know.

Aristotle spoke—we listen yet.

Aristotle all our fashions set.

All our rules dramatic he gave out in terms emphatic
And shook his finger once with "Don't forget!"

Still we've not forgot—for we've been good.
Still we've not forgot—I wish we could!

Still we hear him "Action, action, it's the prime attraction,"

And we shovel in the action—as we should.

Aristotle died awhile ago;

Aristotle's dead—but do you know
We resurrect him daily, and we hear him duly, gaily

Repeat from out the tomb his slogan low.

Aristotle said it—so it's true.

Still we give our worship as his due.

But, sometimes after hearing recent drama—though revering,

I wonder just how Aristotle knew?
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No questions can be answered by mail, nor can we supply names of players taking part in
certain pictures. Questions relating to the writing, sale, and production of photoplays and other
literary forms will be answered in this column, but readers are asked to make their letters brief
and to the point.

HENRY S.—Really, we do not know of any such organization as the
Scenario Author's League. There is the Photoplay Authors' League, of Los
Angeles, which is a splendid organization of Pacific Coast writers and editors.

But this other club, or league, or whatever it is, is unknown to us, though we are
willing to beg their pardon if we are merely behind the times, and if they are
"real people." Sorry we can't give you more information.

A SUBSCRIBER, PETALUMA, CAL.—Many of the rules that apply to
the writing of the legitimate drama are applicable to the photoplay; but the two
techniques are quite distinct, for all that. The terminology of the two forms of

writing differs greatly, also. Merely as a piece of advice, and not as a direct

answer to your inquiry, we would say: Learn everything you can about dramatic,
photoplay, and short-story technique. There are so many little things in con-
nection with each that bear upon the other forms. We will shortly publish a
new textbook on the technique of the (legitimate) drama, written by Charlton
Andrews. This is one of the most practical works on the subject of dramatic
construction that we have yet seen, and when it appears it should be read by all

students of the photoplay as well as would-be dramatic playwrights. But to
revert to your inquiry, while a photoplay may have fifty or even more scenes to

the single reel, a (modern) drama has only three or four, or occasionally five or
six. Most modern plays have as many scenes (meaning "settings," really,) as

they have acts, and the most important difference between the drama and the
photoplay is that while, in the stage play, many of the events bearing upon the
plot are merely described by the characters, in the photoplay everything touching
the plot in any way may be—and usually is—shown in action, with an odd point
or two "put across" by means of a leader or other insert, when a certain point
would not register plainly in mere pantomime.—You ask about The Green Book.
This is a very fine theatrical magazine, but it does not contain quite so much
matter of interest to the playwright as The Theatre, and the latter is no more
informative, in this respect, than the Dramatic Mirror. The one magazine
published exclusively for the writer of stage plays is The American Dramatist,

New York, edited by W. T. Price. It will pay you to get this magazine. From
now on, The Photoplay Author and Writer's Monthly will contain many
articles of interest to dramatic writers, both of full-length and one-act plays.

MRS. S. G. W.—If you must use a nom-de-plume, write it beneath the title,

on first synopsis page, putting only the proper name and address in upper left-

hand corner of sheet. But why use a nom-de-plume? Very, very few writers do
nowadays.—In inserting letters, news items, or any similar inserts, simply say:

"On Screen, letter-—," or whatever it may be. And follow the insert with the

direction, "Back to scene."

K. I. O.—Real music publishers pay real song writers one-half of a cent on
phonograph records. This should convince you that no popular publisher could

pay a writer seven and a half cents royalty and remain in business. Big depart-

ment stores as a rule buy direct from the publishers and pay five and six cents a

copy for ten-cent sheet music.

O. M. P.—Song writers occasionally refuse to accept statements and threaten

suit. One ingenious chap about to sue a firm married the bookkeeper just before

the suit was called, and the suit was called off.



Colonial Motion Picture Corporation, 18 East 41st Street, New York,
is in the market for one-reel farces—short cast—male lead—for its two series of

single reel comedies "Leave It To Your Uncle Dudley!" and "Artless Algy."
Uncle Dudley is an optimistic, kindly, goodhumored chap who is always

ready to try to get everybody out of trouble—including himself. His efforts

involve him in worse, more ludicrous, but always logical complications, from which
quick wit, clever juggling of situation or good kick may extricate him—or he may
be made to suffer amusing consequences. Xo story need relate to another—but
in all Dudley must be funny. Fast-playing farce, with quickly shifting situations

and snappy novel action, gradually heightening the fun to a surprise climax,
without vice, vulgarity or salacious suggestion. Dudley is single. He may be
in any line of business, iceman or millionaire, ambassador or, in fact, anything

—

in mental caliber something like the cartoon character "Happy Hooligan," but
resembling that character in no other way—our stories must be high-class, clever,

novel, strong, crammed with action and situation.

Algy is a rich man's son—his dad has spoiled him and now wants to make a
man of him—so he puts him into various lines of business. In each story Algy
does his best in that particular business—the complications should be farcical,

and full of opportunities for a genteel "simp" to put over good farcical situations.

He may get into dire straits and come out with flying colors or else start out well

and end up a "flivver."

The president of the Colonial, James D. Law, was once identified with the
moving picture industry as a scenario writer. In 1910, Carl Laemmle offered a
prize of $100 in gold for the best scenario submitted in order to stimulate Ameri-
can authors. In a competition that was open to all, the judges being selected

from both the Independent and Licensed ranks. Mr. Law captured the prize and
won his spurs as a scenario writer. His familiarity with the tribulations of "ye
scenario scribe" has therefore rendered him particularly sympathetic to all who
earn their livelihood via the manuscript route, and has caused him to organize a
scenario department which insures to them every courtesy and consideration.

In order to further insure to all scenario writers the utmost attention, he has
selected Mr. A. Van Buren Powell as editor of the Colonial's scenario de-

partment.

The literary wants of American Motherhood, Cooperstown, New York, at the
present time are rather limited. The editor is always glad to examine stories

which have the home or the welfare of the child for a theme. The adolescent

period is of particular interest, and she is especially glad to get experience articles

or letters from parents. If the letters confess failure, they are often more import-
ant than those telling of success, particularly if the failure has brought about
an awakening and reconstruction of family life. Stories should never be over
3,000 words in length and general articles preferably 2,500. Suggestive and
helpful articles regarding the care of the baby and small child are also wanted.
"Work and Play" department calls for letters from mothers which give their

experience in home-made playthings, articles for occupation or methods and
devices of entertaining and instructing small children. These letters are paid for

in subscriptions. Other material is paid for on publication. Manuscripts are

generally returned within a week, unless considered for acceptance; acceptances
are made within two weeks. Poetrv is seldom used.

Town Topics, 2 West 45th Street, New York is also prompt in returning

unused manuscript. The managing editor writes: "Town Topics is in the
market for fiction, preferably of a society character, and up to 3,000 words in

length. We also are always pleased to consider short verses and skits of a humor-
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ous or satirical nature, also jokes. We pay for stories at the rate of $10 a thou-
sand words and for verses at the rate of 25 cents a line. Our remittances are
generally made the middle of the month following publication."

The Camera, published at 212 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa., is offering $50
in four prizes for sharp and artistic photographs, mounted or unmounted; sub-
jects treating of Old Water Mills, Old Homesteads, Old Blacksmiths, and pictures
of sentimental buildings and rustic settings. Contest closes June 30, 1915.
Addresses "Old Fashion Competition," The Camera. The Camera very often
conducts monthly contests.

A few short poems from four to eight lines dealing with musical subjects
might be sent to The Music Publisher and Dealer, Room 1242, Aeolian Hall, 42nd
Street, New York.

Authors wishing detailed information about the very interesting contest now
being conducted by the Sunset Magazine, should write that magazine's "Ad
Contest Department, 460 Fourth Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.," to learn the
conditions upon which a cash prize of fifty dollars each month of the year 1915
will be awarded to any reader of that magazine. Last issue of the Sunset, the
"Exposition Opening" number, announced that there were two prize-winners,

because of two equally clever replies received. Each received cash for his effort,

and the letters were printed side by side. Inquiry by this magazine develops
the fact that "nothing technical, but simple statements attractively written,

telling how and why certain advertisements (choice by writer) impress the readers
of Sunset Magazine" will be considered worth fifty dollars each through the
present year.

The literary editor of the Woman's Home Companion writes, "Our chief

need now, as always, is short stories. These must not exceed six thousand words
in length, and stories much shorter than this always stand a better chance. There
is always a special demand for love stories. We also use serials, which may range
in length from two instalments to seven or eight, each instalment not exceeding
the limit for a short story. Of course in our household department we use all

sorts of practical material. We use very few photographs."

The editors of Farm and Home and the Orange Judd Weeklies, Springfield?

Mass., do not wish to encourage the submission of manuscripts except of really

worth while serial stories. We quote the following from a statement made to us

by the managing editor: "The ideal serial for our purpose is one of twenty thou-
sand to twenty-five thousand words. It should have plenty of action and not too
much philosophy or descriptive matter. Ordinarily it should have a wholesome
love story running through it unless it is purely one of adventure or one of a
detective character. Those of course, maintain the interest if well written. Worth
while serials are none too plentiful, but the supply of good short stories in our
experience is more than ample. Contributors should not overlook sending return

postage if they wish rejected manuscripts returned."

In the Delineator and other current magazines the Bon Ami Company in an
attractive advertisement is offering to the housewives of America $2,000 divided

into 116 prizes for the greatest number of practical uses, covering Bon Ami
Cake and Bon Ami Powder. Also five extra prizes of $50 each for the best an-

swers to the following questions: Which do you like better—Bon Ami Cake or

Bon Ami Powder and why? See the advertisements referred to for the rules of

the contest as the company declines to answer questions or to give out any addi-

tional information. The contest closes May 30, 1915. Lists of uses and answers
should be sent to The Bon Ami Company, 17 Battery Place, New York City,

Prize Offer Department.

The Advertising Department of the Victor Talking Machine Company
does not care for outside suggestions, and mutilates copy with a perforating

stamp—not merely the first page, but all the pages. Complaint brings an
apology, but no offer to recopy the manuscript.
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The editor of the St. Nicholas magazine, New York City, writes: "Stories
of exceptional merit intended particularly for girls of from 12 to 15 would be
sure to receive careful consideration. We have no regular rates of payment, as

remuneration varies according to the special merits of the manuscript, the need
of revision, etc. For the majority of accepted manuscripts our prices would
average about a cent a word, but this could not really be taken as a standard. As
a rule, payment is made on acceptance, but in many cases we postpone payment
until publication; and payments for serial stories are always deferred until the
beginning of the narrative in the magazine. The great majority of manuscripts
received in this office are decided upon within three weeks, (or, at the most, a
month), after the date of their receipt; but it frequently happens that contribu-
tions have to be laid aside, after the first reading, for further consideration, and
in such cases a longer time is required before rendering a report upon them."

Good love. stories are in particular demand by The American Magazine,
though they also want good stories of every other kind — mystery, humor, ad-
venture, etc., but they prefer to have the stories not exceed five thousand words.
Their prices vary a great deal—the price to an author increasing as they accept
more manuscripts from him and as he proves more valuable to them. They
have a minimum of a cent and a half a word. A decision is reached within two
weeks, unless it is something particularly interesting, and in cases of indecision
they try not to keep the author waiting more than three weeks. Typewritten
manuscripts are preferred. Address: Editor, American Magazine, New York
City.

Though the National Sportsman, Boston, Mass., is not in need of stories or
articles, it is always in the market for cover designs. The effect they want is

rather that of a poster. They judge covers according to the following qualifica-

tions:—1st—Attention Value, 50%; 2nd—Idea, 25%; 3rd—Artistic Excel-
lence, 25%.

The People's Popular Monthly, Des Moines, la., buys very little except
short stories. These are usually paid for on publication, prices running from
$15.00 to $30.00.

Mr. Charles Feleky, producing manager for The Orpheum Circuit of

Vaudeville Theatres, with offices in New York at 1565 Broadway, is glad to
receive and read every comedy and dramatic playlet that is of a high class of

interest of fun. By high class he does not intend to convey the impression that
he is in the market for "high-brow" playlets. The Orpheum Circuit main-
tains its producing department to secure the very best playlets that have a
wide popular appeal. Mr. Feleky makes it his business to read every manu-
script submitted to The Orpheum Circuit and is as eager to accept a good
manuscript as an author is to have it accepted. Acceptance by Mr. Feleky
guarantees the author the very best possible production of his playlet and assures
him that it will be played by competent artists in some of the very finest theatres
in this country.
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WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY
Everyone interested in Photoplay Writing should have a copy

of the new and standard work, "Writing the Photoplay,*' by J. Berg
Esenwein and Arthur Leeds. The following excerpts are typical
of the opinions expressed by leading photoplaywrights and editors
all over the country:

It is a careful and exact treatise handled intelligently, comprehensively and with authority.
It will be helpful to all students of photoplay and should find a place in all libraries on
technique. It is creditable in every way. —Epes Winthrop Sargent

This week and next my department in The Moving Picture News will contain compli-
ments for your Photoplay Correspondence Course and for the book. The book is the
best that has come to my attention. As author of the first text-book of any pretensions
placed on the market for photoplaywrights I desire to congratulate Messrs. Esenwein
and Leeds. —William Lord Wright

"Writing the Photoplay" is issued uniform with "Writing the
Short-Story," "The Art of Versification," and other volumes of
THE WRITER'S LIBRARY. IX + 374 pp. Illustrated. Postpaid
$2.12.

The Home Correspondence School

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

"The Photodrama: its piot, Dramatic
Construction, and Place in Literature"

BY HENRY ALBERT PHILLIPS
Introduction by J. Stuart Blackton

Vitagraph Company
Unlike any other book on the photoplay. It be-

gins where all others leave off. It meets the in-

quiry of the expert as well as the need of the ama-
teur. Contains nearly 200 pages of Practical In-

spiration. Handsomely bound in cloth. Orders
accepted in advance of publication, $i.<5°

Regular price $2.00 "Short Story Narration"
or" Plot 0/ the Story" [$1.20 each] by the same
author. Sent on approval.

STANHOPE-DODGE, Pub. 4 PM, Larchmont, N.Y.

Any book touching literary effort. Sendfor list

THE WRITER (Boston), a monthly
magazine to interest and help all

literary workers, established in

1887, continues its work for the
benefit of writers. It prints each
month practical articles on author-
ship and kindred subjects, together
with helpful literary news—infor-

mation about new magazines,
changes in the publishing world,
prize offers for manuscripts, new
books on literary topics, etc.,—and
a full reference list of literary articles

in current periodicals. The price is

ten cents a copy, or one dollar a
year. Address: THE WRITER,
P. O. Box 1905, Boston, Mass.

You are at Home
the World over if you know

ESPERANTO
the easy, international language

Subscribe to AMERIKA ESPER-
ANTISTO for one year, $1.00 and

receive 318 page text-book free.

THE AMERICAN
ESPERANTIST CO., Inc.

WEST NEWTON, MASS.

SONG LYRICS AND
MELODIES

Why try to market a lyric or a
melody that possesses no commercial
value? Why become a victim to the
honeyed words of the song shark?
A good song by a beginner may not

bring a fortune in royalties, but if

properly marketed it will bring some
financial returns and afford the tyro a
start.

The Writer's Monthly for a small
fee will examine your lyric or song, give

you a frank and detailed criticism on it,

tell you whether it has any commercial
and poetical value, and give you a list

of publishers most likely to purchase
it-

Should the song contain sufficient

merit, our Song Department will

market same for you on a 10% com-
mission basis, provided you are willing

to sell your work outright.
Reading fee for separate lyric . 1.50

Reading fee for a complete song. 2.50
Address:

Song Dept., Writer's Monthly
Springfield, Mass.

(Return postage should accompany all

manuscripts)

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers



THIS IS THE TRUTH
ABOUT PHOTOPLAY WRITING

"If it be true that no amount of labor and study

will make a fiction writer out of one who lacks the

fundamental gift, it is equally certain that no
amount of instruction will enable you to write sal-

able photoplays if you lack a natural aptitude for

the work."

The foregoing is the opening paragraph in

the Lesson Syllabus supplied with the course

in Photoplay Writing offered by The Home
Correspondence School, and taught by

Mr. Poweii
a.. Van Buren Powell, Photoplay Editor the

Colonial Motion Picture Corporation. It tells the plain

truth and nothing more, and it reflects the spirit that has gov-
erned this institution in selecting the pupils for its Photoplay
Course. We have no hesitation in confessing our utter inability

to teach those who are without " the fundamental gift" of imag-
ination and the ability to think logically and work hard for suc-

cess. But if you have it in you to write at all, we can assuredly

help you. Our Photoplay Writing Course was positively the first

to receive the endorsement of the different photoplay editors and
critics. Over a year ago, Mr. Epes Winthrop Sargent, photoplay
expert of The Moving Picture World, made the following state-

ment in his department of that widely-read periodical:

"It is evident that there is a demand for course instruction in photo-
play writing, and we welcome the advent into the field of Arthur Leeds,
who has taken up the photoplay writing department of The Home Corres-
pondence School. We have already commented upon Mr. Leeds' and
Dr. Esenwein's book, which is to be used as the basis for the course. We
are now in possession of the lesson syllabus, laying out the book into

lessons. The greater value of the course, we think, will come from Mr.
Leeds' -personal instruction and, so far as we know, Mr. Leeds is the first

fully qualified writer to engage in course instruction by mail. He is not
only able to write scripts that sell, but he is able to communicate his

knowledge to others, which is a more important consideration. Still more
than that, Mr. Leeds is earnest and honest and we have his assurance that
the incompetent will not be encouraged to believe that they will win
fortunes, and that the manifestly unfit will not be enrolled as pupils."

Mr. Leeds, himself a pupil of Dr. Esenwein in our Short-Story
Course, has been obliged to give up the teaching of our Photoplay Course to
accept the position of Photoplay Editor for the Edison Company but he
retains a very friendly and sincere interest in the course and in our School.
Mr. Powell, who succeeds him, is highly recommended by Mr. Sargent
and other photoplay experts as probably the best man to take his place.

No course and no book of instruction can cause good, salable

plot ideas to fly into the writer's brain when he chooses to call

them, but in this course he is trained to see and recognize "plot
germs" in the things that are constantly happening around him,
and he is taught to apply the correct rules of photoplay tech-

nique in working the "germ" up into a strong, salable photoplay.

250-page Catalog Free, Address
THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL Dept. 135 Springfield, Mass.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.



Short-Story Writing
A COURSE of forty lessons in the history, form

truoture, and writing of the Short-Story taught by
Dr. J. Berg Esenwein, formerly Editor of
Lippincott's Magazine.

Story-writers must be made as well as born; they
must master the details of construction if they would
turn their talents to account.

May we send you the names of students and gradu-
ates who have succeeded? And the succest their letters

prove is practical. It means recognition, accepted
manuscripts and checks from editors

One student, before completing the les-

sons, received over $1000 for manuscripts
sold to Woman's Home Companion,
Pictorial Review, McCalVs, and other
leading magazines.

Dr. Esenwein
We also offer courses in Photoplay Writing, Poetry

and Verse Writing, Journalism; in all over One Hundred Home Study Courses, many of

them under professors in Harvard, Brown, Cornell, and other leading colleges.

250-Page Catalog Free. Please Address

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL,
Department 78, Springfield, Mass.
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ATNew Thought?

ELBERT HUB-
BARD says,
"New Thought
is not canned
thought." ELIZA-
BETH TOWNE
say s ,

" New
Thought is old
thought Bur-
banked." ELLA
WHEELER WIL-
COX gives her
opinion in the
booklet, "What
I Know About
New Thought."

ForlOcts.Sn
1

get the above
booklet, and three

months' trial subscription to NAUTILUS,
leading magazine of the New Thought and
Mental Healing movement. Edwin Mark-
ham, William Walker Atkinson, Orison
Swett Marden, Edward B. Warman, A.M.,
Horatio W. Dresser and many others are
regular contributors. Elizabeth Towne is

editor. Send NOW and we will include
the booklet, "How To Get What You
Want."

Ella Wheeler Wilcox

The Elizabeth Towne Co-, Dept.

Holyoke, Mass.

860

OUR SCRIPT
CRITICISM SERVICE
Up till now our charge for giving an

expert criticism on any and all scripts,

regardless of length, has been two dol-
lars. In announcing a change we do not
do so because others are charging more,
but because we find it absolutely neces-
sary in view of the increased number of
multiple-reel scripts which are being
sent in for criticism. In the future
therefore, our charge for this service will

be TWO DOLLARS FOR THE FIRST
REEL AND ONE DOLLAR FOR
EACH ADDITIONAL REEL. Writers
will continue to receive the very best
and most careful criticisms and sugges-
tions that Mr. Powell can give them.
We reserve the right to return any

script that we deem absolutely un-
worthy of criticism, making a charge of

one dollar for reading the script and
giving the writer an expert opinion of

the script's merits and short-comings.
Such a letter will equal the "criticism"
given by many who offer such service,

the only difference between this and our
full criticism service being that Mr.
Powell will not examine and comment
upon each and every scene in detail.

{Fees do not include return postage which
should always accompany manuscripts).

The Photoplay Author

Springfield, Mass.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.





REAL HELPS FORWRITERS
The seven volumes listed below are issued in uniform size and style, printed on

superior antique book paper, and handsomely and durably bound in cloth, with letter-
ing in gold and gilt top. Together they constitute the most helpful series of authorita-
tive working handbooks for the writer's desk. 12 mo., postpaid at prices quoted.

THE ART OF STORY WRITING Esenwein and Chambers. Dr. Esenwein's latest
work on Story Writing. A direct and effective guide to actual fictional narration. The
chapter on plot alone is worth the price of the book to any writer, xi -+- 211 pp. $1.35

WRITING THE SHORT-STORY Esenwein. The standard textbook on the technique
of the Short-Story. Widely used in colleges and universities. A complete course includ-
ing theory, models and practice exercises in actual writing, xiv + 441 pp. $1.25.

STUDYING THE SHORT-STORY. Esenwein. A companion book to Writing the
Short-Story. Sixteen short-story masterpieces, with methods for analysis. No writer
and no lover of good stories can afford to miss this well-spread feast, xxxii + 438 pp.
$1.25.

THE TECHNIQUE OF THE MYSTERY STORY. Carolyn Wells. With introduction
by Dr. Esenwein. A complete exposition of the mystery story form. A book that stimu-
lates insight into the methods of successful writers of plotted stories and at the same
time cultivates fertility in the mind of the reader, ix + 336 pp. $1.62.

WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY. Esenwein and Leeds. The standard textbook on
ohotoplay construction. Recently reported by the New York City Public Library as the
book second in demand, outside of fiction, ix + 374 pp. Illustrated. $2.12.

THE ART OF VERSIFICATION. Esenwein and Roberts. A practical working hand-
book of the principles of poetry and the structure of verse forms, xii + 310 pp. $1.62.

THE ART OF PUBLIC SPEAKING. Esenwein and Carnagey. An inspirational
working handbook of instruction for all who would be efficient public speakers. A book
with a "punch" on every page. xi + 512 pp. $1.75.

If on inspection a book is found undesirable and it is returned within ten days, the pur-
chase price, less postage, will be refunded.

THE WRITER'S MONTHLY, Springfield, Mass.

A Well-Known Writer says:

"Webster's New International

is a marvel of completeness. It is an indispensable

feature of the library of every man who either reads

or writes. There is no matter of land, sea or sky that

does not come within its purview and every topic is

handled by a master/

'

400,000 Vocabulary Terms. New Gazetteer
12,000 Biographical Entries. 2700 Pages.
Over 6000 Illustrations. Colored Plates

Regular Edition. Printed on strong book
paper of the highest quality.

India-Paper Edition. Only half as thick,

only half as heavy as the Regular Edition.

Printed on thin, strong, opaque, India paper.

More Scholarly, Accurate, convenient, and Au-
thoritative than any other English Dictionary.
Critical Comparison with all other dictionaries

is invited.
WRITE for specimen pages.

G. & c. merriam CO., Springfield, Mass.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when answering advertisers.
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THIS IS THE TRUTH
ABOUT PHOTOPLAY WRITING

"If it be true that no amount of labor and study-

will make a fiction writer out of one who lacks the

fundamental gift, it is equally certain that no
amount of instruction will enable you to write sal-

able photoplays if you lack a natural aptitude for

the work."

The foregoing is the opening paragraph in

the Lesson Syllabus supplied with the course
in Photoplay Writing offered by The Home
Correspondence School, and taught by

Mr. Poweii a. Van Buren Powell, Photoplay Editor the
Colonial Motion Picture Corporation. It tells the plain

truth and nothing more, and it reflects the spirit that has gov-
erned this institution in selecting the pupils for its Photoplay
Course. We have no hesitation in confessing our utter inability

to teach those who are without " the fundamental gift" of imag-
ination and the ability to think logically and work hard for suc-

cess. But if you have it in you to write at all, we can assuredly
help you. Our Photoplay Writing Course was positively the first

to receive the endorsement of the different photoplay editors and
critics. Over a year ago, Mr. Epes Winthrop Sargent, photoplay
expert of The Moving Picture World, made the following state-

ment in his department of that widely-read periodical:

"It is evident that there is a demand for course instruction in photo-
play writing, and we welcome the advent into the field of Arthur Leeds,
who has taken up the photoplay writing department of The Home Corres-
pondence School. We have already commented upon Mr. Leeds' and
Dr. Esenwein's book, which is to be used as the basis for the course. We
are now in possession of the lesson syllabus, laying out the book into

lessons. The greater value of the course, we think, will come from Mr.
Leeds' personal instruction and, so far as we know, Mr. Leeds is the first

fully qualified writer to engage in course instruction by mail. He is not
only able to write scripts that sell, but he is able to communicate his

knowledge to others, which is a more important consideration. Still more
than that, Mr. Leeds is earnest and honest and we have his assurance that
the incompetent will not be encouraged to believe that they will win
fortunes, and that the manifestly unfit will not be enrolled as pupils."

Mr. Leeds, himself a pupil of Dr. Esenwein in our Short-Story
Course, has been obliged to give up the teaching of our Photoplay Course to

accept the position of Photoplay Editor for the Edison Company but he
retains a very friendly and sincere interest in the course and in our School.

Mr. Powell, who succeeds him, is highly recommended by Mr. Sargent
and other photoplay experts as probably the best man to take his place.

No course and no book of instruction can cause good, salable

plot ideas to fly into the writer's brain when he chooses to call

them, but in this course he is trained to see and recognize "plot

germs" in the things that are constantly happening around him,

and he is taught to apply the correct rules of photoplay tech-

nique in working the "germ" up into a strong, salable photoplay.

250-page Catalog Free, Address

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL Dept. 135 Springfield, Mass.
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Joy-Bringing Stories

By Mary Davoren Chambers

A man whose business it is to watch the ups and downs of the
manuscript market, lately remarked: "Most editors are looking, at

the present time, for humorous stories or love stories which will be
a contrast to the war material that has been published."

This is merely a phase of the eternal truth, which persists

alike through war and peace, that most readers prefer joy-bringing
stories. Of these there are at least three kinds: First, the stories

that deal with happy, healthy, fun-loving people, whose very mis-
adventures are mirthful, such as "Tish's Spy," by Mary Roberts
Rinehart, in the Saturday Evening Post for February 20, 1915, or
" Tinsel Toes," by Eleanor Hallowell Abbott, in the Metropolitan
Magazine for December, 1914. This kind of purely humorous,
sparkling stor}r

, where we smile and smile from beginning to end,
untroubled by any apprehension of danger or distress to the actors,

is difficult to handle for any but a master-craftsman, for the element
of contrast has to be introduced by bringing together the subtle
elements of naiveness and sophistication, mutual misunderstandings,
etc., rather than the sharper contrasts of joy and sorrow.

The second kind of joy-bringing story takes us through disap-

pointments and difficulties that we are terribly afraid can never be
dispelled, until in the end the clouds break, the sun shines, and
everything comes out beautifully. So common are stories of this

class that what our cousins the French call embarrassment of riches

makes it difficult to choose examples. From "The Miracle," by
Thomas Crawford Galbreath, in the American Magazine for Feb-
ruary, 1915, or "Every Mother," by Mabel Dill in the Woman's
Home Companion for the same month, to "The Strange Boarder,"
by Will Payne, concluded in the Saturday Evening Post for March
27, 1915, the magazines are full of them, and ever were and ever
will be, and fortunately everyone who has the story-tellers' gift can
add to their number.

The third class of joy-bringing stories deal with the deeper joy
that is independent of adversity, and that can be seen and portrayed
only by writers who have glimpsed " things-in-themselves " through
the veil of "things-as-they-seem." Perhaps an example of how this

was not done will make clearer how it might be done.
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In the well-known story of "The Diamond Necklace," by Mau-
passant, he leaves us with the impression that all the labor of the
man and the woman has been labor in vain, and that the ten years
of fidelity to their ideal have brought to this pair no vision, no per-

ception of true values, no burning out of the dross. With a few
words he could so easily have given an impression of the late-won
relief, the peace attendant on the growth of new ideals that had
sprung up during the years of struggle and blossomed in mutual
love and understanding. For he has shown us the splendid honesty
of both the man and the woman—their unquestioning assumption
of obligation, without even a temptation to shirk. He has shown
us the fine fibre of the husband in not reproaching his wife—the
uncomplaining patience of the wife in assuming hard, degrading toil

—and the unconsciousness of both of their own heroism. It is im-
possible that such people should not win the reward of enrichment
of soul. But to this he has shown the blindness of the mere realist

—

who must necessarily be a pessimist. The realist who is also an idealist

must be able to see beyond the permanent to the impermanent; he
must be able to see not only the clouds but the sky behind the clouds.

It is delightful to see lately, in response to the incorrigible de-

mand of readers for joy—which is an expression of their faith that

it is somehow always present—the writers who choose themes dealing

with affliction and disappointment, often take us away down deep,

beyond the transitory shadows, and show us the underlying good-
ness of life that transcends all grief, abides through every sorrow,

and dominates all seeming evil. Such a story is "The Triumph,"
by Sidney Carter, in the Woman's Home Companion for March,
1915. Almost until the end the reader keeps hoping that somehow
or other David Hamlin will be found to have won that election.

He does not, but in the end neither he nor we care a rush whether
he has won or lost, for his deep-down treasure, which was there all

the time, has been dug up for us.

To write this kind of story there is needed a kind of anointed

vision, and experience of life, and the goodness thereof which has

been won out of knowledge of both its dark places and its light.

The Single View-Point

By Mary Eleanor Roberts

When you write a story, keep the single view-point.

You will in all probability write your first narrative in the first

person. You will relate something which you say has happened to

yourself, or which you declare was told you by a man in a railway

train, or by a half-breed woman on the Mexican border. Why do

you instinctively cling to the first person in telling a story? Why
does this device seem like a raft on the stormy sea of words and of

ideas? Because, unconsciously to yourself, it helps you to maintain
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the single view-point. Because so only, does your narrative achieve

perspective and coherence.

But you cannot always use the first person. You perceive dimly
that if you have a story to tell, the telling of it is your justification,

and that you need not apologize by saying that it was told you by
a sheep-herder on an Arizona plain. Presumably readers will buy
the magazine because you have a story to tell. Therefore your duty
is to get busy and to tell it. Why waste words in explaining how
you came to do so?

Ah! now comes your difficulty. You write your story— the

incidents are all there but the narrative wobbles. Like a badly
drawn figure, it will not stand on its feet. What is the matter?
You have lost the single point of view. How can you regain it?

Take your stand with one of your characters. See everything through
his or her eyes. It may be a minor character. That does not matter.

Your incidents will fall into place ; will keep their right proportions

;

your story will have unity. You will find yourself achieving an
artistic whole, instead of merely relating a string of events.

Harpers' Magazine has been running a series of boy stories by
Howard Brubaker. The principal character is a boy of eight. The
great excellence of the stories lies in the consistency of the point of

view. They are told in the third person, but everything is seen

through the boy's eyes. " Mother," we are told, " indulges her un-
accountable passion for mending." We see the tired mother, but
only as seen by the boy who does not know that she is tired. Again
we are told, " Praise from the teacher was by no means a straight

road to popularity—in fact it often gave rise to a very objectionable

epithet." The narrative is not told in the boy's words, but from the

boy's point of view.

Letters to Young Authors
By J. Berg Esenwein

Author of "Writing the Short-Story," etc., etc.

FIFTH LETTER
My dear Friend:—

Your story has offered me a step by which I could most easily

mount my favorite hobby, so now, you are almost in duty bound to

watch me ride!

Why in the world did you put into your story all that descrip-

tive material concerning The Grand Canyon? True, as a piece of

description it is extremely well done; I could quite see the colors,

sense the awe-full distances, and feel myself sliding down the burro's

neck as he took his unguided way down the Hermit Trail. But the

short-story is not the place for such material—it belongs in the novel, if

not in the travelogue or the guide book. The Santa Fe Railroad should
pay you well for material so good as that, but what the editor meant
by allowing you to drag it into your story by the nape I cannot surmise.
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I think I hear you murmur something about " local color." The
retort is not adequate, if you will allow me. In the short-story we
have no space for anything—how brilliant soever it may be in itself

—

that does not either advance the story or add to our understanding
of the characters and what they are doing. Atmosphere is not a
thing apart that one may put in a story like scenery in an amateur
theatrical. It is a medium through which we see the characters doing
or being those things—and those things only—that are essential to

the story. Instead of artistically using the Canyon as atmosphere
and its scenic grandeurs as background against which your characters

worked out your plot, you simply brought your people there and
palpably used them and your story as excuses for expressing yourself

on the natural wonders of the place. I venture to say that you have
not only spoiled a good article for an illustrated periodical, but have
weakened your story to such an extent that your judicious admirers
will grieve. Severe? Well, you asked me to be frank.

I suppose that this lapse seems all the more surprising to me since

I remember another story of yours, published about two years ago,

in which you doubtless had much the same initial motive—that of

feeling the intense stir of a romantic and vivid setting and seeking

for a story to bring it out. In that instance you succeeded because
your story—the Indian brave's superstitious dread of the haunted
Yosemite valley—was a real part of the scene you depicted. The
result was most happy, for each line that would otherwise have been
called description was actually necessary to the unfolding of the plot.

I have always thought of that story with pleasure.

Might you not have done equally well with the Grand Canyon
motive by using a story that was vitally of the Canyon, instead of

bringing your tourists there and using their eyes through which to

make your readers see its marvels?
The Williamsons have several times used your plan delightfully

in their novels and so have others, both before and since, but the trick

has never been done with success in the short-story except where the

story actually demanded that particular setting. Dogmatic,but true.

If there is one thing above another that will mar the unified force

and beauty of short fiction it is the introduction of stuff that does not

belong. A prohibitionist might feel at home in a brewers' convention,

but extraneous matter can never look comfortable in a short-story.

It requires some courage to use the knife on such parasite

growths, for the very fact that they have been allowed—and even
encouraged—to flourish in the story is proof enough that their per-

petrator loved them as blindly as he did fondly; but, if he values the

health of the story he is telling, he simply must resort to surgery.

Everything to its own place is a judgment decree that the writer had
better utter for himself; if he does not, sooner or later it will be

entered for him by that grim old judge, Honorable Public, as the

inimitable Togo might say.

What is that old Word of Wisdom about the wounds made by
a friend being faithful?

With all good wishes, Yours cordially,

Karl von Kraft.
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XXIV. Carnagey, from Missouri

By Homer Croy

Redfield, North Dakota, has a home for the feeble-minded near
the railroad station.

A few years ago a young man with a mop of hair was waiting at

the station for his train. Having learned the value of time he began
husbanding it by going out into the middle of the road and as he
walked slowly up and down repeating for practice the old classic,

''To.be or not to be"—determining whether or not to end the flings

of outrageous fortune, with all the posturing and waving of hands
that any actor could wish for.

Presently two heads appeared and watched the young man who
was having such a Delsartian struggle with the bare bodkin question.

It did not take them long to make up their minds : no person who had
a proper grasp of himself would walk up and down a road in the sun
waving his hands and talking so earnestly to the unappreciative
ether. Something was loose somewhere, so they darted back to the

telephone and in a few minutes two panting officers rushed up and,

seizing the young Hamlet, started to lead him toward a gate in a high
iron fence guarded by a determined-looking man in uniform.

"What's the matter?" gasped the young monologist, feeling

that all was not right with the world.

"We know you—they've been bringing you here and you've got

away. Be careful, George, that he doesn't get violent. Young man,
this is the state asylum for the feeble minded."

"But I'm not feeble minded—I'm an actor."

"They all imagine they're something that way," remarked
George grimly, pushing him inside.

To the Superintendent the young man explained that while he
was waiting for the train he was practicing his throat. Just as the
train came in they let him go, not quite certain but what they were
making a mistake. All you've got to do today to bring a deep, crim-

son blush to the brow of one of the best public speakers in the land
is to say "Redfield" to Dale Carnagey.

Public speaking has always been Carnagey's hobby. Before he
rose to be an actor he was a drummer for a packing house, sleeping

in frontier hotels and riding in cabooses; but even though he had to

sell bacon for a living he never took his eye off the oratorical goal.

He never lost a minute. That is one of the remarkable things about
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this man Carnagey; he always has something in his hands. Coming
into a town in Dakota with his sample case of canned meats he
would be up on top of a box car practicing "The Declaration of

Independence," "Knee Deep in June," "The Barefoot Boy,"

—

anything, from the heaviest to the lightest. Demosthenes had a
pretty easy time of it, down by the seashore with the well-known
pebbles in his mouth, in comparison with Dale Carnagey up on top
of a box car talking against all the noise and rattle of a busy freight,

and the coyote yelping through the canyons.

As soon as he had saved up enough pork money, he went to

college, paying his expenses by tutoring in public speaking and
drilling ambitious actors. With his diploma safely on his mother's
parlor wall in Missouri, Carnagey came to New York and entered
the Academy of Dramatic Arts—which has produced such fine

Thespians as Jane Cowl, Grace George, and Margaret Anglin. Here
he studied acting, stage presence and public speaking, until oppor-
tunity offered to go on the stage. Then a real actor he became,
touring the country to packed houses. But still he had not found
just what he wanted. He wanted to be the whole show himself; he
did not want to speak somebody else's lines.

While the other members of the cast were playing fan-tan,

Carnagey was in his dressing room haranguing imaginary audiences.

He was preparing himself for something bigger, he had not yet

hitched his wagon to the right star. At last the opportunity came
for him to go out as a public speaker and trainer of people who wished
to speak successfully in public.

Although still a young man, Mr. Carnagey has risen rapidly

until he now divides his time between teaching public speaking and
writing for the magazines. He is instructor in Public Speaking in

the Y. M. C. A.'s of New York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Wilmington
and Baltimore. A few weeks ago I attended a banquet given in his

honor at the University Club, Brooklyn, where men of note from
many walks of life gathered to do him honor—novelists, war cor-

respondents, capitalists and actors. I heard a dozen speeches

eulogizing him by bankers, sales managers and Wall Street operators,

all testifying to the great help and inspiration Dale Carnagey had
been to them. It was enough to turn any young man's head, but
there he sat, looking as if he were not worthy of the great honor being

paid him.

To his unique studio in Carnegie Hall, New York, filled with

rare pictures and vases gathered in different parts of the world, come
many people whose names are in the newspapers, to be instructed in

public speaking. Dale Carnagey helps them write their speeches,

and then drills them in delivery until they have the poise and self-

confidence to go before an audience. Some of them are society

women, some public men in whose honor banquets are to be given,

and some are notable club folk. Mr. Carnagey wrote one of the

speeches delivered at The Hague Conference.

When The Home Correspondence School decided to put on a

course in public speaking, they considered a number of the most
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prominent public speaking instructors in the leading colleges. Mr.
Carnagey was chosen because of his original views and broad grasp
of the subject. His ideas were not all gleaned from text books. He
has long been on the firing line and has developed unusual skill not
only in controlling audiences but in the construction of speeches.

I cannot think of a better tribute to Carnagey's skill as a handler
of English than an incident I heard of last winter. One of the largest

functions of the year was to be held at Hotel Astor. The organiza-

tion behind it wanted Woodrow Wilson as a speaker. Some of the
most prominent attorneys in New York were on the committee sent

to interview him. They wanted a letter written that would persuade
the President. Several of them tried their hands at it—but no one
could do it quite effectively—with power. " Let's get Carnagey to

write it," one suggested; so they went outside of their organization

and employed Carnagey. "I'll come," said the President when he
read it—however, conflicting dates afterwards prevented him. But
you can't blame Carnagey for that.

In winter Mr. Carnagey lives near the Hudson River in New
York, in an apartment filled with many curios that he has gathered
in his travels. His apartment is alive with rare birds—birds collected

from Panama to the Himalayas. It is an unusual sensation to have
his man—bearing the picturesque name of Vollmer—usher you into

this winter home and, while the snow is drifting outside, be greeted

by the song of tropical birds.

Vollmer, filled with the contagious enthusiasm that emanates
from Mr. Carnagey, has set himself out to master some one subject.

He chose rugs as his hobby, with the result that he is now an excellent

judge of rare textures and patterns. His ability in that line has
enabled Mr. Carnagey to carpet his winter apartment with fascinat-

ing designs.

In the summer Mr. Carnagey travels, taking his work with him.

His book, "The Art of Public Speaking," is a characteristic example
of how his writing is done. The book was begun in New York; the

first part was written at Atlantic City, one chapter on a cattle ranch
in Wyoming, another above the timber line in Colorado, part while

fishing in Oregon, while the book was completed on Hudson Bay.

There are two things that impress one on meeting Mr. Carnagey

:

One is his earnestness and sincerity, and the other is his valuation of

time. With Emerson, he believes that fifteen minutes a day spent

on any one subject will make you a master of it. He is now learning

Spanish, choosing that language because he considers it the most
beautiful language in the world, with the most pleasing vowel com-
binations. But at first his time was so taken that he could not find

a place to squeeze in Spanish. Then he remembered that he had
nothing to fill his mind while shaving in the morning, so he arranged

a paper clasp on the wall to hold open a text book, and is now fast

mastering that language. So you see it is a blessing to have to

shave.

Two minutes' conversation with Mr. Carnagey stamps one with
his sincerity. Before his desk in his tapestried studio in Carnegie
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Hall is a framed quotation from Carlyle that has been his guide
through life. I copied it down, for it is a key to his character:

No Mirabeau, Napoleon, Burns, Cromwell, no man
adequate to do anything but is first right earnest about it

—

what I call a sincere man. I should say sincerity, a great,

deep genuine sincerity, is the first characteristic of a man in

any way heroic. Not the sincerity that calls itself sincere.

Ah, no, that is a very poor matter indeed—a shallow, brag-
gart, conscious sincerity, oftenest self-conceit, mainly. The
great man's sincerity is a kind that he can not speak of, is

not conscious of.

You can no more than rub up against Dale Carnagey before you
are conscious of this sincerity. It is shown in the teaching of his

correspondence course in public speaking. No difference how far

away his student may be, Mr. Carnagey gives him his own undivided
attention, never turning the papers over to an assistant.

To meet Dale Carnagey and to know that he has risen in a few
years from a humble farm boy, patiently following a John Deere and
a one-eyed mule, to his present position as a leader of public speaking
in the United States, is an incentive to any one who longs for some-
thing better. Even as he followed his plow he studied, carrying with
him his Emerson and his Shakespeare, practicing his speeches as he
rode one of the mules in from work in the evening.

It was his life in the open when a boy that gave him his great

love of nature which is responsible for the birds. Much of his time
he spends mocking their cries in order to practice his voice, talking

with them, playing with them, cajoling them—his only children.

As I said good-bye to Carnagey, I could not help thinking what
a surprise it would be to the two Redfield women who had thought
him demented, if they could step into his charming abode and see

him there! I could not help wishing I could hear their gasp of

astonishment as Vollmer gravely bowed them to a seat in the song-

filled reception room while he went to call the man who once prac-

ticed "To be or not to be" on the street in front of their village home.

Well Rubbed In

The Aspiring Amateur was laying away the manuscript of an
article on "Spring and Summer Hats," which had been returned to

her from The Sheffield Gazette: "Good but unavailable for seasonable

publication." A copy of the Gazette lay upon her desk, dated May
11, 1915. On the back page was a paragraph underneath black-

typed capitals, "To Treat Frost Bites!"

C. C. H.



The Language of Poetry

By J. Berg Esenwein

The spoken word in poetry has for its direct symbol the printed word.
What is true of the one will, therefore, presumably be true of the other. And
this is so. Language as uttered sounds does not of itself make poetry any more
than the words on the printed page make poetry. Language is the accepted
medium of expression for poetry, just as marble is for sculpture, or pigments
and canvas are for painting; and without language, it is safe in general to say
there could be no poetry.—H. R. Fairchild, The Making of Poetry.

Lest we begin by accepting the false notion that the function of

words in poetry is confined to their meanings, let us at once assert

the contrary. Verbal sounds, both apart from and combined with
the sense, are most important factors in poetical and rhythmical
expression. Just now, however, we must examine words especially

with their meanings in mind, casting only a passing glance at their

sounds apart from their intellectual content.

Poe asserted that words were sufficient to express any idea, and
in this he was supported by distinguished authorities. But surely

there are thoughts beyond the power of any words even to connote

—

imaginings which picture "the light that never was, on sea or land,"

the tree "which bare twelve manner of fruits," golden streets which
yet are crystal clear. True, such extra-natural conceptions seem to

be hazy and unformed, but that is doubtless because the minds which
envisioned them could not find words to set forth the complete con-

cepts—language has not yet found wherewithal to embody thoughts
which are beyond the dimensions of our everyday lives.

Nevertheless, the poet is confined to the use of words as a

medium for his message, and when the three-fold power of collocated

words is found at its highest, that is, when meaning, sound, and
movement are balanced and blended, we have a well-nigh perfect

instrument of expression.

1 . The Choice of Words

Does the vocabulary of the poet differ from that of the prose

writer? Yes, for it is both more extensive and more limited. And
yet the beginner is the one who soonest turns to high-flown, "fancy"
•language, in the mistaken idea that poetry concerns itself with
strutting and unusual words. Examine the quotations cited in this

volume and make actual test of the kinds of words used by our great

English poets, and the results may prove surprising. True, poetry
is lofty, but not toploftical; it is high in thought, but high-sounding-

words cannot elevate a commonplace idea.

In the main, therefore, the vocabulary of a poet does not differ

from that of a good prose writer. Different types of poetry call for

a choice of words in harmony with the thought expression, just as in
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oratory, in prose, and in everyday speech; and it is this nice adjust-
ment of language to thought which forms the first and deepest basis
for good poesy. The gentle movement of the pastoral poem will

naturally flow on in smooth and unimpassioned words—likeliest those
not too remote from common usage and understanding. Such we find

in "The Folk-Mote by the River," a narrative poem by William Morris :

It was up in the morn we rose betimes
From the hall-floor hard by the row of limes.

It was but John the Red and I,

And we were brethren of Gregory;
And Gregory the Wright was one
Of the valiant men beneath the sun,

And what he bade us that we did,

For ne'er he kept his counsel hid.

Here the only word not used ordinarily in prose is ne'er.

Betimes, brethren and bade are less commonly used words, but never-
theless quite prosaic. Even heroic poetry of the most impassioned
type uses few words not found in good prose, as a careful examination
will show.

In what, then, does the choice of words for poetic uses differ

from that of prose? In two particulars: In poetry we find a con-

siderable number of (a) Suggestive Words, that is, words which
connote more than they ordinarily mean, picture words which evoke
a whole scene or suggest a comparison without actually expressing

it. Such words must be used not too freely, lest the verse give an
impression of over-ornamentation and consequent heaviness and
artificiality. After all, Simplicity is the handmaiden of Beauty.

Expressions like the embattled farmers, the multitudinous seas

incarnadine, the vernal year, and shouloVring billows, are full of sug-

gestive richness. Similarly, the use of suggestive substantives is

much more frequent in poetry than in prose

—

Erin for Ireland, sail

for vessel, and the like.

(b) Variant Words are also characteristic of poetry. Of these are

the " solemn" forms of direct address—thee, thy, etc., and the

formal pourest, heareth, and the like. Then, too, we find contractions

such as e'en, oft, starred, list, mount, as distinguished from mere
colloquial contractions like don't and she'll. Other important poetic

variants are archaic, obsolete, and obsolescent words, such as erst,

idlesse, and thither; and unusual possessive forms, such as the

law's delay.

But even more important, though perhaps less frequent, than
any of the foregoing variant types, are original and little-used com-
pounds. Homer is so rich in these fresh word-pairs that we have
come to term them Homeric Compounds. Shields smooth, beautiful,

brazen, well-hammered, is one of his notable groupings, equalled only

by his laughter-loving Aphrodite, said far-darting Apollo. Shakespeare

was the supreme latter-time artist in this inventive realm, with his

always-wind-obeying-deep, and many another. Carlyle also has con-

tributed many compounds which while first used in his prose have
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found their way later into the poetry of others

—

fire-eyed Defiance

much-suffering man, and the frost-bath of Poverty, are good examples.

The constant expansion of our English tongue by new coinage,

revival of archaic forms, and both adoptions and adaptations from
foreign languages, is a fruitful field for the poet wherefrom to gather

fresh words for his verses. Surely with so wide a variety for his

choice he will wish to avoid words which are unalterably stamped as

technical (steam-gauge), colloquial (can't), commonplace (handker-

chief), or ridiculous (humped)—of course we are speaking now of

poetry, and not of nonsense verse.

2. The Grouping of Words.

But much more in the grouping of words than in their selection

singly does poetry differ from prose.

(a) Sentenceforms are often abbreviated and the rules of grammar
in that particular abrogated, as Never night like this, in which the

verb and the article are omitted. Inverted sentences are frequent,

like Hushed lay the sleeping earth. But care must be used not to use

inverted forms from mere caprice, as the tyro often does, thinking

so to affect the poet's livery. The danger is that the occasional

obscurity in great poets, which is the result of too great compression
or too refined and remote suggestion, may be regarded as an essential

of poetry rather than a defect, as it certainly is.

(b) Freshness in word grouping is no less important in the whole
poetic line than it is in the making of apt compounds. Indeed, so

precious is the space of every letter in a perfect line of verse that

compression and suggestive quality are the two prime factors of

word arrangement. Each word should bear its full part in the line

—each word should not only convey its own idea, but enhance its

preceding and succeeding fellow, for an ideal line of poetry is not a

chain of so many links, but a galaxy of mutually reflecting gems.
How distressing, then, are those evident attempts at padding, like

her face so fair, which disclose that a line needs to be filled out and
not an idea wherewith to upholster it.

Consider the mutual shining of each word in these lines—con-

sider the compressed and efficient power of every phase of the poet's

choice and arrangement of his words:

Thou too, hoar Mount ! with thy sky-pointing peaks,

Oft from whose feet the avalanche, unheard,
Shoots downward, glittering through the pure serene

Into the depths of clouds, that veil thy breast

—

Thou too again, stupendous Mountain! thou
That as I raise my head, a while bowed low
In adoration, upward from thy base
Slow travelling with dim eyes suffused with tears,

Solemnly seemest, like a vapory cloud,

To rise before me—Rise, O ever rise

Rise like a cloud of incense from the earth!
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Thou kingly spirit throned among the hills,

Thou dread ambassador from Earth to Heaven,
Great Hierarch! tell thou the silent skies,

And tell the stars, and tell yon rising sun,

Earth, with her thousand voices, praises God.—Coleridge, Hymn before Sunrise, in the Vale of Chamouni.

In this example we have only a very few unusual words, yet
such is their arrangement that they are surcharged with bigness.

The whole stanza throbs with great emotions—the thoughts tower
huge, not a single word or group of words but connotes the large

spirit of the poem. The language is simple, yet it deals with vast
spaces, unmeasured heights, and things uncontained by human
limits. Here, then, is the secret of poetic language—words perfectly

expressive of poetic thoughts.

In Coleridge's "Hymn" we see not only the choice of poetic

words, the poetic grouping of those words, and the poetic use of com-
mon words, but we discern a third great element in the language of

poetry.

3. Imagery.

"The business of poetry," writes Macaulay, "is with images,

and not with words." "Metaphors come of love rather than of

thought," says Sidney Lanier. "They arise in the heart as vapors;

they gather themselves in the brain as shapes; they then emerge
from lip, from pen, from brush, from chisel, from violin, as full works,

as creations, as art."

Here is true doctrine. Poetry can no more exist without imagery
than can the poet sing without visions. The poetic soul in poetic

mood sees nothing singly—all life comes to him in dualities, in

complexities, and the inner relationships of life which are unseen by
the crass eye are disclosed to him because he is a seer. His vocation

is to discern and set forth the similitudes of things unseen; he must,

because it is in his heart to do so, reveal to the rest of us the spiritual,

the high, the healing, the up-pointing likenesses of common things,

so that we may know that the lowliest beings which tread the earth

may have their communion in the heights. So, too, must he translate

the meaning of the difficult, the remote, the forbidding, until it is an
open language that the simple may read. He will be a seer of beauti-

ful and truthful and inspiring images, therefore, or he will be no
poet—no "maker," as the poet is.

Now all this may sound sublimated and impracticable. Perhaps
it is, for the poet is not first of all practical. But the artist uses not

only tools but earthy pigments and cold marbles for his creations;

and the poet uses words for his evocations. His imagery is, if not

according to law, at least wrought in ways we have come to under-

stand. The spirit of poetry we may not define, but its manner is

more readily understood. We know that when the mind institutes a

comparison and phrases it in words, the result is a figure—a turn—of
speech, and the poetic mind will not be content to dream, to see, his
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comparisons, but will seek for words wherewith to embody them.
This is what Edmund Clarence Stedman says:

"What I may call the constant, the habitual, imagination of a

true poet is shown by his instinct for words,—those keys which all

may clatter, and which yield their music to so few. He finds the

inevitable word or phrase, unfound before, and it becomes classical

in a moment. The power of words and the gift of their selection are

uncomprehended by writers who have all trite and hackneyed phrases
at the pen's end. The imagination begets original diction, suggestive

epithets, verbs implying extended scenes and events, phrases which
are a delight, and which, as we say, speak volumes, single notes which
establish the dominant tone."

The practice of phrasing images with delicacy and precision is

essential for good poetic expression, hence the importance of a work-
ing knowledge of at least the commonest figures of speech cannot be
overestimated.

Some of the most frequently used figurative forms are appended,
both in simple definition and example.

Simile: A formal comparison of unlike objects, employing such
words of comparison as like, as, like unto, etc.

True ease in writing comes from art, not chance,

As those move easiest who have learnt to dance.—Pope, Essay on Criticism.

The quality of mercy is not strained.

It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath.—Shakespeare, Merchant of Venice.

Metaphor: An informal comparison of unlike objects by declar-

ing or implying that one thing is another, without the use of compar-
ing words.

Yes, Love indeed is light from heaven:
A spark of that immortal fire

With angels shared, by Alia given,

To lift from earth our low desire.—Byron, The Giaour.

Anthithesis: A use of contrasts in thought and expression.

Ring out the old, ring in the new,
Ring, happy bells, across the snow;
The year is going, let him go;

Ring out the false, ring in the true.—Tennyson, In Memoriam.

Metonymy: The use of the name of one object when another
is clearly implied—as the cause for the effect, or the reverse; the

container for the thing contained; or the sign for the thing it stands

for.

The bright death quivered at the victim's throat;

Touch' d; and I knew no more.
;

—

Tennyson, A Dream of Fair Women.
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Synecdoche: Closely akin to metonymy, synecdoche makes
some important part of an object stand for the whole, or the whole
for the part.

The gilded parapets were crown'

d

With faces, and the great tower fill'd with eyes
Up to the summit, and the trumpets blew.—Tennyson, Pelleas and Etarre.

Apostrophe: A turning aside to address the absent as though
present, the dead as though living, the inanimate as though animate,
etc.

Roll on, thou deep and dark blue ocean,—roll!—Byron, Childe Harold.

Lift up your heads, ye gates; and, ye everlasting portals,

Be ye lift up! Behold, the Worthies are there to receive him,

—

They who, in later days or in elder ages, ennobled
Britain's dear name. —Southey, A Vision of Judgment.

Vision: Treating the absent or the distant as though present or

within the vision.

I see the wealthy miller yet,

His double chin, his portly size,

* * * *

In yonder chair I see him sit,

Three fingers round the old silver cup

—

I see his gray eyes twinkle yet

At his own jest—gray eyes lit up
With summer lightnings of a soul

So full of summer warmth, so glad,

So healthy, sound, and clear and whole,

His memory scarce can make me sad.—Tennyson, The Miller's Daughter.

I see the foam about thy keel,

I hear the bell struck in the night,

I see the cabin window bright,

I see the sailor at the wheel.

—Tennyson, In Memoriam.

Personification : Attributing the qualities of life to the inanimate.

Armour rusting in his halls

On the blood of Clifford calls;

—

" Quell the Scot," exclaims the Lance

—

"Bear me to the heart of France,"

Is the longing of the Shield

—

"Tell thy name, thou trembling Field;

Field of death, where'er thou be,

Groan thou with our victory."—Wordsworth, Brougham Castle.
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Hyperbole: Exaggeration for literary effect.

So frowned the mighty combatants that Hell

Grew darker at their frown.—Milton, Paradise Lost.

Irony: A form of satire in which a hidden meaning is suggested,

either by declaring the opposite of what is felt to be the truth, or by
hinting at a condition of affairs not creditable to the subject.

Here, under leave of Brutus and the rest,

(For Brutus is an honorable man,
So are they all, all honorable men),
Come I to speak in Caesar's funeral.

He was my friend, faithful and just to me;
But Brutus says he was ambitious;

And Brutus is an honorable man.—Shakespeare, Julius Coesar.

Exclamation: Exclamation for literary effect. The chief

factor is the inverted sentence order.

How wonderful is Death,
Death and his brother Sleep

!

—Shelley, Queen Mab.

Interrogation: A question put not for information but for

rhetorical effect.

Is it what we love, or how we love,

That makes true good?—George Eliot, The Spanish Gypsy.

Litotes: Making a statement by denying the reverse of it.

One of the few, the immortal names
That were not born to die.—Halleck, Marco Bozzaris.

Chiasm: A reversal of poetic order in successive lines.

Our very hopes belied our fears,

Our fears our hopes belied;

We thought her dying when she slept,

And sleeping when she died.—Hood, The Death Bed.

Oxymoron: Joining words which are contradictory when taken
literally.

Beautiful tyrant, fiend angelical!

Dove-feathered raven! wolvish-ravening lamb!
A damned saint, an honorable villian!—Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet.



Help for Song Writers

The popular song of the present time consists of three parts, the
title, the first verse, and the chorus. The printed pages of a song-

contain a second verse, but the latter possesses no intrinsic value, and
not more than one vocalist out of every hundred ever sings a second
verse. The general public does not appear to have any strong desire

to listen to a second verse, and when some fortunate writer pleases its

fickle taste, the public demands that the singer render the chorus
over and over until satiety has been reached. This demand on the
part of a theatre audience should be cogent proof that the punch lies

in the chorus of a song.

In a ballad a second verse is somewhat similar to a man's
appendix; each has a definite position, but no real function to per-

form. And both cause more or less trouble, as a writer looks upon a

second verse as superficial and responsible for an unnecessary worry.
The title receives first consideration from a wise publisher.

Give him a good title and he can, by crossing some experienced
writer's palm with silver, obtain a suitable lyric. The veteran lyrist

is thoroughly alive to the value of a strong title, and seldom attempts
to write until he has discovered one. On the other hand, the novice
strings together a series of phrases that lead nowhere and as a matter
of form tacks on a title.

An attractive title is essential for many reasons. In the first

place it will arouse the interest of performers who depend upon
theatrical weeklies for their information and new songs; secondly,

it will make a stronger impression and linger longer in the minds of

hearers; then again it will influence dealers into making inquiries

concerning it. A trite title frequently leads a singer or a dealer to

believe that the song is trite, and in such cases neither will send for it.

The most striking titles are, as a rule, common places phrases used in

every-day life. "Love Me and the World is Mine," "Down by the

Old Mill Stream," "Peg O' My Heart," and hundreds of others were
used many times in ordinary conversation before the authors of the

songs became aware of the commercial value in them as song titles.

All deal with love, indicating that one does not have to look far for

suitable material. Lovers of popular music never tire of the love

story, and any person endowed with the ability to produce pleasing-

phrases that carry a pleasant rhythm can become a successful song-

writer, provided he is willing to serve his apprenticeship and swallow

the numerous disappointments that are bound to come. First class

lyric writers are more scarce today than ever, and the number of

first class lyric writers actually connected with the song world could

be counted on one's fingers.

In other fields of writing the author has to offer mystery, adven-

ture, domestic problems, and a hundred other themes in order to

win the approval of editors and public, but the song writer need
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wander no further than love's domain, and still continue to turn
out success after success.

The chorus is almost, if not equally as important as the title, for

few music buyers trouble themselves to memorize any more than the

chorus; and unless the chorus is catchy they will not care for it. In
a well-written song the chorus is the development of the idea incor-

porated in the title, or the story suggested by the title. And a good
title suggests a specific story. The finished writer takes pains to

inject at least one "punch" line into the chorus, a line that will stand
out by itself.

In order to avoid monotony the chorus should carry a different

rhythm. The present style calls for a chorus longer than the verse,

but a good story may lean to the exceptional. Harsh-sounding words
should be avoided and care taken in the selection of open-vowel
words, as the latter are better for singing purposes. In love ballads

words that conjure up the work-a-day world should be omitted, for

young people prefer to banish all thoughts of the world of toil when
singing.

The setting or background is another phase that has to be con-

sidered carefully. Certain forms of environment have a tendency to

emphasize the romantic sentiment embodied in the lyric, while others

are likely to weaken it. In real life lovers kiss and spoon while seated

on the kitchen stoop waiting for the dinner bell, while perched on the

top of potato hills, or within the confines of an empty ice house, pos-

sibly in the dead of winter: but in songs the writer must have them
strolling along a river shore, idly wandering through a field of golden
grain, with birds twittering nearby; in a garden of roses about to

bloom like the love in their hearts, or under some idealistic tree. In
songs the public cries for idealism, not realism, and the writer with
iconoclastic tendencies will not receive much encouragement.

Music publishers prefer the chorus that begins and ends with the

title, knowing that the repetition of the title makes a stronger im-
pression on the mind of an audience. Sometimes it is practically im-
possible to repeat without weakening the song, and in this case it is

well to begin the chorus with the title. The verses should be kept
free of the title.

In the chorus, especially, the phrasing should be smooth, and
each line should end with a word that affords the singer an opportunity
to hold his voice. When a poor word suggests itself, discard it and
look for the synonyms. One could say that the lover wiped the tears

from the girl's cheek and be absolutely correct, but such a sentence

would not be as attractive and pleasing as if he were to say that the

lover brushed them away or kissed them away. He might also say
the lover hugged the girl to his heart, but what a different effect he
would obtain by saying he pressed her to his heart. And it is better

to say that she pinned a rose on his breast than to say she stuck the
flower in his coat lapel.

The first verse of a song is simply a lead into the chorus, sort of

an introduction, and it should be expressed in a simple manner,
capable of being correctly interpreted by the average school girl.
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The first verse should correspond in meter and rhythm with the
second, for the reason that the melody writer composes music for the
first verse and chorus and frequently never sees the second verse

until the song has been published. This makes it obvious that if the
second verse is not exactly like the first, the music will not fit. Nine
out of every ten songs written by tyros have second verses that do
not harmonize with the first. And some think that if they have an
equal number of words in the corresponding lines that such is suffi-

cient. It is not so. Corresponding lines must not only contain an
equal number of beats or syllables, but the stress must occur at cor-

responding points.

The rose you kissed I cherish still.

In the line given above there is a short stress on "rose" and on
"cherish," and on "still," a little more stress. The novice would be
likely to start his second verse as follows

:

Dear sweetheart I cannot forget-

In the second line there are as many beats, but the rhythm is

not the same. "Sweet" cannot be stressed properly, neither can the

pronoun. "Forget" might be held, but not as well as "still." The
trained writer seeing this would immediately reconstruct his line,

and possibly say:

Dear heart, of mine, I can't forget, or

Dear heart, of mine, I still recall.

Poor lines suggest themselves to all song writers, but the tyro

accepts the first that comes, while the artist continues to revise until

he discovers something of value, which means work, and in the end
success.

The Camera and the Writer
By E. Sause

When outdoors a camera should be a writer's constant com-
panion. He should look at a camera just as he does a typewriter, and
few writers depending upon writing for a living are without a first-

class typewriter. A picture of a pretty rustic scene will be far more
serviceable for description than a note book. And the tints that show
in the heavens can be jotted down on a pad to be transferred to the

back' of the finished photograph.

Anything that has the slightest resemblance to a possible story

should be snapped. A picture at the taking might not suggest a plot,

but a month later it is likely to start a new train of thought in the

mind of the writer. The picture of a pretty boy or girl, if properly

posed, will sell nine times out of ten, and the opportunity to photo-

graph valuable objects crop up so suddenly that it is quite necessary
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for a writer to be always prepared to snap. One seldom has time to

run back to the house to obtain the camera, or to borrow one from a
friend, and even if one should return for a camera he is not certain

that the object will be in the same place when he comes back.

Several years ago the writer was up in the Maine woods where
she unconsciously put her camera to good usage. A dozen pictures

were taken of guides in different positions, merely as souvenirs of the
trip. The pictures, when finished, were placed in an album and for-

gotten. Six months later while looking over the album the writer

saw a story in the pictures and wrote it, finding a market for it on its

third trip to editors. Shortly after six of the pictures were sold to a
magazine that made a feature of just such photographs. And before

a year had passed the pictures suggested plots for three other stories

that found a ready market.
At another time the writer was automobiling through New York.

The car broke down, and the necessary repairs called for an hour's

work. Instead of taking a seat on a rock to fume over the delay, the
writer took out her camera and started for a walk. Finally she came
across a lake and was just in time to see a fish being hauled out of the
water, which proved to be the biggest catch in years. In the excite-

ment, the fisherman's companion, a very pretty young miss, fell

overboard, and the writer's camera, loaded for twelve shots, became
very active. The result was a story with good photographs that
later sold to a magazine. And since then the beneficiary of the
camera's good work is never found outdoors without a trusty

camera.

Mastering a Vocabulary
By Albert Cliff Sproul

Words are as important to a writer as tools are to a mechanic.
A full vocabulary, adequately mastered, is absolutely essential in

literary work. It behooves every writer, therefore, to increase his

store systematically.

A few suggestions as to how this may be done, follow: Glean
from a well-edited book or magazine those apt words which, although
readily comprehended by you as a reader, would not be likely to

occur to you while writing. Above all, avoid stocking your brain
with antiquated, foreign, and strictly polysyllabic words. Acquaint
yourself rather with those words which signify much in little.

Jot down about fifty of them on a piece of paper in exactly the

same form as you come across them in your reading. When you
have the proper number listed, look up each word in an unabridged
dictionary.

Then write the word on a slip of paper as it appears in the dic-

tionary. Add the accents and diacritical marks, so that you may
be able to pronounce it correctly.
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Now look for the various shades of meaning. Do not do this

in a haphazard way. Indeed, it would be well to write down as

many of those meanings as you deem essential to a complete under-
standing of the word.

After you have done that, examine the synonyms of the word
and treat them in the same manner. Note the differences in the
meanings of the words.

Obviously all this entails a great amount of painstaking work,
but, in mastering a vocabulary that will prove at all valuable, one
should aim at quality rather than quantity.

Unquestionably this method of procedure will finally augment
the original fifty to about two hundred words or more and the

process will necessarily be gradual. In this way, however, you will

have acquired all the material you need in order to master each
word.

Briefly, there are five steps: You should know how to spell the

word, how to pronounce it, what its different meanings are, what
its synonyms are, and how to use it readily and correctly in a

sentence.

Practice on your friends. Do everything in your power to lodge

the words in your sub-consciousness, whence they will come when
you require them. Concentrated repetition is the only way in which
you can bring the desired result.

Go over the list at least once each day, covering the five steps

which we have enumerated. When you feel that you have mastered
the words, then, and only then, start on the next fifty.

The Song of the Listener

Mary Carolyn Davies

I heard you singing where you stood

Within the shadow of my wood,
My wood where I have searched for song

With groping fingers, long and long.

I had been dumb; but now you came
And on me laid a word like flame

And, " Sister, sweet your singing shines,"

You said, " within these aisles of pines."

Astonished stood I at the word
And marvelled, for I knew you heard

The only song I know to sing:

My rapt and fervent listening.



H. C. S. Folks

Arthur Peabody Bond has a wholesome and worth-while story

of stage life in May 10 Story Book.

Mrs. Clavender S. Ellis, of Chicago, is contributing feature

articles to The Chicago Daily News.

" Coals of Fire," by A. Lincoln Bender, of Brooklyn, N. Y., in

Tip Top Semi-Monthly of April 25th, is a well written short-story by
a young writer who shows decided promise.

Two bits of verse
—"A Mother's Prayer," by Helen P. Metzger,

and "Dreams," by Rosamond L. McNaught—contribute to the
charm and freshness of the June Mother's Magazine.

Miss Lena C. Ahlers, Stronghurst, Illinois, has articles in the
April and May numbers of Green's Fruit Grower. A short story by
the same author was published in a recent issue of The Los Angeles
Times Weekly.

"What Mr. Grey Said," by Margaret Prescott Montague, is the
pathetic story of a little blind boy told with a charm that makes it

worthy the distinction which it has of being the only piece of fiction

in the May Atlantic Monthly.

In April American Motherhood, Emma Gary Wallace of Auburn,
N. Y., is in charge of the department, "The Care and Feeding of

Children," and Emma Miller Bolenius of Lancaster, Pa., has the
department, "Where Girls May Meet."

Frederick Simpich, United States Consul at Nogales, Mexico,
whose name is appearing with increasing frequency on the contents

pages of leading magazines, has a notable short-story, "Distinguished
Service," featured in May Lippincott's.

Stewart E. Rowe, Kensington, N. H., is a frequent contributor

of verse to the Granite Monthly, the New Hampshire magazine of

history, literature, biography and state progress.

"The Girl to Whom Robert Louis Stevenson Gave His Birth-

day," by Shirley Burns, in April Ladies' Home Journal, is a very
interesting account of the incident and of Stevenson's "name-
daughter," now Mrs. W. Bourke Cockran. It includes the "Deed
of Gift" and also a letter full of Stevenson's inimitable humor.

"What the South now offers National Advertisers in the way of

Purchasing Power" is the title of an interesting and informative

article, by Wm. F. Parkhurst, president of the Atlanta Writer's

Club, appearing in the April 8th issue of Newspaperdom. Through
the Georgia State Chamber of Commerce and in various ways, Mr.
Parkhurst has for years been doing very valuable work in making
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better known the opportunities of the great Southland, and particu-
larly those of the state of Georgia.

"A Pittsburg Romance, " written, produced and enacted by
local talent in which some of the leading society, civic and suffrage
leaders had parts on the screen, was recently shown at the Grand
Opera House, Pittsburgh, Pa., and at fifty other leading picture
houses of Western Pennsylvania. The author and producer was
Grayce Druitt Latus, a former student of The Home Coerespondence
School. In this film, Annette Thackwell Johnson, another former
student, made her initial appearance in the Pictures. Mrs. Johnson,
well known as a writer of short-stories, was persuaded to enact a part
on the screen for the sake of an experience which might possibly
contribute material for her fiction writing. Everywhere this film, of

great local interest, was exhibited to a crowded house.

Make 'Em Count
By Robert W. Neal

Author of "Short Stories in the Making," etc.

Every scene in a photoplay must mean something. A script

passed through my hands this week in which several scenes were
given to the house-hunting of a pair of lovers. The action was
extremely exciting; the young couple entered in front of a house
bearing a "To Let" sign, went in, and came out again. Then the
scene changed to another house, with the action repeated; we didn't

even have a chance to see them inside, finding fault with the location

of the bathroom.
"They must have a house after they are married," the author

insisted, and I had the job of the day to convince her that if we found
them living in a house after the wedding, we could guess they had
either rented it or bought it. And when she grudgingly conceded
that much, she turned round and said those scenes were necessary

"for atmosphere." So much of the pleasure of the just-before-

marriage days lies in getting the home ready!

So it does. But there wasn't any atmosphere in those scenes

—

barring the atmosphere of tedium. They simply did not count,

except to puzzle and tire the spectator. They were worse than use-

less: nothing happened, and anything that might have happened in

them was too barren of significance to be worth watching. It's no
fun for the third party to go house-hunting with two lovers.

The fact was, the stubborn little lady hadn't tried out her

scenes to see if they counted. She had not put herself in the place of

the spectator—the third person; she had put herself in the place of

the lovers. But it is the spectator for whom the scene is made.
Unless it counts with him, it is wasted. It must either give action

—

show the plot actually working out—or else prepare for it. Nothing
else counts. And a scene that doesn't count is worth almost as much
as an English passport in Germany.



Writing and Selling Magazine Verse

By Mary Carolyn Davies

The writer of verse in a magazine occupies a more responsible

position than the editor himself. It is not from articles and stories,

but from verse, that most people get their inspiration for higher
living. Men read stories for recreation, articles for information, but
they read poetry, whether consciously or unconsciously, for inspira-

tion. Ruskin said of Coventry Patmore, " As far as I know, he is the
only living poet who always strengthens and purifies; the others

sometimes darken and nearly always depress and discourage, the
imagination they deeply seize." Every magazine verse-writer ought
to tack these words of Ruskin's above his writing desk. They remind
us of the two goals we should keep always before us, one a goal of

workmanship, and one a goal of influence. We must seize the imagina-
tion deeply; and we should use the hold we thus gain over our reader

to strengthen and purify, not to depress and discourage him. Further,

there is nothing sordid, selfish, or mercenary about the question of

selling magazine verse, for how can we influence anybody unless he
sees our verse? We must first get our work printed before we can
help even one reader with it. Let us see, therefore, what sort of

verse we must write to win acceptance and thus to influence readers

as we wish.

In the first place, even the most casual verse must be perfect in

structure, that is, it must be grammatically and metrically flawless.

Even the bit of cheer in verse falls flat if it is not perfectly constructed.

How long would we have remembered the two lines

:

"Laugh, and the world laughs with you;
Weep, and you weep alone."

if there had been one mistake in the meter? Like spelling correctly

on a typewriter, there seems to be something intrinsically difficult

about speaking correctly in verse. People, who could hardly if they
tried make a grammatical error in writing prose or in conversing,

find themselves in their initial attempts at rhyme, following a singular

subject with a plural verb, and using a pronoun with never a ghost of

an antecedent. Worse still, sentences begin that never logically end;

or there will be several stanzas in which no predicate at all appears,

all is a tangle of loose phrases, which the period at the end of the last

stanza finds still bewilderedly dangling. The one cure is to write out
your poem, after you have finished it, in prose form. If there are

any mistakes in grammar, you will find them, and since you are not
hampered by the metrical form, you can easily substitute and re-

arrange and, after the corrections are made, whisk your finished

product back into poem form again.

Not less important than grammatical perfection is metrical per-
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fection. To have the correct number of feet with the correct number
of syllables each, in a line, is not enough. Many lines which scan
correctly fail of effectiveness because the writer has paid no attention
to the "beat" of the line, that is, to such an arrangement of his words
as will place emphatic syllables in the proper places, and naturally
slurred syllables between. This natural or acquired feeling for pro-
nounced "beat" in meter is one of the chief means for attaining that
elusive and much desired singing quality of verse. This line from
William Rose Benet illustrates beat:

"And dawn again, dawn again, dawn again with you!"

As you read it aloud you cannot keep your voice from emphasizing
"dawn" each time it occurs. That little trick gives an exhilarating
swing to his line. If your verse does not swing, or sing, see if it is not
because nearly all the syllables of a line have about the same natural
emphasis. If you are writing in trochaic verse, for instance, which
consists of a long syllable followed by a short one, see that every long
syllable is represented by a word or syllable that would be emphasized
in ordinary speech, and that between each is an ordinarily slurred
syllable.

More important even than form is content, theme, subject mat-
ter. First, let your verse be happy in tone, as a rule. Second, never
publish anything that could have been written by any one else—in

other words, be original. Beyond that, you may follow your fancy.

It is useful for a beginner to have some specialty, and to develop
it to its utmost. For instance if you write children's verse, determine
to write children's verse better than any of the others who are doing-

it—at any rate, do a certain kind of it better. For humorous children's

verse, capable of being illustrated, there is a demand. If you decide
to enter this field, study children, find out what appeals to them as

humorous, see things through their eyes. Use no words that your
nephew of seven does not use.

If you want to know what magazine will most probably accept
your poem, visualize it in print o'n a representative page of that
magazine. Let us say you have written a lyric about mother love.

Shut your eyes and pretend you are seeing that poem on a page of

Harper's Monthly. If doesn't seem to fit, someway! It is too simple

and ordinary although it is homely sweet. Visualize it in the Youth's

Companion. The Youth's Companion has the same make-up each
month. You know exactly in which of several places your poem
would have to go. It is out of tone, you realize. Think of the poem
in one of the cheaper home magazines, Peoples' Home Journal, for

instance. As soon as you call up a vision of one of its pages with
your poem in the middle, it seems as natural as if you had seen it

already in print there ! The very place ! They printed a poem several

months ago with a different theme, but written in much the same
key. You decide to try it. This is not exaggerated. If you know
your magazines, the "Let's pretend" method is a sure one for choos-

ing the best markets as far as suitability is concerned.

A word as to markets. Only the very best work will find a place
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in such magazines as Atlantic Monthly, Century, Harper's Monthly,

and Scribner's. Such magazines as Everybody's and McClure's use

very little verse. The editor of Collier's states his preference for

"short verse of large appeal." The verse used by The American
Magazine is for the most part virile and permeated with present-day

interest. Smart Set seems to be a difficult market.

The Youth's Companion is one of the best paying markets for

verse, and the company is one of the most courteous to deal with.

Verse intended for their columns must be of the highest tone, and
should have an optimistic atmosphere. The editor of the Children's

Page requires that strict accuracy in things grammatic and other-

wise be maintained—no ain't's are allowed. Just now she wishes
most to see verse of a humorous turn, for children.

Other markets for children's verse are St. Nicholas, John Martin's
Book, both of New York; and Something To Do, Boston; also the
following juvenile Sunday School papers: Mayflower, Boston, the

children's papers of the David C. Cook Co., Elgin, 111., and of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, So. Nashville, Tenn. All of the fore-

going pay well. Many of the women's publications also use juvenile

verse for their Children's Pages.

The Ladies' Home Journal likes verse of appeal to women,
preferably verse with pictorial possibilities. The intimate note that

is struck in so many of their articles also runs through their verse.

Woman's Home Companion uses brief humorous verse on its Post-

script Page. The Farmer's Wife, St. Paul, Minn., likes cheery house-
wifely or out-door bits of verse. Peoples Home Journal, N. Y., uses

the same sort of verse, and sometimes runs lengthier poems than most
of the others. Other women's magazines buying verse are Southern

Woman's Magazine, Nashville, Tenn.; Holland's, Dallas, Texas;
Today's, Designer, McCall's, all of New York; Mothers' Magazine,
Elgin, 111., and similar publications.

Munsey's Magazine, and The Cavalier like original topical and
humorous verse. Rhymed music will not do alone, there must be
first of all an idea. Smith's, Lippincott's, Ainslee's and similar maga-
zines use verse of much the same style.

The photoplay magazines are opening up a new market for verse

of their world. Among those which use photoplay verse are: Motion
Picture Magazine, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Photoplay Magazine, Chicago.

Newspapers as a rule pay little or nothing for verse, and the

larger ones, which do pay, offer little field for those far away.
There are tiny fortunes in the businesses of post card and booklet

writing, but space is too limited to speak of them here.

Building Your Mental Note Book
By M. N. Bunker

No matter whether you write scenarios, short stories, novelettes

or novels, you should have the ability to remember things—faces,
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styles of dress, incidents—everything that may be evolved into "ma-
terial." With such an equipment you can make mental notes, and
besides being easier to gain than written notations, they possess the
characteristic of naturally fitting into their right place in the mental
chambers, so that they are readily available when there is any use
for them.

It is not a difficult operation—this building up mental efficiency

so commonly known as memory; it is just the application of a few
fundamental principles—this and their constant exercise: In this

the eyes, ears, and even the sense of touch or feeling are involved,
because it is through sight, hearing and sensation that what is to be
remembered is first brought before the consciousness.

Therefore, it is a triple application of the underlying principles

that will produce results. Of these principles, there are also three:

Attention, and Interest by which the mind first gains an impression;
Association, which serves to strengthen and increase the first im-
pression by connecting it in the mind with some impression strik-

ingly similar or peculiarly dissimilar which already exists; and Exer-
cise, which constantly deepens and makes more available every
impression in the mind.

A subject for practical application of these principles exists at

every turn you can make. If you meet a newsboy, make a mental
picture of him, study his dress, his face, his hair—every feature of

his attitude and appearance—and then close your eyes, and recall

what you saw: Do your best to recall a clear picture before your
mind's eye of what you saw with your physical eye; then when
you have done your very best, open your eyes, and again study your
living subject. You will be surprised to find just how many details

your mental picture lacked—because you had failed to impress the

details on the mentality.

This fact gives you a key-note to mental training: Study de-

tails; become familiar with your subject in its smallest particular,

and then by cross references of association with previously made
impressions bring your new impression within the scope of recol-

lection.

Again: You are attracted by a scope of prairie; in the distance

tiny, low-roofed cottages, sheltered under the protecting presence of

huge red barns, while nearer are wide stretching acres of golden

wheat, broken only by a tree-edged stream, which separates the

waving gold from end to end. Study your landscape

—

see it in its

separate parts, and then, and only then, combine those parts to

make your entire landscape. After you have done this, associate

the picture which you have gained with some other of your mental
pictures, so that you will have an index, as it were, to its recollec-

tion, and use. A splendid example of such a mental picture is given

in "The Guarding of Mollie McDonald," by Parrish. The event

covered in the paragraph immediately after an Indian fight, when
Mollie and her protector must speedily find some protection, gives

the perfect specimen of a perfect pre-impression : "He had their sur-

roundings in a map before his eyes. His training had taught him to
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note and remember what others would naturally neglect. He was a

soldier of experience, a plainsman by long training, and even in the

fierceness of the Indians' attack on the stage his quick glance had
completely visualized their surroundings. He had not appreciated

this at the time, but now the topography of the immediate region

was unrolled before him in detail; yard by yard it reappeared as

though photographed. He saw the widely rutted trail, rounding the

bluff at the right a hundred yards away, curving sharply down the

slope, and then disappearing over the low hill to the left, a slight

stream trickling along its base. Below the short buffalo grass, sun-

burned and brittle, ran to the sandy edge of the river which flowed
silently in a broad, shallow, yellow flood beneath the star gleam."
A splendid picture ! But still no more than the merest amateur may
be able to draw from memory when he has become able to make
that picture through his exercise of the mental functions.

There are two particular reasons why every person engaged in

any kind of literary work should endeavor to develop memory. In
the first place, it will store the mind with many valuable pictures

for future use that would be missed, if a note book were the sole de-

pendence; besides this, and probably more important, is the fact

that a mental picture accurately impressed on the mind will be more
easily portrayed on paper than any briefly written notes would fur-

nish foundation for. It is particularly worth noting, too, that every
time the mental powers are employed in making and recording an
accurate picture or record, they are strengthened and will perform
their part more easily the next time. Accordingly, the memory
builder succeeds in not only storing material but is also improving
his entire mental forces.

The Society Reporter's Job
A young lady entering a local newspaper office as society editor,

or assistant thereto, invariably has visions of doing larger work, work
that will at least stamp her a journalist if it does not bring a bit of

real fame.
This is as it should be; we need our goals and visions; but she

also needs to realize that there are many rounds to this ladder, some
difficult steps to make in the climb. At the outset she does well to

consider several very important things:

First, has she the health and constitution that will permit her
going out in all kinds of weather and the nerves to stand the strain

of hurry as well as the incessant clamor and discordant voices of a
busy newspaper workshop? To be sure one becomes accustomed in

time to the noises and distractions, but at first it is a sad test of

feminine sensibilities.

If this question can be settled affirmatively she must look at the
financial end of it. Can she afford to work six days in the week and
can she maintain herself properly on the small sum of from five

—
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gradually—to twenty dollars a week which is all the average daily

allows to beginners in this line? If she has her home or can manage
on this until she attains the place of her dreams—when she is a spe-

cial feature writer—well and good.

Once established at a desk in the big humming office, she must
expect to work out her own salvation, knowing that her first week's
conduct makes or mars her status with her fellow-workmen. In the
office of a city paper there will average about three young women to

one hundred men. Whether as one of the three she is to be held in

respect or become a sly "joke" depends entirely upon herself, for

newspaper men are keen character readers, alive to both the good
and the bad in others.

At the start she must choose between femininity and womanli-
ness; that is, whether she is to be a respected comrade or a "society

lady" demanding attentions, deference and entertainment such as

she would expect, rightfully enough, at social functions. The man
at the very next desk who would probably fall all over himself trying

to pick up her handkerchief at the club will be most apt to let her

struggle with a refractory drawer without so much as thinking of

offering aid. For they are both in a workshop; each fellow-worker
must be engrossed in his and her own duties and consequently oblivi-

ous to all else. Woe be to the girl who goes in expecting courtesies

due her outside!

But if she chooses the womanly part, being self-dependent,

asking no favors because she is a woman, maintaining a perpetual

geniality with a bit of dignity that spells comradeship, not familiar-

ity, she will step at once into high favor and appreciation. It is a

great reward too, this respect and approval of fellow-workers

!

Blessed is she who receives it ! Twice blessed is she who does not have
to correct impressions made upon the one hundred men by a start

that belied her real self!

As to the work and its demands, the mechanical end of it is not

difficult to one of good education, some literary ability and social

training; yet it is not as easy as it seems to write that column of

"who's who and who did what" day after day. To say practically

the same thing about fifty different people and not say it in the same
words is not at all easy. Besides, everybody's name must be spelled

according to family edicts, not custom or phonetics or your own ideas

and the item must be all truth and still absolutely pleasing to My
Lady Society. Foibles, egotism, susceptibility to flattery and so on

are bared to the reporter, yet she must give no hint of her knowledge,

indulge no "flings" or reflections.

On the other hand she must expect criticism of herself and her

work from within the office and without, and steel herself against the

day—sure to come sooner or later—when her whole copy seemed

"dead wrong." Whatever comes, flattery or adverse criticism, like

Miss Central of the Telephone, she must keep her cheerful tone of

voice, her self-control and suavity, remembering that criticism from

within is for her own good, and that from without must be borne for

the paper's sake. A newspaper cannot afford enemies, and she is a
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vital part of that paper, not a separate personality. More than that,

her position is the one that comes in closest contact with subscribers.

She wields more of a personal touch than the editor-in-chief.

Each night she may measure her success ; and not by the amount
of space filled but by the actual count of proper names in her columns.
Short items bristling with capitals means a good day's work. Human
nature ever loves to see its name in print, disclaim it how we may.

Undoubtedly the society editor is a responsible factor in the

office. Just the same it is deadly monotonous writing and the young
reporter longs to get out her first feature " story." It is " doing-

something, " is better paid, gives her prestige in the office and stand-

ing in the community. The day her " first" comes out is one of ex-

quisite delight to the ambitious girl. She has achieved! She wrote it

!

And she walks the street self-consciously wondering if everybody
hasn't read it and knows she wrote it! The new thickness to her

pocketbook also adds to the joy.

So with all the tests and trials, the strain of hurry with copy and
the weariness of routine labor, the society editor who sticks to her

job until she "makes good" has her adequate reward—the sense of

capability and self-approval that more than compensates and the
honor her comrades give so freely for work well-done. When this

satisfying day comes, she looks back to her first week as either a
tragedy or a joke, or a mixture of both, and realizes how much de-

pended upon her having made the right start.

Experiences of a Minor Poet
By a contemporary poet who has been a frequent contributor to Harper's

Century, Scribner's, LippincoW s and other literary magazines.

The minor poet, being young and green, began his assault on
editorial offices with a long poem, containing in fact no less than
twenty-three stanzas. Strangely enough, it found an abiding place

in a literary magazine, the editor of which, however, was careful to

explain that as "Pure literature was never paid for," the author, no
doubt, would be satisfied with four reprints. The minor poet's en-

thusiasm was slightly dashed by this verdict. However, it was a
comfort to know that he had achieved "Pure literature."

His next offering was more modest, two stanzas to a non-literary

monthly. Having in mind the previous transaction, he experienced
a shock when he received a check for twenty dollars. Evidently
what he wrote was not good, or it would not be paid for. Still he
felt inclined to readjust his point of view. Money was money;
eight lines at $2.50 a line equalled fifty cents a word. The Minor
Poet had thoughts of throwing up his salary, lying in bed in the
morning like James Thompson, and earning fame and wealth by
following the path of least resistance. Fortunately he didn't.

Editors, he was to learn to his sorrow, were kittle cattle, persons
of uncertain taste, not to be depended upon. One wrote him "Your
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truly beautiful poem is of exceptional quality throughout and makes
us eager to see other contributions from the same pen." The M. P.

thought in his innocence that he had found a kindred soul,—but
no. It was several years before he again succeeded in pleasing that
captious critic. One editor objected to Biblical allusions, another to
extra syllables. One amended lines and suggested improvements of

his own, which the M. P. declined to accept. The editor published
that poem as written, but in the next one he altered a line without
asking permission, and perpetrated a horror that would not scan.

One occupant of what Lowell used to call "The seat of the scornful"
wrote, "Your idea I consider splendid, but somehow your treatment
does not seem especially pleasant, and for the life of me I cannot
advise you as to the meter or rhythm which would strengthen it."

The M. P. began to think that editors were not so omniscient as he
had been led to believe. The fact that the poem in question, when
finally published, was extensively copied all over the country was
some little balm to his injured feelings.

Illustrations also, the M. P. found to be a source of difficulty.

The chief of the biggest of the "Big Four" entirely forgot to pay
for some photographs which had been obtained at considerable

trouble and expense, so the poet decided that for the next poem he
would leave the illustration to the taste of the editor. When the

poem appeared with a photograph of the wrong thing, he regretted

his parsimony. One illustrator, who had been assigned a poem to

decorate, wrote in desperation to know what it meant. At the recent

exhibition of the Philadelphia Academy of the Fine Arts, the poet
stood and chuckled before a Symphony in color by the same eminent
artist and mentally asked the same question.

But there were rewards and recompenses for the poet which
were not to be reckoned by checks, more or less slender. The words
of the enthusiastic editor who wrote "You have done it!" and sent

thanks and congratulations; the kindly poet who reminded him of

Keats' injunction to be "Jealous of dead leaves in the bay-wreath
crown;" the signatures of the members of a western literary club

which had used one of his poems in its program. Then there were
the compilers of calendars, year-books or what not, from Boston,

Texas, or Seattle, who wrote for permission to use a poem "Prefer-

ably of an ethical or inspirational character and not to exceed thirty

lines in length."

When acceptances fell off, the M. P. resolved with Keats "To
write homespun—anything for sale," and tried his hand at lighter

forms of verse, finding them profitable. At present he declares with

Charles Lamb, "Hang the age! I will write for posterity"! so un-

less you live long you are not likely to read anything of his again.

But he sends this word of encouragement to young poets, "Be bold,

be bold, and everywhere be bold!" Be sincere. Write what you
really believe, what you really feel. Give the best you have to the

best you know. And do not be too proud to learn. Remember the

Spanish proverb, "By time and patience the silk-worm became satin."

The greatest poets were always willing to take pains with their art.
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This department conducted by Arthur Leeds, Photoplay Editor,

The Edison Company.

In
last month's " Thinks" I said that the synopsis was one of the

most important parts of the photoplay script, if not the most im-
portant. Undeniably that is so; it is the synopsis, and no more

than that, that most editors read before passing judgment on the script.

Therefore I say again : Be sure and send a synopsis, and make it as per-

fect as you possibly can. But remember, at the same time, that unless

you are sending to a company that specifically requests synopses
only, such as Mutual, a properly prepared scenario, or plot of action,

is necessary. The paragraph in last month's magazine was written
while I had in mind those amateurs who send only the scenario, or

who send along only the crudest apology for a synopsis. But, like

every other company, Edison occasionally receives " scripts" which
are made up simply of the synopsis and a cast of characters. If the
story, as outlined in the synopsis, is of unusual excellence, the " script"

is usually purchased, though I will not say that the regular price is

paid. Then it is up to our scenario department to make its own
working script from that synopsis. Now, while it is true that, in

most cases, the writer's scenario has to be slightly reconstructed
before being used to put on the picture, it is also true that the scenario

as prepared by the author is of material help to the staff writer and
editor in getting the details of the plot, the main points of which he
has already gained from the synopsis. In other words, it pays to be
a regular writer, and to send in a complete script. Even Mutual, you
may be sure, will not refuse to look at a story simply because it is in

complete script form. But study your markets, learn which com-
panies prefer synopses only and which ask for the complete script,

and submit your stuff accordingly.

There is no need to emphasize the fact that censorship can be,

and often is, much abused. The trade papers and theatrical journals

are printing columns of stuff about the pernicious work of the dif-

ferent local censorship boards which are sprinkled throughout the

country. When two or three narrow-minded and obstinate men get

together and decide to become the "whole works" of a censorship

board, the good work done by the others is bound to suffer. Even
one man may tie up a censorship board just as one man may tie up a
jury. But the limit of one-man narrow-mindedness is reached when
the mayor of a big eastern city—a man who is out-Comstocking
Comstock, or trying to—refuses to allow such a fine photoplay subject

as Bosworth's " Hypocrites" a showing in his city until the figure of

" Truth" is "draped." But since these outbreaks of outraged
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modesty are becoming a regular habit with this gentleman, the news-
paper readers are beginning to realize that it is not so much a case of

protecting the public as of gaining personal publicity. And in the
meantime the pictures still hold the center of the stage, but in the
part of the "goat."

Without mentioning, for the present, the names of any certain

publications, we happen to know that there is at this time a spe-

cially good market for well-written novelettes with magazines that
publish this form of fiction. One of the biggest and best known of

fiction monthlies is about to be issued semi-monthly, or it may be
decided to put out two magazines a month, each with a different

name but both carrying about the same kind of material. There will

be an excellent market for the right kind of novelettes with this firm,

and there are many more good markets for stories of from 15,000 to

35,000 words at all times. But you must study the policy of the

magazine, for what the Popular might eagerly accept might prove
quite unavailable in the editorial office of Smart Set. The novelette,

in one way, is much easier to write than the short-story, since it

permits the expansion of the theme, as well as a broader characteriza-

tion and more detailed description of the setting. In this way the

novelette may be compared to the multiple-reel photoplaj^, which,

provided your idea is strong to begin with, is more easily stretched

out into two or three reels than confined within the limits of one.

Again and again fiction editors have sent out the call for good novel-

ettes, and yet most writers seem to prefer sticking to the short-story

form. It is possible, as a certain literary broker said to me the other

day, that writers hold to the idea that they are better paid, in com-
parison to the amount of work done, when they sell a short-story

than when they market a novelette. Nevertheless, the novelette is a

paying proposition, when well-written and interesting, and it will

be well for writers to try their hand at it, at least, after they have

succeeded in finding markets for some of their shorter fiction.

I talked today with a lady who is known as one of the most
reliable and " hustling" of the many manuscript brokers in New York
City. She was offering the work of a well-known and justly popular

writer of magazine fiction. In the course of our conversation, we
spoke of prices paid to fiction writers, by magazine editors, for their

short-stories. Then we got to the question of fiction writers not

attempting to learn photoplay technique because they felt that the

time so spent was wasted, when they could take their magazine

stories, hand them to a broker, and let the broker dispose of them.

In conclusion she said—and it is undoubtedly true—that the stand-

ard of magazine fiction is being lowered, in many cases, by the fact

that fiction editors are also inclined—unless the writer's name is a

"big" one—to cut down on prices. As a result, the stories appearing

in many so-called "popular" magazines, which are really mediocre

when critically examined, are simply the product of writers who feel

that they are doing just as good work as they can afford to do for the
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money they are getting. And the gist of the whole conversation was
that both magazine editors and fiction editors must be prepared to

pay real money for real stories. Writing is a business, as well as an
art; few modern writers work for the mere glory of it. " Encourage-
ment/' to the writer of today, means a specially good price for a

specially good story.

It is only natural for a young writer to wish to avoid doing any-
thing that may get him "in bad" with a particular fiction or photo-
play editor. But when it comes to a matter of getting as much finan-

cial reward as possible out of a short-story or photoplay, he should
bear in mind that if he disposes of all the " rights" to one party he is

short-changing himself in a way that would make an experienced
writer throw up his hands. If you are afraid to reserve the dramatic,

book, and motion picture rights, when marketing a short story, for

fear of losing the sale, by all means let the magazine editor have
everything. But if you feel that you deserve to be paid for what your
brain produces, reserve these rights when you send your short story

to the editor. In other words, why give away what you can get

money for? In this connection, a friend of mine recently sold a
photoplay script without reserving the fiction rights. He was asked
by the editor of a motion picture magazine to do a Actionized version

of it, to be accompanied by pictures of scenes from the photoplay, as

produced. Almost at the same time that he received the letter, a
weekly magazine published the story in fiction form, the work being
done by one of their staff writers. The motion picture company had
sent the working scenario to the weekly magazine and they had
written it up in story form as is their custom. Almost unquestionably
the original author—who is able to do fiction as well as photoplay

—

could have made a better story of it than the staff writer, but since he
had not reserved the right to do it himself the film company disposed
of the rights to the first publisher who asked for them—and the author
lost the additional check.

With a Song

Mary Carolyn Davies

For you, a stranger, here for you
I leave my heart upon this page

With all the gladness that I knew
Of youth—and age.

For you I kiss Life once—and go.

Life will give you the kiss some day
When Death and I watch Time pass slow

A few thin worlds away.
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No questions can be answered by mail, nor can we supply names of players taking part in
certain pictures. Questions relating to the writing, sale, and production of photoplays and other
literary forms will be answered in this column, but readers are asked to make their letters brief
and to the point.

S. A. B.—Jersey-Two verses and one chorus are sufficient. At the present
time very few performers sing more than one verse, and some would not do that
if they could prevent it and still collect on pay day. Production songs, usually
written to order, carry a number of extra choruses to be used for encores, and the
extra choruses are mostly topical. Don't attempt product songs until you have
taken your foot from the ballad rung.

KENTUCKY SCRIBE—Publishers that have to advertise for songs can
do you no good. Practically all ask the author to pay for a so-called first edition.

Several song sharks have been sent to jail. If you cannot induce a publisher to

stand the expense of publishing your song you had better stow it in the trunk.

The only way to exploit a song is to advertise in theatrical papers and those that

go to music dealers and jobbers. This costs money.

A. H.—You are right. A syndicate Sunday feature story does not differ in

style or form from any Sunday feature story. But you have overlooked the two
important points in which their subject matters may differ. If you are writing

a Sunday feature story for sale to a newspaper syndicate you must choose for

your subject one that has wideness of appeal. It must interest readers in Seattle

as much as it will interest readers in Bangor, Maine. Furthermore, you must be
sure that the timely interest on which you hang your story is not of merely a news
nature. Otherwise the newspaper syndicate will be unable to use it because it

cannot fit the story into its schedule and get it to its most distant client before

the news interest has died. Keep these two big guide points in mind and you will

save yourself many disappointments.

MRS. M. C.—As far as can be learned, The Famous Players are buying only

such feature material as can be exploited in accordance with their policy of high-

grade production. The probabilities are that Mr. B. P. Schulberg, publicity man,
also attends to such few contributions as they examine. A polite request, ad-

dressed to Mr. Schulberg, enclosing self-addressed envelope again, and registering

the letter so you will know if it was accepted, should bring you results. In regis-

tering the letter ask for return receipt from postmaster where you register.

BIRMINGHAM.—You need not worry .about the staff writers " hogging"
all the productions that will be made. No producing company can hope to stay

"on top" in these da}^s of competition unless the vital element of freshness is

infused in the output. There will always be a market for the free-lance, but

naturally with so many "kickers" and incompetents sending in material which
can never hope for acceptance through its very apparent poverty of idea, the

trained writer of ability gets "first whack" at it and the staff writer is retained

because he has proven ability. But no staff writer can continue to turn out fresh,

vivid work without an occasional lapse, and the free-lance with snappy ideas

and good plot-development will be welcomed, and we venture to predict that in

the near future, his or her work, if conscientiously prepared and well planned as

to plot, logical development, plausible situation and well-grounded technique,

will bring prices that would have startled a producer a very short while back.

Do not worry about the closed market. Adaptations are the vogue from the

necessity to have feature material and, further, because there is not enough

original material with the necessary strength and virility.



Lippincott's Magazine, 31 East 17th St., New York, is looking for novelettes
of about 20,000 words and clean short stories of romantic interest with preferably
a happy ending. Lippincott's does not want triangle stories, or anything that

is morbid or too intricately psychological.

Snappy Stories, 35-37 West 39th St., New York, wants clever, interesting

stories, poems and one-act plays for which it pays at the rate of about one cent a
word. This magazine prefers material of the risque type, in fact, it uses little

else. It does not, however, want nasty stories or vulgar ones. Romance, which is

under the same management and editorship, wants bright, entertaining tales,

preferably with a good strong love interest and with nothing at all off color.

Plenty of action and lots of swing and go. Half a cent a word is the usual rate for

this publication. The editor of Snappy Stories and Romance tries to give quick
decisions and always pays on acceptance.

The Countryside Magazine, 334 Fourth Avenue, New York, is always in the
market for material of interest to those who live in the open country. It must
contain the element of human interest and if on a technical subject it must be
written for the layman. The editor likes manuscripts of from 2,000 to 2,500 words
and prefers those that are accompanied by good photographs for illustrations.

Payment is at the rate of from half a cent to a cent a word for manuscripts and
from $1.00 to S3.00 for photographs, the average price being SI. 50. Payment
is always on publication. A special effort is made to dispose of manuscripts
within forty-eight hours after receipt. If any are held longer it is an indication

that they are being favorably considered. In general, The Countryside Magazine
can use articles on Housebuilding and the House interior for the early spring and
fall issues, on outdoor gardening for the spring and fall issues, and indoor for the
winter issues, on vacation topics for the summer months and on general topics of

interest to the great countryside all the year round.

A prize of $100 for the best name submitted for a new candy-package, with
ten supplementary prizes of $25 and $10 each, is offered by the Package Con-
fectionary Company, Boston, Mass. This contest closes June 15th. Each
contestant may suggest three names. The names suggested are to be plainly
written at the top of a sheet of paper which shall contain nothing else but the name
and the address of the sender clearly written at the bottom. This contest is open
to everybod}r

. The company suggests that the names indicate as far as possible

the sweetness, purity, delicacy, and even the sentiment involved in eating their

product; and that the names shall, if possible, be short, euphonius, and readily

adaptable to appropriate illustration.

The Modern Priscilla, 85 Broad St., Boston, is interested in securing some
good, short stories, not more than 5,000 words in length, which shall be bright and
snappy, and of inspirational or humorous type. They do not care for sensational
literature, as the magazine is distinctively a home publication and everything
which enters into it must be clean and wholesome. Payment is made the month
following acceptance, prices depending altogether upon the quality of the manu-
script. As a rule stories are not held longer than one month before a decision is

reached.

Though the editors of Youth's Companion, Boston, Mass., at this time are not
particularly eager to encourage contributions for the reason that they are more
largely supplied with good fiction and articles than they have as yet had an oppor-
tunity to find a place for, the}*- have a constant need for suitable short stories..

These ma}" be designed especially to interest boys and girls, or the whole house-
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hold. They may deal with pathos, humor, adventure, heroism, with uncommon
or with everyday events. An ideal story for the Companion should contain at
least one effective incident and deal with the formation or illustration of character.
As the magazine is intended for intelligent young people, both boys and girls, and
for general family reading, they cannot use the distinctively juvenile stories so
often sent them. Short stories should never contain more than 4,000 words and
may be as short as 1,200. Articles, not fiction, should be kept within 1,000 words.
They have no fixed rate of remuneration for accepted material, but generally
speaking, they never pay less than a cent a word. Decisions upon manuscripts
are usually rendered within a month, and payment is made upon acceptance.

Holland's Magazine, Dallas, Texas, is in the market for material of interest
primarily to women, especially the woman of the Southwest, who lives in the
small town or country village and who answers her own front door. Their require-
ments include fiction, illustrated articles, household articles, and occasional poems;
dialect and risque stories are not used at all.

Thomas A. Edison, Inc., 2826 Decatur Avenue, Bedford Park, New York,
issues this statement through Arthur Leeds, Scenario Editor: "An article by
Capt. Leslie T. Peacocke, appearing in the April issue of Photoplay Magazine,
stated that this company was one of several which would send to writers, on
application, a 'sample scenario form.' We have no idea where Capt. Peacocke
got the idea that we were doing this, but we wish to have it known that such is

not the case. Edison has never issued any such 'sample form,' nor is it likely that
we ever will. We have received nearly three hundred requests for the form since
that article appeared, and although we try to answer all letters of inquiry we find

it impossible to do so, especially since many of the requests were not accompanied
by return postage."

This department has also received notification that the Universal Film has
issued a similar statement, denying that they are sending out sample scenarios,

as was stated in the article referred to in the Edison statement.

Mr. Sargent in his department in the Moving Picture World calls the atten-
tion of photoplaywrights to the following two openings: "Clarence J. Harris,
now editor of the Gaumont Company, writes that he is strong for the open market
for scripts and wants to see the work of people who really can write. Others should
send synopses only. Two- and three-reel stories are the ones wanted. They
should be addressed to the Gaumont Company, Flushing, N. Y.

"While the Reliance-Majestic headquarters are in Los Angeles, with
'Spec' Woods in charge, the local studio is making a little one-reel stuff. The
one-reel length only is wanted and the stories must be suitable for production at

the Yonkers studio. These should be addressed to Reliance Motion Picture
Corporation, 71 West 23rd Street, New York City. Howard Irving Young is in

charge at this end. His rejection does not cover the Los Angeles studio, but he
announces that stuff sent in that he cannot use will be passed along to 'Spec' if

found suitable, so if you send in to New York and get the script back from Los
Angeles this is the explanation. It is best to make a price on these scripts, unless

you will accept what is offered."

We have just received the following item from the Euclid Film Company,
Toledo, Ohio: "The manager of the Euclid Film Company wishes to announce
that they are in the market for clever dainty comedies, with an interwoven thread
of heart-interest; and for strong single and two-reel dramas dealing with modern
American life, non-criminal in theme and treatment. Scripts submitted will be
given a prompt reading and prices ranging from fifteen to fifty dollars will be
paid for those accepted. All scenarios should be addressed to the editor of the

company, and always accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for return of

same if found to be unavailable for use by this company."

New writers with good lyrics or complete songs might do well to try the

publishers given in the list below. The average publisher does not care to be
flooded with worthless material, nevertheless, he cannot resist the temptation to
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make an offer when he sees something he feels confident that he can turn to profit.

One new writer has sold several songs to some of them. Other publishers will be
listed in coming issues: Buck and Lowney, Publishers, Holland Bldg., St. Louis,
Mo.; Brehm Bros., Erie, Pa.; Sam Fox, Publisher, Cleveland, Ohio; Fred H.
Green, 713 W. 3rd St., Muscatine, la.; L. S. Florence Music Co., 1061 Elm
St., Manchester, N. H.; Ind. Music Co., 1047 S. 23rd St., Omaha, Neb.; Chas.
Henderson Music Co., Corry, Pa.; Howard & Shinkle, 111 S. 6th St., Min-
neapolis, Minn.; Jos. H. Hughes, 2643 N. Michigan Ave., Saginaw, Mich.;
Imperial Music Co., Roanoke, Va.; Konisky Music Co., Troy, N. Y.; E.
Meinardus, Kier, Wis.

Life, having just concluded a most unique contest, announces a bigger one.

"To The Editor Of Life's Short Story Contest, 17 West 31st Street, New York
City," is the manner in which contestants for the three prizes, respectively $1,000,
$500 and $250, must address their manuscripts. This contest is to close at noon,
Monday, October 4, 1915, and is contrived to afford the best answer yet to the
question, "How short can a short story be, and yet be a 'Short Story?'" No
story is to exceed 1,500 words in length; and the stories are to be accepted at

any time the editors of Life choose from now on as fast as they can be read and
passed upon. But all manuscripts accepted for publication are to be paid for

on the most unique plan yet devised for the encouragement of the short story.

An author is not to receive any pay for the story he writes, but at the rate of ten

cents per word for every word under fifteen hundred words which he does not
write. For example, the writer of a short story of one hundred words, acceptable
to the editors, will receive $140 or payment at the rate of ten cents a word for the

1,400 words he did not write! On the other hand, if his acceptable story is 1,499

words in length, the author would receive ten cents for the single word he didn't

write, both stories mentioned, however, standing an equal chance in winning the
prize since all stories submitted are to be judged solely on their merits as com-
plete stories, regardless of length.

Another peculiarity of this very fair contest is the manner of adjudging the

winner. The editors of Life will select from the list of stories already published
in the manner indicated, the twelve best; and the authors of these twelve will

then decide which are the best three stories in their order of merit. In case of a
division among the judges, .the editors of Life will step in and cast the deciding

vote! The tales may be either humorous or tragic, according to the fancy of the

author. The author's name and address must be plainly written upon the manu-
script, which must invariably be accompanied by return postage in case of re-

jection.

The American Magazine, 381 Fourth Ave., New York City, is running a
monthly letter contest offering prizes of $20, $10, and $5.00 for the best letters on
certain assigned topics. In the present contest which closes June 15th the prizes

are offered for the best letters of about five hundred words on "The Thing I am
Proudest of." The winning letters are to appear in the September number.

The Vitagraph Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., is in the field for every type of

story, with the possible exception of the one-reel drama. At the present time they
are especially in need of one-reel comedies. As in the past they do not consider

stories in which priests or ministers take an active part, and they will not con-

sider at all war stories written from either view point.

The American Social Hygiene Association, 105 West 40th St., New York
City, offers a prize of $1,000 to the author of the best original pamphlet of not
more than 3,500 words on social hygiene for adolescents between the ages of

twelve and sixteen years. The contest closes July 31, 1915.

The Ladies' World is offering the ninth of a series of prize stories produced at

the same time in The Ladies' World and in the motion picture theatres. The lost

paragraph contains 200 words. What did it say? Read the story, study the

picture and write out your own solution of just what the paragraph said. For
the paragraph containing a solution of the situation which shows the best dramatic
sense in story writing a prize of $100 is offered. Address your answer to the
"Ninth Lost Paragraph Contest" in care of The Ladies' World, New York City.

The contest closes July 1st.



WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY
Everyone interested in Photoplay Writing should have a copy

of the new and standard work, "Writing the Photoplay," by J. Berg
Esenwein and Arthur Leeds. The following excerpts are typical
of the opinions expressed by leading photoplaywrights and editors
all over the country:

It is a careful and exact treatise handled intelligently, comprehensively and with authority.
It will be helpful to all students of photoplay and should find a place in all libraries on
technique. It is creditable in every way. —Epes Winthrop Sargent

This week and next my department in The Moving Picture News will contain compli-
ments for your Photoplay Correspondence Course and for the book. The book is the
best that has come to my attention. As author of the first text-book of any pretensions
placed on the market for photoplaywrights I desire to congratulate Messrs. Esenwein
and Leeds. —William Lord Wright

"Writing the Photoplay* ' is issued uniform with "Writing the
Short-Story," "The Art of Versification," and other volumes of
THE WRITER'S LIBRARY. IX + 374 pp. Illustrated. Postpaid
$2.12.

The Home Correspondence School

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

TYPING
Short stories, 49c. per thousand words.
Photoplays and poems, 10c. per type-
written page.
One carbon copy.
Expert work guaranteed.

IDA M. THOMAS,
N. Springfield, Vt.

IDEAS?
Do you want Inspiration?

Information?
Send ten cents for a sample copy of

'Achievementi"
175 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.

Room 501

THE WRITER (Boston), a monthly
magazine to interest and help all

literary workers, established in

1887, continues its work for the
benefit of writers. It prints each
month practical articles on author-
ship and kindred subjects, together
with helpful literary news—infor-

mation about new magazines,
changes in the publishing world,
prize offers for manuscripts, new
books on literary topics, etc.,—and
a full reference list of literary articles

in current periodicals. The price is

ten cents a copy, or one dollar a
year. Address: THE WRITER,
P. O. Box 1905, Boston, Mass.

You are at Home
the World over if you know

ESPERANTO
the easy, international language

Subscribe to AMERIKA ESPER-
ANTISTO for one year, $1.00 and

receive 318 page text-book free.

THE AMERICAN
ESPERANTIST CO., Inc.

WEST NEWTON, MASS.

SONG LYRICS AND
MELODIES

Why try to market a lyric or a
melody that possesses no commercial
value? Why become a victim to the
honeyed words of the song shark?
A good song by a beginner may not

bring a fortune in royalties, but if

properly marketed it will bring some
financial returns and afford the tyro a
start.

The Wkiter's Monthly for a small
fee will examine your lyric or song, give
you a frank and detailed criticism on it,

tell you whether it has any commercial
and poetical value, and give you a list

of publishers most likely to purchase
it.

Should the song contain sufficient

merit, our Song Department will

market same for you on a 10% com-
mission basis, provided you are willing

to sell your work outright.
Reading fee for separate lyric . 1.50
Reading fee for a complete song. 2.50
Address:

Song Dept., Writer's Monthly
Springfield, Mass.

(Return postage should accompany all

manuscripts)

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.



COMPLETE YOUR FILES OF

THE WRITER'S MONTHLY
We have on hand a few complete files of THE WRITER'S MONTHLY

new series, from May, 1913 to April, 1915 (June-July, 1913, being a special

double number). These twenty-four monthly numbers, placed in your
working library will give you 800 large pages crammed with instructive

articles and helpful information for writers. Among the interesting

features in these numbers of the magazine are the delightfully readable
personality sketches of Epes Winthrop Sargent, William Lord Wright,
Marc Edmund Jones, F. Marion Brandon, Horace G. Plimpton, Maibelle
Heikes Justice, Frank E. Woods, George Fitzmaurice, Russell E. Smith,
James Dayton, Hettie Gray Baker, C. B. Hoadley, Arthur Leeds, William
E. Wing, Henry Albert Phillips, John Wm. Kellette, Catherine Carr,
Phil Lonergan, Raymond L. Schrock, Beta Breuil, Gilson Willetts and
A. Van Buren Powell. Many of our readers have declared that this

monthly feature is alone worth the price of a year's subscription. The
department, "Thinks and Things," has also helped to make this helpful

little periodical famous. The series of articles on "Photoplay Construc-
tion," by J. Berg Esenwein and Arthur Leeds, running through many
numbers, should be read by everyone who is seeking to perfect his technical

knowledge. "Diagnosis and Culture of the Plot Germ," by John A. Mc-
Collom, Jr., is a series of six articles that will prove invaluable to the
writer who experiences difficulty in developing the "plot habit," that most
necessary equipment to a successful literary career. Scores of special

articles by the most prominent editors, critics, and photoplay writers of

the day make these issues of the magazine a veritable working library of

photoplay knowledge.
While they last, we offer these twenty-four numbers to our readers for

$2.00. Send your order to

THE WRITER'S MONTHLY
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

The Art of Story Writing

By J. Berg Esenwein, Lit.D., author
of "Studying the Short-Story," "Writ-
ing the Short-Story," etc., etc., assist-

ed by Mary Davoren Chambers, M.A.,
Professor in Rockford College.

The Art of Versification

By J. Berg Esenwein and Mary Eleanor
Roberts

This is the most clear, concise, and

helpful work on the nature of poetry and

This is Dr. Esenwein's latest and most
authoritative word regarding the subject

on which he is recognized as the leading

specialist — the Short-Story. Beginning

with the anecdote, this work simply and
clearly leads the writer up by easy stages

to the writing of the complete short-story.

Every phase of the subject is treated so

fully and in such a delightfully lucid

style that the self-instructed student finds

the best story-writing methods open
before him like a page of large print.

Cloth, postpaid, $1.35.

Order of

THE WRITER'S MONTHLY
Springfield, Mass.

the entire art of verse-making that has ever

been attempted.

All the points are developed simply and

with such illuminating examples that both

experienced versifiers and beginners will find

it a storehouse of information.

The large number of exercises will be of

special help in practice work and self

instruction.

Cloth, postpaid, $1.62.

Books ordered of the Writer's Monthly
may be returned in ten days if not satis-

factory.

THE WRITER'S MONTHLY
Springfield, Mass.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.



Short-Story Writing

Esenwein

A COURSE of forty lessons in the history, form
structure, and writing of the Short-Story taught by
Dr. J. Berg Esenwein, formerly Editor of Lippin-
cott's Magazine.

Story-writers must be made as well as born; they
must master the details of construction if they would
turn their talents to account.

May we send you the names of students and gradu-
ates who have succeeded? And the success their let-

ters prove is practical. It means recognition, accepted
manuscripts and checks from editors.

One student, before completing the les-

sons, received over $1000 for manuscripts
sold to Woman's Home Companion,
Pictorial Review, McCall's, and other
leading magazines.

We also offer courses in Photoplay Writing, Poetry
and Verse Writing. Journalism; in all over One Hundred Home Study Courses, many of
them.under professors in Harvard, Brown, Cornell, and other leading colleges.

% 250-Page Catalog Free. Please Address

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL,
Department 78, Springfield, Mass.

DO YOU KNOW

Edward B. Waeman, A. M.

the eight psychological principles which
when applied unlock the door to success in
any line for which one has aptitude? Ed-
ward B. Warman, A. M., makes them plain
in a book which is given with 3 months'
trial subscription to NAUTILUS Magazine.
ALL FOR 10 CENTS. NAUTILUS is

the leading magazine of the New Thought
and Mental Healing movement. Edwin
Markham, William Walker Atkinson, Ori-
son Swett Marden, Edward B. Warman,
A. M., Paul Ellsworth, Horatio W. Dresser,
and many others are regular contributors.
Elizabeth Towne is editor. Send NOW
and we will include the booklet, "How To
Get What You Want."

THE ELIZABETH TOWNE CO.
Dept. 867, Holyoke, Mass.

OUR SCRIPT
CRITICISM SERVICE
Up till now our charge for giving an

expert criticism on any and all scripts,
regardless of length, has been two dol-
lars. In announcing a change we do not
do so because others are charging more,
but because we find it absolutely neces-
sary in view of the increased number of
multiple-reel scripts which are being
sent in for criticism. In the future
therefore, our charge for this service will

be TWO DOLLARS FOR THE FIRST
REEL AND ONE DOLLAR FOR
EACH ADDITIONAL REEL. Writers
will continue to receive the very best
and most careful criticisms and sugges-
tions that Mr. Powell can give them.
We reserve the right to return any

script that we deem absolutely un-
worthy of criticism, making a charge of
one dollar for reading the script and
giving the writer an expert opinion of
the script's merits and short-comings.
Such a letter will equal the "criticism"
given by many who offer such service,
the only difference between this and our
full criticism service being that Mr.
Powell will not examine and comment
upon each and every scene in detail.

{Fees do not include return -postage which
should always accompany manuscripts).

The Photoplay Author

Springfield, Mass.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.





REAL HELPS FOR WRITERS
The seven volumes listed below are issued in uniform size and style, printed on

superior antique book paper, and handsomely and durably bound in cloth, with letter-
ing in gold and gilt top. Together they constitute the most helpful series of authorita-
tive working handbooks for the writer's desk. 12 mo., postpaid at prices quoted.

THE ART OF STORY WRITING Esenwein and Chambers. Dr. Esenwein's latest
work on Story Writing. A direct and effective guide to actual fictional narration. The
chapter on plot alone is worth the price of the book to any writer, xi + 211 pp. $1.35

WRITING THE SHORT-STORY Esenwein. The standard textbook on the technique
of the Short-Story. Widely used in colleges and universities. A complete course includ-
ing theory, models and practice exercises in actual writing, xiv + 441 pp. $1.25.

STUDYING THE SHORT-STORY. Esenwein. A companion book to Writing the
Short-Story. Sixteen short-story masterpieces, with methods for analysis. No writer
and no lover of good stories can afford to miss this well-spread feast, xxxii + 438 pp.
$1.25.

THE TECHNIQUE OF THE MYSTERY STORY. Carolyn Wells. With introduction
by Dr. Esenwein. A complete exposition of the mystery story form. A book that stimu-
lates insight into the methods of successful writers of plotted stories and at the same
time cultivates fertility in the mind of the reader, ix + 336 pp. $1.62.

WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY. Esenwein and Leeds. The standard textbook on
ohotoplay construction. Recently reported by the New York City Public Library as the
book second in demand, outside of fiction, ix + 374 pp. Illustrated. $2.12.

THE ART OF VERSIFICATION. Esenwein and Roberts. A practical working hand-
book of the principles of poetry and the structure of verse forms, xii + 310 pp. $1.62.

THE ART OF PUBLIC SPEAKING. Esenwein and Carnagey. An inspirational
working handbook of instruction for all who would be efficient public speakers. A book
with a "punch" on every page. xi + 512 pp. $1.75.

If on inspection a book is found undesirable and it is returned within ten days, the pur-
chase price, less postage, will be refunded.

THE WRITER'S MONTHLY, Springfield, Mass.

A Well-Known Writer says:

"Webster's New International

is a marvel of completeness. It is an indispensable

feature of the library of every man who either reads

or writes. There is no matter of land, sea or sky that

does not come within its purview and every topic is

handled by a master."

400,000 Vocabulary Terms. New Gazetteer
12,000 Biographical Entries. 2700 Pases.
Over 6000 Illustrations. Colored Plates

Regular Edition. Printed on strong book
paper of the highest quality.

India-Paper Edition. Only half as thick,
only half as heavy as the Regular Edition.

Printed on thin, strong, opaque, India paper.

More Scholarly, Accurate, convenient, and Au-
thoritative than any other English Dictionary.
Critical Comparison with all other dictionaries

is invited.
WRITE for specimen pages.

G. & C. MERRIAM CO., Springfield, Mass.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when answering advertisers.
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THIS IS THE TRUTH
ABOUT PHOTOPLAY WRITING

"If it be true that no amount of labor and study
will make a fiction writer out of one who lacks the
fundamental gift, it is equally certain that no
amount of instruction will enable you to write sal-

able photoplays if you lack a natural aptitude for

the work."

The foregoing is the opening paragraph in

the Lesson Syllabus supplied with the course
in Photoplay Writing offered by The Home
Correspondence School, and taught by

Mr. Poweii a. Van Buren Powell, Photoplay Editor the
Colonial Motion Picture Corporation. It tells the plain

truth and nothing more, and it reflects the spirit that has gov-
erned this institution in selecting the pupils for its Photoplay
Course. We have no hesitation in confessing our utter inability

to teach those who are without " the fundamental gift" of imag-
ination and the ability to think logically and work hard for suc-

cess. But if you have it in you to write at all, we can assuredly
help you. Our Photoplay Writing Course was positively the first

to receive the endorsement of the different photoplay editors and
critics. Over a year ago, Mr. Epes Winthrop Sargent, photoplay
expert of The Moving Picture World, made the following state-

ment in his department of that widely-read periodical:

"It is evident that there is a demand for course instruction in photo-
play writing, and we welcome the advent into the field of Arthur Leeds,
who has taken up the photoplay writing department of The Home Corres-
pondence School. We have already commented upon Mr. Leeds' and
Dr. Esenwein's book, which is to be used as the basis for the course. We
are now in possession of the lesson syllabus, laying out the book into
lessons. The greater value of the course, we think, will come from Mr.
Leeds' personal instruction and, so far as we know, Mr. Leeds is the first

fully qualified writer to engage in course instruction by mail. He is not
only able to write scripts that sell, but he is able to communicate his

knowledge to others, which is a more important consideration. Still more
than that, Mr. Leeds is earnest and honest and we have his assurance that
the incompetent will not be encouraged to believe that they will win
fortunes, and that the manifestly unfit will not be enrolled as pupils."

Mr. Leeds, himself a pupil of Dr. Esenwein in our Short-Story
Course, has been obliged to give up the teaching of our Photoplay Course to

accept the position of Photoplay Editor for the Edison Company but he
retains a very friendly and sincere interest in the course and in our School.
Mr. Powell, who succeeds him, is highly recommended by Mr. Sargent
and other photoplay experts as probably the best man to take his place.

No course and no book of instruction can cause good, salable

plot ideas to fly into the writer's brain when he chooses to call

them, but in this course he is trained to see and recognize "plot

germs" in the things that are constantly happening around him,
and he is taught to apply the correct rules of photoplay tech-

nique in working the "germ" up into a strong, salable photoplay.

250-page Catalog Free, Address

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL Dept. 135 Springfield, Mass.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.
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The Unbromidic "Dark Lady"
By Maidee Bennett Renshaw

The bibliography of our writer's craft grows apace. Every liter-

ary aspirant who is up to date has above his desk a shelf of helpful

volumes dealing with the beloved subject. They are the beacons
that light the way for the unarrived

!

But there are books not included among writers' aids which
also abound with suggestions. For instance, long ago I found out
that Hope's " Dolly Dialogues" could serve as a manual of the
punctuation of chatting. I bear witness that it will pilot the harassed
amateur through any number of quotation marks and dashes.

Further, it is a preachment on the gentle art of omission, — witness

the subtleties of its gettings over

!

Another tome of literary hints is "Are You a Bromide?" by
Gelett Burgess. Although at first we may be deeply chagrined to

find between its covers all our pet sayings and most inspired thoughts
brought together and classified as trite, constitutional, and bromidic,

yet, having recovered from the humiliation, we appreciate the value
of the discovery. Ever after, if we wish a character to appear a
bromide, we have a bromidic fund from which to borrow distinctive

touches. And if we would evolve a real character — a sulphite — we
will never put banalities into his mouth; the danger signals wave
warningly, a sea of red flagged "don'ts. " Best of all, we find our-

selves jogged out of the rut of the commonplace; our ears grow keen;
our note books record an ever-growing list of blue-pencilisms.

And now to pour libations to the "Dark Lady of the Sonnets!"
May blessings be upon the head of Bernard Shaw! If he has not
revealed to us penny-scribblers the veritable trick of Shakespeare, at

least he has shown us a trick that may turn us into Shakespeares—
or something similar!

Behold the picture of gallant Master Will going to his midnight
tryst note-book and pencil in hand. Capitalizing the emotions? More
than that, — exploiting the world! His ears are alert for the whimsi-
cal twist of a merry squib; for the rapier thrust of a sharp retort;

for the delicious lilt of a musical metaphor. To him the keeper of

the gate and the queen of England are alike but phrase makers, sent

by Heaven to serve his immortal pen. Their wit, their very syllables,
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enrich his note-book. Oh, sublimated note-book, inspire us to sharpen
our pencils once more!

For the world is our copy; and they that dwell therein our
stories. And the artifice of our trade is to transcribe from the living

model; to catch the phrase with all its forcefulness while it is warm
with the personality of the speaker; to live with a pencil up our
sleeve, and, if we have not cuffs, to conceal a note-book in our vanity-
bag.

Then how alive the world becomes! Why, I enjoy my grocer

and my butcher, my milkman and my huckster; I find that they are

not just tradespeople, but real live men. Sewing-women who come
to me, maids, and laundresses— all reveal themselves material

worthy of Dickens or of Balzac. The erstwhile calamitous visitations

of the painter, the paperhanger, yes, and even that arch enemy of us
all, the plumber, have become occasions if not of joy, at least of

profit. And I give an almost overwhelming welcome to every agent
or beggar who comes to the door, for each one of them brings me his

or her personal drama, well worth its toll of time or money. Lastly,

I am crazy with delight if my husband brings home to dinner an
unexpected guest; it means a whole new personality to study, a
fresh viewpoint to try out; new tricks of mind, new gestures, perhaps
a new terminology.

And this sort of thing doesn't make us grow callous, — how
could it, when we are coming so close to men and women? No, we
and our art grow bigger together— or we should.

So here's to Shakespeare and Shaw, and the unbromidic "Dark
Lady of the Sonnets!"

Plaint of a Patient Reader

By Mary Eleanor Roberts

Oh I'd like to read a story, such as in Arabia's glory

Scheherazade told her Sultan 'twixt the dark and rising sun!

To a treaty on eugenics, or a tale of neuresthenics,

Do you think that he'd have listened for a thousand nights

and one?

What pathology can gladden like the story of Aladdin?

Give us action, give us honor, give us love that all excels

!

Why, I'd rather live in Hades than with those unpleasant ladies

In some feministic fiction, or the books of Mr. W-lls

!

I'll take history untransmuted, I'll take science undiluted,

But I like a swinging story, uncontaminated, clear.

Oh forget the potent dollar ! Fling your weight into the collar

!

Come, spin a yarn, my masters, and the world will pause to hear.



Juvenile Stories Made to Order

By Lee McCrae

For the writer of juvenile stories I have one very practical

suggestion

:

Take copies of the magazine or paper to which you would submit
manuscript, do not read the printed matter but cut out all the illus-

trations and lay them in your clipping box for future reference.

Then, at your leisure, study these pictures. Invariably a story will

flash into your brain, built around the illustration, as it were, so that

it, in turn, illustrates your story. There is not the slightest danger of

plagiarism if you have not read the story already printed.

When done, send both the story and the clipping back to the firm,

telling them what you have done, and reminding them that they
already have this cut in their files. This helps the sale of your manu-
script, as few juvenile magazines are averse to saving both money and
labor by using an illustration a second time.

This is a particularly good plan if one is writing for the various

Sunday-school papers issued for children by all the church boards
of publication. Indeed the idea came to me through one of their

editors who sent a clipping asking me to "fita story to it.

"

These papers, printed weekly, are omnivorous, and one is

always sure of prompt, courteous dealing. For any writer of high-

class juvenile literature they form a splendid market, while their

papers for tiny tots call for such scraps of stories that any kinder-

gartner can supply— any one who can write in a child's tongue
from a child's point of view.

So instead of trying to start at the top, sending love-stories to

prominent periodicals (one of these received over 80,000 in one
year), let the beginner gain practice, courage to go on, and some
tangible reward, by evolving these easy little bits of fiction. There is

a knack in writing them, to be sure; the art of story-telling is not
given to all; but work of this kind is more easily learned than is the

telling of grown-up stories for grown-up critics. The society conver-

sation is usually on stilts and the love-making on all fours when we
make our first efforts.

Nor are the checks received from this class of writing beneath
our notice. I know one young mother who is writing the bed-time
stories you may have seen in the syndicated matter of the daily press.

She averages $125 a month for this, her " fancy-work. " Both the

syndicates and the church papers, as well as many household maga-
zines, cater to the children, and buy suitable feature articles as well as

stories. The ready-made illustration is a discovery of my own, but
it is not patented as yet. You're welcome!



Letters to Young Authors
By J. Berg Esenwein

Author of "Writing the Short-Story," etc., etc.

SIXTH LETTER
My dear Ted:

If you have any pillows handy I advise you to tie them around
your head, for I feel in my bones that I am about to bang you about
the ears violently. If you develop a tendency to grow hot, restrain

it, my boy, with the reflection that I am your devoted uncle—who
proved his affection by smiling (outwardly) last month when you
broke his favorite trout pole. Now go for your pillows.

What do you mean, sir, by asking me to help you market such
a short-story as this one? It fairly oozes triteness. If it had run on
to five more pages doubtless it would have illustrated in twenty more
ways how disrespectful you could be to this one law of good writing

:

When you put words together avoid time-worn groupings.

Now let me point out one meaningful word in the foregoing

sentence—pw£. Precisely here is your trouble (and now that I have
properly cuffed you I'm going to be as blandly helpful as though I

had never scolded in my life). The careful writer puts his words
together, each in the place where it will give the most light to, and
receive the utmost from its neighbors, both near and remote; that is,

what " composition " means: a "placing together"—with the " plac-

ing" coming in for the post of honor in the parentage of the word.
Yes, I know well enough that many writers delight to boast that

they rarely, if ever, revise, since their words flow—no, that is quite

too slow a word

—

gush from their pen-points in precisely the selection

and order that they, as their own discerning critics, would finally

wish. And in some degree this is true of two kinds of writers : those

who are born to write and have cultivated a familiarity with good
spoken and written English, and those who have so trained themselves

that when they write every faculty is on the alert, and mind and taste

work automatically together in word-weighing and word-placing,

looking swiftly ahead to see the sentence ended while it is but just

beginning, and arranging all the while each smallest group of words
with an eye to its efficiency and freshness.

But even such gifted and such trained writers are momently
met by two conditions: they must often stop to alter a word, a

sentence, a whole paragraph, or they will have to close their eyes to

defects of style of greater or lesser seriousness.

So you see it all comes back to that little but potent word, put.

"But," I hear you object, "I did 'put' my words together, with

both care and pride."

Yes, my dear boy, I will grant you the "pride." It is quite

plain, too, that you used care, but it was used under the misappre-

hension that rhetoric is grammar. In grammar we have many
"musts," which inflexibly insist that no word-grouping will do but

some certain one. In rhetoric, quite to the contrary, we have

a myriad "mays," which courteously point out avenues aplenty, by
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any one of which we are able to—but especially by three, or two, or

one of which we best may—reach a desired end of expression.

Your memory is too good—this is my quarrel with you now.
For as many years as you are old you have heard or read certain

words in certain groupings, until it has seemed not only good but
best to say "a double-dyed villian," "a hardy pioneer," "her grief

was heartrending," "a deep-laid plot," "the journey of life," "the
pathway of success," "a fair-skinned, blue-eyed maiden," and three

thousand and seven hundred and sixty others equally threadbare.

It seems to me that this is more a matter of mental alertness

than of habit. Invention involves a great many things besides energy.

The architect who is commissioned to design a house may work just

as hard in making the drawings for a conventional dwelling as for

one that has individuality. Granted that he has some ideas, the first

thing for him to do is to prime his attention, and stop himself the

instant he finds his pencil travelling along the same old lines—you
see how easily my pen set down those words in time-honored order

:

"the same old lines?"

But just here lies a new danger: in trying to be fresh the writer

may succeed in being just queer; in his search for new word-groupings
he may discard some good ones which, while they have been used
often before, are as useful as ever, either because they have passed
into the language as idioms—by which I mean characteristically

national ways of saying things—or for the reason that we know of no
better way of expressing the same ideas than the way in common use.

The cure for triteness of word arrangement is so delightful a
process that it really puts a new zest into the idea of "cure." It

consists of four related processes, each as full of satisfaction as any
action can be that gives one a sense of new fields explored. Here
they are:

1. Your eyes must be sensitive to see, and your ears to hear,

groups of words that are over-familiar. Suspect all such, submit
them to the test of a little reflection, and when in doubt, reject them.

2. Be equally alert to observe and approve every fresh word-
group, wherever found—not so much to "make a note on't" as to

think on just how it is fresh and efficient.

3. Study shades of word-meanings, and be never content to

use a general word when a specific one would show your meaning
more clearly: "apoplectic" is more definite than "excited," if that

is the form that the old man's emotion took. A book of synonyms
may prove a hurtful thesaurus if you confidingly pick an alternative

word without weighing its peculiarity of meaning. The last on the

list may be the best—or the poorest—synonym.
4. Being thus possessed of a large and precise dynamic vocabu-

lary,—words you not only know but can use,—there remains only
the joy-bringing practice of fitting your words so that a constant eye-

widening but satisfying surprise may come to the reader.

With affection, my dear Ted, I subscribe myself

Your Grumpy Uncle,

Karl von Kraft.
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XXV. Homer Croy—Humorist

By Robert C. McElravy

Some time during the latter months of the year 1913 Homer
Croy announced his intention of making a trip around the world.
His primary intention, I believe, was to write a humorous novel on
Chinese ways and customs. We were both living at the time in the
bachelor's annex of a certain hotel on Washington Square, New York,
which accounts for the rather personal character of the impressions
to be related here.

It had been my good fortune to meet Mr. Croy in the fall of

1912 at a meeting of the American Press Humorists in Detroit, Mich.
Our friendship followed in a very natural way. Being neighbors by
birth, he hailing from the grand old state of Missouri and myself
from the still grander old state of Iowa, it did not take us long to get

acquainted. This was a great thing for Mr. Croy. At the time of

our meeting I had already had some little correspondence with him;
that is to say, he had sent me several tear-wet letters telling how
much it hurt him to return certain articles I had indited for the
magazine he had founded, known as The Magazine Maker. In this

connection, however, I wish to state that having had correspondence
with Mr. Croy is not much of a novelty; he has at one time or an-
other corresponded with nearly every rising young writer in the
United States. Indeed, one of the most remarkable traits of this

young Missouri man is his ability to keep up with an enthusiastic

coterie of letter-writing friends and admirers—a fact, by the way,
which no doubt has much to do with his growing success as a writer.

There is not a profession or trade in the world in which personal

friendships count for so much as in literature.

I looked upon the project of a trip around the world with some
little skepticism from the first, so far as any advantage to himself

was concerned, except in the way of travel. In his three years of

struggle to gain a foothold in New York City, he had accomplished
much. He had worked his way up from the treacherous and slippery

pathway of the free lance writer to a position of comparative security.

He had demonstrated his ability to write articles, to run a magazine
with some profit, and to edit a magazine for others. Furthermore,
he had a bank account of four figures, though I do not say which four.

We discussed the proposed trip at various times, both in our

rooms and at our commodious table at the dining room, where some
six or eight writers gathered thrice daily. Each time the project was
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discussed Mr. Croy hinted at some new and surprising addition to

his general plan.

Besides gathering material for his proposed novel, he intended
writing travel sketches for a weekly magazine while away. Did he?
Yes, he did, for a certain magazine had signified its desire to publish

his articles while en route.

Then the notion came to Mr. Croy that it would be a nice thing

to take moving pictures on his way around the globe, just as a sort

of a side line. This would, of course, necessitate carrying along a
complete moving picture outfit and a man to take the pictures, but
he thought the scheme a practical one. Did he? Yes, it seemed so,

for he one day announced that he had signed up a contract to take
moving pictures on his trip.

Thinking he would have a little time to spare on his journey,

Mr. Cro3r decided to take on one or two advertising novelties. Before
the idea had become quite clear to us, he announced that he had
arranged to carry to the lands he visited a thermos bottle. The uses

of this he intended to demonstrate freely en route; he would carry

cold liquids from the arctic zone to the parched throats of Egypt,
and vice versa. This accomplished, he would get out his trusty type-
writer and write a booklet on the subject.

Then, figuring out still more spare time while away, he de-

termined to introduce along the way a certain tobacco, a tooth paste,

and other useful articles and novelties. He even brought to the table

one day a particularly fine kodak which had been presented to him
on an advertising basis, for his personal use while away.

The week before leaving on his trip Mr. Croy expressed regret

that he was going so quickly, as he thought he could easily arrange
for more advertising work while away.

But his ticket and passports had been procured for the start,

and it was my duty to go with him one morning to the New Jersey

ferry and aid in his departure. Never shall I forget our little hand to

hand trip across Washington Square to the car line, laden with
kodaks, thermos bottles, tooth paste, moving picture paraphernalia,

tobacco, and all the ordinary equipment for travel. I meekly sug-

gested that we hail a passing auto truck, to assist in conveying this,

but Mr. Croy said that he expected to visit countries where there

were no auto trucks or other conveyances. He wanted, in other

words, to find out if it were possible for two people to carry every-

thing he had with him! This was one of the few times I have been
utterly unable to see the humor of Mr. Croy's viewpoint. Never,
gentle reader, under any circumstances agree to assist a humorist in

starting on a trip around the world, particularly a Missouri humorist.

It was just ten months and sixteen days from the time he left

New York until he returned. Of this time he had spent some six

weeks in California looking into the moving picture end of his scheme.
While away, the great war broke out and he met with innumerable
delays. Many things occurred to upset his plans temporarily; these

incidents would perhaps have upset them completely for many
people, but not for Mr. Croy.
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In the main he hung to his original plans, as outlined. And
here, I take it, is the value of Mr. Croy's experience to the average
writer: It simply demonstrates what a good, live man, or woman
either, can do in the writing game if willing to work to a given end
and endure unexpected hardships on the way.

Besides paying all his personal expenses on the trip and pre-

serving his original bank account intact, he cleared up approximately
$2,000, and he is still realizing returns from his articles and advertis-

ing booklets. His moving pictures were taken and spread broadcast
over the country, and I do not believe he failed to put through a single

one of his plans that he had matured before going. It remains to be
seen whether the book on China will appear, however, as events
across the water have changed the complexion of affairs so greatly

that he may not find it advisable to write this.

Mr. Croy's methods as a writer are unique. While humor is

the thing he strives for in most of his work, at the same time he always
manages to throw off a large amount of interesting information as he
composes. He has a self-made file of newspaper clippings on a wide
variety of subjects. He turns out many serious articles of a purely
descriptive nature. His taste is microscopic in his love of scientific

detail. He is likely to break out in the middle of a short-story or

humorous article with a brief discourse on molecules, magnetographs
or landscape gardening. Once a year he writes an article on flies.

He has pursued his subject annually for a considerable period. The
article may appear in a Sunday newspaper or a scientific journal;

one year it occupied a full page in The Ladies Home Journal, with
illustrations. Homer Croy can undoubtedly cite more cogent reasons

for swatting the fly than any living writer. He maintains that it is

more exciting than hunting bigger game.

In all of his writing Mr. Croy is "from Missouri." His viewpoint
is fixed and immovable. As Richard Harding Davis is said to have
carried the Broadway viewpoint about with him upon his world-wide
journeys, so Homer Croy gets a naive Missouri squint upon the land
of the Mikado, the harbor of Bombay, the pyramids, or Coney Island.

Writers are that way, particularly when they succeed in being enter-

taining. They are guilty of pose and pretense only as they try to

step outside of themselves and ape what some other fellow is doing.

Writing must have come very naturally to Homer Croy. He
once told me of his initial venture in print. He was twelve years old

at the time and his home was visited once a month by a mail-order

publication known as the Paragon Monthly. "It was one of those

publications," as Mr. Croy once expressed it, "to which you sub-

scribe once and it follows you about all the rest of your life."

While perusing the Paragon Monthly one fine day, he discovered

in it a prize contest. The young person who succeeded in writing the

best story of a dream was to obtain the prize.

Our young hero was thus caught at an early age between the

Scylla of cacoethes scribendi and the Charybdis of monetary
acquisition.

It may be that even at this tender age he learned to put two and
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two together in the manner for which he has since become noted.

At any rate he held out no vain illusions to himself in the matter.

He wanted to write the dream, and he wanted to win the prize! So
he proceeded to his task. Not having a real dream about him at the

time, he proceeded to invent one. He once told me the details, but
I shall not endeavor to set them all down here. The Ozark Moun-
tains, being near at hand, furnished a suitable locale. He dreamed
that he saw a stranger wandering through the hills. The stranger

paused a moment on a high rock and then inadvertently slipped

down into a stream of water. In falling, he broke through the lime-

stone bed of the stream and plunged into a cavern. In his dream the

youthful hero saw the stranger fall and it seemed to him that the hour
was something like thirteen minutes after one o'clock. He awoke in

the dead of night and went forth to look for the poor fellow. Arriving

at the mouth of the cavern he found the stranger and saved his life.

,

Upon looking at the man's watch he found it had stopped at exactly

thirteen minutes past one!

Having indited this dream in a proper manner, young Mr. Croy
sent it to the Paragon Monthly and was later pleased to learn that he
had won the grand prize of $1.00. This he determined to save for an
indefinite period, but the period must have been very indefinite, for

he said he spent it shortly afterward. But at any rate the experience

represents to Mr. Croy the first time he set foot upon the literary

trail.

I have spoken somewhere early in this article about the number
of young writers in whom Homer Croy has shown interest. This
leads up to a few remarks in closing upon his general kindliness of

outlook and his readiness to help others. I have known only one or

two other persons in my thirty-five years* of existence on this sphere

who were more ready to turn over the fruits of their own toil and
experience to people who could make use of them. Too often when
we have struggled along some particular line and acquired certain

hard-won results are we tempted to shut up these results and enjoy
ourselves in watching the efforts of newcomers to attain them.

Homer Croy is not that sort of person, as I have found him.

While he has a clear and single eye for self-improvement and the

pressing forward of his own best interests, he never hesitates about
helping others along the line. This naturally takes up a great deal

of his personal time and frequently costs him considerable money.
Only last winter, after his trip around the world, was he made

the easy victim of a false appeal for personal aid. A young man,
who had plainly been up against the rough side of life, called upon
him at the hotel. He pretended to have known Mr. Croy on a St.

Louis paper. He had small difficulty in obtaining a financial loan, a
razor, and outfit for improving his personal appearance. Some days
later came a further appeal, written on copy paper and bearing all

the earmarks of former newspaper experience. He had landed a job

on a newspaper in Connecticut, but needed help in getting there.

Mr. Croy promptly followed up his first loan with another and threw

* Mr. McElravy seems to us to be older.

—

Editor.
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in an expensive overcoat to boot, the weather then being very cold.

Later when he wrote for the return of the overcoat, he was advised that
the man had never come for the job, and in fact that he had never been
offered one, as there was no job open on the newspaper in question.

But, while these experiences tend to dampen the humanitarian
ardor somewhat, I doubt if they will ever utterly destroy the con-
fidence of this good-natured Missouri humorist in his fellow man.

Hints to Young Poets—By Old Ones
Collated By Mary Eleanor Roberts

"I care not to live if the Muses leave me; their garlands shall be
about me for ever. Even yet the age-worn minstrel can turn Memory
into song. " — Euripides.

"Could I, like you, write verses by the thousand I would not do
so, unless the rhythm were rigorously accurate, unless they had a
certain poetical charm, unless they diffused a light capable of raising

and edifying the mind." — Petrarch.

"Poetry lifts the veil from the hidden beauty of the world."— Shelley.

"I know nothing— I have read nothing— and I mean to

follow Solomon's directions, 'Get learning— get understanding.' "

— Keats.

"The essence of poetry is invention: such invention as by pro-

ducing something unexpected, surprises and delights. "-

—

Johnson.

" But I found I wanted a stock of words, or a readiness in recollect-

ing and using them, which I thought I should have acquired before

that time if I had gone on making verses; since the continual occasion

for words of the same import, but of different length, to suit the

measure or of different sound for the rhyme, would have laid me under
a constant necessity of searching for variety, and also have tended to

fix that variety in my mind, and make me master of it.
"

—

Benjamin
Franklin.

"Everyone has a mass of bad work in him which he will have to

work off and get rid of, before he can do better. " — Samuel Butler.

"Writing is higher than walking, thinking higher than writing."— William James.

"Art and Joy go together with bold openness, and high head
and ready hand— fearing naught. " — Whistler.

" Content to understand, interpret and create. " — Galsworthy.

Momentary plausibility is no antidote against the opium of

time; and the world will consent to remember the plays of yester-

year only when they have told unfalteringly some truth of human
life which was eminently worth the telling.

—

Clayton Hamilton.



The Imagination
1

By The Editor

To think, and to feel, constitute the two grand divisions of

men of genius — the men of reasoning and the men of imagination.—Isaac Disraeli, Literary Character of Men of Genius.

And as imagination bodies forth

The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Turns them to shapes and gives to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name.

-

—

Shakespeare, Midsummer-Night's Dream.

It is common, among those who deal chiefly with life's practicali-

ties, to think of imagination as having little value in comparison with
direct thinking. They smile with tolerance when Emerson says that

"Science does not know its debt to the imagination," for these are

the words of a speculative essayist, a philosopher, a poet. But when
Napoleon — the indomitable welder of empires— declares that

"The human race is governed by its imagination," the authoritative

word commands their respect.

Be it remembered, the faculty of forming mental images is as

efficient a cog as may be found in the whole mind-machine. True,

it must fit into that other vital cog, pure thought, but when it does
so it may be questioned which is the more productive of important
results for the happiness and well-being of man. This should become
more apparent as we go on.

I. What is Imagination?

Let us not seek for a definition, for a score of varying ones may
be found, but let us grasp this fact : By imagination we mean either

the faculty or the process of forming mental images.

The subject matter of imagination may be really existent in

nature, or not at all real, or a combination of both; it may be physical

or spiritual, or both— the mental image is at once the most lawless

and the most law-abiding child that has ever been born of the mind.
First of all, as its name suggests, the process of imagination—

for we are thinking of it now as a process rather than as a faculty — is

memory at work. Therefore we must consider it primarily as

1. Reproductive Imagination

We see or hear or feel or taste or smell something, and the

sensation passes away. Yet we are conscious of a greater or lesser

1 From the chapter on "Riding the Winged Horse," by J. Berg Esenwein, in the new volume of

the "Writer's Library," the "Art of Public Speaking," by Esenwein and Carnagey.
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ability to reproduce such feelings at will. Two considerations, in

general, will govern the vividness of the image thus evoked— the
strength of the original impression, and the reproductive power of

one mind as compared with another. Yet every normal person will be
able to evoke images with some degree of clearness.

The fact that not all minds possess this imaging faculty in any-
thing like equal measure will have an important bearing on the
public speaker's or the writer's study of this question. No man who
does not feel at least some poetic impulses is likely to aspire seriously

to be a poet, yet many whose imaging faculties are so dormant as to

seem actually dead do aspire to be speakers and writers. To all such
we say most earnestly : Awaken your image-making gift, for even in

the most coldly logical production it is sure to prove of great service.

It is important that you find out at once just how full and how trust-

worthy is your imagination, for it is capable of cultivation— as well

as of abuse.

Francis Galton says: "The French appear to possess the visual-

izing faculty in a high degree. The peculiar ability they show in

pre-arranging ceremonials and fetes of all kinds and their undoubted
genius for tactics and strategy show that they are able to foresee

effects with unusual clearness. Their ingenuity in all technical

contrivances is an additional testimony in the same direction, and so

is their singular clearness of expression. Their phrase figurez-vous,

or picture to yourself, seems to express their dominant mode of percep-
tion. Our equivalent, of 'image', is ambiguous."

But individuals differ in this respect just as markedly as, for

instance, the Dutch do from the French. And this is true not only
of those who are classified by their friends as being respectively imagi-
native or unimaginative, but of those whose gifts or habits are not
well known.

Let us take for experiment six of the best-known types of imaging
and see in practice how they arise in our own minds.

By all odds the most common type is, (a) the visual image.

Children who more readily recall things seen than things heard are

called by psychologists " eye-minded, " and most of us are bent in

this direction. Close your eyes now and re-call— the word thus
hyphenated is more suggestive— the scene around this morning's
breakfast table. Possibly there was nothing striking in the situ-

ation and the image is therefore not striking. Then image any
notable table scene in your experience— how vividly it stands

forth, because at the time you felt the impression strongly. Just

then you may not have been conscious of how strongly the scene was
laying hold upon you, for often we are so intent upon what we see that

we give no particular thought to the fact that it is impressing us.

It may surprise you to learn how accurately you are able to image a

scene when a long time has elapsed between the conscious focussing

of your attention on the image and the time when you saw the origi-

nal.

(b) The auditory image is probably the next most vivid of our

recalled experiences. Here association is potent to suggest similari-
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ties. Close out all the world beside and listen to the peculiar wood-
against-wood sound of the sharp thunder among rocky mountains —
the crash of ball against tenpins may suggest it. Or image (the word
is imperfect, for it seems to suggest only the eye) the sound of tearing-

ropes when some precious weight hangs in danger. Or recall the bay
of a hound almost upon you in pursuit — choose your own sound,
and see how pleasantly or terribly real it becomes when imaged
in your brain.

(c) The motor image is a close competitor with the auditory for

second place. Have you ever awakened in the night, every muscle
taut and striving, to feel yourself straining against the opposing
foot-ball line that held like a stone-wall or as firmly as the head-
board of your bed? Or voluntarily recall the movement of the boat
when you cried inwardly, "It's all up with me!" The perilous lurch

of a train, the sudden sinking of an elevator, or the unexpected top-

pling of a rocking-chair may serve as further experiments.

(d) The gustatory image is common enough, as the idea of eating

lemons will testify. Sometimes the pleasurable recollection of a de-

lightful dinner will cause the mouth to water years afterward, or the
"image" of particularly atrocious medicine will wrinkle the nose
long after it made one day in childhood wretched.

(e) The olfactory image is even more delicate. Some there are

who are affected to illness h\ the memory of certain odors, while
others experience the most delectable sensations by the rise of pleasing-

olfactory images.

(f) The tactile image—to name no others—is well nigh as potent.

Do you shudder at the thought of velvet rubbed by short-nailed

finger tips? Or were you ever "burned" by touching an ice-cold

stove? Or, happier memory, can you still feel the touch of a well-

loved absent hand?
Be it remembered that few of these images are present in our

minds except in combination— the sight and sound of the crashing

avalanche are one; so are the flash and report of the huntman's gun
that came so near "doing for us."

Thus, imaging— especially conscious reproductive imagination
— will become a valuable part of our mental processes in proportion

as we direct and control it.

2. Productive Imagination

All of the foregoing examples, and doubtless also many of the

experiments you yourself may originate, are merely reproductive.

Pleasurable or horrific as these may be, they are far less important
than the images evoked by the productive imagination — though
that does not infer a separate faculty.

Recall, again for experiment, some scene whose beginning you
once saw enacted on a street corner but passed by before the denoue-
ment was ready to be disclosed. Recall it all — that far the image is

reproductive. But what followed? Let your fantasy roam at pleasure
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— the succeeding scenes are productive, for you^have more or less

consciously invented the unreal on the basis of the real.

And just here the fictionist, the poet, and the public speaker will

see the value of productive imagery. True, the feet of the idol you
build are on the ground, but its head pierces the clouds, it is a son of

both earth and heaven.
One fact it is important to note here: Imagery is a valuable

mental asset in proportion as it is controlled by the higher intellectual

power of pure reason. The untutored child of nature thinks largely

in images and therefore attaches to them undue importance. He
readily confuses the real with the unreal— to him they are of like

value. But the man of training readily distinguishes the one from
the other and evaluates each with some, if not with perfect, justice.

So we see that unrestrained imaging may produce a rudderless

steamer, while the trained faculty is the graceful sloop, skimming the
seas at her skipper's will, her course steadied by the helm of reason
and her lightsome wings catching every inspiring air of heaven.

The game of chess, the war-lord's tactical plan, the evolution of

a geometrical theorem, the devising of a great business campaign,
the elimination of waste in a factory, the denouement of a powerful
drama, the overcoming of an economic obstacle, the scheme for a
sublime poem, and the convincing siege of an audience may— nay,
indeed must— each be conceived in an image and wrought to reality

according to the plans and specifications laid upon the trestle board by
some modern imaginative Hiram. The farmer who would be content
with the seed he possesses would have no harvest. Do not rest satis-

fied with the ability to recall images, but cultivate your creative

imagination by building "What might be" upon the foundation of

"what is."

II. The Uses of Imaging in Public Speaking. 1

By this time you will have already made some general applica-

tion of these ideas to the art of the platform, but to several specific

uses we must now refer.

1. Imaging in Speech-Preparation

(a) Set the image of your audience before you while you prepare.

Disappointment may lurk here, and you cannot be forearmed for

every emergency, but in the main you must meet your audience

before you actually do—image its probable mood and attitude toward
the occasion, the theme, and the speaker.

(b) Conceive your speech as a whole while you are preparing its

parts, else can you not see— image— how its parts shall be fitly

framed together.

(c) linage the language you will use, so far as written or extem-

poraneous speech may dictate. The habit of imaging will give you

1 While these counsels are directed especially to the speaker, they may with slight modification

be applied also to the writer.

—

Editor.
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choice of varied figures of speech, for remember that an address with-

out fresh comparisons is like a garden without blooms. Do not be
content with the first hackneyed figure that comes flowing to your
pen-point, but dream on until the striking, the unusual, yet the
vividly real comparison points your thought like steel does the arrow-
tip.

Note the freshness and effectiveness of the following description

from the opening of O. Henry's story, "The Harbinger."

"Long before the springtide is felt in the dull bosom of the yokel does the
city man know that the grass-green goddess is upon her throne. He sits at his

breakfast eggs and toast, begirt by stone walls, opens his morning paper and sees

journalism leave vernalism at the post.

"For whereas Spring's couriers were once the evidence of our finer senses, now
the Associated Press does the trick.

"The warble of the first robin in Hackensack, the stirring of the maple sap
in Bennington, the budding of the pussy willows along the main street in Syracuse,
the first chirp of the blue bird, the swan song of the blue point, the annual tornado
in St. Louis, the plaint of the peach pessimist from Pompton, N. J., the regular
visit of the tame wild goose with a broken leg to the pond near Bilgewater Junction,
the base attempt of the Drug Trust to boost the price of quinine foiled in the
House by Congressman Jinks, the first tall poplar struck by lightning and the
usual stunned picknickers who had taken refuge, the first crack of the ice jamb in

the Allegheny River, the finding of a violet in its mossy bed by the correspondent
at Round Corners— these are the advanced signs of the burgeoning season that
are wired into the wise city, while the farmer sees nothing but winter upon his

dreary fields.

"But these be mere externals. The true harbinger is the heart. When
Strephon seeks his Chloe and Mike his Maggie, then only is Spring arrived and
the newspaper report of the five foot rattler killed in Squire Pettergrew's pasture
confirmed."

A hackneyed writer would probably have said that the news-
paper told the city man about spring before the farmer could see any
evidence of it, but that the real harbinger of spring was love and that

"In the Spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of

love."

2. Imaging in Speech-Delivery

When once the passion of speech is on you and you are "warmed
up" — perhaps by striking till the iron is hot so that you may not

fail to strike when it is hot — your mood will be one of vision.

Then (a) Re-image past emotion— of which more elsewhere.

The actor re-calls the old feelings every time he renders his telling

lines.

(b) Reconstruct in image the scenes you are to describe.

(c) Image the objects in nature whose tone you are delineating, so

that bearing and voice and movement (gesture) will picture forth the

whole convincingly. Instead of merely stating the fact that whiskey
ruins homes, the temperance speaker paints a drunkard coming home
to abuse his wife and strike his children. It is much more effective

than telling the truth in abstract terms. To depict the cruelness of

war, do not assert the fact abstractedly— " War is cruel. " Show the

soldier, an arm swept away by a bursting shell, lying on the battlefield
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pleading for water; show the children with tear-stained faces pressed
against the window pane praying for their dead father to return.

Avoid general and prosaic terms. Paint pictures. Evolve images for

the imagination of your audience to construct into pictures of their

own.

III. How to Acquire the Imaging Habit

You remember the American statesman who asserted that "the
way to resume is to resume? " The application is obvious. Beginning
with the first simple analyses of this chapter, test your own qualities

of image-making. One by one practice the several kinds of images;
then add— even invent — others in combination, for many images
come to us in complex form, like the combined noise and shoving and
hot odor of a cheering crowd.

After practicing on reproductive imaging, turn to the productive,
beginning with the reproductive and adding productive features for

the sake of cultivating invention.

Frequently, allow your originating gifts full swing by weaving
complete imaginary fabrics— sights, sounds, scenes; all the fine

world of fantasy lies open to the journeyings of your winged steed.

In like manner train yourself in the use of figurative language.

Learn first to distinguish and then to use its varied forms. When
used with restraint, nothing can be more effective than the trope;

but once let extravagance creep in by the window, and power will

flee by the door.

All in all, master your images— let not them master you.

Cheer
By W. S. Holmes

Do you become discouraged easily, or do you bend to your
advantage even the apparent ills of life? It is the difference between
the pessimist and optimist: "The pessimist chews his quinine pills;

the optimist, when chased up a tree by a bear, sits calmly and admires

the view. " Be an optimist; make reverses and rejections redound
to your advantage. Connected with a certain business concern was a

young man with a slight lameness in one foot and a consequent

weakness of the leg. He was given added work which necessitated

climbing many stairs several times a day. Instead of repining he

saw in the apparent difficulty an opportunity. He reasoned that

to go up single steps would work both legs alike and retain their

relative difference. But by going one step with the stronger and two
with the weaker the excess of exercise would greatly strengthen and
develop the weaker member. This plan was followed with fine

results in both wind and limb. If your play should come back,

study it to learn why— then cut out the fault. Do that which
turns weakness into strength, and success in photoplay-writing will

ultimately be yours.



Help for Song Writers
By E. M. Wickes

Very few persons while reading the account of the "Lusitania"
tragedy would realize that it was in any manner associated with song
writing, or that it opened up a field for grafters, especially the song
sharks. Nevertheless, such is the case. And during the past ten
years song sharks have utilized wrecks as a means to induce thousands
of aspiring song writers to part with literally millions of hard-earned
savings.

Catastrophies, regardless of what a song shark may tell you, are

something that should be avoided, for the music-loving public has
never shown any desire to sing about them, and it is not likely that
you could give songs of this description away, much less sell them.
Tyros, however, think that a song written around a flood or a wreck
should sell a million copies ; and when they write songs of this nature
and submit them to a song shark they become easy prey, for the
shark tells them just what they wish to believe—that such and such
a song will sweep the country. He imparts the same information to

each writer, and prints—at the writer's expense, of course— hundreds
of songs dealing with the same theme, and not infrequently with the

same title. All that interests the shark is the profit he can make
from the actual printing.

In the past, the writing of songs connected with some great

calamity, has been done by inexperienced amateurs. The wreck of

the "Titantic" was responsible for approximately five thousand
ditties that never paid the printer's bill. The " Lusitania" has been
alluring enough to induce two well-known firms to publish songs
relating to this subject; and Leo Feist is one of them. Now, if any-
body in this country can make a song popular, that man is Feist,

with his wonderful system. The big jobbers and five- and ten-cent

syndicates are always ready to purchase his numbers in thousands;
but with these facilities at his command it is very unlikely if Feist

will derive any real profit from his song. Perhaps he is simply after

publicity. And if he is unable to make a success of a song of this type,

what chance has an unknown writer? The public learns all it cares

to about the tragedy from the newspapers. The secret of success in

song writing is the ability to select themes that will appeal to the

entire country, and the "Lusitania" wreck does not appeal to the

entire country, at least not from this point of view. Pathos can be
incorporated into a song, but not the kind of pathos that has a tend-

ency to antagonize several million persons. Pay no heed to the

honeyed words of the song shark, or you will live to regret it.

For a single year the writer kept a record of the persons who had
written in to say that they had been saved from parting with their

savings by reading certain articles exposing the methods of the

shark; when the amount thus saved reached twenty thousand dollars,
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the record was discontinued. This statement should furnish some
idea of the sum collected by the sharks. One firm is credited with
taking one million dollars annually from gullible aspirants.

If you cannot find a publisher to issue your work at his expense,
and you feel that you will not rest contented until the song has had a
chance, publish it yourself, instead of paying a shark to do it—one
who promises you a "hit" for fifty dollars. He does likewise with
thousands of others, but never makes good his promise. He is known
as a "lemon" publisher, and no self-respecting performer, jobber, or
dealer cares to have anything to do with him. Several sharks have
been sent to jail, but there are still a large number doing business,

and even some of the well-known magazines accept their advertising
copy.

If you live in a small city, not a hamlet, and have some energy
and initiative, you can easily dispose of several thousand copies of

your song, provided the song has merit. The profits will not run into

the thousands, but it will be real profits, something you can never
hope for from the shark. One man in Wisconsin had faith in a hymn,
in spite of the fact that he could not persuade any hymn publisher
to accept it. He had it revised and arranged by a competent arranger
and then had two thousand copies printed by an honest music printer

in New York. Later he inserted several small advertisements in

religious papers and had the music put on sale at the stores in his

county. At the end of six weeks he ordered his second lot of two
thousand. He paid a cent-and-one-half a copy to have them printed,

and received seven cents from the dealer. This was far better than
to turn over his song, and fifty dollars, to a song shark, for all he
would have received would have been two hundred and fifty copies

of a poorly-arranged hymn printed on cheap paper.

Another man in New York state published a popular song of his

own composition. He had the song printed in New York and shipped
to him. Then he made arrangements with music stores in the adja-

cent towns to hold demonstrations, and in the meantime he engaged
a singer to visit the moving-picture houses and the dancing pavilions

to sing the song. At the end of the first month he had sold nearly

five thousand copies, and had a profit of $250.00 for the month. The
last heard of him he was on his way to Albany to repeat in the towns
surrounding the capitol.

Nevertheless, publishing songs at your own expense is not a very
wise plan. To do so properly entails expense and time; but if you
do issue your own work you should not handicap it by using a cheap
title page. You must not lose sight of the fact that it will have to

compete with the pretty title pages put forth by the big publishers,

and a good title page has some effect on the average buyer of music,

especially the young woman. In large cities like New York or Chicago
song publishing should not be attempted on a small scale, for few
dealers will handle songs unless there is a genuine demand for them.
And the public as a rule prefers to hear songs at the theatres before

buying. In a small town the "native son" element is likely to receive

some consideration.
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The best course for a song writer to follow is to submit his work
in manuscript to every reliable publisher in the country; and reliable

publishers never have to advertise in newspapers and magazines for

songs. Do not send in soiled manuscripts, nor manuscripts written

in lead pencil, or you will try the patience of the pianist who has to

play them, and he may butcher the work in his natural irritation and
give the publisher an incorrect impression of your work. And do
not have a dozen or more copies made, either by a mimeograph or any
other machine, as no first-class publisher cares to consider manu-
scripts offered in this manner. Do not send a popular song to a
" high-class" publisher, nor vice versa. Make a list of each before

submitting anything. Take the writing of songs seriously, as a
business.

Before you try to sell a song, first find out what kind of song you
have to offer, and prior to that make certain that you have something
that contains a commercial value for the publisher in the way of

verse and music. After you have given the song your best efforts,

have some experienced persons go over it carefully, but do not place

too much faith in the village band master, or the leader of your favor-

ite choir. The first-class popular publishers are satisfied with a type-
written set of words and the simple melody, as practically all of them
have their own arrangers who are familiar with the tricks necessary

to make a song appeal to the theatrical world and the general public.

On the other hand, the high-class publishers prefer that a complete
song be submitted.

At the present time the high-class publishers offer a better market
to the beginner, as they are using thousands of practice pieces and
entertainment numbers of which the public hears little or nothing.

Then again, many high-class publishers have a subscription list, just

like magazines, whereas the popular publisher has to create a demand
for everything he issues. But unless you keep in touch with the
musical world, high-class and popular, you will not know what to

write; and the best way to do this is by subscribing to some reliable

musical periodical. The Etude, published at Philadelphia, Pa.,

conducts from time to time contests that offer the new writer a
capital chance to get started. The magazine is published by Theo
Presser, who is at the head of the Presser Music Publishing Company.
This firm publishes hundreds of new compositions every year.

E. T. Paul, the man who wrote the Ben Hur Chariot Race March,
as well as a dozen other popular marches, was a piano salesman in

Virginia when he decided to publish his own work. At that time he
had Ben Hur in his possession, but as yet had found no suitable title

for it, but he made a practice of playing the march on the piano for

prospective purchasers. Every one that heard the march appeared
to be well pleased with it, and it sounded so well on the piano that
scores bought pianos on the strength of his playing. Mr. Paul finally

came to the conclusion that if the march could sell pianos it should
be capable of selling itself over and over. He invested all his savings

in it and landed a winner. The sales ran into the million, and today
Ben Hur sells fifty thousand copies every year.
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At a banquet a short time ago the writer asked Mr. Paul if he
ever purchased manuscripts from unknown writers.

"I would not care to be quoted as saying I do," he replied, "for
such a statement would bring me a ton of worthless scripts. New
writers seem to think that anything and everything will sell if placed
on a counter. But I'm like every other publisher—I'm in the busi-
ness to make money, and I don't know one that would reject a piece
if he saw a profit in it."

"Have you ever purchased anything from an amateur, Mr.
Paul?"

"Why, yes," he smiled. "The best seller I have at present was
sent to me in a very crude form by some farmer boy out West. I

played it over several times, and the more I played it the more I

liked certain strains. I could not get them out of my mind, and I felt

that if these strains persisted in haunting me, they should do likewise

with the average person. I wrote the author telling him just what he
had and made him an offer, which he accepted. Then I revised the
march and published it, giving the author credit for his work. But
it is not likely that I will be as fortunate again for ten years to come.
But it is not any fault of mine or my brother publishers—it is all up
to the writers themselves."

Hymn writing is something to which few verse or song writers

give any thought. Of course it does not offer much in the way of

financial returns, but it is a field that is not over-crowded, and a
clever hymn writer can make it profitable by the quantity he is

capable of producing. A number of hymn publishers in this country
will purchase separate or complete hymns, and in the next issue a
list of reliable hymn publishers will be printed.

Library Nibbling

By Lee McCrae

A very busy writer—one to whom time is money—has formed

the habit of "library nibbling," as she calls it.

About once a week she drops into the reading room of the public

library and spends her available time in studying the tables of con-

tents of the new magazines and leading periodicals. In this way she

keeps up with the popular trend of the reading world, knows who the

accepted writers are, notes new names coming into the business,

"gets a line" on what the editors want, and catches many a bright

suggestion or workable idea from the titles themselves.

Of course any articles especially interesting or new in theme are

turned to and skimmed if no more. " I usually find one I must read,"

she avers. But simply the study of the contents is much better than

not seeing them at all, and the habit has brought her many tangible

rewards besides the consciousness that she has a wide acquaintance

in her profession and is keeping abreast of the times in her own
work.



H. C. S. Folks

Mrs. James Lyons, of Richmond, Va., vice-president of the
Colonial Dames of America in the state of Virginia, presided at the
unveilings of the Braddock cannon in Alexandria and Winchester,
Va., on May 26th and 27th.

Miss Ruby Eiseman and Mrs. Maud Baumgarten contributed
to the May 16th issue of the Pittsburgh Leader a full page feature

article which is the first of a series entitled " Interesting People About
Town."

American Cookery for May contains an article, "Pray Shall We
Arm?" by Miss Caroline L. Sumner of Norwood, N. Y.

Miss Narena Brooks Easterling, of Jackson, Miss., has an effec-

tive article in the February 13th number of The Editor, entitled "Not
the End After All." In the May 22nd issue of the same magazine
Mrs. Nellie B. Mace, of Denver, Colo., has a clever article "On
Words;" and in the June 5th issue, F. L. Rogers, of Corning, N. Y.,

has a poem "The Master Service" and Lillian Grace Copp, of Boston,
has a short article.

Holland's Magazine for May contains a pretty and rather

pathetic little story entitled "The Gentle Rivals" by Miss Bertha
Scott, of Frankfort, Ky.

We note with pleasure the names of three "H. C. S. Folks" in

the "Baby" (June) number of The Housewife: Lucy R. Austin, of

New York City, whose serial, "Worth Dorrington's Wife," began in

March; Anna E. Bley, of Narberth, Pa., who in the sweetness and
simplicity of "Little Kerplunk" makes us forget for a moment that

we are grown-up (Miss Bley in the May number of the same magazine
gives some excellent "mint" recipes); and Gertrude Crownfield, of

New Haven, Conn., who in her article, "Around the Clock with the

Baby" appropriately illustrated with baby faces, tells the mother
what to do for her child's comfort, morning, noon and night.

Mr. Jerle Davis has been promoted to the post of editor of the

Newspaper Auxiliary Service of the Western Newspaper Union,
Kansas City, Mo. Mr. Davis is not only an effective writer but a
good judge of the work of others.

Miss Margaret B. Taylor, of Bordentown, N. J., is doing very
clever book reviewing for the Book News Monthly, as a member of

the editorial staff. Miss Berenice Skidelsky, of Philadelphia, is also

contributing a number of scholarly signed reviews, month by month,
to the same valuable magazine.

The Black Cat for June contains "The Trap of Circumstance,"
a burglar story with a new twist, by E. Robert Stevenson of the staff

of The Springfield (Mass.) Republican.



The Underpaid

By Mary Carolyn Davies

(Anent the custom of tendering graves as gifts for poets)

An honored grave in an ancient abbey

—

Not always even that

—

Is this reward for wearing a shabby
Hat?

A green-trimmed name, and renown undying,

The awe each new age feels,

Will these assist today in buying

Meals?

That graves are useful to a poet

As presents, I'll allow;

But if we love him, why not show it

Now?

It sometimes seems that if we knew all

About these gods in ink,

We've underpaid them—what do you all

Think?

I think they'd trade the tall memorial

And bay-wreaths round their neck

For just a little editorial

Check.

That they are not keen on a statue,

Or ashes in a dish,

I'll bet you any money that you
Wish.

Some philanthropic, fat, good fairy

Will presently arise

And subsidize the poet ere he

Dies.

For it would be a good investment. . . .

But as things are, alack!

I'll even get this little jestment

Back!



Important Announcement
Beginning with the July issue, The Photoplay Author and

Writer's Monthly will be published under its new name: "THE
WRITER'S MONTHLY—Continuing The Photoplay Author."

Beginning also with that number, the Magazine will be under

the active editorship of Dr. J. Berg Esenwein, whose editorial work,

books for writers, and literary courses, are all too well known to need

commendation here.

The policy of the Magazine will remain unchanged, but various

helpful new features will be added at once, and these, in turn, will be

supplemented by such new adventures into the field of literary

journalism as our invention and your support may make possible.

In addition to the features that are by this time approved ele-

ments in the make-up of the Magazine, several brisk new depart-

ments will appear in the July issue. Prominent among these will be

a department of lively and inspiring editorial comment by
Dr. Esenwein.

" Critics in Council" will offer opportunity for a terse and helpful

exchange of ideas on points of literary practice and technique.

"The Word Page" will interestingly follow its caption by pre-

senting helpful comment on the use and misuse of words.

"Paragraphic Punches" will offer an opportunity to our readers

to become contributors. These good-natured "punches" must each

score swiftly and surely some point that needs really to be made.

The more clever and brilliant the English and the more pertinent

the point, the better chance will the "punch" have of landing.

"Books for Writers" will contain month by month a progressive

and systematized list of valuable books for reading, study and refer-

ence, classified according to their broad subjects. This department

ought to prove one of the most helpful in the whole Magazine.

This is only a brief forecast of the worth-while things in store

for the readers of the new-old Writer's Monthly. Many successful

writers will tell in the pages of The Writer's Monthly the very

things other writers want to know. Indeed, this can never be a

cut-and-dried magazine—each month it will be new, full of sur-

prises, packed with zest, inspiring always, and never wailing or

pessimistic. Whoever is worthy of the helping hand—and can grasp

it without biting it—let him look for our future issues.

The Publishers.



Advice from a Veteran
By C. B. Hoadley

The Chances for the Free Lance

From letters received, and a perusal of the photoplay depart-
ments of trade papers, it would appear that many of the successful

photoplay writers are alarmed lest the market for the product of the
outside author is to be lessened by reason of film companies purchas-
ing the rights to film magazine stories. During the past few months
the Universal Film Manufacturing Company has secured first choice
of the contents of a half dozen of the high class magazines, and
the rights to film stories that have been published during recent
years. The makers of pictures have taken this step for the sole pur-
pose of improving the quality of their output, and the deduction is,

of course, that the producers cannot secure the class of stories desired

by buying them from contributors. The Universal is not alone in this

movement as nearly all the manufacturers are hustling to secure

magazine stories.

There is no cause for alarm for those who have been consistently

writing acceptable stories. During the past few weeks the writer

has read six dramas by playwrights of international reputation, at

least a dozen books that have been best sellers in their heyday, and
written by authors whose manuscripts are eagerly seized upon by far-

seeing publishers, and hundreds of scripts by writers of recognized

ability, and the result has been disappointing not only to myself, but
to the heads of the firm who have advocated the purchasing of stories

from the literary lights. Not one magazine story in fifty can be
adapted to pictures, for magazine stories -— as a rule— have not
that element of freshness and originality desired in the motion
picture. The makers of films are more discriminating than the maga-
zines. The publisher does not demand the new theme, and there is a
predilection to buy the familiar theme if the story is well told. The
picture makers must have the strong, virile story that can be told in

situations, and there must be action—not cleverly-written description.

The purchasing of the rights to published stories will not lessen

the demand for scripts from the outside, for a name does not count in

the selection. Producers do not care who writes the story, and the

drayman in Podunk has an equal chance with the novelist who has a
yacht on the Hudson and a summer residence in the Catskills and
writes one of the six best sellers every year.

It's the moving picture story they want. This is evidenced by
the fact that one firm in New York has thousands of dollars invested

in scripts, many of them bought for fabulous prices from writers with

reputations, and yet the same concern is working from "hand to

mouth," figuratively speaking, in the way of providing photoplays

for weekly production, the staff writers oftentimes being called upon
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at a moment's notice to provide a two-reel subject within twenty-
four hours. There is a dearth of acceptable stories, and the

writer who can produce them will always have a market for his work.
Magazine writers cannot furnish them and the work of those writers

who have furnished the world with the best fiction has all been drawn
upon. It becomes more difficult every day to write the picture story,

and the producers are realizing this and paying better prices. Many
of the photoplay authors who have made reputations are being
engaged on a salary basis and still the demand for strong, original

plots far exceeds the supply.

The Universal is receiving over nine hundred scripts a week, and
out of that mass of manuscripts very few are culled that have possi-

bilities. There is a universal lack of freshness of plot and a sameness
in the themes that is discouraging to the readers. The old stories

are done over again and again with no perceptible improvement and
it seems like a waste of time and money to read them. There appears
to be an impression that readers are prejudiced against the outside

writer. This idea has been promulgated and fostered by writers for

the journals who give space to articles on photoplay writing and has
had a tendency to discourage the young author. The impression is

erroneous. The editor is always anxious to unearth a competent
writer and when one is discovered, he is given every encouragement,
even to buying stories that are never used for the purpose of inspiring

him to better efforts.

The jealousy— if any exists— is right in the photoplay depart-
ment, where each and every writer is striving to have as many of his

stories produced as possible, for the better his showing the more
chance for an advance in salary and possible promotion. The free

lance writer is not a victim of discrimination for he is looked upon as a
God-send to the staff writers to help them out in providing subjects

that are unique and out of the ordinary.

The Synopsis

Many new writers are interested in the form of the synopsis to be
submitted, for they have been informed that most editors do not read
beyond the " story" of the story if it does not appeal. These writers

wish to learn the formula for an attractive and convincing foreword
of the story with a view to having the editor read the scene arrange-

ment.
Many a good story has been obscured in a badly written

synopsis. As a rule, newspaper writers fail to do justice to their

creations by reason of superior knowledge and a certain cunning that

fails of its purpose and only serves to confuse the reader and prejudice

the case of the writer at first glance. If you have a story to tell in

tabloid form, tell it, tersely and intelligently. Editors decline to do
the guessing for you; and besides, their time is valuable to their

employers.
Do not handicap your plot by suggesting the moral or preach-

ment. Leave that to the intelligence of the editor, who is hired to do
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this very thing. Do not go into ancient history. When you write a
prologue introducing the ancestors of your characters and tell what
has happened to lead up to your story, your effort generally causes a
frown or a grin, and in either case your description loses its interest.

Many synopses are absolutely unintelligible at the first reading, for

characters are not identified; as for instance, a character will be re-

ferred to as "Mrs. Maxwell," "The wife/' "Maud," "her," and
"she." If your heroine is "Mrs. Maxwell," refer to her by that name
always. Write your cast of principal characters and adhere to them
strictly in the synopsis and in the script arrangement. Do not write

a long and tiresome description of your drama and then conclude
by saying, "How they were reconciled and Jack and Edith were
restored to their rightful place in society, right triumphed and wrong
was punished, with Jacques getting his just deserts, all through the
ingenuous intervention of little Rosie, furnishes a plot of surprising

virility and suspense." Now this added paragraph contains just what
the editor wishes to know about your story and you have cunningly
kept him in ignorance, thinking to whet his appetite for what is to

follow. It is an old and threadbare subterfuge. The "plot of virility

and suspense " is the crux of your synopsis and should be told in detail,

for it is the interesting thing in your contribution. Editors have
been tricked so often into reading the entire scene arrangement that

they usually decline to oblige you by hunting for the missing plot,

concluding that it does not exist.

Fifty per cent of the stories bought are put aside for a second
reading by reason of the editor's being interested in the synopsis. If

the synopsis does not appeal to a director he will not read further

and you cannot interest him by a palpable trick. Tell exactly what
happens, omitting all superfluous description and flowery persiflage.

The editor wishes to learn the plot of the drama and how it is worked
out as to continuity, and other essentials.

Your story really opens when the first scene is flashed on the

screen. What has gone before cannot be made clear except in a sub-

title or leader, and the drama is likely to be involved and confusing.

Never leave anything to the imagination of the audience. If you do,

your story will come back to you and you will probably never know
the reason.

What Can be Produced?

During the past month the writer has read several thousand
scripts and consequently is in a position to advise writers as to their

faults. It would seem that a large percentage of those submitting

manuscripts are not familiar with the methods employed in the manu-
facture of moving pictures. In the first place, moving pictures are

actual photographs. Bear this in mind. There are, of course, tricks

of the camera, but of them you are ignorant. Hundreds of stories

have been submitted having to do with the floods and disasters in the

West and Middle West. Scenes have been incorporated of flood and
tornado with dramas built around those settings, the flood idea pre-
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dominating. These stories have been returned, checked as " im-
possible," and quite a number of the writers have taken issue with the

editorial department and maintained that they were being discrimi-

nated against, that such scenes were common, and they forwarded
photographs to prove their assertions. One enterprising author sent a
dozen postal cards and said the moving pictures could be made from
these. Comment is unnecessary. The deluded and misguided indi-

viduals are not to blame. One persistent writer assured us that his

story had been censored by a school of moving picture writing in-

struction, and that he was assured that it was a great story. This
same individual also warned us that he had been offered a good price

for his story by a rival moving picture firm, acting on the advice of the

correspondence school to send carbon copies to several firms.

How I Became Interested in the

Photoplay

By a Teacher

My pupils first interested me. They conducted a debate in the
class for the study of English, on the question: "Is frequent atten-

dance at the best motion picture theatres beneficial to a pupil's

education?" To substantiate the proposition, they brought up argu-

ments which had never occurred to me, because I had been influenced

to a negative conclusion by the supposedly literary people of the

city, who had not really investigated. The negative side was not
unably defended; but the points as to expenditure of time and
money, and the cultivation of habits and ideals, were successfully

turned, so that the affirmative was adjudged the victor.

In another class, my pupils understood more clearly "Ivanhoe"
— that interesting but big-worded novel for the beginners in the

New York state high schools— because they had just seen it on the

screen. Their only regret was that it was not longer; some of the

best parts, they thought, had been omitted.

"As You Like It" also had more charm for them after they had
seen it in photoplay. Not all could afford to see the real actors on the

real stage, but they went to see and appreciated the motion pictures

of the great comedy.

So I became interested in motion pictures because of my interest

in young people.

The "punch" is not a concatenation of screams, merely for

screams' sake; but it is the bringing out into sharp relief of all the

dramatic situations belonging to a strong plot.

—

Scott Kidder.



Thinks/^vThings

This department conducted by Arthur Leeds, Editor of Scripts,

Thomas A. Edison Co., Inc.

THE other day the editors of three different film companies were
talking over the advisability of issuing a statement to the

effect that, for a time at least, their companies would not be in

the market for outside scripts. It was not a case of their not wanting
good stories from free-lance writers, for every editor is always in the

market for the really unusual story, no matter from whom it may
come; it was simply a case of their being flooded with hundreds of

scripts, by unknown writers, which were really not worth careful

examination.

Said one editor: "Let's issue a flat-footed statement that we
are not buying until further notice, just as the editor of the

Company did. The rank amateurs will be shut out for a while and
we'll have a chance to get some of our other work up to date."

"But," said one of the others, "the trouble is that such a state-

ment, to do us any good, would have to appear in the trade papers,

and the weak amateurs don't read them. In other words, we'd be
telling the very people whose work we might care to examine that we
were not in the market."

Said the third man: "That's true enough, but on the other hand
we know that the real writer—the 'regular'—knows enough to read

between the lines, and, disregarding the published statement that a

firm is not buying, would send in an occasional 'extra good' script,

at least so long as it is in direct line with the producer's policy."

Now let us see what that triangular conversation amounted to.

Every editor occasionally reaches the point where he is simply

overloaded with scripts. This has been the case in the Edison studio

for some time, or rather was the case up to about a week before the

time this article was written. To read, pass upon, and dispose of

the hundreds of scripts received in Edison's College Scenario Contest,

and the Mirror-Edison Artistic Ending Contest, was a tremendous
task, and in order to pass upon all these stories and announce the

results of the contests on the dates set, it was absolutely necessary to

side-track temporarily the "regular" submissions—the scripts re-

ceived every day, from writers "real and near" all over the country.

The inevitable result was that after the stories sent to us in those

two contests were disposed of we found ourselves swamped with

scripts sent in in the regular way, dating back several weeks. I can

easily understand the way that other editor felt when he said that

he would like to make it known that his company was not buying

—

until he had a chance to get ahead with his accumulated work, at any
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rate. The natural desire is to free himself from the burden of examin-
ing hundreds of absolutely worthless and impossible stories written

by men and women who never could make good, as well as many by
writers who are coming, but whose work is, at present, not what an
over-supplied editor has time to bother with.

Incidentally, the Edison Company is, at this writing, thoroughly
up to date in its work of passing upon submitted scripts, and I may
say here that if any reader of this magazine has a story here now, it

is being held for special consideration, and has a very fair chance of

being accepted.

Taking up the argument of the second editor in the conversa-
tion mentioned, he was entirely right in saying that it is almost impos-
sible to get rid of the scripts of hopeless amateurs by issuing, through
the trade journals, a statement that your company is not buying.
The raw amateurs do not read this magazine, the Moving Picture

World, and similar publications. So that the most an editor can do
is to send the undesirable scripts back as quickly as possible and hope
that the " author" will be pleased to pass his company by when send-
ing out again.

But this must not be taken as meaning that, because a script

is returned with merely the formal rejection slip, the writer's work
is without merit and therefore unwelcome in that studio. Cer-
tain contributors to Edison, whose rate for accepted stuff is $100
a reel, regardless of the number of reels, get nothing more than the
stereotyped slip when an occasional story fails to land here.

The third editor I quoted was also quite correct in saying that a
"real" photoplaywright always knows that his scripts will get proper
attention if sent to the proper markets; and he seldom pays any
special regard to notices that this or that company is "not buying
at present."

There is one pest, known to all editors, who is always with us.

He is a source of annoyance, but he is, most of all, a constant source

of expense to the editor's boss—the manufacturer. This annoying
person is the writer who never sends return postage with a manuscript.
I suppose that every one who has ever written stuff of this kind for a
trade paper or magazine has grown tired of referring to such writers

as people who do not know how to play the game according to the

rules, but it certainly is annoying to receive anywhere from five to

twenty-five scripts a day from amateur writers who—apparently

—

simply do not know enough to enclose return postage. Just out of

curiosity, I put aside all the scripts received in a single day that were
not accompanied by return postage. To return these stories, paying
at the first-class rate of two cents an ounce or fraction thereof, cost

the Edison Company exactly sixty-eight cents. That was only one
day, and not by any means a big day. But it demonstrated that, in

the course of a year, a good many dollars could be paid out by this

company for the privilege of examining scripts for which it had no
use. That being the case, Edison will, in future, return all such
scripts to the writers with a two-cent stamp on the envelope. The
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author will have the choice of paying Uncle Sam the postage due or
of rewriting his script from his carbon copy—provided he knows
enough to make a carbon copy, and provided he knows enough to
make a new script instead of sending out the carbon. And please
note that neither Edison nor any other concern wants to read carbon
copies, so don't send them out.

Marc Edmund Jones, at the June Ed-Au meeting, said some-
thing that every writer of photoplays should keep constantly in mind.
He pointed out that in reading a short-story, if there is a paragraph

—

or more—that you do not quite understand, you can turn back and
read it over again, once, twice, or as often as you choose. In watching
a photoplay, however, you must positively get every point of the
story as it is flashed upon the screen. If you fail to understand a
certain bit of the action in a short scene—it all being flashed before
your eyes for, perhaps, fifteen seconds—it is lost entirely. It is

up to you to place the emphasis on a certain part of the plot at

exactly the point where it is needed. You must make your action,

first of all, clear and understandable. True, a careless director or

a blundering cutter may ruin a story, no matter how carefully the
author has prepared it, but that does not excuse the writer if he fails

to make every detail of his action clear. I have heard writers com-
plain that, in photoplay, they do not have the support of dialogue
and description, as they would have in fictional work. They fail to

realize that, provided they really have a story to tell, all they have
to do is to state, in a few simple but carefully chosen words, what
actually takes place—what the eye actually witnesses. While ad-
mitting that it is no easy matter to write action without practice, I

still assert that, once you feel you can claim to be a writer of photo-
plays, there is no more excuse for your writing into your scenes action

and business that do not belong there than there would be for a

legitimate dramatist to insert into his play page after page of dialogue

that had absolutely no bearing upon the plot. Keep in mind the

spectator who must get your whole story at the first watching, and
give him no chance to say "I didn't quite get that last scene." It is

your business to see that he understands every scene.

Another example of how easy it is to be wrongly convinced that

you have found an entirely fresh and original plot for a story came
under my notice about a week ago. While we were still snowed under
with accumulated scripts at the Edison studio, I received a letter

from a contributor in Chicago inquiring about one of his, entitled

"A Few Bars of Music." His letter said that he was quite anxious

about his script—that he wanted to make sure that it really reached

our office safely—since he felt sure he had what was a most original

film story, one that he would not care to have go astray and, possibly,

fall into the hands of someone who might dispose of it as their own.
The script in question was in our hands, duly entered in our books,

and I immediately looked it up to pass it through without further

delay. The plot proved to be one in which a married man, after a
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disagreement with his wife, went West and took a position on a ranch.

One day, some months later, he gets a postcard, the address in his

wife's handwriting. On the back of the card he finds only a few bars

of music. He is at first puzzled, but he and his wife are both musi-
cians, and he suddenly realizes that the notes fit the words of a well-

known Christmas hymn (in "The Messiah" the same words are fitted

to different music), the words being, "Unto us a child is born."
Understanding, he gets the rancher's horse and races off for the station,

miles away. At the station he finds that although the train has not
yet passed through it does not even stop there, but when it does
come along he gets aboard by hanging on to the mail bag and being

swept with it into the mail car.

The part of the plot which this author thought was entirely

original was, of course, the sending of the message by means of the

"few bars of music," from which his story got its title. Reading his

synopsis, I wrote him that it would be useless for us to consider the

story, because his "original" plot was almost a direct parallel of a

story that appeared in Black Cat about fifteen years ago, called "A
Few Bars in the Key of 'G.' " The Black Cat story was a $500 prize

winner, and has been read by hundreds of people throughout the
country. Many have forgotten it, no doubt, but if this man's story

had appeared on the screen, together with his very similar title,

there is hardly a doubt that someone would have remembered the
fictional plot and been ready to accuse this photoplaywright of

plagiarism.

His letter in reply to my letter of explanation, pointing out the

similarity in the stories—the receipt of the card with the message in

music, the race to the station, etc.—showed me quite clearly that he
had hit upon his plot quite naturally and originally, and I fully be-

lieve his assurance that he had never read the story published years

ago in the short-story magazine.

The whole incident simply goes to show that there is really noth-
ing new under the sun, and that original ideas in stories may prove
to be not so original as the writer imagines, even though, as a matter
of fact, they really do come from his own brain, being suggested by
natural happenings and trains of thought. It should also be a lesson

to those silly and thoughtless amateurs who are ever ready to cry

out that some other writer has stolen their story. Be absolutely sure

that it is your story before you accuse another of plagiarism. This
writer, being a "regular," thanked me for having shown him the

strong similarity between his story and the one in Black Cat and,

realizing the folly of trying to market it, requested me simply to drop
it into the wastebasket. He is trying to play the game according to

rules. Do you study the rules?

The motion picture play is too good an art for the public to

lose; and it can retain its popularity if it labors to deserve it.—Clayton Hamilton.
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No questions can be answered by mail, nor can we supply names of players taking part in
certain pictures. Questions relating to the writing, sale, and production of photoplays and other
literary forms will be answered in this column, but readers are asked to make their letters brief
and to the point.

A SUBSCRIBER.— The monetary return that may be expected from a
playlet depends so much upon the playlet itself that any statement of prices—
save one that is widely inclusive— would be apt to be misleading. To quote
specifically what others have received would also be misleading, because record
prices would naturally be included. Therefore, a general statement of what are
customary prices in vaudeville is best calculated to give the right idea.

When a playlet is sold outright, from one hundred and fifty dollars to five

hundred dollars probably gives the right idea. Of course, only a small advance
payment is made and the rest is paid in installments after the playlet has proved
its worth. But there are very few playlets that have sold for much above three
hundred dollars.

From ten dollars to fifty dollars a week would be considered as expressing
the truth about playlet royalties. Perhaps more playlets have been rented at
below twenty dollars a week than have been let out for more than that sum.

Of course it would be much better to receive ten dollars a week for forty
playing weeks, than twenty dollars for fifteen weeks in a season— therefore the
yearly return must be figured, rather than the weekly royalty by itself.

A NEW SUBSCRIBER.—In writing a multiple-reel photoplay it is not
necessary to prefix each part or reel-division with a synopsis. It is best to make
a synopsis of the story, complete, using just as few words as are absolutely need-
ful to convey a clear idea of the plot, without frills—just the meat—and use this

complete synopsis as the first part of your complete photoplay script, following
with complete cast of characters, then the scenario (and here it is usually best to

leave the division into parts to the producer, merely figuring as nearly as you
can so that the minor climaxes will fall about at the ends of the individual parts
or reels) and, finally, your complete scene-plot. It is best to number consecutively
in scene-numbers for multiple reel stories, for then there can be no confusion in

your scene plot. If you are a good synopsis writer, your synopsis for a three-part
script ought not to run over four hundred words. But there is no restriction,

just so you get the story and not a lot of stuff that is merely incidental and not
the real plot.

Opinions differ as to the proper method of numbering scenes which are

broken by close-ups. One director with whom the writer was associated desired

the first part of the regular scene to have its proper (consecutive) number in the
script; then the close-up had the same number, followed by "-a;" and the
remaining portion of the principal scene, after the close-up, was the original scene-

number, followed by "-b." If more than one close-up broke into a scene, each
division had the same number, but with a consecutive letter after it. This was
found most convenient in assembling. I have seen other methods used, but I have
adhered to the one explained, as it seems simplest, since the close-ups are taken
with the camera in different position from the larger focus scenes and consequently,

while they are not really separate scenes, they should have some mark to prevent

their loss when cutting and assembling.

We cannot say definitely just what companies require Russian Stories just

now. None would probably care for material requiring snow. The demand now is

for summer stuff. Few Russian stories are realistic without exteriors, and these

would probably require snowy settings. Save your "snow-stuff" till a more
appropriate season.



The Vitagraph Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., is in the field for every type of

story, with the possible exception of the one-reel drama. At the present time
they are especially in need of one-reel comedies. As in the past they do not con-
sider stories in which priests or ministers take an active part, and they will not
consider at all war stories written from either view point.

The American Social Hygiene Association, 105 West 40th St., New York
City, offers a prize of $1,000 to the author of the best original pamphlet of not
more than 3,500 words on social hygiene for adolescents between the ages of

twelve and sixteen years. The contest closes July 31, 1915.

Russell E. Smith, Photoplay Editor of the Famous Players Film Company,
236 W. 26th St., New York, writes: "For the benefit of your readers who are
scenario writers I give you an idea of our needs here. I should be pleased to have
submitted to me detailed synopses of any ideas you may have that would make
four- or five-reel photoplays. I am particularly looking for strong material suita-

ble for Mary Pickford, Marguerite Clark, Hazel Dawn, or John Barrymore,
although anything else that is good will be gladly considered. Top prices will be
paid for really big themes and plots, but they must be of the highest grade of

originality, novelty and strength. Quick decisions will be given and payment
made immediately on acceptance."

The Thomas A. Edison Co., Inc., have announced through Mr. Leeds,
Editor of Scripts, that they are fully up-to-date with the reading of scripts sub-
mitted and that all scripts have been returned except those that have been held
for special consideration. Those so held have a good chance of acceptance. They
are buying only one- three- four- and five-reel subjects—no more two-reelers,

and very few comedies until further notice.

Headline Amusement Company, 1482 Broadway, New York City, wants
one-reel farcical scenarios with plenty of brisk action.

Thanhouser Film Corporation, New Rochelle, New York, is not buying
at present.

Black Cat, Salem, Mass., wants clean, clever, original stories ranging from
1,000, or less, to 5,000 words—stories so unusual and so fascinating from begin-
ning to end as to interest everyone. Humorous stories are in demand here as

elsewhere.

We are indebted to Arthur S. Hoffman, editor of Adventure, Spring and
MacDougal Sts., New York, for the following statement of the wants of this

magazine. "Adventure wants clean stories or articles having an adventure flavor,

laid in any part of the world—the United States, its possessions, and Canada
preferred. American or Canadian characters in foreign countries are also prefera-

ble to characters of other nationalities. No pyschological stories are wanted.
The characters must be alive, human, and individualized, not mere names or
puppets. We want simplicity that makes good, worth-while reading for the man
of culture and literary tastes as well as for those who want just a swift-moving
tale. We avoid the sex-question and all problems, the supernatural and improba-
ble, sophisticated stories, stories that 'glorify crime' (even those that justify

questionable means by a commendable end). We use serials of from 40,000 to

over 100,000 words, also novelettes of from 30,000 to 70,000 words, and a very
few from 15,000 to 30,000 words. Adventure uses very little verse, but prefers
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narrative poems with a real story in them. It uses humor when in short-story
form, and anecdotes occasionally if of adventure flavor. Adventure pays on
acceptance. Manuscripts are handled promptly."

The People's Home Journal, 23 City Hall Place, New York, is needing good
short-stories of from 2,500 to 5,000 words in length. It is also in the market for
serials of from 25,000 to 50,000 words in length. It uses a three-part serial of
24,000 words also, and in each issue a novelette of about 8,500 words. This
magazine specializes in fiction of interest to men as well as women, using from
four to five short-stories a month. The Journal's Wit and Humor Page is an
important feature of the magazine and all jokes accepted are paid for whether
clipped or original. This magazine buys poetry too, and is needing this as well
as fiction. The Journal pays current rates and pays promptly on acceptance.

The Woman's Magazine, 3 MacDougal St., New York, is in need of serials

of 25,000 words, short fiction of 2,000 to 2,500 words, an occasional poem, and
special articles along the line of women's interest. It does not use humor nor
anecdotes. Its fiction must contain love interest, quick action, and clean plot.

A novelette can be used occasionally if cut to serial length.

Ainslee's Magazine, 7th Ave. and 15th St., New York, is greatly overstocked
at present and is not in need of short fiction, serials or verse. It is in the market
only for novelettes of from 25,000 to 35,000 words.

The Independent, 119 West 40th St., New York, uses in its department "The
World Over," brief and well written articles on any subject of general interest,

such, for instance, as new ways of doing things in city or household management,
new reform movements, scientific discoveries, and inventions, and achievements
of all sorts. The articles must not be over 400 words and will be paid for at the
rate of $4.00 per article. Articles with pictures are particularly acceptable. This
magazine also likes good short fiction occasionally but cannot use much. It

prints a great deal of verse and is always glad to get it. Its humor is all clipped.

The Woman's World, Chicago, will consider short fiction from 2,500 to 5,000
words. The stories must have the broad human interest that makes its appeal
to all classes, or be written with the clientele of the magazine expecially in mind.
Settings essentially metropolitan, "society" tales and dialect, are not available.

Suggestions for special articles of 3,000 to 3,500 words should first be submitted.

The most urgent need of The American Magazine, 381 4th Ave., New York
City, in the short-story line is for fresh, original love stories, good detective and
mystery stories, and real humorous stories. Stories with a morbid or tragic

trend it tries to avoid. It uses serials, but seldom uses novelettes. It uses very
little verse and offers only a small market for this material. The American is at

present running three departments, "Interesting People," "Family Finance,"
and a "Contest." The first affords ample scope for the beginner who is trying to

break into magazine work.

MacLean's Magazine, 143 University Ave., Toronto, Canada, is endeavoring

as far as possible to encourage Canadian writers and for that reason is drawing

most of its material from the home field. Likewise it is treating Canadian topics

for the most part. This is not an absolute rule in either case, but it is shaping its

policy in that direction. It is at present in the field for serials and short-stories.

It is prepared to consider anything in that line submitted but prefers fiction with

a Canadian setting.

System, Wabash Ave., Chicago, is always glad to use special articles telling

of some business operation, how it has been accomplished, and accompanied by
suitable illustrations or forms. It is also interested in special articles grouping

items together under some heading interesting to business men; that is, a special

article headed "Saving Time on Office Callers" would bring together a number of

short items telling exactly how a number of business men had conserved then-

time with callers. It is also interested in personality sketches of successful busi-
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ness men—but these personalities must be centered on HOW the subject does his

work, how he handles his time, and how he does business differently from the run
of men, and so on through those activities of his business characteristics and
habits which will interest other business men. It does not care for personalities

based entirely on the rise of a man from a farmer boy to head of a large corpora-
tion, and only emphasizing his personal characteristics and thoughts. Most of

all System is interested in articles written by successful business men themselves,
telling exactly how they have accomplished some important object in their busi-
nesses. These articles may be obtained by a writer during an interview and put
on paper by him, but they are wanted only when they can be used with big men
as authors of them. System pays well for acceptable articles of this type so long
as they do not deal only with generalities, politics and sociological discussions.

They should run from 1,500 to 3,500 words and be accompanied by the big man's
signature and photographs. There is an interesting field in this work for skilled

writers, since it takes considerable thought and ability to get into words that a
big man will sign his ideas and an indirect picture of his personality, but for those
who care to develop it, it presents a very attractive field. System would consider
a serial, if an unusually attractive one, dealing with the development of an
industry in the terms of the human activities of its leaders, but it would probably
be unadvisable for any writer to attempt such a story without first going over
the matter carefully with one of System's editors. It uses short fiction only when
it can be made to "put over" a constructive business lesson. It is in the market
for only the very best of verse, referring in a rather unusual manner to business
and its activities. At present it is well stocked with both short fiction and verse.

In all writing for this magazine the main necessity is to remember that System
merely wants to tell thousands of business men exactly how some definite business
objective has been accomplished in actual going businesses. System does not care
for theory from outside writers, or for the opinions of the average outside writer
on efficiency and other general subjects. It merely wants to show HOW some-
thing was done so clearly that business men reading the words can easily put
into use the suggestions.

The foregoing statement is compiled from the very full letter from the man-
aging editor, and the following paragraph is quoted verbatim: "Since our de-
mands are specialized, writers have reason for expecting unusual attention from
our editors, and it is our object to give careful criticism and rapid consideration
of manuscripts. We do this selfishly, because if we can develop a good writer of

our style of material, we feel that we have accomplished a good deal."

The New England Magazine, 221 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass., is in the
market for general contributions only to a limited extent. The chief dependence
on fortuitous contributions is for short fiction. This must be free from morbid-
ness and thoroughly clean in expression and sentiment. Poems of merit sub-
mitted through the mail are purchased occasionally. Serials are usually pur-
chased of book publishers and the special articles used are written to order.

The Mother's Magazine, Elgin, 111., is glad to examine, with a view to purchase,
serial or part-stories of from two to eight or ten chapters. It is also in the market
for short-stories of from 1,500 to 3,500 words. It uses very little verse but is

glad to receive special articles with or without illustrations and is always on the
lookout for humorous stories or anecdotes.

Sarah Field Splint, Editor of Today's Magazine, 461 Fourth Ave., New York,
writes: "We are always glad to see serials of not more than 35,000 words. We
are in the market for short fiction of not more than 4,500 words. We like love,

nature and sentimental verse. We are not in need of special articles. Very
occasionally we use humor or anecdotes. We like fiction about young love,

married love, and children—homely or society settings—no heart-breaking
problems discussed."

Southern Woman's Magazine, Nashville, Tenn., offers $500 in prizes for the
best short-stories submitted by October 1st of this year. Only Southern writers

are eligible to the contest, but residence way from the South is no bar to this

distinction. Stories must not exceed 6,000 words and a leaflet announcing the
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rules of the magazine may be had for a two-cent stamp, addressed to Miss Anne
Rankin, Editor, Southern Woman's Magazine, Nashville, Tenn. This magazine
uses serials, short fiction, verse and special articles, but is overstocked at present.
The morbid and questionable in fiction is barred. Dramatic human tales, and
human-interest articles, are preferred.

The Popular Magazine, 79 Seventh Ave., New York, is in the market for
serials, short fiction and verse of a rugged, masculine nature. It also uses anec-
dotes about actual people.

We are indebted to W. B. Ashely, Associate Editor of The Christian Herald,
Bible House, New York, for the following statement of this magazine's literary
wants: "The Christian Herald, being a high-class Christian weekly newspaper
for the home, sets a corresponding standard for its contents. Serial stories of

from 50,000 to 60,000 words are used; the best of short fiction, preferably within
3,000 words; comparatively little verse, and then only the very best; no novel-
ettes or humorous matter. We like to get brief items of unusual interest, not
necessarily confined to religious topics. Our special articles are generally provided
for, but such manuscripts as well as all others are given prompt and careful con-
sideration and paid for if accepted on the basis of their literary value to the
Christian Herald. Articles are ordered in advance only when the writer's work
is well and satisfactorily known. Payment is made for even brief paragraphs,
and the paper offers a fairly wide field for articles of news, human uplift, human
interest and good entertainment."

Arts and Decoration, 434 Lafayette St., New York, is always in need of special

articles on Art, Architecture and Decoration. It never uses fiction or verse.

The National Sunday Magazine, 5th Ave., New York, uses serials, short-

stories, some first-class verse, and special articles of timely and national interest,

and also anecdotes "hitched up to" prominent people. However, at the present
time it is pretty well stocked with all kinds of editorial material.

The Munsey publications

—

Munsey's Magazine, The Argosy, The Railroad
Man's Magazine, and All-Story Weekly, 8 West Fortieth St., New York, are all

conducted by the same editorial staff, and unless the author stipulates to the con-
trary, manuscripts are considered as being offered to all four magazines. Short-
stories of from 1,000 to 4,000 words in length are particularly wanted. In almost
all other lines the supply greatly exceeds the demand, but there is a dearth of

good short fiction. The editors are always glad to read stories of from 20,000 to

100,000 words, suitable for publication as novelettes or as serials. In stories,

long or short, the qualities specially desired are strength of plot, simplicity of

construction, clearness of style, and quickness of action. They do not care for

character studies and cannot use dialect stories. Poems of more than 32 lines are

very seldom used. When an article is to be illustrated it is desirable that material

for illustrations be sent with it. Photographs should be mounted to avoid damage.

The Theatre Magazine, 8 West 38th St., New York, is in need of verse, special

articles, humor, and anecdotes, all of a theatrical flavor.

The editor of The Century Magazine, Union Square, New York, writes: "I
think it is true to say that we are not building the magazine from many, if any,

preconceived notions of what we want. You can picture us reaching out to take
hold of the unusual but fresh work from whatever subject and whatever source.

At present our magazine is being made up, more than half, of*the work of the com-
paratively young writer. In fact, nearly every issue contains a contribution that

is a first-published effort. So please put us down not as having any definite

preference but as reaching out with a fairly open mind to the thing that is super-

latively good of its kind. We have more difficulty in getting good fiction than
perhaps anything else, especially in the matter of short-stories that possess real

story interest. We insist on a certain standard of literary excellence, but charm
and freshness and real vigor in the telling we consider to be of more importance
than a faultless style."



One of the Most Entertaining Books Given Free
This book is used by some for public reading. It will be enjoyed by the

household.

DANNY'S OWN STORY
By Don Marquis

" I been around the country a good 'eal, too, and seen and hearn of
some awful remarkable things, and I never seen no one that wasn't more
or less looney when the search us the femm comes into the case. Which
is a dago word I got out'n a newspaper and it means, ' Who was the dead
gent's lady friend?' "

Danny enters upon the scene nameless, a baby in a basket, abandoned before
the door of Hank Walters, the blacksmith. From that very minute the fun
begins—such real, delicious, irresistible fun as only Mark Twain and O. Henry
have hitherto furnished the world.

Autobiographically, Danny says: "There wasn't nothin' perdicted of me, and
I done like it was perdicted. If they was devilment anywhere about that town
they all says: 'Danny, he done it.' And like as not I has. So I gets to be what
you might call an outcast."
The boy runs away presently with a peripatetic "Doctor," whose mission is to

make known the wonderful powers of "Siwash Indian Sagrah"; and he plunges
into the kaleidoscopic life of the patent-medicine fakir, small circus shows, and
so on, with a zest in life and a human philosophy in his side-splitting humor that
are quite amazing. Illustrated irresistibly by E. W. Kemble.

Fixed price, $1.20 (postage 12c.)
Published by Doubleday, Page & Co., in Cloth Binding

Some Dannygrams
"You ain't never comfortable with

a person you know is more honest
than you be."

"I was wondering whether she is

making fun of me or am I making fun
of her. Them Irish is like that you
can never tell which."

"A man has jest naturally got to
have something to cuss around and
boss so's to keep himself from finding
out he don't amount to nothing."

"Helping of things grow, he said
is a good way to understand how
God must feel about humans. For
what you plant and help to grow,
he says, you are sure to get to caring
a heap about."
"What you want in poetry to

make her sound good according to
my way of thinking, is to make her jump lively and then stop with a bang on
the rhyme."
"Another prominent citizen has the idea mabbe we is figgering on one of these

inter-Reuben trolley lines."

A COPY FREE TO YOU
Send us $1 .32 for one copy, and $1 .00

for a year's subscription to "The Ly-
ceum World" (described below) and we
shall send you an extra copy of the
book, or mail to a friend as a splendid
present. Use this order. Or one book
and a subscription, $1.50. "The Ly-
ceum World," Dept. P.M. Inclosed
find $ for a year's subscrip-
tion and copies of " Danny's Own
Story."

Name

Address

$50,000 A YEAR IN LYCEUM WORK
Men like Wm. J. Bryan earn much more—as much as $5,000 a week. Many

who can deliver a good lecture, or lecture-recital of some good author, or can
sing or entertain, or have musical ability, earn hundreds of dollars a week.

Perhaps You Can Do It

Mention this advertisement and write us when you send your subscription to

THE LYCEUM WORLD
Edited by Arthur E. Cringle

Department P. M., Indianapolis, Indiana, well known as a successful public

lecturer, writer, author and contributor to leading periodicals.

THE LYCEUM WORLD is more and more being recognized as among the

finest, brightest and best magazines of the country. A magazine of popular and
public instruction and entertainment, suitable for every man, woman and child

of intelligence and aspiration. It contains great lectures, original readings,

platform instruction, hints on success in platform work, articles on subjects of

vital, literary and public interest, notes on leading lecturers, musicians, readers,

singers, preachers, etc. The regular subscription price is $1.00 a year 15c. a

copy. No free samples.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.



WRITING THE PHOTOPLAY
Everyone interested in Photoplay Writing should have a copy

of the new and standard work, "Writing the Photoplay,' ' by J. Berg
Esenwein and Arthur Leeds. The following excerpts are typical
of the opinions expressed by leading photoplaywrights and editors
all over the country:

It is a careful and exact treatise handled intelligently, comprehensively and with authority.
It will be helpful to all students of photoplay and should find a place in all libraries on
technique. It is creditable in every way. —Epes Winthrop Sargent

This week and next my department in The Moving Picture News will contain compli-
ments for your Photoplay Correspondence Course and for the book. The book is the
best that has come to my attention. As author of the first text-book of any pretensions
placed on the market for photoplaywrights I desire to congratulate Messrs. Esenwein
and Leeds. —William Lord Wright

"Writing the Photoplay" is issued uniform with "Writing the
Short-Story," "The Art of Versification," and other volumes of
THE WRITER'S LIBRARY. IX + 374 pp. Illustrated. Postpaid
$2.12.

The Home Correspondence School

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

TYPING
Short stories, 40c. per thousand words.
Photoplays and poems, 10c. per type-
written page.
One carbon copy.
Expert work guaranteed.

IDA M. THOMAS,
N. Springfield, Vt.

You are at Home
the World over if you know

ESPERANTO
the easy, international language

Subscribe to AMERIKA ESPER-
ANTISTO for one year, $1.00 and
receive 318 page text-book free.

THE AMERICAN
ESPERANTIST CO., Inc.

WEST NEWTON, MASS.

IDEAS?
Do you want Inspiration?

Information ?

Send ten cents for a sample copy of
"Achievement."

175 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
Room 501

SONG LYRICS AND
MELODIES

Why try to market a lyric or a
melody that possesses no commercial
value? Why become a victim to the
honeyed words of the song shark?
A good song by a beginner may not

bring a fortune in royalties, but if

properly marketed it will bring some
financial returns and afford the tyro a
start.

The Writer's Monthly for a small
fee will examine your lyric or song, give
you a frank and detailed criticism on it,

tell you whether it has any commercial
and poetical value, and give you a list

of publishers most likely to purchase
it.

Should the song contain sufficient
merit, our Song Department will

market same for you on a 10% com-
mission basis, provided you are willing
to sell your work outright.
Reading fee for separate lyric . 1.50
Reading fee for a complete song. 2.50
Address:

Song Dept., Writer's Monthly
Springfield, Mass.

(Return postage should accompany all

manuscripts)
1

THE WRITER (Boston), a monthly
magazine to interest and help all

literary workers, established in

1887, continues its work for the
benefit of writers. It prints each
month practical articles on author-
ship and kindred subjects, together
with helpful literary news—infor-

mation about new magazines,
changes in the publishing world,
prize offers for manuscripts, new
books on literary topics, etc.,—and
a full reference list of literary articles

in current periodicals. The price is

ten cents a copy, or one dollar a
year. Address: THE WRITER,
P. 0. Box 1905, Boston, Mass.

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.



COMPLETE YOUR FILES OF

THE WRITER'S MONTHLY
We have on hand a few complete files of THE WRITER'S MONTHLY

new series, from May, 1913 to May, 1915 (June-July, 1913, being a special

double number). These twenty-five monthly numbers, placed in your
working library will give you 840 large pages crammed with instructive

articles and helpful information for writers. Among the interesting

features in these numbers of the magazine are the delightfully readable
personality sketches of Epes Winthrop Sargent, William Lord Wright,
Marc Edmund Jones, F. Marion Brandon, Horace G. Plimpton, Maibelle
Heikes Justice, Frank E. Woods, George Fitzmaurice, Russell E. Smith,
James Dayton, Hettie Gray Baker, C. B. Hoadley, Arthur Leeds, William
E. Wing, Henry Albert Phillips, John Wm. Kellette, Catherine Carr,
Phil Lonergan, Raymond L. Schrock, Beta Breuil, Gilson Willetts and
A. Van Buren Powell. Many of our readers have declared that this

monthly feature is alone worth the price of a year's subscription. The
department, "Thinks and Things," has also helped to make this helpful

little periodical famous. The series of articles on "Photoplay Construc-
tion," by J. Berg Esenwein and Arthur Leeds, running through many
numbers, should be read by everyone who is seeking to perfect his technical
knowledge. "Diagnosis and Culture of the Plot Germ," by John A. Mc-
Collom, Jr., is a series of six articles that will prove invaluable to the
writer who experiences difficulty in developing the "plot habit," that most
necessary equipment to a successful literary career. Scores of special

articles by the most prominent editors, critics, and photoplay writers of

the day make these issues of the magazine a veritable working library of

photoplay knowledge.
While they last, we offer these twenty-five numbers to our readers for

$2.00. Send your order to

THE WRITER'S MONTHLY
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

The Art of Story Writing

By J. Berg Esenwein, Lit.D., author
of "Studying the Short-Story," "Writ-
ing the Short-Story," etc., etc., assist-

ed by Mary Davoren Chambers, M.A.,

Professor in Rockford College.

This is Dr. Esenwein's latest and most
authoritative word regarding the subject

on which he is recognized as the leading

specialist — the Short-Story. Beginning

with the anecdote, this work simply and
clearly leads the writer up by easy stages

to the writing of the complete short-story.

Every phase of the subject is treated so

fully and in such a delightfully lucid

style that the self-instructed student finds

the best story-writing methods open
before him like a page of large print.

Cloth, postpaid, $1.35.

Order of

THE WRITER'S MONTHLY
Springfield, Mass.

AUTHORS

And Literary Workers

Send 25 cents for 3

months' half-rate trial

subscription for THE
D I A L—"the leading

journal of literary criti-

cism in America." It

will keep you in touch

with the work of the

best American and
foreign writers.

Published Fortnightly

—every other Thursday

—at $2 a year, or 10 cents

a copy.

THE DIAL
632 Sherman Street, Chicago

Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.



Short-Story Writing
A COURSE of forty lessons in the history, form

structure, and writing of the Short-Story taught by
Dr. J. Berg Esenwein, formerly Editor of Lippin-
cott's Magazine.

Story-writers must be made as well as born; they
must master the details of construction if they would
turn their talents to account.

May we send you the names of students and gradu-
ates who have succeeded? And the success their let-

ters prove is practical. It means recognition, accepted
manuscripts and checks from editors.

One student, before completing the les-

sons, received over $1000 for manuscripts
sold to Woman's Home Companion,
Pictorial Review, McCalVs, and other
leading magazines.

We also offer courses in Photoplay Writing, Poetry
and Verse Writing. Journalism; in all over One Hundred Home Study Courses, many of

them under professors in Harvard, Brown, Cornell, and other leading colleges.

250-Page Catalog Free. Please Address

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL,
Department 78, Springfield, Mass.

Dr. Esenwein

wt
i^
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NewThought?

ELBERT HUB-
BARD says,
"New Thought
is not canned
thought." ELIZA-
BETH TOWNE
says, " New
Thought is old
thought Bur-
banked." ELLA
WHEELER WIL-
COX gives her
opinion in the
booklet, "What
I Know About
New Thought."

ForlOcts.^
get the above
booklet, and three

months' trial subscription to NAUTILUS,
leading magazine of the New Thought and
Mental Healing movement. Edwin Mark-
ham, William Walker Atkinson, Orison
Swett Marden. Edward B. Warman, A.M.,
Horatio W. Dresser and many others are
regular contributors. Elizabeth Towne is

editor. Send NOW and we will include
the booklet, "How To Get What You
Want."

The Elizabeth Towne Co., Dept. 867

Holyoke, Mass

Ella W Wilcox

DEC

OUR SCRIPT
CRITICISM SERVICE
Up till now our charge for giving an

expert criticism on any and all scripts,
regardless of length, has been two dol-
lars. In announcing a change we do not
do so because others are charging more,
but because we find it absolutely neces-
sary in view of the increased number of
multiple-reel scripts which are being
sent in for criticism. In the future
therefore, our charge for this service will
be TWO DOLLARS FOR THE FIRST
REEL AND ONE DOLLAR FOR
EACH ADDITIONAL REEL. Writers
will continue to receive the very best
and most careful criticisms and sugges-
tions that Mr. Powell can give them.
We reserve the right to return any

script that we deem absolutely un-
worthy of criticism, making a charge of
one dollar for reading the script and
giving the writer an expert opinion of
the script's merits and short-comings.
Such a letter will equal the "criticism"
given by many who offer such service,
the only difference between this and our
full criticism service being that Mr.
Powell will not examine and comment
upon each and every scene in detail.

(Fees do not include return postage which
should always accompany manuscripts).

The Photoplay Author

Springfield, Mass.

±H~. Please mention The Photoplay Author when writing advertisers.










